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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF SY

1. INTRODUCTION

It is always tempting for those of us who 'ha e;teen given the opportu-.

nity to prepare a report on health' manpower to idealize. the situation--to
.e

make grojeCtions of a perfect health care delivery pYstem,picturing a- perfect

mix of,professionals au*iliaries working in:an efficiently organized.Ser-

vice delivery environ . If the above assumptions were true, there is no

doubt that our need f jealth manpower could drop drastically from the

current level. The fact 1,s we do pt eve me dear an efficient system,

but instead we ;have an illogical combin ion of healt orkes whcitve,pro-

liferated at, different times in an unplanned: apner. They. work in a garnet .

of uncoordi sated institutions and agencies.
.

.

To pe the need for health-pers nel, for (AA StA47,.the assumptions

of'how health care service win-be organized and delivered and the degree of

rebponsibility,the consumer will t k itcaring for himself must be,made.'
N....

Although we car*be justifiably proud 'of the aeiantements we have made
,

in health care technology, we,as a nation give little thought,o coOrdinated
,

. .

health planning. Self-imposed risks and the environment are the principle
.

.
.

. underlyingfadtors in each of the major health problems today--heart
-.. .

. . . .
- .

cancer, accidents,'drug abuse, and emotional illness, It has often been
(

. asserted, for eX4le, that changes in the sociospnomic and cultural environ-
,A '

Iment affecting everything from diet and housing to life styje,ThAve afar

greater impadt on health status than all the acut .health health care ser-.
.

,

vites, which suggests that the nation's health p Ovides should concentrate
.

. ,
i .

. . ...
I

on changing health behavior by iqdividuals. It also has become clear in

vcent years, that only'by preventing ,disease from occurrilg, rather than

r
1
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ti \

treating-it la -ter cap we hope' to achieve any major imp ement in the Aation's

Ihealth.
, /

Victor R. Fuchs in his book, Who Shall Live,. Health, Economics and

.
, 1

Social Choice, said, "In a sense medical care is to. ealth what schooling is

e
4

,

to wisdom: No society cap truthfdlly promise to to e everyone wise, but
. -\. ..

society can make schooling freely available.' ddr".government, could, if it

°wished to, come close to' assuring access to medical care'for all persons.

But,no government now or in the foreseeable future cart assure health to
.

a ,

every dividual.".

There are'healkh problems that cannot be solved solely bY.providingC
health services ut rather must be attacked by offering the California'

. ,

people protection, information, and services through which they. will them-

selmesbecome partners with health professionals In the preservation and
.

'enhancementioftheir vitality so that they will live full, happy, long and

illnes4-free'lives.

If th6' CalifOrnia'government'werg to give as much_ attention to 6ke-
.

vgntive cake, the environment, and life style as it has to the financing of .

, .

sick dare:organiZationa6 then all.avenues to itliproved health.Would be pursued

4. c .

`With equal vigor.

Organized progliams for improving consuyier health behavior and habits .'

.
1 4 ' - ..... .

cshoUld,beiven top priority, ;oral and financial support.
1

°
I'

Ic is' important to recognize that there ara.alternative patterns of .

deliveryorhealbh services andhat they impact -dilferently.on health.

.manpower.
. .

.
. 1 4 _

.
: -

' This stud follows the assumption, that. the current mode of delivery

is essentiall k-care oriented and is likely to continue that waY. With-

ti

out substantial interN,ention.at the state and'national levels to steer'it in

9
2
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other directions, the,change away from this mode of delivery dill be slowk.

.

2 ,

Undet these'asSumptions, the state of California wig undoubtedly

need to'produce-significant numbers of primary care physicians and peihaps

, .

a.few allied health care personnel. ,There would be little neecrforincreas-
-\

'' -

.

. 4.

i ing the output of environmentalists, ,health educators, medical_care'admin-
.

istrators, epidemiologi,pts, public health nutritionists,'and so forth except

to fill existing shortages, h"..

If the assumpiton, on the hand, was that we'would enCOa'age.the
T"

- . pattern of health, care delivery to be along the lines of large compreheri7

sive pte-Payment practices; e.g., Kaiser,.then California.woUld need to

".:produce different, mixes 9f heeith care personnel - fewer physicians, more ,

nurse practitioners, andother allied health Care p rsonnel, and certainly

additional healtelftre administrlgors,educatore,4,4idemiologists, etc.

i ,

If we move t he so7called:socialist":model, the mix of personnel
.;-.

.and rresources changes again, in the direction of daer traditionally trained
.-

.14.D.'s and increasingly larger aural:teas of allied-health°personnei publid"
k

'-health trained professionals,

It is-difficult to be precise when asked thepestion,'"What impact
,

doe4 prevention have,on sick care?" Answers are.eqUally'imprescise when the

question is, "What impact '1118e1,,sickness care have on health?"

History is replete withevidence that prevention can impact health

in dtamatic and, most importantly, in lasting ways. .There Is little con-
°.

iroversy remaining/that flouridation win decrease tooth detiy by upwards..
)/

of 60%, nor that reducing cigarette consumption' ill lower' cancer and cardio-
/

.vasctaar 44ease mortality. The latter example is extremely).mportant since

we hav entired an era in which the behavior patterns of the individual are

the most impottent factor in his medical history. A lot more lives -

.4 3,

3i
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would be prolonged by

transplants.

.

`Perhaps an. example will help to focus_the p6int I am trying to make.
_ .

earning how to live wi th stress than by having heart

Let!s take the problem of high mortality resulting from traumatic injury'

(. .

in automobile accidents. If we take the sick `care model and the small

practice mode of deli/ery, we would recommend that we train enough emergency

care 14:D.'s.tvtaff emergency rooms in,hospitals lochted.along major'high7 .-
P ,

.. -,ways. We would need to train ancillary emergency room personnel, the numbers

depending on they number and locatiep of the emergency rooms.. If we took'the

. A,,, .,sick card model but large emergency delivery mode, we might significantly
.4.

r ,

reduce the number 4(4 ergency rooms,',,emergency physicians and allied health
.,..-

personnel required h=putting resourdes into airlifting victims to ftwei !

centrally located emergency centers Much as is done in,warfe-re. If we toot

-4

a preventive model, we determine that speed is the prime determinant

of the severity of *jury, reduce the speed limit and hire a few highWay

patrolmen to enforce the law.

.

The point;is g ply that when trying to predict the need for hehlth

care.personnel a14,th need for expansion of the health science programs,

critical and sustained study needs to be given to a full exp #4-tion of

the assumptions under which we are operating, and to exhaustive discussions .

of'alterhatiVe methods of delivering the services that those assumptions
p.

.3

dictate.' A State'policy to provide the assumptions of choide for California
t

is thereforeatrongly,urged.
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2. OUR ASSIGNMENT"

The California' Postsecondary_EducatioA CommisSion,, in cooperation with
4

And using the staff anS,abilities of,the DepartnAt of Health MaApower Unit,

and utilizing the appropriate persondel of the.University, of California, will

provide the Eegislatureand=the Governoy with a report by April 1976, on the

needs for lafioui Categories of",health personnel in Cilifornia. (including

physicians, mid-level medical practitionerS, nurses, pharmaci'ts, dentists and 4

optometrists) and recommenaed ta rgets for expansion of health sciences/

programs Jilt ,California. The report should pro;.ride consideration of the

following:

4

1. The likely impact of. National Health Insurance on the need for

categories of personnel;

2. The likely migration patterns:of health personnel to and from

California;' sr.

3: The needs for particular specialists within categories of pexsonnel;

4. The substitutability of mid-level4ractitioners for physicians and

dentists. g

5.' The need for additional State funded programs to train the personnel

required;

6.1: The appropriate location of clinical training progriths to Me4

public policy objectives of decentralization, tobenefit-regions'

in the State, to attract practitioners to-underserved areas, and

to utilize existing clinical resources;

7 The adequacy of educational opportunities for Californians in the

health sciences; and

8. Recommended enrollment totals, taking into account need for personnel

and educational opportunity issues.

5



3, 'APPROACH OF THE'STPDY

A report.of this scope and magnitude cduld not be written in six months

without a great deal of professional :advice., consultation, and assistance from
. -

individual' experts in various areas of health manpower and education: Certainly,,
. ..., ..

; , , .
.

\ - 'there was ,no time on-Ole-job training for-anyone asso4ated'With this study.
. w . . A.

. .. .

.. . .
The study is designed to: -'4A,

1. Examine some, Cof th&A.mpOrtant occurances in national legisfkrion th,t'_

potentially may change the aemind for health services in California.

The assignmamt specifically asked for information on National Health

Insurance. We have expanded this toinclude two other issues as. well:

a. National Health Manpower Legislation, and

b. Professional Liability Idsurance Premium Increases,

which may affect the future supply of health manpower in the State.

2., Translate the potential increase in. demand for health services to the

demand for health manpower in five major areas (M.D.,D,D.S., etc.) by

examining the.supply of health manpower from the State's educational

programs, rhe migration issues; and-the substitut4bilitiof mid-level

ti practitioners.

3. Examine the educational opprotunity issue in regard to health sciences

educational programs and consider their adequacy.

Five health professional associations, were contacted to assist in pro-.

vididg data, information and paparS for the study as well.as giving thediro-

fessional pointsiof view. Contact persons or small committees frpm each organ-

ization worked ely with, us.

Educators in'each of the fields were also contacted.

Individual experts'in each of the following areas were engaged as asso-

41.
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'

dilate consultants to assist in the examination of:

1. Health Policy and Legislation

2. -Suppbeand Demand Projections

3. 'Migration and Specialty .Issues
.

4.- Mid -level Substitutability

5. Educational'Opportunities

These individual8 gave, a,broader s to the study across occupationapy

'lines with their input..

Tp further expand the involvement of peisons in the study, 400

individuals with backgrounds-in health planning, health manpower planning,

. 'heaith'manPower education, health legislation, employment of health manpower,

third-part payment, health professions, and consumer interests were invited
.4

to attend the California Health Manpower, Forum on December 5', l97tt:- They

discussed material wnerated for the studyiup to that point (2 months into

the'study).:' Many useful comments were heard at the Forum. In addition,

wtitten cdmmente were received from 45 of the participants at_a.later date.

A separate Forum .report has been erepared.

Finally, a steeFing committee was established to provide advice on'the

study. This committee consisted of representatives of the State Legislature,

public and private schools and institutions, and ether state agencies con-
...

cerned with health sciences.' The eight members of, the committee offered

much advice and guidance.



4 METHODOLOGY

A major program objective of the Division of Manpower Intelligence

the-Bureau of Health Resources Deyelopment of the National Insfitute of Health

.during the 21/2.years of its existence, was the analysis-"of current and future

health manpower 'resources and requirements.

An Inventbry of Health Manpower Models and An Analysis of Health Manpower

Models were 'published as the result of their, effort to- develop imptoved ,

...techniques and'analytical tools in prus? of the above objectives. A detailed

.description of the 56 health manpower models was evaluated in depth.. :The

usefuloess of the models were evaluated in terms of applicability, general y

validity, and operational feasibility. .The4 manpower models were assessed

individually by the Health Manpower Study Office before final selection of the

current mefhodoloiy was made.

One of the considerations related to the available data. Data were sought

from national and state professional organizatipns, licensing boards, publica-

tions, university administrations, and state and federal agencies. An over

view of this effbrt revealed the following deficiencies:
. .

,

- 1. the same kinds of data are not collected for all health professions;

2. data collected or analyzed from year to year and even month to Month

are noCcompatiblebeCauserof a lack of uniformity in format;

3. different dates are used by different.occupations for collecting data;

4. reliability of some data is questionable; large Alscrepencies often
,

occur between two sets of data-received from two different agencies,'

or even data received at two different-times from the same agency; and'

. Several needed data for utiliziffgr-certain models Were not available,

at all.

The limitation of data affects the selection of models for analysis.

0,
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Actingas a consultant to the Health Manpower Study Office, INTERPLAN,

Inc. of Santa Barbara, developed and applied methodology for projecting

the future supply and migration Rattertfs Tor five health personnel categories:

registerel nurses, optometrists, pharmacists, physicians and dentists.

. The, results of thei3rojectibna and analyses 1Dased on, this methodology

include base case prbjections for each category and analysis of the

tivity of these projections'to changes inthe factors influencill.future

supply: Summaries of the baSe case analyses and sensitivity' analyses are'

presented in Appendix D. Also included are detailed descriptions.of the

methodology, assumptions and data'Used the base case projections.

6pendix D also contains summary tables and copies of the compyter print-

outs, of each of the sensitivity analyses performed with a computerized

version of the models. AppendiX D consists of several, sections that were

written as self-contained units to facilitate their incorporation into the

final report. For this reason, the reader will find a certain degree of

repetition In the narrative of the individual sections of this report.

Projection Methodology OvervteW
. .

The eneral methodological. approach used to project .future supply for

each of the manpower categories-considered in'this report is to estimate

additions to the current supply of trainecl'health personnel from the

expeCted flow ofnew "graduates and to estimate losses from death and re-

tireMents: The sum of these two factors produce the net increase in total.

supply..

a .

In'applying this method, explicit allowance has been made for both

out - migration of _California graduates and the in-migration of graduates

trained outside the State, as well as for the rate of growth of output of

' r
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.

.

grad to in the State and outside the State. In applying. the ton-
. - . .

a
. .

. - -1 -. ,

. ,,.

.1-7. Cepb i-a Cotputerized versipn of' specific models in each f the fivez
".,f r ,. ..

categOrietof health personhel%nd projeCtions wdre made reCtrsively-for': . 4

each year from .19.75,.to 1990.. The model used for each of the categories

lescribed in detail in Appendix.
... i "

. , ,
.

.

- . ,

,
The resultAT,Up.ply projections are made.indePendene of.any con-

." . .

d ations o need; or want"
"it'

One exception is the base cede _

....

4

sdentlst projection which was modified for demand Considerations as described
1,

,below. Thus the reg*ts must be viewed in the context of their preparation;

namely, as. one of a'series of parallel analytical efforts. For organize-
,.

tional purposes, its wasccorthidered necessary'and analytically feasible

to consider supply and'requirements independently.

Although it is possibleto raise a nuthber of valid considerations to

support the position that the supply of manpower is largely unaffected by

demand 6nalderations in the short-terth (i.e.,i"that supply is inelastic

in the short-run; Oowever defined), the analysis of'supplyindependent of

demand was carried out mainly for administrative convenience. 'Olikly minor

attention is giver, to major aspects of the influences of demand on-supply. (

Other factors which may have a profound affect on future supplYif they

i

occur to a significant degree, such as changes in productivity, organiza

Or changes, (e.g. Health Maintenance Organizations), new developmentsJ/ ,..,

.

in health insurance, licenatfre review, andt9hsk delegation, to name but

a few, are not specefically addressed, except throisugh the sensitivity

analyses.

J

,
\

,

The distinction between. the need for medical services and dethand is well(
recognized. Broadly speaking, 'need" refers to medical services that
professiOnal experts have identified as neQ.-essary for good hXJ,,..t.twants"
are those medical, services that lay,individuals desire; and, "demand"
is the care individual§ both desire and are/willing and able to pay,for.

11 7°
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Further 'the metho ology used does not consider the impact of any one

manpower category on the supply of Other related health personnckl projec-

tions, such as-the posklble effeCt of a.ihrge increase in allied.hWth
P. )-'

mehpowec...eri-the supply and need 1* othetprofessional:Services'br the
1

impact of 1the projected lenbero trained Profe@sionalg on future entry,

)milliation or acrivitY patterns (except as implied in ehe sensitivic
N z.

Miaation-and p

of;'particular interest

Bible changesin migratiOn patterns are,-of course,

. Qualitative assessments Of.the impaCts of key

economic, sociological and policy-related factors play an important role

in any comprehensive analyses.of health manpower supply. -Howeyer, the >

projections in this report are largely quantitative baseline projeotions

predicated on the continuance-of bserved A patterns.storic pattes. The regultsj

9are intended to give a-referenc point for policy analysis and decision-

making,=and represent a point of departure rather thah utlimate statements

on future ,health' manpower supply in California.

Data and Assumptions

Relative to the magnitude of the problem being addressed', the an'lysis

for this report was conducted in a very short time period of about six

months with limite1 resources, As a'result, it was necessary to use only

idata readily available without embarking on any major effort'to.collect

additional data br even refine the existing data set to any great extent,

As a result, there are several cases where simplifying assumptions needed

to be thadee. As an example, It was assumed in the base case projection.

J

for pharmacists that all California graduates took up practice in California.

An attempt.was made to explore and clarify the unceptainty implications of

18
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('these simplifying assumptions

'-

,

(
it will be , olear'to the careful reader that;.thare are many impoitant

.,,-..,
,

, ... ,.
. 1. ,

Many of the simplifying assumptions were necessitated by incompati
. , ,

4
) : 1 :I

k

.:

with the sensitivity analysis. 'However,
-4

areas reqUicyg further research.-

aft

, ,
hilities, gaps or other limitations in the 'data kvrable. 'However, the

. .

methodology _provides a well-defined framework for specifying many df the

- .

key:data elements of a data set needed for the future develivment of a

comprehensive health manpower planning and evaluation methogblogy.

k
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.1% THE IMPACT'. F FEDERAL,HEALTH MANPOWER LEGISLATION
'

.

In attempting to det mine the impact qePepding ederal health Manpower_

t

I

` SGMARIES AND.RECOMMENDATIMS:

A:. SIAMARIX;

legislation on the staterf California, ie must be kep in mind that the law..

, which is finally-enacted-Win not become effective until 1977, at the earliest.
.

. , ,
.

. the length, of time required Co implement its.Aandates will 'vny according to

. the specific OovisioUs; thus possiblrAolayinitheir full impact until.thPi
z, .

: .. 4
1980's.-: The impact' of thOse provisions which focus on medical students newly.

d, ,

. . ,..

enrolled after enactment-of the legislation will be even further delayed by

elength of the physlciantrainin4 process.

Decisions on capitation paYments are likelY.tohavethe most i diate.
f

.
-

, \ .

effect-on the medical schools. It seems clear that capita ion funds will
j

continue to be available to medical schools,.but the amount per student could
r,

be' reducedand the reqUireMents for receiving the payments will address very
.

different issues'than in the past. In'order to receive capitation payments'

under the new legislation, medicalschools will be required to shift their.

focus from increasing.eni011ments to actions which see1 to alleviate prOblema

4
4:geographic and specialty maldistribution.

A reduction in the amount-of capitation payments will have a more profound

ipaCt on private medical sc4ols in California which cannot rely on State .

..- ,

uding. 'Both State .end private inatitutioss may feel Compelled to compen-

sate for a reduction. ilicapitation payments by increasing tuition. Being part
,

of the State - supported educational system, the public medical schools in
c.

California will be able to absorb a greater reduction in capit yments

than ttleIrTrivate counterparts in the State before having resort

tuition increases.

4 0
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* t
l r .., ......

. . ..
The various bills cu ently befone the Congtes.differ in the extdnt.te /

4 r-" . .

which they use capitation payments to achieve federal objectives.1 There ere
,

-.-,
-

.

some_proposed.stipulations7-sUch astAe requirement that each.student agtee tNo
, \._,,- e, ..

provideservice in an underserVed`aieajn order for tlie.sch ol to receplie
1 ,

capitation.funds--ithich'themedical schools fnCfornia.ma fincLunpalatable.
' 1,

- -.I,I f such.requ4ements we=e 'enacted into ,law, the medical schools in California:. .
-, - , -

. .
..,- ,..

.

;ht refuse to comPly and thus sacrifice_ all capitation funding. Ins this ,..,0- .

).

1

instance, it is -reasonable to assume that all schools, public and primpte,
.

woultbe forced to increase tuition. It is likely that those provisions pet-

ceived to be the most severe or an encroachment on n"school'i academic freedom

.

will not appear in _the legislation
A
which)Amerges from Congress; but.it is_itill.

.

.

.

-.-- . -,,,
4...'

.
.

too early

.

predict the outcome. .
_

L.

!:

I

The*etophasis on enrollMent*increases which existed in federal, health

manpower legislation since 1968 and was encouregedthroUgh capitation payments
A. \ '.,.

f

in the 1971 legislation, has bden greatly diminished in the eatly Pending
,

bills. The Congress has come to reco ze that increasing the supply of'

health professionals does not guarant improvemqpt in their distribution,

'either geographically or,by.specialty. Many have reachedthe conclusion that

the nation now has an adequate or even excessive supply of physicians' and that .

all efforts should be concentrated on redistribution,to improve the availability

of their services.
1.

With respect to enrollment increases, alternative requirements in the

current bills range from maintenance of enrollmentoto only modest increases.

:.,.- .

In the short term, neither provision will haVe a significant impact on Califor-

A problem could arise in the future, hbwever, as a result of California's

reliance on physician migration from other states for a substantial portion

16 21



of its physicians. If states which' h_ bedn,losing their medical school
.

graduates to othersiates, such asto"_dalifornfa, develop new netwdics of

-educational programs focused on retaining their graduates, the numbe -of

I, ,

, phYsiCians
4
Migrating'to California in, the future mayoliminiah.

i : ,Z, , .

It is reasonable to assume that no.Matter whiCh bill. is'enated,.it will
,- 4 ---.. ,

,
. ,

! ,
incorporate -a requirement,tbatat least 50% of .aschool's%affiliated resiVencyr

. %.
. - , .., .,- : ..- ''1

internal
'

..
iiositions be in the primary care Specialtiels'oti ma4Cine, general 4"

_ ., - ,. -

and familypractice, pediatrics andsperhapS obstettics'andgYne,colOgy. The

provision is allow three years in which- to phase in the full number

o -of primity care pfsitions.' The proportion of all residency'positions in the

. United States represented by internal medicine, general and family practice

and pediatrics in 1973. as 38%. 'The state of California had only a slightly
-*

higher proportion of.its,resident'S in the primary care, specialtiks,' thus
a

-- requiring roughly a,6 to 10% increase in the number of first-year primary
4 4

, . N
care residency positions by 1980 to meet the legislatilie mandate. \

,-, n,
A major impact of this 'provision on all schools will be the need iO expand

their ambulatOy training capacity to accommodate the increased numbers of
. .: , ,

prim ry care_ residents. Such exi;ansion.canCake a variety \f forms ih addition
.

to increasibg currently existing capacity. within teaching institutions., In

California:, this might encpurage decentralization to those aAkas where

facilities exist,which have the capacity to participate in graduate, training
ex

programs. For those teaching-hospitals which are ated in inner city neigh-

borhoods, the possibility of expanding ambulatory draining capacity through

neighborhood clinics could improve the availability of setvices to inner city

populations while at the same time meeting the ambulatory training needs of

[

the teaching prpgrams. Moreover, such a program of training and service would

-

410
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respond ta'legislative minaatee.for imprOvineaccess

. -

populations.

,

to Bare for upderserved

The ultimate impact of the various federal health manpower policies

. .currently being Koposed i. Ci:mgress may t be felt for a decade on the state

- \
. level. The ?ederal government can mandate and provide financial support--two

vitaf'components in policy developMent and implementation- -but the style of

the,prgrams will depend heavily on how policies are- interpreted and implemented

at the state level. It is,therefore necessary for the state of California

)

to'be'aware of federal policies which-will affect the supply, distribution and

,

praotice'patterns of its health professionals and to be active in translating

feral policy into action within the state conte4t..

As'of March'17, 1946; the Senate Subcpmmittee had pOstponed its scheduled

mark-Up of the Health Manpower Act untilMarch 22. Tke Subcommittee originally'

planned to work from the House-passed version of the, legislation, HR 5546.
.

The delay-was said to be due to a general Congressional slowdown following
ta.

the death of the Houee's most senior member, Representative Wright Patman

(D- Texas), according to a SUcommittee staffer.

41(-
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2. THE EFFECT Of PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY PREMIUM RATE INCREASES ON PATTERNS
is

OF PHYSICIAN PRACTICE IN CALIVRNIA

Ailoiroach
.

...

This Administrative Repott briefly summdrizes the. preliminary results

of`Qrk done 14 Rand during the, past three months for Che.California Post-

secondarY EduCation Commission on the effects of'professional liability
....

/

premium rate. _increases on patterns of physWan:practice in California.
.v

Our.redearch has included the,foliowing tasks:''
.

, .
'i-

. .'' ,...

- -ReView o'f recent literature on medical malpractice;incluaing
_ . .

....

N.s.

.
,

C.

federal and state .reports, and hearings as well as periodical

literature.

- -A letter and telephone survey of medical-and specialty societies

in California, concentrating primarily on northern California, to

determine,the.effects of malpractice increaseS. As of this writing
.

some response has been received.fromikimost all northern California

medical societies.

- -Analysid of sample surveys of physician practice pattell conducted

by (1) the Office of the State Auditor General (referred to here-.

after as Auditor General's Survey) during August;-(2) the

California Medical Association in December (to be published and

referred t hereafter as CMA SUrvey); (3) the.Department'of Health,

- -Compilation and preliminary Analysis of data from insuJance brokers

and (4) ,Johnson and Higgins insurance brokers.

0

on changes in premium class by physicians which would tend to re-
(

flect changes in practice patterns.

-- Compilation and analysis of .data from the Board of Medical Quality
' :

Assurance on licensed physicians in California.



5.
Compilation-and analysis of data-on trends in hospital occupancy.,

before, during and agter.the physician slowdmin in the San Francisco

- Bay area.

. .

--CompflatiA and preliminary analysis of data provided by the State

Health Department,and Medi-Cal fiscal'intermediaries on physician
1 ,

.piovider participation and trends in use of physician services.-

--Preliminary ssiralysis-of data compiled by the Health Manpower

Development'section of the Health department on practice choice of

Family Practice residents.
k

. )

7-Compilation and preliminary-analysis of data on malpractice premium

rates and suggested rates In various states. \

Limitations

This report present's preliminary findings and tentative .cOnclusions

.Which will be subjected to. fur analysts, refinements and revision. It

has the' following, limitations:

.

1. Rate changes have 9ccurred.only recently and it is too early to-

get a comprehensive statewide picture of their effects:
.

Mucci of the information we have gathered is from surVeyi of

physicians, medical societies and specialty groups taken during'atime of

controversy and may,' to some extent, reflect the emotionalism of the moment

and only temporary attitudes and practice changes.

. . ,

3. Certain changers in: physician may beIrarent only'after

more time has elapsed (e.g,, changes in practice location choice).

4. Data concerning the effects, of these changes is only now becoming

available and is fragmentary.
Ari r

5. We have not completed our analysis of data. ohly'recently made

available.

2(2,5



To surmount some of these iliiitationwe'have focused attention on

exalpining effects of rate increases in northern California where-rate

.increasesoccurlip first. We have also tended'to regard survey responses

of physicians in some instances as .a likely upper-hbkad indicator of

their actions: Thus, we present early evidence.of changes whi,ch must be

.
monitored and viewed more comprehensively before more-mature cOnclusiona,

about the full statewide impact 6*Aliatactice tate ehanges can -be knOwn.,

Conclusions

Our preliminary ana4ysis, based uponIstatewide surveys focused primari-.

ly 'cm. northern California data, suggests that major increases in malpractice

rateshave:

1. not yet caused a major movement of physicians out of California;

2. not yet caused reductions in the annual number of new physicians

licensed.to practice in the State; 11

3. not yet caused reduttions in the-number of out -of -state licensees;
1

4. not yet caused an ,increase In the number of endorsements by

Califoria physicians to practice elsewhere;

5. not yet resulted in encouraging graduating California tamily

practice residents to leave California and set up practice elsewhere;

6. not significantly reduced physician willingnessr
physicians' assistants;

A",

7. not yet resulted in significantly reducing.-the number of physi,.

to utilize

cian prov.iders sarving'Medi-chl Tatients up through November 1975;

.a. not 'resulted in significantly reducing the availability of

physician care to Medi-Cal patients in San Francisco and:the East-Bay,

after the May physician slowdown; 9 ,

9. apparently not resulted in discriminatorytreatmentliY Bay Area
1 4
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physicians, of Medi-Cal-patients needing hospital cd0e during the'May

physicians', slowdown;

10. probably encodraged premature retirement of a few, but not an over-

whelmingly large number of older physicians many of whom may have been

practicing part time;

11. probably significantly Affected the spectrum of services provided,

particularly byamily practitioners, many of whbm indicate they have
s.

reduced surge obstetrics and by other specialists'Whoappear to

have reduced surgery;

12. caused frustration atong family practice residents who are discouraged

from. performing obstetrics and-other-procedures for which they received

residency training;
o.

13.. probably reduced the availability of care in certain rural-areas,

particularly obstetric care and services to Medi-Cal patients;

14. resulted in increased expretion by physicians of their-urniffrE64ne:!:

fo accept new' Me r,

di-Cal p ti -an-trieports by medical societies and

pubirt officials that few physicians in many northern California area's are

accepting Medi-Cal patients without referrals.
4

15. potentially improved quality of care to the extent.that unnecessary

surgery is reduced and less technically competent physiCianasare discouraged''

from performing surgical procedures in'poor facilities;

16. resulted in increased costa of service ranging from 10 to 30 percent

fpr.office visits to primary care physicians and more for surgery and

be passing all.or part of theirspecialty care. Most physicians.appear t

increased premium posts on to private patients;

.17. .encouraged a small but significant number off physidianato practice

without insurance (probably between 5' and 10 percent);
6

7
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18.: probably in metropolitamareas stimulated a transfer of certain

patients from family physicians to surgeons and obstetricians; 11,

19. caused many physiciahs" who have not made changes in their practice to

consider doing so if rates continue to climb;

20. probably, to a minor degree, helped increase the2attractivenesa of

closed practice settings although salary increases were probably a more

important incentive to those.moving to military service than ,the dis-

incentive-of higher premiums,

In sum, available evidence suggests that malpractice rate increases

have not yet caused significant reduction in California physician supply

but appear to have. spurred charips.in practice pat rns-*h rpotentially

important effects on the and quality of-care, parti-
.

n.non-metrqpolican areas. These 'effects should be carefully

monitored so that their impact statewide and in particular areas of California

.can be appropriately assessed by-poiicymakers..

2,3
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3. THE IMPACT OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE ON
HEALTH MANPOWER IN CALIFQPiA

No major new Federal financing program for medical care services.ib

likely to be fully implemented within the next five years. Congressional.

Interest has waned since the Kennedy-Mills proposal came close to passing in

1974. New members of the relevant committees are still developing a basic

grasp of the issues and-options: The budgetary situation is'unfavorable with

_-respect to both general fund financing and the use of the Social Security.

Payroll tax. President Ford has responded to the potential of continued

A
large budget deficits with a fiscalpoliCy whose expenditure level doesnot

allow fqr new programs of the magnitude of National Health Ihsurance.
.1

Once National Health Insurance is looked at seriously again, t4.eCongress

will, require. two sessions to completorhearings, prepare legislation, and to

enac final, Itzo to three years will then.be required
t

to develop the adMinistra 'e machinery to' carry out the legislation.' There

is plenty of time for-the State legiblatUre to formulate a well planned health

manpower policy in response to NationalHealth Insurance.

Many basic issues must be faced in defining National Health Insurance

proposals. There are four of those-issues which willbe of particular impor-

tance to the determination"of manpower policies. They are (1) the service to

be covered; (2) the extent to which patients share in costs; (3)'who is

ble to be paid for providing medical Care services and the mechanisms by which

roviders are reimbursed for services provided; and (4) controls over aggregate

expenditures.

We hayed divided the potential forms of National Health Insurance into
%

three classes. Those are insurance against catastrophic medic l expense,
s,

moderate programs admin tered through private insurance carriers
k
with extensive

4r
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use of co-Tayment a4d deductible provisions., and extensive federally financed

programs which eliminate co-insurance for most services. A catastropfteplan

would hot effect the demand fbr medical care services enough 'to require a

response from state health manpower poliCy. The impact would mainly be on

tertiary care where the supply of reaourc n the State is'adequate. However,

the impact of the other two programs depends the responsiVenessf real

consumer demands to changes in finance and, on the egpacity of currently pro-
,

'jected professional manpower to meet those demands.

ar

PrOjecting.demand for physician services under alternatie,National Health

Insurance schemes requires determination of how utilization will be altered by
e

cutrentfy active consumers and increased for underutilizers oferviLes, Amoig
;k .

.

the most important fac ors influencing the change in dethand f tianSq

services are: , *

-,-,

. . . . %
-the.proportion-t of the Population covered by insurance and governMent

.

programs;

- -the scope of services covered, by'insurance 'and government programs;

-the eOtent to which co-insurance and deductibles are utilized to

constrain demand

-the response of consumers to 'the nge-in-price fOr-a. given health
;

\

care service.

Although a slightly, smaller prbtpaft1 on of Californians under age 65 "were

\
6verea by private health insurance in'l971than persons in the United States.

as a whole, the Medicaid program in Calif\ Ornia was wider coverage and greater

benefits than programs in most4other states.- Therefore, the impact on demand
, , 1

,
.

i
. . ,

.

- % .

in California,is'Iikely to be less than tha\t, for\the entire nation. Th
\ .

, ..

greatest roomfor expansion in demand exists or 't,he coverage of ambulatory
.

sician care and specialized medical services such as. dental care, prescription
'2-.

p

-4'.,1'

,,iclz. ./..,.
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drAs, optometric services, and mental health services. There is considrable

disagreement among analysts with respect to the extent users of health will.,

desire to increase their utilization whenfaced with reduction in the.outof
,

pocket payments they must make for that use.

Although we cannot currently project with certainty the magnitude of
. -

change in demand for services under National Health Insurance, it is Certain

that su a program.will further increase'demand for services.' Whether this

increa in demand must be translated' into a need for additional physicians.,:

t
depends in part op the size of the already projected supply and in part on -the-

ability of physicians and other heals care personnel to expand services. The

nationwide increase in medical scho enrollments since 1970 has led to a DHEW.

projection of an 84% increase i the number of physicians in -the United States

between'1975 and 1990'. Under the assumption that California would maintain

...)its present proportion of the..national physician supply, its physician to

pOpulation tatio would increase from 194 in1970 to 250 in 1990. In addition

to the increase in nutbers, there is evidence that physicians,-in California

could expand..the number of office visits they average each W6k.

*Six categories of assumptions are required in order to estimate the

number of physiciana needed to meet the utilization patterns expetted in

the future. The'y are:
.40".

1. The total population and its age distribution.

,2 The current utilization of physician services (expressed in terms

of,office visits), fnthe aggregate and by specialty.

3. The change in demand for physician services that would be brought

about by National Health Insurance.

4. The number of physicians in the future and their distribution among \

specialties.

26a



5. The annual number of patient visits by specialty.

6. The xole of nurse practitioners and physicians' assistants in

meeting.the,expanded demand. for services.

A Series of specific assumptions within those six broad categories

,provided the basis for projections of the impact of National Health Insurance

on the need foi primary care physicians, Had we used a different set of

assumptions the results might have been far different. It is

consider qur results in the light of the assumption that we pade.

Based on our analyses, we have reached the following con

respect to the potential impact of Na0onal4Mbalth Insurance.

1.' kmoderate level expansion of Federal financing, which would pri-

rtant to
.

ons with

marily impact on the.demand for ambulatory care, is not likely to

require manpower.for most regions ofthe State beyond that which'is

likely to be available. Substantial increases in physician manpower

are alreadi projected over the.neXt ten years and there is evidence

thatmany physicians in California currently have relatively low

numbers of patient visits each week compared to"the national average.

It must be noted that the difficulties which already exist in

some areas, of the State with respect to the lack of enough primary

care.physicians"are likely to be increased with the passage of even

a moderate National Health Insurance plan. However, the likely
s

expansion of the National Health Service Corps might provide physi-

cians Nnd other health care personnel:for a limited number of rural are0s.

2.- It is evident that NHI will aggravate the already existing need

for a relative-increase In those physicians who provide primary care.
,

.to adults.' We are not,conviliced that the apparent tightness in the
4

capacity ofthose physicians to provide services relative to the demand

27



should lead to an'expansion in the total number of physicians. Rather,
,

we feel that major shift in the 'content and focus of graduate train-

-trig, combined with the increased use of all levels_4-Dther health
fl

care personnel, /ike4 will 5e adequate to meet the additional de-

sired utilization. Particularly important, at this'time,.- is the need

to expand andstrengthen family practice, training programs, to provide

internis -ani:pediatricians in training with 'lore experience in pri-

mary care, and to improve-the coordination of nurse practitioner and

primary care physician training.

3. In general; it would seem that the Inpact on demand would be some-

. "
what less in California than in the rest of the United States.' This

.would particularly be true with a plan such as, Long-Ribicoff which
(

_emphasizes catastrophic coverage with large deductibles and an

improved Nedical Assistance program for low income families. The

Health Security Act pays A great deal of attention to the equalization

of expenditure among geographical areas over time through 011ocations

of the National Health Budget. a large proportion of the

increased expenditures.induced.by the plan would be allocated to those.

areas with relative shortages in resource supply and with low current
.

levels of expenditures.

' As noted above, National Health Insurance would likely reduce the

inequality in purchasing power among the various states. Providers

would face a considerably different market for their services. -There

.e"

S

is evidence that, in the-past, physicians have loCated where there is

high .,personal income-per capita which could be associated with a'

greater demand for medical are services. California has been one
e

of the beneficiaries of those behavior patteIns. Some of its advantage
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in attracting medical care personnel may be reduced wten a comprehensive

National Health Inaurahce .plan is-implemented.

4. There is tremendo4s uncertainty in the projection of future health

manpower requirementi. To a great extent this is due to inadequacies

in the data. Information on the numbers bt physicians, their specialty
\.

'foCus,and actual' practibe, and on the residency training programs is

controlled by the medical profession. We believe it isiimperative

that the Federal government and State governments gather the infor-
,

mation they require to adequately under tend the preset and plan

fot the future.

At tile same time,ve,must face the fact that the best of data

will ncWprovide precise answers to the relevant questions.. Heasur-

mentlisdifficult,.behaViar patterhs are hard to measure, and. the

future does not'exactly replicate the lesent. or the past. 'Therefore,
c

. .
mechanisms must. be deVeloped to monitor the status.of the system on

A..... .

a continuing basis tolacilitiate a more rational response to short-

ages or excesses as they become apparent.

5. Finally, we want toemphasize that there are,aocialcosts involved

with eider an oversupply or undersupply.of physicians. To the extent
. -

that physicianacontiol the use of. their services, the potential

for:the excessive use and dependence on medical care exists. Faced

with the uncertainty mentioned before, the state government must

lance the potentiar for error on both sides.
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A 4. MEDICINE

As of OctogAr-1975, there were 107 U.S. medical schools pproved to

,award the Medical DegIee. There were 54,074 medical students enrolled in the,

114 medical schools in the United. States in 1974r75. The first-year class

numbered 14,963 which is an increase of 5.2% over the previous year. Nation-

ally, there has been a 69% increase in the first year medical school enroll-
,

ment and a 72% increase in the number of M.D.'s awarded .in the United States

in the past ten years.

In California we presently have eight accredited medical schobla (five

public and three private). In addition, there is the Charles R. Drew Post-

graduate Medical School offering only residency training and continuing

education programs for,physicians..
;

.

)0( %
AV

In 1972,, the Berkeley campus of the Univers1ty of California initiated a

new ogiaM in medical education to be operated jointly with the School of

Medicine at San Francisco with.a strong emphasis on primary care and utiliza-

tion of community resources. In 1974, the RiVersidecampus of the Uniltersity
.....

of California, in conjunction with'the University'of California at LOs Angeles,

developed a new biomedical science program which will begin to enroll 24.

students, by 1977 ap the medical school campus in Los Angeleg.
,

1
Planning has also been initiated between the UCSF. Medidal School and the

Fresno Veterans Administration Hospital for a new medical education component

in the northern San Joaquin Valley with a planned enrollment of 6 third:

year students and 94 interns and residentsA.n 1976.

Total- California M.D. degrees awarded went from 463 in 1965 - 1966 to

899 in 1974 - 1975 which is an increase of 92% contrasted with a,72% ,

increase nationally. In the same period, the California population groWth

averaged only a little less than2% per year. Despite this rapid growth,

0
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California in 1975 contributed only 5.9% of the total M.D. graduates in the

nation.

Only 28.6% of the 1975 active non÷federal physicians in,California receiv-
,

ed their edu6ations in California. Sixty.and six-tenths percent of. the Calif--

ornia physicians graduated from medical schools in other states and approxi-

mately 10.9% were trained'in foreign medical schools; 56.5% of .all California

graduates attended private medical schools in the State. Of the 1975 gradUatea,

67.2% chose to remain in California, and 54.2% of the graduates are currently

interning in the State.

California may not be,able to continue to depend on in-migration from

other states, however., Many states have becOme conscious of their loss, of

highly trained manpower to our state and are seeking ways through incentive

programs, mandatory service legislation. and other strategies to retain

graduates within their own medical underserved areas. A review of'the fac-

tors whioh may change migration patterns of physicians is presented in a

later chapter.

'The maldistribution of physicians is significant in urban counties. San

Francisco County with 3.2% of the State population has 8% of the total physi,

cian population; Los Angeles has 32.7%, of the. State population with 35% of the
%

phySiciang. Sonic of the rural counties, however, have slouch lower ration of

physicians/100,000 civilian population.

Although the state of California has a higher ratio of physicians than

many-other states, approximately 22% of the population of. CaliforAla is

estimated to be in need of primary care services. The Health ManpowerPolicy

Commission identified in 1975 seven ensus, tracts.in the downtown area of

San Francisco County, seventy-five census tracts in LdsAngeles County, six-.

teen census tracts in the city ot San Diego, fourteen census tracts.itthe>)
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city of Oakland, and fifteen o her rural counties as critical physician
0 .

(shortage areas.

To dedl with the current physician manpower problems in California

which include a relative shortage of primary care physicians, a'relaeive

shortage of physicians in some rural)* lowAncome urban areas and an

oversupply of physicians performihg surgery will require changes in federal

7 health manpower policy, policies of the Coordinating Council onirMedicai
. ,

Education, the liaison Commiit/ee orf Caduate Medical Education, and the
/

various specialty board and societies involved in reside cy training as

11well as health manpower policies in California. Tri terme'of manpower

policies, the number and distribution of residency.trainingipositions is.'

the key to future supply. It is the-policy area which we address in the

greatest detail in this report. Reimbursement policy under.private.health

insurance, Medicare, and Medicaid is also important.

The problems ofgeographic andrspecialty maldistributiop are inter-

related for several reasons including the differnet practice location pre-

ferences of internists and other specialists as compared' with general and.

.

family -practitioners, thefeign scant 'ariance in the number of patients

Seen per day and per week by general practitioners and otter primary, care

specialists, the declining number of general practitioners end,tpe increased

number of, internists and pediatricians who will be-prividing primary care in

the future. In this report we examine the following issues both from the

national perspective and in relation tb-California:

1. What is the problem?

2. 'The optimal distribution among specialists ,

3: Primary care and primary care specialists

r
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4. Physician specialization in California

5. .Specialization and physician locatidn

6. Specialization, demand,'Pnd utilization

7. kesidency. Ftaining'programs in California

,The control of residency training

9. Choosing sites for training

Bated on the analysis of this report, we have reactled the following

conclusions: '

1. Policies of the federal government and migration patterris of

physicians will have a greater impact on the total number of physicians in

California and their-distribution by specialty than state policies. The

great majority of California's practicihg physicians received their under-

. .graduate Medical education outside of California.. More than one-third of

American medical school gr duateiin the last decade:who are practicing in

California had none of their :graduate training in California.
Z:2

Federal legislation)under tonsideration,could have considerable impact

owthe state of. Califorr4a. However, it mulat-bg kept in mind that the law,
,

7-'"1 4

which'is finally enacted would not,become effective until 1977 at the'

earliest. The length of'timerequired to'implement. its mandates will vary
,ar

according to the specific provisions, thUs possibly delaying the full impact
. ..

,

,-..
,

until the 1980'6. The imp\ .act of thosie provisions which focus on medical
.

f. .
..

.

Students newly enrolled after enactment, of the'l gislation be even

. further delayed by the length Of the physician training process.`

2.. Our project$sts of the California specialty distribution for 1990,

based on DREW national projections, indicate that rhegrowth of primary care

PhysiCia5s, while substantial, will remain considerably less than the groWth

in the surgical specialties and other medical specialties. There is no one
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Method availablefor determining the optimal distribution of physicians

among specialties. Rowever, we are willing to accept as a tentative objec-
.

tive the widely suggested criteria that 5p% of all physiciansshould be in

primary care specialties. As previously noted, the primary responsibility for
.

changing this projected treftd must fall to the federal government. However

the State can havd .ortant marginal impt through the airect subsidy of

certain prbgr such as fa*ly practice and other primary care residencies.
,..

It -seems to Li@ that.the trends in specialty training during the-past four

i years and the failure of present voluntary mechanisme.to effectively conProl

the tgtal number pf residencies or create a'balinced mix among training

positions in primary care and other specialties is hardlya cause for opti-

mism that the voluntary approach will succeed in the future.

3. The choice of;sites ,for primary care training programs is a complex

, .

decision. Consideration must be given to the level ofclinical training

under'discuseion.: Residents require a soph4tsticate4 education experience-
/

. .-
n

with a,relatively large patient base and a wide. disease spectrum. A detailed

list of criteria.is'given in the chapter on medicine of this report.
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5. NURSING

Major Issdes and-Problem$

There seems to be agreement from every research source that the health

care system in the United Staies is changing and is facing increasing

pressure-to-change. Technological and scientffid medical advances,'coupled,,
-

with rising costs and,expectations for comprehentsive care are making de-
.

. mends on the' traditional health care system which it cannot meet inits
47,

present form.
4

It is in this'context of the.changingsystem that nursing education
.

,confronts two:basic issues:

What kinds of demands for services mustnursin e ,prepaid
.

//to meet?

In what ways must the supply of nurses be adjusted in rder to.

meet the new health/nursing care heeds?
,

Summary-of Idegtified Problems

In examining the data ofthe supply of nurses and their-utilization

at present and the projections of.nurge supply and demand in the next 15,

Years, a numBer of complex 'concerns are Identified. The data analyzed in"
%

this report brings up many problem* and questions which need to be answered;
,

The following is a summary of these piqlems and questions Posed by the

data., Thus the summary of findings of 'this report includes the questions
.

..

to be answered by the recommendations:

a) Should nursing training programs he expanded and shOuld new ones

be developed? Demand and supply projections indicate a need for

more nurses, and statistics show that California is now and i

. -
likely to remain a debtor state.. Yet itis 'found that there is

difficulty for many nurses to findemployment in California.

4'J
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Should there then Actually be imposed a moratorium-on new training

programa or even a tutback of nurses trained in California?

.1,That can or should be done about the high attrition rate among

trained_nurses and the low labor force participation of experienced

nursing personnel?

ci What can or should be done about the large number of health

science program applicants.for whom there is no space?

d) Is more clinical training needed by academically trained nurses

41.

as nurse employers indicate?, What kind of clinical training is

needed by emerging nurse professionals?

Is -the fair representation ca ethnic minorities in California in

in nursing education also reflected. in the.employment of

nurses?; What about ,equal opportunity for males in nuDateg

educati9a?

,f) ''stiowcan working nurses upgrade their status professionally and
41

academically when required continuing edrAtion does not,con-

atitute this upgrading? .

g) Can and should nursing education 'Units:apCclinical functionsbe

standardized? Will standardization aid in the artiqulatidi'

between various levels of.nursing education programs?

h) Should emerging nurse roles be articulated with present nursing

education levels to create aspecific career ladder for nurses?

i) 'Should the same assumptions regarding allocatioh.of.timebe

made'of nursing educatOrs as it is of- medical faculty (including

, time for research Activites, community and professional service,

36
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6. DENTISTRY

c

California has flve_of the 58 schools of 'dentistry in the United States;

the University of California at San Francisco (PC$F)., the 'University of de".
) -

Pacific (UOP), the University of California lit LosAngeles (UCLA), the

.,

,University,of Southern California (USC), and Loma Linda University.. These

.fivea.choOls eproll-about 544first-year dental students. No other state

in the nation has this many dental schools band no other state enrolls as

many first-year dental students. HoweVer, only"32.5% or 177 of the 544 first-

year places are in state-supported schools.' In 197, 80% of the first-year

places were occupied by California residents. With the current pattern of

enrollment; ;it is likely that.the number of graduates for each year during

the next several years wirl;be. about 500 to,510 per year.

In a 1975 analysis of active non-federal dentists, it was established

that approximately 62% had been trained in the state of California. The

largest migration of dentists was from Illinois and Missouri with 7.3% and

4% respectively of California's dentists having been trainein those two

states. The average age of dentists was quite young in 1975, at 43 years

of age. The California Dental Association estimated that the number of

dentists lost due to death, retirement or other factors would be about 3%

per year.

- At the:pspnt time, distributiOn of dentists in California is quite

good; with' only one rural county'lacking at.least one resident, licensed

dentist as of 1975. There are 'still some population groups who do not have

access to dental care for a variety of reasons--financial, cultural, and

edUcational barriers prevent these groups from receiving adequatecare.

t

In 1973, a survey conducted by the California Dental Association (CDA)

4 9
'41
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reported that only 5% of, all dentists felt that they were too busy and

would like fewer patientti. FOrty and three- tenths percent indicated that

they were not busi enough and needed' ore patients. The majority of den-

tigts also reported'that they could accept almost all new patients. The

findings of thii survey indicate that increased productivity of dental

manpower is possible) and could absorb, a sizeable increase. in demand should

pne occur. These findings .should be of particular interest to those who,

are planning expansion of publicly-funded dental care services. It is

anticipated that little or no dental care-will be included under a national

health insurance plan by 1980, and that the incremental increase of pte-

paid dental care programs currently occurring in California will place no

undue stress on the dental manpower Supply.

Dentistry is currently in a state of flux concerning the realignment

of duties for dental auxiliaries. Recent legiglation (AB 1455) and'new

regulations, which have yet to be implemented, have provided Tor a career

ladder conceptwhich expands the duties legally delegable to auxiliaries.

The impact of this recent legislation has yet to be determined; although

research in clinical settings has indicated that.a substantial increase

in productivity might result froth utilization of expanded-duties

auxiliaries.

No research.has been conducted-specifically to determine the optimal

number of dentist's for each specialty area who will be required to meet the

demand and need for dental services inCalifOrnia. The CDA study showed

that, on the whole, specialists: are less busy than general practitionerS.

It can be Concluded, then,' that there are currently sufficient numbers of

specialist :dentists in the State to meet the demand and that it is not
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necessary to make ,a special effort to increase their numbers.

The State can expect even more recent manpower data to result from a
4 A

survey to be conducted by the. Board of Dental Examiners in March of 1976

as a part of the licensing renewal activities for all dentists and dental

't

hygienists in California. The results of tha survey in. terms of distri).

bution and other significant manpower information should be of great help

to future planners.. It is our understanding that such a survey will be

part Of each subsequent two -year license renewal.
,

a
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7. PHARMACY

California has three of the seventy-two schools of pharmacy in the

United States; la:e University of California at San Francisco (UCSF), the

University of the Pacific (UOP), and the University of Southern California

(USC). These three.schools awarded 417 pharmac degrees (or 5.8% of the

national total); in the academic year 1974-75. Between 1966 'and 1970, there

was an increase of about 87% in the pharmacy degrees awarded by these

three California schools. ,By the academic year 1976-77, the three schools

should be graduating a combined total of about 450 pharmacy students.

In a 1973 analysis of active California pharmacists, it was established

that apprOximately 54% had been trained in other than California. schools.

In addition, the enrollment in the three California schools.of is predominant-
,

lY California residents (the 1975-76 entering claAs was 'only 8% out of

state or out of country). The same 1973 study shOwed :that the average 'Age

of California pharmacists was quite young, that is years of age; and

the average work Week.was 45 hours. Generally, these, data suggest a

favorable supply of pharmacists In the near future.

It is difficult to project future demand for pharmacist services

in.the United States or California. There is no general consensus as to

what reasonable ph rmacist-per-population ratio should be sought. At?

the present time distribution of pharmacists in California is quite good,

witho only. one rural county noi'having at least one resident licensed

pharliacist in 1975. This dilatribution of pharmacy practice is apparently

a function of consumer demand, since about 75% of the California pharmacists

'are'working in a community -based (independent or chain) pharmacy setting.

If, however; a national health insurance program is instituted the increase
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in prescription drueconsumptitn is estimated at 6% to 26% dchia could

significantly, impact upon pharmacist manpower +needs. ,

There are several major issues which relate to projecting future

pharaacy manpoWer and 'recommended educational enrollments for California.

These are briefly outlined below:

4

a. Uncertainty regarding whether pharmacists are underutilized.

Eighty-five percent of the pharmacists in California reported

spending some time in dispensing. prescriptions and 69% spend

over half of their time in this function. This issue relates

to whether the highly educated professional pharmacist might'

not be mare effectively and efficiently used .in more extended

roles, particularly clinically oriented ones, There appears

to be insufficient information regarding *imp ctnf using
v..

the pharmacist in an extended role'upon the efficacy' of the

,-ph,rmacy and overall health care delivery system.

b. Insufficient information with respect.to the desirability and

apprOpriateness of training pharmacy technicians to perform .

specified reallocated tasks of pharmacists in the preparation

and distribution of medications under the supervision of pharma-

cists. At the present time, there is only one experimental

project in California which relates to training of pharmacy 4

technicians located ath the USC County Medical Center.

c. Uncertainty regarding the future of clinical pharmacy in the

pharmacyprofession. The Report of the Study. CortUaission on

Pharmacy, 1975 which was commissioned by the American.Association

qf Colleges of Pharmacy, indicated that the future role of

clinical pharmacists in various health settings is unclear, and



even admitted that no consensus presently exists thethe defini-

tion Of this.professional specialist. A rapid shift to_the

training of clinical pharmacists wIto serve essentially in new

roles might create pharmacy position openings, in traditional dis-

pensing roles. Unless of course, certain traditional pharmacist

Tesponsibilities'were,shifted to technicians. It would deem

appropriate for the California achools,-with their large Doctor
....,

of Pharmacy programs, to rovide research and experimentation

leading to clarification o the clinical pharmacist's role.

Also, if comprehensive health services,continue to become more

organized and institutionalized in the U.S., and there is a

growing acceptance and demand for cliniCal pharmacists, California

may experience an overall decrease in POar;acist supply. This

decreahe in pharmacist supply might a6cur.ss,a result of Califor-

...

1111t
nia's presently training the largedtpr.op ion of the clinically

..,

, 01
oriented Doctor of Pharmacy st

3

dehts.

,c4
The major recomme tions regarditfirpharstady

by the Postsecondary Education Commission Oft

a. the development of experimental hetath mahpoWer,.; training and re-
, ..

.

cation for consideration

training projects for extended'tald4ftsrpaci4Wen4. technicians

in a variety of community and.eduCitiOnWsettings

b. ongOing analyses of the impact of inpreased OreSCriPtiOn-drug

consumption as a result of National Ifealthinaprance,on pharmacy

manpowerneeds and incorporation of, tSeitittaea:intothe design

for the experimental. education projects in,;,e4boveq;and.

c. no additional enrollments in the statei-40 0orted POP programs until
;. ° .

definitive results are available fromit"andbl,' abbyefto,develop

definitive pharmacy education prioritie4:far
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8. OPTOMETRY

California has two of the twelve schools of optometry in the United

States: the Southern California College of Optometry (SCCO) and the

University of California School of Optometry, Berkeley (UCB). It is pro-

jetted that by 197'7, 989 Optometrists per year will be graduated, of which

144 will be products of the two California optometry institutions. There

has been almost a 100% increase in optometry graduates in California in

the last 10_years.

California has a favorable inmigration of optometrists, aver Iging

somewhere between 15 and 22 per year.. Also the two schools of optometry

in the State take In about 14% of the entering students in the country,

UCB admits predpminantly California' students whereas SCCO is expected to

gradually increase the proportion of 'out-of-state Student's in the next

several years. Historically, according to the best information available,
.

'.:.the:tradnateiof the California.sdhools of optometry tend to stay and

-

practi4C-in thr:AStatei;

set-by the :11arge

lost "to,-th07:

, .

In 1973..tiOttl

acid ,170.bet`

The. favorable inmigrationfactor is somewhat off-

Optometrists-wha, because of their age, will

;.:during the next 10 to 15 rats due .to attrition.

..,

tctive optometrists b tween the'ages of-'50 and 59,

141ges of 60 and 69. Thi grouping of optometrists in

the older age bracket in California is

pattern.

Projections. for

similar to the national

ometry manpower needs are highly variable. 1975'

UCB and SCCO admitted a combined total of 160 students in optometry.

Definitive estimates regarding the impact of a national health insurance.

program on optometry' manpower demands are not available, although the

California experience with Medicaid may be a useful index for this purpose.

.1$
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There,are several major issues which relate to projecting future optome-

tric manpower needs and recommended enrollments,for California. These

briefly outlined below:

a. Uncertainty regarding the ideal optometrist/population ratio.

This uncertainty is compounded by the overlapping of services

provided by ophthalmologists and optometrists. Apparently ophthal-.

malogists provide some limited optometric services in California

and California enjoys a relatively high ophthalmologist to population

ratio. Estimates of the necessary ratio for optometrist/population

range from 1/7,000 to 1/12,000.

. There is inadeqUate information regarding the feasibility of

training lower level personnel to assist the optometrist and

thereby increase his patient capacity without affecting the quality

of care. 'A national study of optometrists' attitudes regarding

utilization of ancillary personnel proved to be very positiVe.

'A similar study of.California optometrists' attitudes towards the

use of paraoptometric technicians was also positive. Optometrists

who had been-in practice for less than five years projected that

they could increase their practice capacity:by about 30% through

the utilization of trained technicians.

Merritt. College inoOakland offers an accredited Optometric Assistant

Program, three.aemesters in length in which students attelia two

evening classes a semester for three semesters. Each year 12 to 14

4

student graduate and they according to school sources, have all

met with excellent success as concerns employment

Elsewhere in the country, there are 8 one-year 'programs designed

to trait, paraoptometric personnel and approximately 17 two-year
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prograMS leading to an Associate degree.
r)

It seems reasonable to assume that with the use of more optome-
..

trists in prepaid group practice settings or in government

supported HMO's: that pteperly trained paraoptometric personnel

could be utilized effectively and efficiently.,

Uncertainty regarding the Change in proportion of out-of-state

vs.. California student entrants at the'SCCO.. (There was a drop

from 75% In 1970-71 to 23%, Californians in the /975-76 class).

Projected enrollMent figures for the 1976 SCCO entering clash

show only ten to twenty California res -ident students (less than

21% of a class of 96). The remainder of the training slot will

be reserved for out-of-sate contract students. Several states.

(e.g. Idaho and North D4kota) require one year of service within

the home state for each yearof the contract. Other states, such

as Wyoming allow the student full freedom of Choice in selection

of their resident practice site. Should the trend toward greater

selection of non-California students at the SCCO continue, it may

seriously impact upon the State's optometric manpower situation.-

During a fifteen year period (1960-74), 79.4% of the SCCO graduates

resided in:California:

The major recommendations regarding optometry education for considera7

tion by the Postsecondary Education Commission are:

a. the development of. experimental training programs for optometric

-technicians,.-

b. the development of contingency planning for a state contract pro-

gram.with the SCCO or expansion of the'UCB program,

4;
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c. no immediate increase in strident enrollment at the state - supported

AJCB program.unless and-until national health insurance provisions

for optometric services are instituted.

k;

/

II
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9. HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION - THE NEXT DECADE

This chapter addresses problems and potential solutions in two major

areas of health sciences education: needs of the health care delivery

.system that are amenable to change via the'educational,system, aid,needs

of the educational system itself. System changes include improved practi-

tioner attitudes toward primary care, and prevention of disease through

patient and health education. The education needs include individualized

pacing of instruction, modular organization of curricula, and modification

of the continuing education process. 0,,

Changes are necessary and include public policy commitments (with.

requisite.funding)tO the needs described, and pilot experimental projects'

todgvelop modular curricula with alternate-means of evaluating competence

and granting credit.



B. RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. GENERAL RECOMMRNDATIO

To insure the development of an effective and efficient health manpower

system for California, we recommend the following:

1. The State Health Department be required to develop, expand, and..

modify the State Plan for Health by January 1, 1977 to establish

specific goali, objectives and priorites, to identify geographical

areas of need, to specify types and mixes of health services re-

quired to meet these objectives and to suggest the types of health

manpower and nature of'workers that would 2 necessary to carry out

these functions. This plan should serve as a guideline for both
V.

educational institutions--as criteria for training health workers- -

and for health providers--as Guide for organizing and delivering

health'care.

2. The State Legislature mandate the Postsecondary Education Commission

to establish an Advisory Committee by January 1, 1977 to recommend

plans and policies for coordinating the training arid utilization of

health manpower. Such an advisory` committee should consist of

appropriate state agencies and officials and the public including

representatives of health and educational institutions, finance,,

licensure boards, p4 roviders,

consumers.

regional health system agencies, and

3., The Postsecondary EduCation:Commission be required to develop by JUne

301977,, plans gull policies that will facilitate the coOrdination and

funct ioning,of the health deliVery-Ayatewend the inatitutions'thAt

train.its workers. Such'plins and'policies ihonld be deVeloped with
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inputs fr6m.the Advisory Committee qind be,fooused toward accomplish-

ing the objectives in the State Planoi Health. Specific policies

and plans should inbluae.but'notbe liMiied to the following:

-

- identify the requiremints of conkprehensive care and the

means for its deliveily in various target pdpulation groups

and 'geographical areas, particularly!, in areas of critical

need and underierved-areas;

suggest ,tie types_of.health manpower mix that will be required

according to established health priokities and availability

of workers, with particular attention given,to overcoming

'

barriers for/the use of mid-level and expanded duty praeti-.

tioners;

- propose an exPerimental educational system within existlog,

schools and institution's that is based on learning units *or

modular curricula that allow students maximum-accreditation.,

and transferability, both horizontally, and vertically in the
/

health-profeesions;

develop guidelines for allocating faculty time in terms of

pertentage-ottime for instruction, research and community

4. lirviceS;

, -,
-, ebtablis02 career ladders for,continued training and advanceMent;

,

1

''../
, - plan,for:.the retraining of workers and use of part -time em-

t..,

ployment positions.

A uniform and comprehqnsive statewidehealth manpower data,§ystem fie

ei;tablisheiebY July 1, 1977 to determine thetren4s and distribution

Of health manpower ino.the State and to ioretast andupdate future needs

49
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on a continuing basis. Such a system could be a joint effort of the

'Lagislatur9, the Health Department, the Postsecondary, Education,

Commission, ConsuMer Affairs, and federadata,systems, but should.
5- P.

bi coordinated into a uniford, updatable, and compatible systemto

insure that collectingt analysing; and reportiniof health manpower

4gtails useful in monitoring and forecasting manpoWer supply and

demand. .Specificufvfitions of such a system shoilld include but not

r

be limited to the.following:

traek' factors such als employment rites, job t urnover,

vacancies, and minority hiring;
. .

- predict future manpower requirements--i.e., ilirwhere

overtraining Or undertraining exist;

identify projected demands for hAlth care services;

determine cost ilene?itS'of alternative,approaches of train-

ing and utilization.of health workers;

collect additional kinds ofIdata suggaited ip this report--

i.e., costs of liability and insurance rates, and determine

their resultant affect.

5. Support thecontinuation and expansion'of experimental and demon-,
AV,

stration projectaiiin-health manpower training and utilization: The

intent of such projects 'should include the following:

- identify the functional roles and expanded duties of workers

C-- in such areas as pharmacy, optometry, nursing, and mental health;

- identify the legal implications, appropriate work settinrs,

.supervisiqn requirements and cost benefits'of
;;;

personnel;,
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o

,...

- develop weer ladderdiand*patterne of mobility in the
0* ir, , . ,.

'traitOni.end eilkoymeqt0beentry and mid-level workers;

experiment wAK modulactype curricula versus the traditional
. *V 46

.
. ,..:, 9de

hour
..

61/
v.

credit hou* syfftei and 000 examinations to measure com-
* .6

.4 4,, f.

petence in skills and prehlemssoiving rather than knowledge.
o A

, .

A
tests;

-, II
. ,

v... exiend bealth,services to rural and underserved areas through

the use of nurse midwiYea and expanded duty training of other

W-

- develop new or innovative methods to provide.cOntinuing

education in remote areas where conventional resources are

7

personnel;

,;

not available:

64 Create'a uniform licsnsure sYstem by January 1, 1978, with its ob-

jective being to provide the public consumers with competent health

practitioners. Licensure should be based upon..proficiency examine-
!,

tions and eguivalen5ytesting,jetld regarl continued education for re-
, -!

licensUre. Such regullttions'should apply to all categdries of

*111!!".
-occUpations and workers..

Consideration should be ,given to the creationof a single

. perdonnellicensure sysfemAinder a board ox' a department. Such 'an

Organizational unit or units stiouldcontatn appropriate iepresenta-

, ,

-tion froM the public, professional and aubprOfessional occupations
f

and associations, educational insqtution s, and health providers.
6

acensuce renewal(datkshould be uniftreor be programmed to
_ .

'feed into the comprehensiv data collecting sySteM to report the

umber and location of active/inaCtiVe:practitioned0.

rf
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7. *IncreaSe consumer involvement in the advisory, planning and regula-

tory bodies concerning health manpower training and.utilization.

Consumers should be selected according'to their type and numbers in
,..

order ta make their contribution both representative and significant.

Consumers should also be educated so that they can part cipate both

intelligently and confidently in planning and advising long with more'

experienced or professional members of these bodies.

8. Appropriate funds to develop consumer-organized and directed health

organizations for the purpose of health education, illness/disease

prevention, and health maintenance. In the last analysis,.the more.,

responsibilty consumers assume in the prevention and maintenance of

their own health the less demand they will-4311We on thehealth care

system and 'the less need for episodic and sick care. Examples of

such organizations are the CommonHealth Club in.Sonoma County, and
'

1!
other similar health mainte nce organizations.

Provide incentives and subsid es to encourage the education and

practice of needed categories bf personnel. Examples of this could

include the following:

a

provide incentives for primarycare physicians by subsidizing

their educations and residencies;,

- encourage practitioners to work in rural and underserved areas 4,

through tax breaks, group practice, giving special cultural and

languaige training aid other means;

- identify rural areas that meet necessary criteria for training

And establish sites for Primary care training;

- fund,educationel ing4tutions accoiling to prlorites and

needs for certain kinds of..health workers.
1 s
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE ISSUES

Mani physicians appear to be-riding out the initial malpractice storm,

some having increased their fees to absorb increased costs and some having

made practice 4tanges to reduce them. Many'are probably hOping for some

legislative relief while they ponder their options for the future. If rates,

continue to rise' substantially, then.increased medical costs and perhaps more

sdbstantial practice changes will result.

Even though Medi-Cal recipients are obtaining access to care, it 4oes
1,

appear that many physicians are becoming more reluctant to treat them due to

intreasedisparity between fees charged to private patients and Medi-Cpl,

reimbursement. Consideration should therefore be giVen to bringing Medi-Cal

physician :reimbursement more in line with charges paid to private patients,

Efforts should also be made to assure that obstetiiccare is available to

those.in.ural areas. In some areas increased use of nyrse midwives could

dill this need.
,

In addition, consideration should be given to making.the rate structure

more flexible to not discourage 0 rural and part-time practice by competent
;

physi ians; 2) family practice physicians and other speCialisti from doing
4

,those procedures they are trailed and technically competent to. do, and

3) new physicians from locating in California.

Recommendations for Further Research

We recommend that the following research be undertaken to more thoroughly

document the effects of malpractice rate lncrepses:

.
iii.

1. monitor trends in Medi -Cal physician providei participation. and
.... O( v

in their acceptance of new Medi-Cal patients -to determine if sifts in t
9%.

,;. ,

.availability and accessibility of care is occurring;
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,

2.. monitor, trends in Medi-Cal patient census incout! and community

hospitals to determine if Medi-Cal patients are b ing increasingly admittedAL\

to county facilities; .

3. monitor trends in selected surgical p ocedures and obstettics by

specialty.and area to determine if changes in number of procedures or in .type

of physician performing these procedures is changing;
. ,

, 0 .

.

4.. 4, compile and analyze statewide data from malpractice insurance comr

Ranies on the extent to which physicians are changing premium class and why;

5.. collect and analyze data on selected surgical and obstetric pro-

cedures to determine if any reduction in number ar'change in physician

specialty perfbrming them;

6. analyze data from recent California physician relicensure and accom-

penying survey to determine changes in supply and distribution of physician 's;

7. to:,.the. extent possible, compete and analyze -data on residency

location choilesOf interns and reeidents to determine if California is as

attractive a place for location as it has been in the past;'

' 8. survey California house officers to determine their practice choices

and,the extent to which malpractice may significantly influence that choice;

, 9. monitor malpractice,rates in other states. Apparently no central

repository exists for collect* rates by .state;

.lb., develop a continuing survey of physician practice patterns on a

sample basis to detect changes over time and on a timely basis.
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS

1EDICINE.

It is recommended that:
..,

1. The state of California maintain on a continued basis a health manpower

intelligence system that is responsible for collecting, collating and

analyzing data and information required to monitor physician and other

health manliower, and health science education trends systematically.

It is'recoMmehded..thatthis lie a joint effort between the California

PostsedendiiiyEducatiObCommO.saion, the Senate and Assembly Research

Offices, he Health tiopc*irlimIt of the State Department of Health,
° .

the regional health system eg44cie#JR;:elle State, and the Department

I
of Consumer Affairs.

2. Fund special programs for undergraduate. medical schools to encourage

medical students to enter primary care. ,

3. Based on the recommendations of the Health ManpOwer Advisory Committee, -

the RoSid of Medical Quality Assurance should certify the number of

surgical speCialties, family practice and other primary care special-

ty slots in 'state graduate medical programs.

4. Mandate the State Board of Medical Quality Assurance to develop a

plan by 1977-in cooperation with the 14 health system agencies to

astess the'need for specialties in their area; and to issue limited

licenses to out-of-state applicants to practice only according to

openings available in local areas.

) -

Provide greater suppbrt of family practice residencies and other

primary care specialties such as the SongBrOwn Family Physician

Training Act (SB 1224)..
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6. The State sheuld'increase.enrellment.intbet:4ediCaliChOlS at.the
,

University of California by 72 in the enteringclasses for the

next 4 years. In 1975-76, the first-lear'enrollment for the

University of California's 5 five medical schotils 561. At this

projected increase, the recommended .epteting class ,entollment would

be 633 by 1980..

With these projected eniollmentsour aggregate .physician

.

population will grow from *6,1654* '197.5,*(04012-in 1980; .with
.

a corresponding phyelcian/Oopulati0m..iaticreiae from 201/100,000
.

, 4 .

to 222/100,000.

7. Require, that medical ischbols allot at least 50; of their direct 0'

affiliated filled residencies tcfprimar, care specialties, that is

family practice,gertetal inteit*l:Inediellke.

ai.utfgeneral pediatrics
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The following recommendations regarding nursing education in California

are presented here for consideration by the California Legislature. These

'recommendations are made as a result,of compiling the various resources'

used as information in this report. Al]. address problems distussed in this:::

report are listed in theIntroduction,

It is respectfully recommended that the California Postsecondary

.tion Commission sponsor the fqllowlitg:44A*ties in order to address problems...

detailed in this report:

1. Sponsor Comprehensive Studies of:

a. Projected demand for gener4ized and specialized nursing care

-services including the following factors:

- impact of develOptient,:offpiepaid health plans;

- cost of such nursing serviCes1'
:.:

price for alternative services; ,4.,..

1-

financial resources of training and employers facilities;

size of population and population growth factors,

including income per capita;

- statistics regarding facility usage where nurses are

employed;

- relationship between health care expenditures and GNP;

national trends and actions of the federal government5and

legislation which may have significant impact on nursing

manpower demand in California.

b. Costs and benefit:sof alternative approaches to providing'

continuing education and monitoring continuing education for
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health professionals.

2. Support Syitematiciand Comprehensive Data Collection of:

, .

a. Nursing employment, job turnover, and other job availability

factors;;

b. Percentage of employed minority nurses, minority nurse

labor participation statistics and minority Attrition, rates;

cx,';Legality of varius collaborative agreements and corporate
4

.

structure between physicians and extended role nurses.,.:,';'

J

It

,

3. Develop Poli i y Statements and Actions on:-, s.

,,
a. Articulation beiweeni.various levels of nursing programs

considering credit transfer and achievement testing;

V.. Formalized career ladders betvieen various levels of nursing -

trainfpg; . .

Allocation of nursing. program faculty time in terms of,per-

. L.

centage of time for instrueticm, research and community
,,.

' C
professional services;

d.*.t Definition of rolesariously.trained registered nurses;

e. Decentralizing nursing education via extended' degree programs;

.:..1 . .,

f.. Academic status of' continuing eduCation courses for nurses,

.

.inCluding training programs for specialist.,thurses such as

CCU nurses and nurse practitioners;

g. Formalized initiative to biting practice of nursing and nursing

education together in order to devqlop the kinds of curricula

needed to train nurses for new and emerging nursing roles.
a.

4. Encourage Project in:

a. Innovative ways to encourage trained nurses to reenter the

nursing market-(such as part-time work arrangements, experimental
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salary and working condition incentives, etc.):

b. Nursing careereduCation afressing-realistic job opportunities

and condttions, aimed at age groups identified as having the

highest probability to continue practice.

c. Innovative clinical training coordination and utilization

projects;

d. Experimental pilot project utilizing nursing personnel in

new roles with a strong evaluation components;

4'..:%-Nursing school applicant matching system.

5. Recommended Enrollment:

art Maintain Associate'Degree,and Diplopia nursing prograMsentering

class enrollment at 5;000. ( The 1975 Associate degree

program admissions were 4,350 and the Diploma program ad-

missions were 355.)

. Increase' the enrollment of. the entering class of Baccalaureate

Degree stUdents by 3.44% per year in line with national pro-

jected.growth rate to 2,007 by 1980. (In 1975, there were
P

1,695 BacCalaureate Degree admissions).

c. Increase graduate enrollments instate universities by 20% .

to 800 students in ardero increase the number Of nurses

with advanced training who are capable of-assuming educational

and*administrative roles. (Approximately 400 professional

nurses are receiving their graduate in the two University

of California nursing schools and 268 in the California State

University nursing schools in 1915. No statistics available

farladivate schools) .
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5. RECOMOENDATIONS,

DENTISTRY

It is recommended that:"" ,,..:

1. The state of California maintain on a continuing ba10.15 Inmealth manpower.

intelligence system that taresponeible for,coileCting, COlating and

5

analyzing data and inforMatOn required to monitor dentiseand dental

auxiliary manpower anddental educatibn'trends systematically.. It e is

.

. .

. . .

recommended that this be a joint effort- betWeen the California
.,. .: .; g..

Postsecondary Education COMmission,',the Senate andikasembly Research'
.

n

Offices, the Health Manpower Unit Of the State Department of Health,.

the,regional health system agencies in the State and the Department of
.,

.11

Comsumer Affairs.

2. There should be7.incentive p ograMs to encourage the dental profession

to utilize denial auxiliaries to implement preventive dental cre pro-

grams in:the schools and determine if they are a cost-effec ive means of

dealing with dental diagise.

3: Support should be given to demonstration projects to try out and eval-
,

uate the degree of increased productivity by utilizing-expanded duty

auxiliaries in private office settings.

.4. Encouragement should be-given to the development of educational outreach`

programs for dentists throughout the State. :Emphasis should be.given

to emergency vrimary medical care diagnosis training for dentists.in

underserved areas as provided by the University of Pacific Dental.P,ject

in Elk.

-The-entering chpcs enrollment for dental students rin University of

.

California schools should. be limited to anihcreasenf no more than 20

t,projected.for U.C.S.F.'s program, In 1 75,-the total enrollment of the
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entering class for the 2 University of Californla.dental schools,'

Vis 194. Based upon the rate of increase of the projected California

population at 6.35% for the 1975-80 period, the recommended entering

class for the 2 schools would only be 208 for 1960. The additional

"small expansion may be justified for 4in increase of educational

opportunities.

It is projected, however, that the total number of licensed

'dentists willcincreask}rom 12-,529 to 14,433 from 1975 to 1980. The

ratio of dentists per 100,000 population will therefore increase

from 59 to 6) per 1004000.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

\ PHARMACY
.

.The followin g recommendations regarding pharmacy education are presented

for cohsideration by ;he California Postsecbndary Education4Comm1ssiOn.

1. The State should encourage. and provide financial incentives for

the deve'opment of e'jcperimental 'health manpower projects designed

to exPloreextended role plifirmicyand.most economical use of

pharmaCYmanpowet,Jnalhding pharmacy;-technicians. These projects

ehoUld be developed in accordance with 'the recommendations of

the Advisory Commission on Pharmacy to the California State

AssembY Purshant-to H117-21 and the ;4a-cro d Annual Report to the

"Legislature on. the California-Experimental Health Mani.ower, Pilot

Project AB150.3Y7

These experimental: investigations should be conducted in a.

variety; settingS, including community pharmacies, outpatient )'

clinic centets,mental health facilities,. acute care, intepiediatd,

1

and skilled nursing care facilities. The'most appropriate role

needs to be identified for the clinical pharmacfst.with-respct

to his potential function as a membdi of .varioUs health termei:
. .

,
,

interacting with the patient kinclading eduCation) and other
,40

health personnel: Consideration needs ,ft.14
77 be given,tO not only
171.

the needed training of new pharmacists whloh requires the com-

letion'of 30 hours of instruction biannual

Studies relating to techniCan training should beditectd
- .

toward appropriate delegation of pharmacist tasks with consid-
.

eration of the following questions:

What.'are the medical leg- al implications of such

-delegation?

f. gt
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2 The

4

(".Inwhat settings hould these personnel be utilized _and

with What levels of pharmacieit supervision?

7,Who thoUld Ovelop the training. programs, accredit them.,

.and certify-students?

What additional, quality controls ,should be Wilt into the

pharmacy,deliverY system which utilizes these technicians?

- What are.ttill.cost benefits (if any) tothe pharmacy and

qt. ,

overall health deiiverY.systemsls., V
. * ,

State should monitor'the patterns of establishment f,:rgsidentia.1
a. .;

practice of Doctor of Pharmacy students who graduate from the three.
4

*

Californiaschools during the next'Several years. ShoUld a Signif-

.icant proportion:3f these students establish theii practice out of
. .

-state then CalljOrniSharmacy school enrollMents should be increased:

accordingly.
.

.Q, ..

,

. The State should conduct ongoing,analyseaof the projected :impact

of increased prescriptive drugconsumption under 111.I-2&(6,ncreaje.
./,

upon pharMacy manpower. needs. These analyses. should be coaidinated

with the experimental health manpower studies of extended role

pharMacists and pharmacy technicians. In his manner', Caltfornia
4 ,

)

-can rationally plan.for future Pharmacy manpower needs with

con'si'deration of the:most economical and qualitative a04roach

'1).

the problem.

4 No additiOnalenrollments are recommenaed)for the state-supported

UCSF program.beyOrrthose already projected. UCSF intends

increase theentering professional class of .109 in 1975-76 to

120 in 1277-78.. The graduate enrollment will increase gradually

_.from 50 in 1973-74 to 65A,y..the end oihe decade.
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This rollment recommendation is predicated upon Catifornia'sC.4P

continuing to maintain its4avorable inmigration of pharmacists.
t':

and retention of ourgraduate mil UCSF, UOPfand USC (garticularly

- 110

';e1% recommendation #3. Shotild-
4 ..

il

'ilr

antly 'the enrollments'at UCSF 'shouid
40

the Doctor of Pharmacy students

this pattern change signi

b7eInCreased proportionately. V
u

This recommendation is also.based on the favorable distribution
8

4 1
;Via

of pharmacists in CaliforAks andothe relatively yound ago the

practicing professional.

It is true that California awards only about 62 of the total'

pharmacy degrees lithe continental United State,. evee though .

the' State encompasses 10% of the countrrs population. Additionallyi:

California.ranks 39th with respept to pharmacy student/populatio

.ratio.
(20)

However, currently only 80.8% odthe pharmacy 'students

nationally ate enrolled' in schools in ;10W home state,. whereas

California educates 94% of its atudensts within the State. 'The.

issue appears td'be how the State can bdst utilize new resources

whiCh-iight be used for pharmacy education.

It. appears .at. the presenttime that the State .could best
. 0

utilize new resources for Rharmacy education tO''suppoilloexper

mental training and retraining projects tpr:pharmacists and

technicians in rational preparation fdii)changes in Ilhe delivery

system which will parallel the institution of N}4. California,

With its strong Doctor of Pharmacy4Programs,and AB 1503 enabling -

0

L

statutes should most appropriately provide this leadership in
0

experimentation with the delivery and educational systems.
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* 4 i4, .7 ..,

The following recommendmti&hs regarding tometry eduCatiOn are.prt-4.
. ..

i
. . ,

,ii.ented for consideration by the California Post§econdgry Education Commission.
.ii

#.: 0 . - f.
. . .--

I. The StItellhould enourage thq.de,ielopInt of experimental training
,.

.
c-

.. A' .
, .'

p4ograms to test the..feasibni. y of utilizing optometric:.technicl.ans

in a-variety of healthAtare settings. Such studies should be
- 't, .

A., .
oriented ito task an!:41176is; provider acceptance, .consumer acceptance,

e
.

cost etfidiency ar*I ect upon the quality of vision care services.

These programs may be appropriaeely initiated.under the auspices of
' . m .

"

.

's
.Is .

*-
. 'the eXperimental hgalth manpower tiaNkg provisions of AB 1503.

A 4, ..

monitor
- 4D

2. gilhe State should the impact of ttewtrend on thS part 04
.?.

the SCCO to enroll out of
-statestA 4
udents upon the California

.. t' 0 '
intdinetfitranpotver sigtation. Ahnuab ana4yses should be made of

4

4 Athe '"changelif any) in the- proportigp o SCCO- graduates who estaB-
. / 1-

,:.

lish their optaffietric practicelloulpidelibf Califdrnia. If this
1 . .4,) git=ti

Ht

factor significantly affects the oOtometrist iircense supply. in
.. - -.

raw. -v..
- .A*. *

e, la :.
Californiyarthe

.
state should consider Olt establlshment O.Pa

contract prOgram with the SCCO. fp e)

. .
1 4

An alterna4ve recommendation td04he establishment of a contract

4

program -with SC60 (#2 recommendAtion) is expAnsion of the UCI*

program to make up the difference in the declining enrollment of

4P
California students at SCCO. Such an expansion should - include

clinicaloutreech programs to the northern andpouthern po'rtians

of the State. The State should conduct a cost effective com-

jv A

parisonof a contract program with SCCO versus a vrograhLexpansion

at UCB.
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;ii, No additional enrollments are recommended for the UCB program

beyond those alreed5, projected. UCB4ndSCCO enrolled 64. and

n'96 first year students respectively in the Current year ( a total,

a of 16). If _Hopp4ng's projection that California schools will.

will have to admit a combined total of Approximately 158 students

$ per year.in order to maintain the present optometrist/population

Ir.

7.

ratio? The State is currently meeting that objective. This

recommendatiotie predicated upon the State's monitoring of the

change in the, mix of California to out=of-state students at the

SCCO and the subsequent impact upon licensure patterns (recom-

mendation #2). It should alsO be noted that the,pnrollment

recommendation. is based updn the lack. of sufficiently compelling

rationale toinc ase the ratio of optometrists to population in

..-4Califotnia which is piesently 1/8,416;(the seventh highest rank

in the pduntry), HFSW idedtified the minimum, ratio as 1/15,000

and EnglAndJWales wi,ih a national health service has a tatio'of

1/10,057....GiverrAthe lapter.figure, the AOA recommended ideal of

1/7;020 seems td besomewhat liberal:' Furthermore, After

intensive atudy.of the ratio issue, the State Council of Higher
*

Educationof Virgin4A arrived at th &Inclusion that a ratio.of,

1/14,600 was suffieient to Meet thei state needs. Kaiser
t.r

*

Permanentf of Loa Angeles maintains a ratio. of 1/18,750. A
#

N

,

comparative study of six large prepaid group:health plans showed
. . :

. . .
.

.

4 a range of 1/12,
.

000 to 1/18,800 in the optometry/patient ratio,'the
. a 4

10

It must be remembered that the fee-for-service pattern of

optometric afire A a self-restricting system of demand. With a
V

more accessible system of care, suell'as may be provided under

66 1
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national health insurppe the demand for services may increase

in quantum faShion. Or stated in another way, the present demand

for optometric services may bear little relationships to the

1-

0td for services; an issue. which was not within the,purvie

Dof thisanalysis...

The State should, on an interim basis, be prepared to support

an additional enrollment of about 10% for optometry education'in

the event of passage of national6 health insurance legislation

which includes an optometry services provision.. This recommendation

17 bassed upon the effect of Medicaid upon the demand for dakometric

services: The 10% enrollemn) figure should only be used as an

academic planning guideline and should be'revised in relation with

the specific provisions of any,national health insurance legisla-

tion And the availability of more definii-Ve.analyses of manpower

requirements.
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III, NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND MALPRACTICE ISSUES

1. THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL HEALTH MANPOWER LEGISLA1ION

In attempting to deteimine the impact of pending federal health manpower

legislation on the state of California, it must be kept in mind that the law

WhiCh is finally enacted will not become effective until 1977, at the earliest.

The, length of timerequired'to iMplement its mandates will vary acwordingto

tithe specific provisions thus poesi y delaying their full impact until the

1980s.. The impact of thoseprovisions which focuspn medical studentWnewly
gi- , t

enrolled after enactmentofthe legislation will be even ,further delayed bk

the length of the physician training process.

Decisions on capitation paymenti are likely to haVe the most immehate
,

. ,

effect on the medical schools. It seems clear that capitation,funds will

I,

continue to be available to medical schools, but, the amount per student could

be reduced and the requirements for receiving the payments will address very ,

different issues than in the past. In order to receive capitation payments

under the new federal legislation, medical schools'will be required to shift
.

their focus from increasing enrollments to actions which seek to alleviate

A
prOblemh of geographic and specialty maldistribution.

4

A reduction in the amount of capitation payment4 will have amore picifound'

impact on private medical schools in California which cannot rely on state
4%,

funding. Both siate;a68 private institutions may feel compelled to,compensate

fora reduCtion in capitation payments by increasing tuition. Being Tart of

the state supported education?" system, the public medical schools in California

will be able to absorb'a greater redUction in capitatio4 paymen'ts than their

''
private counterparts in the state. before having to resort to tuition iincreaseg.

The various bills currently before the Congress differ in the extent-to

which they use capitation payments to achieve federal objectiveti. There are

some propOsed stipulations - -such as the requirement that each student agree to

4. P°
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. .

1.

t
provide Service in an underserved area in order for ,the;, school to receive

,

.

capitation funds- -which the medical schools.in California may find'unpalatabli:

If such ,;requirements" were enacted into law, the mediCal schools:. in California

- .

might refuse to comply and thus sacrifice all.caFitation6funding:

instance, it is reasonable to assume that all schools,.public and private,,

would be forced to increase tuition. It is liicgly that those prbvisions per-
.

.

ceived to be the most severe or an encroachment on a'school's academic Irekdom,
. .

will not appear in the legislation which emerges froa.COngresal but'it f still-,

too early to predict the outcome.

The emphasis on enrollment increases' which existed'im federaLhealth man-

pox3er legislation since 1908 and was encouraged througliapitation paymentsj6.,

,

the 1971 legislation, has been gkeatly dimlniahed in-the CurrentlY pending bills.

.

The Congress has come to recognize increasing,the skipply-of health Profet

'4' 4
signals does not guarantee im

,

provement in their distribution', either geograph

ically.or by specialty. Many have reached:the conclusion .04t'the'nation now

has an adequate or eVeri excessive supply of phyOiciank.and tha all effOrts

should be concentrated on rediatributian to their,

services.

With re
Kb

. .

ect to enrollment Increasesaitern viVeVreqUirements ip the

nitme of -enrollmenrto only MOdeSt increases.current bills range from ma

In the short term,

California.

'CalIfores

tlal ;portion

neither4r9vi*

A problem cpu 1iae

h4ve'"ar:144Ifilantimpat on

fnt er,-tas,a result" of
..4e-

.. ,

reliance on physi4an mlgrapion
' tch

of. *its puysicia.

4 , .e

cal school graduates to ot riatateshas
e

Works of educational`programcus 4 Iketain

of physicians migrating CO:Taigornia
,1;.?

64'
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eteen lasing theIr medi-
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develdpnew net-
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established such a program in 1967 which has achieved very successful results
-

for the state. When the program was-initiated, 428 interns and residents were

training in hpspitaliOn two:ndiana cities. Wring the acadethic year 197374,

697
: ,

interns and residents werelotateciin seven cities,throughout.:the state an

oVerr90%.ofthe-evaila0.6 pOsitians were filled by graduates esf.U.S medical

sohools qn0:SrebUI thigi groWth:and regionalization. of graduate training

f

had been
.

'a 10%-increaae in the number of physicians practicing in Indiana.

the.paat.-foUr .years while the pciOulation increased by' only 3%:during_the Bathe'
.

period (14:'

,8eyOnd the efforts of:Statea.Which 'curientlatiexport.,physiciana to ,retain
.51g,

. 4
,, ,their g;aduatea,:thejoCatioe&nellOthediCairschOols may also have a-negatiyti

P - - a

:A:- .:T10
On the' migraticiAbf phliaiciamv toctgitOenia. Held -has shown that

AN,',...

?het'MiSiati '.:biph;,4:itt .iii;15atific'region as a percent of lb
, r

dUction aver. fcitisthe 86uth C r1 and West Sou
,,

Centra1:414i s- io n. of c4, UnIilhan %Vision bpt the Mountain states
1

bthe!Jeteet'eaUgation-report,y.the Ameacan MeOcal As

the majority of medical schgpls curtently' irk 3.irious stages, of plann

;.- O) .
lbcated-in.theaputhern_aivinibn 'If .-the trends identif48 by Held'^

the-gradUatesoftheae,

the country (3tiern'thanalifoknia.

pools ikely to migrate to areas

Changea.in the'aligratiOh f1O44.ofitAans to California as a result- of:.
.

these. factor4:are notf:jik41YV, fdr 4,; least a decade. Other factors-

such; as_ economic thA atatocould'also alter migration flows,

buf-.c Ohaideiaon Of thiiappeCt p thO'issue is beyond the scope of this. paper.

It. 611.41.be noted thatTikudieS;Currentp being conducted by-Held ) suggest'
- .

that,phy4iciana manyareas currently: have excess capacity to provide
1,3

which-eou14,,be .eicpande0b4tartially c ensate for a decreased
. .,. ; .

Services



physicians into California from other states

Since there is now considerable agreement on the need to regulate the num-

bers and qu lity of foreign medical sraduates (FMGs), it can be ass that

the final legislation will include provisionh addressing this issue. Whatever

actions re taken -- changing immigration laws, rescinding 'the Department of Labor

declaration of a physician shortage, requiring all candidates for'graduate Medi7

cal education to pass the same qualifying examination--the result will be a'.

reduction in the number of foreign medical graduates entering training and prac-

tice in the United States. .California will be far less affected by this re-

duction in FMGs than many'other states since it ranks among the states with the
et %-

lowest number of FMC's in residency positions and in practice.. In 1970, 7% .of

California residents were foreign medical; graduates and 10%'of total physicians
eJ

in the state were iMGs.(5 ) Those hospitals in the state which currently rely'

heavily on FMGs to m their staffing needs could suffer adversely by the re-
,

duced flow of FMGs, the most immediate impact being felt at the residency level,

with the impact on the number .of practicing physicians being felt over ajonger

term. If the number of residency positions are reduced to more closely corre-

spond with the number of U.S. graduates, as has been proposed in several bills,

these institutions would -be in a better position to recruit U.S. trained physi-

cians. An additional avenue for exploration is the substitution of nursel

practitioners and physicians' assistants for FMG residents and physicians to

compensate for their diminished availability..
,,?;", . .

. .

lr. .
.

.

.

,

Miens the various provisions propOsed for improving. the distribution .of
0"
4,

'.

pbtcians Wspecialty, implementation will proceed more quickly for'some

than for others. .Once fully effectiV-e) the impact of those affecting the

distribution of residency positions among specialties will be felt. for several

decades as the change in specialty distribution at the residency level is
'

7'6
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translated into practice by the individuals who emerge from the'effected
e

positions. ,

Those provisiohs requiring ohanges in medical education-ch as the es-

tablishment of a separate administrative unit for family Ptactice.or preceptor-

ships primary care--will pose little or no problem for those schools

California which \lready conduct such programs and could be initiated ;relatively"

quickly by those which do not have such programs currently underway. The
-

;.?fi have the most profound impact on specialty distribution, and

'theactionsstimulating the greatest controversy, impAtt on graduate training.

4 It is reasonable to assume that no matter which bill is enacted, it will

incorporate a requirement that at least 50% of a school's affiliated residency
Jr.'.,

positions be in the primary ,care specialties of internal medicine, general and

family practice, pediatrics and perhaps obstetrics and gynecology. The provi-

pion, is likely to allow three years in which to phase lir the full, number of

primary care positions. The proportion of all residency positions in the

United States represented by internal medicine, general and family practice

and pediatrics in 1973' was 38%. Including obstetrics and.gynecology raised

the figure to 43%. The state'of California had only a slightly higher pro -

. portion of its residents7in the primary care specialties, thus.reqUiring

roughly a 6% to. 10% pease in the number of first year primary care resi-

. dency positions, by 190 to meet the legislative mandate.

A major impact of this provipion on all schools will be the need to expand

Aheir ambulatory txaining.capacityto.accommodate the increased numbers of

, mary care residents. Such expansion can take a variety of forms in addition to
1..

increasing currently existing, capacity within teaching.institutions. In Cali-

fornia, this might encourage decentralization to those areas where faci,lities

tf.exist which have the.cSpacity torparacipateiniraduatetraining programs.
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;

For those teaching hospitals which are'locited in inner city neighborhoods, the

possibility of expanding gmhulitory training capacity through neighbothood'ciin7.

ics could improve the availability of services to inner city populations, while

at the Same time.meeting the ambulatory training needs of,the teaching prpiiams.
r

eakaMoreover,
such a program oftraining and service would respond to 1 tive

0
. ...:

mandates for improVing access'to;care4for-underserved populations.

An obstacle which schools. will face as they, seek to expand their ambulatory

iltraining capaCity arises- from current third. party reimbursement schemes.which
4 -

.have tradiqonally discriminated against:ambulatory care. Residents in.sOeci-

pities othei than primary care can help pay their way,through graduate training
,

\

-by-providing reimbursable Services to hospital inpatients. Without changes in
44,

current. eimbursement policies, this source of.'supporiwill be greatly-redudbd

for primary care training. The result inCalifornia may be that state supported.

schools; will, attempt to make up-for this deficit. by seeking state subsidies -for

ambulatoty care training programs.

The almost universal suppor by representatives' of the- profession for the

recommendation that 50% of all residenCy positions be in primary care.special-

ties will not minimize the interdepa-rtmental competition for positions which

will occur in the, various medical Schools and teaching hospitals as a higher

proportion of positions are allocated to primary care. This competition will

become especially intense if the proposed limitation on the total number of

first year residency positions is ,enacted into law. Although this provision

was deletedaroM the House bill, it remains a major, option in the Senate, and

could therefore be reconsidered in Conference.

Limitations of the total number of residency positions to a:specified per-

centage of the number of U.S. medical. school graduates (probably 125%) is often

misconstrued as an action which will reduce the current number of available
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residency Positions. This is in fact not the case. Since the number ofatt-

dents enrolled in medical school has increased substantially in.the past tiVe

years the number. of residency positions needed to equal 125%of.U.S. medical

graduates in.1980 will be slightly higher tin the number of currently avail-
.*

able positions. Since such a'pprovision.would bephased in over a three year

period, there would be no 101:3 in,current residency positions in California

as a result Of its implementation. The opportunity to increase resilt.Y,

positions would be constrained in the future, but.a control of absolute numbers

' is necessary in. order to achieve the proper distributiOn among specialties.

If the total number, of residency Positions is not controlled, the absolUte

number of positions in over-supplied speCialties can continue toexpand even-

with a requirement that 50% of all positions be in primary care. This traps=

lates into increased costa for training the wrong types of specialists as well

as the increased costs which are then associated with their practice in an

oversupplied market.

An additional benefit of controlling the total number of residency Tosi.,-%,

tiode will be 04ived from institutions wh4ich currently rely heavily on Frs ,-s4

10..
.to meettheir%hoube.staff needs. With more individuals graduating from U.S.'

medical schools and fewer residency poiations In excess -of their numbers,. U.S.
.

medical gradu4es will begin to ,fill someeof those PositionawhiCh tradition-

ally attracted only FMGs. FMCs.will,stillbe ente reSidency training in.
. k

some institutions but their nuMb rs should be fewer and the quality of theiT

services equal to that of U.S al graduates due to the provisions incor--

poratee.in a new health manpowe
P'

Finally we turn to the que f improving the availabilty of physi-
e-' 0 ..

clans to currently underserveciPOPniaaiOns.. On the medical school level, the
14.

Congress may decide to require.or encourage remote site traihin&experlences
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far third and fourth year medical students. Most schools in California are

4
-already,engaged'in such training, to greater or lesser extents', so a proVision

to establish these programs WOuldnot-seriously alter current practices.'

,
The mitjor thrust of any new health manpower'laW -will die a major exPandion

:of the National Health Service Corps (NHSC), encompassing from25% to 50% of-.

newly enrolled medical students after enactment, of the legislation. Students

will receive scholarship support during their training and will then pay'back.

,the fedetal government through' service after Competion-of their residency.

Physicians who did not participate in the scholarship program may also volun-
,

teer to practice in the National Health Service Corps.

For several reasons, itmay take at, leasta decade before the'impact of.

an-expanded National ilealth'Service,Corps is felt in the nation genetallY and,°.

More specifically, in California. The NHSC was created by_ Congress in 1971..

As of. June 1975, there were 551' NHSG personneLAncluding'325 physicians, 80-
4.

'dentists and 146 physician extenders at 268'sites. It is anticipated that 85

additional health professionals will be placlOtinthe fiscal year ending June

AnIUSC scholarship ptogram which dovered,25% of_all newly enrolled stu-

dentin ul4 _require the annual placement of roughly 3,750.physicians beginning
-

in 1984' 4suming an average of seven'yeara for completion of medical 'training.

The length of time \ alone to prepare a physician for practice derayi the iMpact
`,

of the NHSC program for quite a few years'.

n the, meantime, the National, Health Service Corps can also'recruit physi-

cians who began their taining before enactment of the legislation in order to.
)

/
eet some of the immediate needs of underserved areas. It is questionable at.
this 'time; however, how quici5.1y.the NHSC can expand in order to accommodates,

,

,;:such volunteers.' Of equal concern the length oi time required for the

agenty to become sufficiently well, organized to administer a pfogram of the
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magnitude contemplated In,the proposed legislation 1t is anfiCipated:that:

the 'seven 5Tare required for entering medical students in197T'tb.coMpIete
.

their residenci.faining,willprovidethe netessarY'lead time for the NHSC.

to prepare, for placeMentof several thousand physicians Annually._An.addi-
.

. .
. ,

tiCtal unresolved 4,ssue'is Whether the duration of service in the NHSC Should

be(two or four years. While'not reduCing the annual number of physicians

needing placement, a shorter term of service would lessen theburden on the

administrative,process.bY reducing the number of health ,proesSiohalsin the .

programs.,

9

'Expansion of the National Health Service Corps will not have'a

cant impact on the state CfCaiiforniaduring the next decade, and it is :00

early to predict its impact beyond that time

The Ultimate impaCt of the various federal health mantio icier; cur-

staterently being -proposed in Congress may not be felt for a e (*.the. state
.

,

level. The federal government can mandate and provide:financial stipPOrt--two.

'vital components id policy development and implementationbut the style of the 4

AO a
.programs will depend heavily on how policies are interpreted and impleMented,at

the ta tatelevel, It 0 therefore necessary. for the state of Californiato be

4awaq of federal policies which will affect theaupply, distribution and prat.--
.. ..

1 0 : . .- .1. , ,
.

. ..
0,, i tce patterns 'Of its health professionals and to be active in translating fed-

.,
.4Q- , x 4.

,

ira,l. PoltCy. into:action withinthe siate,cOntext,
4. 4. 1 ;i

. i . .
..-The Congress was unable to reach agreement in 1974 on the, extension; the

.

.

lip:ei;Shive Health Manpower Act of 1971. Each of. the maior.heaith .Manpower

tillsthe:Rogere Hill (H.R. 5546), the ..Kennedy 'Rill (S. 989) and the 'Beall Bill
.

. ..

(St., 1357)--was reintroduced this year. along with the Administration' previous,

and severalOthers. The House.Sdbcommittee on Public Health and the Envi-
.

ron chaired by Congressman Rogers, htld two days of additonal hearings in



*ebruary.: The Rogers Bill.Was.again-ipprovedby thelull dbMMittee.o'Intet,-
1 P .

. #
`.' ' .. ...

0
,

.. .

ii.P ,

state andeForefgn Commerce and _sent to the .floor of'the Rousek.in'July. This-::-
. .

._. .
.

0 . .

..

,year, pkOponents of the Bill were unable tn:counteract the 9pposition entour---,
. . ....

aged by the AMA tnt.the provision for contr011ing .the" number and diatribution''

'of.iresidency positions. Although ttie majority of thetOviatima remained'in-

tact, thOse:addreasing Pbetgrpdmates residency. tral4lniere removedbyvthe

, tOuse-apprOVaN4011: Deletion-of the provisions seriousleakened the' Bill

two- critical areas they were Intended to address:

improvement in the distribiltinn'of physiciahs among specialties by
controlling the total nUMbet'(44esidencypositions7and encouraging
that at least 50% of available pOsitiOnspe in primary care.,

control of the inflwc bafoteign AediCal graduates byreducing.the.
number oftavailable reaidency.positions'wbich. are in excess of the
number,orgraduates-of MS. medical schools.- The bill included no
other,proviSione,for controlling the flow of FM4a.'

. . . , ..

The Senate SubcoMmittee on Health,-Chaited.by Senator Kennedy, refrained
4 .

.

frbm taking irhy action o ealtb manpower legielition'until the House com-!

pleted its: delibera0,611S. Beginning ine.Septemher, the Subcommittee convened

. .

a series of:Addi onal hearings : Which continued.intermittently,through midi -
. ,

"November. b i g'thecourse of `i hearings, an event took place. wbich.e .
> ,

. 1
1Vely may matkthe turning point in the stalemateOn keylprovisvions.,

4. . ' .. ..- -

;Various health manpower .proposals. Invited. to, estify again before. the
.

committee, the Department' ofC Health, Education and Welkare--inpiired by the
'bk

efforts of ;he Assietank Secteta0 Bor'Wealth,' Dr.. Theodore Cooper -- attempted'
I

to again gain, approval .from the filitiof Management and Budget for an

istratiOn4.1 -which would: be respov:ive to the critical he th' manpower issues

-identifiedlky'Congiess.. 'Redeivifteho'response.frOM OMB
g

by.theeve of the Sub -'
- .

Comlittee, bearing,theDepertMent ,sought Presidential interventipn .which re4-
/

-suited in their being able to'presefit a. new prOposal...tb the StIbCOmMitted-
.r°

9
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including the following,majOr piOViSions:

continuation of capitation.04port for thosesschools willing tit
participate in meeting national ).lealth manpower objectives ty:

1. setting aside first yeai places (15% of the first year
class in 1977 increasing to 25% in 1979) for students who

lunteer to practice in underserved areas.
$,

.

t bliahing an administrative training unit.in family
actice or primary care. .

ins an increasing proportion of residencies in their
filleted institutions in primary care (at least 35%

in,1977.increasing to 50% in 1979).

consolidation of existing Jgholarship programs into a broad
,scholarship conditioned upon a service commitment.

special project grants for:
1. establishing or expanding family practice or primary care

training and residency programs.
.

2. Community Based Health Manpower Education"Programs and Area
Health Oducation Centers tor decentralized training and.
continuing education.

3. training if physician extenders.
4. assisting U.S. citizens studying abroad to transfer to

U.S. medical scipools and upgradin4, the skills of FMGs
in the United Slates.

.. discussion Setween DHEW and the lleparments of Labor and State
regardingadministrativechanges4n YMb immigration poWy and
development, idconjunction040prefessional groups, bf a single
exam to be taken by all FMGs and U.S. graduaes asa preregUisite
to entry into gr-duate medical education. 4'

.

: preadmiltion and Icholaiship 'prog9ms for disadvantaged students.in.
.,

post-baccalaureate=programs and in'the first year ',0f medical school.

) .. . ...t, .

y .., Ahe Administration's proposal has been submioted as a bill to the Congress.
..

.t,
...t1

ItsemergencehoWever,:seess,to,have prvided4the 'needed impetus for the Senate
..- ..

.

7.
.

,
.

;, :

4

,

SukcomMIteeto deviSe anew.strategy which might appeal to'a broader base with-
,

0.

0

..

)in' the full Committee ,on ,Labor and, Public Welfarq:and.on the Senate: FlQor.

The SUbCOmmittedostaff. has indica d that.it iSeonside;ing various provisions

which seem. to "make sense ", in light of the fropoAlslighich are currently Pend-
.

, .

to
.

..

ht, ing befor 4-the Congress. Whether a'new,proposal will come for4 ,from these
..-:

i.; remainsemains to be seen.
. .

''

4if In his repolt last August, John Iglehart remarked thac"wOrking out,a
*e
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viable solution.(to'attract health professionals to rural and-inner city areas .

that lack adequatettmedisel manpower) is the toughest task Shead for legislators
o .

involved in extending the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971."' iltWoUgh

s.

Illr.severalisrsolutions" to this problem brave been proposed, which, if any, should

be enacted into law remains central to,the forthcoming dVated on the Senate

floorNi.d. in the House-Senate conference. Although Senator Kennedy may be

w .- amelele APsoftening his demand for all medical students to agree to provide-

service in defilhated underserved areas, he would be unwilling to sacrifice his.....,
.., t

,...

,4f . %

convictions for the informal mechanism approved by the House which encourages
, .i '.

f .' &
/ .

students to serve through a major expansion. in the National Health Service
4..- , 4 .

V ,
Corps. Senator Beall and the Administration have assumed what appear to

N
be

compromise positions in proposingthat a specified proportion bf "position? in

the first year class be reserved for students who would volunteer to partici-

pate in the National Health Service Corpg-service,connected scholarship program.

.*
.This approach es well as mandatory service,.haabeen oppoled'by Congressman

le
Rogers'. 1,11 a recent speech at the Association, of AMerican Medical Collegei

.

A

Annual Meeting, Congrestman'llogers questioned the need to require certain per7

centages of medical students to provide service in exchange for scholarshiplir,
support. "I am troubled that a perCentage requirement, could result'in 4 track

system! -wherbythe'very best students are admitted early,.(10thout demands to

accept.acholarships,w1th the remainder of the class becoming brandedas that

percentage of students not quite good enough to get-into medical school withoOt

, paying a socikpremium." Whether for this or other reasons, it is interesting
,

to note the- number of witnesses testifying before the Senate_Subcommittee this
y

year who have reached the conclusion, although often - reluctantly, that any pro -

s

gram of.seroxe must apply With equalridk L.such as a lottery) toAall students:.

in order to Prevent discrimination

1.
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. .
Although the Oravisions on capitation payments and foreign medical gradu-

ates incorporated in the various proposals differ from one another, the dis-
t

parities are negpesubstantial enough to prevent consensus on a single solution.

Even if'not embodied in each;of the pending proposals, there now appears to be.
.

..

k. .,

general agreement on the need to continue capitation support and on the types

of actions-which should.be./ taken to regulate the numbers and qualifications of-

FMGs in training anch ractice in the 'United States. 4

,,

One additional 4e4Ywhich is bound to generate considerable debate is the

regulation ,of residenCpjraining, The proposals currently before the Senate

range from placing a ceilingon the number of available residency positions and

redistributing those positiona to create a more apprppri te balance among pri-

.. mary care and other specialties to requiring SChoOls"to haVe a specified per-
,

tentage of the residencies in,theiraffiliated institutions in a family practice

or primary care. As previouslynoted, theprovision in the Rogers Bill to con-.

trol the number of available residency Litions was deleted f om the House-

passed bill. The debate on this issue will include not only what, if.any,

regulation, of residency training the federal government should mandate; Ikut
.

)

whether implementation kthatiandate,should be the responsibility 'of a private

__professional body or aliublic body.

The health manpowe raining bills are.curvtly being considered by the

Senate Hillith Subdommit of the ComMittee on_ Labor and Pablid Welfare. There

'.is a reasonable chance mat the bill 'seat Cothe'floor of the Senate by the

Committee this year will have braoder support from the Committee members than

d.
did the bilk last yearl support coultrextencitothe Senate floor thus

f2,

avoiding a fate similaf to last year's Committee bill. Much of what occurs

410 g
after the Senate action-rests onNthelcomposition'e the House-Senate conference.

participants. Whether or not the.conference will be able to report.out a bill

81 85
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depends upon how adamantr committeck or-opposed to the key cont#overitial pro=

visions each conference member is and how willing each isto.legotiate a policy

which compromiges that poiition.

a
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2. THE EFFECT OF
PROFESSIONAL. LIABILITY PREMIUM RATE INCREASES' ON'

PATTERNS OF, PHYSICIAN PRACTICE IN CALIFORNIA
A' PRELIMINARY REPORT (MARCH 1976).

e ,

. Background'.
, -

4 = =V

:Between. 1960 and,.;1974'malpfractice premium per doctor in .Californii ,,- "a:

increased 550%; from100 tt:'''$2,f)00an annual:increase of ,14X. (1) Duing0
. ...1. 1

I. :the.. page year rate, *ent 46 .dratiatiCally. On May 1, 1975, a 320i preT,ir
4

increeiser,by4Argonfin,t Insurance ;Company sparked a physician slowdown in the -, ,F ..- 4. %, 4 * %. I . ! . ' 'i i I

' t', "!'San Francis o ltay Mee. 'oh NOlieRiber .1,:1975. Trnelers Insurance jumped ice,
.,..,

rest;1,'rate r the-s of NipthettOtal,iforni,k,by about 3502. On January 1, 19:16 2,..0.A.

Trairelits' 'rates? ifi't,lte Los Angeles Area increased by .about 500%, spawning, '
41

,.

another physicitai slowdow4 -.and Continental :National's: in, the San Diego Area

%%dere up 190i:4 , , '

, .' 11

'a
;

4;...- ...; . ..//'The intifeade in wren:dump ,affectia= differe.nt 'physiciaill in. differe ways;

,A general p titioner in the Travelers' Noreal Piogram doing
t 1.

ttsurgery obstetris'wOtild have been. li Class I phyeician paying,$1,032 prior,
to Novemb ::fOr 1-million/3 million coverer After November 1, big.6,rate

-Se

4

other hand an obstetrician in CIA's IV, payi*.$130was h$4,641.,

-
.before"November 1,,,would subisquentl.y h'ave been paying $22,139. .In the LA, .

6,

Area: a general praotitlitter in Claes II in the Traveler' s program wolf* have

POen'PaYi4 $1,296 before JanUary 1,.1976, and $7,783 after January 1. An

.19

LA obstetricianAmuld have been in Class VIII paying $6,304 before-January 1

and $36,239' after.-

* to California physicians have been covered by group plans in particular
.geographic areas'. The. Nrgonaut plaft covers San Francisco, Alameda, Contra Costa
Marin,"Siskiyou, Sharbta, Solano and Trinity Counties: Travelers NorCal coversthe 23 other Northern California counties': Travel oCap covers .the LA Area -,and CNA, San. Diego, 14 verside and Imperial. Sine rate increases were announced,4
physicians have formed thei own 'insurance companies, for. the most part parallel-
ing the areas covered by the other insurance companies.

dt°4

,
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The-most; eigni4cesteindtgeses affected :specialists performing
. . .,..

surgery, anestheSiologybdieti,cs. Snd orthopedics, and least on generaM-

"..'.,, . . -,,, A, g '.
pracpitOners, pe4 airiCienk-,and internists,, and others for the most part not

.N c,4 -:-.1. .:.11...P

. ,,;,. ,.-...., ..

erforting.,eignificept:: 3alodt tint8 of surgery.

rr
.

Th4endof rate poy,not yet be In sight. Consulting IhAgges
0,

etv'Joiftegillative Au1 Committee estimated future premium increases

.,.. , 4;...!:-
:et about 25 X,110e*.yee*,76 nv. however, that recent legislation could reduce

'1, , :., 4 : :.-- .44 '

' malpractgedodae.- if usUppoited by the courts. and recognized by jturies."(2

,7;40

4 -4
There: are- ,01 ways- that

Cre
'

1- T choose' to

1. change

.

. ,

1A;:chanWtheir practice setting (e.g.., from solo practice to public

erdpi4m.erk . or. salaried group);

.ieavemidicine;

OCation;

or eliminate part-time practice;

.

physicians might react to premium rate

,change the services they provide to either lower 'premiumrates,

redUce exposure to suits or otherwise reduce ts, e.g., eliminate
4141

: Certain

6.11...orsIse feesto absorb all or part 'Of the.increased cost;-reduce

certain procedure-or types of patients such as Medi-Cal;

. limite.of-their coverage-and thereby. vremiums, or practice Without'

insurance;

7. protest increases by Wfthdrawl Of services.

These choices have influerrced,the availabillt quality and cost of
,

. .
. .

,. ....- .

medical ca e inipeiifornia end mayhave subtantrally greater
(

imPact in the

1
future, partitulerly if rates continue to cl.imb...

. 0 P
.

We have in this study attempted,to'icompile data from various sources to
i

r.-

elhed light on actions-taken by physicians since premium increases occurred.
. o.

8'165 9



Wecautioh that what we tia4e identified are emerging. patterns afld that minyt

, 5ifflikely future effects may not yet have appeared in available a sources.

,1%Following is a summary of findings, a brief discussion o popltetions

for quality of care, a presentation of our tentative conclusions andoug-

° gestions'for further research.

9

5
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Summary of Findings

Mcnienevel:.to, Other States

It is difficult to determine' exactly why a, physician may have chosen `to

move but we find no evidence, hat.Oalifornia physicians in significant nuMbets

,are \eaving tilifornia to practic# elsewhdte as a prlikary reault.of ptemium rate

increases. Surveys of CMA memberiRYticians, confirmed by reports from Medical

°
.

Societies, show that, .few kless than 1% or"respondents) have chosen to leave the

State primarily for this reason. A larger number are considering leaving and

perhaps may if premium. rates continue: to increase, here More dramatically than

other states. Jr% a number of instances thoge who have left appear tbe
at

1

counterbalanced,by new physicians.

According to the Board of Medical Qualify Assurance staff there have been

no noticeable increases in requests by California physicians for.endorsement4

to practice in other states since premiums increased. Even though statewide

effects of physician movement to other states may at this time he.miniMal, there

may be important effects in particular mural communities. For example, the

Lassen- Plumas- Modoc- Sierra County Medical Society, with 28 members, reports that

3 moved to another state due to rising prebliumS'. The,23-MemberSiskiyou Medical.

-Society reports that 2 memberSAMoved.. The 138-member Humboldt-Del Norte Medical

SoCiedthel.61.-meMbefB:ite-Glenn Medical Society repOtt 4 'have left each

1area and the 120- member Shasta-Trinity Medical; SoCiety reports 2 have moved.

Premature.Retirement
/1

As with movement from the state, it is difficult to determine specifically

why a physician may have retired at a particular time. Evidence from the CMA,

survey and our survey of Medical Societies.indicates that a *Mber of doctors,*

many who were practicing part-tiMe,"fiAve retired early,,apParenqy heeause.the

,9
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comparatively low gross income generated by part-time practice was not enoUg4

to cover increased premir costs. Although it doea not appear to be a major

pr41101 statewide (less than 2% of CMA Survey respondents indicated they retired

early), At ma; have a moreserious impact in sparsely populated areas. For

example, tt 17-member Inyo -Mono Medical Society reports that 2 physicians

retired by eliminating their' part -time practices. Six are'said to have retired.

frOm.the Butte-Gle6 Area (161 members), four in the Humboldt-Del Norte Area

(138 members), several from Tulare (17.0 members), 3 in San Luis Obispo (139

members), 2 from Shasta-Trinity (118 members), 'severe,], in Plavar..Nevida (130'

members), 4 in San Joaquin (360 members), 1 inlispa (140 members) and 1 in.

Sonoma (286 members).

&scent actions by Northern California insurance c7panies may help reduce

early retirements of. those with part-time practice. NorCal Mutual an the

Medical. Insurance Exchange now provide for reduced premiums for part-time
a

physicians.

Moved to a "Closed Setting"-

There is evidence that small humbers_of physicians haye left solo practre

for closed settings such. as military service, salaried group practice, hoapitals

and other government positions where a third party is'responsible for malpractice

costs. In the CMA survey, those indicating they had moved to a closed setting

were small (about 2% of respondents). Military service has been made much more

,aitractive,y recent.substaneisl 'pay,increases for'both new phys ians and
4 .

those with prior military service. Thus the pdll of military se e'salaries

,4.may have kn as important for those as the push of lia-

inleases. Reports:fromthe-following.smaller medical societies indicate

some movement to closed seetings, primarily the.military and,

,138 92



San Joaquin 20.eft for closed setting
$l emergency room,' 1 city
hospital)

)
Napa 3. to state hospitals

Placer Nevada 3 (2.,.p, Air Force) -

'San Luis Obispo 3 to state

Lassen- Plumas- Modoc- Sierra 1 to state.

Humboldt 2 to closed setting

Tulaie 4110 1 to military

Sonomsi 4 to military,,

Butte-Glenn. 2 to closed setting

Disbussions with. county officials indicate they are finding it easier to.

fill vacs t'physician positions. .Preliminary information from group practice

plats i¢dicates that; althOugh there have been increases in applications' y a

number nf,ppiitions which were previously difficult to fill are still unfilled.

Changes in Servicesto Lower Premium. Rates

One important way that° a physicifn can iedUce his premium is to chringe

the scope of services he.provides and thus lower his pfemium ClasS. This<en_

be done by eliminating or reducing certain procedures. For example, a faMily

physician, internist or opthalmologist covered by TraveletS insurance in

Northern. California, who derives between 1% and5% of his gross income from

(Surgery or: obstetrics or both, would be a:Class II phySician paying'an,annUal pre-
.

mium of $8,810 for $173 million coverage': If he earned more than 5% of his gross

from surgery or between 5% and 15% from OB, his.annual piemium tuld be

If he reduced his surgery 0 obstetiicstot% of less of his gross income, he

would pay $4,641, saving $4,169 if flie was previously in, Class II and $10,642

S.

if he was in Class III. If the income derived frog surgery and obstetrics was

insufficient to justify the premium cost, then the physician might reduce. or

a
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eliminate them to reduce his preMium.

anesthesiology in Siskiyou Minty and

.Similarly, a family phj,sician practicing

e
covered by Argonaut would be paying more

than four times the premitm of a Class I physician not administering anesthesia

or performing.surgery. If he administered anesthesia infreqeently he would

be encouraged to elimilnate'doing so. (3)

''',

Similar tradeoffs exist for other specialists: For example, internists

'utilizing radiation ,or performing angiograms would be-in a higher classthari.. 4

those who, do not. Ear, nose and throat spetialists who perform plastic surgery

or psychiatrists employing elettroshock treatment pay higher premiums than

those who do not.

The pressure to make some class'change would fall most heavily either on
. *

,older ph3!sicians likely totave smaller practice or those earning less gross

income from these procedures than'the cost of increased premiumsto cover them.

' Thus the premium structure trendsto encourage the following actions:

surgery, obstetrics, orthopedics and
.

do not speci.Olize in it or are not

HI

1. Reduction ort elimination of

anesthesiology by those who

primarily,depenlient on it as an essentiat part of'their'practice:

Transfer of patientso those who specialize in .these procedyrei.

3. Reduction or eliMipation,Of ysistanc at surgery by physicians

on.patients,not their Own....*. ..

.-' ..

Our prelimlnaryfanalysi4 indicappdthat a dignifitant,'nYmber of physitlaS_
. A. t,' . ... , .

!r
, . ,

!-.., N
are redudingthe sco elbk:ser

I)
vices they provide to reduce their malpractice

i..

Premiums. Suasigulata w laire'atialyzea, blade available by the' Auditor.
1

Mit t" < ' ' T- 1:
-, *. ' -.

"
-

General's Offi
Ap Shows hat:.
.:.

)
21% of repondents.

4

tb,this August 1975, survey (53 of 252 useable

4

responses) sai1 they ad reclassified theAr practice

purposeS4Inct an:a ditional 19 withedtpeing
,r, .

I. 1
r -

for insur-

asked s d they

90
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intended to do so in the future. (4)

- 74,1f responses are adjusted for those who expressed inteht to

reclassify in the future, then 29% of all respondents indicSied I

they,had or would reclassify their practice.

Almost half of those indicating practice change were f ly

physicians and'these constituted about half ofthe "Yes"

responses. Most faigilY phSrsicians:said the Were reddEiriT,i
,

surgery and. obstetrics. 'Other,wactitioneis wbD gave reasOriS,

.forreclassIfying:their practice also indicated they:were',fdr

the most part, reducing surgery.,

° Those who reclassified were also generailly older than thoSewho

did not.

Physicians e areas already impacted by ratedncreases were

more inclined to reclassify their practice.

4

- Although the response from rural areas is small, physicians in

i

?
nonmetropolitan statistiCal areas.Were Moreinclined ,,,tb reclassify

than thOse in: MetropOlitan areas.

- Most of those who reclassified were doing'litilAurgery.(i.
.

. .

.
.

earning less than of gross income). ,

.
z

3.
. .

"'Average mglpradtice fire6iyms.represinted'about 7% of the ,gross):

.A . I

income of all respondents. Those who were already:hit by rate

increasesTpaid an average of 11% ,of gross' incothe for premiums.
!

Premiums,as?a per pent of gross'inceme were:higher for those,in
-

.metropolitan than rionmetropolitan areas.

Most of these findings Weresvalidated in the more recent and' 1drger seMpXe

surveylc
e (5)onducted-by CMA. Inthat'surVeY a- similar percentage (19%) .of the. .

responderits said they Were limiting the spectrum of services they provided to
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loOer their.premium tate. .About haff of those who said.they reclassified were

faklY Aysicianl and the
0

N0Felvrondents.'

"Yes" responses from this group were almost half or x

AlsgthosewbOlimitedtheir.Services were older than those
, . 4 %r.

who did not 'And thole nonmetropolitan areas are more.inclined'to,iimit their

spectrum},f,Aervices.thanrosemetropOliteas.,
,

Anothe important, praatict change-by.physicians is the extent

Co which theyhave chahied insurance premipm clams to lower rates. Prelimindry
,

.0 s.

data sµ plied by,'March & McLennan, insursiwi:bigkers fotArgonaut Insurance

COmpanYlAndicLes

that 13%,af the physicians Who renewed:their"liabilit"

insurancesubsequent.tg the May 1, I575.rate increase changedutheirpremiuM
4.` j.

4

glass (239- to 1823 renewal's).. Most (60%) of these were-failigy.physicianA
. .

eliminating aereducing.surgery and obstetrics. A significant number of general

;.Autgeons endsorthopedists alsochanged class (20% of 239, 10% ditch), but many

f theie.chariged back fa.their former clas's aftet the dloWpown.

relimihary data ,Lrom Johnson & Higgins, brokers for the NorCal Muttlal
. ,

.

program,.Adicates that abo440/4%,.of thgsg
. N

to the da4or-rowned,potfipany a ;$1dvemer

Vho sWitched. coverage from 'Travelets

.1, 1975, changed preniiim class (ab6ut

400 of 1,200);.,:' Most of these.c alp ch44es also were by faMily.physicians:/

elng.or 41;111ipating suigerY and (9

Most c4unty 'Medical Societies wtio responded to Our survey report; changee

to limit..the Aioectrxlm ofservices

Butte- Glenn' (161)*

Tulare

provided as follows:, 44

. .
i

:r

4 limited speetrup of services
.

sOme'cukailment df surgery,
anestheSioidgY aid OB'by GPs

,Shasta-Trinity'.(130)' , several no -longer assist-in surgery,('

0 ,

-Number in parentheses refers to

,.

0

nuiber,in Medical Society.. -

.-,



Humboldt-Del,Norte (138)

,Mendocino -Lake (78)

*

Siskiyou (23)

Lassen-Plumas-Modoc (29

A

H about 15 physicians have limited
their regular services to lower '

premium rates

e number have changed premium
,class but it is hard to tell how
many. Some are reducing surgery
and OB

2 eliminated surgery -- others
considering additional limitations

8,1imited services to lower
,premium rates

Tehama (18) 1 limited surgery

Merced-Mariposa (95) . 3 in Merced reduced surgery and
obstetrics

Placer-Nevada (.130)

Inyo-Mono (17)

Napa (140) t,

GPs reducing surgery and obstetrics
(OB -GYN man dropped OB).

4 GPs have eliminated obstetrics
and "have become virtually uneven-.
able to assist in surgery on other
than their own patients"

several have changed their practice
to reduce premiums

San Joaquin..(3.60) ' 50 have liMited their services to
lower premium rates

..,,

..Yolo (168), -' some GPs reducing surgtry and OB

Stanislaus (278) "many" physicians have changed
premium class. reducing surgery,
obstetrics primarily

Sonoma (286) 5 reduced scope of practice to
reduCe Oremium,rate

San Luis Obispo (139)

SanTateo (675)

Mendcino-Lake (90)

Marin (320)

GPs have cut out surgery and OB

reducing OB

a number have changed class

there has.been restructuring of .

,practice by GPs and family physi-
cians to reduce,premiums

c'
93
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Santa Clara (1465) '50 of 72 responsee to survey (7%)
said they eliminated0B, 39 said
they gave up major surgery.. Most :
Ofthese are Gps. There are 27,5

M
GPs in Sante'alaraherefore about:

of GPs are reducing scope of '

services.

Thus, preliminary indications from surveys of physicians, insu'r'ance Company '

'3

data and. surveys of Medical Societies indicate. 410it perhaps 10% to 20% of

Northe*6alifornia physidians, mostly.family fthisicians.may le changing the

scope of services they provide to reduce premiUm-rates.

Patient Care

' The ovewhelming ajoFity of Auditor General survey respondents1211,Of

205)'noted that the current malpractice situation had resulted in increased

use of lab tests, xrays, consultations and hospitalizations eitheris A pre-
*.

cautionary measure or to document a diagnosistand.,that mg,e6-)of these' procedures
1 i .

A ..
. .

.

° were not medically necessary% I < - .A\,
Other important effects on patient care noted by physicians responding to

A 4 ,

the Auditor General's Survey were that thedoctor-patient relationship was

negatIvely,iaffected due to increased mutual suspicion,, reactance by physicians

to take risky cases, and their increased tendency to view p tieilts.as potential

adversaries. Some respondents noted that (1) care may not be 'continued for

Aose Ao.question treatment; <2) too` much time is taken.toexplain the risks

of certainwocedures and stress potential: complications, and (3) those with
y

wham rapport is .not good, and are viewed as potentiallY liable to sue may be

referred elsewhere more readily. One physician, however,'noted.that "in'some
9*.

ways the recognition of. professional liability had imptoved the quality of

medicine" but had also resulted in "too much caution."

`-CMA survey' results tend to show that some physicians are inclined to,

change practice by limiting the number or type of patients the treat.98
I.94,



Many, in both the CMA and Auditor General Survey,",aaid they would cpt-down
A H-

treatmedt of Medi-Cal patients..... The tendency to lidit practice appeared

greater amongst ear, nose and throat men, anesthesiologists, obstetricans ark
.

. , - .. . .. .
. i ,

%pecialized surgeons. Our medireal society sOrvey respondents also n cated:

that "hi risk"!patients may not be treated and referred elsewhere.

Impact on Medi-Cal
4-

1'
+

important potential effect of Increaseapremium rates could be to

crease the d
/-.

sparitylfetWeen ftes.charged to private patients and thole
i

I

arekmbursed by'the state` for Medi-Cal. This could result in a decline in-
s,

..
\

physician participation in the program and thus a'reduction in theavailabil-,

ity of care to Medi-Cal patienta.-Physicians are unable to pasa the increased- t

4.

cost of professional liability on to the Medi-Cal program because reimburse-

ment is based'onihysician charges made prior to 1971. Thus,.it'is reaInable
or, ' JO r
Ito ex et-that inbreased-lialpraCtica raceswill exacerbate the problem,,,of Tee-

,

/
ear-derVice physician provider-reluctance'to participate in the-:PrOgiktp.

The apparent4uctance'of physicians to accept new Medi-Cal patientst

'u
was documented before malpractice increases in a CMA survey taken d ing the

end of 1974 where 12% of respondents said they definitely would riot accept/a,/
4 .',

. ,

new Medi-Cal patient and about 25% said $hey "probably" would not accept

,A telephone survey of 200 general practitioners and internists conauced
.A

J.
44

1

by the Health Department during late March and early April of 19751petpre
.

rite increadas went, into effect) revealed that it was considerably asier for

1A:new private patient ttlph,a new Medi -Cal $atient to get an ASpoint en. About
,

- ,

80% of the physiCiand wert.willing to: see a private patient and about.40% were

~''willing
..

'willing to see a Medi-Cal patient., Despite this apparent take '\

4.
.

.

ae4 patients, preliminarydata on proVIder ISarticipation 1i the Medi-Cal 0-
"4,\

program shows no recent statewide major downturn in the Nmber of Medi-Cal

....
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9

..
: 1

.physician Providers. Preliminary analysie of data'supplied by Medi

:Intermediaries, the State Health Department and. hOlospital Council:.4

.j.56.fornia indicates followirig:,
..

\
.4.,.., ,

.

- . , . ..... . .,,..
- ..,; '... -Between the years.1973, 1974 and 1975 the mind:ter of pait tidpp,

'' ,.physicians, claims,judpayments, inoreased imeach year.% It

should be pointed out, however, that this -data 'does not incl

cal

thefn
P.

. .

-Payment for most services ,provided, duriy g the last, qua4er of 1975.

In the metropolitan areas" affected by the May 1 physicianst'slow
.

down-(ie.,San Francisco, Alameda,:Contra Costa):

1. physician. visits and payment drop abOut 102 when,cOmpared td

the.previOus quarterbut then increase substantially during

the quarter following the slowdown;

-.1---. ° --.
. . . . .

. recipients of-physician services after the slowdown, jump to

-prior ley% s;
(

3. the number of first visits (which are a partial proxy fof n

I

jr

...eidnts) 'dropped abou 14Z between May and the.preteding

quarter but increased, ring the post-May quarter to'a lev

substantially higher than the pre-slowdown period tending to

indicate a willingness on the part of physicians toltraat new

Mddi-Cal patients;
1

the percent of,new to total visits goea-dovin very slightly

during the slowdown period but during the post-slowdown

period' is evenlgher than before the slowdown.
----;:.

', $
t

-Even though community hospital occupancy dropped in San FPancis'co
4 ,

. . . ,

/
mid the East Bay during the4physicianalowdown, the percent Medi-

Cal, of their average daily patiept census did 'not decline indicating
,. r

that Medi-Cal patients were not treated differently than private
,

96 '00
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, 'patients during the slowdown period.
.

`This initialevidence indicates on a'st tewide basis.that Medi-Cal patient's

are getting access to physicians and in t§ ay AreareciPients and visits,

show no continuing downturn after the slowdo r Since this data base

not inciude.signafdant data-frlop the period uring and' after NoveMber 1975

* , e
(rateoincreases affeCling 23 non-Say Area Noithern California

-
counties and.

. .,

..-
r...

.\

all of Soudierrftalifornia), it doe5,,:not proVtde a7baais for the
.rm

statewide impact o' Malpractice increases. Idaddition, changes may_ have

cOured in some of the moteakxmral areas impacted by the May 1 indiease which
.

are'too small to significantl'affect statewide data. '

/.. . S. i

_ . . :

More recent uatanfrop surveys of physicians and medical societies since
. .

.

, '.4
. .

iAlpfactice premiums incased tend to suggest:
r.

. .

. i

. .

1. in urban ifeas.there,may
.

be some shiftintg*.7. of patients from those
.,

"e_yho may no longer-be seeing new MedirCal patients to those who AtA_
° 4are still willing to accept tkienv

2. tin rural areas there cal, beproblemo of access to care, es ecially

obstetric care.
:

In more rural. drecisaccess t
.

stetric care i made less avail\ablecto
,

thL extent family physicians redude'their'OB case owet premiums and in-
.

\

cress tAir reluctal§0 to see Medi-Cal patienta because of loW reimbursement
,

rates, wOloh equal abdutone7-third the.private patient fete.. This theoretically
"'

'would increase the' orkload.of obstetticians in these areas generally and,'
. .

because they are ev n more busy with private patients, make them less inclined

to accept N di-dal. ' b?

7 ,

Medical societies indicate increased reluctance of physicians \to accept

MediCal pgtients. ;*Following-is'

survey:'

l.i teary tumaiary pf.responses.to our

';, -,"
To.

.1

(it

.



p

4

San Joaquin

Placer-Nevada

4

Tulare

e",

Yuba...Sutter-Colusa

Chief
,

San Luis's )bispo'

.

Humboldt -DA. Norte.

,Shasti-Trinity

MendoCino-Lake

260 of 360 members refuse to accept
Medi-Cal.- Physicians are less willins
to accept theM than before. ,Only,

ph'isiciane are specifically taking.
new Medi-Cal.! Trend downin accep
ante of Medi-Cal.

Very few taking new Medi -Cal. GP
not taking Medi-Cal but specialists
are. .Sanie are referred to Sacramento'.
or go to Roseville Hospital emergency
rooms Physicians are very busy-74
week wait for private patients. None,

will take new Medi-Cal in Auburn #ea..-,
Nevada Covnty,doctors'taking fii;sx--:
patients. Some go to emergency.
Fewer OB services .available oB7qTri,

not taking.Medi=Cal-in Nevada County.

Most not taking Medi-Cal: lrahy are
6not taking' new pa nts:. ..,,/

*

The number of physicians -taking private
patients is normal but Medi7Cal is law.
In Colusa only 'one phyiician will.
deliver and\about.half doctors taka, *

Medi-Cal (6 of, about 12).

nave refused to take new Medi-Cal:

Few taking new Medi-Cal. Only 1 OB
-takes kedi-Ca/.

DiOicuiCto find physician who Ids been
accepting Medi-Cal since November.
Multi-phydician clinic_accepting 1
Medi-Cal for every
7.physicians are taking new Medi-C
plus an additiOnal .7 through the
clinic waiting li .st. If there.it no
relief in the Medi -Cal payment struct-
ure, patients will have .ra be sent to
other areas for treatment. A5ticipate
claSure-of County Medical Center.

*list not taking Medi-Cal. -2 GPs will
seeMedf-Cal. Most specialists will
take all patients! Ai.

Many are becOnfilig Foriselective-about
Medi-lea1. Actess-to care could be
problem in Lake County*. 2 O$ men near
F9.t Bragg not taking Medi -Cal.

ll %
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.

Merced -Mariposi

,

Lassen-PIumas-M

Siskiyou

Tehama

Medi-Cal i serious problem. Primary
care physjicians will generally not see
them. 'Only .2 will. Mangy go to the
clinic or are treatedat Merded Goni
munity Hospital. Mali-Cal OB care Is
a very serious problem. Hospital
anesthesiologist's will Only'tteat Medi-

emergenciear Medi-Cal has been
problem for the last year to 18,months.

4
1.0

oc- Sierra. 4 have refuked Medi-Cal. Decrease in
OB service in Modod and Sierra. In.
Plumas, physicians. are treating them.

".San Benito

ThI4olo

San Mateo

Santa Cita

al%

Stanislaua

46

.

4

.Many are refuging to tccept Medi-Cal.,
One or two'in southern part Ofthe.
county arestill taking them

Most nottaking n ew Medi-CaI. Trend
on acceptance iq-down.

Some specialists prefer not to. take'

.

.

BAuctanee-to take Medi-Cal has in
creased since-Aalpra9tiqe rates went up.

Physicians have generally not been
flwilling to take Medi-Cal. Medi-Cal
013 patients are referred to hope
Hos.V.tal."'Many will only take Medi-
ao. on Yefetral. %

In response to a survey 'of 752_respond-
ents, 110 physicians said they, take no

t new Mgdi-Cal 113 said they reduced their-
Medi-Cal; 22'said they discontinued all
Medi-Cal, and 31 saif_no new patients.
Obtaining,OB care is becoming a serious t.

problem. Trend-in acceptance of-Medi-
Cal is down. ,

4

Less than 5% WphysiciansN111 take,
new Meifi-Cal: Only 3 GPs. cialisis
usually. take Medi -Cal on exral only.
Medi-Cal patients ar ent to San
Francisco or to the few pjiysicians.who
still see them,

i%

".

-

.Very yfew P*t..ician accepting Medi-Cal. .

Only 5. Many pati ta..go to. emergency
room. Trend in 'taccepting Medi-Cal is

. down. Some go to Scenic General' Hospiial.
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InyctilY1

Napa

Sonoma

Sacramento

physicians from. Mammoth

lakes have eliminated Medi-,Cal .patlents
frofftheir.practice..

10 taking Medi-Cal.

ny taking Medi-Cal.

ManyMedi-Cal patients 'are:calling
for referral and-physician_willingness

... to accept them is becomingpore of a
bprolem.,

. .

Butte-plenn, 1,0 have refused:ta accept Medi-Cal.
'Particular problem with OB services.

Malpractice-ptobleM has made it more
difficult to gettcare'forMedi-Cal
especially 08.. No physicians. in
Alpine; but care in service areas
less available. ..1 .

-(

Calaveias .1 doctor doing OB._ edi-,Cal patients
can be served thnnuh local hospital.'

" r

Alpine

t

Tuolumne

,About 80% hysicians not accepting
new .0ne GYN.in Placerville

see MediCal: OB particular'
problem.

Gre er-creluctance to see Medi-Cal:
y will not acftt neo ones anehey

go to the County Hospital. 'OB a
problem.

1 Thuti, although recent statewide evidencebof the iMpadt of malpractice
4

premiups on physician provider participation statewide -is inconclusiVe, physi-'
N I

. '
clan surveys and reports. from Medical. Societies. indicate fewer physicians appear

-. .

I

. !
. . I

willing to Accept' Medi -Cal Patients. .0n the other hand, .veliminary evidence
A

from Zan Francisco and the East Bay appears to show no downturn ,in eucipients

or visits.:

Availability of Care L

- 4...0.
1

Preliminary evrdence, indicates that rural areas, more heamily.served by
.

,
'

.family physicians, are more seierely impacted by change's in the scope,of



pilysician practice most likely making surgery and obstetric caye'less available.

These are the areas primarily affected as will.je premature retirements and the

areas having traditional problems attracting physicians.

A third of all CMA survey respondents said that. changes Ley,.were making

.1
or planning would affect the availatility of care in their community. However,

.

about 60% of the non metropolitan respondents said they were making practice
,

changes and half of these total respondents (almost 85% of those making changes),
,

said the changes would affect the availability of care in their areas:.

Some of the affected rural areas are.alo-hotie subject to recreation and

vacation influx, and have small hospitals which may have already been or could.

soon be affe ctedby,changingpractice.patterns. According to the President of

the Inyo-Mono Medical. Society:

"NarmalA y many skiers,, injured atliammot hrare treated in ishop,
and these are the people.who will be treated .in a first aid
fashion onlf and sent on to Los Angeles or other areas for
definitive orthdpedic treatment which they could very well have
had except for the malpractice crisis. -The recent slowdown in
orthopedic surgery has considerably reduced the hospital census
and the Board of Directors and'AdministeatorN,anticipate short
work' weeks and/or lay-offs in January.,"

The Secretary of the Lassen-Plumas-Modoc-Sierra Medical Society comments;

"...several pf 011:e small hospitals
closing--and "it is difficult to at
those who have lettr"

The Executive Director of the Humboldt-

Melk-Cal patients ill. be the classification of
.

patients who suffer most (due to ma practiceincreases): It is
very diffioult to find a physi4an, n our area who has been
acc&pting,new Mdai-,Cal patients sine. the firgt of Novembir.

_ The Humboldt County Medical Center i scheduled to close before
the'first of the year., Therefore, t ere perhaps will be some
startl4g Oevelbpnients within the ne t 90 days 'that we cannot
predict at thi ,If there is no 'relief in the Medi-Cal
payent4gtruc u , then the Medi-Cal satients will have to be
sent toSan Franc sco or other metropo itan areas for treatment:"

t.

in the area are
ract new doctors

in. danger of0
to'replace

el Norte Medical Society said:

lot Ai:
.,:



. We have previously shown that increases in malpractice rates appear to

have had an important impact on theeavailability of obstetric care. Family

. physicians are reducing deliveries and some older OB-GYN specialists appear ,

to be dropping OB practice earlier than they might have. Aoth_these trends,
.r .

.

when combined with the large difference between Medi-Cal reimbvsement and

private fees, increase the reluctance of physicians to serve Medi-Cal patients.

This Problem'hita rural areas hardest and suggests the need for other forma of

OB'services in rural communities. They also suggegt the desirability of estab-
s

lisping different rates for rural coMmuniees to the extent they are actuarily.

justified. In the Bay Area, rates for'Shasta, Trinity, Soleil° and Siskiyou

. ,

counties are about half those charged in Alameda and Oontra osta.

Effe s on Fees
444'. °e'

Thejnostdirect line of Malpractice rate hikes is that they increase

-

the pifsiciantecost of doingbusiness which in most cases Nis passed on to

private patients in the form of.fee increases., Respondents to the Auditor

N-....___General's survey indicate that fees have been increased between 10% and 30%

to'cover.malpractice costs.

A July surver (9)by Johnson and Higgins indicated that Class I physicians

(i.e., family physicians, pediatricians, internists and other low-risk

specialties) would have to increase fees ranging from about 10% in Yolo County

to 60% in Del Norte, with most indicating tht range would be from about 20%

oto 30%. For higher risk specialties in Class IV (i.e., obstetricians,

.anesthesiologists, neurosurgeons) the anticipated increase ranged from 12%

in Yolo to 18% in Fresno, with most indicating a fee increase between 30% and

k .

.Guidelines were developed by the Santa Clara Foundation for Medical Care
/

, .
.t,

io'help Physicians. compute fee in-creases necessary, t8 pass on the cast of,
-102
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premiumsto private p"ients. or example, a low -risk physician earning a

"gross income of $80,000 with 20% of his gross depending on fixed-fee'patients

Medi-Cal or Worktens Compensation), facing a premium increaseNof $3,600,
°

wouilhave to raise his fee about 6%. An anesthesiologist facing an increase

of $17,200, earning $80,000, with 20% of.w4hiS .patients fixed-fee, 1;Yould have

to raise his rates about 27%. (10)
Those physicians with the.smallest,gross

income and heavy fixed-fee patient responsibility face the greatest prOlem

raising fees.

Most physicians appear to be paPsing all 'or part of the'cost of increased

malpractice premiums on to their private patients. Almost half of the respbnd-
.

entp t6 the.CMA survey said they had
)
or were passing on the cost and about a

fifth had or were planning to pass on.part of the cost; However, a small,

but significant percent, said they would absorb all the cost. .

A number of physicians have choSen to drop their Insurance rather than 4
4 )

pay increased premiUms. In the 23 .County,Travelers NorCal Mutual area this

.could be as high as 10% of those covered before the rate increAse. (1) The

CMA survey reports a smaller statewide percentage of those going without.insur-

,ance but, when combined with those whci said they intended to reduCe their

'coverage, the percentage is slightly highei than the NorCal non- renewals.

PhysiciAns who do not obtain coverage face the risk of losing hospital privileges.

However, tome haspita , particularly in rural areas, are permitting doctors
P

,to practice without co

Potential Effect on

4

e Te.g., San Benito Area).

n Location

)
California, is heavily dependent for its physician supply, onmigration of

i
.

young physicians who 'r eiNie their undergradjahe medical echication in other
/
states. It trains c mparatively few'me cal ents but many students 1-SS'S,4-

f.s 4t,

4 . 4
/

educated. elsewhere come to California aS house officers (i.e., interns and

103 I k)
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residents). California also..Aoes well in retaining its own medical school

graduates as house officers.' House' offIcers alSo tend to locate their

practice near where they take yesidencies.'
(12)

.Any significant shifts in migration of physicians -'to California or out-
_

. ,

migraeion of'house 4ficers or other practicing physicians could have a majo

impact,on future supply of physicians in the state. Preliminary, ba'fragmen-

tary, evidence indicates that no major shifts of physicians has yet occurred

which will affect California physician supply in the immediate future.

InfOrmation supplied by the Board of Medical Quality Assurance indicates that:

- new physician licensees in California during 1975 exeeeded that

for 1973 and 1974;

requests.by California licensed_physicians for endorsements to

practic\e in'other states has not shown any significant increase;

- the percentage of out-of-state physicians licensed to practice

in'California shoWsbno decline between July 1974 and December 1975;,

more California hospitals offering residencies:in 1975 wete matched

4..4

with residents they chose than in 1974 and the'percentage of--thov

'
,residents.sought by hospitals who were matched increased successively

- '

in 1973, 1974 atin 1975;
(13)

a sample, of third-year Family Practice Residents, surveyed by the

t
Health Departments Health Manpower Development Section, indicated

that the- sperwhelming choice of those who had decided on their.

.practice location was o remain in California (261f 31, hadoh-trt.

(10yet made a practice choice); 7

4
.attendance at December FLEX licensing -exam in LOS Angelel.rancl

San Francisco was not significantly V
.

wqr than the attendance at,

previous licsal)ing.exallis.
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And Pennaylvania ($1,644 and $16,334). This mayindicate that,' d'

California pxperience changes substantially ", future.rates here could grow.

disPioportionately compared to other major states. However,, companies.

writing malpractice insurance in-California have not followed ISO suggested

rates and may not be rely to ,foilo7 them in the future, Also actions taken

by, the legislature, influencing claim cost and the structure of, the malpra-Ctice

insurance system, may improVe California's rate position compared to that of

p.-4her titates:.
ts;-" 4.
With present data and future uncertainties, it is very diffi ult to

si)ec4lateabout the effect of liability increases on practice location decisions.

It is likely that medical sch 1 graduates are looking and will look seriously

at the "practice climate" which exis n a state in which they might like to

locate in the future and this decision-making process is sure to consider mal-

practice rates and experience as well as income expectation and other factors.

However, many,may be impressed with the,future uncertainties surrounding rates

and not let this factor alone loom too large in their location decisions.

Quality of Care

1
A recent Rand pap6r has reviewed the effects of medical malpractice

issues on quality of care.
(17)

The authors suggest that:

k.

if malpractice premium differentials cause fewer medical school

graduates to enter surgery this would be a social good since

many surgiCal procedu -r .ate.411necessary and the extent of

surgery depends on then ber of surgeons in an area;

high premium rates which discourage part-time p 'ractice may

improve:quality if part-timets are not practicing enough to

remain competent or are older and may be less technically com-

etent.- Howevef, discouragement of part-time practice may also
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Zt is important,-to note'that the impact ofincreased liability insurance

on location paeternsiphay lag. Also some new physicians may feel that some

sAUtion will be fatind soon or.that .the sit4ationlin California will be no

worse than other states in the future.
!

, -".- An importandandicator of the possible future, impact.of premium increases

.is the diffeieRkiarbetween rates in Califo is and in other states. A. survey

1)%.

.

of State'Medical Societies, conducted in June 1975 by /'he AMA, revealed that
,. . .

.

for $100,000/$300,000 limits the Qnly state withhigher premiums for low and

high-risk coverage than California was New York, but since increases:in November

1975 and January 1976 California premiums are now probably higher than theplew

York June rated.
(15)

California's June rates for low-risk coverage do not

compare unfavorably with those of the 9 other most populous states. For-high-

risk coverage, most of the large states were lower. Philadelphia Area races

werlsicomparable to'California's. Those in the Detroit Area and in New Jersey

were somewhat lower, with the:other large, states considerably lower: (16) Rate

increases are pending in a number of large states and the'situation seems to

be extremely fluid-in terms, of rates, companies providing coverage and types

of coverage provided. The Ili;mation is further complicated by,legislative

enactments in many states which must await review by,i,courts and juries.

One possible indicator of what rates would be in the various Kiates if

based solely on experience is the suggested rates of the Insurande Services

.office, developed from the experience of reporting companies around the nation.

Suggested ISO rates as of January 29;' 1976, for California are substantially

'higher than for other states. For example, for $100,000/$300,000 coverage

suggested rates for.California are .$6,074 for lowest risk coverage and $49,417,

for highest risk. The next highest rates are those suggested for Michigan

($4,287 and $34,883), Arizona. ($3,703 and $30,159),.Florida ($2,925 and $28,920)
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affect competent young female or academic physicians.;

--. high. premiums will encourage less surgery byfhmily:practitioners

,

and more by surgeons. "Insofar as the surgery performed by

family practitioners is of poorer-quality than that performed by

surgeons (this is the accepted belief), then the level of quality

of care will rise as the geneial practitioners are drawn out of

the surgical market;"

- certain types of specialty care may be natively affected by

high premiums'which encourage physicians either to increase the

number of risky procedures to increase their income or to eliminate

those procedures altogether. This could reslt either in unneces-

sary surgery or in reducing the availability of certain services

and increasing risk to atients 46 might have to be transported;

if physicians are encduragedto join health maintenance organizations

(HMOs) rather than'solo practice, this could result in slight

improvement in quality since HMOs "probably deliver slightly better

care, on the average,,than does thelee-for-service system."

- there is little evidence concerning the impact of sn7called

"defensive medicine" on quality of care. Increased tests or

procedures may or may not be necessary depending on the criteria.-

applied to evaluate their utility. According to some process

criteria, too few procedures may be performed;

- effects on the traditional doctor/patient relationship may have

positive or negative results. To the extent it encourages patients

to take greater personal responsibility for their care, it may be

a social good.
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7. the quality of the care 'me caid atients receive may be affected

if signiiicaht numbers o physicians refuse to treat them, spend

.less.tims with them, of 9rder unncecessary procedures.

Malpractice rate, incre ses may have both negative and poSitive effects

ihktrural areas. Previously noted. reports from rural communities,indicate

that certain types'bf care may be less, available as a result of malpractice
/ ow,

. inspired premature re. ir ents, and changes in the.spectrum ofservfces

available. Alas, the C/slifornia Academy of'Family Physicians has expressed

concern about the impact of Premium rate increases on Family Practice in

rural California. In recent correspondence, the Executive Secretary of the

N

Academy noted:
'

'

'"We are deeply concerned about the.impact_on the fiad of
family ractice. Our residents throughout the state are
expressing Concerm'over spending a great deal of time
train ng, particularly in such areas as 00B, when they won't
be ab e:to include this in their practice. This will hit
rur: areas hard because these are the very areas that
req re the broadest type of training and service." (17a)_

If fami y practitioners are discourageifromdoing procedures they are

technically competent-to perform, then the leVel of care in the coMmunity may

be reduced -alp inefficiency encburaged. BoweVer, reduction of.certain surgical

procedure's by part-time; less technically competent practitioners in small

hospitals, may have positive effects on the quality-of care, particularly if

more technically competent specialty care is available within a reasonable

distance and is accessible. Also malpractice. premium increases inTural
/

area may have the effect of encouraging greater specialization, of care

thr ugh the process of referrals to physicians whb are encouraged to perform

enough procedures to maintain a higher level of competence. A negative.

fect could be that some minor surgical procedures could be referred to

Otanf specialists, with resultant inefficiency in delivery of care',

/
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)inconvenience "and increased costs..' rirurel areas with few-physici.ns7to cover

.14-tge geographic areas (whichMay be snowed in, during .ttie-winteW and,parti- ,.

,

.-

time practice, hardships may occur whichcallsfotcorrective action.
)

.. ',

Effects on Physicians Assistants

Data obtained from a 1971 AMA serve y suggests that malpractice premiums

themselves do otbignifidantly influe4picians' willingness to utilize

allied healthlpersOnnel in their office.
4

The current premium rate structures themselves appear not to be a

barfter to hiring of PAs. The Doctor-owned Medial Insurance, Exchange charges
. -.. .

$1241 extra a year for covering a
,

PA and Mortal and Travelers charge nothing.P4,

Johnson and Higgins, brokers for the Mortal :Mutual andTravelers plans
4

indicate significant increase in recent applications by physicians to cover

PAs.:

a
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'Conclusions ".. =-

Cr

'1 Our pfelimApatY analysis, Warsed.Upon statewide surveys focused primarily
. 7 : .

on Northern California data, suggests th

rates haver° '

major increases in m4practice

1.',not yet
111

causedJa major movement of physicians- out of,,California.

2. not yet caused reductions in the annual numberof new physicians

licensed to prrice irel'the etate

3. not yet caused reductions in the-number of but-of-statelicensel;
$

.

4. not yet caused an increase in the number of ,endorsements by

California phyeiciansrto practice elsewhere; ,

5. not yet resulted in encouraging g aduatinatalifornia family

'practice residents to 'leave California and set up practice lsewhere;

not significantly reduced' physician willingness to utilize

physicians' assistants;

7. not yet resulted in significantly reducing tie numbe of physWan

providers serving Medi -Cal patients up through Novemb 1975;

not resulted in significantly, reducing the availabi .of.physician

care to Medi-Cal patients in_an Prancisco and the ast Bay after
.

. ;

the May physician. slowdown;
4

T'
9. apparently not resulted in discriminatory treatment by Bay Area

physicians of Medi-Cal patients needing hospital care during the

May. .physicians' slowdown;)

10. probably encouragelpremature retirement of a few, but not an 'over-

whelmingly large number of, older physicians--manypf.whom may

, .

.have been,practicing part-time;

1
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proba y ighiicantly affected' iiip truM of services Provided,

.0. .'
.

.=, .1
I.i .'"

-
, ....)

. -

1
pit icularly-by tanday'practitioners,.tanycif 'whom indicaethey

.. , .

. ..
...

have reduced surgery and 'obstetrics and-by other specialistsyho,

appear to have redueed.'surgern 4
(,, , -. e i, ,

e
12. caused frustr/ation among family practice restdohts who are

A ,

. ,

discouraged frotil performing obstetrics and other...procedures for
i,, .,c-

" . %,
!

which theyreceived'residency training.; ' t,

L.
13. probably reduced the availabilitii/.of care in c tain rural areas,

.. .

1 .:.

particularly obstetric care and service to di,-Cal patients; 1

-
.1, . .

14. resulted in increased expression by physician of their unwillingneds

to accept new Medi-Cal, patients and reports by Medical Societies

and public officials that few pffysiCians.in manylNorthern°CAlifornia
. .

.' '

areas are accepting Medi-Cal patients without referralat;Z:

15. potentially improved 46ality of care to ?the` extent that unnecessary.

surgery is reduced and iLs technica lly*competent.physicians ate
.--.-

. .

A rdiscouraged from perforraing surgical procedures in poor.racilities;
'.*-0 .

43, 0
--,

)
16. resulted in increased coats of tervice ra ing.from 10% to 30%

o
. .

,.
.

for office visits to priggery care physicia s and more forsUrgery
-

.
,

and specialty care. -Most physicians to be passing. all or
\

part of their increased premiuM.costs pri-t-- etpatients;.

17. encouraged a small 'but significant number of phypicians to practice

without insurancep(probably between 5% and 10%).

18. probably in metropolitan.areas stimulated a transfer of certain

patients from family physicians to surgeons and obstetricians;

19. caused many physicians who have hot made- changes in their practice

to consider doing so .if rates continue to climb;

111
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.

420. probably, to A. minor degree, helped Inereaie the attractiveness
. Ip . .

. of closed pgraCtice settin s althou h safary increases were' probhbly
.

eMdre important incenti e to.t4ose moving 't$ melte service

than the disincentive othighek premiums.
. -

. IA sum, available.e4idence suggests that malpractiCe rate'increases have

not yet caused significant reduction. in Caleforhis,phtsician supply, but appear

to haVe spurred changes in p"cticepatterns with potentially important eAecti

on the availability, costkand'quality of care, particularly in non - metropolitan
°

areas. These effects. should be Carefully monitored so that/their impact state,

A

wide and in particular areas of California can be appropriately assessed,by

policymakers.

Policy'Implications

Many phybicianO appear.tabe riding out the initial malpractice. storm,

some having ine axed their fees to absorb increased coats and some having
'410

made practice changes' to reduce them. Many are probably hoping for some
1.

legislative relief while they Ponder their options forhe future. If rates.

CoinOmue rise substantially, thed increased medical costs and.perhapa more

ubstantif practice changes will result.

Even though MeadCal recipients are obtaining access to care, it does

appear t many\physicians ate becoming more reluctant to treat' them due to

ispari'ty between fees,mharged to privSie patients and di -Cal

reimbur'eihent. Consideration should therefore be given to bringing Medi-Cal

increas

physician reimbursement Or, in linewith Charges paid to private patients.

forts should al e.made to-assure that obstetric care is available to

those in rilral'Eireas. In some areas increased use of-nurse midwives could
1

'fill this need.

In-addition, consideration shot1d be given to making the rate stru ure

112
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. . ) r /,/ '
More flexible to not discourage 1) rural and_part-time 'praCticeby competent

. . .
. - . -. . ..

a i,!,, ysl,cians.i 2) f m ly practice physicians and other specialists fifth doing .

1..., ,

0

procOures they aie trained and technicalrly competent to do, and

3) new physicians from locating in California.

FeColmendations for Further Research,
.

We recommend that'the following research be undertakgto mote thoroughly

document tk effects of Malpractice rate increases:
...

4.

.1
1. monitor trends ill Medi-Cal physician provider participation and

.
AMP.

11"' 4in their acceptance of new Medi-Cal ptientS to d rmine4if e

shifts i availability and accessibility o {care is occurring;

2. mdnitor rends in Medi-Cal patient census in county and community
".,

hospita s to determine if Merdi-Cal patients at being increasingly

di adMittedM county facilities;
i.

for trends in selected surgical procedures and obstetrics by

i
specialty and a l a to determine if changes in number\ of procedures

or in type of physician performing these procedures is changing;

4. compile and analyze statewide data from malpractice insurance

companies on the extent to which physicians are changing premium

class and why;

5. collect and analyze data on selected surgical and obstetric pro-

cedures to,determine.if any reduction in number or change in

physician specialty performing them;

6. analyze data-from recent California phys an relincensure and
6

accompanying survey to determine Ch es in supply and distribution

of physicians;

7. To the extent possible, complete and analyze",data on residency

location choices of interns and residents to determine if.California

113



8.

'

is'as atfractiVe:d place.forlogitph.las_it has been in'fhe past?
ti

survey California house officerd to determine theirpractice
A .

choices'anctthe extent to which malpfdctice may
t

significantly

influenpeithat choice;

'monitor malpractice rates in other states. Apparently no'central

repository RIC4StS for collecting rates by state;_

10. develop &continuing survey of physicid&practice patterns on a

sample basis to:detect changeS Over time and on a timely basis..

ft(

a
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FOOTNOTES). 1 /

,
.

.

I,

. Repprt'of Booz-Allen Consulting Actuaries contained th Joint Legislative
.

Audit Committee, Office of the Auditor. General, RepOrt NO. 265-2,
Doctors' Malpractice Insurance,December, 1975, p. 16. ., .

. Op. Cit. Auditor General's Report, p. 22.
. . .e7:?

. , Family physician as used in this repOrt includes general practitioners
and-family;:practitioners. q .

.
. .

4..- survey. was taken in August before premium increases actually took
effect in most of the state.

5. Sample of 1,000 with 778 responses compared to Ahditor General's survey
with a sample of 540 and 270 reaponses.

- . .

:

. Reduction of surgery by general practitioners is not a new phenomenom,
but has been.speeding by rate increases:'

7. CMA Socioeco)omic Report February/March 1975..

'8. Our survey responses are supplemented when appropriate by data from
January 1976 Health Department telephone surveys of Medical Societies.
and 'rural health officers or theirAesigneeg..

9. Brokers for the Travelers insurance progr in 23 non-Bay Area Northern
California counties.

10. Material prepared. by'Dr. Robert D. Burnett, President of the'Santa Clara
14 Foundation and sent to Foundation physicians.

11. This is the number of non-renewals by physicians in the area.

12. Amqlig the 40 states with medical schools California in 1973-74 ranked
8th per 100,000 popiqation in total number of house officers and.
house officers from another state, and 13th in number of house officers
from the state who remained thpre. California also ranked,35th in number
of 1973 entering medical students per 100,000 population.

13. It is important to,alo note that the number of residents sought by
hospitals declined between 1973,974 and 1975.

14. A survey of all third-year family, practice residents is now underway.

15. See Malpractice in TS-, The American Medical Association, August 1975.

16. Following is tie ranking of the states by population: California, New York,.
Pennsylvania, Texas, Illino s, Ohio,, Michigan, New Jersey, Floridak

.

Massachusetts.
1'

17. Robert H. Brook, R.L. Brutoco and Kathleen N. Williams, "The Relatiotqhie.
BetweenMedical Malpractice and Quality f Care," October, 1975, p.-5526
The Rand Corporation.
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. 17a. Letter to Author, January1976.
.

18. .As ukIttioned earlier, ArgOnaut charges lower rates to rural county
:43hysicians: 'NorCal Mutual is now considering such a plan. Both
the Medical Insurance Exchange and NorCal Mutual plans-provide for

duced rates for liart-timers. Medical Insurance Exchange and
Cal Mutual'provide for a 50% rate for the new physician during

' his first fear in practice.
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3.. IMPACT OF NATIONAL HEALTH-INSURANCE..]. yt-Ap:
'

The Optilmal, policy with respect, to the.sypport of and infl 'ce on the.

training of,physicians by'-the'State of California in response to he'passage or

in preparation for the expected passage of National Health Insurance will depend

to a considerable extent on the following factors:
.-

1. Cti,Lrent Demand for Physician Services and the Capacityto Provide

Them

2.. The Particular Form of the National Health Insurance Legislation
'

Enacted

3.. The Responsiveness of Real Consumer Demand to Changes in Financing

Mechanisms
.

A. The Capacity of Physicians to Re4ond to an Increased Demand for'

their Services

5. The Influence of Supply. Characteristics on the Ayailabiliiy o

'

Utilization of Services.,1

We will discuss each of these factors and we proVide preliminary
-.

.

projections of the utilization ofphysiciaffs' services and the capacity%o

'physicians to provide services following enactment of National Health'Insurance.

1. CURRENT'DEMAND FOR-PHYSICIAN SERVICES
AND THE CAPACITY TO PROVIDE THEM

EstiMating 'current demand or predicting ,future demand for physician

'
(

services continues to rest on'the tightrope between, art and. scigire. Few areas

cause more disagreement'than.such projections. r

In,sttempting,to determine demand for physician services, ne,\;must be

cautious to distinguish betvieen the concepts of needwand demand. Need i an'
.0,

estimate of thequantity of, medical Services that ought tO,be consumed in

"lb



'. VI .
.gor.-eepovulation to,be as healthy' as medical.servicee can,make them. Xtls

',

:based on the opinioh.c4 physicians or Otherexperts.

f'1
I

medical knowledge advances and as concepts of adequate medical care, are revised.

These standards change As

:The need,as estitatedby experts:always exceeds public demand for Medical_

services.

.

The demand for medical care relates to the actual Use of.services'. Demand.
) *

arises from a variety, of factors, partiettarlythose Perceived by the'consumer.

as important, and ie backed up,by an ability and Iillingness to pay for health

services.

Because of the need to-estimate Physician requirements with a reasonable

degree of accuracy, a variety of method's have been developed in recent yearp

tha have produced widely different estimates of demand for physicians and,hay..

identified different geographiC areas as possibly underserved. The models most
4

generally applied to forecast physician requirements include: .

--approaches based on professionally defined,criteria;

-- methods based on current utilization rates of healthservices by a

defined population group with access to comprehensive-health services,

as exemplified by group practice -,prepaid health care plans;

--techniques using physician/population 'ratios; and

-- economic methods', including econometric,modeling.

For the purposes of our discussion, We mill emphasize the complrxity of

**tempting to estimate demand, regardless of which methodological approach is

chosen, rather than describe the.specific elements and probleMs associated.-

with each model.

Demand is determined by'the interaction of rainy variables which are often

as difficult to measure as demand itself. Ii addition to the'individual pref=

erences and socioeconomic status of the consumer, demana' is a function 5f the
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organization of the medical care, the numbers and types of available prac-

titioners, the ,prices,ofservices, the scope of health insurance benefits and

the'impact of malpractice.

Demand for medical care services cannot be easily separated from the

supply of health manpower becauseofthe'importance of the, physicians in

determining demand for tare. Since physicians play a central role in generat-

ing demand for their own and related health services and are encouraged to

provide services by the economic inccentives of, the fee for service system,

the medical care system is capable of absorbing' increasing number of physicians

into desirable urban areas while, at the same time, making access more difficult

for. people in rural or Less attractive urban areas.

The market mechanisms in medical care do not function to properly balance

`the supply of physicians and otherhealth personnel with the demand for services.,

In response to this failure of the market mechanism an increasing number of

t.

Federal and State policies to address,health manpower issues have been developed,

while financing.policies have remained unchanged. ,It is interesting that more

and more attention has been focused on the role Of.the mediCal schoolin meeting

the, problems of-geographic ancLspecialty maldistribution, when one of the major

culprits, in our view, is the,,current physician reimbursement policies based

on usual and customary fees.' 4

There are three flaws in the present system of physician reimbursement

in most private insurance programs, as well as in Medicare and MediCal. First,

physician's who do procedures, whether these are surgical or medical, such as

gastroscopies and elettr69ar44egr476, are compensated at far high% rates than

physicians who devote their time to basic, primary care services. Second,

urban based physicians receive higher fees than physicians in small towns

and rural areas for identical services. Finally, there is no reasonable way
- \N
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to control the cost of physician services,or those services or those services

directly controlled by the physician without 'increasing regulation. This will

lead to more and more effort on' the part of government.to regulate both the

fees charged by physicians and the services they render.

Accepting the structure and components of the medical care system as

static facilitates the estimation of demand for services by allowing projec-

tions
..

.

based on the current technology, the organization of services,,methods

of financing and patterns of utilization. Stich projections are limited,

howtver, because of rapidly changing,technoIogy and the dynamics Of the system,

especially in this period of increasing national concern regarding access,

cost and quality. The national 6mmitmak to equitable access to health_care

as the right of every citizen requires that estimates of demand be adjusted to

account for current underutilization of medical care service's. The critical

issue in identifying underserved populations is the development of criteria

which,are sensitive to the complex array of factors which limit accessibility

to medical care, services. Defining the area and the population to which such

criteria are applied is a second critical decision since the types of areas
[

I,

chosen "(such as market, area vs. arbitrary Political boundaries) will yield

substantially different results.

Even if market areas of available services could be defined, measures

such as the physician/population ratio, when applied to such areas, have in-

herent limitations in identifying populations to which access to care is

restricted. First, a consensus has yet to be reached on a ratio which

represents, an adequate physician supply to meet the- opulation's medical care

laneeds. Moreover, a population's needs are a f nctio of a unique combination

of variables j ust as medial manpower "shortage " are a reflection of many

factors, including population density and per apita income.
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Rural underserved areas vary greatly from one part of the country to

another in the deMographic and cultural characteristiol of t people living
off

in the aKea, the extent of pOverty, the. importance. of climatic factors, geog:

raphy, the size.of'cOmmunities and the local resources that can -be brought to

bear on the problems. Criteria originally developed to detect rural health

manpower deficiencies often are not appropriate for identifying urban under

. served areas. Since these areas are usually pockets within adequately

supplied--or even OversuppliedUrban areas., the criteria applied must account

for very different factors than physician to population ratios. The factor

which limit accessibility of inner, city populations, and thus cauSe.'them to

be identified as undersetved, involve'a complex array of socioetonomic.and

cultural problems associated' with urban inner city life which are often more

compelling than the unavailability of health pcofessi5nals and other, health

care resources.

vliThe demand ftr medical care by, population and the supply o.f health

manpoWer available to that population are reflected -'in the utilization of

medical Dr health services. Studies by Held and lnhardt (3;) have found

that, on a national basis, the medical care system tendw:to respond to demand

in a manner that offsets differences in the physician per population ratio.

:Earlier studies'by Reinhardt
(2)

revealed some of the reasons for this. By

seeing more patients per hour and per day, working longer hours and employing

more paramedical personnel, phYsid4ns:in areas. with fewer physicians in

.relation.to the population .compensate partially for their fewer numbers. By
,--

these means they may see twice as many patients in a year as their suburban

counterparts. Patients in many of theSe areas do not wait any longer to see

a physician, whether they are an old or a new patient, than do people living

in areas well supplied by physicians. The. highet fees charged in the more

4(



attractive locations allow physicians to meet their income aspirations while

seeing fewer patients and working shorter hdurs. Because physicians decide'

when their patients will use various health services, an oversupply of, physi-

cians tends to generate an overutilization of other health services,. including

inpatient hospital care. To date, there has been no evidence of a'saturation.
. -1

point in the physician market.

The recently completed'National Ambulatory Medical'Care Survey also b
4
howed

- A
virtually uniform rates per person per yearfor physician office visits across

the four major census regions of the'United:StateS. One of the questions that

canr be answered-by this, data, is how well these people are served. In spite

of this, the stUdies do reveal great flexibility on the part of the medical

care system to respond to demand and they raise serious questions about some

of the current methods used to estimate needs for physicians.

2: THE PARTICULAR' FORM OF THE NATIONAL
HEALTH INSURANCE LEGISLATION,ENACTED

Many basic issues' must be faced in defining National Health Insurance

proposals. .There are four of those issues which will be of particular im-

portance to the determination of manpower policies. They are (1) the services

to be covered; (2) the extent to which patients share in costs; (3) whd is

eligible to be paid for providing medical.care services/ and the mechanisms by

which providers ate reimbursed for services provided; and (4) controls over
0

aggregate expenditures. We will use three proposals to illustrate the re-

sponses to those issues. They are the Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan

(CHfP),, the Health Security Act and the Long-Ribicoff Catastrophic Health

Insurance and Medical Assistance Reforin Plan.

CHIP was the proposal favored by the Ford AdMinistration. It would

require employers to provide priVate health insurance. with at least minimum
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levels ofcomprehensive coverage for employees, assist low-income and high

Medical-risk populations to get basic insurance coverage, and slightly change

the Medicare;Program. The employee plan would have a deductible of $1.50 per

person and 25% coinsurance, but total cost sharing was limited to $1,500

annually per family. Dr $1,050 per individual. The assisted plan would' have.

similar maximum cost.sharing'provisions but with amounts reduced according to

'individual or family income. Medicare co-payments were'Slightly lOwer than

those for the employeeplan, with an aajustment'for the low income aged.

Coverage Under CHIP was comprehensive including inpatient and. outpatient

hospital care, up to 100 days per year in a skilled nursinr.facility, physician

services (excluding'preventive care for adults), dentalcare for children under

13. years, eyeglasses, hearing aids, eye and ear'examinations for' children under,,

thirteen, home health care up'tq 100 visits per year, regulated fertility

related services, and limited mental health services., Standards for providers

r'
would be similar to those under Medicare with provisions made for expanded

,participation of oprometrists,^aed dentists and establishment of standards for
.4

physician extenders. Reimbursement rates would be established by th'h. states

according to1Federal procedures and critieria and the option tO enroll in pre-'

paid practiceplans would be encouraged. No specific reference is made to

aggregate expenditure control in the legislation but theapproach taken is one

of dependence of cost sharing requirements for employers, employees, states

and the Federal gOvetnment to limit those expenditures.

The Health, Security Plan has been particularly associated with Senator

Kennedy and Representative Corman and supported by the AFL-CIO. There would

be,po'co-payments for covered service which would be extensive. They would

IP
.

include hospital services, skilled nursing facilities up to 120 days per year

. ,

physician services including physiqal checkups, dentists for children under age .
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fifteen with specified plans for extension to age 25 and eventually the entire

population, fertility related services, home health services!, regulated opto-

iikuonetrists services and eyeglasses, limited prescription drugs and mental

health services.

Standards for providers would be the same as under Medicare, but with
d

additional requirements. Physicians would have to meet national standards.

and major surgep could be performed only be qualified specialists. Physr-

clans and other providers could receive reimbursemerit by fee-for-service

based.on a fee schedule, per capita payment for persons enrolled, and full-
.

. de
or part-time salaries. Health maintenance organization and medical, society

foundations would be encouraged. A national budget would be established

whose. growth would be related tq changes in the.Consumer Price Index, pop-

Ulation, and the number and capacity of providers.

The Long-Ribicoff Catastrophic Health Insurance and'Medical Assistance

Reform Plan is a two.part program. The first part has the same types of
.

benefits as Medicare, but payable only when expenses reached spe4ified cata-

strophic proportions. For example hospital coverage would begin after 60 days

of care with a $21 per day co-pa5riment. Personal services would be payable after

a family had incurred S2,000 in medical expenses in a year and include a 20%

coinsurance. The total coinsurance would be limited,to $1,000.annuallyper

person. The Medical Assistance plan.would apply to families with income

)below specifiedamounts, which vary by family size, regardlessrof age or

employment status of head. Those persons now eligible for Medicaid would

automatically be covered and the plan would also cover families with incomes ,
. .

above the specified limits under a "spend-down" prOvision that would take into4

account both family income, and medical expenses.

x.124
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Other provisions are basically the same as under Medicare. However an

effort would be made'to encourage the improyement of private, health insurance

plans.
111

3. THE RESPONSIVENESS OF REAL CqRSUMER DEMAND
TO CHANGES IN FINANCING MECHANISMS

Projecting demand for physician services under alternative National Health
-

Insurance schemes requires determination of how utilization' will be altered by

,.currently active consumers and increased for underutilizers of services.

Among the most important factors influencing the change in demand for physi-
.

cians services are:

--the proportion of the population covered by 4surance and government.

--,'

programs; - I

,--the scope.of services covered by insurance and government programs;.

--the extent to which coinsurance and deductibles ar- utilized to con-

strain demand;

--the response of consumers to the change in praice for a give health

'dare service.

A firat step in determining the impact of a Nationa Health Insurance

scheme is identification of the proportion ofthe 'popula ion already covered

_under government programs and private insurance,the score of coverage and

the out -of- pocket expenditures by individuals. The SOc al Security Adminis-

tration estimated that 76% of the United States civilia population were

covered for hospital care'under private insurance plan- at the end of 1973,

75% were covered for surgical services and in- hospital physician visits, 34%

.1

for physician office and home visits, 10% for dental care, and 6% for pre-

scription drugs. (3)
Private health insurance accounte4 for 35% of-hospital

care payments and 37% of payments for hospital services and_24% of.the

Ic
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payments for physician services.,(4)
. They also estimated that 10% of hospital

care payments, 39% of for physician services, 86% of payments for

dental services and for drugs and drug sundries came directly from the patient

ih fiscal year 1974. Government paid for 38% of expenditures for hospital care,

24% for physician services, and.8% of expenditures cTliatsugs and drug sundries.

Medicare and Medicaid each provided about 30% of public expenditures. (5)

An expanded Federal'role in financing mediCal care will have di ferntiall

- effects on different services and in different geographical areas. Although

a smaller yxoportion of Californians under age 65see ed to be cove d by

private health insurance, in 1973 than persons in the nited States as whole.

(Table III'- 1) The impact of National Health Insuranc 'may be less than in other

areas because of the SCope of the MediCal: program.

\\ TABi.,E III-1

Health Insnrance Coverage in California and th United States, 1973

Type.of Coverage t Percent of Persons Under Age 65
1.

California A United States

Hospital

Surgical

Regular Medical

Major Medical

88.2

76.4

71.7

48.3

r.

r

90c6

84.6

75.9(

. 43.1

Source: Bureau of Research and Planning, California Medical
Association, Socioeconomic Report (August/September 1975),

.However, the Medicaid program in California has wider coverage and

grede-t benefits than programs in most other,states. In 1970, the ratio of

Medioaid_recipients under age 21'to poor children was 0.55 for the United

States and 1.33 for California. -Medicaid payment'S per poor child were $69 for

the United. States and $168 for California. SimilaXle ratio of recipients,
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age 21.-64, to poor adults was 0.61 and 1.73 for the United States and Cali-

fornia, respectively, while payments per,poor adult was $250 for the ite

States and,$672 in California. Not only is medical coverage more compre-

hensive than inmost other states, Californians spend more money out-of-pocket

for medical care than do residents of most other states. According to estimates

of the Social Security Administration, but 25% more per capita waa spent on

personal health cafe expenditures for Californians in fiscal year 1969 than

the per capita expenditures .f or the entire.Uni,ted States pOpulatioh. Out7of-
%it

pocket payments were about $135 per capita for California, ($102 per capita

for the Uni asfalling as lOw as $55 per capita for Mississippi. (
.

7)

The exact number of persons in California not covered by private insurance

who fail to satisfy eligibility criteria for governMent prOgrams-is unknown.

They would be the temporarily unemployed, farMers, small businessmen,finde-

pendent pro' saionalland low paid employees or independent workers, whosd

only.option is to purchase an expensive individual health' insurance policy,

and women who are not wage earners but have principal responsibility for

caring for their. families. While an expanded national program would. introduce

hospitalization coverage for these persons, a greater potential for improved

coverage of the entire population exists for surgical services and other.
.

hbspital 4aaed physician services. Furthermore,0 the greatest room for expan-,

sion exista-for the coverage of ambulatory physician care and specialized

services such as dental care, prescription drugs, optometric services, and.

mental health services.

GiA.Tem the degree to which coverage is expanded and improved, the increase,

in,demand, will depend on the extent to which users of health care desire to

increase their 4tilization when provided with reductions in the out-of-pocket

payments they must make for that use. It is possible that the desired increase



in ambulatory services will'not occur because of inadequate supply. This could

lend to rationing through a variety of mechanisms such as delays in appoint-

ments, longer waits in physicians offices, a reduction in the time spent with

the patient, reducing the revisit rate, and/or handling more cases over the

telephone or by hOsPitalization. -The degree to .which these'Nechanisms will

be called into play in California is unknown: In economic terms,.the response

depends on the elasticity of .demand with respect to price.. That is, an elas-

ticity of -.50 indicates that a 50% reduction in price would lead to a desired

increase of 25% in the utilization of services. Without going into details

at this time, it is enough to say that there is cOnsiderable disagreement

' among analysts as to the probable elasticities. Kimbell- and Yett have re-

Gently prepared an extensive review of the empirical estimatea. (8)'
There appear,

to be variations in the responsiveness for different categories of health care

services, and between diffetent population subgroups because of socioeconomic

f tors. For certain types of care, such as hospitalization, physicians are ..lk

the primary decision makers with respect to the quantity used. In other ateas,

such as`dental care, the patient plays the primary tole and is more sensitive

to direct costs..

A recent study by Newhouse, Phelps and Schwartz has provided estimates

of the impact of some general National Htalth Insurance plans on the demand
, .

.

for services. 0)
We will summarize their finding:

1. A full coverage plan for hospital inpatient- services would expand
.

demand byiapproximately 5%,to 15%. The anticipated change in demand

for inpatient services from a 25% coinsurance plan would be between

0% and 8%. Inclusion of a pall deductible-($50 or $100 per year)

would cause an i crease'in demand for holpital services little dif-
, t

1.ferent from that of full coverage.

O
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2. Fbr ambulatory physician services, it is conservatively estimated

that a full-coverage plan would increase demand by 75% and that a 25%

r.
maximum coinsurance plan would increase demand by 30%. A quite small

, \

deductible (such as less that $50 per person-per year) would not likely

have an effect on demand different from a full-coverage program:.

However, a somewhat larger (but still relatively small) deductible, is

likely to influence demand markedly. Unfortunately, the exact size of

the deductWe which would begin to have tea, marked effect could not

be specified.

Recently HEW estimated a short-run increased 'demand for ser-

vices under National Health Insurance of 25%. (10)
In addition, HEW has made -`

estimates'of the overall increase in health care'expenditures which could be .

expected in 1975 from the enactment of specified National Health Insurance

proposals.
al)

With no National Health Insurance plan, expenditures were

projected to be $103 billion. The Administration plan, CHIP, was estimated

to lead to a 6.3% increase of expenditures to $109.5 billion, the Health

Security Act was estimated to'induce a 13% increase: of expendituree to $116

billion, and Long- Ribicoff was estimated to lead to a 4.3% increase to $107.4;

billion.

In Canada, the effect of comprehensiVe coverage of physicians' services

has not been pronounced. In Quebec, for example,, the introduction of uniform

compulsory health insurance for physicians' services increased demand by only

7% between 1971 and 1972.. The extreme variation in these Lindings makes it

difficult, at best, to reach agreement of how a National. Health Insurance

scheme will influence demand.
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4. THE CAPACITY OF PHYSICIANS TO RESPOND TO
AN INCREASED DEMAND FOR THEIR SERVICES

fit:I:though we.cannottcurrently project with certainty the magnitude of

change in demand for services under National Health Insurance, it is likely

that such a program will further increase demand for services. Whether this

increase in demand must be translatecrinto a need.for additional physicians

depends in part'on the size of the already projeEted ply and in part on
1

the ability of physiciansand other-health care personnel to expand services.

The nationwide increase-in medical school enrollments since 1970 has not yet
4

had an impact on the total system or office based medical care because of the

length of the training process.

The potential impact of these enrollment increases is evident in the

HEW projections of future physician aupPlY. In 1970, there were-263,200

graduates of U.S. medical and osteopathic schools classified as activephysi-

clans. This number increased to an estimated 291,500, in 1975 and HEW.projects
.

increases to 314,800 in 1980 and 429,800 in 1990. The active physician to

population ratio increased from 129.2 physicians per 100,000 population in

,1970, to an estimated 135.7 in 1975 and it is expected to increase to 147.5

in 1980 and 171.5 physicians per 100,000 population in 1990. If the present

rates of Foreign Medtal Graduate (FMG) immigration continue the number of

active physicians,'including U.S. and foreign medical graduates, will rise

from 323,200 in 1970 to 446,800 in 1980 and 594'800 in 1990. Thephysician

to population ratios would rise from458.6 physicians per:100,009 populattn

in.1970 to 196.9 in 1989 and 236.9 in 1990. Under the assuMption that

California woOttld maintain its present proportion of the national physician.

T.%
supply, its total active physician to population ratio would increase from

194 in 1970 to 250 in 1990.
4
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The total number ofprimary dare'physicians including general and family
,

practitioners, internists and pedtatriciane is projected by HEW to increase

from '118,640 in 197G, to 157,550 In 1980 and"203,850 in 1990. The ratio of -

those physicians to population will rise from 58.1 per 100,000 in 1970 to 67.1

per 100,000 in 1980 to 76.6 per,100,000 in 1990.(12)

Again assuming that California 11..intains its same proportion of those

physicians, the primary care physician to populati ratio in the State would
R!:P

move from 75 per 100,000 population in.1970 to 90 per 100,000 population in

1990.

In addition to the increased number of primary aare'physicians several;

-other factors must be considered in relation tg the ability of the State to

respond to the.increased demand for health care services that will follow

enactment.ofea National. Health Insuranceplan.

First, recent studies indicate that there may be considerable fleXibility

in.the number of patient visits handled.by a physician. The AMA Periodic,-

Survey of Physicians for 1973 showed a range in the average number of total'

-patient visits/ per week for all specialties surveyed from 113 in the Middle

Atrantic Census Division to 183 in the East South Central Census Division,

with a national average of 138 visits. (13)
Reinhardt and Held have concluded

4
from their preliminary analysis of a nationwide survey that there is a remark-

able degree of flexibility in the link between health service utilization and

health manpower requirement and that interregional differendes in physician

productivity appear' to be systematically.related to differences:tin health

man ower endowments. .(1 4)
The variance in office visits provided by physi-

,

cians can be related to the number of other. personnel 'aiding them, the time

spent with each patient, and the orgardiational.fOrms - solo "or £roup - in

which they practice. However, we do not have any. eValuation of how the complex

135-
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interface between those factors impacts on the quality:of care provided:

, The AMA su rvey_also'indicate4 that, nationwide, general practitioners

averaged 190 total patient visits per week and internists averaged 127 visits

perAweek. .The average number' of office visits was also far higher for the
......,,,,--,..

-

1 °
general practitioners, averaging 145.5 per week compared to the internists

. -

1 (15Y...9.4 office vis its per week.
. Although the. recent National Ambulatory

Medical Care Survey revealed a' number of office visits per week to gen-'.

eral practitioners,'they averaged 118 office visits per week wh

averaged 82 office visits per week. (16)internists

.

State's ability to meet the increased demand for care, particularly office

based or ambulatory care; thatwill follow the enactment bf Nation 1 Health

The evaluation ofithe

Insurance must take account of these marked differences in pa dent visits per,

week.

5: THE INFLUENCE OF SUPPLYCHARACTEEISTICS ON THE
AVAILABILITY AND THE UTILIZATION OF SERVICES.

As the financial barriers to utilization are elimoinated, the location,

mix and practice patterns' of the providers of care will play an'increaSingly

important role in the determination of who receives medical care services and

the type_of services provided. Both the equity and effectiVeneds of a national

financing: program will be affected by .those aspects of the supply of providers.'

Our experiende with Medicare has proVided adequate evidence of the impact

of the availability of services on. utilization. Karen Davis has pointed out

,that,

Despite the national uniformity policy of the Medicare

program, there are substantial variations in-benefits

by location. Elderly people in the West, for example.

receive 45% more in Medicare payments per person enrolled
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than the,elderly in the South. About one -fou9h of

this difference is accounted forby regional medical)

price .differences, while the rest reflects the lower

utilization of medical services by the elderly in

areas with few medical resources per capita. Urban-

rural differences are similar. Those eligible for'

Medicare benefits in non metropolitan counties re7

ceived $1280 per per person in 1971, compared with

$395 for those in metropolitan counties.-(17)

The availability & prithary care physiCians and other primary car pro-.-

viders such as nurse practitioners is the key to access to health care and it

is the foundation on which any program of National. Healthjnsurance wi ulti-

mately stand or fall., Any attempt to determine the existing number of rimary

care physicians or to prolgct future physician supply and requirements s tom-
4.4

v ,
.liCated by the fact that most physicians in private practice are providing some

/
,

.

,
\

primary care services.' The recent National Ambulatory Medical Cara Survey

. .A.:.

revealed that 40.4% of all officevisits were made to general practitioners,

26.3% to medical specialists, 28.5% to surgical specialiats--drid,4.9% to all

other specialists.
(18)

As recently as 1969, alMost 60% of physicians visits

other than those-to, hospital inpatients were to general practitioners and less

than 20% were to internists, pediatricians and other medical spaCialists.

Although the increased demand for apecialists accounts for part of th4..diaptace-
.

nt of general practitioners by specialists, in some areas it is also related
(-1

to the reltittive scarcity, of primary care physicians, particularly general and
ti

family piactitioners. These areas may have a relative oversupply of surgeons
Mt

And other non-primary,care specialist3.who.often provide some primary care

L; 74
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A servey published by Medical Economics of
v.

reveled t three-fifth's of those.surveyed'w

Side 8f their field. Seventy-five percent of

were providing primary. care. teerhaps the most

No

sury Twere.thlireasonswhy certain groups of s
/

prith y -care. While sdme Physicians felt it wa
-

A

ocability and stature as "complete" phydicians,

economic factors. Young specialists who are not

ment their practices with primary care. Older
a

physi Jane in ten apeCialties
%

e

e-doi g Motile procedures out-

e.Spe ialista in rural areas

nteres ing finding of the

eciali ts chose, to provide

essent al to maintaint their .

hers.we motivated.more'by

yet f 1 y establAshed supple-

-

ecialist who are phasing

down their practices substitute primary care for ome rave demanding procedures.

Physicians in oversupplied specialties often expand the primary care comppnent

I.

of their practices. Faced with thefthteat of malp actice,some specialists
.

prefer providing primary care to performing high risk procedures, (19 )

k "
Although these speciaRsts'may be meeting some primary care needs; this

informal system of primary ,care shouldnotbe perpetuated. The focus,of

specialty training is inappropriate for primary care;.,, and primary ical(e-%y

specialists raises the cost of services to the consumer,.

Specialization complicates the'problem of geographic maldistribution

r.

because specialists and subspecialists te4d*' to settle in areas of large Popu-
.

lation concentrations. This tendency is reabonable, since these physicians?
o

need to serve a
A
considerably larger pOpulation than that of the primary care

. .

physicians if their. serVices are to beutilized effectively. It has been

observed in stidies,of both.geographic'and specialty,maldistribution that

communities seeking physicians are often seeking a primary care physician while

physicians'seeking practice locations are usually sPecialists.

Te retain access, to sophisticated services and consultant opporttinites,

specialists are attracted to Areas near' medical,ischoOls, teaching hospitals
*.
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TABLE ',III- 2

URBAN RURAL DIFFERENCE&IN PHYSICIAN S PLY

Active Non-federal M.D.'s /10 00 Population

0 50 100 50 200

Greater
Metroolitan

f
IimnigciP cialistp

,

-
Other ,

.....-

Lesser
Metroolitan

Adjacent 6
Metro.olitan

.riger;OPvr
kb.k.ul .

OV0AP-

)mI
UA

iIVm/ ial
Isolated
Semirural

IggrirrOFAP
itObh.11411,1M2111-'

Isolated
Rural

b

qk
Trip

1 0

Source: DHEW, Health Manpower Sourtebook, Section 18, Manpower in the 1960'e.
Washington: U.S.-Government Printing Office, 1964.

TABLE III- 3

NUMBER AND RATIO/POPULATION OF ACTIVE NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA
AND MEDICAL SPECIALTY (PREDOMINATELY PRIMARY CARE),. CALIFORNIA, July 1969

.

\
Specialty

Greater
Metroolitah

Lesser
Metropolitan

Ratio
Adjacent

No. Ratio

Isolated
Semirural

No. Ratio

Isolated

Rural
No. RatioNo. Ratio No.

*Internal Medicine ' 3666 31.6 127p 19.7 133 10.0 40 8.0 - '

**Pediatrics 1402 12.1 575 8.9 55 4.1 8 1.6 - -

General Practice 4641 40.0 , 2231 34.4 640 48.0 263, 52.6 15 66.7,

Total Primary Care 9709 83.7 4085 63:0 '828 67.1 311 62.2 - 66.7

Total All Phys. 21977 189.4 9171 .141.3 1466 109.9 561 112.2 17 75.6

Rri. Care % of
Total 44.2 44.5 56.4 55.4 88

Gen. Practice %
21 24 44 47 88of Total

* also Pulmonary Disease; Gastroenterology;,(Allergy, Cardiovascular.Disease
** also Pediatric Allergy, Pediatric Cardiology

Source: CMA, Characteristics & Distribution of Physicians in California. Feb. 1969
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or large, well equipped and well staffed community hospitals: General praCti-
.

tioners and family practitioners:are more attracted to'towns of 1,000 to 10,000

population than are internists, pediatricians,, or other physicians providing

primary cares services.
(2
9

)
The tendency for general practitioners to have

gp,

a relatively heavier distribution in areas with smaller populatiO s had long'

existed. The patterns.of the 1950s and even earlier. periods are still evident

in the 1970s.

Data on physician location by specialty in California in 1969 tends to

confirm earlier national data that general practitioners are more evenly dis-

tributed between urban and rural areas, while internists and pediatricians

prefer to settle in greater metropolitan areas. ( Tables III-2 and III-3)

We cannot leave the issue of specialty.choice gild geographic location

without mentioning third party reimbursement. Problems of specialty diistribu,-

tion will require changes in reiMbdrsemenipolicies for primary care. Physi-

cians who select's0ecialty practice are currently rewarded by-the structure

of. health insurance'payment schemes. Much of the service provided by primary

-care practitioners is not reimbursedthrough insurance coverage. Mo4ffication

of Federal and State payment mechanisms to reimburse ambulatory care services._;

at an equivalent level with specialty care would equalize the.fihancial in-
,

centives for entering primary and specialty care and thus have a major impact
6

on elevating the status of primary care among medical school graduates. In

ad4ition, the training of primary care physicians would be greatly facilitated

if medical'schools and their affiliated teaching institutions could receive

full reimbursement for the cost of the primary care services provided in their

ambulatory facilities. Currently, the resident in specialty training can help

pay his way through'providing reimbursable specialty services to patients who

are hospitalized. If the same were .true.of the primary care.resident providing
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ambulatory care the reluctance of schools to train these physicians would be

reduted.

The great increase 41,1 internists and pediUtricians projected for the
44

future by DHEW suggests that group practices may begin to increase rapidly in

:number and size. "General practitioners tend toward solo practice and are more

willing to settle in small communities while internists often prefer group

practice arrangements and location in metropolitan areas with. larger popu-

lation bases and proximity to medical education institutions. The impact of

the substantial increase in the number of internists whose practice patterns

differ significantly from general practitioners musthe recognized in planning

for primary care physicians in areas which are currently underserved or served

by general practitioners. The growth in group practice would provide the

opportunity for the effective utilization of nurse practitioners and for physi-

cians' assistants in-primary care. Nurse practitioners might Practice in rural

areas that might not attract'a physician if they were suppo d by and associ-

ated with primary carephysicians in nearby communities. This pattern already,

exists for both solo practitioners.and group practice, but the latter arrange-
!

_ment perhaps proVides a greater potential to rapidly expand the effective use

of nurse physician extenders.

In areas which will probably experience a deficit in..capacity afterim-

plementation of National Health,Insurance, it is especially important to have

more primary care providers - whether physicians, nurse practitioners or

physicians' assistant. National Health Service Corps physicians and nurses

will help to meet this need in some areas. More important, however, will be

the development of more permanent, 10-cal institutions that can meet.the needs

on a continuing basis. The use of nurse practitioners'and physician assistants

In association with primary care physicians can be an important mechanism to
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meet this heed.

6. :PROJECTIONS OF THE UTILIZATION OF PHYSICIANS SERVICES
AND THE-CAPACITY'QF PHYSICIANS TO PROVIDE SERVICE

We have-made some rough estimates of the increases in utilization that

might be induced by.National Health Insurance and.of the capacity of physi--

*
cians to meet those demands. It is understandable that policy makers desire

relatively precise estimates of physiaan manpower needs in prder.to make

decisions with regard, to the level of public support of medical. education.
. .

However, the many assumptions required to project health manpower needs,

the substantial potential for error in the measurement of relevant variables*

and the need to simplify a complex system, into a workable model make precise'

projections impossible.

We believe that a detailed presentation of the methodology we have used

to make rough estimates of the increases in utilization that might be induced

in California by National Health Insurance and. of the capacity of physicians

to meet those demands; will make clear the potential for ertor in such pro-
.

jections. The sensitivity of the projections to various assumptions will be

indicated in our discussion. Given -this critical presentation, we hope that

the numbers we ultimately produce can provide a useful perspective for public

pOlicy action.

Six categories of assumptions are required in order. to.estimate the

number of physicians neebled to meet the utilizatialipatterns expected in the

future. They are:

1. The total. population and its age distribution.

i2. The current utilization of physician services (expressed in terms

of o fice visits), in the.aggregate and by specialty:

""

* general internists, pediatricians, family and general practitioners
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TABLE 111-4

ANNUAL RATE OF OFFICE VISITS BY PATIENT AGE, BY REGION
UNITED STATES, May 1973 -April 1974

L
iM
,t ,

Geographic Region All

ages

Age

09

Under 15 15-24 25-44., 45-0
years ears years years

65 years,
and older

Region

Northeast

North Central

South

West

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.1

3.2

-4

Number of Visits per Person per Year

2.3 2.6 3.2
,

3.8

2.4 2.8 3.340,.. 3.6

2.2 2.6 3.0 3.6
7.1 t °2.4 . , 2.6 3.2' 3.8

4.1.9 2.6 3 .3° 4.2.

,

4.9

4.3

4.9

4.8

6.2

-

Source.: y"Preliminary Data from the National Ambulatory.are mirvey,"
Unedited Draft, (July 15, 1975). "

.



3. The change in demand for physician, services that would be brought

about'by National,Health Insurance.

4. The number of physicians in the future and their distribution among

speCialties.

5. The annual numberof patient.visits by-specialty.

6.' The role of nurse practitioners and physicians'. assistants in

.meeting the expanded demand for service's.

Based on a series of specific assumptions within these six broad catego-

ries we have made projections of'the impact of National Health Insurance on

-the need for physicians. Had we used a different set of assumpcions the

results might have been far different. It is important to consider our results

in the light of the assumption that we Made.,

We used the D-100 series population projection prepared by the Population

Projection Section of.the California Department of Finance which assumed a71,
0

cOahpletektfettilitt.:rate of 2.5 births. Starting with a total of 21.2 million

perOni in 1975.thee8.4matdancreases to 22.7 million persons in 1980 and
-::-.:- li

k5

.26.1 Million personein 190 terms of the impdct on the future demand_

ncteases in population are in the age groups

,pact of population growth on demand,it is

necessary to examine the current annual rate of office visits by patient age,

according to physidan specialty. We used the statistits preaented on the

utilization of oftite-based physicians by ambulatory patients from.data Pro-:

vided by physicians in the 1973 National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey.

(table III-4).That survey covered the period fiomMay 1973 through April 1974.

The data were presentdd by four age groups and from four geographic regions.

Our calculations used the data, from the Western kegion. Visit rates averaged

141' r
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TABLE III- 5

PROPORTION OF ANNUAL OFFICE VISITS. HADE,TOTRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS, PERCENTAGE
UNITED STATES, May 1973 - April 1974

Specialty
Under 15

Age

15-24

General/Family Practice 34.8 46.2* 37.5

Internal'Medicine 0.0 7.7 9.4

Pediatrics 39.1 3.8 ,

65 and
older.

. 42.1

15.8

42,9

22.4

7

Source.: "Preliminary Data from the National'Ambulatctry Medical Care Survey,"
- Unedited Draft,(July 15, 1975) p. 34. .

a.

TABLE III-6

ESTIMATED "DESIRED" UTILIZATION OF OFFICE BASED AMBULATORY CARE,
1I'.7.4DER THREE ASSUMPTIONS WITH REGARD TO NATION HEALTH INSURANCE

(in millions)

- (a)

1975
(b) (c) (a)

1980
(b) -(c) (a)

1990
(b) (c)'

General Practice
. &

,
,

Family Practice 28.2 36.6 49.4 30.4 39.5 53.2 34.8 45.2 60.9

Internal Medicine- 8.3 10.8 14.5 9.0 11.7 15.8 10.3 13.4 18.0.

Pediatrics , 4.3 5.6 7.5 4.4 5.7 7.7. 5.4 7.0 9.5

(a) No National Health Insurance.
(b) Moderate National Health Insurance, 30%.increase in demand.
(c') Extensive National Health Insurance, 75: increase in demand.

Source:. Philip Lee and Gerald Weber, "The Impact of National Health Insurance
on Health ManpQwer Policy in California". Health Manpower Study Office,
February 1976.

TABLE III-7

PHYSICIAN INCREMENTS REQUIRED BY INDUCED INCREASES IN "DESIRED" USE
1975 1980 1990

General Practice
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

4 . ,

Family Practice - 1500 3700 - 1600 4000. 1800 4600

Internal. Medicine
.

700 1600 -
/

ZOO /800 800 2000

Pediatrics. - 200 500' "- 200, 500 - . 200 600

TOTALS . 2400. 5800 - 6300 2800 7200'

/ ,

Key and Source are the same as for Table III -6
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.2 per annum for all ages, and ranged from 1.9 visits per year faipersons ..

under 15 years of age to 6.2 visits for persons 65 years and over. It should

be noted that the visit rates for the youngest group was 21% belowthe national

rate. The proportional distribution of office visits among specialists was

computed from national data provided by the 19-73 National Ambulatory Care

Survey..(Table III-5 )MOst important are the high, utilization rates by thos

65 and over and the importance of the general and family practitioners in

caring for patients of all ages.

The role of'general and family practitioners would be of great impor-

tance inthe future if present patterns ofile continued to 199Q, with or

. without a National Health Insurance program. (Table IIE6) What.we project as

future "desired" utiliiation for ambulatory care services is an extension of

present utilization patterns. By doing this we can see that the data indicates

that there would be difficulties in meeting the future "desired" Utilization

given the current projections among primary caee specialists.' The need for

general and family practitioners; internists and pediatricians will vary with

the comprehensiveness of the proposal, the anticipated changes in the popu-

lation and their use of health services.,; Had a comprehensive health insurance

plan been in effect in 1975, inducing a 75% increase demand for ambulatory

care the State would have required approximately 5,800 primary care physi-

cians to meet` the 'demand,. This does not mean that the State would need

5,800 additional primary care physicians because in many areas of the State

- their preSent availability and utilization indicates that a substantial

capacity exists to meet increased demand. In other areas, however, addttional

physicians would be needed because physicians appear to be working at full

capacity. By 1990 the increase in demand induced by a comprehenSive plan

would require about '7.,200 physicians. (Table III-7)We would apply low probablities
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to the enactment'of such a program; and to a response of that magnitude in

California. ,Nevertheless, such an estimate does provide a .portrayal of the

adequacy of the projected number of physicians.

To estimate the State's ability to meet future demand we need to examine

the projected supplies of primary care physicians. The Bureau of Health

Resources Development of the Federal Department of Health, Education; and

Welfare has recently made projections of the supply of physicians within

.broad categories of specialization through 1990. Thdir basic methodology

was to project the futUre supply of specialists by determining the npmber of

specialists active in Dedember 1970 who would still be active in 1975, 1980

' 1985, and 1990, and then to estimate the specialty of the new additions to

the active supply during the 20 year periOd. The latter was based on the

assumption that the 1972 distribution of first year reaidents would represent

the ultimate specialty choice distribution of new physicians.

Our first adjustment to the data was to reduce the national totals by the

ratio of non-federal patiefit care physicians to all physicians as indicated

AMA- Distribution of Physicians in 1970. We then multiplied by the

prOportion of patient care physicians in each specialty located in California

in 1970. Thus, our underlying assumption was that California would exactly

maintain its relative ability to attract physicians from the national supply.

-

Finally, we assumed that 90% of patient care physicians in general practice

and family practice were office-based.' The evidence indicates that a some-

what smaller proportion, about 80%, of general internists and general pedia-

tricians would be expected to be primarily providing services in a private
.

office. We also assumed that the same proportion of internTstts and pedia-

tricians would concentrate,on ,a subspecialty as in 1973. The most 'significant

development likely to occur, projecting current trends, are a slight decrease

145
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. TABLE III- 8

PROJECTIONS OF OFFICE-BASED PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS IN CALIFORNIA.
1980 AND 1990

Specialiy, (a) (b) (c)

General Practice

Family Practice 6100. 5800 5300

General Internal
Medicine 3500 4900 7300'

General Pediatrics 1500 2800 4300

(a) Office-based physicians in'California,1973 (thousands)
(b) Office-based physicians in California,1980,estimated (thousands),_
(c) Office-based physiCians in California, 1990, estimated (thousands)

2ource: Philip Lee and Gerald Weber, "The Impact of National Health Insurance
on Health Manpower Policy in California."

TABLE III- 9

MEAN NUMBER OF OFFICE VISITS PER WEEK & WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR

Specialty
Office Visits Weeks Worked

Per Week Per Year

General Practice

Family Practice

Interrial Medicine

Pediatrics

SourCe:

118 48.6,

82 46.8

139 47.8

Office visits. per week from "Preliminary Data from the National
Ambulatory Care Survey," Unedited Draft (July 15, 1975),

Weeks worked per year were for Pacific. Division in Profile of
Medical Practice 1974, prepared by the American Medical Association.
page. 177.
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JI0

in general and family Tractitioners, and a marked increase in the ,number-of

internists andpediatricians by 1990. (Table IIIt.8)

The next factor to consider in estimatingthe State's capacity to meet

the increased.demand. induced by National Health Insurance is the pattern of

practice of different specialists Our analysis is limited to office-based'

ambulatory care. It does not include visits to outpatient facilities of

hospitals, other institutional settings such as nursing homes or home visits

which make up about 25%.Of all lephone physician Visits. We assumed

that each office-base,d physicianncould provide service equivalent to the mean'

number of office visits,, per week 'attributed to each specialty,by the National

-Ambulatory Medical are Survey' of 1973. (TahleIIZ-9) Those data were multiplied

by the mean number of weeks worked per year in 1973 It the Western Region

computed from the American Medical AssOciation's Periodic urvey of Physicians

in order to estimate the annual visits per physician. Gene al and family

practitioners and pediatricians see large numbeEsof patient in the office

.compared to internists. We have assumed that physicians maintain their level

of productivity,even in face of increasing demands for their services. There
. .

are several reasons for that assumption. First, we have used national data

rather than that from the West, or California itself. Other sources indicate

that physicians currently handle'fewer patient visits in those areas than.the

national average.' For instance,,the AMA Periodic Survey for 1973 showed that

physicians in the Pacific region provided 16% fewer visits than the natIcinal

average. In addition, there isevidencefroM Canada that'some physicians

aCtually%reduced their productivity when a national insurance program for

ambulatory Carewas introduced. 21) '

Apparently, the-Increds'edfees and
4

Xe4uatIon in!loW;:debts 'allowed the.phYsicisns to attain,thetr desired income

while seeing:; rOduced'nUmber pflatients;,

1 49



TABLE III- 10

0

.TOTAL OFFICEBASED AMBULATORY CARE VISITS'.POTENTIAL - 1973.
ESTIMATED 1980 and 1990.

(tilliOns)

Specialty 1973 1980/ 1990

General Practice
. &

FamilY'Practice 34.9 33.3 30,4

..Internal Medicine 13.4 18.8 28.0

Pediatrics 9.7 18.6 28.6

TOTALS 58.3 70.7 87.0

Source: ,

Philip Lee and Gerald Weber, "The Impact of National Health Insurance oll.Health
Manpower Polity in California."' Albany: Health Manpower Study Office, 1976.
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I.

Examination,of the potential capacity of the anticipated:physician supply

to respond to the likely increased demand_for ambulatory care.by 1990. indicates

°Pra greatly increased potential for internal medicine, and ,pediatrics. (Table

In some cases, such as pediatrics, the potential may exceed the deiand unless

a far higher percentage of the States' children are cared for by pediatricians.`,
N

At the presentabout half of the medical services provided children under the

age of 15 are provided'by general...and family practitioners.

ret:'It is not possible .to assess degtee of'accuracy the likely.impact

of nurse practitioners, and physiciang' assistants on the utilization of primary

care physicians. In some fields, such aachild.heaUh care and the' care of

the chronically illAnurse practitioners have been found to provide high quality

care.' Physician productivity, in terms of numberi of patients ,seen per day,'

has been increased by as much as 30% to 50% by nurse practitioners and;physi7

cians' assistants.

At the present time the barriers to effective utilization Of both nurse
1.:r

Practitioners and physicians' assistants arphysician attirudes, federal and

state reimbursemeht policies, the lack of private insurance calrerage;iorte-
.

imbursement licensure and the possible threat of malpractice.

There needs to be a:very carefillappxaisal of the pOtential ofnurse.

practitioners and physicians' assistanyOm primary care wehelieve'

substantial in order that, soun nppwer, health care and

financing can be. developed.

.

What conclusions or. implicationsomight. we draW'from this..data?

that the data warrants the following interpretations:

1..0 The State starts with an apparent surplus in theagg-OgacaPaCity

of general and family practitioners, internists and pediatricans_to

provide. ambulatory care office'visits relative to current estimated

Ay-
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$

5

,

4

4
uttlizatihn. The excesscapacitreo proviA'office visits appears to

o

Ile about 42% in 475. TOis estApeet assumes Shatprimary'care physicians
44

!
.ft

ll ,

It' Alk
ilvcalltOril4a

.

could prooide the
osame quantity of service, per physician

. 1
4,1.

e.,as theinetioAal averagi&w. With no change in financing, we project amr 0.
r

potential surplps:of 72;:*!1590.,(Tabihs III-5 & 9) These estimates Cio not

take into account

within the-State.

.

the,gnequal diotribdtiOn of.physiciEtns geographically
AP_

It appears that.,,some areas Are, seriously short of

primary'care physicians, while phnlcians in some urban areas have work

loads that are well below stateOide averages and far below theork

loads,!Of general practitioners in certain Iodations. It should be
it

pointed out that these estimates arelbased on current utilization and

do not consider either the quality of care provided or the potential

`impact on demand of groups that are now underserved.

2. Physicians responsibl# for'providing primary ambulatory care to

adults - generaland faMily practitioners.,and internists - appear to'

,

have less excess capacity than pediatricians. The surplus for general
' .

practitioners, family practiiioners-and internists was about. 32% in

1975, decreasing to 29% in. 1990. In comparison, the 4argolopparent

surplus of"pediatricians, 133% in 1975aftd430% in 1590 make it clear

that polities.encouraging the expansion of primary care physicians
.

4
ShOulddifferentiat8 between specialties. The results of this analysis

.. ,.

give us pause and'mlke us` doubt .the accuracy ,of the basic data on which'
, .

.:

, these projections aremade: Even though we have serious doubts abOul..
i' .

.

1 ,-.

.

4 .

.

the dafa,"-an exces of petiatrid4ane seems likely bec8use of the' large

number of children cal for by gene al and family Practittyntrs and
A t

1

. ,

the large increase in the;,nlimbt pediatricians relative-to the
(

./. f
, ..,,, increased number of children projected for 1990. Tfie;08centage

r \t; " ....- * 71
se .

a.
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increase in pediatricians far exceeds the projected increase in children

under 14 years of age. (Tables 111-3 & 7) The excess in pediaericians

might be subitantially reduced if pediatricians assumed the responthibility.

for the care of a high percentage of children, or if the scope of pedia-

triciahs' changed significantly and pediatricians devoted more of their'

time to children with developmental-defects, emotional problems and .

learning disabilities.

To further complicate the, problem of projections we must consider.

the future role of pediatric nurse practitioners and family nurse prac-

titioners onthe need for pediatricians. A large increase in the number

. of pediatric and family nurse practitioners might reduce the need for

pediatricians, thus increasing the potential excess by 1990.

3. The capacity of the office-based-phys "cians to provide services td,

the 1975 populatioh would have'been'adequa even had a moderate

National.Health. Insurance plan, increasing utilization by 30% for all

age groups,.been in effect. However, the capacity of physicians

specializing in generalAractice, family practice, and internal medicine

"would just be adequate to provide services desired.. The problems intro-

duced by an unequal geographic distribution of primary 'Care providers

could be aggrevated in such 'a situation. However, that tightness could

be partially alleviated by increased use of pediatricians', providing

care for'.!children curreujly utilizing generalsrasOtioner or family

practitioners. At the present time, approximately one-half of all

. ambulatory visit's to office-:based practitibners by children under age

15 are to general and family practitioners. By 1990, much of the

deficit in the capaCity oiTgeneral and family practitioners and internists

induced, by comprehensive National Health Aiurance might be alleviated by
. .



alb
such a substitution.

4. If a program almost completely eliminating payments on the part of

patients was introduced, 30 led to a 75% increase in the desired

utilization of ambulatory care office visits, it would exceed the

capabilities of the physicians to meet the demand for their services.

In 1975 we estimate such a program would have led to a surplus in

desired utilizationof 33% for general practitioners, family practi-

tioners.and internists in California. There would also bele significant'

.nationwide shortage of these primary care physicians if a comprehensive

National Health Insurance programyere.in effect at the present time.

The dateyhich has been presented must be interpreted with care

and caution. Our estimates are very Sensitive to each of the assumptions.

used. Two examples make this clear. An understatement of one-half

,visit.to general practitioners, family practitioners and internists,

for exaMple,'in:the es ate of utilization for the entire State popu-

latpn is equivalent to an understatement of the need for about 2,500

Also, in order to gain an appreciation of the potentialphysicians.

impa' alternative population estimates on 0 need for physicians,

we can ltok es E-0 which assumes a Completed fertility rate of
4

2.1 births. Thec,total population projected in 1990.1s 23.6 million or

2.5 million less than that. of Series D-100. Since the decline would

almost entirely be in the number of persons under "age 15, thatage

group mould bebut 18% of the population. Under the assumptions we have-
-.

presented, that decline in the number of children is equivalent-to.a

'reduction of 3.5 million office visits to pediatricians,'general'Oracti-

tloners, and faMily practitioners and a decline of about 570 in the

::
number'ofthose.physic ns required td provide' medical dare services,, k
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Physician supply projections are dependent on the-distribution of
5

residency training positiiiS. The future supply of family practi-

tioners may be well above current projections if the,-turrent, short,

term trends continue. If tinnily practice residencies decline for

any reason it would reduce the future number of family practitioners.

The projections of the supply of internists and pediatritians are

equally dependent on changes in the number of filled residency positions.

In light of these data problems it may be questioned 'why we have presumed

to make, the projections we have and to draw any conclusions from them. In our

view, the projections are useful because they help to identify potential future

problems. They indicate, trends and.they emphasize the need for more adequate

data collection sy'stems.

7. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION

In our judgement, no major.new Federyinancing program for medical care

services is likely tT be fully implemented within the next five years.' Con-
./

gressional interest. has waned since the Kennedy-Mills prOposal cams close to

passing in 1974. New members of the relevant committees are still developing

a basic grasp of the issues and options. The budgetary situation is unfavor-

able with respect td both general fund financing and the use of the Social

Security Payroll tax. President ForleaS responded to the potential of con-.

tinued large budget deficits with a fiscal policy whose expenditure leVel does

not allow for new programs of the magnitude of National Health Insurance.

Furthermore, the effect of programs recently introduced by Congress creating

Professional Standards Review Organizations and. Health Systems Agencies, and

supporting. Health Maintenance Organizations cannot be eva uated for at least

several mor years. Since those institutions are supposed to be important

forces in the mprovement-of the operation of the health care delivery system,
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the Congress may well move slowly on the financing front.

Once National Health Insurance is looked at seriously again, the Congfess

will require two.sessions to complete hearings, prepare legislation;and to

enact the final, :compromise plan. Itio to three years will then be required'

to develop the administrative machinery to carry out the legislation. There

is plenty of time for the"State legislature to formulate a well planned health

maower policy in response to NHI. Based on the analyses described in this

paper 04 in our earlier detailed studips of specialty and geographic mal-
,

distribution of physiCiane we have#eachedthe following conclusions-with

respect to the potentiarrimpaC of NationWHealth Insurance.
0 * f

4

1. A moderate level .expani3A'e4'Pederal.financing which would

primarily impact on the demand for. ambuiatorite4is not likely

to require manpower for most regions of the State beyond that which

likely to be available. Substantial increases in physician man-

.power are already projected'over the next tenyears and there is

evidence that many plpsiCians in California currently have relatively

lfw numbers o tient visits each week compared to the national

average. However, it must'be noted that the difficulties which

already exist in some areas of the State with respect to the lack

of eneugh primary care physicians arlikely to be increased with the

passageofevem amoderate National Health Insurance Plan. However,

the likely expansion of the National Health ServiCe Corps might

provide physicians and other health care personnel for a limited

number of rural areas.

2. It is evident that NHI will aggravate the already existing need

for a relative increase in those physicians who provide primary care

to adults. re not convincl0 that the apparent tightness in. the
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capacity of those physicians to provibe services relatiVe,to 'the,

demand should lead to an expansion in the total numberA)

cians. Rather; we feel that a major shift in the cOntenCOnd

focus of graduate training, combined with 'the4increaSeduSeb

all levels of other hearth

to meet

care personnel, likely wil.:L.1):,4degu, te.

the additional desired utilization. PartiCularly,impOrrani,

at this time, is

. .

the need to expand and strengthenaMW Practice;

training programs, to provide internists' and pediata'aiang in,train-
:

tare, and to iMprOVethe coOt-ing with more experience in primary

dination of nurse practitioner and PrimarY,carephysiWantraining,

3. In general, it wouldtiteee,that the fmpae-tohOemOind'Wouicflie

somewhat less in California than in tshe rest "of the 'United States.

' .
.

. ,

This would particularly be true with

hich,*mphaUizes catastrophicCONierage

an improved Medical Assistance .program
.4

plan stoi.asj.,oht-ailiitoff

with ge -deductible'. and.
for 1ow.

I

The Health Security ACo.pay64agreat
deaLq.,:attentiOn

tothe
,

,,,

of expenditure among geographidal-aresser.timeequalization

through allocations of. t i ZsLitional Health: *idgetCertainly,:.a

large proportion of.the inc

would be allocatedto,thote

eased. eXpendithrea!'. ueed.hY':ihe plan

, ,

reas with reiatie...short4eS;in

resource suPplyand;ith low currentrIeVelsby,,expenditures

AS noted aboveP
'

National Healthlh :.would likely reduce

the inequality in purchasing power 40ion0he.VariOuS utates.

Providers would face a considerablYAiffere4t market for their

services. There is evidence thati-,inthepaat, physicians have

located where there is high personal income p capita which could

be .associated with a greater real:emand fOr medical care services.
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AiCalifornia has been one of thebeneficiaries of those behavior patterns.

Some of its advantage in attracting medical care personnel may be re-

duced when a-comprehensive National Health Insurance plan is implemented.

4. There is tremendous uncertainty in the project of future health
Ns,

manpower requirements. To a great extent this is due to'inadequacies

in the data. Information on the numbers of physicians, their specialty
!

focus and actual practice, and on the residency training programs is

controlled by the medical profession. We believe it is imperative

f
that the Federal government and-State governments gather the infor-

mation they require to adequately uliderstanbe present and plan-for

0 the future.

At the same time, we must face the fact that the best of data will

not,provide.precise.answers to the' relevant questions. Measurement

ispdiffic0.t, behavior patterns 4rg-hard '63 ipleaaure, and the'futUre
. .

doe6 not exactly replicate the present or theAmsi Therefore mech-

.Aniams must be developed to monitor the status of the system on a

',..Utinuing basis to facilitate a more rational response to shortages

Wi*ceases as they become.apparent.

we want to emphasize that there are social costs involved."

::.4004iher an oversupply or undersupply of physicians. To the extent

s c ntrol the use of their services, the potential for

tte excessive use and dependence on medical care exists. Faced with

'itbOHUricertainey mentioned before, the state government must balancer; 76,

for error on both sides.
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IV, MEDICINE

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

As of October 1975, thete.were 107 U.S- medical schools approve

award the Medical Degree: There were 54,07.4 medical students enrolled it

. .

the 114 medical schools in the United States in 197.4-1975. T4e,firee'yglar.

class numbered 14,963 whidh is an lncrease,of 5.2% over the previous yeari4

Nationally there has been a 69% increase in the first year medical school

enrollment and a 72 %. increase in. the number...of M.Ddegrees. awarded in
o

the United States in the past ten years.::.

In California'we have piesently'8 of the 107 degree granting medical

schools, (5 public and. 3pi:ivatO. addition, there is the Charles R.
. -

'Drew Postgraduate Medical School offering only ridency training and
.

continuing education programs for physicians.

In 102,the.aerkelercampus initiated a new program in medical educe-
,.

Lion to be operated.jointly with the School of Medicine at San Frandisco

with a strong emphasis on primary care.ancl utilization of community resources..

'"In1974, the Riverside caMOus of the -University of California in conjunction

with the University of,CalifOrnia in Los Angeles developed a new
. 1340!

biomedical science program which will begin to enroll 24 students by 1977

at, the medical school campus in Los Angeles.'.

Planning has also been initiated between the U.C.S.F. Medical School

and the' Fresno Veterans Administration Hospital for anew medical education

component in the northern.Seu Joaquin Valley with a planned, enrollment.of

6 third -year students and 94 interns and residents in 1976. .

Total California M.D. degrees awarded went from 463 in" 1965 1966 to

889 in 1974 1975 which is an increase of 92% Contrasted 4ith a 72e1
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increase` nationally. In the same period, the California population growth

only averaged less then 2% poi year.. Despite this rapid growth, California

in 1975 only contributed 5.9% of the total M.D. graduatesin the nation.

Only 28.5% of the 1975 active non.-federal physicians in California

teCeived'theirdical education inthe State. -60.6% of the California

physiciansyoicians graduated from medical sdhools in other states and approximately

10.9% of California physicians were trained in foreign medical schools;

56.5% of all California graduates attended private medical schools in the

State. 67.2% of California 1975 graduates'choso to remain in California;

54.2% of the graduates are currently interning i.13 the State.

,

California may not be able to continue to depend on in-migration from

--fie- states hoever states lhave become Conscious of their loss of

highly trained manpower to Tiur State and are seeking ways through incentive

programs, mandatory service legislation anA.other strategies to retain

graduates within their own medical underserved areas. A review of the fac-

tors Which may change migration patteins'Of physicians are examined in a

later chapter.

The maldistribution of physicians is significant in urban cou

San Francisco-County with 3.2% of the statepopulationea 8% ofhe total

physician population. Los Angeles has 32.7% of the State.population with

35% of the physicians, while some of the rural counties have a much lower

ratio of physiCians per 100,000 civilian population.

Although the statejof California has a higher ratio of physicians than

many other states, approximately.22% of the population of California is.

estimated, to be in need of primary care services. The Health Manpower Policy

Cothmission identified in 1975 seven census tracts in the downtown area of
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":San Frandiaco County seventy -fi4e census tracts in Los Angeles County, six-

teen' census tracts in the city of San piego,fourteen census tracts in the,

4
city bf Oakland; and fifteen other rural counties as critical Physician

shortage areas.

To deal with the Current physicign manpower problems in California

which include a reletive'shortage of:primary dere physicians, a relative

shortage of physicians in some rural and lbw income urban areas, and. an

oversupply of physicians performing" urgery will requite changes in federal. '

health manpower Policies uf the Coordinating Council on Medical 1
Education, the,'LiaisOn COmMittee On Graduate Medical Education, andtheverious

specialty boards and societies invOlyed:in residency trainingaswell.:As

health manpower policies in7Caliornia. In terms'ofdanpoWer policies

the numb er and distribution of residency. training positions lathe key. to

future'supply. It is the policy area which we address in the greatest detail

in this report: Reitbursement pulicY'Under, private health' insurance,.

Medicare and Medicaid are also important;'

The problems of geographic and specialty maldistribution are inter -,

related for several reasons including the different practice location pre7

ferences of internists and other specialists. as competed with general and

family practitioners, the significant variance in theuumber of 'patients.

seen per day and per week by general practitioners and 4her primary care

specialists, the declining' number of general practitionere and the increased

number of internists and pediatricians who will be prbvidingprimary care'

in the future. In this report we examine the following issues'both from the

national perspective and in relation to. California.

1. What is the problem?

2. The optimal distribution among specialists
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i
3. Primary .care and primary care recialties

: :
4. Physician specialization in California

5. Specialization and. physibian lOcation

Specialization, demand, and utilization

.7. 'Residency training programs in California,

IL. The control of residency training

9. Choosing sites for training
.

4
4

Based on the analysis. of this report,

,

conclusions:

1. Policies of the federal government

!"
4

4

We have; reached the following.

11.
:

and migrationyatterns

physicians will have a greater impact on the total'
. .

California and their, distribution by specialty tha

great majority `of California practicing physicians

e

number of physicians in

n state policies. .The

graduate mediCal education.outside of California..

American medical school graduates in the last deca

California had.none of their graduate training in

received their under-

'More than one-third of,

de who.are practicing in'

California;

Federal legislation under consideration,could have:considerable impa'e

nn the°,kete of California.a. However,.itmust be kept in mind that the law.
,

which is. finally enacted would not becOme'effective until 1977 at ,the .-1 . -

/
o.

earlie'at, The length of time required to.implement:its-mandates'will vaiy'
.2

accotain06 the specific provisions, thus poaSibly delaying the full

;14mpact until the 1986's. The impact,

;.-411edidal,students newly enrolled afier enactment of the legislation14 1
J.;

of , those provisions which focus

even turfher

or.

will be

delayed by the Length .of the,Physician'trai'liing-process.

2. Our projection of theCalifornia specialty distribution fOt 1990,

'``''.based On pHEW,national projections indieates that the growth in.primary

. physicians; whil. e substantial,will remain considerably less than ther ,
,..

.a ..
. . .

.

.growth in the surgical specialtiesand other medical specialtieS. There is
.

care
,

b.



no 'one method available for dermining *he optimal distribution of physicians,

among apecialtias. However, we are willing to accept as a tentatIlle ohjectfire

the widely'suggested-ctiteria that 50T of all physicians'should be in primary

care specialties. As previouslynoted, the prima fisponsibilirty for

.

changing this projected trend must fall to the federalgoVernment. However,

the State can have important .marginal impact througethe direct subsidy of

certain prgrams siTai-vs family practice and other prirary care residencies.
A

It seems to us that the trends in specialty training during tHe pasi_lour

year ands the failure of present voluntary MOchaniima to efftiyely contra
,

the total number of residencies or create a balanced mix among training

positions in primary care and other specialties 'le hardly a cause for opti-

mism that the voluntary approach will succeed in the future. 4

3. The choice pf sites for primary care training programs is a com-
A

plex decisiOn. Consideration must be given to the level of clitlical'training

under consideration. Residents require- a sophieticated-educaaon experi4nce

A listwith a.lelatively large patient base and a wide disease spectrum.

of detailed criteria is given in another section of this report.

4,
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'Type' r Physicians

s.
Alameda.
Alpfne
lmador
Butte

* Calaveras
.Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
El Dorado
Fresno g.

'Glenn 4gs

Humboldt
Imperial 01."

Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los-Angelea
Madera
Mdrin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono"..

Monterey
Napa
NeVada
Orange

TALE IV-1-.

A . 111. Alt

ICENSED'PHYSICANSAP CALIFORNIA BY COUNTY

F14Y #.

.4

and Surgeons
0

2551

21
184

so' L7
12

1,122'

79
A '

082
10 w
165
10

165
65

26
399
53
24

44,02

16;118
'34;

1,126
11

108
117

51
l( 7

473
266

*

Placer. 16

7PluMita

Riverside
SacramOto 0

San Benita-..
San Berna ;dino
Zan Diego

4: San rraneisqo
San Joaquin
ahTLuia Obispo

4, San Mateo
Santapparbara
Santa 6lara

, Santa C
Shasta

-4' Sierra
Siskiyoui

etoliino ;-2 e
Sonoia

..8tanis1R
'Sutter.

Tehail
Tkinity

. TuAre .'

TuOlojmne. Ventura-
'OW

Yolo 4
Yuba

SOURCE: Board of. Medical Examiners.

166.
164 A

138
15

822
4 1,408

13
1,186
3,716
3,700

437
212

1,363
639'

2,71B
273
142

3 8

284
457
31i6
,49
24
7

221150

4

.33

669
'189

58
Out of Stat6 fiA4 28,349
Out of Country -.011W1,416

Prix Count 75,930,

ry

4
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2. SUPPLY TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

Licensure Data: The California Board of Medi Cal Examiners vported.

that as of December 30, 1975 there were 75,930 physicians and surgeons

licensed in the State.
(1)

Of that total, 28,349 had established legal

residence out of state and 1 ,416 oUt of country,' leaving a. total of 46,165.
.

7

There are no 1975-76 data available regarding the percent of the licensed

resident 'physician population which are active and inactive. The Board

however, does show some interesting distribution figures by

county. (See Table IV-1.)

Los Angeles County has a current licensed physician populatiOn pf
-

16,118 which reprqsentS35% of.the 4opulation and. corresponds

,

to 32.7%of the state population. §an Diegd with- a population of 3,716
i,.

' k a)

an San Francisco with a population of 3,700 represent 8% each of the
A .. -A,

:'total physician population and' 1,."4% and 3.2% respectively of the statq
4,

f .

population. Orange COUnty with a pOPitiStion of 3,147 has 6.8%:of the
te

,

physician populdtion while .Alpine County (population of about 650) has no

414

- .

licensed physicists; Sierra 4; Modoc 5; and Mono County 7. (6) .

gt.t,
4

A

11

165 1.67,,



TABLEIIV -2

. -'ACTIVE NON - FEDERAL PHYSICIANS, CIVILIAN POPULATION, AND PHYSICIAN/POPULATION

RATIOS IN CALIFORNIA BY PSRO AREA AND COUNTY, DECEMBER 31, 1973 ..

PSRO Area
& County Physicians Population Ratio

PSRO Area
..A1 County Physicians

1. Del Norte 8 15,700 '51.0 10. Mariposa 8

Humboldt 128 102,800 124.5 Merced 78.

Lake 17 '22,950 74.1 Stanisl- 278
. Mendocino 77 54,200 142.1 laus.
Sonoma. 342' 235,100

'430,750
145.5 Total 364

Total 572 13i.8 11. Fresno 579,
Butte 160 114,300' -140.0 Madera 25
ColUsa 12 .12,450 96.4 Total 604
Glenn 10 18,350 54.5 12. Monterey 329
Lassen 21 17,750 , 118.3 San Benito '8
Modoc 2 8,,.475 23.6 Santa Cruz 208
Plumas. 13 13,500 96.3 Total 545
Shasta 124 86,000 144.2 13. Kings 40
Sierra 2 2,720 73.5 Tulare 193
Siskiyou 28 35,300 79.5 Total 213.-

Sutter 45 44,900 100.2 14: Kern 359
Tehama. 22 31,650 69.5 15.Inyo 21
Trinity 5 '8,925 56.0 Mono 4

Yuba
. 49 44,750 109.5 San Ber- 1,038

Total 493 438,970 112.3 nardino
3. Marin 667 215,500 309.5 Total 1,063

Napa 2. 87,100 252.6 16. San Luis 170
Solapo 171 181,900 94.0 Obisp'o

Total 1,058 484,500 218.4 Santa 509
4. El Dorado 55 53,500 102.8 Barbara'

Nevada., 35 31,000 112.9 Total 679
' Plater 109 89,400 121.1. 17. Ventura 538

Sacramento 1.191 '682,100 ,174.6 18 - 25. Los
.

Yolo 244 103,600 235.5 Angeles 14,346
Total 1,634 959,600 170.3 26. Orange 2,455

5. San Francisco 3,587 675,600 :530.9 27. River- 609
6. San Mateo 1,006 571,100 176.2 side

Alameda . 2,103 1,097,400 191.6 28. Imperill- 51
contra Costa 84/ 590,100 143.5 San Diego 2,659

Total 2,950' 1,687,500 174.8 Total 2,710
. Alpine 0 650

/7.

Amador
Calaver&s
San Joaquin

14
17

381

14,350
15,350

300,100

97.6
110.7
,127.0

California
Total 38,749

Tuolumne 21 26,100 107.3
Total 440 356,500 123.4

9. Santa Clara ' 2,504 1,167,000 214.6

Population Ratio

7,175 111.5
117500 66:4"

210,40,0,132.1

335,075 108.6
438,700 132.0
44,900 55.7
483,600 124.9

258,600 127.2
19,500 41.0

143,500 144.9
421:600 129.3
.687500 58'.4

201,900 95.6
270,400 '86.2
340,900 105.3
17,150 122.4
-7,025 56.9

699,700 148.3

723,875 146.8
121,500 139.9

275,600 184.7

397,100 171.0
,426,100 .126.3

6,941,000 206.7
1,646,300 149.1

507,800 119.9

80,600 63.3
1,502,600 177,0
1,583,200 171.2

.

20,g48,526' 185,90

Source: California Medical Association, "Physician Supply in California -December 1973",
.Socioeconomic Report, January 1975, page 2.

6
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Distribution: More detailed analyses of the physician population
A

available in California,however,were conducted December 31,, 1973 by the

(1)
Bureau of Research and Planning, California Medical Association.,

At that time the active. non-Federal Vhysician population in California

was
;
reported to be 38,749 or a ratio of-185.9 physicians per 100,000

persons. (See Table IV - 2)

Markedly different estimates-of the ratio of active patient care-:

physicians/100000 population were reported for California in 1973-(1)

by the AMA. They reported a ratio of 168 for California'as compared

with 131 for the entire U.S. Whether the CMA orIAMA.estimated ratios

are utilized, it is apparent that California is well ahead of the rest

s
of the country. 'According to the AMA `(2) between 1961 and

*
1972, the

.U.S. ratio of active patient-care physicians/100,000 increased from

122 to 129. In California, the ratio increased from 157 to 166 during-,'

the same period of. time. (3)

4.

167

I6,9
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TABLEIV -4'

NA.,
U.S SUPPLY OF ACTIVE PHYSICIANS (M.D. & .0.) AND PHYSICIAN/PdPJLAT"TON ,RATtOS'

Actual 1970; Projected 1975-1990

y 1970

number

*

rate number

1975

rate

1:980. :li

number orate,

198': 4

110 t. rate

,,-, ,; at.
1 0199.,0:!,

dumber ,frate.
.1.

, 4,, .

Basic methodology) 323,200 158.6 377,500 ',175.7 446,800: 196.9 519,000 216.9 '595,800. :236.9'.

Low alternative2 23,200 158.6 371,900 173.1 483,600 191.1, 4y4,100. i)6t5 z,ope l220 i

High alternative 323,200 . 158.6 383,100 178.3 459,900 202.7 544,300', 22,7.,4 6)i014 '254.2

* rate per,100,000 population; based on U.S Census Report and,Projections, residptiopulation:
1

1970 - 203,805 000

1975 - 214,883,000
cr,

co 1980 - 226,934,000

1985 - 239,329,000

1990 - 250,630,0001

Notes:

Three methodologies were used to account for.thOrlaCt of future

school entollment and possible variations in the,:nuiber of loreiin

1 - assumes a moderate increase inenrollienti'and,i.moderate.fh0eas

2 assumes a stable'' enrollment remaining#,Oe'1,97445'10Vel'ancl

number of IMO'S
'

3 - assumes a higher increase in enrollment, twine that of the, basi

increase in the number of FMC's

t year medical

ates (FMG's):

umber of

ease inithe
4

gy anka large

Figures Wilde all active physicians in the .50 Stati6incl;the'Distr4t.of Columbia, sauertcOlicoji..Pthei'

,outlying areas,pf the U.S., and all Federal -phisicianajbroad. (U.S.! and °reign graates) Oe' 11Pi':
,

.

Projections include.allphysicians acti4un:12/31/70 'iv

17P year period minus the estimated numper orphySiCian4.

:
.

Source: The Suiply. of'Healthlianpower 70 Frail* and rOlettions M1990, 4. Depireen(

and Welfare,. December 1914, c terl

4hOstimated n er of

dve'tb retirement anheath.'

Aid
1,0 P

!IA ',oft

22 .4't_ .1
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The Bureau of Health Resources
(4)

recently projected that the'over-

all MD/pppulation ratio is going,to increase from 159/100,000 in 1970 to

237 per 100,000 in 1990. (See Table IV-3). Specialty-wise the,general

practice M.D. ratio to population is expected to decline from 28/100,000

in 1970 to. 15 per 100,000 in' 1990. The surgical specialties are

expected to increase their M.D. per population ratio significantly, as

are internal medicine, pediatrics and family practice.

1/4

Lipson
(3)

ecently projecteil that total non-Federal M.D. supply in

California will increase at an annual rate of 3%5% between 19..70 ay

1980 and 3% between 1980 and 1.,,S9(1; presumably helping the State to retain its

/73

f



TABLE IV-4

PHYSICIANS IN PRIMARY'CARE AND PATIENT CARE, AND PHYSICIAPPOPULATION RATIOS,

CALIFORNIA, 1971 AND 1973

fit

Active Patient Care Physicians Percent'Change

Number Ratio 1971 td 1973

Characteristic.
1971 1973 1971 1973 number

General Practice 6751 . 6510 33.1 31.2
.

(3;6)

Internal Medicine 4478 4874 22.0 23.4 , 8.8 ,

Pediatrics 1943 1998 9.5 9.6 2.8

Obstetrics/Gynecology
t

2122' ,2211' 10.4 lip.5 4D2

Total Primary Care MDs 1525 15593 75.0 74.B , 2.0

Other Patient Care MDs 17716 18466 86.9 88.6 4.2

40' .

Total Patient Care MDsi '33010 3405g,. 161.9 163.4 3.2

ratio

(0.3)

2.0

1.0

1
Excludes physj.cians whose specialties are unknown.

.

SOURCE: California Medical AssociStion, ",Physician Supply In California, pecember 1973, Sacramento: -

Socioeconomic Report, January 1975, 0,5.

1'13



favorable M.-D./population whit n 1971 ranked fourth. nationally.(5)'

These projections are based, however upon a, continuation of a favorable

inmigration of M.D.'s- to California, an iss hich will be dealt with

later in the report. The consideration of gross, ratios however. ignores

the mix of primary care verAus specialty pradtice physicians, in a given

1 population.

Table IV-4 outlines the mix of physicians in primary care (general
.06

practice-, internal medicine, 'pediatrics, and 'obstetrics-gynecology) and

othqr specialty practices in 1971 and 1973 in' California. Those physi-

cians in general (or family) practice showed a decline of ,5.7% in the two-

year period This resulted'in an overall deFrease in total primary care

(M.D.'s of 3% during the same period of time, a trend which has been

evidenced during the past- few decades. (1)
Further consideration shall

be given to the issue of physician specialty mix and:?related medical

education isiues throughout the remainder of the report.*'



,State of

Graduation

abama

At ona

:.California

Colorado

'Connecticut,

Dist. of Col.

Florida

Georgia.

Hawaii

Inds na

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

Massachuesetts

Michigan

Minnesdta

Mississippi

Missouri

Nebraskg

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New YorkI

N. Carolina

Ohio

Oklahom4

Oregon

Pennsylvania'

Puerto Rico

Rhode Island

S. Carolina

TABLE IV-5

1975 ACTIVE, NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS IN CALIFORNIA BY STATE OF GRADUATION

Number of

Physicians'

57,

53

11056

402

313

1047'

185

126

16

3341

488

482

366

286

.528

538

1153

1Q60

675

22

1151

1033

8.

76

49

3095

267

1054

200

453

1848

18

4

50

State of Number of

Graduation Phyaicians

State of Number of

Graduation Physicians
nr

Tennessee, 639 Dr, 'Republic 7

Texas 622 Ecluador 12'

Utah 261 Egypt 57

Nermoni 103. El Salvador 8

Virgina 213 England 116

Washington 284 Estonia 3

W. Virginia /32 Finland 6.

ksconsin ,818. Formosa-Taiwan 31

Alberta 68 France

Brit, Columbia 68 Germany 280

Manitoba 431. GerMany West 9

NeWfoulidland 1 Greece 36,

NbvaScOtia 33 Guatemala' 3

Ontario: 301' Haiti. 3

Quebec 352 Honduras 6

Saskatchewan 10. Hong Kong 26

Afghanistan 2 Hume.; 42

Argentina 100 Iceland' 3

Australia 39 India-Goa 194

Austria. 80 'India 1

Belgium 34 Indonesia 5

Bolivia 10 Iran
, 58

Brazil 16 Iraq, 15

Bulgaria 4 Ireland 106

Burma 9 Israel 26

Ceylon. '-k 12 Italy 144

Chile 26 :Jamaica

China. 65 Japan 56

TaiWA;lormosa 9 Korea 70
2 4 .

Columbia 21 Latavla 6

Costa Rica 1 Lebanon 51

, Cubi 38 Lithuania 5

Czechoslovaicia

Denmark

49, Malasia

Malia

1

1j

*

SOURCE:

Data received froth MediCal Mailing Service; Chicago, Ill.

75

State Of &Fiber of

Graduation Alsicians

Manchutia

Mexico 4

Netherlands

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Nigeria

Norway

Pakistan

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Poland.

Portugal

Romania

Scotland

Singapore

S. Africa

S. Vietman

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Syria

Thailand.

Turkey

Uganda

2

218

59

11

9

1

6

22

2

3

28

420

16

17

40

40

30

5

151
7

15

10)

1,

USSR , 5

United Arab Rep., 18

U.K.-Eng., Wales 30

U.K.-Scotland 6

Uruguay 9

Venezuela 11

Wales

West Indies 1

Yugoslavia 32
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Migration:. Only 28.5% of 1975 active non'- Federal phYsiciane in California

, received their medical education .fin the State.' Sixty and aii-tenths Ffer-

cent of California physicians graduated from medical schools in Other

states and approximately"10.9% of the physicians trained in foreign

medical schools. (See Table IV -5).

56.5% of all California graduates attended private medical schools

in the State.

Five hundred and three of 749 graduates of 67.2% California.

1975 :graduates remained in the State..

54.2% of these graduates are currently interning in the State.

'California may notThe able to continue to depencLoA' in-migration from

Other states, however. Many states have become conscious of their loss of

highly. trainediOnpower.to our state and aiedeeking-Oay4 through incentiye

programs, 04104atOY service legislation and other Strategies to retain
,

lraduatesWAOinj*iir own Medically undeiserved areas. The high in- migration

,this-pastAlas-'in-fact-res ted,in making "physician rich",dreas richer.
Although it has improved t e availabifitj, of phy,piciansiri all areas in'the

.
,

.

State somewhat, it,bis not alleviated the manpower:.shortage problems of

'Imany Calif nia underserved areas.

4..

r7

7f;
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Review of Factors Which Wai:*anie
.:Migration Patterns of Physicians to'04ifornia:'

There are a Timber of, factors that may change- the pattern of'Physieian

location from that of the paat. The level Of iconomiCaCtimity and growth

of population An California' appear.toe-declining. relative bo the'restrof.

.

the.'.natiOn. Medical schOol positions also appear to be expanding rapidly
_

in parts-cOf the country which have'provided'A relatively small proportion of

physicianlagrants to'California. .Furthermore, state-supported tiChoola.are

reducing the number of out-of-itate students accepted into their programs.

Federal PrPgraME1.supportinglthe purchase of medical care are likely to

improye the relative capability Of the Poorer states toattract physicians

and federal health manpower policy will focus to some extent on reduding

inequalities in the geographical distrib#tion of personnel.

such as the relative level of hpractice insurance premiums

on the locational choice of ,physicians..
r

..,4
' . 'There shame been many

h .,.,
. .

practilce location by phApiciana.', The following discussion will outline some
.....i. t;44

tudies of the'factors impacting uponmchoice of

these variables.,

4 0

y ' P
g-

One
1

s 4ommnnity of origin medical education expenses and medical neddcatio
1

,

taciAities allll interact in determining migration patterns. Studies dhow
,..:- ..- , . 4

p
I

444

that mOit-medieal students attend medical School in the state in whi-ch they

\
..

,1
0) .

reiloiee40)4or. t&Admission to school:. The number of positions :for medical

", -,stueent Pi irrt,hrb.ds affected by the availability 401Medical facilities.--

on 14 divided' as to how,sieificant an attraction.tedical education

facilities are for encouraging, physicians" to locatein a given vicinity: (3 )

There iAvidence, though, that the availability of graduate' training may."

be a* important factor-in attraCting,physicians".first.starting out to practice.0
0', 6

t';:

e
P

Ai

41'
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RELATIVE POPULATION GROWTH IN REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATESA

195,0 THROUGli'-'1974 (AVERAGE AN NUAL PERCENT, CHANGE) .-
11

Division or State

NeW England

East North Ceritral:-_
West North Central

.` Smith ,Atlantic'
East 'South Central
West South' Central
Mountain

1960-1970

1.2
0..8

.1..1

0.6
-0,1k, .

0.'6 4
1.3
1.4
2.2

TOTAL U.S.

,!.

0.0
0.4
0.5
1.9

1.1
1.5
3.0
0.9

cs.4

SOURCE: .U..S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United-Stagytes
(Washington,' D. C. ).975), p. 12. Taken from background paper on
facpors irifluencing migration rald.I. Weber, Ph.D.4
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The presence of graduate traiiri4 facilities is an... area where. Califor-
,

nia shoWs considerable strength. Recent grigtri44 residencies offered in

CalIforniahassurpassedthatforthenation.asawhole.,However, Califon la's"

ahilkeyqo keep such a favOred position may be affected,by future federal

government

ing enr

well as by a changing,

tate residents.
(37)

4 *

1 1

general trend towards increas-

a

Population size alao has appeared to be by far the single most powerful

411411''
tof variation in physician aggregatipqn and'some studies have

shown pOOtlation change in an area is the most powerful determinant of the

*change in the supply of ,physiciansin an area.(38).
S.

Recent patterns ofkopulatIon growth in the, country, however, indicate

the tole of California as the most favored destination has all but disappeared.

. It is difficult to predict the $xact impact of the, relative decline in the
4'

movement of population to California Ion the locat4onal patterns of physicians;

.
.

ha4ever, it may'well,be the State.will have :46me difficulty as thgNyoung,

physicians Try to find the tkets with the gTeatest grOwth. (See Table.r(=6.)

In addltion,to the direct i act of population growth, other regions. ppear
. . .

I-.

-.)

to have 4 much greater potential for increasing urbanization.
,..

Per capita income is another factof impacting. on the choice of.a

practice ldcation by phYaiciana.At is a majOr determillant'of thd financial".

.. .
')

. -

capacity of. the population to purChase medical,care services and it serves, .

as a barodeter to mess re "the amenities which deyebbp to satisfy thetastes
:(

-A.-

.N.i!' ,
. .

,

,.Wkile the per` capita income of Californfana in the pastwas greater

.

han\hat for the entire U.S., the last few years. has shown a decrease--In

.

, :.; al.' '.
..

i

income lev per capita and if the trends cont u), they may provid&another,
A

.

force in-redpcing the relative attractiveFess of%the state to phYslcians (See
. , .40

fiable W -7)

of:higher income, welleeducated persons.,
A
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0 .

TABLE IV-7,

PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME, UNITED STATES, CENSUS

DIVISION, AND CALIFORNIA'; 1950, 1960, 1974 i

Ni.

ht,.

10.

Division or State

;.,. .

1956 1960

%

19 74

140..1.4 England

ltre-
Middle Atlfetic

East North Central
0 _

West North Central
1°tar

South Atlantic
f 4 Ifs

East South Cenralt

West South .Central.

Mountain

Pacific

Califotnia',

TOTAL U.S.

$1,601

1,751'.

1,666

1,428 ..

1,211
4.

915

1,20'7,

1,418.

1;798

1,852

1,496

$2,430

2,582

2,391

2,061,.

1,843

1,497

1,819

.2,087

2,612

2,709

0
-,2,222

$5,697

6,033

5,773

5,206'

5,073

4,279

4,622

4,965

5,901

N5,997

-5,434
0

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current ,Businels, (April. 1969);
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical -ABstract of the United States,
(Washington, D. C. 1975), p. 3,88. Taken from background paper on
actors influencing migration by Gerald I. Weber,.-Ph.D.

3.

r
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TABLE

Division

PHYSICIAN. INCOME AND VISITS PER PHYSICIAN

BY CENSUS DIVISION, 1973

k",

h)4144an T Visits Per Week
N,#i come Per Phisicia9

--:
4.
4..?,

.

New England $414° 114.4

Middle Atlantic 45,649
,

. 113.4

East. North Central 51,830 , 152:19 )/

West North Central 48,225 l60;

South Atlantic 50,408 .48.8

East South Central 57,466 ,

_
182.9, -,

West South Central 50,301 151.1

Mountain 44,510 137.8

Pacitic. 50,882 119.2
..,/.2.

TOTAL'U.S. 49,415 137.7

SOURCE: Judith Warher and Phif-Aiere, Profile of'Medical Practice '74,
American Medical Association. (Chicago, 1974), pp. 171 and 193.
°Taken, from backgroun aper on factors influinciag migration by
Gerald I. Weber, Ph.

1'5
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Physician income, other.things equal, is another variable that influences
0

physicifullocation, i.e. physicians will likely choose to practice whefe.

their opportunity to earn monetary income is greatest..

In'California where there is currently. a relatively large supply,of.
. 4

physicians, physicians have kept up'their'indnme through*their abiaity tao

charge high fees. There is eVidence though, that additional physicians wpl.d.19
a

Vhave a particularly difficult time attracting patients ip some parts. of

11
i

-,
til

iforniot where there already are exceptionally high physicia. popultatiog i'

ratios.and a very 160,nUmber of visits per phySician. The passageoe a :4;
0p 9

majdr national health insurance\plan'would enilance the financial attOactivitnes;

1>

of othevr.egions relative to Californ . .Howeyer,4there is rot.11kely tqo
1 0,

be muCh'ilopaetrift.California. (See Tble 1V-8).
a

-
a

Licensing requirementainayfhave 'a future effect' on mjgration patterns.
de

The concept di national licensure was suggested with the hope of facil'iiiing

interstate movement: There are also implications berein the arla'ef

deVeloping stricter screening protedurr for foreign mediCal graduates.

It

Cultural, social, and environmental conditions are difficultto%project.
.

.

Currently, major consideration must be given
ti

to the impact of the unfavorable

level of malpractice premiums m the attraction of physicians to California,

even though it is too soon.to accurately'measure the effect of he recent
4

rapid increases in premiums in e State.



`,1

tt

' Outlined in the previous pages have been some recent changes in those

acting on the choice of practice,locqion by physician. Itfactors

appears t will be difficult for California to continue to attract
a . ..1

trained in other states to thextent it has during the past few decades.

Economic' growth in the state has slowed down considerably relative to the

rest of the country. Associated with that decline, the'rate of p
r' -

growth has bean reduced. It also i becoming more difficult fbi

Californianstogotomedicalachoolout-of-statebecause of an incr

preference towards residents of the siateA.n which medical schools are;

located.

.P

Perhaps the mostoimportant ctor changing in California's vastiO4ttp:
a. c1 . .

of success will be the underiyin economfb,prOcess influencing,;iihys

location, associated with th large increases in the size.Of future medi:-.:

cal school graduating classes. There is already evicince .

i
ysicians in

(.. :., .

,,a'.11-
''''some urbah'areas In California are working far below theft, A ask.

,measured by office,viaits per week. While theAmiderlying. ca
'24. 4

adetermines physicians income and their perceptid the t
.e,:.', ,.4

...;practice is barely understood, I doubt the ca medieol Care. service

ropor t ovate.areas, already well endowed with medical'manpowe to absorb'

numbers of future gradua6

)

A
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Enrollment and De ret Data:. As of October 1975 there were 107 U.Sk

schools approved to, awgrd the M.D. degree. ( 9) There are an additional
.

five U.S. schools with, prOVis.ional approval which have students enrolled
=

and who 'wi,1 , be surveyed or , fdill approval the first year, they award the

H.p..degre Two olher schooleare fully accredited to offer the

. . ,
first two Years of baAj.c..le'sctie4de Medical curriculum. :In addition' there

,

ars:eleven' othei.. prop&aedinedicalschocklin:lierOus-stages of. planning
,

.

. : i'
.

,,
,..

.,.

development b do a b4dents 4p rolled:.
....,. e

=

There -Were., 54,074. Medi*. ,ittyont4- the 114. medi achoOla
, .. . ..

the U.Slt in 197.4-"17.(4.) !ThS'rePreSents, an increase'. of 3;188 st U-.

i del;

. ,t

dents over the 1973;73,year . frilA numbered which

,s.:;' in cre aseiof 788 studentS .(5,,2%) overj:the prOV ious yeare. : Nationally
.:...''''

there has beell 4:69% inCi44.ase in the first year medical' SChoOk enrollment
'

. ,

in the past

degree to 1

or 1,101 grad

Onellutidredi and seven 'sChotla granted the Mil

4:01d4nts in tne academic year 1975, an increase ai:1;7,

,:iver.the 1973-74 Year

Table" Aides a numerical history of student enrollment

in schools between 1930 and 1975.
'"?

degrees awarded in the U.S. increased

M.D. degrees awarded

lase ten years, M.D.

7:2% increasepet year).

r.

Q.

a
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No. '

Ye*r `ISchools*

1930-4931
3.935-1936
19401941

'4.*-, 1445='%46
1950-1
1955/A956,
I956-1:957:

1158-1w

-14y6Qi-1861
196Ir162 %

196271943., '
1963,1964.

-19 88

77 ,

7.9:;.
Zirr26

'"26,106
639

'n rr 29 614
.:30 084
30,288

;',c.'.31 078.

31,491-
1 32,001

32,428
32,835
33,423
34,538
35,833
37,669
40,487
43,1,650
47;546
50,886
54,074

85

5719 $
.1966 -19'7
.1967-1968. .944
9.9687.1969 099. "

401
1970-19714.. 103.
1911-4932'
:1972q9/3,
1941!-1974
1974,-1975

.

6,456
6,605

;.15;837

6,060
7,177
7,68.
8,014
8,030
8,128
8,173
8,298
8,483
8,642

8,856
8,759,
8,96'4

9,863
10,401
114348
12,361
r3,726

, 14,185
14,963

Intermediate
Years Graduates

10,791
10,776
10,26/
'14,330
12,874
'14,108
14;320
14,582

'14,626
14,830
.14,996
15,427
15,585
15,893
16,163
16,502
16,716
17,086
17,911
18,901*
20,165:
21,738
23,429
25,088
26,397

4,735
5,183
5,275
5,826

0,135
6,1145
6,7'96
6861
6,860
7,081
6,994
7,168
7,264
7,336
7,409
7,574
7,743
7,973
8;059
8,367
8,974
9,551

10,391
11,613
12,714

..*Prior tfr56-47 schools in development were not pincluded.

4
SOURCE: Department of Undergraduate Medical Education °and the AAMC

. ' of Operational Studies, "Undergraduate Medical Education,"
TAMA, 234: 1338; December 28, 1975.

O
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California presently hag eight undergraduate medical schools (five

public and 'three private) approved to grant the M.D: degree;

University of California- -San Francisco-7UCSF..
Los Angeles - -UCL

Davis .

Irvine
San Diego UCSD

University Of Southern California - -USC
'Stanford University
Loma Linda University,

Additionally there is Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical

School, which is affiliate with Martin Luther Ring Jr. Hosiital in the

Watts-Willawbrook area of L s Angeles.. The Drew School offers only post-

M.D. residency training along with continuing education programs for'

physicians.

An innovative Biomedical Sciences Program emphasizing the training

Of.Rhysicians for primary care was developed in joint effort with UC--

Biverside and U.C.L.A.,In Fall 1974, RiVerside accepted freshmen into

Ok .

,

A

the program. By thetnd ofths third undergraduate year, 24 students will

be selected for continuation into the Professional M.D. program. In the

.fourth and fifth years (1977-78 and 1978 -79), while still in residence at
10I

Riverside, there 24 students will be co-registered in the.medical:schooI

at ,Los Angeles.' In the sixth and seventh yeats, paficipants Aill

complete the requirements for the M.D. degree at th6.:kiedical school at

:..
0. a

Los Ange*s.

*. In 1972, the Berkelcampus initiated a new program in medical
1; .;.

seducation, to be opetated jointly with,the School of Medicine at Sian
- .

4
..41Prancisqa for tit purpose of determining whether a Strong directicin,

s ,Vv

toward primary cafe could be maintained'by sizing'44the use of
*

. i,'

existing campus c and behavi r ience-curses and community resources.

.
15..

4-- ...

4
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TABLE IV- 10

. .

TABLE ICD..DEGREES CONFERRER BY'CALIFORNIA MEDICAL SCHOOLS
1965-1975 AND.ROJECTED FOR 1976 AND 1977

,

.SCHOOL

.

... . PROJECT

65
66

66
67

67

68-
68
.69

69
70

70
71

71

Y2
72
73

73
74

74

75
75
76

,76

77

UtSF .
99 101 128 130, 126 131, 122 133 136 137 142 149

UCLA 70 68 76 71 78 118 130 *136 132 144 158 157

UCD /V7fer"7/re 46 49 50 95. 100 108

88 UCI87 89 75 58 64 64 67 63 64 71 85

'UCSD /7/7/7 45 50 .52 48 , 63 69

USC 63 71 67 69 73 74 84. 85 ..1Q3 97 115 132

STANFORD 54 48 61 61 69 69 75 8.8 74 81 73 {30

. LOMA LINDA 89 88. 83 69 85 95 97.. *220, 133 "83 160 160

TOTAL
463 463 504 475 489 546 663 ,828 743 749 889 949

:CoMpiled from data submitted to the California Study Office by Individual Mel
cal Schools, Fall' and Spring 1976,

NOTE: Uniiersity of California--Riverside is not p ected for'medical student
eniollment until 1977-78. .

transition year to 3-year curriculum with two.graduating classes iii ne year.

** -
fnclUdes two graduating classes per year (June and December) of apPrOiCimately.
80 students each.'
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Planning has also been initiated between UCSF Medical School, the Fresno
.

.

Veterans Administration Hospital and other interested parties for a new medical

education onent in the Northern San Joaquin Valley, with planned enroll-
.

Illir . .

Ment,of .6 tb rd -year medical students and 94 interns and residents in

1976-77.

The pattern of K:D. degrgas conferred by California medical sehools,

from the 1965-66 year-through the current academic year may be seen' in

Table-IV-10, Total California M.D. degrees awarded went from 463 in 1965-66

to,889 (projected for the present year), an increase of 92% 'J as contra; ;

/
with a 72% increase nationally).. -, Thisapproximate increase of Cali4ornia

.
,;-

M.D. 'graduates of 9% per yeas compares with.a national average increase

of. about 7% pel year. During most of the time period duiing which this.M.D.

productivity occurred the California population growth averaged less than

2%"'per year.
(3)

Between 1950 an41959'California.produced 5% of the nation's M.D.

. graduates. From.1960-62 this increased to 5.5%, from 1968 thiPugh 1972 it

increased to 6,2% of the nation's tot (3)
The State's percentage

'-contribution of the nation's M.D. grad ates then varied .as follows 1973-7

7.9%,-1974t--6.4%, and 191-75.9% (see Table 9 and AMA Report on Undert

graduate Medical Educat1on.(9).

,P
The United States medical school griduates will probably increase to

about 14,680 in 1980 (approximately d 6-9% annual increase). California

'medicaichool graduate§ are projected to increase' to 962 in 1980 (an

approximate 6.4%Anual growth). Thus,.through 1980 it appears that the

California and naSonal M.D. growth increase will be vipportional. (3)
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Projected Supply and In- Migration of Physicians. A detailed descrip-
.

tion of physicians in California is describafn'Appendix D, together

with a base case projectiOn.in.Which observed, past patterOs and, trends

are assumed to continue intolueure years. In-this projection methodo-

logy, estimates are made of expected loSses'or attrition in the existing

(1975) supply of physicians as are expected gains. or additions from new

California graduates and new in-migrations. A summary of the base case

'projection iv shown in Table IV-11.

TABLE'IV-1- BASE. CASE PROJEANS OF CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS (4°)

1975 1980

Total Licensed (Non=Federai) 46,165 54}732

Total Active 42,646 50,502

Residents nd Interns 6,829 8 581

.Califo ia Graduates -2,050 2,500

'.Other U.S. Graduates 4,141 5,252

L985 1990,

64',447 74,772

59,356. 68,,691

9,727 10,682

,2,832 ' 3,129

,5,950 6,499

ForeignMedical.GradUatea 637 818 :. 944 1,054

0ther:physiciana 35 816 41,921 49,628 58,009

rnCalifoia Graduates. 1(3,W- 7---2 3,T1 3-/2.11 87 13,948 16,213

.Other U.S-. Graduates.

Foreign Medical Graduates

_. .
California Population

(thousands)

-Active. Physicians per 100,000

, 21,693. 25,366 29,940

4,018 4,744 5,739

'21,206 22,659 24,363.

201 222 243

341,873
A

6,922

26,098

251

A. Educational Output.

In this base case projection, it was assumed that:the future rate of

growth in California physician education programs would be equal to the rate

of growth for the United States, aseat*Ated' iiPreference 4. The annual
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rate of growth is,as follows.: .0240 for the 197680 period, .0133 for'the

1981-85 period, and .0133 for the 1986-90 period.: These rates of. growth

were chpaen to provide a basis of comparison with the results for the

United Statesas shown in.Table IV 42.

TABLE IV-412-:

COMPARISON OF UNITED STATES AND.CALIFORNIA PAST AND BASE."

CASE
(4p).

PROJECTED FUTURE SUPPLY OF ACTIVE PHYSICIANS

Year

United States *'

Ratio,
Active Physicians

Physicians perJ00,000**

California

.Active
Physicians

Ratio,
Physicians
per 100,000

1960. 251,900 140

1965 288,700 145 -- -=

1970 3231200 -I'
0v,

159

1975 377,500 176. 42,646 '201 .

198Q 446,800. 19f , 50,502 222

0
1035 519,100 ' 217 59,356 2431

...

1990 543,80Q 237 68,691 263

I

`:

* . . I

Source: The Supply of Health Manpower; 1970 Profiles ijrajectioris to 198,

1Department of Health, Educaton, and Welfare.

**
Includes osteopaths.;

'These results shliwthat the:bafie.methadoloty andjiase-case projection
. ,.' . 'i'''

....-

described, in Appendillkare consittent:with the methodology and assumptions
.

. ).Wig. pr
.- used in the national rejection. .The trend in the number of physiOans iii4

7'

'California e 100,000 matches
f.'

that projeCted fOr the U.S. very tlogely.

4.



The actual rates of groWth in future, educational output of trained,

physicians in the state of California is, in fact, likely to depart from

4
national average and will be determined -in part by state

7

policy.

However,-as stated above,, the methodology employedjor, projecting future

supply canbe used to examine the impacts of alternative assumptions.

,

;complete description of the sensitivity analyses-pertormed
,

onthe Ithpacts

, . .

of various assumptions is contained in AppendixLD. A summary of the impacts
'. , '

.,.. . .

of changes in,educational output considered intkis appendix is Shown in
0

at -Table INTL- 13.,

TABLE IV-13
. ,

SENSITIVITY OF FUTURE PpySICIAN SUPPLY TO FUTURE CALIFORNIA EDyCATIONAL QUTPUT(49)

-o

hange 1985
in Growth California
, Rate _Graduates

Active
Physi4ans
,per-10M00

Base CaSe

- Number Change Number Change .

113,212 243

'246Alternative 1 +2.5%4 18,827 +4% +1%

Alternative 2, +540%. 19,536 +8% '248 .444%

Alternative 3. +10.0% . 21,288 +18% 255 , +5%

These results show,.. .thatexpected, the future 'California '

, . .

supply bi'phYsicians is giite sensitive to the rate of growth in ,educational

output.,: Each percentageof increase inithe growth rate relative to the
.

:base,caSe'rateproduces about a' .:5% increase in the,number.of physicians
.

,per.100t000:.
r. .

'Table, IV- 13. also illustrat(e.sthe.significaricirliplications.fpr

outpUt requirements of changei in the target ratio'of 'physicians

'per 100,000. The
aJ:

increase in the ratio implies almost a 1.8%increase

189 1 9 ./
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, in the lel41 of graduttite:Output, ThOs, each percentage change,
190 ratio corresponds to about a .3. 67: change 'in output.

I., A.. . n
.b. 114..igrailon i"

n. the.

^..._,

From past prende it was assumed in the base case projection 't et thep

rafion :rete; of physicians trained outsiteaithe State would be equal.
.+hio-'9.3Z W iltof total, number trained in the. United Stlite,s each year .

4.4

that 'the retention rate 'for California graduates was- .7: As with the

assumption on tha4rate of groAti of graduate output, the methodology
-

can also be ,used. to examlne the impacts-of changes ip migratfon patterns.

Table IV-14 shows the,
4

Consider; ffirSt, the in-migration rate.

implicts Of changes in the rate of infibw..
TABLE- IV-14

ea.

',SENSITIVITY OF .FUTURE CALIFORNIA PHYSICIAN SUPPLY TO' tJTURE

\it
et, Inlittitgr ati on

-Rate Change

Base C 1 .49.27,
Alternatiye 1 :083 =la"
Alternative 2 .070 =25i
Afternative 3' ) .046 -50%

. ,
. t

`1985 Active
Phy tans \,..

e 100 000'
NuMber

243 ,

238'
a.

230 -5%s

217

. ., . .,- " .

These resats indicate 4hat future supply is relativelk insensitive - to.:. . - - - Po

changes 'in the assumed rate of inmigration for the range's Considered:



TABLE IV- 15

SENSITIVITY OP, URE'8CALI RNIA PHYSICIAN SUPPLY TO THE RETENTION
, OF CAL FORNIA GRADUATES

Base Case

Alternatiire 1

Alternative 2

California 1985 Active
Graduate - Physicians

Retention per 100,000
Rate Change Number Change.!
.701 243

. 666 -5.0% 242 -.5%

. 631 -10.0% 241

/Ale IV-15. shows the impact of-changes in the retention gate o California

graduates on future supply. As can be seen from this table, the physicians

per 100,000 ratio is also insensitive to the ass rate of retentidn (or

conversely, the rate of oWmigration) for'the range of changes considere

a

4
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..TABLE IV-16

. --

TABLE IV-16. ETHNIC ORIGINS AND SEX OF ENTERING MBDICAL'CLASSES.

.1975-76

.___ ETHNIC ORIGIN . TOTAL - SEX

SCHOOL
Asian

Ame"rican Black Caucasian ChicanoChicano // Other* M

UCB Medical
.Option

.

1 8 1

/
.... .

0

.

12 7

% 8 8 77

...

Q
6 3 J1)2

.

73_ 29,.

UCI , 0 6 51 12 1 70 57. 13

UCLA it
5 128 10 4.. '145 107 38

UCSD . .. 4 96 A 84 '12

UCSF
-

15 12 97 148 89 59

\oma Linda 13 124 . 10 2 7 162 123. 39

Stanford '3

1

10, 62
-

8 3 86
t0'. 26

. ,

USC 12 13 . -. 93 18 3 139 20 19

C.A.. Drew 112 22 10 5 i 7 '156 137 ,... 19

-:'TOTALS 176 203 616 85
. .

3f . 1,116 857 259 -

*includes Native Americans

Compiled From data submitted to the California Health Manpower Study Office4by
individual medical schools,. Spring 1976.



EducatibnaOpportunities

In the,1973-74',academic,year there were 1,001'first-year dical
.

.

. / I. "....\---,.__,....._____,) ,

-students from California. Two thirds o( thOse students attended.schools

in/California, while the remainder attended Out-of-4tate schools. -Forty-
4

( six peircent of all first year students from California were attending

one of the five University of California Medical School1.e

/ CaliOgrnians made up 8% of all entering'medical stualts for 1974-75.-

/

. .

/ .

.

iThe. State.ranked 26th in the country in entering students per 100,600
',.

. ,

population with 5.0 compared to a nationa? average of 6.4. Similarly, the
.

number of entering students from California per 1,000 bachelor's deg es

awarded, 147, was 27th in the nation (national average was 15.6).4,By
. ) . o.

way of tompartson, New York, with about the ame number of)bachelor's

degiees awarded as'California had 55% more Itering medical students. '
.

1 4 0116the'3,783 applicants from California. for. the i943174 entering medi -,
. .

. 4-
cal school clasi, 1,093 or 28 c c:9%were aepted. This percenfvfor-

. 4.

,..., California compares with:a national acceptance rate of 5.4%.
.

In regard to the sex of entering medical school.students'in California,
. .

there has been a rapid'expipsion of females; froM114% 1:1970-71 .to

2-2.3% in 1974-75. The kopdition ranges from 16% at UCLA to 316% at .1
.

) .% .

UCSF..The 1975-76 figures,shoW females comprising 36(e)1 ,the entering.clas

rof medical stUdenta. (See Table IV-16.)

/
The, minority representan.on in the entering med

a

No

school .classes h

more than doubled in -the, Iasi -six years, In the entering, class of0 1975-7

37%of the students were from minority hackgrOunds.c Asian Americans appea.
1

.

to bewelL-4epresented mgking lip 7% of the entering class.of itudents4\

'.

A
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.
.isian Americans, it should be nOted however tonstitut of the

e

%State Population.' Blackg, Making up 7% of the Suite's pop constitute
ae

19%(of the entering class of students; Mexican-AMeric s,representing
9

- 11% of the population of the State only represent 8* of th tudents,irt

the 1975-76 entering class. C.R. Drew which is a-pOatgraduct, ,medical school

vat not considered when computing theabove, but is a facility that enrolls

predominantly minority students. East 74, 10% of all Black intern-

,residents in,the U.S. were being tra ned in Cs1 f trita.

One measure of whether a state's medical school yplicant rejectees

.t
are receiving fair opportunity is compariSon of their qualifications with

rejectees .from other states: In 1975-76,.residents from only one state,

Washington, who were not pted into medical schobl had higher. average
. - ..

MCAT science scores than I49:California rejectees. In fact, the mean science
o

score (577) for the California rejectees was greater than the mRan science
e, . ..

score-for 1,250 reside acceptees from South Carolind, North Dakota, North*
,...,... .

.

Carolina, Mississippi, ouisiand and Alabada. The mean undereadu grade

point' average of Californians not accepted was 3.18 compared to.3.10

1- c 4
nationally. More significantly, the mean MCAT, science score was 637: for

--3

Californians accepted to medical schOol as cOmpareito the national average
a

of 616 for accepted applicants.
4 -v

(15)Rovnanek recently conducted_a.follow -up study of Medical school.-

jeCeees from the University of daifornia-=Berkeley campus.

that 50% of the reapplied or medical school the following

iyear and that 13% were accepted. Additio al, studies' Califorwia non-
. 4

She found

acceptees ale, needed to make defl)nitive g

final career choiCe. 4

i 195

eralizatipcons regarding their

A
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TABLE IV-17

111BER OF, ENTERING 'PLACES, CALIFORNIA APPLICANTS AND ACCEPTANCES-1969-1975

No,of Entering Places Available

Male Female

196971970 9,474 948

1970-1971 10,09211 1,256

1971-1972 4,668 1,693'

1972-19/3 11' 377 2;300

No, of California 'Applicants No, of Californians Accepted

Total Male

10,422 1,867

.11,348 1,982

12,361' 2,34

0

t13,77 2,940

Femal Total Male Female Total

r '209

), 264

376

583

1913-1974 11,138 2,786 14,12 3,045 738 1

. ,

191-1975 11,488 3.275 14,63' _ 3,162 933

I

2,016 665 65 '730

735 98 833

3i718 153 120 873

3,523' 822 210

3,783 841 252 1,093

4,095 974 4 309 1,183

SOU4CE Associaclon pf American Medical Colleges,

K,



-These that California has

fled students relative to the space avaiable

1

its medical schools. A great number of these
-

a large proportion of quali-

in-\the entering-clasees of

students are able td attend

school.out of state, yet, many qualified applicants are disappointed and it
0

bay well be that many, qualified and intf rested studtnts are disgouraged from

ever. applying. (5ee Table IV -17.) There is also a continuing need for re-

cruitment of qualified person from low income families, particularly

Mexican-Athericans for medical school admission.

There is, also a question regarding whether Californi , an, inmigration

M.D. state, ought not to produce a-larger share of tOe'nation's physicians.

Simpityrincreasing total medical sylool student slots,. however, probably

would not guarantee a proportionate increase in the number of practicing
.: -..

-

analyses-
,physicians ipm the State, according to at. Blibmberg and Wing.,

(4)
v.,

.
z;

. -

Theiefore,-Talifojea must critically appraise the issue of "opportunity"
d \

. %

for.California's Iwtential medical school students versus the needtfor ' ..

.

I... .

increased primary. care physic s, varticularly in underserved areas. In
.

1

.
A

. ,
, .

other words, h eln. California best utilize its limited medical educdtional- N
s .

4 .'I!. .

resources to
.7.,

incrase "opiroftUhity" for undergraduate medical education
,a .a

4 a
students or by changing the graduate residency silecialty mix. This is a

, . , t. :,.,

'Apropinent issue for health manpower policymakeryn California.-
I .

.

Y:
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.3. UNMET DEMAND

Senate Bill No. 1224, Or the Sang iroWn Family PhysicianTrainitg Act
.

,.
..

.
. .

of October 1973 created Allealth Manpower Policy Commission and designated

.. it the task of determihingspecific areas of the State where unmet.priority

needs for primary care family physicians exist.

!
The geographic,areas.designated as Primary,ckte physician shortage

areas,by the Commission are divided into two tatekories: Critical Shortage

Areas andUnderserved Primary Care Areas.. The critical-Shbitage teas

r exhibit extreme -deviation from primary physician access that is available to

: the m ority of the California population. The second category of Under-

represent areas that exhibit similaTdeficiencies though not
.

as extrem This second.c.ategdry should not be viewed ak less deficient

because f the Most part the are rep nted ,contain much -larger, popula-

served Areas

tions- and the lack of primavy,care physiciads poses a potentially serious'

problem to the residents of these eas. , - 4

-... t.-- tr. . .
--. 0

"Thecriteria:employed herein is composed of 1) geographic location
%

or remoteness' from physicians- and/dr appropriate medical faCilities; 2)-ages r
distribution of the populatj.on (d.g: percent sixty -five years Of age and

older and precent five yeardof age and .ypun;er); 3) race or ethnic

identity; 4) physician to population ratio for piimary'care physicians and

for total phykicians providing patie4f care, 5),theAesignation

sale physician scar areas used by the Seccetaryof Health, Education

and Welfarei,::Section 1302 of the Public Health. Service Act and portions

of the National Health Service Corps listing of medically underserved areas.

The following areas are considered 'to be CritIct&Shortage Areas: the

19'00
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entire counties of A Del Norte Glenn) Imperial, Kern, Kings, Madera,

Merced, Madoc, MOWo, San. Benito, Solana, Sutter, yehama, and Tulare:. Por-

tiansof Alameda-County-fourteen4)ensus tracts in the city of Oakland;

Humboldt COunty-the north coastal census county division (city of Trinidad
I

tracts in
. ,

and 'surroundings); Los Angeles County=seventy- e census

seven 'health service areas San Diego County--the census county divisions

of Jumal, PaloMar-Laguna, Pauma Valley-Walley Cenfer and sixteen census

;racts primarily\in the city of San Diego;San Francisco County--seven

-census tracts.in the,dawntown area and; SortSpaCounty--the census tountv,.\

Aivisions of Cloverdale-Geyserville and Russian lover- Coastal.

f . . ,

;Additioaally, the following counties' exhibit imf`primary care physt-

Clan to pbpulation.,ratibs

that while not as severe

statekidewell below the

o
.Physician Care Areas.

bility:

and low overall physician;to populations ratios

nor as remote s the criticary Short areas,

norm. and are de 4.gnate

These counties aredeficient n primary care accessi-,

are

rserved Primary

Amador, El Dorado,-Fresno; Inyo, Lake, Lassen,, nterey, Riverside,

r
San'Bernardino,YSan Joaquin, Sierra, Sisklyou! Triniby, Tuplumhe, Ventura

and Yuba.

.

Based on estimated 1973 population data, the.population of the

cally short count excluding the populations of the census tract areas
r-./

was 1,182,956. For the poteritially short areas

2,.856;645. Thus, when the population of thevariousenauS tracts (approxi-

the population was

mately 500,000) is includedOt appears,Xhat roughly 22% of the populatiOn

of California is' in need of ;additional primary care physicians..

(See Table IV-18 and-Maps 1-26 which follow)
a

r
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TABLE IV-18

THE XREAS OF UNMET 144ED POR 'FAMILY PHYSICIANS'
AS DECLARED BY THE HEALTH MANPOWER POLICY COMMISSION..

PART A sh tage-areas"

Within the County of Alameda, City of Oakland:

The census tracts 4013 -4018,- ,-4019,, 4021, 4026, 4028, 4029,.
4030, 4034, 4037, 403, t 4077, 4088, and 4274.

The 'County' of Alpine;
...

,The Colinty of Del Norte
--ci. The Countyof Glenn \,- . . . /

'Within the CourtystriPtumlibldt:
.
ii

. The North Coastal census county di ion.
Thc Trinity-Klamath censtis.county division.

r
The t Ounty of Imperial
The County of Kern
The County of Kings

4

Within the County of Los Angeles:

The census tracts 1902.00, 1916.01, 1923.00, 1945.00, 2031.00,
2034.00, 2045.01, 2061.00, 2062.00, 2063.00, 2073.00, 2077.00;
2078.00, 2079.00, 2087.00, 2088.00, 2089.00, 2092.00; .2003.00,
2094.00, 2095.00, 2098.00, 2113.00, 2118.00, 2122.00, 2144.00,
2145.00; 2146.00, 2151.00, 2164.00, 2202.00, 221.4.02, 2219.00, .

2264.00, 2281.00, 2282.00, 2283.00, 22g8.00, 2289.00, 2291.00,
2293.00; 230.00, 2396.00, 2408.00, 2409.00, 2421.00, 2422.00,
2423.00, 2426.00, 2427.00, 2428.00, 245'1.00, 2734.00,-4019.02,
4088.00, 4636.00,
5716.00, 5725.00,

-5328.00,
5728.00,

5352.00,

5759:00,
.5354.00,
5760.00,

5404.00, 5406.00;
5761.00, 5762.00, f

5763.00, 5765.00; 5766.00, 5762.00, 70'14.00, 7019.00.

to`
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TABLE IV-18 (co#tinued)

"N.
- Within the County of Mendocino:

Tbe Point Arena census county division.

The County of -Maderi
The County of Merced
The County'of Moaoc
The CoUnty.of Mono
The County of San Benito

Within the County of San Diego:

. The census tracts 01)01/4 3, 0D?7, 0043, 0048, 0052, 0053i 0056, 0057,
0059, 6060, 0066, . 0082, 0170, 0185.02, 0186.03, 0200.01.

.
, .,

-.. , r

,!

The Jamul census county division
-The Palomar-Laguna census county division

The Pauma Valley Valley Center COUSUS county division

Within the County of San Francisco;

The census tracts 0114, 0115," 0123, 0124, 0125, 0155, and 0176.

The County of sSoilan o

r
Within the county of Sonoma:,

The CloverdaV-Geyse'rville census county division
The Russian River-Coaital censuscounty division

Thc County of 'Salter
The County of Tefietna"

. The County of Tulate

PART B "Underserved areas"
/

The County of Amador
The °County of El Dorado
The County of Fresdo

202
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1.

. Within the Countj, of Humboldt:

TABLE IV-1 continued)

The Garberville census QOu n ty division

TheCounty +of Inyo
The County_of Lake'
/e Co4ty of Monterey
The County of -Riverside '

The County of San Bernardino
_ County of San Joaquin

The County of Sierra
The County of Siskiybu

%The Cowry of Trinity
The County of Tuolumne
1 he County of Ventura
The County of Yuba

41"
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Alameda County Detail Map I

123 Shortage Area Census Tracts

MAP 2
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Los Angeles County See Detail daps I VI
Primary Care PhySician Critical ,Shortage Areas
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MAP 4
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Los Angeles County
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Los Angeles Detail Map I

Shortage Area Census Tracts
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MAP 7

Los Angeles County Detail Map IV

Shortage Area Census Tract ,,123
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Los Angeles County; Detail Map y

Shortage' Area Census Tracts
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Los les County. -- Detail Map VI

123 . ,Shortage Area Census Tracts
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Sin Diego County See
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San Diego County Detail Map I

123 Shortage Area Census Tracts
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Sin Diego Canty Detail Map II

121 Shortage Area Census Tracts
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San Diefil County lbetail Map III

123 Shortage Area Census Tracts
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San Diego County Detail Map IV
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Shortagi Area Census Tracts
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tyand City. of San Francisco. Detail Map II

Shortage Area Census Tracts

San FrancIsco Bay
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4. PROBLEMS OF GEOGRAPHIC AND SPECIALTY MALDISTRIBUTION
itip THE IMPORTANCE OF RESIDENCY TRAINING'ON FUTURE PATTERNS

To deal with the current physician manpower problems in California,.

-Ar
which include a relative shortage of primary care physioialis, a relative

shortage of physicians in some rural and low income urban areas, and an

oversupply of physicians perItor surgery, will require changes in federal

health manpower policies -- policies, of the Coordinating Council on Medical

Education,. the Liaison Committee on G aduate Medical Education, and the

Various ppecialt boards and societies volved in residency training, as

well as health manpower policies in California. In terms of manpower policies,

the number.and didtribution of residency training postionsis the key to

future supply. -Reimbursement policies under private health insurance,

Medicare and Medicaid are also important.
,.

In recent years the focus of federal and state health
--
manpoWer policies

. A
.

.

related',to physicians has begun to shift from conchrn-W4Ilaggregate numbers,/
financial` stability' of medical schools'andegOal educational opportunity to

geographic and specialty maidistribution and foreign medical graduates.
,

-------

Several factors pave placed-California ina more favorable position than

the' remainder of the country with respectto these problems. First, the

,.'strict requirements for medical licensure have limited the number of "foreign

medical graduates in the State. Second, California has attracted physicians

in large numbers from all over *the country, iving it one of the highest

physician to-population ratios in the. country. Finally, the decision during.

the 1960's'to locatevneW medical schOpls at U.C. Davis and U.C.. -San Diego
e

and to transfer the California College of Medicine to U.C.. Irvine has created
Q.

a geographically well distributed network'of public and private medical schools

within the State. This system has thepotential to 'Improve the geographic

distribution of residency training positions, to facilitate the recruitment

o "
4:
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of physicians to'the area and to develop regional systmes of medical care,

partidularly for'high cost, hosptial-based 'services.:

The problems oil geographic add specialty maldistribution are interre-

lated for several reasons, including the differing practice location.pte-
:-

ferences of internists and-Otber specialists as compared to general and

faMily practitioners, the significant variance in the number of patients

see per_ daY and per week by general practitioners and other primary care

-specialists, the declining number of general practitioners and the increasing

*number,..of internists and pediatricians-who will be providintprimary care in

the future.

In thischapter.we examine these issues from a national perspective,

thn analyze them in relation to California and, finally, discuss the possible

impact of federal health manpower legislation od California's physician

'supply. We will dicuss.the following:

-what is ti!?problem

-the optimum distribution.amongapecialists

- primary care and primary care specialists
1

6

-physician specialization ,in California

- specialization and physician lOcation

-specialization, demand and u tilization

- residency training programs in California

- the control of residency training.

-choosing sites for training

t.

-the impact of federal health manpower legislation

Wfiat is the problem?
41
41,

,..,

Health manpower problems-have 'been desCribed in a variety of ways;. The

4
. 6, .

problem that we lieve is central to iMproying access to44cal care is the

(
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imbalance of primary care physicians and the variety of surgical and medical

subspecialists.

In attempting to determine the need for particular specialists, such

as. primary care physicians, a.variety of approaches have been lieveloped.

Themodels most generally utilized are 'discussed in greater detail iour
.

earlier chapter on National Health Insurance. Briefly, they are:
12

- approaches based on Pifessionally defined criteria;

. .;

.-methods based on current utilization oCserVicea by a defined

population group with access to comprehe Sive health services,.

IPas exemplified by ptepaid group prectic. health care plans;
...-,

-techniques using physician/population ratios; and
. ,

-economic methods, including econometric modeling.

Examination of the basic data reveals a marked increase in thenufber

we
of. specialists and their ratiO.to the population in the.past 40 years. At

the same time, there has been a
%
steady decline in both the!nuMber of geileral

1.
practitioners and.their ratio to population. Although ,the total number of

primary care physicians is approximately the same as in 1931, the ratio of

primary care physicians.to population has dropped sharply.

Primary care is general medical care that 'provides entry into the health

Care:system, continuing care for common problems, both acute and chronic, as

111.
as. coordination of services when other specialists are required for

diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation.

Primary care is the foundation of the health care system, which also

4 .

.includes secondary and tertiary levels.- Secondary care is specialist or

subspecialist care provided in physicians' offices, hospital outpatient

clinics or community hospitals. Tertiary care is provided largel)Ain

iversity medieal centers or teaching. hospitals by specialists' and /or

ti

..subspecialists or teams of associates often using complex eqUipment.

232 2 I 0



. Ttes Optimum Distribution of Physicians Among Specialties

a) What is specialization?

There is no one method available fcir determining the optimum distribution

of physicians among specialties. There are, however, .a number of factors

that should be considered in establishing health manpower policy at the

state or federal ).evel. First, it is necessary to have an understanding

of %filet is meant by specialization,-how it is designated, and what the
.

specialist

.,.

SpeCiaiiiatiOeinMe0661:dare usually refers to the concentration of

a physician'4,kearning and.2practite.on a particular type of illness (allergy
e

and infectious deseasWPSychiatry),.-a particular part of the

body (Ophthalmology, Urology)-, a-litite0.4ge-,trOup (Pediatrics, Geriatrics),
A

or a specific set of services (Anesthesiology). Today, specialization occurs

through a specified amount of training of the physicians, usually for a

minimum of three years aftir graduation from:medical school, in hospital-

based residencyetraining programs. However, much speCialization in the past

evolved as the generalist physician took a limited amount of post medical

school training,'but less than.that required for specialty board certification,

and then concentrated his area of practice.. He was further able to develop

-his'specistty focus through continuing education programs. There is little

precisioh in the definition of specialization either for statistical and

plannAhg,purposes or.for the infdrmation needs of consumers. Many physicians,

when surveyed by the American Medical. Association, indicate that they provide

services which can be categorized under several specialties; and many

specialists and subspecialists provide`' primary care. The published compile-

tions of the distribution of physicians among specialties refer only to the

physicia principal spe$ialty so that the'actual distribUtion of effort may

233 2.30



differ considerably from that protiayed in the avalab40dAtir..

In addition to the AMA surveys which rely On"iilf.4enotAtiOn," there

are a number of institutional arrangements which.iprot444.,.lorMation on

the extent of specialization. There were 160,5b2physiCiagi,Ceitified by
,

one or more specialty boards as of December

certification indicates that a physician haa3cOtiPlered:Al:iealdency piOgram of. . , .

specified length, has pased the examinations.reqUireatiy,the relevant

board, and has satisfied the practice experiencereClUiteMentS of the boards.'

d
In recent years, the specialty hoards have attempted.clarify.the differ -.

I.

ence in their certification from'thaLof ccOrding to the Approved
. ,

Directory of Internships and gespencies,,l,"The;hparda-are.,'In no sense ..-:

, .

. . . . ...

-,... ..... .

educational institutions, and the certif1.64.W.2.44:board 4a not to. be
. :', _

considered '.`degree.. It, 4160e not confer,:nnYany,,,peraOnlegal qualifications:,
.. . '..- . .-,.,,

- - -3r1viieges, nor a license..tb practiceMrdLCime.,6r A4specialty. The boards:,
. ,,....,. .,.- ....

_ ....._

do not in any wOY,intetfe'r.W1th Or'liiit;thel*fe4Sional activities of a
P' . ..,. . ,0

licensed physician, nordo. hey desireinterPO:inthe regular or

mate duties of.any, practitioners2oL This is an apparent change

from the earlier approach of the boards When:Atc:1940:five b6Ords specified that

, . .

,
A

100% of the applitants' OracticeshoUld:bedeVoied:to:the specialty, as

. ' ., .

defined by the board,
and-three,

toardedemanded'atleoat 70% Concentration (19)

In 1973, the proportion of:self-,defined:sPeCialiats who were bOarA certified

varied from 44% in internal'MeqiCine(20).:CO49I'itOlainygology.

. ,

Physictas.whnhavesatisfied varying:- requirements by the, different
. .

. . .

boards to be eligible-thlir examinations are specified to be "board.

eligible." However, as One board has.indi ated,in a recent Directory

Approved Internships and' Bestdencies, ,"The Board decries the usage of the

term either by the candidate:or ahy organization in such a way a.sro imply
, g%

f.
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.

,- .
.

that having receiv notification that he hasibeen accepted for examination,

. the candidate is now possedsed of some special qualification which is more

or less equivalent to certification,'
VI.)

The confusion in the meaning of specialization might be bast illustrated

by a particular example. A survey of psychiatrists was carried out by the

American Psychiatric Association, and the National Institute of Mental Health

in 1965. The basic survey population was all physicians who had rt.ported

to the American Medical Association that their primary specialization was

in psychiatry, child psychiatry, or neurology. Of the 12,151 respondents

'
(excluding trainees) who tiitfa-frepoifAct'thav they worked one or more hours per

day providing direCt psychiatric services, 75.1% reported 3 yearsor more of

residency training in psychiatry, 21.6% reported less than 3 years of residency
4

training, and 3.4% failed:to. repPond to the relevant question. Thirtynine

:Tercerit!.;oTthe respondents '.were certified.by the American..toArd of Psychiatry

and Neurology and 72.5% were Memberpthe American Psychiatric Association.

It should be noted that 8.9% of all. respondents who defined themselves as

psychiatrists reported that they had no residency training in.-psychiatry.

As indicated earlier, physicians in a particular specialty have greater

training And ofteri more'experience in providing;!certai defined services than

specia1is in other fields and general practitioners. They also arelikely.

to hzyuperior knowledge of potential' treatments andtheitAffects. The

'optimum distribution.of physicians among specialties (including general or

Ly practice) will depend on the mix of illness. the population

doi)'served, therelative success of various specialists n treatment of those

illnesses, the relative negative'impactof the illnesses, and the costs

involved in the additional training of specialists. Of course, the ability of

patients to find the proper specialist for their n s °under different aggregate

mixes must be taken into account.
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AP
According to this framework, the frequentasiertions that there it a

maldistribution of physicians.aMongspecialties umuld imply that:

A) Services are being peiformed6 physicians in a specialty which

provides no benefits,to patients, and 4y'actually"harm them; excess surgery
41,

falls into this category.

B) Services are befog !performed in one specialty whiCh are.lesaProduck.'

tive in some sense than those produced by physiCians in anotherspecialty.

The suggestions that there should be relatively more Primary care physWans

are based on this concept..
f",

Q Services are being performed by physicians in one specialty;which

'`,could be performed as well.by a Physician in another specialty which requires

less training. The case of generhiflutgeons performing primary care would -b.e\'

placed here.

L erviceti provided by.a physician with additional training may be

superior but not worth the costs of his training in terms of his-output and
t $

dements on the time of teaching faculty.

CriteiiOn!B,.C, and D are difficult to hpply to actual situations becaUse

of the inadequate procedures available to measure outcomes from medical

.

-services. There is some evidence that criterion A doei apply to some extent

and the efforts of tissue committees and utilization review committees are

attempts to alleviate the distortions which follow from It.

L.
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vzi.e
b) The distribution among specialties

. One method that might be used to determine the distribution of physicians

among specialties is to examine the effect of permitting all prospective

practitioners to get training in the specialty of their preference. This is

Elie case in the United-Statee.today except for rare situations, like that in

Ophthalmology, where residency positions are tightly restricted by the prtfes-

sion. Taking account of the ncip-pecuniail aspects of each specialty, the

personal attitudes .of the physicians, and the'Variation in the length of

braining,,physicians would choose accOrding to the relative expeqed incomes:

The question which then arises is to what extent incomea,ieflectthe relative

desirabtlity of different specialties from the standpoint of physicians or the'

need from the standpoint of society. Data from the most recent AMA survey

indicates that surgeons earned $58,774 in '1973 compared to net Income's of

$42:336, $40,027, and $40;337 in general $ractice, psychiatry, and pediatrics,

,(23)
respectively.

If the relative. levels of income and changes in relative income arein-
..

an increase in the number ofd1cations of relative value of services,

physicians would be desirable/ However the validity of that relation-

ship.must be qUestioned. To start with, there is generally a longer.period

of tiaining required of surgeons. More surgical than medical services ate

covered by private health insurance. In many areas of the country surgeons

perform relatively few operations in relatibn to_their capacity, indicating

an oversuppay. Of. eveTi greater iiport, there, is little reason to believe
. ,

that 'consumers have an accurate perception of the.value of different physician.
servicesirOmproving.their Condition. To a large'extent the patient must

depend on thelivice of physicians which provides the physicain with consider-

1
able potential to control the demand for their services. It appears that



?4,-;,'

skills which seem, to be of considerible.difficulty to'acquire and which are

used in eituations where patients seem to, be faced with con
.

wil4 tend. to berelatively.highly valued even though other s

iabl

44*
,maThave

greater impact on the patient's health.

Other .procedures for .determining the distribution specit!ti'es are

.

available for planning purposes. One procedure is to use the exPerience,of
.

large group practices which are responsible 'for providing care to given

,D*41
populations. To the exten that theitegrobPs have tan incentive to provide

.sood qualAy care in an efficient manner:, one would expect them to use an

't

4

efficient distribution,of specialists. HoweVer, they are fIced with relative
0

income patterns of phySicians determine0 outside their system, the relative

shortages of.the'Overall system for physicians in certain specialtieS,Iind.

physicians trained in the general patterns of care.- Morever, the prepaid

group practices which are usually used for comparisionalavememberships

\which vary in demographic and socioeconomic characteristics from. that of

the generalyopulation and they do'nOt have certain specialists ontfieir

,

staffs but purchase their services when need
,-.

.
.

Nevertheless, information from prepaid group practices do prdvide a

At

baseline for comparison. The distribution of physicians in six major .pre-

A.: --

payment. groups with analogous physician to poptilation ratios for individual

l (20) ..
states was recently reviewed by Mason. The prepaid groups included the

. '% ,
.

relatively small Puget Sound and Group Health Association programs; several

of the Kaiser Permanente regiOnel,groups, and the HIP program of affiliated
, .

groups. Each (4'the sample grouPe had one internist or family practitioner--

for between each 2,000 and 3;000 enrollees in the prepaid pefctice. For the

whole country there was one each 2;100 population. The plans generally
1
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had greatet physictan/Populatin ratios for Aermatologiats,phstetriciiiis

gynecologiats,aild pediatricians than the:median state ratio. They had
,

lower ratio for.genital surgeiy, ophthalmologY!, psyctfiatry,.abd radiology.

Similalr found for anesthesiologists, orthopedists and Otolaryn-

Anothet method that has been used to determine needs in different

specialties is to ask for the expert opinion of specialties in special fields.(24)'

A more, sophisticated_ approach has recently been taken by the American College

of Surgeons and the American Surgical Aisociation.(2:5) They have.carried

out a thoroughstudy of surgical services in the United States in an atteMpt

to determine lUture surgical manpower.requiremehts.

A variety of studies' indicate that although' an ideal or optimal mix of

specialists cannot be determined, it 'is fair to state that there is a growing

shortage of physicians trained to provide primary care. To correct this

problem the American Medical Association, the CootdinatingCouncil on Medical

Education and other groups have recommended thatat least 50% of all residency

training positions be-in primary care.

Primary Care and Primary Care Specialists

Any attempt to determine the existing number of primary care physicians

or to project future Physician sUpply_and requirements is complicated by the

fact that most physicians in priVate practive are,providing some primary Care'

services. The recent National Ambulatory. Medical. Care Survey revealed that

40.4% of all office visits were made to general practitioners, 26.3% to med-
.

ical specialists, -28.5% to surgical specia/istsVand 4.,9%-to.a11 other special-
.

(6).
lats.

2As
recently as 1969, almost 60% of physian visits'(otherthan those

.

Sy physicians to hospital inpatients5 were to general practitioners and less

239



than 20% were to internisia,, pediatricians and other'medicalspecialists..

, a

AlthOugh the imcreased demand for Specialists ac unts for part of:the dis-

placement of genera/ practitioners'by spetislists,.. In some-areas it Is also
. . -.

related to the. relative scarcity of primary care physicians', .particularly

general and lamlly practitioners. These areas may have a relative oversupply

of surgeOna and .other non..Primary care' .ppecialistswho
o

_
, .

. . ----

primary, care services:

often provide some

: A survey published-by. MediCal Economicsof physiCians in ten specialties,

revealed that three-fifthe of those wurVeyeewere doing some res :.

Outside oftheirffield. , Seventy-five the specialists inn rural areas
_

. . .. .

., .

. i

i

were pibviding primary Care,. 'Perhapsthemoat interesting findings'ofte

survey were.ther.eisOns,Why certai groups-ofSpecialistb4Chose to provide

primary care. While.sOMe physicianeleltit was essential to maintaining

their ability and statureas "cOMplete" physicians,, others were motivated,

factors :Young specialists who are not yet fully established.

:11. .

practices with primary care. Older specialists who are

more by:economic

supplement their

phasing down their. practices subsit#ute0itmary care for Aomemore demandirig .

procedures. Physicians in oversupplied-sOtialties often expandthe Primary.

care Component of their practices... Faced
.

some specialists prefer providing pritary

procedures.

-Although these apecialists

informal system Of primary care

witr the threat of

car perfOrming
?k' ,

may be meeting sots k. primary care 4eeds,' this

- .

should:not be perpetuated. The focus Of

malpractice,:

high risk
,

specialty training is inappropriate for priMarY care;_. and primary.care- by'':.':?;.

The term "prima4care physician" still creates a significant amoun4df,
v.!

'N.
confusidn and therefore must be clearly defined. Often, "primatydare

, .

specialists raises the cost of services to the consumer. e

2 20
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physicians" is equated with faMilY practitionpr.. Pritary.care is not,.hOwever,

exclusive to the trainidWand skills.of the family physician. Legislation

to encouragEthe training of primary Care physicians should Tim t its defini

tion to general internal medicine, general pediatrics a#d.familY practiCe.

Ieis often suggested that obstetrics and gynecology be incIuded'in,the
A

definition of primary' care. Many obstetrician-gynecologists are providing..
,

:.>. . .

excellent,primary4re totheir.patients., The central-focus of their..0aining;)
'

la. , .

however, is maternity care and surgical experience ratheNim y

primary care.,
, A ,

'''N ' V C ,;... 6
e.

Considered within the context of '
.A general. for 8404p .ii ary caret

,

. . ,
..-

,training, obstetrics-gynecology'and other specialties which are 'sometimes
,

.identifiedias primary care-do not meet the requirements.

Thysician Specialization in qa4Tornia
,..

At the-present time 44% of all active, U.S. non-federal physicians are

in the primary care specialties of family practice, general practice,

. .

pedietricS and internal medicine. In California, in December 197.5,36.0Z of

'careall active non-federal Taysiciang were in .these primary care speklties.

The steady decline in the number of general practitioners, during the

',past. 40 years, withbut a commensurate rise in other .nrimhry.lcare.specialigt4.

0
r.has resulted in the current low ratio of4rimary.carephysicians1-t000pulation:..

J3etween l931 and 1973, the number of ,general practitioners and family.pr&-

titioners declined from 112,000 to 513,000,z.30,--In relation to prilmilation they

declined from '90 -generalApractitioners per 100,000 pOO4ation in:1931-fos27.-9

per/I00,000 in 1973 The increase-1n pediatr icians and internists in the

"same period raised the number of primary care-physicians in their specialties

and in family and d-geperal pratticp to 115,000,,or'55.2/100',000 populati6n'in

,1973. (See Table. IV-19:) 4'

a.



TABLE IITt19. -NUMBER OF AIMARY CARePHYSICIANS IN THE U;S'.

Year
Generat Practitioners &, : General Practitigners.Plus-..

Family Pradiftioners.p. OtheePrimarz Care Skeciali**

'Nuiz)ber 'MD/Populatipn,:katio

-1931

NUmber MD/rlopulation Ratio

112,000 9a/100m0

.19731 --> 58,000' 27:9/160,000

* Internal medicine ah&pediatrics

Sources:

F

117,000 '

115,000

"
94/100,000

55.2/100,000

31P

4'
,

le.,OverPec Mary; Physicians in Family Practice 1931=67;4Tublts
Health Reports.85:485;'Aine 1970.

, I.
.

Naifonal'Adademy of acienCes/Institute of Me4.02cina; Social .

Security` Studies, InterfM Report: Medicare-Medicad Reimbursebe

1115

Policies: Effects on Teaching Hospitals, Physician Distributi
andForeign Medical'Graduates: Washoington, D.C.; National Aced Mc(
of Sciences; Match 1967; p. -57. , 1 ,r.

.

j.

.Although the total number of physicia-ns in the United States increased;bY

90,000 (33% between 1963 and 1973) the number'ckprimary care physicians

-increased by only 10,000 (8%). Whereas primary physicians constituted 467

f all physicians In 1963,

.

by 1973 they constituted only 38% of the total. :-A

similar trend has occurred in California. Between December 144 and December

1971, the fluter of active non federal physicians

from 29,144 to 36,016 while the.number of Primary

inCreased4hy almost 7,000
(4;

c re physidtlins 'increased.
.,..-

. .,1...

'about 400 from 13,491 to 13,880. The result was'tfat the perCent of active-

.non federal physicians in primary care specfailkes in California declined

(11). CT
period. The decline in the relative.percenfrom,46.3% to 38.5% during this

tage of primary care physicians continued through 1973. In spite of tills

relative decline California had one primarlicare physician (exgluding, sub

Apecialtists) for each 15516 persona in the,State in 1973, or 66 primary care
ti

physicians per 100,000 population... California had 7,193 pertons per general

242,
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.4:

'itl 4. .

0 o! 4.,
%t

'surgeon; 7,995 persons per psychiatlitati 14,175 pgrsons der orthopedfc
4

41irt,
nr

Surgeon*; and 581625 personS per neurosurgeon.' In all of these fields, as 4t11
,

,

most,others, Calitorniarankedamong the top states with respect td physi-"-*
.

41..

cian to populat (2) 'iot ratios.
.

California had 9.7 % .of the United - States population rn 1973 but 12.6%
V

of the patient care'Physicians,Wtre loCatedlhere. The ratio oflpatient care,-

physicians. (includes office based practitioners, interns and residents as well
,,° ,, ,F . -4 ' e

. i ' s,as hospital base&practitklipro
4

not
qr
engaged primarily in research, teaching

.

ti *
or administration) to Alo,00rt population was 168 for California and 130 for
6, ,. 0
the total. United States. Nevertheless, wiihin'the State there is consideq0le

fil

'10
,variatkop in the. avaifability. 4 both primary cars, and sAcia4st services

, . * .

.

and the question p'e'rsists as to whether-the speciaty distribution is otpfmal,

..,- given aggregate number Ofgphysicians0,- '

A study by the California Mtatcal Associa&n, severaryears ago, used

several methods to estAtate ifie'adequay of ph1siciaTt supply by specialty and

concludtd that. the overall supply ofphysianswas adeqUate,4the supply of

*II 1 .

htmost spedialists..vastb"re*.th an adequate, but t ratio Of primari'catre phyai-
4

;t.

ti

cians to population'was prpbably below the optitijike
(17)

vel.

The lreportrep concluded: . 0..-,

''Both nationally and in California,emphasis is` appropriately

being placed on augmenting the Supply of primary case physidiana,

. 410since available measures show that the current distribution between

these two basiditypes is in reverse of what objective criteria

(27) a .

Cal4for. ..

;
,

We have estimate} the supply of physicians by specialty for.California .

for 1980 and 1990, Using national data and assuming that Californil will con-
.

.4.
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tinue to Attract physicians as it has in the, past and also-assuming that the
.

patterns of specialty distribution in California 'will continue, to closely

4 ).
.

Tesemble the national patterns'
(

. - The calculations are based

. on recently revised supply projections by the DepartmetA of Health, Education, /

and Welfare. The revised projection was based'on the regent thanges in resi-
c

'

r ,

2

02.

dency training with increased numbers in-family practice, internal medicine,

and pediatrics. The revised projections increase the number of family

,,

practitioners by 3,700 in 19q0 and 8,180 by 1990; while the number .of °

internists is increased by approximately 1,200,by 1990 and the.: number of

pediatricians by almost,2,490. The revisions in the DHEW projections ill-

ustrate how sensitive these are to changes in residency training policies.-

Our projections are base& on these most recent DHEW projections but are

equ#11y subject to change with changes in residency training.

A.
Our projections for primary* caste specialists, California was as follows:

'
cal 1970 1980 19.90

General Practice. 7,314 5,611 4,346

Family Practibef 220" 784 1,503

It4ernar1 Medicine ,- 5,024 6,785 10,122

Pediatrics 2,258 3,202 I

4,764

* -4,

....
Figures recently made available by the American Medical Association ',

Itiustrate why projections made at thig time muat, be considered very tenkAtive,
i.

i --,

,:. According to the AMA the percentage of U.S. medical school grduates .choosing a
.... .

first year position (internship or first year residency) in 4pproved and matched.

W ,,
primarY care training progrElmS'ini.968 Was Less than 40%. 'By.1.973 the percenj

tage had risen to more plan 50% and in 1975 it was 62%. The approved and

" matched positions represent 851t0% of all first year popitions. If these
. .

® increases Are sustained, our projections will be:low,

244 0



Specialization...and Physician Location

Specialization complicates the problem.of geographic maldtstribution

because specialists and subspecialists'tend to settle in areas of large

. _

population concentrations. This tendency is reasonable, since the'se physi-

cians need to serve a considerably larger population than that of .he

primary care physician if their services are to be Utilized effectively.-

It.has been observed in studies of both geogrphig and, specialty maldistri

bution that communities seeking physicians-are often seeking a primary

care physician while physicians seeking practice locations are usually
. .

specialists.

To retain access to sophisticated services and consultant opportuni-

tieis, specialists are attracted to areas near medical schools, teaching

hospitals or large, well - equipped and well-staffed community hospitals:
:.,

General practitioners and family practitioners.are.moe attracted to towns

. of 1,000 to 10,000 .population than are internists, pediatricians, or

other physicians providing-primary oare services.
.(1

..
7)

The tendpngy

for general practitiones to have a relatively heavier distribution in

areas with smaller populations has long existed, (See Table III -2 & 3, pg. 136).

The pdtterns of the 1950's and even periods are.still evident in

. -in the.1970's. 4i)

16.4 stUdy.by Paiva and 1p,ley_ln 1971
(28)

and a recent report from the

Univergity of MissoUri, indicated that medical students who intelped to

becdme general practitioners were more likely to.havecome
:

44

less than 10,000 population:or from rural ateaSthan were th9seseek'ing

a'
a specialty. Data on physicians in_Californ4ir veal the inciination

for internists and pediatricians to settle in mOropolitan areas:. In

contrast Califotnia'sgeneral practitioners are more evenly distributed

in relation to the statels.,populton.
,
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TABLE IV-20

NUMBER OF ACTIVE NONFEDER4 PHYSICIAS4, TOTAL POPULATION

AND PHYSICIAN/POPULATION RATIOS IBY TYPE OF AREA, CALIFORNIA

DECEMBER 1963 AND DECEMBER 1971

,

December 1963 December 1971 , Percent Increase

Population , Population in in

Type of Areal Physicians (000) Ratio a Physician 000) Ratio physician ratio

Major Metropolitan 23,182 13,428.6 1.72.6 29,920 15 379.1 194,5 29.1% 12.7%

Other Metropolitan

Counties Adjacent to

3,561 2,983,1 119,4 '4,803

t

3,504.3 137.1 34.9 14.8

Metropolitan Areas 4f 666 693.2 )6,1 819 , 786.7 '104.1 13.0 8,3

Isolated Semi-Rural 591 564.8 104,6 666 609,6 112,5 16.1 7,6

Isolated Rural
_.. 73 99.8 73,1

t

, 101 114,5 88,2 38,4 20.7

State Total 28,073 17,769.5 158,0 36,329 20,394,2 0 178.1 29,4 12.7

1

Counties included in each classificStion: '

Major Metropolitan:. Alameda, Contra Costa, Los Angeles, Marin, Orange; San Diego, San Francisco, San Mateo,
0

,Riverside,'San Bernardino,
i

anta.Clara.
,

'Other Metropolitahr Fresno: Kerns, Sacramento San Joaquin, Santa Barbara, Monterey, Napa, Placer, Solano,

Sonoma,'Stanislaus,.Ventura, hi°.
.

Adjacent: .AmadorcCalaveras, El'Dorado, Kings, Madera, MerCed, San Benito, San Luis Obispq Santa CRuz,

Sutter,' Tulare -, . .
.

.

Isolated Semi-rural: Butte, Colusa, Glen*,itumboidt, Imperial, Mendocino, Nevada, Shata, Siskiyou,

Tehama,.Tuolumne, Yuba, .. . ,.

Isolated Rural: Del Norte, Inyo, Lassen, Modoc, Alpine, Lake,. Mariposa,'Mono, Plumas., Sierra, Trinity.
. #

v.

S RCE1 Division of Socio-Economics i Research; Bureau of Research, Planning; California Medical Assoc.;

Socio'-Economic` Report Vol:. XIII, No.2; FebtuarY 1913; p:3.
,
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The maldistribution of specialists, in Califo is part of the broader

problem of the geographic Maldistribution of all physicians. The ratio of

active non-federal physicians in California ranged from a high of 565.8
19- physicians per 100,000. population in San Franisco County to low of 38.0

, ,- _ .. ,,... ,,l.-

in 14otloc County in 1975,. The statewide, ratio was 203.8 active

PhYsicianS per 100,000,:population.

The iitcreasecl:nUmber of physicians moving to California and

fromi*.its -raecLicaI Schools betigeen 196 `and 1975 resulted in substantial

iriptoyement in the ,availability og physicians in all areasfof the state,

trom major metrOiolitan;te4SOlated":,i-ural areas. (See Table .3V-20),,q'



TABLE IV-21

ANTICIPATED NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPS SITES

IN CALIFORNIA FOR FISCAL YEA 1976/1977

Site

Livingston

Etna

Dawnieville

'GuenaVille

County

Merced

Siskiyou

Sierra
0

Sonoma

Banning Riverside
,

Bishop

arawns Malley'

hj
Otiand

Vac lle

Trinidad

Hollister

Inyo

uba

0ann-

Solano

Humboldt

San Benito

Dixon Solano

Lamont Kern

Lucerne Valley

'Soledad Monterey

Rio'Linda Sacramento

Baker

Sat''.Joaquin Fresno

Needles

San Bernaidino

San Bernardino

248
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Califorgia cities and count es that are .anticipated.sites for the

National Health Service Corpg'in 1976 include a'number of shall towns in

these short Supply areas. (See Table IV41). All'of the physicians who

will be asaigned.will be in primary. care specialties.
1v

Preliminary. data based on 'telephone interviews of physicians office

staff in 1973, 1974, and 1975, provided by Dr. Philip Held of Mathemattca,

indicate that new patients wishing to see a physician have the longest...

waits in the Sacramento, Fresno and Bakersfield standard mttropolitan

statisticaLareas, while the shortest waits were in San Diego, Oxnard,

Anaheim, San Bernadino-Riverside and Los Angeles. Despite relatively low.

.physician to populatioA ratios/in some of theseareas (e.g. Anaheim, San

Bernadino-Riverside, Oxnard) the productivity of the physicians were such

that they were able to handle'the patients without delay. A similar

pattern was also found for the its by 6Stablished patients. It is clear

that the capacity %of physicians t meet the demands of patients is

greater than that whichhad.been stimated in the past and that which is

not always related to phy'S''Ician - population ratios. One factor appears

to be 'the total number of general practitioners or family practitioners

and their importance as primary care providers.T
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,TABLE IV-22

AVERAGE NUMBER di OFFICE VISITS PER WEEK BY
SPECIALTY AND LOCATION - -1973

Specialty

Total

a
Location

General Practice

Internal Medicine

'17ery

Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Pediatrics
,

Psybhiatry

Radiology

Anes'thesialogy

Other

Total
Nori-

Metropolitan

97.9 127.5

145.5' 162.8'

79.4 90.0

8161 \91.5

,.

98.4 109.5i

134.9 151.3

36.3 29.0

92.6 84.1

7.5 l8.8

95.4. 92.5

Metropolitan
50,000-999,999 1,000,000+

102.7 84.2

* .

149.3 125.4

87.5 73.0

85.5. 74.0

106.1 96.8 ,

149.9 121.9

40.6 35.0

107.0 81.5

11.1 1.5

102.2 91.6

SOURCE: American Medical Associationid,Centerlor Health Services Research and
Development; Profile of Medical Practice '74;/Chicago; American,
Medical Association; 1974; p. 183.

0
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Specialization, Demand and Utilization

The increased demand for specialty services is a major factor in the

decline in the number of general practitioners during, the past forty ,,years.

Urban and suburban residents, particularly individuals in the higherlslo-

economic groups, have sought the care of specialists. As stated4earlier,-
. .

a recent National Ambulatory Medical Care-Survey indicated that:26.3% of

1.111 office visits were made to medical specialists, 28.5% to surgical

specialists, incfilding-obstetricians and gynecologists, and 4.9% to all
, .

_ A
. .

.

other specialists.;
(26)

It appears that the increased demand for specialists

as well asAhe relative scarcity of primary care physicians in some areas,

explains in,part, the displacement of general practitioners by specialists'.,.'.

..1

It'is difficult without more definitive data to assess thg impact,..
t

lt,

of a'shift in the provision of prftary care from general practitioners

to internists.

ti

Ggneral.ptactitioners and internists often have a different.

style of practice and, even in similar settings,. general practitioners
.

. see many more patients per week andper year than do internists. (See Tab.' IV -22).

This-greater patient. load may' reflect a larger percentage of infants, and..

chrfOren,in the general practitioner's practice,' It certainly reflects

fewer hOspltalized patients and prop abl. 'few ambulatory patients with

.cOmplex'thedical problems. A future shift from general practitioners to

.1;s4

4
internists might increase the projected primary care physician, requirements

0

substntialJy_or it might lead to the increased use of physician assistants

and nurse practitionersworking with, internists. and pediatricians. These

deveVopments might also accelerate the decline in solo pi-actice and the-
.

growth of igroup practice.

tv

V
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TABLE IV-23

ORIGIN OF INTERNS AND RESIDENTS IN CALIFORNIA: 1974,

ORIGIN ' INTERNS RESIDENTS TOTAL :%
I

California M.D. Graduates.. 402 , 1,34E 1.750 '27.9%

Other U.S- M.D. Graduates 903 .1,216- 4,119 /765,6r.

Canada M.D. Graduates I

.

22 .. 63 -85' . 1.3X

Foreign M.D- Graduates

a

50 ' 276 326 '''.:2X ,,

T.0140 4
-),.

4,903, .6,2E0 100.0%

SOURCE:
t"

AMA bepartmentof Undergraduate Medical Education and the
AAMC Division of Operational 'Siudies, ''Undergraduata Medical
Education4, JAMA, 234; 1,358,. December 29,. 1975.

.4,

2.70
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d. Residency Training:

dT

\
As of December 19g, there wereA1,038 U.S.. medical

,

graduates serving as interns or .tdeidents. Of:these, 15;958 or 41% °remained
L., .

in tsbe same state in-which they received their medicaleducation. .California

'at that timeretaine&aRpro,hmately 44% of its M.V..graduates for., graduate

'training, Indiana retained 527, New Yorie 49%, and Texas 55% Overall, in
.

.A6ecember'1974 California was training a total of 6,180'interns and resident*,.

Which repreSented 10.5% of thaUhite4 States total.. Abreakdiown .

resident origin of these interns and residents is provided in Table
-

An analysis of Table IV-23-'clearly shows that, although--California retains'

approximately 44%of its M.D. graduates for internship or residency training

_,;,:,,,4.4 yo...' .::

only 2'7.9% of the training slots in this state are oco00;04:0.Californias:
,

.

,s.,... w. . .
That is,to say, two- thirds of all the'residency and 4,77mp training

.

, .

poSitions:in,Q1e state ofiCalifornia are occupied by '64.46f=itate students,

Canadians or foreign medical 'g'raduates.

fr,

4
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TABLE IV-24

RN

1r 1

4

BREAKDOWN OF CALIFORNIA PRIMARY CARE, RESIDENCIES'

OFFERED BY SPECIALTIES

COMPARISON .1973 -1975 ro

,r , '41.

'lli

,

,

,

1973

Residents

.

: Percent of

,Primary Care:

41' Total

a

1975

Positions.

Offered ,.

Percent of,

Primary Care;

'Total

:

Differettiil*
,

,:

(Ciffist..

Differenfial
,..

.,,

FP

IN

PD

Totals

,

198 .

854

299

14

64

2.2

132

1302

0 i

507

15

61

,

24

134
.

,
#,

448

.

.

is 208

, Ir

Ps,!,,, arp P

`6t-.,...

'52 ''

4., .1' 4

69 ''

1351

. t
.

. ,..,...

2141

;,

.

,

? :/ 790 58

9 SOURCE: 105 California data taken frov AMA Directory of Approved Residencies for'1974-1975;

1973 California data
4
takeniirom Distribution of Physicians in the U.S., 1973, American Medical

4
Associaton (Chicago 1974).

,

*Differenceibetween positions offered in 1975 and Residents in ,1973

44



.The ,primary care residencies offered in July 1975 were .790 greater

than the number of residents in those pecialtida in'December

Information on thethree primary car specialties reveals that the difference

for family and general practice was 134, a 68% differential. The difference

Was 448 (52% for internaltadial.ne aad 208 (69t) for pediatrics. (See Table IV-24.)

The importance of idrernal medicine .as the

care specialty is eviOldp'On examination

internal medicine regreSenis over 60%-of
i%>.

The rapid increasa:4n the'number

most significant primary

of the data in California,'' where

the primary residents.,

residents in' training in primary
._

.care in'.California is also found nationally.
(See Tablejt1P-25 The no. of U.S. and

Canadian graduates entering primary care residency iaining mtire:than
`

doubled bftween"1968.and 1974, from 2,568 to 5,9.90; as 'did the total nUthber

of'primary care reSidents (from 3,845 to .7,765).

The eigtit'years from 1960 to 1968.sr'only a relatively small Increase

primary specialties.- First Year positions in internal medicine..

increased from'2,193 to 2;589 and those in pediatrics increased from'1395

to 1,098, while the numbef:in 'general practice declined from 364 to

('256. 21)
The total gain was,bnly 493 co'opared to the gain of 3,922 between

14.

196A and:1974.

In.contrast to the

in primaiy care stkacial

srgery'and other

4,852. (21)

)!I .

idincrease.in the number of first year positions'

s since 1.468,.firat year pogitionsin general

surgical Specialties have increased from 4,005 to only
.

The rapid change kiln to number of first year .position's in primary care
45:

doesn't guarantee.tnat the first year' residents,will, in fact, follow a

,career in primary Care practice. Many will ente edical subspecialties;

at.

47,
255
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TABLE IV 025

CHANGES IN "PRIMARY CARE" RESIDENCY ,PROGRAMS AND FIRST-YEAR POSITIONS

1968;1974

1

v

Specialty M

PROGRAMS

Number of

.Approved Programs

1968 1973 1974

Family Practice

General Prectice

Internal Medicine

' Pediatfies °

I.

TOTALS

- ''

154

419

260

833

206

51

433

274

964.

232

38

422

0

'262

954

01

Total 1st Year .,

Positions Filled

1968 1973 1974

- 11974.1

. 8

254 176 157
t $ 1'

2589 4139; 4571t

, ,

1002 1699 184,E

,u 9

.3845
I

6780 7767 to

11

FIRST-YEAR POSITIONS FILLEp

Number of U.S. &I Number of Foreie % of. Foreign

Cepedian,Graluatei Melica1 Graduates Medical 'Graduates

/1118 103 1974.

-. 9 '1124

/

116 033 r 23

1811' 3154? 3591

101 1141. /252

0.

nis 51548 5990'

.1968 1973 1974 1968

- 46 .13

143. 143 '134 30

788 9.85 980 30

406 588 590 41

1337 1762 1777. .$

1973 1974.

6 6

23 21

23 21

33 32

4

Spume: Statement of th AmeriCanlMedicaloAssdaation regarlipglealth Manpower Legislation 59'89., 5991, 5996,

S 1357, Hg 5546 before thd iSub - Committee on'Healch Committee' on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate.
#

a

(l'
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while 'others will probably 'pursue careers in radiology, pathology, 11140."-,, '.,
.

logy' and 'other fields:lds. wilt

, ,
.

k A

n'AY1'.0arlie '`,study of residency training Weber (41) bbserved ithht.

';*

if the average Atiyaiciall-practices 30 years, it would require 3.5 real.dene%

in trAiiiing 'to "replace every 100 physicians in a particular specialty. Jie

: ;found thattsin 19711,,' general' surgery had 12.2 new trainees for .,each loo...

,phygidia9E, wiceAthe combined primary. care specialties of practice:, internal
medicipe, and petiI;atrtci had,' °Tay 4:5. physicians in training for -every -!

! - t .' .010.,
1973

, ;: , c! : .: ,. .10Q in pr,actict:ei By
.

the number:ot first year resiaentsrin surgery,

had declined tci a.7 for ...eali 1:00 Phyaickans:iti practice while there were s, 1114

5.3 first Yedr! tesicientit fOr eVety.:I00:physicians in . family and general :, .;
practice., tn.tarn*1 mgdicine and.pediatriCs

Altough..the rapid increase' in the number of family practice residers 6'1. ,.

. to
. .

position01:411,i4:?receJ.I.Ted. much attention, it begin to match the 'dominantiA'
. :. .. .`.'

role o teal medicine, as- the major priinary care specialt
4

evide iiiboth,staptistics on practicing physicians and Physicians in

traininkIt J..Strue that the most significant increase in the nu*.
.

primary cailiKesidencies during the past few years was ,in familfrpractice.

The *ndber grew 6;,ont;131 filled first year positions 1970 to 166 fpled,,,.
1117

.first,Year positions in 19'73. to over 1,450 first year position% oftlered tt

A

for 1975,76. The total ngmber of family practice and general practice
:!.;

reaidencies offered in 1975-76 was 3,305. Although the growth has been

rapid, these figures still represent less than 5% of total availableresi-
'P '

12.dency positions. It is too early to predict the long term impact of this
rapid grow,thin family practIct residencies or whether it will continue:

Most family practice residency programs are located in university
-affiliated hospitals, while only, a few have beenestablished in university;.

medical centers. A clritical factor in developing a.family prkrtice

257
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pro$50 Wthe roctuO*0 aMily prectiedifaculty of equal Caliber :to,:

their colleaguse,,i r primary care specialties. ieliance upon physicians

_11
currently,inresinenOlraiingito accept family practice faculty poiitions

meet.14,s a long ter4^,e40000tr wh 'cannot meet the immediate demand. Practicing

. .

fftily:physiciana eral practitioners have been moving into faculty

Al. poi:311404'in re

pntink:ft.OUie:f.a4Lty at a rate which will allow further rapid
flo. : ' t
extionSiOn'.0:0.06iiieVis questionable.

.

,p addltibn faculty

The ability of family practice programs tp

U

s 53
. ,

,:traiOnr 'Vajes,a number of curriculum and administrative issues

await re Un,:'.:For example, will departments or divisions of family

prattice_hay ..f1.44tresponsibility for inpatient care of selected patients?

-Cr

department's, such as

zecruittnt
ik

problems faced by family practice
. . .

' Much-of.tW raining will be condpcted in 4o-ther

:.:'-
ikatFt'ss etrica and gynecologx amd surgery?

,

... ,'

..',' 0.11 undollptedly
.,,

7...f
,

4, /
!,,,ral4d wansion

:..Zif '" '' f'

ANFrimary Care-crea

While these programs

continue to develop, there is little likelihood that

Of family practice/residencies would fill the gap in

ted by the decline-in general practice.

qFaiolly practiceprOgrams must develop in concert with programs in

the.other primary care specialties if the goal of having 50% of graduate.

0 10 mediCal students become primary care specialists' is to be ach ied. 'This

point becomes even more obvious when one considers that training positions

in internal medicine represent/ nearly 60% of all first year and total

'primary care training positions, followed by pediatric;1p6%) and general

and family practice (14%). E/en if obstetrics and gynecology is added to

the list ofd primary care pecialties, it does not significantly modify the

role of Internal medi Tie, as the dominant primary care specialty.

,

A

0
r
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TABLE 1V-26 ,t

NUMBER OF ACTIVE PHYSICIANS (M.D.) ENGAGED IN PRIMARYCARE: AC' AL 1

4 fo'

63 AND 1970; PROJECTED 1980 AND 1990

Activity and specialty

Numbr of physilns (M.D.)

19631 1970 1980 11/1 1990

Total active physicians, 261 730 311 2001 430'240 571 010

PhysiCians in primary care 125,530 137,520 178,140 226,150

. ,

General practice 66,870 56,2601 47,210 ,36)/1700

practice N.A. 1,690 ' 2,920 4,450

Internal medicine 30,430 41,870 11,020 105,620

2

Pediftri 12,930 18,820 31,140 45,410

aft
Obstetrics and gynecology 15.,300 18,880 . /25,850 33,970.

0

Physician§ in all other activities 136,200 : '173,680 25210100 344,880

27)

Percent distribution

1963 19.70 1980 1990'

100.0 100 0 loo.0 loo o

48,0 44.2 41.2 34.3

25.6, 18,1 103, 6.4

0.5 0.6 0.7

11.6 13.5, 16.5 18.4

4.9 6.0 7.2 7.9

(

5.9 6,1 6.0 5.9

A

52.0 55.8 58.8 60.7

1

.Excludes 1,690 diplomates in family practice *ho have been shOwn separately.

2lncludes pediatric allergy and pediatric cardiology.°

SOURCE:- 1963--Theodore, C.N. and Sutter, G.E. "Distribution of Physicians in the U.S.", 1963. Chicago,

Aperican Medical Association, 1967.

1970: Haug,J.N.: Roback, G.A.; and Martin, B.C. "Diitribution of Physicians in the United States",

1970, Chicago, American Medical Association, 1971;

1,

rfr

,

Reproduced from: U.S. Department; onealth,.EducitionA d Welfare; Bureau of HRA; "The Supply,

iof Health Manpower: 19704Profiles and Projections tp 1 ; Pub.' li4 (HRA) 75-38; Washington, D.C.;

U.S.'Government Printing Office; 1974; ../1.:67. 280



n 1973 the total number of general and family Iractitioners was about

equal to the number of internists and pediatricians although a far higher

percentage of the former'groupwere in office-based practice. Mr 1,980 the._

ber of internists will far exceed the number of general and family

practitioners and the number of pediatricians and internists together will

be more than double the number ofjamily and geneal practitioners. (See.

Table IV-25.) .

Future Projections of primary care specialists must be viewed with

caution in view of the recent increase in the number-of physicians choosing

primary care specialties. In spite of the recent)rapid in rease there,

is still the need toincrease the total number of primaryi care residency

positions. To reach the desifed-level of 50% of'residencylpoSitions

, in the primary care specialties of internal-medicine,,pediatrics and family

practice would require increases in the second and third year of sidency

training comparable to the recent changes in first year positions. We

2 have estimated that at least 5,000 additional positions would be required

to achieve this goal. These, positions will have to be established by new

medical schools or in hospi;als where training programshave not existed 1

in the past. These increas6t will have to occur.while the excess number

of residency pogitions in:the surgical specialties are eliminated. ThisA.

will probably require another three to five'years to accomplish.
4.

Changing the mix of available residencies would affect all medical school

graduates equally, it would;have a diScernable 'impact on hea t care within

five to ten years an t wand .it only - modestly limit the student' freedom.

to maktis or her own career-decision.

At.
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'RESIDENTS IN PRIMARY,

NATIONAL

TABLE IV-27

SPECIALTIES, CALIFORNIA AND TRE UNITEISTATE$-1973

(NON-4DERAL PHYSICIANS)

CALIFORNIA

I

1

0 .

.

percent percent of California resident's percent percent of

. ,of all , primary care as a percentage of of all' primal care

. residents residents residents,: all U,S, residents residents residents r9sidents

. ,
1

.

TOTAL: ALL ,

SPECIALTIES, '42,351 011i , 1 3;843
, o

- .

.

FAMILY PRACTICE/
.

,

.

,

GENERAL PRACTICE 11,708 4 12 ' '' 9
,

. . 198
i'.5

.

.

INTERNAL MEDICINE 9,433 22 .65
.

9 854 22, 63

1 1 ,

# . .

PEDIAT CS 3;260 '8 ' 23 297 22.
,

,

.

.PRIMAg CARE ,

Y t

T
/

'DOTAL. '14,401 34 100 1,349 35
,..

i00,:

. 0

28"4.1

SOURCE: C.A. Raback,,Distribution of,Physicianvin the U,S 1973, (Chic'ago)

Association.,, 1974)

American lidical
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In 1975 thert:were 2,141 residency positions offered in primary Care

in California. Fifteen. percent ofll patient care physicianain California,
.

.

. .

in 1973 were interns and residents. They provided a,significant amount of
A ''

t

iedical service to Califo*nia al (9.)
tizens. NoweVer,',thristTibution of

these services was lidited to, a large extent to metropOlitan areas.where

the majority of training programs are located.

There mere a total of 3,843 residents in allspecialties, in Californ
7%

ia

acco.rdingto the. AMA Distribution of.Phystcians for 1973: .Thug California
Aa .

has 9%.-of the mn-federal residents in-the United States:- (See Table IV-7).

A .

While the nation had 34% of all re0.dentS in'the primArY cltre

orfamili/general practiCe, general internal medicine, and pediatrics,

-". .

California had 35% (1,349)-inthe'fields of specialization. Nationally,.66%
0

of all primary care reS'ident,were in inteimalmedicine, while- California

had'01%.in internal medicine. The smallest rroportion of residents within

primary care were in fimily or general practice - -12% nationally and 15%

in the State, t.

Thid percent4e of primary care residentaiepresents a,trend. that

,began in the late 1960's. Between 1968 and 1974. the total number of resi-'

denta. In iirimary cae almost..doubIed in-the U.S.; rom 3,845 to 7,765:(1°)

California experienced a siniiar trend in primari. Care residencY.'groTifth

For, example, between 1973 and 1975 there.was an increase of .79Q, primary e re
e

k-

resiaenC4es.pri CalifOria. Duringthat time fam y-generallIractice

. ;
increased by 134 residency slots (68% increase),Jn etnal.medicine:by 44

'(52% increase) and pediatrics 208 (69; inCxease.) (9)

a
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TABLE

,t TABLE IV-28

.STATUS OF GRADUATE TRAINING PROGRAMS CALIFORNIA MEDICAL.

..$4OOLS 1975-76* AND PROPOSED 1976-77**

Jti

.-

'I SCHOOL

.: .'

,..... , -
. ; TOTAL INTERN ANI1 RESIDENT POSITIONS
... .

... .
. . A

PRIMARY We ,

'- 4 ''''.

.
'r 'All other
-"Interns fl 2

...Residents***am. Prac.c.
.iii''''

, ',Inf. Ited,t j Peg. Ob.. Civil.7.
75.-76 416-77 75 -76 76-77 75 -76 76-77 7-*-76 76,-77 '75-76 76-7i
FY LY

/ ,
LT.

L

FY LY FX IR FY Ly FY LY FY LT FY LY FY{LNI '.ry t?\
'U--- 'iOik 22. 25. 25 25 4-3 40

,..-

50

,

45

;

21' '.22 24 .25 .9- 10 12
.

76

.

.54'

152

1

92

/
1621...: _

U
,

$4 30 48.3671)37
.., - ,.

961.97 li:12,4L -51. 47 A 18 10 23

,

4`.48'

.
2'36j.76 285

',UCD
.. 12 17 29121 :28 32 30 39 11 .13 12 . 9-- 7,. 6

I.
8

.A.-.

91'
.

56 88
.

74'

UC1 24 4 28. 16 .70 '20'88 34 26 . 7 31 A5.12 ,14 5 68 82 83 91
UCSD , 6 24 17

.,
25 22 11 6 9 '11 4 3 -: 3. 3 V 51 51 -%6,,',

USC 0 6 -'-i0.
-

84 39
L
78 50'26 18 26 20 15 11 15,,,li $.05 1031.18 105

.t.)
STANFORD ....;.. .

i
. 17 15-18 15 13 11 12 11' 0 6' ,`6 24'.' 73

,

30'
I

73
t.4

LOMA L I N D 4 5- 12 9 ""ik-mmr.-:,17

.
25 20 4,0 5' .5 11 '6 4 5- 6 '16 36 18 .35

4

1 C 12... D
I . 0 0 le 1 .14 10 IA li 12 . 8 6 ."6, 20. 26 X26 23

TOTALS
_....,:.

'107

.1_-..

81 158 112,49.3

.

. .:
2186525. .7169. 134182 15 67

.

'67 73 78
...

500

.l.
815582.899

1

FY 0.Inierns'or First Year Residents

2. LY Residents completing their Last Year of training
.

-.Compiled -froM data submitted to phe California Health: Manpower '8tudyOffiee,
toy' ind1vi luau: Medical, schools, Far]. :75 and Spring 76.

*Intern and Raeident Figures. for 1975-76 include; bUdg4ied positions, which' are
vatAnt. °

A#Intern and Resident Flgurea fOr 1976-77 include all propoaed budgeted ,Positions:
,

***nil.); category includes. the Medical 'arid Surgical- Specialties, _Community Medi&ne,
Pathology,. Radiology, psychiatry, Nuclear .Me'dicin,'" 114. others, not 14420 above.

4... ..
. .1,



Table IV-28 provides an analysis of California's medical school's.

interns and resident positions forthe current,acader4c year 1975-76 and

projections for the 1976 -77 year. The data are broken down,for each school

,

by primary and "all other" intern-resideftts for the first andlast years f

of training. This kind of analysis appears o be - helpful sincedt gives 4

\lao

some idea of numbers just entering training e ressing interest in primary

_care as well as' h e who are completing their training. It should be

, ,

noted yhat this det vAs difficult to obtain and that similar data.shoiadf"

be.collected annually in future years for _academic planning purposes.

The data presented do not include the intern and residency positions in

.hospitals not affiliated with a university medical school in the State.-

,

o.

94. )
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Ilk

. r -TABLE IV-29
.

PERCENM FIRST AND 'LAST YEAR PRIMARY. CARE INTERN-RESIDENTS,
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL SCHOOLS. 1975-76 AND PROJECTED

.4197677
.

.

.'4

SCHOObt ,

FIRST YEAR , .
,

LAST YEAR'
1975-76 1976-7.7 1975-76 - 1976-77 .

UCSF

UCLA

UCD

UCSD

USC
t

UCI
.

Stanford
,

Loma Linda

Charles Drew

..

.

...

56

6.

39

49

k 5 4

?
.66

51

76

60

.

.

%.

/

'

55

63 .

A 7

46

51

66 t

50

72

58)

s

711'

.
.

.

1

,

39 .

44

55
s #

34 .
.

49
a,.

..-

29

30 ,

46

48
_

--I

-

44

,

...

.

-

40

42

49

47

44

43.

.30

58

49

,

.

. ,

.

-.

TOTALS , 58 (56) , .8 (56) , : 41 (36) 43 (38)

( )-% in primary . eitre excluding intern- residents' in OB-GYN.
ti

* 1 6

% of the total number of first or last year interns-rsfdents- being trained
at each school who are enrolled in primary care specialties (Family Practice,
Interhal Medicine, Pediatrics, OB-GYN). i

SOURCE: Compiled sfrop data submitted to the California Health Manpower
Study Office by individual medical schools, Fall 73 and Spring 76.

oof
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-Table IV-29 is a summary analysis of the raw dzita in Table 1V-28. ItK ;

provides for each, school the percent of the .iotaf first or last year, intern-

reaidents being trained in the e-priMery care specialties. At the present!

time, the nine medical schoOtls have 36%'of last year r4dents in

primary care training slots ('or 41% if OB-GYN last year residents are,in,

eluded). In t 'he next academici, year (1976-77) it is projected tWat 38% *sf

the last year _residents will. be in'primaty care (or 43% if OB-GYN residents

/ are included). More significantly, the trend toward increased 'primary

_caretreing is evidenced by.the.percentage of first year training slots
%

.

i
r ry,reserved for" p-rima. cat intern- residents (5$% for ;both 1975-76 and

1976:-77 or 56% excluding OB-GYN).

This, above analysis is significant insofar as the Univepsity of

Californik medical schools

residencies by 1979 (which

4
have,stablished the gdal:of k7% primarycare

they define to include, Community Medi-sin'
.

,

Family PraCtice, General Internal Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology, and
4 kb

Genetial Pediatrics).
(12).

If DSC', Loma 'Linda, and C.R.-Drew interd-resideut
4,

data. are excluded from the analfsis in Table IV-29. 'T ,e Uni/Wsity of..

California medical: schools have 58% of" their first yea (197.5-76 academic
' r

year) intern-residents in primary care training slots (Family..Practice,

Internal MediCine, Pediat;fics, OB-GYN); 57% if,OB:CYNinkern-residents,
.

are excluded.

It is expected however, that many of these students will, later transfer

to general internal medicine or trainin s. \'

The CMA Socioeconomic'Report in December 1975 pub14.shed their 1975

. v 0.,..rsurvey of opinions of medical Students'and graduates reported that 75.4%if1
, J

. .

file Glass of 19-'78 4nd 69.7%'of the .claps of 1975 i
e .

4..

cate plans to practice
0

a primary.care specialty. "P4esumably this'trend may be attributed to the

%,-
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'

current focus on the needjor more primary care physi

. acknowledged within the medical schoylS and reflected i

commented by the.editor of toe Report.,

Os'

A

4

now generally

gtuderit curricula",
&t

a

0
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The Control of- R esidency 'Training: The central issue to the dehate..on--

specialty maldistribution.is whether desired changet 'in the total numbei

and mix of residenCies can be effected voluntarily, perhaps with' addl-
.

ticmai financial incentives, or whether they will require the imposition.
-

of government regulation and-eontrol. Mist professital roues,

*ng the Coordinating Coudcil on Medical Education, favor incentives and
I

the voluntary approach. Ish its testiMony bef are the SubcOmmitted on

Health and the gnyeronment,t.S. House of RepreAt.katives, tbd-AMA pre-

/.
n data which, according to its interpretation; - ,indicated that the

relative shbvtage of.pbysiCians in primary care was correcting itself and

that the.geoeaphic maldistribuvion of residencies was also /'improving;

n
with' the establishment of new programs by over twenty new medical schools.

The trendsin 4pecialty training during the pst forty years and thd

failure of present voluntary mec(aannisms to effectively control the total
, -

',1_ ..

number of residencies or to create a balanced mix
.

among training positions

in primary'care'andother specialties. is hardly1 a cause for optimism.

To understan d 'the limitations of.relying on a voluntary approadh,

one must be
P

m4are f the current system ofgovernance in graduate medical
% *a .

.

eduastiot. The AM Council on,Medical EducatiOn has actively reviewed .,

medical schools for accreditat*on for nearly 70 years. In 1942 it began,.

)tlyjNintly share this repons,ibility with the Assodiation of American

Medical O011eges through the establishAnt of the LiaisOn Committee on

Medical' Edification. -The, AMA through Its Council on' Medical Education has

also maintaiied an influential role in the accreditation of graduate .

-

medicaledutigin, althougH sevTral other bodids are officially ciiarged

with accreditati authority.. Internship 4programs traditionally,/ have

,4,-4received accfeditat blv-f rotEthe'AMA
tp

; ;.,",,!

( '.

Internship Review Committee. Review

26-9 r-

29 0
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andeccreditation"bf residency prbgrams has been largely in the hands of

the-AMA, the speciartysocietiee, and the AmeriCan Hospital Association.

In describing the'residency teview process, particularly' its slack Of .\
=

.

coordination, the Committee on Goals and Priorities the N tional Board

of Medi:Cal Examiners notes:

The Residency Review.Co mmittees regularly receive documentation'

of the program activities from program directors and periodically

. .

initiate site visits to review ..the'adequacy of educational programs.

Little coordination exists among the variouaResidency.Review,

Committees, however, and required standards fibr the meiv'residency

programs vary from one committee.to another:.

. ,
,

The need for Et more effective mechanism unor relating dergraduate
*.

d grgduate medical education has long been recognized . `In. In January cf72,
-

t he ican Medical Association.CAMAD., the Association of AkeriCan __....4---'

. *

Medical C llegOs (AAMC), t e American Board of Medical Specialties

...."'
.

,
I

. .
i

(A.BM9-i--4the American Hospital Associ.ation (AHA), and the Council of Medical.

0, Speiaity Societies (CMSS otitlined a'new organi2ational structure
*

,

for coordinating tliva rediting bodieS Of both undergraduate and graduate

medical education. Accreditation of undergraduate medical education

retains the)seeponsibiiity of the Liaison Committee on Medi Edutatiolt.
.. .

4

Thp-tntegration of the internship into the initial phase of residency
/. . ps

..1 . i

training has many internships being approved by the Residency.
.- .

ti

Review Committees since 1972. 'In 1975, all'internships:Will be integrated

into the first year of residency training.; At the same time responsibility srl
-

t-e.4)for acoceditiitg gradua medtcal education will pass recentlyreceny
0,

.
t

established Liaison'Committee on* Graduate Medical Education whiCh will base
,* - - .

,

.

J.ts.final actions orcommendations presented by the indi idual Residency .

T
i .'

M



$1'

Review comMftPees. 'The Coordinating uncil on'Medical'Educalon'(CCME)
.

. and .

. , 0

. --

is .to provide. Phermeans.of coordination between the two Committees'
-- ,: a

spOnsible)for accreditation of rgtaduate and graduate medical .

.. '. .

educatipn..
, ,--

)

The formation of the CCME represents an impOrtant step toward integra-=.

4°
'tion of medical education and accreditation. Itlg too early to

. k

1
,

Willevaluate, however, whether the CCME W111 be able

1,

to 'respond to such
. -, .. .

'natiorialprioritiesascorrectingtherelative shortages in primary care

residency positions. Considering the medic41 sthool'u. part of the

4
voluntary mechanism to control anal redistribute residency poSitions will

achieve minimal change. Even though the number
.

of univers
T 1.

residency programs has'increased substantially, th'e. medical'school exerts
i

little control over the mix-of its training-prpgrams., $uch decisions
_

- .

V._ ,

v

remain the proVince of departmerit Chairmen and the Re
. ft

d. v .

ffiliated

Committees. . .

...

,3e f `i,r..
Accreditation of residency programs, while focusirig'on.quality of

. ..

education, has tended to foriew a pattern which reflecle the best interests. .

Of the Individual specialties Fegardldss of their relationship to

national priorities. Clearly the present. voluntary "market" system cannot.

be relied upon to achiei increased numbers of primary care physicians..

More aggressive actions will be needed since it it now universally .tedoklized

that increasing the alggregatesupply of.physicians will not assure an

.

appropriate dstributiOn iof,spec alists to meet the-nation's primary health

care needs in the'most efficient or desirable manner.

Another method of achievinga more desirable specialty mix among

physicians 'in residency training
I

isAhe Creation.of a'joint federal and
Y . Al

rofessional regulatory mechanism at the national this mechanism.
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,

would utilize organizations which have proven competence in evaluating

the content and quality of graduate training programs. Moreovei, its

and reimbursement for services under Medicnrp and Medicaid which is,

0'
authority would be backed by the leverage of federal capitaticiii)upPort

necessary to guaranteeimplementation of its decisions.

,To achieve the desired balance nmong,specialties in residency

training positions requires several concomitant actions. .A first.step

is the reduction of the anneal number ofavailsble first year residency

positions to a defined percentage of U.S. medical gra4utes. Thit number

...

affords opportunities for'students from abVoad to participate in U.S.
. .

Oaduate medical education while not allowing the excessive numbers.of
,..._ .

. -

positions which currently-exist in various specialtiea. If the total
0

residency-positions is not controlled, the- absolute numbe

resi y poSitiona in oversupplied cialties can continue to exparid

even with a requirement_Ah4t 50 percentof allpositioqs be in primary

care,

The condern'has often been expressed Nvat restrictions "in the total

number of, first year residencyAiositions urili-mean the loss' of essential

positions iii some hospitals, eqpeciallY those locatet in urban Poverty'

4"N.eas and tho.se with high concentrations of foreign Ioedical 'graduates.
k

'This, in fact, is not the case. Phasing in the reduction from the current

i 155% of U.S. medical grauates to 125% in

positions in 1980y based on an estimated

1980 shows 19,250 first year-
%/
15,400 U.S. medical schbol

graduates in 1980. In 1973, there were 18,076 first-year positions ayaila-

and .the number is probably close to th4t today. The fact that 16,100-

.16,200 first year positions were offered in. the nationwide matching plan,

the matching positions. usually represent 85-904% of all approved training
,

t
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positions'. The enance ofat leagt "current numbers. of residency'

positions is as4deed by the expanded-enrollmertts of iU.S. medical .s.chools.,_.
.

during Chet past_ five. years, unle)s the economy'takes a further.siinificarit
7 (.' k

.downturn. Because of the economic problems in New York City and the likely -

closidg of.a number of teaching hospitals, the umber of residencies

available in New Yo4 will actually decline,. o such trend is evident in
. . ,

. .

. .
.

!California at the " presentpresent time. Controlling the total number of available

first year.positions Could in fact bring More U.S. medical-graduates into

positlons wliich-are now considered-less desirable, since there will be

fewer alternatives open -to them.

Redistributing residency positions within the limited total number

in order to establish 50% in primary care can be'accomplished at,two

levels. The more quickly' 44talnabIe goal is to.eSablish 50% of all

ytar residencies in primary careat the' national level. This could

/be achieved in athree year period. Thiglapproach doe, not guarantee,

however, aft even distribution of primary. care residency positions among

all schools. Moving from the national level to a requirementv,that each
1 1

t 1.

school,'with its network of affiliates, have 50% pf its residencies in

'primary care would call for a-longer implementation period. For some

schools* this glipulation presents no prol3lem; but for others, where

current primarA care positions comprise perhaps 25%mof the total, it
-A : ,--s. / .

, 4- .

repr sents a dramatic change. Such a trafisition might necessitate a

minimum period of five years. We do not believe it likely that Congress

will enact a,proposal requing each medical school to haVe 50% of its

residents in priMary care positions, but -the proposal ilcUrrently,dtder

consideration in the U.S. Senate.

Re qt schools to ,increase the proportion of primary care train-
.

ing positions can indiredtly improve the,gbographic distribution of
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physicians and'training programs insthe Surrouildinglareas., In order to

expand ambulatOry-care training capacities, many medical schools will

. have t6 affiliate witkMore community hospitils and group practice organi-.

zation. Hospitals which have ,not participated in_training, Will begin
4,

to establiish residency programs.' Those which are currently Involved in

graduate echication will have the opportunity to,expand their Ole.

ri"-.
' Monitoring the distribution of specialties among reside cy training

programs.bec mes more-complex when the "107./in-primary care" requirement
.. 'A ,

)is impleMehted at the micro level. The external review process

conducted by, such groups as the Residency Review Committees and the Liaison

Committee on Graduate. Medical Education will be cesponsible'f4 determining

whether the sbhools' programs actually'meet t e definition of primary

s

bare stipm6/10 in the leglation and intaxpreted by the national residency
,. :: ,

review mechanism and whether the educational content isacceptable. Based

upon these prOfessional findings, the federal goVernmentIiill take any

necessary action to guarantee-compliance with-the.law.
/

The federal government has-,two effective mechanisms at its disposal

for enforcing the limitations in number and mix of residency positions:

capitation payments, to schools and federal third partyreimbursement for

health:care servil'oes authorized by Medicare and Medicaid. Federal payments

through the Medicare and Medicaid programs fund a'major portion of sti-
,

pends for residents. The payments to,hospitals are based on services

rendered Medicare and. Medicaid befieficiaries by physicians in training.

Federal participation in thb support of residency training thus provides

necessary leverage for the federal goVernment to effect the policy changes
.

Mandated by Congress.

Capitation payments+ to medi'Cal schools can also be Used to induce
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schools: to-(- t national priorities in,the training of physicians. .The
4

wiihholding of either capitation funds or federal reimbursement' for
c

servJces provided.to Medicare and Medicaid be9eficiaries could be impose

as a sanction against non-compliance whether the mandated goal of having

59% of all residencies in primary care was applied at the national level.

or to 'every, school.

ReCently^Assemblyman Duffy.IntroduC'ed legislation CAB 2686) that would

establish a mechanism at the State level to certify graduate medical.
0

'education programs in order ttrassure that 60% of graduate training posi-
,

tions.,be in the fields of family practice, general internal medicine and

general pediatrics. .It.S.,pUrpose is to also .assure that a demonstrated

need for the'Specialry exists in the region where the 'training facility
.

located. The objective is to correct the perceiN10,maldistributibn
0

of physicians geographically and by specialty.

p

1
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S

. CLINICAL TRAINING SITES ."

,

Choosing Sites for Training: We'have described the current status of

primary,care training programs in California, and identified undersetlied

'areas in the.8tate. DOtermining "the appropriate locatiqn of clinical

training programs to meet public policy, objectives of decntraliiation.,.."

and other'equity of access issues is a more diffiCult task. 'Discussion of
A-

certa i' :general issues must precede any Specific locatiorK decision. The

first is what level of clinical training is being 'considered: undergraduate

(medical students), graduate(interna and residents):!'or continuing education

(practicing MDs). These programs often haveliffering,site, faulty,-
`

curriculum and patient

should include some or

depending ow)the traine

undergraduate training

university hospital to

,
greatest time commitment from the faculty. preceptor. For the midical

0 .

. .
\

o

student: is essentially anon- revenue producing onlooker who must be' care-

requirements. Although any program irl'priMafy

all of the basic elements, emphasial.will.vAry

L.

care

r.

, -

es andth, duration of.-,the training..N Worthwhile

progra*Lcan take place alrliost anywhere front the,
e.

. .

the-solo practitioner'S office, but they demand the

fdlly and continually tutored and nonitored. Reimbursement for the remote
r'o

site practitioner.- faculty member is a necessary. inducement to have him/ '

her undertake teaching responsibilities,',yetit represents a considerable

burden for the financially hard-presSed medical cenier": Residents might

provide a significant amount, of service land bring ,in revenue) in their

.

training program setting, but require a more sophisticated. educational

experience and,larger patient base with a wider disease spectrum. This
\ 3

is often 'beyond the solo practitiOner,,s scope, but' is possible in many

group praptice settings. Fracticingphysicians,on the continuing educatiOir

levels need refresher courses on the "state of the'Art" in various'special-
,

41.
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ties, usually taught by.medical school subspecialist famulty, and need the

facilities of at least a, referral.community hospital.

A second issue is the perennial serviceyersus teaching/research'

'conflict-which afflict? every medical.scHool and every program with which

-
the university Aedical4center is, connected., Clearly, federal and State

......

4iv

capitation support for medical education have improved theb1lance between ,.-

teaching, research, and science.. University medical eenters often view

their primary mission as educational...and-only undertake service functions

that clearly contribute tb their educational missiin. Those functions are,

however, difficult to separate bedause medicine and the other health

professions' are service professions. The university medical centers have,

been ahleto combine these functions quite well in highly specialized

tertiary care areas (hemodialysis and kidney transplants, open heart.

surgery, cancer radiotherapy). They are less capable of combining them

in primary care. For here they are in competition with private practitioners

and with managerially-efficient group practices. The organiation of their

hospitals emphasizes acute care for patients wit complex or serious problems.

They are, not well organized to provide continuity o care nor allow for

integration and coordination of patient services; both essentials of primary

care: Before they embark on this relatively new path and extend them-

selves beyond their walls, they are going to carefully access whether the

proposed service site f4ts their educational needs.
\,

Given these incongruities, it might,be mole efficient totpass'the

universities and'fund postgraduate clinical training programs ,directly in

serivce-oriented community hospitals. But this runs counter to many currents.

While 55% of the. current Family Practice residency positions are in commun7

pitals that are not university affiliated; the majority of the new
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,

family practice programs being. accredited are university-affiliated and

. . .

the university- affiliated programs-will soon dominate the picture. Moreover,
... . -

a 1974 survey of Adevican Medical school deans revealed that they felt one

of the most likely events in the next two decades would be the.assumpCion

rt

of responsibility for gra uate medical education by acadethic medical

w°"1(30
ters.

/ -

t e:.a.re many- who belleve,that intervening at the residency level

has the most"tangiblg and immediate impact on practice type and lotation.

Again, the Congress is an interested_party. Congressman Paul Rogers

believes that "some meChanisM must be four'? to influence the number an

types of first-year residency positions in order. to overcome specialty

maidist*bution.'
;(31)

There is some evidence of movemenOn this directicin

on the profession's part. At a. January 1976 meeting of the National
P

Academy, of SciencesN' Institutp of Medicine dealing with primary care Manpower

policy, organizations representing the, chief primary care specialties

(internal medicine, pediatrics, and family'Practice) all supported the
. .

.

./

recent Coorpinating Council' on
°

Medical Education (CCME) statements that 50%
..

, 1

of future U.S; medical graduates-eacertprimary care practice.
C
32

),
,

.

..,...

Both federal,and state_ governments could establish mechanisms to assure that

these formulations are implemented at the residency level,.

An often overlOoked intervention Roint is-at the continuing education

level. While tluie putside the profession rarel}r.view this as a clinical

training program, it has cleat implications for the public policy OhjectiVes

enunciated by-sthe State. Referring back to the Medical Dean's SurVey;

"most likely' to occur" change over-the next twenty years was that the

academic medical centers' responsibility fdr-Itainuing education would

.1 become of eelual importanceto their current missions. (30 ). Studies of
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physic ian locational decisions laye ilways highlighted. the cultural and.

scenic attractions of'a location or the key factor in these decisions, but

continuing educationdi opportunities are alsocited as'important factors.

The availability of hi7monthIy'seminary, lor,example; at the'area community,

hospital on the newerpreparations of insulin for treating diabetes or

'new test's in the evaluation, of angina taught by Visiting university faculty

-1 .

may he just what is needed to attract new MDs to underserved areas. It

certainly would also upgrade thoi-skills of these practitioners already

in isolated areas. Basically; the government funding agency must, look on
.. . .

clinical training. programs as a contipuum from entry into medical'school
. - .

through housestaff experiqnce into 4ptual practice. To meet its public

policy objectives, the State should evaluate activities on all three levels
4

and try to ensure. that the programs on one level are coordinated with,

and not independent of or at cross-purposeswith, the others.

Several innovative.Oro.grams'deServe mention that have been established

.around the nation and are directed towards-serving underserved area and

decentralization. Dartmouth Medical:School in Hanover; New Hampshire has

established a "teaching cOmmunity".. program. Several communities in' the

state with populations ranging between 12-15,000 are roviding educational'

opportunities for four students and two primary care residents full-time

throughout the year. Existing clinical facigities are.used, since the

mediCal center views them a dniqUe resources for deMonstrating the primary

f
care, systep to students and residents. rn rde.r,to qualify as a teaching.

community, the community with the help of Dartmouth, had to coordinate its

health care system '(local hogpital, private practices, home health services, c-

'And so forth) to serve as a suitable mddel for the ,teaching of quality'

primary care. Once the teaching program is established, full7time Dartmouth
/ , .

faculty make regular

7

isitL aneg teaching rounds' to the community and are

, ,.



.e
available as on-site consultants to the' community's practitioners 'on a

continuing bagis. One community has already found it easier to keep MDs

since joining the program.
(33)..

The University of Washington School of Medicine in Seattle sponsors

the "WAMI"'Program,whereby medical students are gent on six'week rotations'

to remote practice sites in Washington, Alaska, Montana, and'Idaho.
.

.
f

yafticipating practitioners receive facultyappointment at the medical.
', .

school and come to the medical cenlerduring the rotation for continuing

,Leducation,- full-time faculty members also visit the practice site to

evaluate the-training provided and the practice., Early studies have Indi-)i

cated a rural and primary care practice preference.for WAMI graduates,'and.

a'positive change in the participating practitioner'S practice.
(I )

Area Health Educatioif Centers (AHECS) were established by federal funding

under the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971. They were

. designed to be satellites of university medical centers and to serve as

outreach educational centers' aid upgrade the quality of health services in

their region. The University of.orth Carolina is an exemplarymodel,

having organized a state-wide,,system of nine AHECs serving nearly all of

the state's one hundred. counties. Duke'and Bowman Grey University°Medical.

Schools, both private, schools, are now being drawn into the system as well.

The AHEEs represent either a single community hospital or a consortiunLof

hospitals and each AHEC has a'single director counselled-by a community

advisory board. The AHEC are undertaking a wide variety of activities,

including expanded off-site training for medical students, primary care

residencies, training of emergency-medicaljechnidians (EMTs), refresher

courses for inactive nurses, continuing education for rural practitioners,

involvement in secopdary school counselling with regard to health careers,
, ;-

.

and regionalization of medical. libraries.
(34) (35)

.
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Criteria for Remote Site Training:Projects

t"")

i N..
.

:

-

...

Medical community of5Sufinient sizet including a sufficient number
of familrphysicians and speCialists in all major fields whare ..

committed to teaching. .

. 1..)" .

Support and commitment of hospital administration, executive committee,1
anfismedicalstaff of idVollitd hospitals and locql profesSional '''

anorgizations.. .4',
i . W

. 0

complete hosPita,1

.

facilities, WhithnOrially incl all clinical
. -

services, together with wgrl-equipped laboratory ediologyi and
library facilities.. e

I,

3.. Active clinVolume representing

4. Equipment
journals
available

Appropriate to the medical
etc. as well as physical
at the practice setting.,

1

a cross-geetion of clinical problems

practice, basic textbooks and
space for the students should be

5. Emphasis should be placed on. the alAlityto develop and sustain
close interaction between the remote site community faculty and
central School df-Medicine faculty.

a

the

6. :Geographic and logistic feasibility for the University support of the
decentralized program.

k'

_AdeqUate start up and operational funds.

Philosophic-areement between the community and the Univers
ed proity

base
dponmmtuai..eged.and desire for the proposed affiliatgram.

7. irrainee-to-comniunity
of theNctrainees.

.

faculty ratio t1at will assure adequate suprrvision

r

8., Departmental support of,the program n itsleducational objectives
within each clinical department.

e

9. Active support from ,the
O zations.

10. The sites should)
lega frequently,
staffing at the remote site.

local chapters of various professional organi-
..

e - evaluated at first annually and then perhaps
f there is any change in health professional

3J:
28f



, r I 1-4
Mechanisms for U ading-Trtining in Remote Site LocatioaN

,:kla-!, Resources'to provide. istande to thl-, communitY faculty for thd'develop4
sk,

tent of teaching -skill problem solving, evaluation te6hniques, etc.
..:P . .

%

4.4' Recompition by theStatg/itat the need. for f,culty is.-1n excess of
0-.7.. .'

that hormally provided in student /faculty formulas*for theSchool of
Medicine Curriculum ).n -.general.

... ,

4'
' .. t- \ in

3, Livtw 'facilities ,for. the trainees;'includingapouse when apgro
and p'ssibly stipends, recognizing the fact that the-trainees
must continue-t9 maAntain their usual residence at the Sch
Medicind site. >

riate,
usually
of

1,
4. Travel funds for students and School,of Medicine and community-baSed

.$-faculty.

5. ..Stipends for the .ommunity-based "faculty participating in the program.
\.

. 6. When necessary, initial acquisitir of basic clinical referenceS for the
remote site.

.
.)

7. Provisiori, On a pilot basis, for developing audio/visual instructional.
materiale. °

elf

c.
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6.'' SUBSTITUTABILITY OF MID -LEVEL PRACTITIONERS

1
'.

V .

a sectionection disCusse the suitability of utilizing mid-level health
1

A
/ 7 %el..

practitioners- Wdevalop an effective and 'efficient mappower.6ystem for de-.
\ '.4! \

. ,.
,

g qompteh'ensiVe-health care for 'California's pdpulatiOn. In hi

, .

/

.
.

discussion, mid-level .yractitionerslwill,,inClnde physician's assistants and',
. , . , .

..i,, ,
. ';.--\

,

.

,

,

.nurse prac itiopers. The paper will focuslon.the.following issues::
. e . 4

dcw Spec al, conditionirs'inmealifornhl that indicate the ned for

i d
d #0, ' , t 41

utilizing. mid - levels practitioners ,

, 2. Nature and productivitypfrkey types of mid-level practitioners;
4'd

3. IMplications fqt utilizingMid-level practitioners in meeting
1

California health manpower needs, and

'Barriers.
I

Conditions that indicate the ne d for mid-1 vel prac'titionerS in California

(

Research by Reinhardt(42) suggests that the health care system is indeed!,
.

inefficient'in its use of resources. He concludes that if physicians were

to act as rational creatures, the' productivity .of.thehealth care system'

might', be increased, by as'much as 25%: Such imprTrements could be achieved

merely by the employment and use of more paramedicalaides. Physidians,

as a group, appear to be notably in delegating tasks to , others.

California's health goals will.not be achieved unless ad-efficient,
.

effective andequitable system of manpawelf,is established that can delivgr

1.

comprehensive health services. Few conaidetations in the health manpower

field,sesm to offer so, much promise for improvements in health care de-

, I
livery as does substitution among mAnpowgr types.

Reinhardt and Smith
3)

state that:

"Almost all research on health-manpower substitution points to the

...IL( .4



7"

Conclusion that the typidel proyider of'ambulatory.care - individual
'T , ,

04
Iractitioners or even grou kracticeis or clinics - 'have not pushed the

.

substitutions of pa amediaL for medical manpower to the extent that is.eco-,,
ova

1

nOMically des4abl

N't
Nature and'pAlkctivity-of kty, types of mid-level practitionera

..h. Physielan's Assistant (PA)
. . , ',V.,

----o- .
Of the:wlys to expand thesupply.o medical services sand to in-

ri !.

.. .

the piotuctivity of the physiciliCis to delegate relatively simple,

itive and standardized tasks to lower level workers.-or paraprofessionals.
-

e physic s assistant is one of the chien types of personnel being used to

expand the supply of personal health .care services, The California Assembly

Bill 2109 and the Physician'. Assistant LaW Of 1970 legally recognized this

new category of health manpower in the State and established a framework'

for developing training programs and practice standards for physician's
,

assistants.
(44)

The Song-Brown Family Physician Training Act (45) established a medical

training contract program,Aes/gned to encourage they training of the family

physician and the primary caripicsician's assistant. SOng-Brown Act funds
4

trained twenty physician's bassistants graduating in 1975 and will provide

funds. for the graduation of 33 new PA's in.1976. Current plans are to

graduate 26new PA's in 1977 and 9 in 1978, for a total of 88 funded by the

programs during the fiscal years 1974-78.

are:

The three California institutions that are training primary care PA's

-'--,UCTA/Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School

-- Foothill College/Stanford Unikreraity Hospital

1 a ().3'284



--USC/LAC Medical Center. r

'Training for emergency.eare and 'for oxthopedic'physician'9 assistants

are offered by:

.--VSC/LAC-Medica'1,-Center (Emergency -Care)
..-'N

- -UCLA/Ch4rles R. Drew Postgraduate' Medical Schoo meridn cy Care)

f
;

I. ...

,--USC/Cerritos College (Orthopedic)-, ,

0
- 7Foothill College/Stanford University Hospital (EMergencY Care)

As of Feb4ar".11976,.there were 177 PA's approved by the California

Board of Medical Examiners for supervision and employment infthe State.
411,

Of. this group, 144 are working in pyTmary care, 23 in emergency care and!

10 in orthopedics. All but 11 of these ,RA's were trained. in California.

1. Runction

The physician's assistant is defined by the American. Medical Asso-
,9

cia0.on as follows:

. i "The assistant to the primary care physiOian is a person'qualified
by. academic and clinical training to provide patient care services
under the supervision of a licensed P ysiOian in a wide variety of
medical-care settings which are invol d in the delivery of primary
care. The functions'of a primary care physician'are interdiscipli-.
nary in' nature involving medicine, pe Latrics, obstetrics and
psychiatry . .- ."

1(1

The PA provides variety of personal ealth services in an.assisting
,

. L
role to the primary care physician. These services are described to in-

clude but not limited to the following:
(46) \

"--receiving patients, obtaining case his ories, performing an.

appropriate physical examination,. and presenting meaningful

resulting data to the physician

--performing.or assisting, in laboratory yocedures and related studies

in the practice setting
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-,,,1-7,........... .

. ,..15.:.!..,: ',kw .

-21-: .
--giving i ectiOns an-7. 4Okimuttiiiations

. A -.'-.
.

- -statming and caring for!wounds

- -providing patient counseling services; referiing patients to other
. -

health.care resources

1

.-- responding to-emergen* situationa,,which might arise, in the phy--

.sician's absence within

experience, and

the assistant's range of skills and

-,assisting the employinglphysician in all settings such as the

office, hospitals, extended care facilities, nursing hopes, and

4
patient's home'.

The Alltimate.role of the ass stant,and his,functions vary with this

individual capabilities and the'specific needs of the employing physician,

the practice setting in which he works, and the community. Lm which he lives."

The 1970 report of the Ad Hoc Panel of New Aembersfof the Physician's

Health Team, Board of Medicine,'National.Academy of Sciences, described

several types-of physician's assistants ach it categorized lint° three

levels of functioning, popularly referred to as A, B, and C. These types
4

or-levels are distinguished primarily by the natureof the service each is

best equipped to tendei, by virtue of the depth and breadth of their medi-

cal knowledge and experience. The report distinguishes the type A assistant
-

from the B and C types by his, ability to integrate and interpret medical

findings on the basis of general medical knowledge and to exercise a'degree

'of independent judgment. According to this classification scheme, specialty'

physician's assistants, such as the orthopedic and urologic assistants,.

mould function at the B leveland medical assistants ,(office) and practical

.nurses would function at the C level.(73)

-3 7
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T = LE 1Relative Responses to Tastc Delegation Questionnaire
ti

- Could & Should
be Delegated
toNon-MD

PUBLIC HEALTH BRIEFS

Task is Currently Being Delegated to Non -MD

.
Sites with Sites with

Survey
1 ASIM

Survey Site
ASIM Conttdl Physician Assistant.-Labor tor/ and Related Tasks Nurse Practitioner

(%Mds) (%Mps) VS
NM. CT GX KC NO SbL NP_ --, s: -- .---

()Nair) and mount electrocardiogram tracings . 94 Y Y y Y y
Obtain enous blood samples for lab 94 72. Y ' V y -. y Y Y Y Y

13rocur urine sample for Mb 96, Y.,' Y y y .. y .. y y
'Perfo iitinelysis(glucose, protein) 97. 94 Y Y y y y y Y Y ,
p ? epar: urine for microanalysis .,97 91 N Y Y Y V Y Y Y
'Determ e hemoglobin 98 ,

93
91. Y Y Y Y N Y Y

Determi e hematperit ...
1 Y. Y Y Y -N , Y. . 9

Perfo blood cell counts, smears or both- 97 91
a

Y Y Y Y Y
Perform pulmonary, function studies 89 58 Y . Y Y Y N
Perform Master's twchstop exercise test 67 62 Y Y/N Y/N N N
perfo skin tests (allergic, fungi, 77 47 N Y. Y Y Y Y Y

1 tuber ulosis (Tbc))
v's- Thera. .

erimmunizations . 90
Admini er medications intramuscularly . 90
Admini ter medications intravenously 42
Perfor ear irrigations 67
Remov sutures 69
Give di t instruction for obesity, 71

. dia tes, etc.
Clerica and Office Tasks
Pill out Insurance forms
Do billi ig --.
Order refills of prescriptions with 83

Physician authorization.
.Schedule appointments for X-ray and . 97

lab Work .

Schedule admission's to hospital 87
Schedule appointMents on.referral cases 96

after conferring with MC)
.Type progress notes on chart
'Physical Examination Tasks
Obtain height and weight
Take blood pressure on initial visit
Take blood pressure in following

hypertensive patient
Take temperature .... -.

% AdMiniater screening tests for hearing . 93
Administer screening tpsts for vision 94-
Perform tonometry 51
Perform proctoscbpic examinatiop 9
Perfonh pelvic examination aril do '6

Pap smear )
Perform PO smear only 34
History and Patient Contact Tasks
Take and record routine elements of hifory 60

(family, operations, injuries, etc.)
Take and record hist6ry of present illness 28 .
Take and record elements of systemic review 37
PrOvide telephone advice on routine medical 61

questions .

i Provide (a) t elepOone advice on routine 670)
Minor medicakroblems and. (b) schedule 77(b)
patient for examination at office if
necessary'.

Vrsit nursing homes for routirye 'medical, '. 43
rechecks

Visit patients'. homes to determine necessity 65
of physicians' exam at home

63 Y Y Y Y Y Y .Y
61 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
12 N N Y Y y. N g N
26" N Y Y YY Y Y Y
18 N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
20 N Y Y Y' y Y Y

86 Y Y ,e Y
98 Y Y Y
84 N - Y Y

Y,

94 Y V Y Y ' Y Y Y Y
!

66 Y Y Y Ybl V Y
92 Y Y Y NY Y Y V.

70 N Y Y Y Y/N Y Y Y

81 Y ' Y Y Y Y Y Y Y,
17 N '-'1' Y V Y Y V Yi
21 N. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

76 V' Y Y Y y
47 Y Y Y Y Y
69 Y Y Y. Y Y
15 . N Y N ci Y

1 e N Y/N N N Y
1 N - N Y Y Y

Y.
Y.

3 N N Y, Y , Y

13 N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

4 N Y Y Y YY Y Y
5 N- Y Y Y' Y. Y Y Y

43 N Y Y Y Y/N Y Y Y

76 N Y Y Y Y Y

3 Y Y -Y N

;V
15 . N Y N Y Y. N

Yes N No YIN Performed by N -MD in )he Presence of MD - Not Applicable or No Response

AJPH January, 1976, Vol. 66, No. 1
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.

The AmeriCdnoiety of Internal edicine obtained data on 3,425 Mem- °

/
.

, .
_ 4 .

bers in 1969.concerning their attitudes toward anticipated task delegation

\to physilian extenders. A. similar study was repeated in11973 by Ddctors

John K. Glenn and Jay Goldman at the University of Missouri-olumb

at eight medical practices. It was found,. minor exceptions,

actual task delegation patterns conform with the 1969 stddy as to which

task, "should and could" be delegated tolhysician extenders.

Despite the difference in twining of PA and Nil person

d Goldman\found no distinguishable differencein-delegati

although nurse practitioners more often emphasize patient co

education. The researchers 'felt that the shared eXperience

attitudes of physicians and physician extenders may quickly

el, Glenn

patterns,

nseling.and°

and personal

outweigh formal

. physician extender training in deterl.ng task delegation atterns.,

b. Productivity

A review of recent literature on the use and effectiv ness of physician

extender types of workers indicates that the productivity f physicians

can be' substantially increased,

Rafferty (1.9)
estimates-that under conditions of continuous production

the overage,aolo.practitioners in medicine could profitably employ twice as

many auxiliary health workers as he does -- four instead of two, increasing

the number of patient visits per thyaician per week by 25%. He states that

activity analysis shows how primary medical care practice can be organized

to inerease.the productivity 'of individual physicians 1;7.75% thrOugh the

use of PA's.

A recent study by Nelson, et al.(50) found that the addition of a PA to an

ambulatory care practice'indreases the practiCe's productivity. Practices

using PA's (medexes) had a 12% increase in the number of patient visits.

.288
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during the first year of training and 1 3/4 years later had an average

increase of 7%. The' medex'by himself provided care to 28% of the patients

and, in4company with the physician, to another 10%. This 37% increase is

comparable to the 40% increase reported by Smith, Anderson, and Okimoto.

1

The.use of PA's in 'rural and medically underserved areas appears to

be particularly appropriate.1 Duttera and Haslan
(52)

reloorted an evaluation

data of using physician extenders in £he rural southeast. They claim. that

a,large perceptage,o1 patient problems.in a general practice are appropriate

for physician extender activity and that approximatleV50% of the problems

turrently berg seen by physician. extenders fall into the categories of

trauma, acute. respiratory problems, administrative exams, and chronic cardio

vascular problems and the physician extenders perform these duties well.

There have been few studies to Indicate the cost effectiveness. of

adding PA's to primary care practice teams. ..One recent study by Nelson et

V
has determined that the addition of a MEDEX to 10 of 12".practices studied

resulted in substantial gains of revenue over expenses.

.3.,Acceptability
-

The use of PA's has generally gained favorabte.acceptance by the public;

physicians and health professionals. .'A recent study by .Haug Associated; Inc. (54)

( 5 3)

for the Board of Medical Examiners, State of California found the following:

1. The'pubiic is quite favorable toward being cared for by a

physici an's assistant. Eighty percent of_the'sample stated.they

"definitely" and:"probably" would b'e cared. for by a PA

assuming he was qualified to Plifbrm the talk. Only 147 were not sure

whether or note they would be willing to have\# PA care for them and.

only 6%'expressed.negative feelifogs.

2. Physicians a-e generally favorable (ie. app.roximately, 2/3's
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t'
rated the pro gram excellent or good) toward the PA program concept:al-

though only a minority of physic e.abqut 20% - 25Z) are interested
4

in having a physician's assistant at this tip*.
4

. ' 3. Allied health professionals,are favorable toward the PA prOgrath

concept. Almost 80% stated that the concept sounds like an excellent

or good program.

B. Nurse Practitioner (NP)

The nurse practitionpe(NO is, another category,where'theidelegation

of.physician tasks has occurred. this general claisification includes

NP's who work in primary care, family, pediatric, lamily planW.ng, OB=GY,

geriatrics, mental health and schodl settings. Fdr a detailed acdountof

.the historical background, roles, legal status and barriers to the (Ise of

nurse practitioners refer to the paper "Training and Utilization of-Mid-.-

level practitioners -: a partial Solution to the. shortage of primary health

care4providers'in California", by trene Pope.

.

The NP is defined(5S) as. a -licensed nurse who has acquired additional

medical knOwledge and skills to gather data; make'hypotheses,,identify

problems, implement management and evaluate the results in,nlineultation

with,a licensed physician and surgeon. The NP also continues:to function

as a nurse providing direct patient care. (See page 377 fOr a more doMplete

discussion.)

1 -Function

The main functional difference between thd NP and the PA is that the

NP practices Undehis or her license as a nurse and consults with the

,

physician who retains. finaliciedical responsibility for the patient.,

.California, specific'spprova of the physician to supervise the NP is not

required. The,PA is trained to Aorkunder the immediate supervision of A
.

, . ..

physician primafilly i'n an office setting and performs tasks essentially
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medical in nature. The NP performs both medical and nursing tasks.

The tasks performed by NP's vary according to the nature Of the specialty

in which they luitve been trained and in which,they work. A careercmodel-

foT nurse practitioners which details a number of specific funttions

( 66)and tasks ,is described by Lucille Wood.

2.. Productivity

One of the easiest' settings to demonstrate the productivity of NP's is

1

pediatric.practice. According to Reinhardt and Smith 00) all studies of

.pediatricians show that roughly 40% of their patients are well and 50% of

the pediatrician's patient contact-time is,devoted to well care. 1n

addition; to well-child care another 30% of the pediatrician's time is de-

voted to minor illnesses which include the common cold, upper respiratory

tract infections, ear infections and G-I disorders. Theyconclude that the

'physician's time 'can be'reduceeby 50%,by the use of 1.5 pediatric NPs.
A

t

( 57)
,, .

A.recent study by Spitzer et al. on the effects bf substituting

.nurse,practitioners for physicians-in primary care practice demonstrated

that a NPEan Provide first-contact primafy clinical care as safely and

effectively, with as much satisfaCtion to patients,, as a family physician.

They 'also found that the NP's were able to function alone succe'SsfullY in

67% of all patient visits.

°.t

A 'similar,experience is resulting from a nurse practitioner project in a
, ,

community hospital in Sonoma County, California. )
Preliminary data indi-

cate that seven Ny's are providing a wide range of health care services in

health maintenance, acute and chronic disease, maternity and various emergencfes',...

d illnesses. Some patients were seen by the physician and purse working as

a teaM,

backup.

..-

others were seen by,the nurse working along but with physician
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the effectiVeness of NP's Ln OB-GYN'and f ily planning praytices

has also been demonstrated: Using women's heal h - care specialists, to per-

form services such as -taking medical'historie perform.specified physical

examinations, taking Pipsmears, inserting IUD's and p rforming,other

functions under standing medical medical policies andp caillitres;.0stergard

and others
{59, 6

Were sue' ssful in improving the produCtivity of physiciant. In

Inserting IUD's they found that the incidence of compliCations and other

outcomes were no different for those inserted by paramedical personnel'

versus those inserted by Physicians.

s )In another reference Ostergard States (61)
that if paramedical family

planning s ecialists were and '4,n the delivery of family planning services

it wOuld reduce the number of physicians required on a full time basis to

20% of that required under the existing health care system. The 80% savings
1

in physician manpower has great impliqations fort the future delivery of

I

family planning services.

Brunetto and Birk
(62)

in a demonstration where primary care was provided

by matidisciplinary teams staffed by physicians and physician associates,

conclude that if tqs primary care model were spread throughout the U.S.

the present number of'125;000 practicing primary physicians would be ade-

quate to meet `the national need.

Implications of utilizing mid-level practitioners in meeting California's
health needs

The relatively recent introduction of MLP's into 'our health care system

has alloUed, vexv little time to collect extensive data upon which to develop

formulae fdiikdetermining manpower requirements

relatively kew and scattered and care must be

or utilizing, such personnel in*generalized*si

a do indicate the effectiventss and product
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MLP's.

are

In view of the data that already exists
4

d the apecific.-conditions that
J

prevalent'in California; the following factors justify'the Use of

MLP's as part of an effective an

State.

A.

'e-thcient health manpower system for the

Functional needs of California's health priorities

.,the 1971 California State Plan for Health(63)

-health problems that affect the optimal health and

state's population:.

drug abuse
'venereal disease
mental health
alcoholism
mental retardation

The alleviation' and /or resolvtion

listed.fen-priority

well -being of. the

chronic diseases
dental health'

-_neurological IvandiCaps
suicide
infectious diseases

of these health problems in

all,, cases requir that the patient takk responsibility for,

most, if not

understand

MarticiOate
in he health diagnosis, treatment and.mairenance process

.
.. .

connected with the condition. ,Unless individual consumers slid patients are

Qe
willing and able to follow lif&Ahancing procedures add behaviors, the

,

prevention, eliMination and'control of unwanted personal health problellis will

be impossible to attain dr infective at best.

For example, an individual must take. responsibility for not drinking,

alcohol, to excess, to avoid smoking, to not drive his automobile dangerously'

andto eat an afigquate diet; he/she must use contraceptives or "prophalactics'

to avoid unwanted pregnanties Or venereal disease; if he/shs a disease

such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension or rheumatic heart disease, they

are responsible for taking ledications and behaving wisely as defined by

their,physician or other health team member.

054)
Colladay has made an extensive review Of the literature on the
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role of patient participation and productivity in the medical care sector.

He Cites numerous studio that demonstrate improved health outcomes when

patients,' and sometimes other family members, participate in choosing

levels -of utilization, phasing treatments, and monitoring and evaluating

therapy and organizing and executing programs of health maintenance.

Examples of this include early. Aiagnosis of cancer, cardio-vascular disease,

tuberculosis and dental problems,, self care in diabetes and diet management.

Golloday concludes that pilot Programs have indicated that patient.education

and self-care has been-auOceasfUl in both reducing the costs of care and

improving the sociopsychological welfare of patients.

A report by OxWick, Shelton and Witte
(65)

illustrated the cost blnefit-
.

of a national mea les-immunization Program-to be .a net benefit of $423 million-

and the DHEW has estimated the cospAbellifit ratio for seat -be't installation.

(66)at more than $1,000 saved for every dollar invested.

This 'research suggests two basic premises: one, that the role of the

patient in the delivery of health/care should be substantially increased

and the patient amdlor`his famil*, ahould be.induced to undertake preventive

ratherthan ep,i odic care. ,Two,I that health programs and services that
.

.,

emphasize pre ntion and'healtk promckion can be cost-effective.
/

.

%,'

All.evidence.indicate at-MLP'S. can effeCtively.delivery,preventive

Iand health maintenance services. Functionally, these kin s of activities .
lA\l

are generally not "high level" tasks or operations. Gig heal9tinforma7

rtion and educating patients,` giving immunizations and first aid,.givi g.

guidance and counsel on routine matters, and d providing many clinic se. cesiti

4-
such as nutrition, prenatal, well\baby and adolescent care are examples of

activities that mid-level practitioners have learned to perform effectively.

A large part of the preparatton and training of PA's and NP's has been to learn

to educate patients, to perform routine diagnostic and treatment tasks and to
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assist the patient in maintaining his, own health status.

, Barriers. Identification of the various barriers is a necessary' first

stet, in deciding how fast we shoUld move in expanding the very limited training

programs for nurse practitioners. ,Some of these are, identified and discussed .

in this section.

A. Guidelines for Standardized Procedures

The new definition of R.N. scope-of-practice (Sections 2725, 2726 B & P

Code) irovides that some functions (especially those where medical and nursing

prwctiCe overlap) may be performed "according to standarize4 procedUres,6 For

practice.settings that are not licensed health facilities, the law defines

"Standardized Procedures" as follows':

"Policies and protocols'aeveloped through.collaboration-ambng admini-.
strators.and health professionals, including physidens and nurses,
by an organized health care system which is not.a health facilty
licensed pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1250) of Di-,
vision 2 of the Health and Safety Code. Such policies and protocols
shall be subject to any guidelines for standardized procedures which
the Board of' Medical Examiners.and the Board of. Registered Nursing may'
jointly promulgate; and if proMulgated shall be administered by the
hoard of Registered Nursing." (67)

. ,

The Attorney. General has advised the two Boards that the guidelines

Which they adopt should be broad and general'in.nature and should leave reason-

able freedom and flexibility for health care systems_to adopt pnlicies and

protocols which may expand the, usual areas of overlap between medicine and

nursing practice.

If the two rtgulatory boards adopt guidelines that are consistent with

the concept expressed by the,Attorney General curbing only those rare excesses

Which-would be considered highly questionable by the vast majority of' medical
. .

opinion, then the guidelines will not seriously inhibit the use of the new

practice definition to expand the practice of some registered nurses into ,

new areas of overlap with medicine. But it needs to be pointed out that

.neither of the regulatory boards,supported AB 3124, the original and major
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bill'proViding a new difinition of R.N. scope-of-practice and that neither

of the. boards has adopted-an e thsiastic position of implementing the new law.

The questions posed to the Attorney General in the letter of November 1974

from a joint committee of the two. boards, suggest that the boards may approach

the development and adoption of guidelines with a very conservative and

cautious attitude toward changes in scope-of-practice.

B. Professional Corporations #

The,Moscone-Knox Professional Corporation Act, enacted in'1968, provides

for the formulation of a special type of corporation known as professional

'11!" (68)corporations, to render "professional services in a single profession."

The corporation is authorized to render professional services only if it holds

a currently valid corporate'license or certificate issued by the appropriate

professional licensing agency._

Section 13405 of the Act provides,that such-prOfessionkecorporations may

lawfully render.services through employees, who are licensed in the same

profession as the corporate license. Any other employees of the corpdration
4

are explicitly prohitited, from rendering "any professionarservices reddered-

or to be rendered by said corporation."

It is very clear that this law does not permit the ottanization of a

multidisciplinary professional corporation, nor does it permit a medical

professional corporation to employ a registered nurse to render any professional

services whatsoever. Since many physicians who practice as prOfessional cor-

ol

porations_do employ nurse's, it is apparent that thks provision is being inter-
.

preted loosely with reference to employees. However; it seems doubtful that

this would-be allowed to extend so far as to allow nurse practitioners as

employee of professional mediCal corporations.

There is a.parallel provision in the MediCal Practice Act (69)
which
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provides for licensure of medical corporations organized pursuant to the

Professional Corporations Act.

C. Other Corporations

y
Other provisions of the Medical Practice Act X70) prohibit any corPor,-

ation from engaging in.the practice of medicine or from employing a physician

to do so. There are two exceptions: 1) One or more physicians practicing as

as professional corporation are exempted tram the more general prohibition, if

practicing pursuant to the Professional Corporations Act and parallel pred-

sicels of the Medical Practice Act; and 2) By special; individual action by the

Board of Medical Examiners, a corporation can employ a physician to give pro-

fessional services if the corporation makes no charge for such servicesi

Except in the case of a licensed hospital, for which there are special

provisions, it would appear that the Medical Practice Act prohibits the use

of corporate administrative structure fpr collAorative practice between

physicians and nurses. The prohibition is against the participation of the

physicians in such a structure.

D. Partnerships

71)
The Medical practice Act

(
- prevents any physician from participitOg

in a multidisciplinary partnership which operates under a fictitious (i)artner-

ship) name. It is not clear whether the law permits a physician to enter

into a partnership with a nurse or anothei healing arts p essional if each

partner practices under his own name and license. There is probably a need

for.legal research on this point.
--

The Medical Practice Act permits*partnership, practice by a group (or

two) physicians, or by a group. of podiatrists, in either case using a ficti-

tious name, but with narrow restrictions on the name style of the pattnership. .

For a physician partnership, the name sytle must include the phrase "Medical
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Clinic":

E.. Collaboration Agreement

The statement of intent in Section 2725 of the Nurse Practice Act includes

the following very significant langua e:

" t is the legislative intent al o to recognize the existence of
o rlapping.fundtionebetween physicians and registered nurses and,
o permit additional sharing of functions within organized health

systems which provide for collaboration between physicians
and registered nurses."
ca

One poSsibility which appears to offer real prow se for serving presently.

unnerved -or underserved populations wi a primary health care,. is a collabora-

tive system of Private practice which Igy include a physician and a-nurse 4.

,gractitioner, each withaan independent.'(fiscally) private practice, but with

. a cIllaboration agreement under which the physician would be reimbursed by

the nurse practitioner for consultation and'review services, as provided

in the "Standardized trocedures" which are deVeloped to implement the system

of collaboration. Possibly the standardizedeprocedures as well as the business

agreements could be incorporated Into a single collaAration agreewnt.

There arelimitations on what could be included. IFor example; the

Medical Practice Apt prohibits a physician from "fee splitting".

There is a need for legal research on collabbtation agreements which

might include the development of sample or model agreements.

F. Nurse Practitioners as Employees of Physicians

This is the form of collaboration which seems most readily acceptable

to the medical profession, but it also has some serious limitations. :With

the exceptions noted, there are no legal prohibitons in manpower licensing laws.

Perhaps the most serious problem is the problem of malprattice liability?

and malpractice insurance. In an employer-employee relationship, both the

a
nurse and the physician are exposed to malpractice risk baSed upon acts or
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omissions of the nurse.
A

Nursd% have.maintained a low'pryile,with refergnc to l'liability suits,
1

.

and are able.to,obtain malpractice insurance:at-very dest cost, whereas

phtaicians are involved in such a serious crisis of insurance cost that same

are leaving the profession, moving to other areas, or limiting their practice

articicially, all, of which hav,e a tendency to aggravate present shortages_df

, priiary health care services. ,.It is ironic, in view of these facts- ,'that
:

the addition.of a nurse practitioner. as an employee usually aggravates the

physician's malpractice insurance problem. Some insurance carriers are

reqUiring expanded coverage and.higher rate's for.physicians whoemploy.durse

practitioners.

Until and unless it is demonstrated (and take time) that team

practices will fend to lOwer the physician's,liabilityfrofile by changing the
t .

attiydes of patients and possibly by reducing the'incidence of errors, it is

only realistic tb expect that the malpractice insurance problem for physicians

who employnurse practitoners willsget worse.

As pointed out earlier, physicians who operate.ag professional corpora-

tions dre forbidden by the law to employ practitioners, etc., to

render any professional liervices. Whether or not the present non- compliance

. will be permittla continue, is .problematical.

It has been fairly well docutented that the
.

,

main reason so many registered

nurses abandon -active, practice- is. the relativelylow ,level of compensation

(economic and ego-satisfying).

It is not possible to estimate the proportion of potential,midlevel

4

nurses who would reject this career route by reason of the lower expectations

of compensation associated with being an employee of a physician. Neither

is it possible to estimate the proportion of physicians who would opt against
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employing a nurse practitioner bu- would be willing to enter some other

collaborative arrangement. Howeve , it can be reasonably assumed that a

variety of possible administrative arrangements would offer. greater enCourage-.

riene.to the societal use of mid-level nurse practitioners than a restrictive

range of options.

G. Third-Party Payers

Nearly all third-party payers, including insurance carriers and health

service plans, define services in terms of the (a) institutions where the care

is given, or (b) the licensed professional-(not alWays restricted to the

licensed healing arts) Who gives the care. With a few exceptiont, (such ast-
services of:religious praCtitioners which are covered in some programs includ-

ing Medi-Cal) the contracts require that all covered services must either be

ordered by or performed by a licensed physician.

0
For example; a Blue Cross-contract provides' that:

/

"a. Nospital services set forth herein above shall be limited
to,those customarily furnished by-the hOspftal 4nd ordered by ,

the%attending physician* surgeoh " and

"b. Professional,services of a registered graduate nurse...when
furnished in connection with the diagnosis and necessary treatment
of-any illness, disease or bodily inInry6' and be authorized by
'a physician or surgeon .and for only as long as such authori-
zation is glven.".

In most .programs, policies, or contracts, "medical" and "surgical". benefit's

are further defined as services rendered by a physician or surgeon.

The net result, or Stleast the general interpretation has been that

nursing services can be reiMbursed in two possAle. ways.:

0
1. Hospital Services (and sometimes other institutional care services)

are covered and, thus, indirectly, general nursing care and intensive

care services are paid for.
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2. Where reimbursement is

the service is limited

made directly for profeasioanl nursing services,

to traditional "private duty" nursing care by

separate provisions which exclude medical and surgical services'

performed by anyosiLother than a physician.

In Summaryno major third-party payers, currently have, arrangements or

contrac1: Which would cover services performed by nurse practitioners ractic-
r

tng outside of a:hospital. It is understood that somepaxers are processing

phYsicians'claims which includ$dservices performedby -nurse practitioners,

but, there is a serious question whether they are contractually obligated to

do so. None have developed procedures for nursepractitionerS
"qpi %

as "providers".

In terms of permitting and /or encouragilig utilization of nurse clini-

cians and nurse practitioners in the collaborative delivery of health care,

I
in primary care and other shortage areas, the government is probably the

worst of the third patty payers. For example, California' 'S Nedi4-Cal prograi

even excludes traditional '!private duty" nursing from coverage,, and certainly'

makes no provision for the use of multidisciplinary teams to privide primary

care. ,
(72)

H. Hospital Privilieges of Nurse Practitioners

To a considerable extent, the prospect for utilizing nurse practitioners
o

in primary care physician-nurse teams will depend on the explicit or tacit

granting of hospital privileges to nurse practitioners. There is some

tentative indication that hospitals will be more interested in utilizing nurse

clinicians.and.nurse practitioners as hospital employees, than in accepting

them as attending practitioners to hospital` patients.

Until this issue'is clarified, either by court test or by private agree-

went, the. question of hospital visits,by nurse
)

practitoners and particularly

the question of whether nurse practitioners may enter therapeutic treatment
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orders in a patient's chart, will have to be considered as moot. The actions

of i dt dual,nurse practitioners are tentative and experimental until the,

issue is decided more generally by agreeinent or liiigation.or both.

It is perhaps worthy of note that the'California'Department of. Health has
, .

avoided this issue entirely in Writing the new regulationsufor licensed health

facilities.

Aritcle 7 of the.hosPitaI regulati s deals with adMinistration, including
4

the duties and responsibilities of governing. bodies and medical staffs, and

with patients rights. It requires.'that the medical staff (whicii tontrolp and

regulates professional practice in each hospital) be composed solely of phisi-

.cians, plus dentists and podiatrists When dental or podiatric services Ire

Provided.

The regulation requires that physicians, dentists hnd podiatrists who

"perform any eervice.for whiCh.a license is.required" must'be currently.

licensed. It dealswith quality. Of, patientcare provided byresidents, interns,

and medical students. Nowhere is there .any. reference to patient careby

nurse practitioners or to staff priviligee. This absence will undoubtedly
.

be interpreted by many as a prohibition against staff privileges for nurse
.

practitioners,

It would appear that.utilization of nurse practitioners in the care of

hospitalized patients will be seriously inhibited by the present regulations.
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-7. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

1. The state of"Califoinia maintain on a continuing basis a health

-manpower intelligilie system that is responsible. fOr'collecting,

.

collating andAanalyzing data and information required to monitor
, . . .

. .

physician (and other) healt4panpower and health science,education,
t.1-. '

trends systematically.. It is recommended that -this be a joint effort

between the. California Postsecondary Education Commission, the Senate

and Assembly Research Offices, the Health Manpower 4it of the State-

Department of Health, the regional health system agenciesin the

State, and the Department of Consumer Affairs.

2. Fund special programs for undergraduate medical schools to encourage

medical students to enter primary care.

3. Based on the recommendations of ttie Health Manpower. Pplicy Commission,

the Board of Medical Quality Assurance should certify the number of

surgical specialities, family practice and other primary care

specialty slots in, 'State graduate medical programs.

4. Mandate the 'State Board of MediCaI Quality Assurance to develop a
' A

plan. by 1977 to cooperation with the 14health system agencies to '

,

assess the need for:specialtietin their area; and-to issue limited-

'

.

' -lieenSed to out-of-state applicants to practice only according to,

,;?c ;openings available in local areas.

.5. Provide greater support of family practice residencies and other

primary care specialties such as the Song-Brown Family, Physician

Training Act (SB 1224)..

ti
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6. The State should increase enrollment in the medical Schools at the
/ .

University'of California by 72 in the entering classes for the next

-
years. In1975-36, the first-year enrollment for the'University

of California's 5 'medical schools was'561- At this projectedincrease,,

the recommended eoerinvclass enrollment would be 633 by 1980.

fath^these projected enrollments,oUr aggregate physician

population_ will grow from 46,165,in 1975 to 54,732.1n.1980; with .

a corresponding physician/population.raxio increase froM 201/100,000
.

.

to 222/10U,ODO.
* .

Nt.
. ..,

Require that medical schools allot at least 50% 'of. their direct or
...

affiliated filled residencies to primary ca ispeciaIt#a' that is,

family practice, general 'internal medic*de and generalcpediStrics.
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NURSING

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

- Major Issues and Problems

There seems to be agreement from every research source that. the health

care systei in the United States is changing and is facing increasing

presiure .to change. Technological and scientific medical advances, coupled
,4

h rising costs and expectations for comprehensive care are making

demands on the traditional health care system which it cannot meet in its

present form.

4

It is in this context of the changing system that nursing education

confronts two basic issues:

1) What kinds of demands, for services must nursing be prepared

.
to meet?,,

In what ways must the supply of'nurses be adjusted in order to

meet the new health/nursing care needs?

Summary of Identified Problems

In examining, the data of the supply of nurses and their utilization

at present and the projections of nurse supply and demand in the next 15

...years, a number of complex concerns are identified. The data analyzed.in

this report brings up many problems and questions which need to be answered.,

The fbli a summary of these Problems and questions posed by the

data. .Thus the su ry of findings of.ehis report' includes the questions

\

C

to be answered by e recommendations:

Should nbrsing"training programs be expanded and should new ones

be developed? Demand and supplNrojections indicate a need for

more nurses, and statistics show that California is now and is
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likely to remain a debtor state. Yet it is found that there ii

, difficulty for many nurses to find employment in California.

'Should there then actually be imposed a moratorium on new training

programs or even a.cutback of nurses trained ,in California?

What can or should be done about the high attrition rate among

trained nurses and, the _low labor force participation of

experienced nursing personnel?

c) What can or should bedone about the-large number of.health

science program applicants for whom there is no space?

d) Is more clinical training needed by academically trained nurses

as nurse employers indicate? What kin& f clinical training

is needed by emerging nurse profe&nals?

°

Is the fair representation of ettlnioninorities in California

in 1975 in-nursing education also reflected in the employment

of nurses? What about equaLoppor4Ity for males in nursing
4

e-)

education?

- -
f) How can working nursesitradaithe

academically when reite

stitute this upgrading

atus professidnally and

eauCation does not con-

Can and should nursing7,adUcatiM'Unita'atd'clinical functions be

standardized? Will standardilatiOnlaidib'the artiCulatio

betWeen various levels of.n:Uraini edutatiOn.:Programs?

Should emerging nurse roles bprtiCUlateA with: Presett.nursing

eduCation levels td 'create a Spe:cifici.car:4t'1adder for

nurses?

Should the Same assumptions FP0r04:4/1OOlition of time be

made of nursing' educators as it;:is,,Of:01.04icaOactilt (including

time for research activities, coinmUititY-an4;profesbibnal service,



j)

and possible advanced studies towards a Ph.D.) as many nursing

educators urge?

Should the different levels of nursing education (LVN, AA-degree

nurses, Diploma nurses,,,Baccalaureate nurses, Public Health

nurses,'Master degree nurses, etc.) be specified in terms of

professional category, salary differentiations% etc.?

k) What.kinds of curriculum changes are needed in nursing education

to meet tht demands of the changing' health delivery'system?

1) How may nurses have more of a voice in health poll y?

m) In what way can the'maldistribution of'nurse generalists and

specialists in California be corrected ?'

n) How can nursing educations payfor the curriculum development

and new programs which will keep them. flexible enough to:

respond to the changing demands for nursing care services?

*Stmunar#::.:td,, Recommendations

;;71.1e, pr *0,isted.above and analyzed' in the text of this report can

',.W.-add;tesse
.1

. CPostsecondary Education Commission in a variety of

I. . N .

144ti .. er on Recommendations it is, recommended that the
.'f'714,,7

Commisgi h these probleins via:
.1. w

1 sorphip ofcertain comprehensive studies,
....

2. support of certain data collection,

3. development of various policy statements,

4. encouragement of certain projects, and

5. direct action such as appointment of nurses on Commission boards

and committees
0
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Definition of Licensed Nursing Personnel

.Licensed vocational nurses (LVNs or licensed,-practical nurses as

they are called in Other states) are graduates of formal programs either

in private schools, high school adult education courses or community

colleges, of at least. 12 months duration, who have ucnessfully passed a

written licensure examination' issued by the Board of Vocational Nurse

and Psychiatric Technician Examiners. UN's provide 'much of the patient

bedside care in hospitals and in convalescent homes.working under the

direction of the physician and the registered nurse.

Registered nurses are individuals who have completed specific formal

.education either in an Associate degree program'(ADN), a hospital licensure

program (commonly called Diploma programs), or a Baccalaureate degree pro-.

gram (BSN) And who have successfully passeti a written licensure examination.

Their training may take from two to five years with two-year programs

being offered primarily at community colleges and the lengthier hospital

and Baccalaureate programs, at colleges and universities. The graduates-of

Diploma (hospital)-and Associate degree programs tend to become floor

nurses. Graduates.of Baccalaureate degree programs tend to betorde admini-

strators, public health nurses or teachers in nursing programs. All R.N.

preparatory programs in California must be accredited by the Board of

Nursing Education and Nurse Registration.

Nurse prctitionlars are registered nurses who have taken sixto twelve

months additional training in' physical. examination, disease management' skills,

and psycho-social health-illness status,of individuals, families, and groups%

This training is in addition to the basic nursing education% Portions of

their practice relating to initiation or change of a medical regimen are

subject to policies and protocols developed collaboratively within the practice

setting by physicians and the nurse practitioner.
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. 'SUPPLY TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

"Supply" of mdnpower usually refers to the availability of those kinds

of perSonnel which require specified formal training; therefOre availability
.

is. constrained id size by a qualified pool of personnel. (1 )
in California,4

.there are three categories of health personnel which are formally trained

to provide nursing services and thuS constitute the' "supply" of nurses.
e,

These are:

2.

registered nurses,

4

licensed vocational nurses, and

3. nursing aides, orderlies and attendantS,

4

The first two are licensed personnel4 the third is not. Their tasks

overlap considerably, but their characteristics may be defided differen-

tiallY according.to their training and certification. (See definitions

of licensed nursing personnel in the introduction.)

It can be said that "higher education" (postsecondary educatiOn) is the

main source for the preparation of nursing personnel in-Califorpia. (2).

Therefore, the number, availability, and accessibility of nurse training

institutions constitute the major factors in controlling the actual

supply of nursing-personnel in the State (this refers also to postsecondaryO

ft education facilities outside of the State, of course.) Plans by nurse

training programs to expand or reduce the size of their enrollment,,or,to

change Or modify their programs, greatly influence the supply of nurses.

Other factors affecting supply as well are: 1) the licensed aggregate

supply of nurses, 2) in- migration of trained nurses from out of state,

labor-force participation of trained nurses, and 4) distribution of nurse

personnel.. In the following analysis of the supply of nursing personnel,'

regigtereenurses will be dealt with first and then the LVN.
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TABLE V-1

ACTIVE REGISTERED NURSE POPULATION RATIOS IN CALIFORNIA:

1965,,1967; 1968, 1970 AND 1975

Year

Total Active Ratio per
California :Active Percent of 100,000 b
''RN's RN's Total Population

J. 1965 98,438 4,127 69., 368
.

1967- 105,887 70;495 66. 366

1968a 109,936 71,596 :65 366

1970' I 77,400- 387

1973aestimate 126,637 82;314c 65 , ,396
g,,,

1975
d

137,316 92,161 *67 434

11'

SOURCES: ,health Manpower ,Council of California, Registered Nurses, 1970
and Board-aof Nurse Education and Nurse Registration Annual Highlights and
Profile'oi Registered Nurses in California.

a

!
1968 data for actf e:nurses wee projectedhy.the Board.of Nurs4

Education an&Nurse Regi tration 'based upon a sample adjusted for non
response, 1970 data were basedupon-reaponse of 30,006 nursed and were

' not projected or adjuited. It. is reasonhble to assume that the.1970 date
overstate active nurses because,of-the likelihood that inactive nurses
probably would have a lower. response rate.

.4k
b ..

.
:Ratio'for 1965-68'was estimated by'the Health Manpower-Council of

.

California based upon population estimates of the California Department ,

of Finance. In 1966, the American Nurses Association conducted an
inventory of-registered nurses in the U.S. They-xeport 93,649 nurses in
`California for that year, approximately 5,000.1epsthin the Board of Nurse
.Education and Nurse Registration for.1965... AcCOrding to their data, 63%
of total nurses were active. We would expect that the California data are
more, accurate anasmuch as they are prepared by.the licensing' agency.

.: -.

11973 applying.is estimated by plying. a 65% activity rate to registere'd

.

_nurse totals.
L

. ,
d
From James Dei Rossi's data.
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OFACTUAL SURLY OF NURSES.

The total aggregate supply of registered nurses in California can be

:seen in'Table V-1 . From those figures of registered nurses submitted by

the Board of Nursing Education and Registration, it can'be estimated that

there was a 39% increase in registered nurses between 1965 and 1975, and

a 35% increase in active registered nurses. This compares to a.43.22%.

increase of active registered nurses in the United States during that

period. (See Table V-.2 ). It can also be noted that the ratio of active

registered nurses per 100,000 population has gone up in California (from

368 in 1965 to 434 in 1975), although not as fast as i t has gone up in

the Unied States as a whole -(from 319 active registered nurses per 100,000

population in 1965 to '414 in 1975). California in 1975, however, continues

to show a higher ratio of nurses per 100,000 population than the national

average.

TABLE,V=2

ACTIVE REGISTERED NURSES

CALIFORNIA AND UNITED.STATES
1965-1975

YEAR

CALIFORNIA
Number Ratid*

UNITED STATES N "
Number Ratio

1965 68,127 368 621,000 319
1970 77',400 387 723,000 .. 353
1975 92,161 434 889,400, 414

SOURCE: Migration and the Supply of Health Manpower in California:
Section 2.
Projected Supply and in-Migration of Registered Nurses, James Dei

*Ratios,are per 100,000 population.
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TABLE V-3
r y

U.S. SUPPLY OF ACTIVE REGISTERED NURSES AND NURSE/POPULATION RATIOS

Actual 1970; Projected 175 -1990

. 1970

number .rate.

1975

number rate

1980

number rate

185

number

* ,

rate

1990

number:. rate ,
, .

,

Basic methodology) 723,000 355 889,400 414 1,099,600 485 1,294,500 541- 1,466,700 585

Low alternative
2

.723;000 355 881,400 410. 1,01,100 474 1,261,200 527 1,426,200 569

High alternative 723,000 355 886,000 412 1 1,105,500 487 1,337 400 559 1,535,300 613

,

*rite Per 100,000 population; lased on J.S. Census Report and.Projettions, resident population:

1970 '- 203,805,000

1975 - 214,883,000

1980 - 226,934,000

1985 - 239,329,000

1990 - 250,630,00d

Three. methodologies were used to account for the impact of futge funding on nursing school first

year enrollment (nursing school here refers to three types of progans- diploma, baccalaureate,

and associatedegrie program):

1 - assumes a,moderate overall increase in enrollment (with a decrease in diploma' programs and

a proportional increase in baccalaureate and associate degree programs).

2 assumes the same total enrollments as in (1) but with lower,completion rates-for each

program (with the increase spread evenly over all three type's ,of programs)

3 -'assumes a higher rate Of overall increase than (1) but with identical completion rates (*hi
the increase 'spread evenly over all three types of programs)

Notes; Figures include all active registered nurses in the 50 States and the District of ,Columbia (baccalaureate,.

.diploia, and associate degree programs)

Projections include all active registered nurses as of 12131/70 plus the estimated number of nursing. graduates
,

plE the estimated number of those re- entering the profession minus the estimated number lost due to death or :9 0/1,

1 .)
retirement.

f.,)

^

. .

,

,' Source : .The Suppl/ of Health Manpower, 1970 Profiles and Projectionslo,1990. U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, Dqember 1974, chapter 10.



V
All projections for future jupply of registeied"nurses estimate that

both the number of registered nurses and active registered nurses, ai well

as the ratio of nurses per 1100,000 population will lncreaselooth in Caloifor-
.-

niaand the nation.' (See Tables V -3 and ). It can be estimated'
t

the number of active registered nurses will'incregge by 3.44% in.California.

from 1975 to 199; while the per population
.

ratio will, increase, from 434 per

10,0,000 to 541: :;11 comparison'

in the U.S:has'bietritjected

1990; while the p4ripopul4tion

'per 100,000 population to'585.

1975 is shoWn to have more acti

the total number of active re

to increase by 64.91% in the

ratio will increase krbm 414

Now it can-be seen that Cali

gistered nurses
4

period '1975 to;:

active R.N.'s,

fornia, which

ve nurses per 100,000 population than the

national sveiage,. by 1980 will fall steadily behindhe..4iojected national

average ratio. Similarly, the percentage.growth in the-nurse supply in

s 'M

California by 1980'willbe rower"than the national, average' growth percentage.

, ',TABLE' V-4 a.

BASE CASE ESTIMATED, TOTAL LICENSED AND ACTIVER.N.s.IN CALIFORNIA IN 1975;',1980,
1985 AND 1990 .,i.,

. 1975 1980 ' -..i- 1985 1990
Number 7 Number % umbee % Number it

. ,

Total licensed RN 137,a16 163,466 190,225 .212,p3

Active RNs 92,161 101i) ,109,949 100 127',137 100" 141,420 100
.

Brviving and
licensed, 1975

fitsP
KA

,.'4 , .

*
RNs : .: . '80,117 72:9 69,445 54.6 57,938 41.9.

Migrating RNs. ,,..,.

1976-1990 1,. 11,500 1.0.5 . 2i,303. 17.6 12,323 22.0
*

Cariif. 'gradu.
,

ates,,1936-90 0, 18,132 16.6 35009.27.8 61,159 36-.2

Calif. pop.

(thousands) 21,206 22,659. 24,363 26,098
.

.:,

Active IINs per

100,000 .., '434 . 485' "521
6

541 ,

SOURCE: Migration
c.

and ,the Supply o Health Manpower in Calif., James DeiaRbssi.
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4
.0Tab les. V-5,64- tr. Loft

4,
ohas. been estimated thatr't-he percentage of popula-

- :\

Ar Zion grolwalen Californian in the natiOp will decrease in the next

vx'
fifpeen yeaystwhile ;hepe'rcentage of nursing g,rnwth will increase. HoW-

..

4.

t...ever, gopulaeionhas been eseimated to grow at a greater

.)

00
.

. ,40

This mg4 in pare lie attridiuted to the differential- in the projeCted

:, growth rate .pf the ippelation in 441ifornia and in the nation. As shown in
- . 10'

percentage than the average national growth percentage, while the growth

percentage of active nurses:in California is prOjected as being smaller
16

than the average pefceniage of growth of active nurses in the nation.
.

TABLE V-5 .

--CALIFORNIA AND U.S. POPULATION PROJECTION
AND PERCENTAGE OF GROWTH RATE

tr.k

40

Series D-100
Population
Projection

Population
Growth

% of
Growth

Population
Projection

Population
Growth

% of
Growth

1975

1980

1985

1990

21,206'.) '
.t

e22,659

24,363

26,098'

'
'

tt.

. 1,451

1,104

1,735

-

.,1k
--

6.4

7:5

1.1

s'

1lpo,

214,883

226,934 .

239,329'
.

250,639

--
12,051

12,3954

I1.001

--
.-

5.6

5.5.

.

4.7'.,

,

Computed by 416-_Heal.th Manpower Study from population data for June 1974 from
"Projectiong for Calftornia counties 1975-2000", California DePartmgrit of
Finance.

t
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TABLE V -5a

. GROWTH PERCENTAGE AND POPULATION RATIO (PER .100,000. POPITLATIQN)DIFFERENTIAlitl
OE ACTIVE NURSES IN CALIFOR}$IA ANL, THE U.S.

Growth Percentage
of Active Nurses,

Ratio Difference
of Active Nurses
per 100,0 pop.

..e

4.
O.

1965 - 1975

California U.S.

Growth Percentage
of Active. Nurses.-.-.

Ratio Difference
of Active Nurses
per 100,000 pop.

4,

4

,

135.04% '443:22%

`1

+66 nurses +95 nurses
(368 - 434) (319 - 414)

1975 - 1990

California U.S.

+52.83% +64.91%

+107-nurses +171 nurses
(434 - 511) (414 - 585).
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In a.special conference on health manpower at the .White House. in
t

November.1975,' it was -recognized that the "increase in. the number-of'

nurses in the next 10 to.'15 years is expected'to outpace population growth.

Part of the reason is due to the decreasing percentage of populationgrowth.

The White House conferees questioned, however, if the increase in manpower

supply would still be adequate to meet .the nation's needs. (Their ,

requirements will be discussed in the chapter on Demand.)

NURSING PROGRAM(,. DATA.

t As stated above, it. can be said that the primary factor.establishing

the supply of nursing personnel is the availability of educational
.

(resources_ 4- that is, the programs which train nurses and the number

f their' successful graduates. The education of registered nurses is

unique from that of othei health professionals in that although there is

only one t pe of. R.N. licensure, and only one nursing licensing board in

'Ciliforni which grants the R.N. license to those passing the,licensure

test, there are three distinct, kinds of training programs--the two-year.

Associate degree nursing,program, theathree7yearinploma nursing program,

and the four-year Baccalaureate degree program. In addition, Master and

Doctoral degree programs are amailabtle to the registered nurse for
z7,

increasing skirls and specialization.

Programs

.

The increase in registered nurse supply in. California has occurred as

w

a'reault of the development of two-year nursing prograLs,,according to

. ,0some sources.
( 1)

.Growth has been dramatic for'these academic ire ritutipn-.
... 4

.

based programs in terms of number of programs as well as enrollmknt. The

i

;. , . ....
.

Baccalaureate degree also is experiencing gm.ith, where,. Diploma
.. . 0.:

. 4,programs have gradually'declined. Graduate nursing rograms for M.A. and'

-:Ph.D. degrees in nursing are also slowly increasing.' Table V-6
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showi the growth of accredited programa for 1965 to 1975 in.California.

A list of the accredited pre-service programs.in California in professional

nursing appears in Appendix B on page B-1.

Table V:6 below, also indicates that. hospital-based Diploma'training

programs are rapidly being phased out. This is due mainly to cost pressures'

.TABLE

:TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCREDITED NURSING PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA

1965 -F. 1975:

1965 1975

AssociAte Degree a.. 32 60

Diploma 20 5

Baccalaureate .' 15. I 24

Graduate (MrS.N., Ph.D.) 2 9

TOTAL 1
.69 98

I

SOURCE: Compiled from data submitted to the.Health Manpower
. Study Office, Spring 1976.

on hospitals. It has alsb been a result of the response to Federal programs

in nursing education which gave public support to academic institutions to

develop nursing in the late 1950's and 1960'.s (this support in

the 1970's has been moderated due to concern of health planners and edu-

cators.of possible' oversupply of nurses, and has been reflected in 'the

increasing restrictions and difficulties to obtain capitation giant monies:

For a variety of reasons, "California has been a lelder ih the transition

,(1)
of Diploma-Oriented hospital-based-programs to Associate degree programs.

The table above includes pre-service nursing programs, as well as 7
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B.S. or B.A. programs in four-year postsecondary. educational institutions,

which are open only to active registered nurses who do not have a Bacca-

laureate degree in nursing. These. programa have been deyeloped in just

the past few-years and, differ widely in format. Some are sponsored by

accredited nursing schools and conducted on-campus for the experienced

active nurse%who wishes to get a Baccalaureate degree. Most of these

programs foi active nurses, however, are conducted through "extended un1-

versity PrOgraMs,", Nerei.classes are held off campus, and the course

work mayor may-nOZ:47kaughtby faculty of the accredited nursing school:

In one'CAT4legree-prOgram"ar.experienced nurses, the liberal arts
.

, . , 6

courses are taugWky,tetteraend.scfance faculty of.-the aPonsOring

versity. In another suthprOgramf:a BSN for active nurses, students

follow individually designedcurriculums, monitored monthly by the

program coordinator from the .sponsoring school of nursery. These programs

allow participation from nurses working and living in isolated rural areas.

The popularity of the Baccalaureate programs is due somewhat to the

urging of groupssuch as the National Consultant Group on Nursing "to in-

crease the number of nurses with advanced training who are capable of

assuming educational and administrative leadership roles."( 1) Tied to this

also. is the proposal of groups such as the American Nurses Association to
l

change the present single .nursing career structure into separate technical

and professional career fietds. According to M.W. Searight, "Professional

nursing begins with the Baccalaureate degree and mastery of content not

commonly taught in Associate degree and Diploma programs."(2 ) Many R.N.'s

see theB.S. degree in nursing as'a way to move up the promotionaland salary

ladder of their employer institutions, as well, as a way to 'ncrease job

sat sfattion with mov meaningful responsibilities.

a
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StUdies on actual nurse administrator select*Or;*.ierhowever may

refute this perception.

Graduate nursing programs beyond the::$13...flOesrethirve also been

experiencing enthusiastic response tromcn4tege:i'll'illOi.:becomie specialists,

although the programs themselves have deV0:1404 al*ly 'due to funding and

licensing problems. Many of the new eRe4e4etpt..0gOme have ,been :funded
J.,

by federal grants , mainly frot agetIcie- 'HEW, Suc:h:as. the Regional. Medical

Programs. (whose functions will eventUa-13y.t;;e::?Okerl' over by the newly: devel9P-

ing health systems agencies of the health i4annlhvg Act of 1976, 9306'40
.. .

. / , .

Legally, the practice of the, iltirsing.;Sp'ec.taiiatii;;-Oo :expaitde,d their tolk:.

beyond those tovered',in.,the Nurse F*totiee Act wag hovered Undert*. eriH:

t
mental HeA1th Maiipoiler ,prOgram of ybc.-941,forritSPepartment of health,. 41-.

1275' when the Nurse P.fectice Act Was;bro4dened. By law, the Board of
. .

Registered Nurses and the new BoardOf,:iledical:quaiity Assurance are ointl

empowered to promltate -guidelineS fgxrtandardized procedures for ii44

engaged 111,-,expanded roles of nuraiai;!.hUt..ithese. guidelines to date haliebeen

.;;

'
.

.1t $ . .

' . -.

de 1 ay e d .
(11)

a

In 1943# some 700 nurse praciii*lei!'atudenta and graduates in forma

programs were identified; by M4y. of .1915; some 1;,978 nurse practitioner

student's and gradUatei were identified: .Donna Ver Steeg, totes that,

"this rapid .increase . nurae:preCt:itionere is in marked' contrast to the
'

physitian's asSiatants-OOgraMS W mid-1975 had produced approxitately

100, practioing physician`assistatit. graduates under the authority of the

Board of Medical ExaMit4is:"
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HEALTH FIELD

'(Trainee Role)

TABLE V-7

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF NURSE TRAINEES IN EMPLOYMENT/

UTILIZATION

Since Start of Program Thragh May 1975

z

NOT BL/UTIL

TRAINEES TOTAL CALIFORNIA OUT OF STATE OR'UNKNOWN

Number Percent

NURSING 1,761 100,0

Family Nurse Prec4',

titioner

Pediatric Nurse

Practitioner

Maternal Nurse

Nursing Midwife

School Nurse

553 100,0

4r7 1010

Number Percent

1,145 65.0

328 , 59,3

291 69 8.

. Number

254.

11,28

39

559 100,0 343 61,4.' 164

Geriatric

Geriatric Nurse

100.0 64.3 5

100,0. ,100,0

Percent Number Percent

14.4 362 200

k

5,1 197 : 35,6 ".

9,4 87 20.9

29A, 52 9''.3

)5.7

7,0

MOP

Fatally Planning Nurse 131 106,0 93 70 , 18 13.7 20.

SOURCE: Second Annual Report to the Legislature, State of.California and to the 'healing Arts

Licensing herds; November'.30; 19,75,1age 42.
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Table V- 7 shows the umber and percent of nurse practitioner trainees

in employment/utilization since the start of the programs through May 1975.

Nurse specialists:in other fields such as emergency room care, inten-

sive care, coronary care, peri-natatand.pre-nursery care are often-

employed nurses who participate in speCial continuing education and:training

programs certified by recognized trainers, but usually are not accredited

for any adVanced degree by a postsecondary educational institution.

o

S.

9

.0%

.0
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TABLE

REGISTEREWNURSES EMPLOYED FULL TIME:IN SPECIAL UNITS
OF INSTITUTIONS BY TYPE OF UNIT AND NUMBERS OF UNITS IN CALIYORNIA

Calif. FTA Study
Specialty Unit

TOTAL

intensive Care
Pediatric ICU
CCU-ICU.
Coronary Care
Cardiac Surgery

Psychiatric
Adult '

Children
Subdtance

Burn Unit

Respiratory

Abisae

4 Renal Dialysii
Kidney Transplant

RehabllitatiOA
Adult
Children

Cardia.Cath Lab

On

Trauma.

Critical'eare

ResearCh.

Full
1

Time RNs X

4,789 100.0

la35
507
986
771

72

Calif. Hospitals
' Specialty Unit' --

p.

35.8 intensive Care
10.6

-20.6 Tdxed
16.1 1Cardiac
1.5 _Opeh:Heart

*psychiatric
:375 7:8, Inpatient
. 22 0.5
1 105

o. of
Oppitals

*

*79

na na °

34.7',

X
2

415
201'

Surgery 66

Outpatient
Special Services

72 I I.5 'Burn Care Unit'

:104 2.',2 *Renal Dialysis.

189 1.9
7 0.1

161 3.4
7- 0..1

15 ,

0.1

11 0.2

;141 2.9

6 0.1

110

`Inpatient
Outpatient.

*Rehabilitgtron

8

74

'Inpatient 44
Outpatient '63

* mergency.:Dept. 425

4

18.0
19.0.19.0

3.1

15.0 6,-

12.8

7.6
10.9

73.4

Percent of R.N:aEmployed Full, Time in' Specialty, Units
2
Percent of Total Hospitals with Specialty Unit"

*Related data,but not exactly comparable.

SOURCE: California FTA Study,Department of Health, February 24, 1976'(1974 data)
Hospital Statistics, Ans.e.rip Hospital-Aasociat20, 1974 (1973 data)
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Table Nr-Et shows the number of registered nurses actively employed
7

full time in special units of institutions by type of unit and number

of units in California.
.

$

One way to smooth the transition, of record& students and educational

o

programs which train registered nurses. This number has been growing

and there are many indications that even more programs are being planned,

resources between alt these various levels of nursing training programs

is with planned articulation., .Articulation is the coordinitionipf pro-
,

,grams and curriculums in higher education institutions allowing for
, .

,easy transfer
I
of students fromone program to another; articulation for

California nursing programs has not been perfected. Agreements between

various four-year academic institutions, such as in the e4tended degre

programs described above, have been a result of individual initiatiye,
r

F

not coordinated planning. The California'system of public higher

educatiOn could be an ideal system to accomodate articulation.
(1).

Probleta such as the terminal tradition of. community college programs,

are changing with time and should make coordinated programs and articu,

lated career ladders possible to obtain, especially in the nursing.

'field. Without recognized accreditation, .however, nurse specialists

in paiticu1ar are beginning to experience, difficulties with educational

\sad professional advancemen, despite their.advanced training

In sum then, there are presently 98 formal programs in California

postsecondary institutions and numerous informal continuing education

The California State University and Colleges had in its. Academic Program

Plan of April 1975, projections.'to deve1ovin 1976 one more Baccalaureate

program and three more Master of ScienCe.programs'.in nursing. Two
:,! ti
11i
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TABLE V9

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS NURSING"

R.N: ADMISSIONS & GRADeTES 19E1=1975

*Year

AdMissions Graduates
.

Aasotate .

Dipl coma Baccalau- Total
...:.reate

'141

Associate Diploma' Baccalau- Total'
mite

1968
% Inc.

1469

1970
;

1971
% Inc.

1972
% Inc.

1973
% Inc.

19 74

% Inc.

1975
% Inc.

21H4
+11,1

2469
+ 4:7

3025

3502
+15.8

,3030
+73.7

3608
.6

4066
+12.6

4350
+ 7.0

779
= 2,5

738.

-10.6

595

645
+ 8.4

- 11,8

482
-15.3

388
-19.5

355
- 8.5

1040
+ 1.2

1258.
+21.0.

.+28,2

1647

7013

1280-
-.29.4

y ;

1446
Al2e9

1695
+17 2.

Total
Increas
196A-75

.:+82.5 - 54.4 +63.0

4203

4492
+ 6;9

5233.
+16.5

5794-

+10.7'

6012
+ 3.8

5370
-10.7

5900w

+ 9.8

e 1179
+24.1

1395
+18.3_

1773
+27.1

1896
4+ 6.9

2386
+25.8

2552
+ 7.0.

- 2886
+13.0

3126
+ 8.3

556
7, .6

588.
+ 5.8

505
- 14.5 .

492
- 2.2

491
.2.

.569

-24.8

184.

.10 374
2.6..

583.

1.9

643
+10.3

735
+14.0

914
+24.3

1015

1018
-+ .3

1253'.

+23.0

1385

2318
+ 7.3

2626
+13.3

3011*'

+14.7

3302
A 9 . 7

3892
+17.9

39 39

+.1.2

5/3
+14.8

1.4885

- 32.7 +137i:6 +110.7

.o

Source: California Board of Nurse Education and Nurse Registxation



community colleges in tivirAtate-also plan to, develop nursing programs in

19 16 . ( 4 )

.Eneollment.
0-

1

.S
-,-

.
.

.

At present, as in the past; theTe continues to be 'a surplus of
.

..
.

. ..

.applicants for all levels%of registered nursing tfaining prograMS'in . 1,4,

4

California, including many who already have college .degree's In' other

,

fields, includiag some At the MaSter!s ,level. (1) ,Thia,is due to a variety

of factora,:b lt. largely to the, public's'perception ttiat thereIka, .

..
, .

shOrtage of nurses everywhere and that 'therefore employment 'opportunities.
. .

. .,.
. :

It

''everywhere for. nurses are good..
6': a.

Table V- 9'shows the Increase of nursing programs admissiona and

graduates .in California since 1968. ,A breakdown of nursing degrees
,

conferred in each California State University and CUllege as well as the

University of California. can be found in. Appendix B;, pages. B.-5 and B-6.

-,,seen in the table, enrollment has .increased in all program but the

Diploma);as has the number of graduates from nursing programs-in.

California. The Chart alSo shows that the Associate degreMprograms
. ,

have had the; reatest-increase in, number of graduates with the Baccalaureate

programs not far behind. According to ono study, the irowth of R.11:

graduates in all levels- of.programs pis greater in California than in the

U.S. as a whole, but the growth' in graduates from Associate degree roams

in California, while/dramatic, is hail the average hatfinal growthrate

of A.A. degree progtams. (3)

Table V-9 also shows ,that admissiortOf students in the As.sociatt

and Baccalaureate degree programs increased steadily until 1973,.when all

Programs. experienced a sudden decrease in admissions,' and then grew again
,

ry

,fn. 1974 and 1975. :Diploma programs *of course show a continual decrease"
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'TABLE iir10 4, k

SOURCE OF NE1 REGISTERED NURSE LICENSEES: SELEtTED YEARS, 1960141974

-...

Califoehia 4.
1

Graduptes
.

.10 , ...

.

"1 Other States and Countries' ,,

Year .

New
Licensees :

rPercent
..

of new
.

No. Licensees

Forei .Ap
Other Conntries ,.:

States and Canada Total`

Percent
of New

. 1460

11)62.
.

. '6395A,

6641

1189

41239

.19

19

-1964 7265 1441 20

.

.1967 X513 2197 29

1969a 8618 30

,1970. .8A23 2988. 35

1971 8132 3265 40

1972 9131 , 3640 40

.1973 3902

1974. 1152 2897 25 ~

1975 '1(12039

4551

'4420

4584

3270

4101

5004

.4215

4034

S578

:5,d04 by

SOURCE:

695

982

5406;

r74.

54021_

81

81
Ag

-1240 5824 80,

2046 . 5316' 71

931 6032 70

431 y.. 5435

652 4867 60

2 5491 .60 ,

47 .1 8625 75

10.

endorsement; 6,435.'by examina&1111.*

', . .

California Board, of Nurse.Education and4Turse tegistratiow
/ ,

a.
4111b..4

4
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AT

43.

9

lk40
.!:

In admission rate as One :Dip14114 school afteronother closes its doors.
..4 Vie.

1.! 4,

"Future California'supplIk)f,R.N's dist is -ctite sensitive to the
.

..

'14'
-.41

Illitt 1*

di`
)rate of growth in e'ducational output "- ac cor ng to Dei Rossi. . Zach

.
3-

percentage increase in the 'growth

produced'. abut a

rate 'rrelative to the base case rate)°
t

1,5t increase 1n the Aber' of R.N.'s per 100,000.
....: - .. 4

this way also, the .3.5". increise in the ratio that would Make the /985
4it' 4

A

e -.

Calif8rnia ratio equivalen* t ....t.o'' the 19,85 U.S. ratio, implieg almost a 107.
0

In

increase the le er';i of

change id the 1985 qiip

cc IF,

.SENSITIVITY OF FUTURE

4o.

Base Case

AItetnative #1

graduate output by 19 85 :(thus each percentage

t: t .. A. . s., 4

corresponds- to. about an 8% change in output) .,

TABLE V -11

:N. SUPPLY ,I0PiTUTUR.B CALIFORNIA
o
8DUCATLONAL OUTPUT

,..,

9

Changi0-'

-In Growth
Rate

:0*

+2.5%

Alternative ft2 +5.0 %'

AN

3, s "
19 81 ill Active

Califalia' /, -. R.N.'s per
/

aaduates 100,000
0,4

Number
,

e 44%gte Number
4

5,396 4..* % 521
t

540 +3.5%28 ./,

(30'

8,972

Change

plikv

+637 t: 561 , +7. 7% !.

c MIGRATION 46

tz

California is still a debtor ;state
.11

it can be seen that- some

were obtained by nurses

-
4ti, it"' (,.

,.

*,..itll' -'.44 .

A i

ih nursing. From Table,' V- 11

75% of new California nursing licensep in 19 74
tA. .

trained outsikle of, the State. 4 In 1960,who had been

81% of the new registered licensees came from other states or foreign

counties this percentage had gradually declined' to 60% bY.1972,. anethen

a
:4udidenly shot up' to 75% in 1974. (This increase could be due to the

improved ability of foreign immigrants to take the nursilig icensure' "

JC9
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TABLE V-12

ESTIMATED R.N.'s MIGRATING TO CALIFORNIA BETWEEN
1976 AND 1990 USINGBASE CASE MIGRATION RATE

r,';t

fl 1980 1985 1996*

ti
, tinder 25

25 to 34,"

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65+

TOTALS

2,236.

8,015

'3,409

1,326

511

49

2,329

14,956

.8,939

1,164

1,193

::' 208

2,365

17,526

16,267

6,287

2,730

6'21

15,546 30,989 45,796

O

TABLE V-13 - k

SENSITIVITY OF FUTURECApIFORNIA R.N. SUPPLY TO.FUTUR4D-IN-MIGRATION

' 'Base Case k.-"
Alto6rnative 1
Alternative 1...
Altern#iive 3.

1985°
Active R.N.s

In-Migration vtr 100,000

*-Rate Change Number Chahge

(4) . .046 ,"

.042 .

:023

521

(-)10%. 513 (=)1.5%

(-)25% .499 . (-)4.2%

(-)50% ') 476 (-)8.9%

O

4s
TABLE V-14

to
.

Table SENSITIVITY OF FUTURE. CALIFORNIA R.N. SUPPLY TO THE RETENTION, ,

Ot CALIFORNIA GRADUATES

Base Case
'Alterriative 1
Alternahve 2

1985

California Graduate Active R.N.e
Retention

:4.

'Or 100,000
.

-Rate Change. NhmYer
.050-

.950 ('543.8% 516

.9001 (-)9%- 508

;988 I), ,K

Change

(-)1. 7% 4

(-)2.5%
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exakinafion, which was instituted in 1967 and' probably acCnunted:for some

of .the decline in'percentage of inmigratinn in the late 1960's.) Inmigratio

from other states has shown no Particular pattern 6f increase or. decrease

to date.

Table, V-12 shows the estimated total numberofi.N.'s migtafing to

California, who will both survive and retain licenses in 1980, 1985,-,and

1990,- using the methodologydesCribed in Appendix p; page K -1. It has, been

estimated that some,12,267 R.N.'s inmigrated to California from, 1967 to

(8 )
1973 (almost 5% of the-total nursing graduates in'the nation.) N-12

prOjects the number of R.Y. s who will migrate to California in 1980, 1985

and 1990 who,will. both survive and retain their licenses; as is apparent the

number doubles every five years!"(8).

It has been found that a change inAhiairate of inmigratiOn however,

would produce little effect on the total Supply of nurses. (
/ Statistics'

show that future Supplyof nurses is relatively insensitive to changes in

the-assuled rate .(4.6%9of the total number of nurses trained in the U.S.

each year) of.inmigration.. It was found that a full.50% decrease in the
/

migration rate produces less than a 9% change

100',000 population. (See Table VA)

the, board of Nur cation and' Nurse

in, the ratio of R.N.'s,per

Registration records the number

of nurses who receiv d endorsements from other-states (although some of those

nurses who receive e dorsements do not actually leave the Stilte It can be
:

-', .
seen in'Table V-15 On the next page, that these enaorsements have been increasing,

If
v

1 -

which lightly affects the statistic fat i gration. Similarly; from.,paSt

trends it was derived that the.reteritiolOAte for California nursing graduates

was 98,8%.(See Table V-14) .
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TABLE V=15

REGISTERED NURSE MIGRATION: 1969 - 1974

Fa

, Inmigration
Endorsementd to

Other States

Net Inmigrationa -

Year
Other

States '

.

Foreign

.

Total , Total
Percent of

New Licensees

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

5Q04

4215

4039

5578

.

431

652

. 1452

3047
d

_

",

5435

4887

5491

8625.,
s 0

1883

1997

.2078

'2181'

2397

.

'

.

-3552

2870

3413

6228

'42

35

37.

54
,.

SOURCE: oard of Nurse Education on and Nu' rseAegistratIon ''
J

N
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Yet it has been found that a- decrease inlthis rtenticon rate ;(4s "with

an increase in the inmigration rate) would- also have i1it_ e' effece on the

overall supply of "nurses.(See Table;V--13.; previous page).

Again ,:as stated earlier, the one real eifect on supPy seeks ;.t-o be

the output of educational institutions and programs.,.although, from

practical standPoint, there is no indication. that 'California rieeda.to

self-sufficient in producing registered nurses in iordet to be',Apsaired ;of - ,

0

an "Adequate.. suppliy. ( 1)

NURSE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

A major problem in attempts to identify 'the' supply of nurses '1.b oat,

there are a great many trained R.N. 's who choose- not to seek. employment.() .3'at a given time, writes Charles A. Pillsbury. 1In .Tan.i.e V--1,

1t can be seen that of a total of 13,316 regiatcqed turses, only '924
were active or 67%. In fact, in Table V-1. it .can,lhe. readily seen". that:.

. ,the past ten years, less than 70% of all regi ered hur es in Califarni
were actively. employed. This attrition can idirseen even Aurint 'nursing,

..- -'training, Table 'V- 9 on page shows that .2iii1 1973, for instance he latest:1%
, . .

, ,year for which there is coiebRonding'data):. 3,608. person' were
., , . .. 4.1.. t< ,..`;., -.

tted
to California A.:A. degrde nursing..progr #-.3.1,126 persons gratduated two

,:1 , ' fl d
yeats later; and .,,of 12%.:ThiaAame table showa that in f473 a to4a1

of 5.,3.70 nurses grachiq e.4...fro,nCnlira.ing-,p;?9grlim:4 in daj;I:fo,ivia and, that
,o;' .,, .9. t4. 4,,, v I

3year, only' 3,902 o e$ IA:cages , a -1; ..1;46.8 -or 27X. i, ,
,

-,. . .....,:: ", ;,, ..;-..,.. 44:41., h,.. . ,.. ,..,..f ,. . 4, . ,, ,. 1% il - , ,,i'IN.' ".Much of this latlsattritiog, can ob ably.' be':. tributed to, changi e44
.. '.' cf. t ,life plans and expe`ceht1lans ,fOV'.'qiforteert. ...t adult la also indiate the*" lack , i ,

... .,
0 'of good career eduAtiot.andtattftefttp4ilLselg.Ctldhprocas.. No cbipre-

ik:, 4.--, -: ,1*.
..hensive study of -eac.lfy : at tr4,piotioisraatOr been. I.dentified4% .,

,I e 4
'4.

,A fairly cowilortestudy fch ects nurse supply by
c4, "1"
ouSde

I, .. ,

4



attrition fadtors suchas age distribUtiOn, probability of :SurviVal an
A

the probability of retaining a license shoWs an interesting pattern; th

chances: of those nurses between the ages, Of 45 and 64 'retaining their
,-..,..
iii,.;,,,

licenses (and ;thus remaining active in the nursing field) are os great

, greater than the dhances of new graduates under 25 years of age The
4.4i 41,4 :

. . . i'''t.
groUp!..tiic:h has .thel highest probability of not retaining their lice

. .

:,..are, nuinber.-brie,:,of course the 6Siyear olds and older 'and :the 35 t

year oidage group.' Al"0..low,iS the 25 to 34 year:old group '.:altiloug

joi;.7_ thee. 35 to, 44.:year gro4p,..'(s.ee Table V-16):

TAB- V -16
, .

CURRENT SUPPLY OF CA4IFCRN tc..N -f6' ATTRITION, FACTORS : AND -PROJECTI,'ilk ;14-. -,,.. st,,-. .47.,,,F,7- ,,r; -.-,,ti., .:,.:... ITION .".,'..':;i.

.- L .

-,1 ! , Probability
A-,

.., , .
. r . Prdiability:, -of

v '' '''','\ ..,; " , %,,of
. , . , Ret ining

S*V:iving L nse''
Age 'fik,(1,10 (1,4,(i)). # : ci-a(i))

r'25 .'9994V
a

25 to 34 .:":545?
35 t'ty,-44''.'

45 .co ..33;003 _IA953

'55. to 6,4 '22;395: '0898

65+ 9;436,i;. .9656

.990 19,7

.983 31,22

1.004 ,903

1.000 27,005

.970 ,t5 136;86

123,

16,816

30 026

19788'

,

SOURCE.:. "Pt4e44d 4141f. .411conmiiT4lon of Registered Nurses", JameS
:

.Fb,x'ce4partiCkpatipru :this a critical foktor affecting the supply

nUrses.-.,y 8pMestUdieiirntojeirts in various parts' of the U.S.:supported:

by the federal
governMe.

nt havOl'addressed this problem; principal causes, of
' (20the low labor sio.kqe;partiCipatictri were ranked in a study conducted in 1971.

,

i
Fa'mtly re sponSibilitM's ind ,t1. considerations are the reasOns cited most

A '7'

':',
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often for inactivity. (See Table' V- 17) . Choice of working hours,.

refresher training and availability of child care, facilities are shown. in.Table

V -18 to be the most often cited pretequisite to induce inactive nurses

to return to the labor force. Results of federally.funded projects dealing

particularly with refresher courses, are not available (although experience

with such a project in Oklahoma and MissOuri indicate limited success: a

progra4Which retrained some 6,000 nurses in Misaouti in 1968-1969 found that

Only about 60 remained working six months later, even though child care

,
facilities had been provided in thq employment lsetting.)

(10)
Obviously,

this pioblem is-a subjective one with multiple facts:its influencing the

decision of each individual whether to work or not.

Part-time work (less than 35 hours a week) is also a key issue in regard

to nurse labor-force participation. Many inactive urtes express substan-

tialtial interest.iroart-time work. (
No survey of t preference 'of Califor-

nia inactive nurses forpart7time work is known °at this ti , but it seems

evident that .4inira. the supply of nurses in ,California necessitates

examining not only,the supply of trained, qualified and licensed individuals,

but also the proportiOn of these (especially inactive nurses) who are willing

to seek employment at a giVen time.

DISTRIBUTION OF NURSES.

A final element which should'be considered in the supply-of nurses in

California is the distribution of nurses, both geographically and by specialty..

Even though statewide and eVewcounty-wide nurse -to- population ratios fail to

adequately account' for the distribution of personnel within special

geographic and specialty areas of need, at then 'point it is the best tool

of comparison. 'Ins ;, it can be stated that California follows `the national
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TABLE V-17
.

REASONS INACTIVE REGISTERED NURSES
DO NOT SEEK EMPLOYMENT

Reason Percent bf Reed)onses by Inactives

Familynee#4 . 64.0

Need for refresher courses 20.0

. Hours 13.0. '

Husband oppbsed 11.8.

Health 8.3.

Age. 6.1

Low salary 5,4'

Transportation , '4.6

A-

.SOURcE.I.Report.of'theHealthMmipmferProject'

, Massachusetts
Nursing Association, 1969.

TABLE V -18

PREREQUISITES FOR INACTIVES TO RETURN TO NURSING

Condition Percent 'of Inactives, Selecting Item.

Choice of working itours

,Refresher training

a
34.5

32.6

Child care facilities 28,4

Change in husgand'.s attitudes 8.0 -

Help in transportation 4.7

Housing subsidy 1.4
4

.Higher salary -- write. in 1.1

SOURCE: The New York City - -Rand Institute, Survey of Inactive' Nurses
In Yew York City, April 1971 (unpublished).

fI
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trend where ateaeCtend to have a sUrplba of qualified individuals at all

levels of nursing, whereas -Aeas rUral areas tend to have llortages. (1)

In studying iha.mobilitylof trained nurses, it has been found that-the

ajority of nurses do not mov, nor do they wish to move once

established a home and a family.
(11)

-Those found to be most ldng to
a

move are: ,1) nurses employed less than one year, 2?'males, 3) the

currently unmarried 4) those with no children udder eighteen, and,5) those

have

..,

,whose income ds primarily from nursing. Nuries with school-agedthildren

are less likely to move than those With children under'six years of age.:

Movement away from:the location of the R.N.'s nursing school i

. substantial, on the average, and takes place soon, though not immediately,

.after graduation from schools in underserved as well as

adequately served and over-served areas, Ver Steeg notes that very few

:,California graduates -move out of state, while almoq all students coming'

from out of state to prael gatcalaureate:programs tend to stay in

California. There have eben indications that among nurses who move,

Baccalaureate graduates.ard more likely to be geographically mobile than

Associate degree graduates; this may be due to their better employment oppor-

tunit,ies'becauae of their better training,. Baccalaureate graduates also Have

been found to be somewhat more willing to work in small communities and poor

metropolitan4areas lf they did not already liVe there than were A.A. and

Diploma graduates.
(11)
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TABLE V- 19

REGIONAL TOTAL REGISTERED NURSE-POPULATION RATIOS

0 1965 ,1967 1968' L 1970' 4' .1975.

Regional

Areas'

.

Total

INs, - Ratio

.

dotal

.RNs . Ratio ,

To al

'. R s Ratio

Total

,RNs Ratio,

,

Total

: 14 iRatio.

,.

,

.

.

North Coast 890 473 883.

'2',836

466 929 497 811 499. '1,245 619.

North, Bay

San Francisco

2,571)
,

612 i, 642 2,978 660'

,

3,147 6691.v.

,

4,279 :

i

816.

Metropolitan. 21,064 716 22,460. 742 12,854 747 23,362 755 .26,034 822

South Bay : 6,754 675 .7,511. 89 8, 7,886 . 704 8,313 700 10,204 747

Northeast Mt, 831 453 ,884 , 466 : 837 440 944 488 / 1,126 635"*

Centra1Mr..., 260 552 281 552 250' 553 334 608 -,-. 434 .641

SoutheasOt. 92 500 103 528 109 .551 107 498 128 506,

'Sacramentolalley 1,029 ':'422 1,086 429 1,120 443 1,127 446 1,440.' 534

Sacramento

Metr,opolitin', 4,314. 539 4,605 557 ,817 '379, 4,967 578 6,140 648

San Joaquin valley 6,045 '381 z 6,441 394' ,6,677 ,405 6,853. 406 8,391 479

Central, Coast 4,513 ' 512 4;968 52G 5;296 548 5,602' 555 : 7,118' 621,

Los Angeles

Metropolitan

. ,

29,059 ,'04 41,624 509 43 088 ' 520 '44,329 ', 521 . 52,230 , 605

San Diego

NetrOpolitan 5 884 i99 6,588. -.524 7,099 543 7.559 539 10,297 '655

Southeast 5,112 '460 5,617. 482 5,956 ..501 6,202, '500 7,950 ', 603

,

Total. '8,438 532 105,887 ,550: 109,936 5624 113,811 ,,. 564 .137,216 : 647

SOURCE .Health Manpower Council of California, Registered Nurses 44* with information from Profile Of

"Nurses 1970oard of Nurse Education and Nurse Registration.

*C612puted from Dertment of Finance population data.

Regional areas are, the same as those listed in the LVN table,

3
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\

Table V.-.1P shows the distribution of registered nurses'in various
,

California regional areas. over the past ten years. While.all areas have

increased both the total number Of.registered nurges and the ratio

nurses per huhdred population,, there is still wide differetites between

regions. San JoaqUin Valley continues to'be the,region with the lowest
°

per population ratioA:,:f .nurses and the San Francisdo Metropciltah'area,

continues to be. the region'with`thehighest ratio With's.differen-Ce0

.42rbetween them in 1975 (as compared to'a difference-of 47t in,1965).

3

4
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TABLE V-204-

REGISTERED NURSES IN CALIFOltNIA BY,.COUpTY

TYPE-- Registered Nurses.

Alameda
Alpine
_Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colpg; -
COntraYCosta
Del 'tiOrte

. El;.Dotado

Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
kern.

Kings
Lake
.Laslpen

Loa, AngeIes
4adera-

: Marin
- Mariposa
Mendocino
.NierOed
Moaoo.
Mono

4Rdterek,
apa..

Neirada.

'Orange'

7,088
1

5,95

771

°.94
61

4,805
79

2,423
90:

648
248

.1077

.257'
162
94.

40,786
165

2,766

356

441: -7? .

48
, 32 ('

1,448
1,101
:237

4444

SOURCE:

12/30/7511/30/75

Placer 576
.F.14mas 80
"Riverside 3,056 .

Sacramento 4,652
79

.SIiiitBernadino 4,646'
A:tn.:Pies°- ,

Ske'francis co 609.1
San Joaquin
San Luis 'Obispo 902

7 San Mateo

Santa Barbara
'Santa Clara
Santa ,Cruz

''.Shasta

Sierra
Siskyou

Sonoma
' Stanislaus

Sutter
Tehama,
Trinity
Tulare
TuoluMne.
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba -
'Out of state

country

Prefix Count

Board of Nursing Education' and 'Nurse Regiatrition.

4;984
1,966,
9;070, 1
1,l34

y- 623
.12

181
1,134
2,044
1 ;147

. 248.

1367,4;

51 J771
766
195

24723
619
134

: 31,165

, 775
1

.

fi
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Table. V-20, shows the actual raw number of registered nurses per

county in$975. Health Manpower planners have been concerned about the

best way to_determine adequate nursing supply in a CommtAty and to deter-

Mine if area should be deemed "underserved" or as having a "critical',

manpower shortage. Sophisticated methods have been suggested such as ,11-*

correlating manpower /facility anti, mortality /morbidity rates "bud utiliza-

tion factors such as transportation time; to date however, shortage and

*
critical Aortage areas .bave been determined by nurse per population ratio.

,

;

Al

:I;
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1ABLE V=21i

HIGHEST DEGREE BY 'COUNTY OF EpLOYMENT 0?

CALIFORNIA NURSES IN MYSICIAN=CRITICAL

AND PHYSICIAN UNDERSERVED AREAS

COUNTY k. TOTALS

''''.'California .16400'
,

41pine. 3

Del Norte 46

Glenn 33

A'Ati!'. ,Imperial '175 '

Kern 955

9' !Flings, 172:.

u ed. 254
,.

H, m.
, c 27

("4 Mono 12

jef Benito 41

4 ', m Solano .686

L.)

0 ° uS.:tter 142
4:-

, ;.

t,..
Tehami

.

7%

Tulare -'; 532

Aufador 43

.

El Dorado' 134.
.

Fresno 1,736

cz Inyo 71

Lake 62

NptereY . 965

g\RIrterside 1,657

g Santernadino 1,067

, M San'Joaquin ,1,159

g Sierra 2

g Siskiyou 19

P Trinity 21

Tuolumne 104

VIS Ventura 1,687

Yuba ,93 ,

UNKNOWN ,

i

ADN 'DIPL010 BACCA=

LAUREATE.

'HEALTH

BACCA-

LAUREATE,

cCHER,

MASTERS

HEALTH':-.4

21803 2N14
1.

97;906 '28,606 ',,',6,686' 5,814

IOW
'3 I' --

.... , 30 6
4

1 --
1 3 - 22 ' 4 1

2 '54 '86 '20 7 4

4 221' 473 158 440 ,, 41

2 18 104 ' 39 5
,/,

-- 29 178 '37 4 6

....
4' 16 r __ .e.

..... .
]is

' 13
3 .1=2M 011m

. 1 5 28 5 2

4
1 107, 424, 113 14 . ' 24

. 2

. ..

,

13

17

81

'50 °

37

-11 \

6

1 .

3

4 126. 255 101 21 9

1 4 33 4

3 19 , 85 24 2 1

12 338 720 \ 518 56 74

1,

o

fr-

9

,11

.

0
45

41

114

AA 7

--

1

.....

1
%

6 159 553" 195 ;35, 17

16 406 * 9Ib' 163/ 73, 34'

,30 859 1,316 554 '148 \ 139

15 320 643 105 28 34

.. 1" 1 .... ...
1

1 i 5 57 13 3

1 13 6 1

17 69 11 3 2

326 972 280 59 44

1111..M 8 .467 18 3 1

C

MASTERS

OTHER . DOCtORAL'
%

1,538. , 343

..

.,.....
6

--

2

10

...
,
..

WM,

13 .5

2

1 .

.8 3,

15, 6

8 6

--

4014

, 1 ec,

MM

mme

MVO

a

..4, I

SOURCE: Paper. submitted by,Donna Ver Stieg. "CAliforni'a Nursing Service and Education: Some IMplications

'for tlit AllOcaiion. of Resources ", '
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Table V- 21 shows nurses with various degiees and where they are

4located in those counties designated as "critical" and.'"underserved" health

/P0'.'manpower shortage areas in California. .0

According to one study, the single largest reason fn,refusing eMpl

Anent in rural areas and poor

4 would oppose it. The second lariest reason inlrural'arep 4as trafisporta-.0

.,

...

...

tion time;in central city areas, personal danger was Tanked'as.the most'
4 ' .

#. A .-1. .atilt 4often cited reason for refusing employment, wth transponegtion time apd
*

Ar
6,

sections of central cities.was that the spouse,

poor schools' pacedaced abodt equally behind,.
al)

In areas wherp,fhere'seems

to be an adequate supply of trained nurses, there still may beibacnies in
4't 7i ,:.

.shift work, in specialties like operating room4r gynecological ntlfae or in
/0 c 4 t 010 6)

less desirable employment sites like convalescent hedls. +.1V The prbblem is
' i o.

.not only one of Igetting trained people tv the are
4

as but one of* getting
? f

,people already there tP work, egpeolally to Olt nista to work in the less
1, "i

. 0 i

ImP

desirable facilities d at less desirable. hour-S."
(
1)

a ,

...There are some indications that Aployears ape less quick to fill vacan-

cies w4fth "any. old trained nurse" but are with, g to take time to look for
5 00 k ,

a person with higher relative qualifications. The clinical training of A.A.

l' degree personnel is often cited .as a 'problem by acute care facility employers'

who sometimes would rather wait for a. more clinically trained applicant.

The same is true of facilities requiring nurses with 'postgraduate specialized
. ,

. ,

tfaining.

345,
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REGISTERED NURSES BY FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S. AN) CALIFORNIA, $972
*

Occupational

Nursing EduCation

7X
Public Health &

8% Nursing
Home

t.

780 006

Not reputed .5%,

o Private Duty

Nursing Education

Occupational Health

Other 1.5%

9%
PUbiit

HeSlth ES: e .

., h,
:

*
Source: Source,Booki.Nureing Personnel, U.S. Department of Health,EdUcation, and

- ._ 4-/ ',-,1Welfare, December 1974. *

',Figures rounded to nearest 1.1 percent.

.

a 7 9
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Table Ve-22 shows the distribution of active registered nurses
o . e,California, and in the nation by field of employment. The needs.. f or I:tattled-

ii '''lac CialiOts'will be- covered .1,O the Detiand section of this.-report."ifiIt . ,
. . . ,

2.intereilt4ngv to note , that California about the same nit tr btlit ion 4 .

,spAttrn as;thd: vest of i the nation .aa. a whole.. Some two-thirds of all
. ?' 1'1* ' . .

's 6 i
*

VW''' active diirtiing. prbfes13.iiinals are:practicing in. do-bed hospitrals4, and rothe,,!;- .. 4,, . . ' tt t
r4 ,4t ik-11types of Inati e : e Ertions whi101e rest . ar thinly distributed over wieSe -,,,v iit.

r r.,..: 4{.
. .4!' c .1 It%.4i.'."

44-'.range. cif .ntrsing fields.. .:This shoad be examined 'in the light of, current
4', ...c

emphasis;..on. dealt: mainte#anee mid prevention of 'i.lInesci, the Shift 4rovl \I"' 4
G,, .4 't,

ittatitu4on nursing' to community nursing and cane of the sick in the h'' At ,, o,t,

fi>,, ..i,'' , Iii, i .,sino ad .of in -institutions.: The new. C lifornia Nrse Practice Act ieftlerc,ts tit.

y i':

s aft these Changes which are making new demands'of tip sup of nurses '''''
i

.ieaenrly available.. These points wilit,be covered in the 'next chapter; in

.-.,

.. ,

. ,,; ,
- :, .;tsit7 tit r;s.

' t report.

1016. ,- 0 ii:
''

' r

.r
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].e. 123 provides similar information for California nurses'

1oyment for 1975. Comparable data is not available forA±.2Arlacs

whole.

0

I
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. TABLE V-23

REGISTERED NURSES BY FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT IN.,CALIFORNIA 1975
,

I

Other Community Service

Nursing Educ

Total Nurses -

92,161

Figures rounded to nearest li percent. it
f

alSource: Compiled by the Health Manpower Study Office fr figwes
the California Department of Health,. FTA Study.

SE,

provided by



TABLE V-24 '

TOTAL LVN,"LICENSE6S, ACTIVE LVN'S, AND RATIO TO POPULATION:
1961 - 1975

Year Popuistioni
Total
LVN's

Ratio
per 100,000
Population

Active
LVN's

Ratio
per 160,000 t
Population

1961 16,369,000 15,980 97.6

. 1962 16;912,..000 174115 101.21

1963. 17',533,000 19,428 110.8

1964' 18,041,000 20,004 110.9

.19e5 18,516;000 22,740 122.8

.1966- 18,879,000 24,505,!: 129.8

1967 19,261,000 28,480, 147.9 21,844 113.4

1968 19,544,000 31,554' . 161.4

1969 19,819,000 36,099 182.1

1970 26,022,000 38,710 193.3

1971 20,265,000 44,250 218.4

19721 20,524,000 45,689 222.6 35,180 171.4

-1975 21,206,000 54,570 257.3'

SOURCE: Health
'Orinda, California,
Vocational Nurse and
of the California

Study Office.

Manpower,tpuncil of California, Licensed Vocational Nurses,
1970, p.9', 'updated 'after 1968 with data., from Boardof

g#ychiatric Technician Examiners, and population estimates
.0.#tment 'of Finance.

1/

1975 Data,Tdated'by Health Manpower__,

4

'A
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SUPPLY OF LICENSED VOCATIONAL NURSES

VoCational nurses care for-and treat patients uncial- the supervision

°fa physician or ategistered nurse and may.alao supervise non+profesaiOnals.

They are graduates of various kinds of formalNprograms of et least twelve

Months duration offered at a variety of private schools, high schools,

adult education programs or community colleges: Schools are accre ited

d graduates are licensed after successfully passing awritten licensure

examination by the California Board of Vocational Nurse and Psychiatric
. _

Technician Examiners. This Board also evaluates and Iiolanses_LVN's from

other states and foreign countties as well aS/individuals who pass An equiva-

lency examination in lieu of graduation from a.schooll It has been noted that

most states have consolidated boards which deal with both L.N.N. or (L.P.N.)

'And R.N. personnel. California has two bdards with no formal coordination

between theM. Legislative proposals have been made to consolidate the two

boards"in accordance with the recommendation of the National.Commissibn for

(1)the StUdy ofNursing and Nursing Education (AB 1495, Assemblyman DuffY).

Licensure. Data

The supplyof L.V.N.'s is growing in numbers each year because ofIthe.

fact that hospitals in an effort Ito cut health care costs, have begun to hire

more L.V.N.;s'than R.Nz's because of the lower rates of pay, according to one

California Department of Fpance source. ( 1)
In 1975, the licensing board,;.

recorded a total Of 5,4,570 vocational nurses licensed in California. (See

Table_ V -24). In 1901, .there were about six California R.N for every L.V.N:;

by 1975, there were about three in terms"Of actual numbers (not' designated

ace inactive.) Data On the number of active L.V.N.' for 1975 is not

aw4able; in 1972, it was recorded thai there was 171.4 active 1...V:N.'i.'per
. .
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TABLE V-25

LICENSED'VOCATIONAL.NORSES IN CALIFORNIA: JULY '1972.& 1975

-4\
1972 1975 ,

Regional Areal LVN'i Ratio/100,000 LVN's Ratio /100,000

North Coast
X

North Bay'

San 'Francisco Metro.

SOuth Bay

NortheastMountain

Central Mountain

Southeast Mountain

492 266

1,189 262

6,172 '197

1,726 145

568 '313

250 462

-31 158

605

1,433

7,038

2,073

706

283

46

301

273

222

152

138

418

'182

Sacramento Valley 411a12 408 1,187 440

Sacraments() Metropolitan 1709 214' 2,295 242

San Joaquin Valley 3,784 233 .4,608 263

Central Coast 1,700 168' '2,244 196

:Los Angeles Metro. 15,449 1831 19,701 228

Sap Diego Metro. 2,882 212 3,727 237

x4outheast 2,635 216 3,288 249

Total 39,699 199 49,234 232,

SOURCE: Board of Vocational Nurse and POthiatric Technician Examiners.
It should be noted that population estimates uied for the year 1972 by the
Board-are significantly lower than those of 1975 (California Department of
Fi4ancePopulation,Research Unit) and therefore the ratios cotpUted are
probably slightly'higher:than if Finance estimates were used for that-ear.

ja

.Cognties included in each,area:
North Coast: Del Norte, Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino
North Bay: Napa, Solano, Sonoma
San Francisco Metropolitan: Alameda, ContraCosta,Marin, Sarent;.:111,o,

San Mateq
South Bay: Santa Clara, Santa Cruz
Northeast Mountain.: Lassen, Modoc, Nevada, plumas, Shasta, Sierra:

Siskiyou, Trinity
tentral Mountain: Alpine, Amador; Calateras, Mariposa,'Tuoiumne
Southeast Mountain: Inyo, Mono
Sacramento Valley:. Butte', Colusa,'Glenm, Sutter, Tehama, Yuba
Sacramento Metropolitan: El Dorado, Placer:, Sacramento, Yob,
San JOaquin Valley: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Mhdera, Merced, San Joaquin,

Stanislaus;, 'Tulare

Central Coast:' Monterey, San Benito, San Luls Obispo, SantaBarbara,
t Ventura

Los Angeles Metropolitan:. Los Angdtes, Orange
San Diego Metropol4a : San Diego
Southeast: Imperial, verside, San Bernardino

352 8 %8
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109,000 population (this compares to `about 396 active R.N.'s per 100,000

population in 1973, about a ratio ortigo active R.N.'s peone active

Table V-25. shows the number of-L.V.N.'s by regional area and ratio

of 100,000 population. As can be' seen, both the number and ratio have grown.

in every region.in the past four years. The total growth percentage is
--

is

24% from 19,72 o4 1975 (compared to aboxit an 8% increase is the number of

registered nurses between 1973 to:1975.). Although these figures are hard

to compare, it can be tgenerally seen that the number of L.V.N.'s is'

increasing inCalifornia at a greater rate than fhe number of R.N.' .

o

No consensus on an optimum L.V.N. per'population or L.V.N. per R.N. ratio
.

could befound to date.

Enrollment Data
,w

In. 1975 the Boara'of Vocational Nurse Registration; and Nychiatric

I4 a
r

. a
-7.

technician ExaMiners listed..82 accredited vocational nursing programs in
.

. .
.

California' graduating a total of 30364 graduates. ,In 1968 -69, there were.
4(

- ( 1)
antotalof 55; alio:1.in 1969-70i a totaliof 28. L.V.N. prOgrams were

started only in.1953. ( 1)
No hard data could,-be found on. plans for increasr

01,

ing the numben of. L.V.N. programs in the futdre. The development of new,.

prOgrams and expansiOn o4exiating program seems to go' on 21.n an-unillanned,

uncoordinated way;"there.has nevr peen e fectiVe control over the growth

, t (3)of ;these.. educStional,programs,' ..4 tint the -Board of Vocational Nurse t

. .,

Registration and Psychiatric TeOrinican ExaliinOrs ,is presently attempting to
.

,discouragg further pro1146ration of kV.N.,Programs, espeCially in areas

that thbft.iread) as 'being satirated:C1)
.

0,7

Accoljraing to the State Department of FininCe, there will pg a surplus

0f 17,922 full-t;me employed L.V.W...'s by ,1980 who 41.1 be involuntarily

f.v

oro

3
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TABLE V-26,

LVN CANDIDATES PASSING EXAM FIRST TIME AND LICENSED BY

ENDORSEMENT Egg OTHER' STATES: 1960:1975

1.4

Year

1960

.1961

1962

1963

.1964

165

1966

1967 .

1968 ,

1969':

1970

" 1971

1972

1973

1974 2624.

1975 3177

.California Graduates

Passing Exam

first Time ,

E44va;ency Passing
. Exam 'irpt

Time" '

TotalNo.

(1)

Percent O Total
(1 of 4)

No. Percent

-o

955. 71' ' 63 I
.

1109 65 124 , 7

1009 ' 56 2'38 13

1114 59 . :107 , 6

1248 60 200 10

1475 63 , 259 '11

1820 59 ft 15 .

1564 48 866'' 26

2024', 48 ( 1271 ',, 30

2270. 52 1050 2'i

2170 54. . 1051 23,

2692 '58, 1007 . 22

.2489 66 . 412 G. 10

Other States , Total
Exam Cols, r Att,

irst Endorse .; .2 and 3,, a Total ,

Time ment total ,

(3) (4)'' '(3 of 4)

4 28 324: 1342 .24
',,

53 418 471 , 1704 , 28

52 514 567 1814 11

74 591 665 :: '', 1886,',. 3 e '

51 573 . '262 A

89 521 .t 616. 12344 26

72 726, 798 4,:,3090 , 26 t
I

I 1 81 759, .840. , 3270 , , 26 r\''
. ,

96 857 953 424 -.. 22

.,
125 872 997 4317 . 23'

,

`u-navjtilable
u n a wa 1 1 a. b I e

65 462 9

,...,

105 937 ; 1042 , 463 .., 23
,

123- 814, ',. 537 463 , 20

'96. 846: '942' 4043 i 23:

p , .

'it

113 1113 :122§.'

SWIM Board, of Vocational turse and Psychidr c Technician' BXamiiiers

Health ManpOwer'Study with this. Board.
'1974. and 1975. figures.updatedll Of4e';'ofi



ployed. "Obvtously, educational facilities as the primary 'constraint'

supply, do n,ot provide the full restriction on growth in the nursing

pool needed if these7training.resourCes and students' time is not to be

wasted If the rate of production of new does not slacken_And,

-N staffing pattertis. continue, there will be involuntary unemployment of

L.V.N.'s. " (1)

Migration

Inmigratioq of L.V.N.'s een estimated to be much less than in-
, 4

'

migration of R.N.'s. (3 )
gTaple V-26 shows the petcentae-and 'number of

-...

. .

ih-mivants since 1960 who passed the L.V.N; examination. Since 1970, the.

number of L.V.N. in-migrants have averaged about 236 of the total number

of L.V.N. candidates passing the licensinF g examination' for the first time
.

(compared to an average of,ahout 68% of new R.N. licensees who were in- I

migrants from 1970-1874): As with R..'s, L.V.N. in-migratiolp5eaked in the
.

mid-1960s, decreased sharply with the institution of the licensing examina-

tion requirements in the late 40's and 70's, and has in the middle of the

1970's, begun slowly to increase again. 'Still unlike the supply of R.N.'s

in, California, it can be seen.lhat.the'S'tate has never been a "debtor ", state
8

in furnishing trained L.V.N.'s to the health manpower pool.

-Labor Force Participation

4

Tliere is little hard data on the labor force participation of L.V.N.'s.

According to the State Department of Finance, "the L.V.NI. participation-rate

is higher than that. of the R.N. Approximately77%'of all L.V.N.'s in

California are employed nd.of that number 92% are emplo ;'
yed'full time.

"(11),

(versus 58% for R.N.'s).("

L.V.N.'s also tend to be much less mobile than R.N.'s. This is attri-

buted. to several faptois including: 1) social-economic status (poor people

355



TABLE V-27
.

LICENSED. VOCATIONAL NURSES IN CALIFORNIA BY COUNTY.

TYPE r VOCATIONAL NURSES

.1. Alameda 2'401
. 2 Alpine 1

,

31. Placer.
32 Plumas

12/30/75

282
46'

33'`,, Riverside3. Amador 44 1,399
4 .Butte .574 1 4 Sacramento
5 palaveras 70 35 'San Benito 37
15, Colusa . 48 36 San Bernadino 1,73,40

7. Contra Costa 1,319 37 ean Diego 3,727
8 .Del Norte 29 38 Francisco 1,621
9 ,E1 Dorado ,105 39 San JoaqUin 97R
10 Treano 935 40 San IlUis Obispo 230
11, Glenn .55 41 San Mateo , 938
12 Humboldt 297 42 Santa Barbara 580
13 Imperial 149 43 Santa Clara 1,684
14 ply° 40 44 Santa ruz 389
15 Kern 702 -45 /Shasta ,3.16

16 Kits 190 ,46 Sierra 3
17 Lake 99 47 Siskiyou 99
18 Lassen 34 48. Solano 486
19 Los Angeles 16,366 49 Sonoma 607
20 Madera .80 50, StanOlaus 885

i 21 Marin 329 51 Sut r- .Z3-
22 Mariposa '26 .( 52 194*
23 Mendocino
24 Merced'

180
'276

/53 trinity
54 Tulare 561

25 Modoc 2.20 Tuolumne 142
Z6 Mono' 6- 56 Ventura
27 Montevy 475 57 Yolo 209
28 Napa 338 58 Yuba' 208
29 Nevada 59 Out of .State 4,536
30 Orange 3,335 60 Out of Country. 239

Prefix Count 54,009

Source: Board Of Vocational Nursing and Psychiatric Technician Examiners.
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r."

America are the least_mobile), 2) age and, family (a higher proportion of
N ..

1,0/A.s a're,olderowomen who incomes' are supplementan
4 : i

\

0 'P'.., w '''' '

primary' and whd are tied to a hmsband's.work location) and 3)- low salaries.,

which do not provide sufficient inducement to move any great distance. "So,

in a sense, the 1:.V.N..is a more static Ahd reliable supply for the area

where she trained thaq s.. the the state study concludesf(1)

fr
Distribution of .

.

. "With L.V,1L's,.the proble0 ofkistribution seems to be accentuated
, N. ..

4
'by their relative immobility," the tate Department ofFinance writes..(

-

immobility," .

.

"Since 1..V.N.'s are tess.mabile, the distribution ;of their educationilto

, 1. .

.

. .

grams is important. The shortages of L.AT.N.;!s tend to be where,there,are. .i

, .

\

.

na local ftograMs. si (11) .Nq'vacsncy figures, for 1,.1.1.11:- positions in -(TarioU 41'
.

4...--
0 .

communities .have been compiled die to time limitations. 'Table.27

shows the distribution of.licenseicl L.V.N.'si,y county.

ti

4
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Educational- Opportunity

Adyed -end motivated person, to achieve his goal iwitkin
. .

.

/ .

4
(16 .)

aCiences. ... Two main issues are 'involved" the tkperienee' of Ca
.

(

Edu'catinal opportgpityls.defined as the ability:of an adequate
4eo

yy..pre7

health ..'.:

nians in,adhieving placement in health science programa in the State, andthe
.

relations of, this placement to the ethnic grouping oi he individual.

' Chance of Placement

Data on the rejection rate of nursing applicants,is not entirely clear

(6 ). according to Robert Tumelty. 1
, Indications from nursing programs of all

0 : .

levels throughout the State show that' although the number of graduates frob

-.. .

'0,-everyprogram.(except the phasing-outDiploma programs, of Course) la inCreaa-
.:.- .

..,

ging, the applicant rate is many
i

ti......pm the number of places available. Many

nurse aspirants experience great "difficulty in gaining entrance to nursig
. - .

programs In the State. (1 ) With the' start -up of a Master's degree clinicians'

ibcgram, TumeIp writes, the rejection rate will no doubt increase. ,

- ,
_ .

,Tumeity notes that at the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF)
,

. .., .

mdtd than 400 applicants a year'are rejected from-the Baccalaureate level de-'

gree Program, which Ver Steeg states is among the top ten nursing schools in
46. .....- .

.the United .States . .Californians are favored applicants there, however.
( 11)'

/-
Statistics allow that approximately 90% of the entecing classes as Veil' and UCLA

consite f Califfornia residents. (See ITable V -28, next' page),

L...)Th of nursing programs a

Section2 of 'this chapter, is taking place at th

whole Planning 'and piogramving authority comes p

'o V

Otte-ioUrces. Yet this expansion4cannAt begin to

admissions, as noted in

Community College level,

*
rily.fro4 local, not state-

/

place the ;lumber of, students

who apply each year,'even discounting fultiple applications from individuill

.1 359
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TABLE V-28

FIRST YEARSTUDENTS N CALIFORNIA PROGRAHS.OF NURSING EDUCATION,
BY RE DENCE PRIOR TO ADMISSION L 1975 .

Pre - Service Program

Public

U.C. System:

i U.C.S.r.

U.C.L.A.

Total

CSUC Sydtem:
V. ,

Fresno ,--

Humboldt

Long Beach

Los Angeles

Seramente

*San 'Diego o

San Francisco
t

San Jose* e

Total

% .
Private

C. Azusa Pacific ,'

/2iola
N.,.

Mt. St: MarY's,

E. Loma 6
.

Loma Linda

*U. of San Francisco
.

Estimate

X # X , # .7: # X # ,

4* "" .9 (

86.6 e277) 10.6 (34) 2.8 (, 9)). 100 (520)

89.8 (114) 7.9 (1 .0) 2.4 ( 3) 100 (127)
? .

14,41,5 (391) 9.8 (44) 2.7 (12) IGO (447)

pel i

94.1 ( 64) 0 .51T ".( 4) -.100 ( 68)

91.? ( 20) 9.1 ( 2) . 0. 100 ( 212)

91.7 ( 33) 2t8 yj- -- . 5,5 ( 2) 100 ( 36)

100 ( 27)-,100.0 ( 27) 0 o. -

97.7 ( 42) 0 2.3 ( 1) 100 1E-43)

. 96.4 ( 2.7)
I

3.6 ( 1) 0 100 ( 28)'

84.3 ( 59) 1.4' 4 1) s
. 14.3 (10) 100 ( 70)

100.0` ( .68) .'0 0 100 ( 68)

°.'93.9 40) 1.4 ( 5) 4.7 (17) 100 (362)
..

r

83.8 Z 31) 16.21 6) 0 100 ( 37)

.73.7 (l42) 14.6(14) 1.7'( 1) 100 ( 57)

91.9 (102). 5.4 ( 6)
x ,

2.7 ( 3) 100

33). 90.0 ( 30)' -9.1 ( 3) O.

. 85.2 (127) 11:4 (17) 3.4 ( 5) 100 (149)

84.7 (12A) 15.3 (23)
, .., %

o 1)(),(150)
-

? ii5.5 (537)

V

vit

Percentage of Studentso4

Califoraa Other U.S. oreign r INotS1
States

.

L.

&wiled from'informatipn sent. to7AWgealth Manpower Study Office by the
iadliAduar 86booli- Sihng

.

,

-
- g.

'

(
I

a.



students. Due to the reljtiat'irsement structure of'thecomanynity,college,

.

based on placement of local students,,tand to the strict territorial boundar-es

t

of these colleges; it would seem that the community college nursing progra
n .

:genetalliattampt"to'place students_from the local area in their programs.

However, easy. residency requirements allow many to be categorized as "local"

even though they may have just moved to the area. ,Complete data is not

--,presently available,regarding this. It has been noted elsewhere that the main
*

cause fpr expansion of the nursing programs at the community college level'is

due to student demand. (See Section III, Pg:370)."Manypeople on the Nufaing s%

4 . ;,1

Board:and in edudation seethe supply_ growing too fast, not for health needs

(
I

-

)nor student 1:iatement, but for employment realities.' 1 4\
.

.
.....'

.

e nursing graduate Witthools of the University of 'califbrnia also tend
.. _

II,

to attractft'55; st de ts those basic nursing education was adoired out of the
.

L,1

State. These gradua in turn, once ha rig obtained tie M.S,. and Ph.D. in '
.

r nursing, tend it be very mobile both with nrand
.

oup of the State.
(11)

,----

. rTable IT,.20.sh6ws. the, breakdown of place -of- origin (residence) of students

1,..acimittelkid Califotnia nursing programs in 1975. As can be seen a very small
, .

4

percentage of the students. in any of the pubic Prograals came from outside of

'.

.,

California, with the highest being 'ii.4% at UCSF; while several of the State .

.b

_, , t. . ,

Colleges reported no new oat-of-atate students. The.private nItsing sch 1

, i c . : ,

the
\

., had a genetally higherPercentage of out -of -state students', with the highest
., .

.

.

. . 1
.

. ,

being. about -2% at Mole tollege:., .

361 38 -I,
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New Post - Baccalaureate Spdents

Other States

Foreign

Undergraduate Transfers

California

Other States

L.)

IN)
Foreign

ti

TABLE V-29
,

RESIDENCES OAF NEW NURSING MAJORS - CSUC, 1975, "

BAK CHI* FRE* FUL HAY gUM L B'
r). d Irm 4

,11 27'

1

' f

L SAC S B S D S F S J* SON TOTAL

44 7' 10 110'

1.2

2

4 '
'16 ( 13 '83 16 .16 ,19 109 162 55 10 35 . 40 46 .; 75 146

2

2 - -

,1 8

,* These. sch ls offer. Master's, degrees as welI`asqatcalaureate.degrees in turOng.

' v ' .

as.";

c 11So4Tce: Pi sion of Institutional Research, Officgof the Chancellor; the California State Univer it o eges,

Los Angeles, Celkorni*e

.Key: BAK - Bakersfield, FUL

CHI - Chico t HAY

1, FRE - Fusnb

4,i

Fullerton L B - Long Beach

- Hayward ( - Los Angeles

Humboldt SAC %- Sacramento

'S B - San Bernardino

S'D San Iiiego

S F San'Francisco

41 r

(

- San Jose

SON Sonoma

389
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Table V-29 shoWs the breakdown of origins of nursing students in the

California State University ,and Colleges sistei for undeigraduate transfers
,

and new post-Baccalaureate students (those alread3 haVing a Baccalaureate in

a field other than nurslng.and enrolled. in the nursing progrAM of the
.

,;

school, or those With a BaCcalaUreateaminursing and enrolled in

nursing program of the school). Again the percentage of students froi outside

of California in these programs in 1975 was-less than1r1OZ.
.

Again, data showing number. and place-of-origin of nursing sch

cants; Which could be compared to

school_students is not Available.

,.it is difficult for any applicant

number and place -of- origin of nursing.

-

Generally it can be concluded_that while

.to. get into a California nursing school,

.-
.

due-to the number of applications; it "may be easter for a California resi-

dent than for an Out-=of-sta e applicant:.
)L-

".
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or'
TAB V.:30

111

FIRST YEAR STUDENTnN'CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS OF NURSING EDUCATION BY ETHNIC GROUP -.1975
,

.

Pre-Service Prograi Black

, Percentage of Students

Oriental Meicican,. Other All

American American ,Non- White, ,Minorities

U.C. System:

U.C.L.A.

Total

CSUC System:

I" Fresno

,Humbert

' Los Angeles

Long each

4` Sacramento

San. Diego

San Francisco

San Jose

Total

Privet

Azu Pkcifi

Biola

'Mount St. Mary's

Pt. Loma

Caucasian TOTAL

/
4.4%114) 8.81(28) 0 1.8%( 6) 0 15.0%( 48) . 85.01(271) '100%( 319)

5.9 ( 3) 19.6(10) 10 11.8 ( 6) 2.0 ( 1) 39:2 ( 20) 60.8 ( 31) 100 ( 51)

4.6 (17) 10.3 (38 ) .' 0 3.2 (12) 1 ( 1) 18'A( 68). 81.6 (302) 100 ( 370)

7.7 ( 5) 4.6 ( 3) 0' 7.7 ( 5) 3.1 ( 2)

0 0 0 4.8 ( 1) 0

52.6 (10) 10.5 ( 2) . 0 10.5 ( 2) 0'

20.6 (1 7) ' 5.9 ( ) 5.9 (2) 11.0 ( 4) 11.8 4)

5.1 ( 2) 0, : 2.6 (1) 0 2.6 ( 1)

14.8 ( 8) 3.7 ( 1) 0 ,, 0 3.7 ( 1)

16.7 ( 9) . 13.1 ( 7) 3.7,(2) , 1.91'1) 25.9 (14)

14.3.( 1) 0 .0/ 14.3 '1) 0

'54 (14) 8.3 122)'

1,

14.3 (3 .516 (15) 1.9 (5)

Lbma Linda

U. of San Francisco 5.3 (.8)

Total

v

TOTAL

0 0 5.4 ( 2) 0

7.0 ( 4) 0 ,3.5 ( 2) 0,

. 5,9 ( 9) 1.3 (2) 6.5 (10) 0

6.1'( 2) 0 ! 0 6.1 ( 2)

40 ( 7) 1.3 (2) 5,4 (8) 10.1 (15)

5.3 ( 8) 0 6.7(10) 3.3 ( 5)

3.6 (21) 5.2 (30) 1 (4), '5.5 (32). 3:8 (22)

6.3,(76) 6.8 (83) 1 '(9) 4.8 (58) 3.7 (45)

`23.1, ( 15)

4,8 ( 1)

"73 14)

55.9 ( 19)

10:3,( 4).

22.6 (, 6)

61.1.( 33)

28.6, (`'2)

35,3' ( 94)

f

76,9 ( 50) 10t1 ( 65)

95.2 ( 20) 100 ( 21)

, 26.3 ( 5) 100 ( 19),

4,1(15) 100.(' 34)

89.7 ( 35) ,100 ( 39)

77.8 ( 21) 100,( 2'/)

38.9 ( 21)" 100 (°54)

71,4 ( 5) 100 ( 1)-

64.7 (172) . 100 ( 266)

8,1 ( '91.9 ( 34) (100 ( 37)

12.3 ( 7) 87.7 ( 50) 100 ( 57)

16.3 ( 25) 83.7 (128) 100 ( 153)

15.2 ( 5)- 84.8 ( 28) .100.( 33)

25.5 ( )3) 74.5 (Ill) 100 ( 149)

20.7 ( 31) 79.3 (119) 100 ( 150)

18,8 (109) 81.2' (470) 100 ( 579)

22.3 (271) 77.7 (944) 100 1115)

Compiled from data sent to the-tiealth Manpower'Study0ffice by the individual schools Spring 1976. ,



9
Ethnicity of Nursing Students

Table V-36 shows the ethnicit7 of -first year (entering clais)

a sample of California nutsin$pyogtams. ',At the'two University of

nursing programs, marked differences can,be seen.' Overall, UCLA's

4nurOng clans oft197.had more than t noras many minority students as did.

UCSF; the percentage. of minority students in that calss is almost:three times

students in

California

entering

.
.

as much asthe percentage of UCSF. ,As can be seen, UCLA had more minorities
1\

,

-"+.

`in all categories: :Although, it appears from the data that neither un4yersity
..

has any Native Americans in its entering class.

The number of tinorftles in other California,collegeS and schools of
...

nursing varied widely, both individually and as systems% Various number games'_

can be plaYedith..these statistics in comparing which ethnic groups are more
5

repres6nted in which schOol and which aystet. The meaning of these games,

'hOe'ver, would be hard to analyze at this point wince these statistics have

,

.

a.
.

.

not been,kept over a long enough period of time tolishow any particular pattern;

thus no attempt fo analyze them will be made here. In addition, it "may be

a misuse of mpling to compare.percentagesofpersons in or appiyink,,to a

program with the percentage-Of that same gfoup in,tife total population;

although the position 'is emotionally charged, it can be argued that the number

of minorities admittedto. ulaing school programs should be compared, by group,

with the total,number.of qualified. applicants.

3p73
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TOLE V-31 0'"

COMPARISON OF ENTERING CLASSES IN CALIFORNIA HURSING.EDUCATION'PROGRAMS WITH
CALIFORNIAJS'ETHNTC COMPOSITION - 1975

.Ethnic Grodp State
Compost 4104

1

Percent,bf
Public

Students
Private*

'1'. U.C. CSUG

) .

Caucasian 78.0 '81.6 64.7 81:2 .

,

tlack 7.0 4.6 14.3
.

c,6

Native American 0.5 0 1.9 .1

Oriental
2

. 2.6 10.3 5.6. 5.2

Mexicpn American 11.0 3.2 5.3 5.5

All Others

nit!!1. Minority

0.9,

22.0

1

18.4

80.3

35.3

3.1ii

18.8

`'total ,Caucasian 78.0 81.5. 64.7 81.2

GrandTotal 100.0 ' 100.0 100.0 100.0
.

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 eensus of the Population

Includes Chinese, Japanese and Filipinos

* Azusa Pacific College, Biola College, Loma Linda University, Mt. Saint
Mary's College, point Loma College,'and the University of San FranCisco.

4.

Compiled from data sent to the Health Manpower Study Office by the individual
schools, Spring 1976.

44
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Probably sore significant than the tables tihowing'te ethnic background
. . ,.

.

and sex designation alone, is Table V-31, Which compares the ethniccomposition

.

of the entering class of students in California.nursing programs in'variOUs

'
.

school Systems with the State's overall ethnic .composition. :Here it is shown

that the Universtiy of California program and the priyat. e programs.are only_

th Caxicasians, iah1e 'the_State University and Col legesslightly overrekesente§

system is largely unde epresented.
(

By'ethniC group, Orientals can -be seen to. be overrepresented in all
4

systemi 'by as much as four.times. Blacks in the State Unirrsity.and-Colleges

.system -are overrepresented by mg than twice their pefcentage
,

1

population, while being underrepresented by nearly hilf in the

of the'Stde's

private schools,.

and slightly more than half ,in the University of California, Native Americans
.

are , ur e esented only at the University of California and -overrepresentedf'ttP3rer

in. the other systebs. Mexican Americans are underrepresented in all.systeMS:

by at least half.

On the average, then, it can be found that the minorities are slightly

overrepresented in California nursing programs with. placement of 24 6%;
/

in the 1975 entering class as compared to .a 22% representation in the State

as a whole.The majority Caucasians are thus slightly underrepresented with

75.84% in'the entering class as compared to.78% in the overall.State 'population.
. A
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3% DEMAND TRENDS

Market Demand and Projections

Demand for nursing services has traditionally beet)determined by two

methods: 1 ) actual' vacancies in nursing employment facilities (market. factors)

and, 2 ) estimations by ceInceined.prbfessional and consumers as to what'the

real*demand is for nursing services according to their own perceptions (need

-factors). Objectively it would seem that fairly accurate short-term pro-

jections of demand coulrhe based upon per population ratios, or upon hospital

construction and known average bed occupancy rates correlated with standard-

uied Mixes of personnel services including nursint. goweVer, no nurse-per-
.-

popUlation rqt40_,has ever been agreed: upon as being adequate, (in 1970 the

U.S. Surgeon General `Consultant Group on Nursing recommended a minimum. f 319

practicing re4stered nurses per 100,000'population4 which, can be been in

Table 7-2 , the entire,natibn is well over by 1975); various economic and

other' influences which modify the decision to budget and/or to hire nurses in

any given situation make the existence of budgeted nursing vacancies in hospi7

(11)
tals similarly lacking an,an analytical tool:. There simply is no. really

good objective way. to determine (11 )
demand for nursing services. (*See page 375).

Much has been and is being written abut the changing role of nurses and
.

. the: .health delivery System "There hasligen a noticeable shift to an emphasis

onithe prevention .Of illness and promotion of high level wellness, and it is

becoming increasingly evident that health care must be offeredi4ft a, wider

variety of. places," writes one nursing educator. ( 2 )
-1972 data show that

Only one quarter of the esCare given-to patientssoccurred in hospital settings

N..

and that recipients of care received three.quarters of their care outside of

the hospital. The decrease in the number of days spent in the hospital re-

flects another trend as well: the increasing sophistication and specialization
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of medical cafe. New techniques such as organ transplants, kidney dialysis
AP .

-and chemotherapy, for example, require highly` specialized nurses with the

technical. skills and ability-to make-informed judgements about-the patients

care ( "Zuring the shOrter time he is in the acute care facility.

At the same time that hospital usage is going down, group. -practice is

increasing. "The day of the solo practitioner'is.rapidly dliwing to a close,",

Pope saidat the December'California Health Manpower Conference which pre-

t57
'

ceded this rep9rt. Modern technolygy and malpractice premiuns make partici-

pation in some sort of organized system ssential for all health. professionals.

Although profesaionals have,traditionally not been taught how to cope with

bureauciacies and still deliver good care, group management and administrative

skills are now beginning to be taugl3t to nurse

AS with nursing skills, the management of nursing had changed to reflect

changes in organizational administration throw hbut the country;phealth per-
,

sonnel,management has gone the full circle from "Scientific management" of

the.19208 (the assembly-line process of breaking large tasks into less com-
'NY

plex ones which could then be done routinely: by lesser-trained,,lesser-paid

workers),: to an era of "Job Enrichment
(11)

and satisfying where 'workers

and.emplpyers seek jobs and personnel that will satisfy as many requirements
.

as possible such as responsibility; salary, time worked, etc. Because of

this, we see now the beginning of'diany variations of work roles, mixes of

personnel, mixes of working hours, and cooperative arrangements between

different kinds of manpower and facilities to 'fit the local_ onditiOns of:-

supply, and utilization of technological innovations.

Because this is a period of transition and change', it is no wonder that

there appears contradictions in analysis and interpretations of data reflect-

ing supply and demand of nursing personnel.
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As shown in TableV.r4fi. IA has-besn.estimated that in 47'5 there vete
tad 4.

i ,... . A.,
Y

,_

92,161 active RNs employed in',California; it woes prdjected that 109,949 would.
, .

Abe active by 1980, an average.of3,558 more registereprnursea a year .The

California Emploreent Department estim/ttes'that between 1975 ang'1980market 7
9-

r I

demand an5 attrition,(repl,acement) fadtore.wili accotniVfor 46,073 position
---1

4.--<-1
,

openings in'nutsing.between 1975 andh1980an average .of 9;215 a year .

(See Appendix page. E -1) If4thesefigures are correct, ft. seems thre.,-
ti

would be a demand for 5,657 m!re registered nurses peryear than'Will be met

by the projected supply(DeiRossi shows that-this supply could be met by

increasing the number of graduate nurses by 7%).
. .

Yet unemployment of nurses in California is, becoming, according to

,several sources, "a new crisis."' ( 10 A survey of nursing directors underL-

taken by the%Board of Nursing Education and-Nurse Registration in 1973
I

revealed that many nurses were unableto find employment in,metropolitan areas

of California such as Sacramento, San Jose, San Francisco, Oakland and

'

San Diego.
3)

These trends,' when combined with declining hospitaL occu-
o

pancy and hospital construction, strongly indiCate that employment p bieMs

are likely to .get worse and, not better in, the near future.( 11) 'Recent
_

.

expansion ofnursing programs appears to be based primarily. on demand 9f

'i
, .

. .

student?"
4
ho are clItarly not informed of the -facts regarding nursing employment,

One possible reason for the discrepancy between job projections for nurses,

and unemployMent of nurses may be the kinds of jobs that are available. "The

majority of the areas that have vacancies, have them only in shift work, in'

specialties likeloperating room or gynecological nurse, or in less deslrible'

employment areas like convalescent homes" according to one state source.

.

)

Demand LVNs

Rising hospital costs have contribute&,both to the poeitive'and also to

3

r
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I

NorthwestFn

Calif5nia

.(889,500)

4

Golds/ Empire

(1,821,300)

III

Central

San' Joaquin

(1,A17,900)

NUMB R OF VACANCIES

BY

COUNTIES/

CITIES (,

COVERED

Sonoma

'New,
Lake ,

Mendocino

Humboldt &

Del Norte

Total:

*POPULATION

COVERED

TA&E V132

IN NURSING POSITION IN, CALIFORNIA 1974-75,

SgLECTEIOREGIONAL AREAS c.!

'Public

Health

RN's LVNis Nurs. Asstd.. ,Ndrse

259,500 24

362,10g/ 8

100,9004 16

74,900 9.

152,1001 11

El Dorado '69,900

Nevada 26,600

Placer r 110,600

Sacramento 915,500

San Joaquin 343 40
Sierra-

, 2

Stanilaus 216, 00. ,

Yolo- 137,100

68

0

0

3_

],35

813-

2

36

11

Total: 275

p.

Freann ' 544,1500

Kings 86,800

Madera 48,400
'Mariposa/ 121,400

Merced

Tulare 216 800

Totai: 1

'
Nurse

23* ,.25 0

A 20 0 021

0 Ot

42, .

0

1

3

78

41

1

-15

75' .49

1

2 2

7

109

f

1

1

47

39

19

2

110

49

0

1

.10 4

61 54

i 0 0

6.

N.

0

0

1

0

1

0'

0

io

2 0

1

0

0

,0

0

0

0

0
o

,
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` 1

An 1

Sr,

Kern

(409,400)

AREAAREA
. ,

. ,

401

' TABLE V-32 conti ued,

vacancies in Nuisingl:(1974 1 75) (continued)

COUNTIES/ POPP TION k

. COVERED COVE D', i RN's ,LVN's

0 '

Kern 409)400 13 ' 19

' Total: 23 1 ,19

\V Channe" Santa I:: 410 300

Countie) . , ,Baabira

.J25.10) San Luis 152,400

Obisp9, '-

VenOra ' 562,300,

Total: '

e7A,

I Public

Health . Cli;ical

Nuts. Asstb. !Purse Nurse
4 r

32 1

32 z 1

21 7 26

-,

,
16

,

2 13

.1

1

',

413 4 3
'>3

80 13 , 2

VI ,

! Coastal 16 incorp.

Region cities

:(933,107) several un- 131 46, (' 52

incorp,

areas

incotp tracts

of City of

IA

Total:

.. VII'

San Fernando *,San Fernando 140,198

Valley Santa Cltrita 54,41 85. 30

(1,94,69g) Antelope '76,10
,

4 , )

Total:

* Cqnvalescent facilities also included)
.

131 46 52

r

85 30

33

33

,

2

i

4

4



.; A I.

V':

go

AREAL

ViII,

Orange

:(1,815,700)

TABLE V-32 continued

Vacancies in Nursing--(1974-1975)' (cont 'd

COUNTIES /

CITIES *POPULATION

COVERED, , COVERED' Rd's LVN's N rs, Ant Nurse
,

) TOTAL

'Orange. 1,815,700 143

Total:

12.425

X30 7

143 30 74

464 13

*Source: Reference Book on Slleeted, Health, Ma ,Data din Calif; (Projected 1975 Population)

or

Nurse
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anegative
demand f9r. Licensed 'Vocational Nurses. On the one hand, it has,

beendinoted that in an effort to cut health care costs, hospitals have begun

.Ithire.mord LVNsthapjtNs because of the lower rates of. pay,
1 -)

although
r

.

no exact figures are available to aseertal.- However, it is fact that ,)..
,

.

. ,- .

he propbrtion oi-'registered nurses :a.s declined.and the proportion of LVNs.

as .increased. (11)
,

On the other hand, it seems certain that there ill be a continually

greater emphasis upon technical expertise at whatever level...which lends-
,

itself to' the substitution of less well-trained personnel, or at least of.

(less broadly-trained personnel, for more well-trained personnel. 1 )

Affecting the'demand for the LVN is the greater use being made of such itemg

as disposable eheets, eYringes-and, other. equipment, which used to require

more,of the LVNs time toere for than he hospitliohas found economically

worthwhile. As labor coats increase, this tenden4 toward the use of pre-

packaged drugs salad disposables of all types may,Well be able to decreaee.tple

( 'amount of-'overall nurse manpower required.

Impact of. National Health Insurance
a

Specific PredictionSand projections on She impact of the "inevitable"

development of National Health Insbrance upon nursing manpower have not been

.made. There are many speculations, however, one cursing educator writes:

"prddicitions are that a NatiOnal Health Insurance program will.respond to
tf

consumer requests and will increase the emphasis on the promotion of health.
-

Immediately there will beka need toprepare new and different personnel akd

to augment existing health care p

We can expect increasing input from th consumer as he becomes a more

involved participant and a more direct eource.of payment for services. It

wflL most certainly be necessary to.utilize personnel more effeCtively and to
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t.

make health care more cost effective."

A presentation at the While House in 1975'on health manpower issueshas
,

this to say about the iipact'of national healtinsurance:
, -

"The impact-Ofthe. introduction of comprehensive national -

health insurance would, in all likihoodbe more dramatic
for .those:Splcialties having-prihcipal responsibility for
ambulatory care services thanforthose which -are hotpit41"--
based,'( 5 )

'In This light, the demand for primarY care nurse speCialists and 'physi-
,. r

cian-Substitutablescould very well increase as federal support emphasizes

aMbulatorycare,"health maintenance and preventative services.

'(*For a detailed descriptiOn of four major ways tb determine health manpower

'requirements -1).- tfie number approach, 2) the utilization Approach,.3) the

consumer approach, and 4) the total. health approach - -see 1970 California
, .

Health Manparer, Four Major Approaches to Determining Health karoawer Require-
:,.

. / .. , ,' ,ments andWays to Meet Them; Health Manpowef Council of Califotnia, Revise

July 1971; Orinda, California by Ann Lewis and Kenneth L.-Briney.)
.

'
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4. UTILIZATION TRENDS

Actual utilization of nurses then wou seem to be the mere accurate wa51.

to describe demand for nursing personnelthan market factorsi Yet it is here'

where needs of the people must s descr '-d in tei:m.S of their own perceptions

Of the kinds of services they seek. Criteria considered by health profes-

sionals to be essential for optiMA1 level of nursing care for individuals

and families, .while probakly the Most ptofeSsional,intormation mus
0

also be suspect for vested interests. 'As.eeverall researChert have noted,

'Estimates of demand for nurses, as measured by nuMber'of positions employers.

offered, are usually loWer than the numbers judged by the professions as

needed to-provide-nursing care for the people. (12 )

Nurse Specialists

Historically, anzlstillLtcday as the. chart shows.on Table V-22, nurses.

are found mainly injwspitals and large health care facilities; originally

nurses were seen as the logical group to which, ubordinate tasks could be

.taught.(12). The advent of nurse specialists in'highly technologized-unitw

such as the Cardiac Care Units and Intensive Care Units, however, where charge

nurses had to act in.emergencies without physicians present, and the advent'

of the Nurse Piactitioner programs only recently have made medical personnel,-.,

come "to grips with theact that nurses had'long been practicing in violation

"
(1.44)of the Medical Practice Act. . According to Ver Steeg, The necessary'

changes.in the law and their subsequent interpretatidn have only been part of

the Atory. Prior to, during, and subsequent to the'passage,Of the new laws,

there have been Considerable efforts between medicine and nursing to develop

- '.a working relationship on a hew basis-;---47, the nvlaw does provide for
--..

collaborative practice between physicians and nurses, all-but:in multidisciplinary.

health'cire_systems only. The ew definition-steers clear of hierarchic controls
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which are otherwise so prevalent in the laws dealing with health delivery and

0.5 )

Many reserchers point out that while vast changes'have been made in'the'

past decade, the actual delivery of health'services; with subsequent dramatic

effect on the morbidity and mortality rate of the population; that the delivery

system itself has remained essentially. the same since the turn of the century.
.7

These advances, along with.their obvious benefits; have also spawnedspecial-

ization, underutilization, overtraining, duplication, and great fragmentation,

all whith have-been cited as,pctors in rising healthcare costs, aside from

the forces of inflation. ( 5 )

As with physiclys, the issue of nurse specialty raises problems not yet

refined by health planners; that is the problem of specialty distribution.
. .

"ideally manpower.resources should be a derivative function of health services

'needed to achieve specified health goaland those in turn translated into

manpower requrrementa. But the estimation of manpower requirement cannot
'"

be isolated from local "environmental" considerations such as geography,

demography,, socio-economic factors, healthcare expectations, etc. Studies

of physician distribution by specialty point clearly to a current and contin

uing shortage in the primarY care specialties,, particularly those related to

general medical care. "Even the increased training and utilization of new

health practitioners such as physician's assistants, and nurse'practitioners

is not likely to reduce the demand for primary -care physiciansby more than

5% under, optimal conditions by 1980. (5

Nurse Practitioners

The concept of non-Physician priiary care providers has eVolved in the
4

past fifteen years from an idea to a nationally viable profession. ( 13 )

The new definition of RN practice under the Nurse-Practice Act legislation.
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is deliberately non-specific as to the listing of health care tasks or pro-

cedures, although of course remote controls (written policies, and protocols

and/or communication by electronic means) and physician review are.assumed

in all of the expanded functions. Someof the shortage area

under their expanded roles could have a major inpact include

.,Primary .Health Care;
. ,

Prenatal Care and gamily Planning;

Critical Care'in Acute Care Seft'ingsr

Counseling, Health Education, Emotional Support of Intervention

in Community and Private Settilir

which RNs

dlf

Regular Screenin :Examinations and Health Astesments

9,
The table below show the number and kinds ot nurse practitioners that were

(15.)

being trained in California in 1972 alone:

Table V-33 Types of Nurse Practitioners,

Family Nurse Practitioner

Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
(Includes School Nurse)

Adult Nurse PraCtitioner

Obstetric-Gynecologic
Nurse Practitioner

Family planning'
Specialist

120

249

140

72

89

Psychiatric/Mental Health 20

Notal 690

\py 1975 some progams in the following specialties had been improved

under AB 1503, Chapter 1350:

Family Practice;
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A common Oofessional benefit cited is the additional time it gives physicians

,4(

to focus mr.acute-probleMs for. which he is trained, leaving the routine

problems to the practitioner. Problems cited, mainly from the physician point

of view,.are those of malpractice insurance, reimbursement, at present there

is no direcf,reimbursementy third party payers, the delegation of patient

care responsibilitie
(14)

and the kind of legal torporate structure from

which a nurse practitioner.may act. If seems doubtful that under the Moscone-

Knox ProtessiOnal Corporation Act of 1968 that a professional corporation Of
, .

. \physicians would be allowed to use nurse practitioners, since they would\then

. -

be defying the single-profession criteria of the act. The Medical Practice
A

Act also prohibits the use of:corporate administrative structure for collab-
k .

.

orative but independent practice between physicians and nurses, but their are
-

/ f. .

prohibitions against fee splitting in thisoarrangement: When the only col- ,.

labdrative mechanism left between physician and nurse practitioner is then
1

that of employer and employee, tiL whole matter of malpractice insurance

)and third party reimbursement comes up. (15 Present regulations also f

seriously inhibit the utilization of nurse prAitioners.in the care of

hospitalized patients.
,

From the educator's point of.view, the two major problems are: 1) the

establishment of uniform, acceptable standards for practitioner programs,

and 2) assurance of academic credit for the students. InvolVed in this are

the questions of which educatIenal institutions should train practitioners,

what, are the appropiiate clinical sites for the practitioners what shbuld

the admission criteria be, and how far can they be used as substitutes for

hospital house staff and/or the foreign madical graduate? Medical faculty ;

at the University of California in San Francisco, have delved into these

questions in detail. ( 14)
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4.

Pediatrics;

Maternal Care;,

Midwifery;

School Nursing;

Geriatrics;

'Family Planning.

These projects, varying in length and numbers from three months to two years,
C.

expected to train approximately 1,732 nurses.

Statiatics show that4Sine the training programs began, 12.5% of the

trainees left the state, 60% stayed in California and are utilized in the °

expanded role for which they rained and'the remainer are either not employed/ .

.

3 )utilized in an expanded role and/or their status is unknown. (,

The table below shows the'projected number of physician assistants and

nurse practitioners to 1980 to be trained in the United States. The nurse

practitioners and Medex-P.A. -are virtually 100% engaged in primary care

practice training, while approximately only one -half of the. physician assist-

ants are in primary. care-specialties.

Table V- 33a. 'PROJECTED NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS AND
, NURSE PRACTITIONERS,T0-1980

PhysiCian
Assistants

Medex-
PA's

Nurse -

Practitioners

4

e Total

1974 2,,000 500 3,800 '6,M0

1976..(est.)* 4,400 . 900 5,800 11,100

1980(est.)* 8,400 1,700 9,800 19,900

* Based on stable,' federal program support.

Numerous studies have demonstrated popularity of nurse practitioners and

physician assistants; linked usually to accessability and acceptability factors..

4
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Other Nurip Specialists

As mentioned above, specialists deriving from .a specialized health service
.

. are easier tO-plan for.. Such nurse specialists As the CCU nurse, ICU nurse,

ER nurse halk specialized functions within their service unit and depend on

truer existence or not of that-unit. Most of these'nurses-are trained"in

a
special continuing education training programs; usually without academic credit

' for an advanced degrle.

Nufse=specialistp in ambulatory care settings include the nurse practi-

tioner and the public health'nurse, who may function,as much as a health

educator in a public health or school setting as she does'ba deliverer,of

health care services.- Th 'demand for this _kind of nurse specialist is not.

Clear, however; one can speculate that the dethand may increase. Congressional

interest in preventative medicine' including a deliveryisystem which, emphasizes

,prevention (the Prepaid Health Plan and Health Maintenance Organization coniept),

1 .

coupled with increasing utilization of ambulatory health-care settings by the

.

public (such as emergdncy rdoms), maywel/Andicate.a growing need for nurse

specialists, Oho may also function as,,health educators.

'-New Trends

.-Donna Ver Steeg writes that, "The history of the development of the

Various health profeseidtp and of the health care industry undergirding them e

is the story of the varying responses over time by society to, two key - issues:

1) who decides that health care is needed; and 2) who pays for the care

provided.

It is widely redognized that the current system -of delivery is ineffi

-cient and in many ways

and advances which have

past decade. Ver Steeg

a

ineffective,

marked the

and others

despite the technological innovations

deliverly of health care services in the

all write that.the system must and, will
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aopn haltie to change to respond to not only the new technologies of health care;

(such as new life support systems and perinatal techniques) but to new per-
4'

k
oeptions of health care as well, (such as health supervision sanO4ripport

services available in the home, and more positive means to approach death).

The traditional authoritytoltaMe'heilth,problems (i.e. to diagnose),

which has long been considered' by the physician to be.sadvd and reserved

to that profekion alone, is being opposed by system analysts and other wholf;t ..,..

have dissected down the visible clinical skills and delegated them to less

expensive personnel, Vet Steeg writes, "The tradOfton that physicians-, as 1,

the most highly-educated groups, are the most highily.paidis also'being

'challenged by.those who delegate. physicians routine tasks to lower paid

personnel without.taking into account the time of the more.highly-trained

professional,resporisible for workind with and overseeing the quality of tilt,

services provided: Similarly, the function of the fee for.service as a,

regulator of demand is being studied closely as new fee systems for health

care services are being considered.' In all of these changes, nurse inevita-

bility have an'intricate role.

Y

4.

INV
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5. CLINICAL TRAINING

Historically, when most nurses were trained in hospital-based Diploma

pro 'grams, clinical training was carried on concurrently in the hospital-
.

school Setting ..With the-advent of the academically-based nurse ,

' training.programs,and.the.'demise of the hospital -based .Diploma schools,

(1

..clinical training sites, times and lupervision has becoille a matter of -

negotiation betWeen nursing faculty and clinical facility.

The 'negOtiation for clinical training of health personnel has'he-

come a great, -andL largely unstudied problem in California where there

- are numerous training prograMs and limited numbe4 of clinical facilities.

At acOnference on the "Cooperative Use.of Clinical Facilities-for

Nursing Students,". sponsored by the Chancellor's Office of the
t

California Community Colleges, in Sacramento on October 16, 1974; a number

I -4'of these problems were highlighted. The4tollowing is a compiled list of
T.

*
some of the problems-cited by the panel and the audience of nursing

CPeducators, directors ofnursing, and hospital administrators:
5

1)''Schedgling Probltms:

a) There is .competition for the prime time (mid- morning and

mid - afternoon) when health care activity is at its peak of a

certain, few large-acute care facilities. There simply is not

enough time, supervisory personnel nor a large enough patient

*The panel in'aluded: Ray llinger, Executive Director, Marin County
General Hospital; Ellin Polf R.N., Director of. Nursing, Woodland Memorial
Hospital; Ganelle Griffin R.N., Director of Nursing Education, City
College of San Francisco; Michael Buggy R.N., Executive Secretary, Board
of Nursing Education and'Nurse Registration; and Lloyd Livingston, Dean
of Occupational Education, Shasta. College.
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ratio to fit-alfstudentsin. Often, Other.secondary time

shifts in acute care 4hrospitals are not utilized .at 111; the

4 .

hospital can be empty of students dUring some periods,of. the

lay and crowded with students during other periOds Meanwhile,

othersfacilities such as.convalescentf cilities,

4/

.\
who would .

like'nursing student and faculty participation, are not utilized-
's,

as training sites.

(c.b) Clinical exposure does not immediately follow aca em /

didactic instruction at times.

A
2) Supervision Problems:

a. The cost of hospital personnel time aken with educational,

.

rher than patient care activities, is a hidden expense and

.problem or hoist hospitalsoto justify.

t
b) 'There is rarely and single hospitalspokesman ifi charge

-5
of and respopsiBle.for the student training programs to whom

A
nursing educalion students could go when there.are. problems.

%,.

c) There is a lack of regularly plannerd and scheduled supervisory.

Site visits by nursing faculty.

d) AccoAtability students, faculty and host hospital person-

nel-during the educational activities is not clear.

Management Problems:

a) Too much administrative time is taken with meetings regarding

educational. activities.

b) Jilere is a lack of provider input into the planning of edu-

cational activities in the clinical"facility,

c) New' and/or expanded health manpower training programs fail .

%

to plan or, consider clinical training aspects;, clinical training

. °
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seems to have a low priority in the planning of future programs.

d) ,Assesaments'and evaulations of the clinical training'pr
mk.

often is not' dons regularly nor includes administrative
;

'personnel.

4. Curriculum Problems:
. . r. .

a. The level of the students' learning processes is-riot speci-

fied in terms-of what kind Of exposures really teach students

to do, and not just teach them to observe someont else doing.

b. Expostme to clinical aspects of nursing relative to didactic

,elements may be:trio late in terms of career education (in other

.words, some students find that when they actually get into the

clinical setting, they do not.want to:make a career of nursing

-v. after all.)
i

11

mac,) training curriculum, in some cases, seems oriented.

more towa'ds training the student to pass the litensure exami-'

nation, than mak7g the student actually ready to practice

-
nursing.

5. Attitudinal Problems:

a) Conflict between taking time to Meet-i student's educational

needs or .a patienCs health care needs is disturbing to some
.

.--

hospital personnel.

b): Nursing/patient role'is:not emphasized due to scheduling

during prime time which highlights the medical Practitioner/

patient role instead.' ,

c) Popularity of nursling and the image of its secure employment

seems to attract many and icated students who don't like the

realistic hospital setting and real nursing conditions.
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Thia.nformal listing of problemsbrought out atthe previously mentioned

conferen ;e two years ago, points out some of the conflicts between the

nursing educators add the hospital personnel on wham they depend regarding

clinical placement of students. It is interesting to note what oneI
hospital administrator, ,14r. Ray Bollinger, El"eurive Director of the

Merin County General Hospital pointed out as the five positive aspects

of,nurse education prOgrams in hospitals:

1) Increasing - awareness of hospital staff regarding currency of

.skills and new'nursingpraCtice knowledge,

2) InCreasing supply of trained 'personnel, both for -one's own fa-

cility in the future.ind others in the area, thereby reducing

the cOslasof "orientation" of new nursinOmplOyees,,

3) Ability to provide a higher level-of care (in terms of number

of seriqce personnel)' to patientS for no or:small costs,

4) 'Increasing lines of communication between employers and

' trainers of health manpower (although he admits that this

.

must also be tightened up.)

Setting up and getting input from an active and relevant

.advisory board in the form of the nursing education committee,'

of the hospital.

Little was said at this conference and there is little data on

O

the standardization of criteria for the selection of training facilities.

There was much discussion regarding the usel;,in some programs of con- s.

tracts between the educational and clinical facility which specified

details of the training programS such as the role of facility and

educationai'supervisNS, their respective responsibilities towards the

students, the,goals and objectives of the program, the number of students,

417
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the control meChaniams, the 'counseling processe;Athe student admission'
. 4

processes and the curriculum content:. T4ere'was consensus that'particularlY

.

nursing educators would benefit frolearning more about the"mechanisms
4

of executing contracts of this kindt

The_need for data and some.regional studies which could aid in

the coordinationo clinical placement betWeeh Iatilities and. educational

programs was discussed.at length.- A Clinical latement,Guide, developEd

by7the Health Services' Education Council of,San Jose was presented as

a project which addressed the.need to codcLate clinical placement within.
. ,

a certain geographic bbundary. -The Guide(16) uses, a standardized-request

format which is sent to each facility and nursing program in late winter..

All requests for facility placement arp to be made within a certain time,

anda two-week period is deSignated for the facilities to notl y the

schools of the final acceptable schedule. Within this period, resolution

of conflicting requests'can be made. The Placement Guide is then published

and 'distributed with'the final schedules showing: unit and /or experience

desired; dates of placement, days and weeks, hours, number and level of

, .

students participating, instructor's name; and any special arrangements

that have been made.

The liOard of Nursing is cognizant of the problem of plinical place-

- ,
melt of nursing students and Cite the lack of adequate.clinrcal

,

facilities to Accomodateexpanding nursing education programs as one of.-

the reasons there should be a moratorium imposed On such programs fox the

(1)near°future.
ti

In addressing the problem further, Charles Yillsbury.writes:

"Presently, clinical nursing training takes place in a daytime hospital
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.00etting. InnOvation in the use. of other nurse settings such as community

health centers could produce nurses who will be ready'to assist In

the 88% of
>
all health care services that are needed 1n the

community, and not in the hospitals that all nurses are presently trained

to work in."
(1).

Donna Ver Steeg write's that "the State College and University system'

has done an.initial survey of clinical facilities .or the preparation

of health pr.ofessionals, including nurses. The Community College system

% .

plans a similar survey. These should be available shortly' and will,'

hopefully, provide.ihe basis for 'rational decision-making on.,the appro-
p: .*

,

. Q

priate use of these facilities'. (11)

I
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations regarding nursing education in, California

pre presented here for consideration by the California Legislature. These

recommendations'are-made as a result of compiling the various resources lised

as information-in this repOrt. "All.kaddress problems discussed in this report

and listed in the Introduction.. .
L

\
It is respectfully recommended that the California Postsecondary Educa7

tiOn Commission sponsor the, foilowing activities in order to address problems

detailed in thiscreport:

1. Sponsor Comprehensive Studies cf:

a. Projected, demand for generalized and specialiSed nursing care

services including the following +tors:

1. impact of development of prepaid health pltins;

2. cost of such nursing services;
4t

3. price for, alternative services;

ifinancial resources of training & employer facilities;

. ,
,

5. size of population -& population growth factors, including
. .

income per,capita;.

statistics regardint facility usage where nurses are - employed;

7., relationship between health care expenditures and GNP;

8. national trends & actions of the federal government and

legislation which may have-significant impact on nursing
NI

manpower demand in California,

b. Costs and benefits of alternative approaches to providing continuing

education and monitoring continuing education for health professionals.
)1 .
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. Support Sytemeticand Comprehensive"Data Collection of:

a. Nursing employment, job4urnover',/and other lob !mailability factor&
-,(-

b.:. Perentage of employed minority nurses; minority nurse labor pirtici-

.- pation statistics and minority attrition rates;

litiqa*-Legality of various CollaboratiVe reements and corporate structures

between physicians aneixtended role nurses.

3. Develop Policy Statements and Actions on:

a. Articulation between various levels of nursing programs .considering',

L. credit transfer and achievement testing;
. p.

la., Formalized career ladders between various levels of nursing training;

c. Allocation of nursing program faculty time in terms Ofpe'rcentage
6

of time for instruction, research and community prof ssAonal setVices;

Definition of. roles of variously trained'registered nurses;

_ e. Decentralizing'fiureing education vieextended degree programa;j

f* Academic'status of continuing education courses for courses, including
.

training" programs for, specialist. nurses such as.CCU nurses and nurse

8.:

practitioners;

Formalized initiative to bring spractite of nursing and nursing educe-
.

tiOn 'together inorder to'delielop the kinds of curricula needed to

train nurses for new and,emerging nursing roles.

4. Encourage. Proledts in:

a. Innovative ways to encourage trained nurses to reenter the nursing

market'(such as part-rime work arrangements experimentalsalary and

working condition incentives, etc.') .

b. Nursing career education stressing realiStic,lob apportunities and,

conditions, aimed at agegroups identified as having the highest

probability.to continue practice.
.

, -
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c. Innovativ cli cal training coOrdination and utilization projects;

d. Experimental t project utilizing- nursing personnel in new roles

th a stong evaluatiorrcomponent;

. Nursing school applicant matching system.

. ,

5. Recommended Enrollments

a. Maintain current AsSo9iate degree and Diploma nursing programs

entering class enrollment at 5,000.(TI, 1975 Associate degree

program admisaionswere 4,350 and. the Diploma progtam admissions

were 355.}

b. Increase the enrollment of the entering class of Biccalaureate

degree students,by 34.4% per year to 2,007 by 1980. (In .1975,-

there were 1,695 Baccalaureate degree admissiona.)

c. Increase graduate enrollment by 20% to 800 students in order to

increase the number of nurses with advanced training who are

capable of,'assumi!hg educational' and administrative roles. (Approzi-
,

mately 400 professional nurses are receiving therir graduate
r '

training in 'the. two University of Calfiornia .nursineg schools

268 in the California State University nursing schdols.)

L.
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VI, ,DENTISTRY'

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

California has five of the 58 schools of dentistry in the United States;

the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF), the University of the

Pacific (UOP), the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), the Univer-

sity of Southern California (USC), and Loma Linda University. These five

schoolgi.enroll about 54.4 first-year dental students.. No other state in the

'nation has this many dental schools arld'''no other state enrolls .as many first-:

year dental students. HoweVei, only 32.5% or 117 Of the 544!first-year places

are in state-supported schools. In 1975, 80% of the first-year places were oc

cupied by California residents. With the current'') pattern of enrollment; it

is likely that the number of graduates for each year.during the nekt several

years will be about 500 to 510 per year..

In a 1975.analysis of active nonfederal dentist, it wag established

that approximately 62 % had been'trained in the state of California. The larg-

est migration of dentists was from Illinois and Missouri with 7.3% and 42

respectively of California's dentists having been trained in those two states.

The average age of dentists was quite young in 1975, at 43years of age. The

California Dental Association estimated that the number of dentists lost due

to deqh, retirement or other factors would be about 3% per year.

," At the present time, distribution of dentists in California is quite good,

with only one rural county lacking at least nne resident, licensed dentist as

of 1975. There Sre still some population groups who do not have access to

dental care fora variety of reasons -- financial, cultural, and educational
L 4

barrier's prevent these groups, from receiving deqUate care. In 1973 a survey

conducted; by the California rilental AssOdiation (CDA) reported. that only 5% of

$'-
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all dentists felt` that they were ton. busy and would like fewer patient's. Fqrty

and three-tenths percent\indicated that they were not busy enough and needed

more patients. The majority of dentists also reported that they could accept

almost all new patients. The findings of this survey indicate that increased

productivity of dental manpower is possible, and could absorb a.izeable in-

. crease in demand shoul1 d one'occur. These findings should be of particular

interest to those who are planning expansion of-publicly-funded dental care

services. It is anticipated that little or no dental care will be included

under a national health insurance plan by 1980, and that the incremental increase

ofprepaid dental care programs currently occurring in California will place

no unglue stress on the dental manpower supply.

Dentistry is currently in a state of flux concerning the realignment of

duties for dental auxiliaries. Recent legislation (At 1455) and new regulations,.

which have"yet to be implemented, have provided for a carelWadder concept which

expands the duties legally delegable to auxiliaries. The impact of this recent

legislation has yet to be determined;, although research .in clinical settings

has indicated.that a substantial increase in productivity might result from

utilization of expanded-duties auxiliaries.

No iesearch has been conducted specifically to determine the optimal number

Of.dentists for each specialty area who will be required to meet Ow demand and

need for dental services in California. The CDA study 'bowed that,.on the

whole, specialists are Iess busy than general practitioners. It can be

,cohcluded, then,. that there are currently sufficient numbers of specialist

dentists in the State to meet the demand and that it. is not necessary to make.'

aspecial effort,to increase their numbers.

The State can expect even more recent manpower data to result:from a

-e
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survey to be conducted by the Board of-Dental Examiners in March of 1976 as a

part of, the linens ng renewal A.ctivities for all dentists and dental hygienists

in California. The results of that survey in tSrms.of distribution and other-.

significant manpower information should be of great help to future planners.

It Or our understanding that such a survey will be apart of each. subsequent

two,-year license renewal.
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TABLE V171

4 U.S. SUPPLY OF ACTIVE DENTISTS AND DENTIST/POPULATION RATIOS

Actual 1970; Projected 1975-90

1970

number, , rate

1975,

number

*

rate

1980

`*

number ",,,:tate

1985

.

hum*
*

rate

1990

number

*

rate

Basic methodology 102,200 50.2 111,990- 52.1 '126,170 55.6 140,950 58,9. 454,910 61.8

*rate .per 100,000 populatioh; based on U.S. Census Report and Projections; resident ,population:
to

1970 - 203,805,000.

1975 - 214,883,000

1980 - 226,934,000

1985 - 239,329,000

1990 - 250,630,000

14-' assumes a stable first year dental school enrollment remaining at the projected 1978-79 level,

(alternative methodologies caused ohOlini41 changes in the projections and therefore are

not Shown)
.

'111J,
1

Notes: Figures include all active dentists in the 50.Stateistrhe District of Columbia and Federal 'dentists abroad.

Projections include all dentiits active On 12/31/70.. lus,the estimated number of graduates. for the twenty-y4 72

.period minus the estimated number of dentists lost-due Ofetirement and death.

a
T

i

Source: The Supply of Health Manpower; 1970 Pro4114 diPt eCtiOgto 1990, U.S,. Department Of Health, Education,

ani Welfare, December 1974, chapter 5.
I



2. SUPPLY TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

Licensure Data. It is estimatld that there are currently 111,900 active

dentists in the United States, or a ratio of 52.1/100,000. This "supply is

ptojected,to increase to 126,170 in 19801a ratio of 55.6/100,000); 140,950

in 198-4-1.'ratio of 58.9/100,000); and 154,910'in 1990 (a ratio of 61.8/100,000),

assuming a stable first-year dental school enrollment remaining a projected
/

1978-79 level. The ratio of active dentists to population,which had edged

up betweeri 1960 and 1970, is projected to rise sharply in the future. The

ratio is projected at 62/100,000 in 1990; this compares with ,a ratio of only

50/100,000 in 1970. (See Table VI-1).

Between 1965 and 1971, dental schoofenrollment rose at an "average

annual rate of at?out 3.6%. Construction provisions in the Health Professions

Educational Assistance (HPEA) Act have had a noticeable impact. In 1960, a

total of 47 dental schools were in operation. By 1975, a total of 59 schools-

were graduating-dentists.(1)
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TABLE VI-2

LICENSED DENTISTS. IN CALIFORNIA BY, cOUNTY
N,

TYPE -- DENTISTS

Alameda 866.
Alpine
Amador. 11
Butte 60
Calaveras 9

'Colusa. 6

Contra Costa 492
Del Norte 7

El Dorado 43
Fresno: 266
Glenn 8

Humboldt 73.

Imperial 24
Inyo 8

Kern 145
Kings 23
Lake 19
Lassen 9

Los Angeles 4,572
Madera 16
Marin 220
Mariposa 5

Mendocino 42
Merced 51
Modoc 4
Mono 1

Monterey 204
.Napa
Nevada 34
Orange 1;126

SOURCE; Boardaelental Examiners.

Placer
Plumas .

Riyersidt
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin

1 2 /30 / 75

68
8

269
464

5

360

1;055

894
183

San Luis Obispo 81
Sai Mateo 457
Santa Barbara 214
Santa Clara -882
Santa Cruz 121
)Shasta 58
Sierra 2

Siskiyou 23
Solano 410

-- Sonoma . 212.

Stanislaus 130
Sutter '30
Tehama 13
Trinity 9

Tulare.. 97
IhOlumne 24
Ventura' 255
Yolo' 51
Yuba 12
Out of State 2,621
Out. of Country. 188

PrefiX Count
31.

4
.
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The California Board of Dental ExaMinersreported 17,331 licensed

dentists as of December 30, 1975;.of which 2,621 were out of states and -

188 were out of country, leaving a remainder of 14,522 active and inactive

licensed dentists residing in the State. It. should be noted that 4,572

or 31.5% of all licensed dentists are located in Los Angeles County and

894 or 5.2% are located in San Francisco County whereas Alpine tbuilty has

no licensed dentists in residence. (See Table VI-2)

ti
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TABLE VI -3

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ACTIVE D /STS,
CIVILIAN POPULATION, DENTIST TO POPULATION. RATIO

CALIFORNIA,-1950 - 1985
4

r

YEAR

TOTAL ACTIVE
CIVILIAN CIVILIAN

POPULATION (1)
DENTISTS"'

PERCENT ACREAS8
FROM PREVIOUS PERIOD

POPULATION DENTISTS

DENTISTS PER
100,000

POPULATION

195D .10,586,000 6,144 - 58.0

1960 15,717,000 8,521 48.4 38.7 54.2,

1965 18,299,000 9,028 16.4 6.0 49.3
r-

1970 19,953,000. 11,466 9.0 27.0 57.5

1975 20,931,000 12,530 4.9 10.0 59.9

1980 22,384,000 13,625 6.9 8.7 -, 60.9

1985 i 24-,088,000 14,667 7.6 7.6 60.9

0

SOURCE: Cali Yornia Dental Association Study.
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According to the California dental Association, however, the dentist-
. A

to- population ratio in California in 1975'is only slightly better than it was

in 1950; and it-is predicted to change little in the next decade. in 1950,

there were about 58 dentists for every 100,000 population; n 1975, the c

ratio'is estimated to be.59.9 (See Table VI-3). The number of dentists

proportion to population, dropped to its lowestpoint in 1965 when-it

was estimated to be 49.3. The population increase that occurred between

1950 and 1965' was not matched by a'similar increase in the number of den-.

tists, In the decade 1965 to 1975, however,'the rate of increase foi-the

number of dentists exceeded that of populationland it iapredictedthat'

this situation will continue for the next few years, but -At a rate much

closer to that predicted foripopulation'InCreaSeg.- From 1980 to 1985, it

. -

is estimated that. the increase in the number JA dentists will match the

estimated increase in the population of.theltate.

Estimating the probable number of dentists who will be in active practice

ten years....from.now is a riskTundertaking at best. Many factors influence

the size of a health professional work.fo5ce in any state, andmost of

theM are unpredictable beyond the next year or two. An estimate

of the 'future dental workforce in California is solely ,dependent upon:the

Assumptions that one is willing to make about the size of -the increases

and the size of-the decreases that, will occur from any given point in time

jorward into the future. Projections this ,report are based upon three

major assumptions: 1) That:the'number of Ventists who will.die or retire

or Otherwise leave the work force will belaboue 3t.'Peryear. 2) That
,

the nUmber of -dentitia"eaCh-year who practide
- ,

,in Slightly over'thejrnixt decade,: and
' - .
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1

-TABLE VI -4

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ACTIVg DENTISTS
CALIFORNIA
1975 - 1985

ESTIMATED
NUMBER OF
DENTISTS

YEAR 'JULY

ESTIMATED LOSS
FROM DEATH AND

RETIREMENT

ESTIMATED NUMBER, NEW. LICENSEES

TOTAL
PRACTICING IN

CALIFORNIA .

i =,
Y

-01975 12,530 376 .710 596
0,.

1976 12,750 AP 382 720. 605

'1977 12,973 389 ., .72-5 609
.

1978 13,193 396 730 613°

1979 13,410 '402 735 ' 617

.1980 13,625 409 740 621 ,

.1981 13,837 -415 745` 626

1982 14,048
I

.421
.,,

750. 630

1983 14.257: .428!'
. 755 634

1984'. ..14,463 , 434 . 760 638

1985 14,667 - -

SOURCE:6 .California Dental Association-Study.

a'
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.t... ,:

-- 3) That theproportion of dentists who receive a California license and
i

.
,

. .

elect to remain in the state and practice and eventually retire' will
, .

average 84% ag it appears io be for,the current work force. Given this.'

,firm founglation of quicksand, estimating the future dentist workjOrce An

California bedOmes an exercise in faith and arithmetic and the results are

reported in Table VI -4. While it - appears unlikely that the rate of

leaving the workforce because of death and retirement or other reasons

will change substantially' in the neam,,juture, the same circumstance mayr.

not apply to the number of dentists entering .the California dehtist-gork
, .

force in future. yearn. 'Changes in licensing reciprocity practice'S; whether

accomplished by agreement,ateni states or by future federal legislation

could make a substantial difference in the number of new licenses to

practice-in California that will be granted in future years. Changes in

licensing procedures or requirements could Also.affect the prediCted number.

of new licensees.

The number of new dental licenses issued each year by the California

BOard.of Dental.Examiners has' about, doubled since 1950 (SesTableVI-5, next page)

In comparing the year 1950 to 1960, the number of licenses issued each

year increased by 48 %,..'about the same rate of increase as the popujation

in the State. (See.Table VI-3) 'For thwyeirs 1960 to 1965, the increase was,
4.

about 42%;;While populatiOn growth during this period was about 16%. During

itthis period, larger proportion of new licenses were issue'd to "past

graduates.'" In 1966, about one halt of the licenses were t 'past graduates,

the highest p6Ant reached. in recent years. This proportion has been -

)

relatively stable sinCe 1,965, varying between 35% and 45% except for 1974,
i

when only. 27% of the new-licensees were past graduates.

405.
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YEAR

TABLE V-15
-'ESTIMATED NI.IMBLOit*OF DENTISTS'

LIOENStS ISSUED4BY THE .

CALIFORNIA BOARD ( DENTAL. EXAMINERS

- -1910 lc

AP 4 . Y

ESTIMATED
LICENSES
ISSUED

C URRENT

GRADUATES
1

1950 299 Ai 222
.r

1900 43- 28],

1965 628'. 340*

1966 525 -122

,1967 1488

1968 .617

1969 674

X9 70 687

19 71 Y757

1972'

197'13:

1974

1975

696

711

733,-

710'. `WY

288

350

376

. 413

461

452

429

536

(&)

.1*

FAST GRADUATES

NUMB& PER CENT
;'

77 25.8

'162 36.6

288 45.9

267 50,9
ri

.200 41.0 *

26 . 43.3

298. 44.2

274 639..9

0.
296 39:1

244 . 35'.1

282 .39..7

197. 26.9

(a), (a)

(a) .Data npt available.0.
1

,ak

ik 40

'SOURCE: California Dc.,fal Assoadation Study.

0

fs, 4.4
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The number Of.current graduates issued asnewt l.icense by the California

f
7446 ..:

Board of Dental Beautifiers has more than gubled since 1950. (Table V1-5) "Current.

)graduates" are usually. those qtaft graduated from dental school in the same

year they were granted a license, but a few gradUates.of the preVidue

calendar year are alio.included. "Past year" graduates are all other

dentists who receive a license. This group tends to be dentists graduated

more'than two years ago who are licensed and practicing in other states

or who,. are in the Armed forces. A few in this :group may also be graduates

of California dental schools who had not been granted a license in the year

of graduation or the calendar year immediately following graduation. The

"current gridtete" group is primarily graduates of California dental schools.

Some non-resident graduqes who will later practice in other-etateiare

included as well aa.some California residents:who 'graduated from dental .

,schools lonatedoutliide of the State and witith totretnrn home to practice.

.41
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) TABLE VI-6 -

NUMBER AND.PERCENT,OF

LICENSES ISSUED TO CURRENT GRADUATES

CALIFORNIA DENTAL SCHOOLS.
1970.- 1975-

YEAR

ESTIMATED
LICENSES
ISSUED

CURRENT GRADUATES

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS

NUMBER PERCENT 4

1570 687

1971

1972 '696

1973'. , 711

,1974 a 735

757

710

349

380

50.8

50.2

402 57.8

378 . 53.2

496
(a)

67.7

(b). - (b)

PAST.

GRADUATES

OTHER
SCHOOLS

64 274

81

244

51' 2.82

40 197

(b) (b)

SOURCE: California Dental Association Study;

(a) In ca ndar year 1974, the University of the Pacific Dental School
grad ated 2 Classes while changinethe 36 -month curriculum to a
3 ear period.

(b) Data not available.

7
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In moat states in the nation, a major factor influencing the supply,

of dentists is the number of new gradupFes of dental aChools,located

'within the states. In California, this factor is of relative'less signi-

ficance,since the-State attracts many dentists who graduated from schools

located outside of the State. IrT,tecentyears, between 50% and 60% of. the

new licenses issued were granted to current graduated of California

dental schools..(See Table VI-6)

..t
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TABLE VI-7

.1975. ACTIVE DENTISTS IN CALIFORNIA BY STATE OF GRADUATION

State of Graduation X of Dentists

California 61.8
)

ptst t of Columbia 1.7

IAlinois 7.3

MkOhtias . 1.6

Minnesota

Missouit

Nebraska

New York

Ohio

Oregon

`Pennsylvania

Wiscopsin

t 1.8

4.0
t

2.4

1.2

2.5

2.4

,2.6

1.7

Foreign Countries 1.4

Source: Anepcan,Dental.Association
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Migration. It should be noted that not all current,gradUates,OUCalifor-

s
nia schools will remain in the State to practice dentistry.,.:10914..; 10P exam-

'
, _

ple, the graduates ofCalifornia dental. schools' took Lieeni**inetions'in
.

21 other,states and some participated in regional examiaatiOneheld'in:Other

'..;,..;'.:.t..':::
parts of the country. About 15% of the licenses receiVetiWt4el974;gradu-

., ... i, ,,.7.,..:

mites of California schools were granted by the exaMiaiaghtiokrdaOketities

other than California. It can be speculated that MOki..ehe:t4fient. graduates

of schools located outside of California have some'intent:to:prartice in the

Statemmediately or at some time in the future, 14ihy titthlailroup are

a

probably California

state.

residents. who reCeiired_their'igent4.04OatiOnJoUt.of

Most of the "past gradUates7. are graUates of::..4ental:k0001s:located

side of the State and are probably Praiticing,in:another agate.-.

21:nf.ttie.444'Past-gtaduatepAiOensed.were

schooli, and the balance were.$taduates of

recent data about this gr6Up,are. not avai
-

In 1972,

graduates ,of California dental

schools in other states. More

California dental schools, are oot_graduat

Ontr.

h.dentiatato maintain

'the current dentist -to- population. ratio. A:key'*tetMinantjn the dentist
2 7'

supply for the States has been, and will.probahly.:'contiue to 'be, the numi3er

es issued-each,;eaof liCens r to both 'the' crten.pari&past4radUatea of dental
... . ..

schools located out of.the-State:
.

.

The major supply:itateaof dental7gradUates:t0 :California are Illinois,

Missouri, Pennsylvania, phio, Oregoniandllebtaska

California dentists migrated from other atateswith nly 1.4% from other countries.

(See Table VI - 7)

A total of 36.8% of all

'4
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TABLE VI-8

D.D.S. DEGREES CONFERRED BY CALIFORNIA DENTAL SCHOOLS
1966-75 AND PROJECTED FOR 1976 and 1977

, .

SCHOOL
Projected

65
66

66
.67

67
68

68
69

69
70.

70
71

71

72
72
73

''.73 .

74
74
75

75
76

76
77

UCSF 72 70 68 .-73.'',74i
,

72 68 77- 73 87 87

UCLA 27 26 74 92 91 90 93 99 100 01-
USC 94 82 101 107 118 113 121 130 124 122 138 132

UOP
.

40 46 58 55.. Er1 79 93 97 191* 119. 129 135.

4.,LAMAI'14NOA:,,' "41 57 55: ..: : --:.59,..,... 4.. 56 64 69 120*::\' :73** 73.,

.'

TOTAL

k

247 255 309 318 385 433 449 554 533 527

li

528

-apt additional class graduated due to ai acceleration of time usage
V-
,gn tidditional 15 students are anticipated tNaduate in 1976 at Loma Linda.

from data submitted to the California Study Office by Individu41
AO Schools, Fill and Spring 1976,
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Enrollment Data. According to the Ann' Report on Dental Education

published by the American Denial Association ( in 1972, the future

supply4of dentists-largely reflects the'growth ofenrollments.in dental schOols.
. . .....

... .,

,

From 1953 through-1964, the average annual rate of increase was only 1.2%.

From 1965 to 1971, however, dental schools experienced an increased growth

rate, an annual average of 3.6%. This increase was no doubt due to the

V:. --%

impaCt of new federal suppott during thie period. 'The total number of students

enrolled increased 27% 4.n a decide.

The pattern of degrees conferred'by the fi e California dental schools

(UCSF, UCLA, USC,'UOP, and.Loma Linda) dOri g the last ten years can befeen

in Table VI-8 -' This table shows an increase of 115.8% in the number Op

graduates' at the five, California sdhoolsiWitweep. 1966 and 1975.

, :
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Projected Supply and In-Migration of Dentists. 'A detailed description

of the methodology for projecting the future supply of dehtists in California

is described in Appendix D, together with a base case projection in which

observed past patterns and 'trends are assumed to continue into future

years. In this projection methodology, estimates are madeof expected

lopses or attrition in.the existing (1975) supply of dentists as are ex-

pected gains or additions from new. California graduates and new in- migrations..,

A summary ofbase 'case projection is shown in Table VI-9, below.

TABLE VI-9
(2)'-

BASE CASE ,PROJECTION'OF CALIFORNIA DENTISTS

A 1975 1980 1985 1996
, .

,Total Licepsed 4 14,522 16,729 19,067 21,324. '..

Total Active -112,529 14,433 16,451 18,398

California Graduates
+ 1975 Supply 7,747 8;852 i .9,992 11,078

'U.S. Graduates 4,610 5,379 w 6,225. 7,055

Foreign braduates '.132 201 233 264

Dentists per 100,00D 59 63 67 70

,A. Educational Output 0

In this base case projection, it was assumed, that the future rate of

growth in California dentist education programs-would be equal to the rate.

0

of growth for the United States, as estimated in reference 1 . The annual

rate-of growth is as i011ows: .014 for the 1976-80 period, .000 for

the 1981-85 period, and .000 foi the 1986-90 period. These rates of growth

were chosen to provide a basis of comparison with the results fork the United

Sate s as s

4 ,

Table VI-10, next page.
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TABLE VI-16'
.

COMPARISON OF UNITED. STATES AND CALIFORNIA PAST AND BASE CASE.
. PROJECTED FUTURE -SUPPLY OF ACTIVE DENTISTS (2)

Unitad.Stites*' California

Active Dentists Active Dentis4 itT
Dentists per 100,000. Dentists per .100;000)

1!

1960 90,100. '.49

'

1970 102,200

19 75 112,000 52. 12;529 59

1126,200. 56,. 14,433 -63

=49 85 =

1990

141,000

.159,900

0*

62

,,,, -. r

.0,451-

18,398

67,

. 70

*Soutce: The Supply c.4.Heeith Manpower, 1970 irofiles and Projections to 1980,
Departinent of Realth, Education, and. Welfare.
, ,

.

These results show that the basic methodology and base case projection

described in Appendix D are conetistent with the methildologymand assumptions

used in the national'projettion: Th4trend,in the number. of dentists in
.

. . , .
.

Califronia per 100';000 matches thatprojected for the U.S. very closely.

The actual rate of growth in future educational output tl trained

,dentists in the state of California is, (n fact, likely to:depart from the

national average and will be determined in part by state pelity. However,

as stated above, the methodology employed for projeCting future supply

can be used to examine the impacts of alternative assumptions. A complete

description of 'the sensitivity analyses RerforMed on the impacts of

various,assumptiOns is contained in Appendix D. A summary of the results

of the impacts of thangs in educational_output.considered in this appendix

- is shown.in Table V/:11, next page.
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v TABLE Vi-11

SENSITIVITY OF FUTURE DENTIST SUPPLY TO FUTURE CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL OUTPUT.(2).;%

Change in 1985 California ..08tive Dentists
Growth Rate Graduates =. ]per 100.000

Number Ch4ngeg Number Change

itase Case 9,992' 6 7

Alternative 1 +2.5% 10,271 2.8 68 - 1.5%

Alternative 2 - +5.0% 10,593 6.0 , 69
,t,

3.0%
y

Alternative 3 - 4' _10 . 0% 11,371 13.8. 73 9.0%

These results Eihow,aslrould be expected; that the future California

supply of dentists is quitesensitive to the rate of growth in educational

output. Each.percentage ofincrease in the growth rate relative to the

base case rate produced about a 1.3% increase-in the number of dentists per

100,000.
4 ---

.Table -11 also-311.uttrates the signifi6ent implications for educational
-

output requirements of changes in the target ratio of dentists per 100,000.

The 1.5% increase in the ratio implies almost -a 2.8% increase. in the level of

graddate.outplit. Thus, each percentage change in the 1985 ratio corresponds

to abode a 1.9% change in output.

b. Migration.

From past trends it was assumed 1.11 the base case projection that the

in- migration rate of dentists trained outside the State would be equal to

.5.9% ofthe total number trained in theUqited States each year and that

the retention rate for California graduates was '.58. As with the'assumption.

on the rate of growth of graduate output, the methodology can also be,

used to examine the.impacts of changes in migration patterns.

Consider, first, the in-migration rate. Table v1-12 .shows the id"-

pacts of changes in the rate

. 141

of idYlow.'
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SENSITIVITY OF *UI'U

TABLE VI-12

CALIFORNIA DENTIST SUPPLYTO FUTURE MIGRATION (2)

. Base Cade

Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Alternative 3

1985 ,Active
\ Deitists

In- Migration a F100.000
Rate Change .

:0594

..0535 -10%

.044b -25%

.0297 . -50%

. Number. Chdrige,

67

66 -1.5%

65 , -3.1%

63 -6.3%

These results indicate that future supply s relatively insensitive to
changes in ithe assumed rate of in-migration for the. ranges considered.

,Table VI-13 shOws the impact of changek in the retention rate of
California graduates on future supply. As can 1)e stien.from. Table

the 4,985 active 'dentist& per 100,000 tido is also insensitive

ass tiined, rate of retention (of,

to the

conversely, the rate of out-migration) for

the rangt of changes considered.

TABLE VI-13
SENSITIVITY OF FUTURE CALIFORNIA DENTIST SUPPLY TO THE RETENTIpN-OF

CALIFORNiA RADUATES (2) ,

Base Case

Alternative 1
1 Altei-native 2

,

California
Graduate,

'Retention
Rate Rate Change

.854

~817 -5.0% '

: 769 -1040%.

1985 Active
Dentists
per 100.00

1 a.
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NUMBEIVOF APPLICATIONS, FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENT,

'..AND GRADUATES, CALIFORNIA DENTAL SCHOOLS,

1950 1975

.YEAR

FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENT

. NUMBER FERCENT-.INCRASE:

-'' GRADUATES

NUMBER PERCENT INCREASE

1950

1960'

1965

1970

1971

1972

1973,.

1974

1975

220

4

296 34.5

334 12.8

465 39.2

465

516

542

549

544 17.0.( a )

172

291 14.1

384 .32.0

407

435.

446

554

471

SOURCEalifornia Dental Asacciation Study.
-7:;;*:: ,

:ta) daea compared with 1910
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Education*1,0pPortunity
c.

The number of first year enrollments in California dental schools has
A

1,1

remained relatively unchanged in the last four years,.and it is anticipated

that it will change little in the next fecAyears4, 1975. 544 first yea

students were enrolled in California dental schools and there were 471

graduates that year. (Sec TableVI-14). With 'the current pattern of

enrollment, it Is likely that the number of graduates each year ,during the

next several years will be about 500 to 510. Whe ineredbe in first year

enrollment did not keep pace' with population growth during thd period

1950 and 1965. However, there was substantial giowth in fist year places

between 1965 and 1970, and another indtease between 1971:and 1972. In

1975, California dental schools provided 9.4% of the first year places for
0 4 e

-dental students in the nation. -Californid's population.in 1975 was.estimated

to be'9.7% of the total U.S. population.

L

, 419 0

I
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0

11;
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TABLE VI-15-

YEAR ENIki,LMINT IN

CAL (', DENTAL'SCII0OLS,

BY RE$IDENT SA OF STIDENT, AND' SCHOOL

4$711 and 1975

SCHOOLS

44970

#

is CAIIIFORNIA

TONAL 13SIDENTS

/
ir#

TOTAL/i.

UNIVEI&IWOF THE PACIFIC

UNIVERSI4 Oil CALIFORNIA

SAN1FRANCI*

UNIVERSIsTY OF CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES

\ 799

UNIAISITY OF SOUTHER

CALIFORNIA
,

LOMA LINDA

4ff, 391

4.0

'100 810

80'. 77

1,4

120 111

68

r.

#

*NON

RESIDENTS

0

-

TOTAL

74 , 544

19 4138

t

106

0

139'
1

73

1975

CALIFORNIA NON

RESIDENTS RESIDENTS

437

112

87

10/
0'

26'

101,

44 29

.114
. 4.,

SOURCE;, California Dental Assottation Study.
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There are five dental sdhools).pcated in California; University

California at San Francisco and. Univer6ity of California "at Los Angeles 'are

publicly owned and state tax supported; the Aber threeare private schools.

No other state in the nation, has this many dental schools, and no other.
.

i
. ,

.
.

state enrolls as many first year dental students. However, only 177 of

the 544 first year places are in state tax supported schools. .(See Table VI-15)

- In" 1970, 15% of the first year ptaces were used by ' regidedts of
'

other states '.
.

and countries; by 1975, the proportion of first year places occupied by

. . -
non-residenta, had'risen to.20%. Even though the first year capacity of

the dental schools had increased by 79 platesbetweed-'1970,and 1975, odly

46 more California residents were enrolled in California's. private

dental schools increased their first year enrollment from 225 in 197.0, to

288 in 1975 or by 63 first year places. About one half of this increased
f

capacity was used in 1975 to enroll-out-of-state students. In 1975:,

California's private schools enrolled 41 first year stu&nts from states

without a' dental school, 29 students from states with a dental schools, .

,

and 23 students from foreign countries. In 1974, California's fir dental.delta

schools processed 10,433 applications for the f rst year places; in 1969,

the number was 5,584 or 'an 87% increase in a fiv -year period. In 1975,
Ay

about 60% of the applications filed with California's dental schools
11,

were from California residents; the ealance were from residents of other

states.

The data in Table. VI-15 suggests. that the State's continuing relianci,

on'private schools, for the education of California resi is who want to
a . .; .,

become dentists subjects. the resInts to heavy out -of= ate Competition,
...,

for scarce first year places. The recent Increases in first, year places

4
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TABLE VI-16
.

NUMBER OF CAL1FORNIA .RESIDENTS"
APPLYING FOR AND ENROLLING IN DENTAL SCHOOLS.

1969 and 1974

CALIFORNIA .RESIDENTS

.1969

APPLICANTS

APPLICATIONS

.APPLICATIONS PER APPLICANT

1,173

7,211

6.2

19 74

1;977

16,259

8.2

FIRST YEAR. ENROLLMENT TOTAL

IN-STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL

1

IN-STATE-PRIVATE SCHOOL

OUT -OF -STATE S

(1

00L,

p-

505

161

'240

104

6

SOURCE: CaliforniaThental Association Stuily.

' P

.9.

422 ,

of

565

180.

254

131.



)

*in the five dental'schools have done little to assist .the many qualified

resident applicants seeking dental careers. ,

The number of California' residents seek4pg a dental education has

increased substantially in recent years. In 1974, 1,9.77 residents filed

aver.16,000 applica ions to'various dental 'schools (See Table VI;-16)

Compared with 1969, the number of California applicjts to.dental.schOolS

has increased by 68%. In 1969, 43% of all California applicants subse-

quently enrolled in-a6I:tjxtal school, with about ane=fifth of them

enrolled in oue-of-state schools. In 1974, only 29% of tie

applicadts subsequently enrolled in a dental school, and 25%'af.those_

who did enroll were in out -of -stage schools.

)
In 1974, about 60% of the applications filed by California applis

. ,

cants were to schools located outside of the State';on the average Och

applicant filed an application p

(See Table VI -16 ).

4

8, different dental schools

Even though appliCations by ,California resideta'

made up 19.4% of the total applications filed by all person& to all,

U.S. dental schools, and California applicants made up 13.3% of, all

U.S. applicants, ealifornians occupied only- J.0; :of the firat.irear places
..0

In the.natioes dental schools in 197E4. 7

to



TABLE VI-17

,FIRST.YEAR:(ENTERING:CLASS) OF STUDENT IN
CALIFORNIA,BCHOOt'S OF DENTISTRY BY SEX

AND;ETHNIC ORIGIN; 1975

%A14.114-

ETHNIC:ORIGIN

86.

.!

TOTAL

.

'Chicano Other*,

UCSF.

.106 83 2.:

4

Lon;aLinda 14 75

1161 13B

N .

Totals 21

* Includes.Natilie Ametleant

SOPRCE:H.Compiled:from d.a.ta:sUbioite-au:tat
'Office.by individUalsohOOla*

ti

102 14

5.23

Health Manpower Study



Ethnic minority representation of the student body in the entering
.

classes consists of 194 minority students or 30.4% of the state supported

schools and 329 minority students or 22.7% of the private schools.

Dental schools enroll a larger percentage of Asian American students

than any other minority group which is also typical in the other. health

science areas studied;

U.C.S.F.'has the highest ethnic minority representation in its

entering class with 39 students or 44.3% while the University of the Paci-

fic has the lowest with 267students or 15.9 %.
a.

Female studenti represent 12%.of all entering class student in

dentistry. U.C.L.A. has Nrkhigtkest female student ratio--27% Of its

entering class. (See Table VI/1)

4
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. 'DEMAND AND.gEOJECTIONS

While considerations relating to the overall supply of dentists now

and in the future are important elements to planning for dental health
9

manpower, the location of dentists in relation to the population they serve

arrof equal importance. For this analysis, the newly established Health

.Service Areas for California were selected to describe the current distribu-

4

tion of dentists and to forecast the numbers of dentists needed to serve the

population in the.future.
_ .

The requirements for the location of dentists are substantially different

than-the requirements for the location of physicians or emergency medical

care personnel. Dentistry is seldom a life-threatening didease requiring

immediate attention. With the exception of certain types:of trauma, infection,.

or toothaches, most dental care can be postponed for a day or a'few days; or

until the'perbon will be neerNa dentist because of a shopping'trip or other

traVel, The.geographic.area for 'decal manpower planning then,cis not the

neighborhood where the person lives or even. the city or,small town, but rather
. ,

the major shopping center or area of a city or of a rural county. .Where there

are population groups not receiving the dental care. they need, the solution

is often one of transportation to the nearest dentist and/or money to pay for

care when it is given. While the ratio of dentist per_100,000 population has

some usefulness. in describing the total dental manpower need of a state like
.*

California, its usefulness ia more limited for smaller geographic areas.

These rates provide only a:clue to the existence of geographic maldistribution;
4 4

-from,tben,,one cannot cdhclude that action needs to be taken nor can the causes

of maldistribution be deterMined.
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TABLE VI -18

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ACTIVE DENTISTS /100,000 CIVILIAN TOPULA1ZON
BY HEALTH SERVICE AREA(1), CALIFORNIA, 1975

Health Estimated
Service Active
"Area 'Deytistef

. .

State Total 12,530

1.. Northern California

2. Sacramento - Yolo
.

.

3. Sono a% - Solano - Napa

4. S.F. - San Mateo - Merin

5. Alameda - Contra osta

312,

'611

40

1,354

1,175

6. San Joaquin -.Sanislaus 348

T. .Santa Clara 762

Monterey - Santa Cruz 353

9.. Fresno -, Kern 79
.

E05

3,945

544

969

933--

10. Santa Barbara. - Ventura

11. Los Angeles

12. San Bernardino - Riverside

13. Orange

14. San Diego -.Imperial

Estimated' 'Active
Civilian Dentists

' Population 100,000

20,931,000 59.9

.693',200 50,2.

4207..,600 63.1

544,500 64.8'

1,112,300 4321-

718,000 56,4

6,900,300. 57.2

1,242,900 43.8

1,7000900,-. 57,0

1,555,300 -60.0

,

552,500 56.5
.; - .

1,057,400 : 57.8

3 '502,500' 66.7

1,449,200 93.4

'1687,400 69.6

Vz,

(1) Health Service Areasswere established in September 1975 by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance with P.L. 93-641,
(1-4-75). .

Source: California Dental Association
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While the state iversortentist population ratio in 1975, was 59.9, this.

figure,Yartad form 43.1 to 93.4 among the various Health Service Areas ( iSA).
1 4 '

Eight of the foUrteen areas, however, were an of the state's popu ation lives,

had ratios between 54.9 and ,64.9, close to the:state average. MO* than half
t -

of the people of the State 52t) live in bealthi,serYiCe areas with a ratio..: of

65.0 dentists per 100,000 population or more Only 15% of the state's popula-
0.

tion lives in the three heklth seiovice areas with aratiorbelow 54,8. Health

Service Arei 9, theaiwtkxernportion of the central valley, had the_ lowest

ratio in the State, 43.1. If this California.Health Service Area is compared

with other states in the nation, 24 states, (Wheie37X of the U.S.'population

lives) hid dentist population ratios in 1973 that were below this HSA.ilthough

this comparison with ngtionai data appeared relatively favorabfelbr'Califolpnia,

it should be pointed out that there are four states in the country--Connecticut,
. .

New York, Oregon, and Washington-And the District of Columbia, that have a

dentist-to-population ratia that excee4s.Califprnia's. And two states.
Massachusetts andlisWaii"haveratioS that are approxinrely the same.. On y

)the San Francisco HSA exceeds New ork's overaY1 ratio.of 72, and the District,
.

IrOf,Oolumbia'sof 77. qtthe San ancisco Area and the,,A4medal Contra Coate

HSA.were combined to represent the urban commuting/shopping.area, the rate
would be approximately 81 per 100,000: (See Table VI-18)
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TABLE yi -19

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF DENTISTS NEEDED BY 19

1.

Health , Estimated.

Number of

Area, 'Dentists '75

4

State Tote

1 Northern California

2: Sacramento ; Yolo

1. Solano - Napa 4- Sonoma.

4. S.F. San Mateo - Maria

,51. Alameda - Contra tosta

4. San Joaquin.- Staiiieaus

7. ,Santa Clari

8, Monterey San Luis.Obis o

9. Fresno - Kern

10. Santa Barbara,- Ventura

Los Angeles

12.- ..San Bernardino ; Riverside,

,13. ?range

14. lan'Dleg6 Imperial

:12,530

312

611

340

1,354

1,115 r

348

762'.

.351,

419

405

3,945

544

969.

933

6

'Loss
(1

) Due to' Estimated Dentists New Dgntiets

Retirement & Population
( 2)

, Needed Needed. ly

Dea61, 1975-80 1980, By 1980(
)t

1980(2)

48,

95

210

182

54

118

55

i 14

, 1 61

611

84

-150

145

22,384,000 14,190.

603;100

1,16,600

585,400

1,475,100

i,778,300

756,200

'1,337,400

618,800

1,185,600

817,600

6,939,000

1,371,900

1,.959;400

1,789,600

{

-'-- 361

699

390

4378

1;238

453

844,

401

710'

'490

4,156

822'.

1,174

41,04

91

183

x.103

.234!

.245

159/

200'

103

305.

148,

,36i

(1) Number needed to maintain the 1975 DentistA*ulatii(rOnor
to increase it to, 59.9 if it was, below

(2)1 Number'of*Oitiats needed inrao area to replace losies dueirn death and retirement' and-maintain the.onrrent
ratio or 1' x 4t '59.9 (the. State Average).

,4

! *'4

Source:" Cakiforatarental,Association
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Each Health ServiceArea inthe State "is faced with the need to rep .ace ,

dentists retiring or dying inrrder to at least' maintain the current

capacity for dental services. In, addition, areas where population growth

will ,continue in the next decade, deed to insure that'additionii identsts

Will be availableto._Car0 for the *created population. Some iiii ,

`SeI ice

Areas appeartO:need SddApiOnal dentia4 tb,improve the:supplf.lor the

*
population. It wag

.:estimated that about 36;000_ dentists will be licensed

. .

in thenext-fiveyears'and abo0t 3,000 of thesewill.be'entering practice in

..t'he State. 'Table VI-19 was designed'tO gi e. clues, to where. they may be'needed

as replacements or_to provide servicee. for'anticipated populationgtoWth or
.%

to improVe the dentist-populatIodfatio to at least the State average of 59.9
$

;,per 100,1000 in those Health Servicd'Areas that.were estimated to be below the

State average.

.Using the Assumption that riiillealth ServiceAreas'hhOUld=have a lower

den4st/populat4on ratio *the-future:than currently exists, add tbai areas

below the State average should increase the supply to the State average, it

was efitimgteethat California would need-ftboPt4,190 dentidts by 1980, about
:

565 shop_ of-thOinticipited supplyeatimated in Table VI"-:.5 for that Yea;

fora the e as a whole Even with this shortage, onlyabout 800 of the

. new dentists who will be entering practice in the State would, need toypractice.

A
the 'three Health:SeXV-kce'Areas that are substantially below the State'

avrtge;* order to bring those three t e average by 1980.
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TABLF,VI -20.

DENTISTS' RESPONSES ON PRACTICE B6SYNESS.(1)

0

TOTAL in Clinical Practie

° *` ,..; General: Dentistry

7:1'. 4r4.' A Specialty

:

kr'il ..0' V.--'' '.'

.\''''_.r

,

GENERAL DENTISTS:
* , .

..-----r-- solo Practice
PaftnershiP 2r Grqup
ProfessionalPtorporation

.

SPECIALTY DENTISTS:

Solo Practicg
Partnership or Group -k

Professional Corporation

- r

Too Busy About. the

RightNumber
Not Busy
Enough

5.0% "-54.7Z 40.3%

5.7`, 56.3
2.2 47.6 - 50.2

-

I 5.3 37.8
5.7 50.5 42.8
6404 42.1

,. d 17. 3

1.5 A 44.3 55.2
2.2 n 49.5 48.3
2.6 53.1 . 44:3
as

(piElccludeg.ihe denti ts who did not answer this,:question.

It$qurce: 6kiifoinia be al.AssociaTn Journal, April 1975, page 21.
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All ':::

It'is interesting to note that over one-half of the new dentists will be

4
needed in urban areas of Los Angeles and Orangie County and in the two Health
.

. ,
'°' - '.):'

Se *ice Areas of the San FrOciscoAW Arpa,,

4The geographic distribution of dentists cannot be examined solely from
.

thelitatewleiftstatistioie Point of view.' Inevitably, the question of patient

errand amdtpattWutiliiatiOn of services within an area must be examined

01 the,resultscontaeted in planning. It' needs to be underscored that

'uaceess toa'dentist" and "access to dental care" are not the same thing.
,

"-yr
.

Most people in California (about.91% in 1910) live in urban, areas. Onlydr
. 7% 4

4
a-few Are. many miles from the nearest dentist's office; however, in every-

Health Service Area in California, intluding those with the highesdentist/

population 'ratio, there are large population- groups who do not halle,access

to dental care fot a variety_ of reasons-TfinsOCial,culturaf and educational

barriers keep peoplikfrom-going to a dentist.

The key health manpower planning problet for dentistry in California is

probably not the total supply, of- dentists within the State nor does it appear

primarily the distribution of dentists among the:HSAts of the State.
r-

Tn some areas, it might be, the Aistribution A dentists within the Health
4 ,

SerVice'Area; only. local study and analysis can determinopthis.CThe primary

0

health planning problem 'ofdentistry in California is to develop and test
.' Ip

atrategies,fOr.remong the financial,. cultural,: and educational barriers for

gp groups within each Health Service Area who are not currently rec$4

adequate dental tare.

The California Dental Association, 'in 1973,.,Conducted a surveyt.f all'

s .
, ,% .

dentists lidensed in California todetermge both., manpower distribution and,

gainreaIistic\peieptions of the extent = of dfntist busyness-at that tim . .. 7- -( 3)
_,-

6
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The data indicates that only

that they were too busy d would

all dentist in, clinic01 practice felt

ke. fewe patients, 54.7% indicated that

they "had about the right number of patients", and 4Q.3% indicated that they

were "not'busy enough and needed mote patients". (See Table V-20, previous page)

DENTISTS
TABLEVI-21

RESPONSESONTIEE ADEQUACY OF THE DENTIST MANPOWER',
- IR-GEOGRAPHIC AREA (1) .

vi ,r.

Type of Dentist */*Z;. NotEnough
Dentists.

About the
Right Number

Too Many.

Dentists

TOTAL in Clinical Pradiice 3.4% 56.8% 39.7%

General Dentistry 3.8 ' 57.8 438.4
A Specialty

GENERAL DENTISTS: .

2.1 53.0 J44.9,

Soto PTattice 3.5. 57.1. 39.3
Partnership or Group ,3.2 57.6 39.8
Protessional Corporation

. 3.6 '61.6 ,34.8

SPECIALTY DENTISTS:
. 1

Solo Practice '2.2 . 50.7 ' 47.1
Partnership,Dr Group ° 0.'7 58.8 40.5
Professional Corporation 1.6 51,9. 46.5

(1) Excludes the dentists who disii.14otinswer this question.

.Source: California Dental As4ociatih Journal, April 1975, page 24.

The results for the quest of'adequacTof dentist manpowershowed that

'nearly 40%.of the responding d ists felt 'that. there were too many dentists
,

in ?heir- undefined "geographical area". Nearly 45% of those limiting their

practice to a specialty felt thatthere, were too many dentists. (See

Table Vt-21)
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The third question in the study asked whether the dentist accepted new

patients: Only.10% of the general dentists in. the State reported that they.

accept no new patients. The majority of dentists repOrtedt0ae thipq accept

:Oil
almost all new patients, (See Table VI-22),.

i;504

TABLE VI-22

DENTISTS' RESPONSES ON ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS(1)

Type of Dentist

.'pAccept a Few Atcept MOst
.

' t AlkA ost
or No New New Patients

im
, New Patients P

Patients ), 1
6

6%. -9.5% 19 ' 70.9%
O

General Dentistry 10.9 o * 21.9 67.3 -4
A Specialty 2.91 10:0 4 87.10..

e f 0
A

Solo Practice. ' 13.0 4 23.2, 4 63.9
Partnership or Group N ) 6.8 18.8 4 7/0.4

Profesdional Corporation 5.5.? 20.8 73.7

SPECIALTY'bENTISTS:'

/

i't

ar A

Solo Practice 3.7 We 4 85.5
Partnership or 'Group . 2.9 - 0 6

49.9 0 87.4
Professional Corporation (.3

ili

8.5 90.2
de 1 t

TOTAL in Clincal PractiCe

GENERAL DENTISTS:

3

(1) Excludes the dentists who did not answer this question.

Source: California Dental' Association Journal, April 1975, page\26.

r.

The findings of this Study suggest. that increased productivity of dental
0

manpower is possible and could absorb a sizable increase in demadd should it

occur. This finding should be of particular interest to those who are, planning

expa6sion of publicly-funded dental care services.

The State can expect even more recent,manpower data to result from a

survey that'the Board of Dental Examiners will be conducting4nsMarch of-1976,

as ',part of the license renewal activities for all licensed dentists and

.% /4
dental hygienists in California.'

'
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It should be remembered by readers that background knowledge in manpower

planning for other health professions, is not.idirectly applicable to dentist,

since dentistry is almost entirely practiced in anon - institutional setting.,

Vitale a reasonable numberoentists dO participate in hospital activities,'

and serve on hospital staffs; the great liult of practitioners serve,tein small

offices. In fact, 59% of the individuals responding.to the CDA manpower
4 '

survey indicate that they are self-employed dentists in a solo ,The

remaining 40% are individuals in partnership-or a professional

In addition, the public's perception ofdntistry is unfortunately

fion

"optional health care service ". Because. of a number of faetors---f14

cultural, educational,etC.-the rate at*hich indi4iduals utilize d

.(5 & 6.').
,

.,-.,
services varied widely.. The.girowth in prepaid .dental: g

.,
encouraged greater utiliiation of dental services. Only at

c
the'Outset'.6

..

such 'programs, however, es the utilization rate coma.dlokie.to matcli*A4
....r:

.

the need for services as perceived by the professgOn. ..,A#er this..first

,

(7 ),surge; Aemand stablizes at a lower level. .--
,..

Furthermore; dentistry is currently in,a state 'of

realignment of duties for dental auxiliaries.'

1455)'and new regulationE;' which'haVe'yet to

for a career ladder c5pcept, which expandth

to auxiliaries. (9 )
The impact of t

di, :4
46

ing,Xhe
1.

lement4; have provided

uties legally delegable
'or

se recent developMenta:hadMOtiNi be'

deterMined, although research studies in clinical satting0have indicated.

..-4 .

that a substantial increase in productivity :might resultafiom utiliation
. .7.

(9,10)
. .

f expanded-day.auxiliaries. 'Some very 'effective research tools;

IF .

Aiifically a productivity indei; anddental deiana index are currently
....

;.- %
i

under developme t by the Leonard Davis Institute, acting under a grant from
_ .

%!, .
.

the AmeriCant Dental Association. These research tools, once developed, will
. .

436 4 .)N.S
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0'15:t'A

IN.

!. .t
'provide a firm'base'for data collection' from throughout the ..united States -7'

and will prOvid0Ya.greater degree of comparability and a more accurate .:
picture:of the'SupplWdetland,faCtOrs in Operation than data:currently'

available
4.'

itlOot ptant f.anyoneetitering into an evaluation of .

0
, ,

health;man0pWer con ,bona. in CalifOrnia,.tO 'distinguish very carefully A
&en4ungiOe (.0§rvicesj.thikt. the;rpfee'sional experts' have determined 4

are'approprtate toi,k044 dentaOlealthudeM4d" (the. Care that people ,.

desire fax which ,thsT::aie wifling:.iO-147).whi1e Changiqi economic condition

such at a prepaid Otanl,care, prograwnrintreaSededucational programs in. e ,
, .

the schools :*y,,change 1:iimportant-tetindrstruid.

-

'comefctor*othexAhan"fiscal',' into; play' in

o
x.the,nt"need"" t4rnaniO To plan TO; meet t

the deteiimination,of

ed without

would result unsupportable overiliplseAti ning the ed into a.demand

of person
`.

V n

The Impact 'National 'Health Insurance. Mhilegxecognizing thqpneed

_for-Planning for Nati(inOINieaith.Indtrance (NHI), it is certainly unclear,0,

today in the,existing legislative climate whether or mot a national he

1980, or if implemented, whit forM:insurance program will.ba4M4etented by
p,

-it will take It appears likely that the initial pr4gram may notnclude any
J

dentalAervices otherhan'payment.for those services that, can be equally
.

1 4,44 .

14FJ supplied byla dentist, usually' an oral*siregeon, pr a plastic surgeon.-

P It is anticipated that there still be .a continuing increase fn the number'

of individuals who are enrolled in privatedental.health Insurance plans.
a .

Between 1967 and 1973,
,i

the percentage of the national population which had
i-.

e.

o
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,ifiot,' , ,

private prepaiddeiltald**#grami,v4ncreased

to 10,4%..' TO Califo':iniaihihere:contracts for prepaid dental care
. , ,.,, r,.. , ,1

, '. t:', . .',4,:,°w,, 1.3, ,,,

have been written fort at leaap 2¢ierria, better than '40% Of the population.\'
.', , J 4:- ' !.'

1.8, c Ur reively ,coverea bY, :.sehOtef,fella,of prepaid dental 'care program.( )
:,

''..':Ik- ,-.-,. ., . ,

;8xia ng m#11pOef suppi4ha; absorbed the.itcreased workloli4, resulting

from okside;,:,14Uidingfiof.94rethout any significant., stress.P )

bo',.expecttd thathe-i#cremirtarincreases in prepaid dental care.programs

An be sionitariVasorbedby the profession; given its normal growth rate.
,- ,.!..,4 ,,, W 4-4 4 ..

...' ,4>, In;facN.8UftenOatese'ifhe data indicates that when current .class sizes
-';

... ,,
i.. ,.. .:,- -;

AI, ' ''.:;, ,;aeln'thiiintelnea;
,i .......41..,, ...

-.:?4'-..-:
11;(.. .1.'.4yom 5911 iii-i9-

0,

ffoi 2.4% ofHihe population

It can

14utb r-of, dentists per 100,000 population will increase

6.7600% in 1485.

impact of the availability. of

,

de4tali .1aTies i4 uncertain. But a study_ completed, i

substantial increaslippl'in productivity,by dentists &king use
." ;

expanded-duty

1970 indicated

then st-

4

ring categories of4110ciliary personnel, starting with a 36% increatin

ty witflthe addition of just one full-time dental assistant up'
o _

i
, . ,

ngeake in'productivity for dentists employing one full-tine

assistant, hnd one'full-tine secretary. ) .Experience with prepaid

44* 'cari,Prograns- hes shown that when a new program is written for a

gro4,,the utilization rate o that group goes up substantially in the

il fifst, part 9f the contract, but then levels off. ( 7 )

* :.
i

f ,,' planning to increase tne mahpowerisupply to,meet the eye-ak need by increasing
IP

the number 'of fully trained dentists (whose education is extremely expensive)
P

It would be poor

rather than providing for absorbing the sudden idcreases
I

auxiliary personnel.

*

it should be noted that e co.st.tf training an expanded-duty dented..

through the use
.-

of

a 438
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4tt

auxiliary which takes two years instead of four, costs far less thaiAphe

training of a dentist. More training programa are then available itreas

where more demand is indicated. It would be important, hoWever, to study 1°

the turnover rate and/or the lifetime of service for dental auxiliariee.as

compared to dentists.

In short, then, it is anticipated that little'or no dental care will be

included under National H alth Insurince.by 1980 and that the incremental.

increases inprepaid den 1 care programs currently occuJring in,California

haveplacedmunduestresonthe dental manpower supply.

r I
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s 4. TRENDS IN UTILIZATION PATTE!NS

Spee*tiation. An important trend in the delivery of dental care has

been the rate of increase in the nunbbr of dentists who have obtained special-

ized training (endodontics;.'oral. iathology, oral surgery, orthodontics, pedo-.

dontips, periodontics, and prosthodontics) beyond the D.D.S. degree. Nation-

ally the number of dental specialists has increased threefold from 1955 to

1970. In 1970, there were approximately 10,315 dentists recognized by the

American Dental.Association as specialists out of a non-federal dentist
v.

c'labor force of 90,829.

Although there,is no licensing of dental specialists in.California, the

latest data available from the American. Dental Association (ADA) indicates

that California has'the highest specialisttopopulation ratio in the U.S.
( 1 4

A survey was conducted-by the California Dental Association. in 1974 using

an address list provided by the State Board of.Dental.Examiners. Of the 8,747

,

respondents (66% of the total licensed dentists)., 682 reported that.they were

retired from active clinical practice, 132 reported that they were in full -time

,

teac0011Cr research, 150 were in a branch of the military, 97 were students;

,.

'end 167 were in occupations other than dentistry or,.were out of the State.

Eighty-six percent- (7,516) of th4ziesOondingatated that.they were currently

engaged in the clinical practice of dentistry. About 80% of this group said .

that they practicedgeneral dentistry, and about 20% said that they limitld 1,

. .
their practices and/or were'Board Diplomates in one tf the specialties.

.Several questions on the'survey dealt directly o'rindirectly with
.

A)ractice.busyness. Of the specialty dentists engaged in solo practice, only
4

1.5% said they were too busy and desired fewei patients while 55.,2%stated

they were not busy enough and needed more patient' SpeCialty 'dentists in'

/)



partnerships roup practices or professional corporations were'little

better. y reported 48.3% And 44.3% of them, respectively were not busy

111Fenough a needed more patients. The California Dental Association study

shows that, on the whole, specialists are less busy than general practi-
'. I

)
tioners.

( 3

No research studies, have been specifically conducted to determine the.

optimal number of dentists for each specialty area who would be required to

meet the, demand and need .for dental services in California. , 0.4)----41..,_,

It can be concluded that there are currently sufficient numbers of

speiialist dentists in California to meet the_demand for services, and.

that i7 t is not necessary to make a special effort to increase their nuMbets.

Increased Productivity with Expanded-Duties Auxiliaries. The productivity
4

of dentists, can be.iiicreased by increasing the number of hours and weeks they

work per year, utilizing advanced technology and equipment, or by increased

usage of dental auxiliaries.

4

The "American DentalAssociationSurvey'of Dental Practice 1971" reported

that.the average number dentists dropped steadily each
4 ,A

year to'1950 hours/year in 1970.' Technology has increases} productivity

.

,by:the,development of equipment that cats the time necessarYfOr certain pro-
4

cedures. . ,

1
:,Paul J. Feldstein in his 19)3 book, Financing Dental"Care: An Ecort ic.

r w

Analysis,suggest6 that

by as much as Ato 800

In. the 1971"Survey

dentists can substantially.indrease their. productivit7

patient visits per year by adding auxiliaries.'
.

.4

of Dental Practice", the ADA prepared a table that

relates the productivity of dentists to the number of auxiliaries employed.
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w
TableVI-23ahows that as dentistsinc ease thf4T utiliz4tion of auxiliaries,

their output also increase's, as well as the dollar amount ofdental care

provided.'.

TABLE VI-23

PRODUCTIVITY.OF DENTISTS BY NUMBER QF AUXILIARIES EMPLOYED
, . .

Number & Type of
Auxiliaries

,

Amount of Care
411, Provided*

Productivity.
Index

No empiOyees $31,128 100.0

One p-t assistant 33,832 108.7

One f-t assistant 42,406 136.2

One f-t assistant, one p-t assistant 46;640 149.8

One f-t ass stant, one p-t hygienist '504540 162.4

One f-p- istant, one;f-t secretary 57,693 185.3

One,f-t assistant; one f-t hygienist 61,306 196.9

TWo f-t assistants 61,930 199.0

One .-taseisiint, one f-f secretary
one p-t hygieniit 62,485 . 200.7

One.f-t hygieqist, one f-t as4istant
one ft secretary 76,096 24e5

Five or more f-t auxiliaries; 0, 1,
or more p-t,auxiliaries 105,532 339.0

cc
.

.

* Amont of Dental Care Provided is what the mean gros4 income would. hate
been if fees had been equal.fo the national average. It is calculated.by .

dividing the actura mean gross-income by the composite fee index.
!it

Source: "Survey of Dental Practice, 1971", Conducted,by ths Bureau of
,Boonomic Research and Statistics, AmericanA5ental Association,.
Unpublished and, undated mimeograph.
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,
California is

d)

currently in the 'Process of implementing recent legin-,
.

lation. Assembly till 1455 authdrizes the Board of Dental Examiners to
.

develop regulations creating new categories of dental auxiliaries personnel:'N

This legislation, co-sponsore0 by the CDA, includes'a career ladder'concept

and Ave categories of dental auxiliaries. (8)

The'Tegulatiohs dealing with dental assistants (who can be trained on

the job) and regintreddental hygienists have already been 'impldmented.

The category of registered dental assistant requires that individuals

:desiring to be registered dental assistants pass an examination, and meet

Nstain educational requirements. The examination is currently being

, .

developed by the. Board Of Dental Examiners. _Regulations have not yet been

,:rafted for registered den41 asaistante :In extended functions or registered

dental hygienists in expanded functions.

TheAmpact,of the legislation and regulations dealing with expanded

of course, cannot yet be ascertained. Ofduties for dental auxiliariei,
.

, c .? .

all the research-done nation4ide,only one study dealt wittilthe utilization'
;

.

1
X

of these auxiliaries in a privateoffIlte setting.(0 ' ObVigusly. a great
,

. )."

deal more .evaluation neeis to be Performed.' It- canOlo4ver, be nnticipated,

,
-,

.

.

that increased productivity 411 result.. inatances, the individual,!
! ... ::. ,

lAuxiliary categories junction under the suApesiOn of a:..liCented,, dentist.
.

t ' 0;,:i

i:The dena urgl-profession has also d utilizatinn ofAental auXiiiarieli
. .

,, '!

cl

1
to implement a preventive :dental Ctrs .prograii 10 fhe school.ayttemi as a

... 'let " . '0, . ., , Y C 4 ." :
t,more effective Wayjffdlping with:dOniiI disease', on. a cost-effective

vim.' ' .. . .

. 4 ,
.. .

:!4. basis, Beforeany furthei,exPansion'Ibf auxiliary: occurs,' it is %.4

. . , , _0,

-

important to evaluate And Consolitate.the information available on the
.

.
... :

.
. , t\

results of any productivity increases from` the current eXiension, paarticu- 'it.
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larly since it. does not'seem'thai there will be A significant increase in,

.detandfogidental services over
P
the next five years. t

. 4 ..

,.All. dental hygienists practicing in .the-United.States Are.l.licensed, a

situation tncommon among allied healthprOessions and occupations. e

. .

number of active dental hygienists is projected to grow from 15, 0 in 1970

to 57,650 in 1990, or in increase of 280%. This, estimate appears to be

reasonable in view of the noticedble growth-inthe number of prOgrams and

gradUates overthe pot few years. (I)
£See Table 11-24, beloi4),

TABLE VI-24

ADDITIONS °& LOSSES TO THE SUPPLY OF ACTIVE FORMALI1Y-TRAINED DENTAL HYGIENISTS:

1970 AND PROJECTED 1975-80
.

. -
YeAr Number of ActiVe Additions:' Losses:

.Pormally-Trained. Interval :Graduatea of, Deaths &
Dental Hygienists: Approved -Retiremehte.7

.-
Programa

1970 -15,100 1970,-75 16,800.

1975 '23,310 ,1975-80 '22,7113

1980 34,10 1980-85 27;180

1985 46,320 1985-90 - 28410
1990.

. 57,650.

8;590

11,1330

15,040

17,080

- -

'Souroe:The Supply of Health Manpower: 1970. Profiles and PrOjections_to11990.
Dept. of Health, EdUcAtion,'and Welfare,.Recemb .1974.

The Answers to.ihe earlier.qUestions hive ingested that there is no
. .

'10

substantial need for additional State-4upaed ltogrims.to traineithet dentists
°'

t-9

or Auxiliaries-. The resources of the existing. auxiliary training programs
_/

will be bestutiliZed by training at least a pOrtion of their student Vodies.

In expa 0d-duties to meet some of-the mafketpiaCe requirement's and thereby
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increase the 4roductivity gfthe dental office. 'A potential short-Aerth
J

proirapf might be appropriate to prOvide:continuing,education forrexisting
.4flt...:" ". -. -' , '''

auXiliaries, to trairrthOro to provide expanded-duty functions: Ile, .

.' . -
.

.

admiiistratori ot,the present dental schools and'auXiliary trainingOograms
.

.

., :*. *
hacCindicated4that they-are OceparineduCh.programS and'cSil;iiplement them ..4.

.

ae soon as the structure and requirements of the regulations of the Board .!,
of Dental Exsminerg are

%

In Deco ;it; r 1975, a number of'experimerital health manpower'. pilot
., _

projects (AB 1503) vereUnder review. These 'inClude4

;.?

1 -t Cittlis 'College - aDen41 Auxiliaries Expinded Role. Project"-

, 2. Loa Angeles City College - ",0eAtal Assistant Educators ProSect"

3.

,

Unive0ity,of the Pacific Dental-School - "Dental. Assistant Quality
r ,

.0 S.

EvaluitiOn ProSece'

.

The. approved' projects. for extaided dilty training include:. '.-c

_

0E07
' 14 '.J.'- .

1: toms Lints Univers4y:Sch Dentistry - VExpanded-Duties,.for

4r: :

. .4 , .,,

-,,H,Hygienists,Proje . )

l P , O. -.
.

Zion Hirai and MediCal Center. "Curricgluni:Levelopment for
- t,..Ekpanded Duties. PojeCt"

:
A,

3. Univergity of Southern California - "Expanded Role Dental: Auxiliarieb,..
,, ..

:- -
. , . ..

Project" --
.

-
. , .

,

I 4 /17% ,
V . .

pniieiSityof.k.CalifotRia,
S.F.- "Experibentat,Ptoject in4EXpohded

.

a--,,Tutiesfor Advanced, Students ofDents,I Hygiene , ...,6
'l '

,,

1-

,Los Araeles City College Et'CertitoS C011ege-- "Infiltratipn Anesthesia-,
, .

i ,

: ?for the HygieniSt Project" i

,i . .:; ...
. .

II .S..!..Cabrillo College "Loci]. Anesthesia or the Dental .Hygienist Project 1,



7. Sacramento City College - "Dental Hygienist Anesthesia Pro e

Recent 66trespondence and conversations with .the Dental Hygiene

Association have indicated that many of their members are underutilized and
A

seeking to Fill additional ayailable time. As of February 25, 1976, the

Orange Coupty component of the, ,utheril California Dental Hygienists. Associa-

tion (SCDHA) reported that of 30 .4embers, 121 were currently-)looking for

..,

work or additional work and that they had received inquiries abodt persons
4

seekin from only two. dentists. At one point in the last six months, 8
\

of the hygiene association's members were on welfare.
(17 )

Cypress College.

in Orange County is currently planning to open a program to train. dental hygien-

ists in September of 1976. They generally base their plans on 1969-70 surreys.

Cypress College is located approximately 8 miles from Cerritos JuniorCollege

which alyeady has a functioning dental hygienist program. In San Diego,

of the 400 members of the SCDHA, 200 are actively seeking work or additional

work. A program _for training dental hygienists is currently being planned

at San Diego City College.(17 )

In Northern California at a November meeting of the Board of the

Northern California Dental Hygienists Association, it was reported that

theie were hygienists seeking 450 days per month of employment, but only

52 day mx month of hygienists' services sought by entista.
(17 )

According to the State Depart4ant of Educ ion, thereyere 13 training A

programs for dental hygienists in 1973. (Bee Table VI-25)



TABLE VI-25 A0 ' 4

eALIFC12141A SCHOOLS OFFERrNG PROGRAMS SIN DENTAL HYGIENE
40 ,

SCHOOL CITY

Cabrillo College

Cerritos College

Chabot College

Chaffey College

Foothill College

Fresno City College

Loma Linda University

LOB Angeles City College

Pacific Union College

Pasadena 'City College'

Sacramento City College

University of California
Medical Center

University.of Southern
California

Source:

Ap tos

Norwalk

Hayward,

Alta Loma

Loa Altos'

Fresno
.

Loma Linda

Los Angeles

Angwin

Pasadena

'Sacramento

San Francisco%

1191., Angeles

the California State Department of Education,- 1973,
Courses Offered by-California Schools..
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Dental Assistants, in contrast to'most occupations discussed in 'this xgRort,

have comparatively few formally-trained personnel inthe work force. In-
; j

/
.

1970, the number-of formally-trained was obiy 9,200 in the U.S.; -or less than

10%,of the oVerall active supply, (112,000). The number of formally- trained

dentalass tants is projected to readtv71,530 Ny 1990ii. The divisiontof
.

' Dental Health (BHRD) has projected the overall supply of active dental

assistantao reach 170:800, by 1990. tlbese two projections suggest that

)the
proportion of-formally-trained assistants will rise substantially, over rhe

next fifteen years. Such an occurrence isindeed possible, since dental . _

assistants,who bistorifally have been largely trained on the job, arenow.

evidencing A marked Trend tbwardfformal training: Illustrative of this.

recent trend is the growth of dental assists programs in the- past decade.
4

The, number of students in dental assistant programs has ileen froWahout-'
4

-1,000 in 1962 to over 5,000 in 1970, and over 7,010 in 1972.

In California, over forty formal training sites for dental assistante were
T

.

identified by the State Department of Education in 1971. (See Table VI-26).
,

Thus, it is imperative to review very carefully any proposals for increased
. I' f 9,

programs for auxiliaries, with an eye towards thajdbs available'in ma ketflaee

,foi both denal assistants
,

and hygienists. 411' .

f .
.

'e
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SCHOOL

4 TABLEVI-26.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS OFFERING PROGRAMS'IN DENT
.

CITY :SCAOOL

dult'Training Schbol Palmdale

:51400,Ilancock College Santa_Maria

AodohMedicai-Dental--
Nursing'College

Athena School

Bakersfield.College

Bay.City- College of
Dental-Medical Assistants
;

ailLair College

.1.; College. of Medical
&:Dedtal Assistants '

Blair College of Medical
& Dental Assistants

2.airbCollege of Medical
4Dental Assistants

Blair Ccalpe of Medical
fii Dental Assistants

B.ryman School

Bryman School

Bryman SChool
S

Bryman SchoOl

Brynkan School

Bryman School'

Bryman School

,.Bryman,SchObls

Bryman 'School,

Business Institute of
Orange ty

is Colleg of

Commeic

Califgrnia College of
Dental Training .

)1c41bcader'Lly.

Casa -Loma College

Central City
Occupational Center,

Cerritilf College

San-Jose

Long Beach

Bakersfield

-San FrancIsco

Costa Mesa

Glendale

Lawndale

Long Beach

Downey

Alhambra

Anaheim

Long Beach

'Los Angeles

Sacramento

Sin Francisco

San jo6e

-Santa Monica
1 -

Torrance

Santa Ana

Aptos

Long Beach

Los.Angeles

',Sari Francisco1

PacOima .

Los Angeles

Norwalk

449

Chabot College

Chaffey College,

Citrus College.

eity'lCollege of, S. F.

College of,Alameda

College, of California
Medial Affiltiates

College of Marin

College pf San Mateo

Contra Coate College

Foothill College

Fresno Technical Colleges

ullerton
Junior CoIlege

Galen College of Medical-
& Dental AsSistants

Grossmont,College

Lawton School

Lawton Sbhool

Lawton School

( TAzut
, Alli

''San Francisccr;

AlaMeda

rd
o

Lnrai-

Lawton ,School

Loma-Linda University

Long Beach City College

Lcmg Beach Vall. College
of Medical-Dental Assistants tLong,Beach

Los Angeles City College * Los Angeles.

Merced'Aslult.SchoOl Merced

Merced College.,

Mid-State Business College

Modesto Junidr College

Monterey Peninsula College

Orafige.Coast College

Pacific Collegeof Medical
EicIpental Assistants San Died°

Pacific Union College Angwin

PalomaA College San Marcos

Pasadena City College Pasadena'

San Francisco

Kentfield

San Mateo

San Pablo

Los Altos.

Fresno

Fullerton
1 el

Fresno_

El Cajon

Beverly Hills

/alo Alto

-Encino

Sant° Ana

Lo Linda'

Long Beach

Merced

Modesto o

Modesto

Monterey

Costa Mesa

4
7
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SCHOOL
.1

DOLE VI-26 - continued

CALIFORNIA SCHOOp OFFERING.-PROGRAMS-IN DENTAL ASSISTING

CITY

Reedley College

Rio Hondo College

Sacrlmento City College

Saorlmento Coilege of
Dental-MediCAYAssiatants.

San Bernardino Cbllege of
Medical & DeptalAssts:

San Diego Colleges for
Medical & Dents/ Assts.

Repdley .

Whittier

; Sacramento

San Diego Evening College

San Diego Mesa College

San Jose City college
V. E

San Jtse'College of
'Dental- Medical AsSistants

Santa Barbara'City College.

Santa Rosa Junior. College

Southern Cal.College of
Medi6a1,& Dental Assts.
.44

Southland College of
Medical & Dental Assts.

Southland College of
MediCal-& Dental Assts:.

Stanford Medicalr(Center

Ventura College

'Western
Medical

College of
& Dental Assts.

/

Sacramento

San Berparding.

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

San Jose

Sat Jose

Santa'Barbara

Santa Rosa
4

Anaheim

Downey
'

r

Mantebello

Palo Alto

Vent

.Van Nuys

A
I

.

Source: California State Depratment of'Education - 1973,
Courses'Offered_by California Schools.

.
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5 CLINICAL- TRAINING SITES

-The'Department of Health, Education, an elfare for the purpose of

ellocating NatiOnal"Health Service Corps personnel, has determined that

there are anly.thiee'areas'id California-underserved by their standards.

Two out of tha,three are in remote locations On Indian reservations.

Various'incentive. mechanisms are investigated to bring individuals

into the more remote, locations tO.provide service. Review of the locations

for deantral and dentaioauxLliary raining programs indicates a
.

fafrly,broad,distribution.tobghout the State: In' addition, some of the
.

dental schools, by using eithbr mobile of fixed location clinics,-take

their /students into the community, both rural and urbAn,' where the
,-4

.2. - f'

1
individual Ant` studeAt gets an opportunity to perceive, practiOe condi-

d 18)ons in theseenvironients.
. .r.

t...,

.

, In.n $70000 federal gradt to a University of the Pacific project
,I.

f

1 Students trimary MeOical Diagnosis for. Referral
. .

II
..

, dental students 'are ,t rained in medical Skills- as

entielledTeachi9g
drip*

'in Emerg ey.SFrvi

an adjunct to dental Aills in theNetoote areas where physicians are not

available. PriMar mediCal skills will b ,tanght to the dental students

by resident physicians from ',the Pacific, Me4i,cal,Genter whdKwill be,on ro

,ration at a/clinic iniElk, a, small community on the Pacific coast about"100

9, .

mileg north af,San EVancisco with no resident physiciang, .. So with the
)

cooperative effort betweep the medical and dental programs and a newly
7

established-hmbula ce'servide,the approximate 3,000.residdnts of the area.

around Elk will ave 24 hours and 365 days access to emergency medical and

dental care.

a
451 4 8.3



ExperitentafOrograms like this should be encouraged. No additional

sites, however, have bern identified at this time for iimediate'develop-

ment for new clinical training programs.

-r

. 7

ti

-
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6. , itCOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

)

1. The state of California.mantain .on a contimuingbasis a health man:
,

power intelfigencV:system.tAat is responsible.fOr collecting, collating
S

- and analyzing data and information required to monitor dentist and
.0

dental auxiliary manpower and dental education trends systematically.
.

'It is recommended that this be a joint effort beiWeen'the California

Postsecondary Education Commission, the Senate and Assembly Re-
,

,

search Officesothe.Health. Manpowet Unit of the State Department

r of Health, the regional health system agencies in.theState and
(

the ,Department of Consumer Affairs.
.

2. Th re should,be incentive programs to; encourage the "dental pro-
; .

fession to utilize dental auxiliariesVo.implement'prexentiVe

dental caKe programs in the, schools and determine'if they are a'

cost-effective means of dealing with dental disease.

3.°i Support shoUld be given to demonstration projects-to try out and
,

evaluate the:degree of increased'productivity by utililing expanded

Autyauxiliaries'in private office settings.-
.

gncouragement should be giventd the development of educational
-1

outreach-programs for dentists throughout the State. Emphasis

should. be given to emergency primary medical care diagnosis

training for dentists in underserVed areAs as provided.by the

University of Pacific,Dental Project in Elk.

'5. ,The entering class .enrollment for dental students in University of

'talifornia schools should be limited to an increase of no more.
,gig

than 20 projected for U.C.S.F.'s program. In 1975, theetotal



N

r

enrollment of the-entering class -for the two Univttrsity of'California den
.

. .

achools was 194'. Based upon the 'rat'e ofic'ease 6f the projected

California population at'6.85% io.t the 1975-80period, the recommended
1:

entering-class for the two schools would Only be 208 for 1980. Theddi--

tional sm4l expansibn may be justified for an increase of educational

opfortunities.
.

It is projected, however, thaO the total number,of licensed den-
.

tists will increase Irom;12,529 to 14,433 from 1975 to,1980. The' ratio.

of dentialts per 100,000,population will therefore increase from-59 to:63

per /00,,000.

s

:
4

s>,
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VII. . PHARMACY
.

1. .INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

California has three of the seventy-two schools of pharmacy in'the United

States; the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF), the University

of,the Pacific (UOP), and the University of Southern California (USC).% These

three schools awarded 41/ ..pharmacy degrees (or 5.8% of the national total) in
-

the academic year 1974-75t. Between 1966 and 1970,. there was an increase of.'

alLott 87% in the pharmacy degrees awarded by these three California schools.

By the academic year 197677, the three schools Should'be graduating a combined '

total of about 450 pharmacy students.

In a 1973 analysis dr)active California pharmacists, it was established

that approximately 54% had.been trained in other than Californiaschools. In

addition, the enrollment in the three California schools of pharmacy is predoM-'

inately California residents (the 1975-76 entering class was only 7% hit of

state or out of country)'. The same 1973 study showed that the average age of

California pharmacists was quite'young, that is 41 years of age; and Ole

average work week was 45 hburs. Generally; these data - suggest favorable

supply. of pharmacists in the near future.

It is difficult to project future demand for pharmacist services-in the

*United States or California. There is no general consesua as to what reason-

able pharmacist- per - population ratio should be sought. At the present time,

(a
distribution of pharmacists in Californ is quite good, with only one rtiral

county nbthaving at least one residen license&phaxmaciat-in 1975. This
. °

.

distribution of pharmaty practice is apparently ,a 'function of consumer demand,
N...

e . le,

since about 75% of the California pharmacists are working in a cdmtinity-based

(independent or chain) pharMacy setting. IL: however, a national health insUr-

4 57,
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, .

'ancelogram is insititUted the-increase in prescription drug canumglio

Is estimatedhlt 6 to 26%.and this'could significantly :impact upon pharmacist
%

manpower needs.:
.

N.
?

There are several major issues which relate to projecting future pharmacy
.

-. 41r), ,
. ,

manpower'_and recommended educational'entollments for California. These,are
,

.

...o.
'k. .1

. 4.
,

briefly outlinlbeloin
lle,

ft

-

a.,, UnCertainty regarding whether pharmacists, are underutilized'. Eightyz.
t

7fi4p.peztent of the pharmacists in Califotnia reportdd spending some
b..

time, in dispensing prescriptions. and 69,% spend over half of their
,

t o!---)
, -

time in this function. This issue relates to whether the highly .,,,

,

-...
&I 4 :.

v
- e , . . 1

cated prOfdssional Cphafmacist.mightmTiot 'be morefegfec44plyancii.

ciently useA-in more extended roles, partict}larly clinically

oriented ones. There appears to be insufficient information regarding

the impact of using the pharmacist in an extended role' upon the

. efficacy of the pharmacy and overall health care delivery systems.

b. Insufficient information with respect to the desirability and

appropriateness of training pharmacy technicians to performs speci-'

'fled reallocated tasks of pharmacists in the preparatioj and dis-

tribution of medications under the supervision of pharmacists. At

the present time,. there is only one experimental project inCalif-
,

ornia
(11)

relates to, training of pharmacy technicians 'located,

at the USC County Medical Center.

c. Uncertainty regarding the futureof clinical pharmacy in the pharmacy

.profession. The Report of the Study Coomission on Pharmacy, 1975 (3)

whiCh was commissioned by thedimerican Association of Colleges of

Pharmacy, indicated that the future role of clinical pharmacists in

various health 'settings is unclear, and even admitted, that no con-

458 ' 4W).



sensus presently exists for the definition of this professional

specialist. A rapid shife_to the training of clinical pharmacists

who serve essentially in new roles might, ci e pharmacy position

openings in traditional, digOensing roles. Unless of course, certain

traditional pharmacist responsibilities were shifted to technicians.
C

At would seem appropriate for the Callibrni achoOls, with their

latga octor of Pharmacy,programs, to provi ,research and experi-
$

mentati n leading to clarification'of the clinical OharmAcist's role.

.,,c -;.,..,!.,.,
.

(
Also, if Fomprehens

)i.

v .healtlx pervices.continue 1:cr./become more',or=c,

.6

. n . .

' t i
1_ ganized .and fns tuttonalized in the U.S,-,-- and ihefe iii a growing

1 ,

.

acceptance and demand for clinical pharmacists, California may

experience an overall decrease in pharmacist supply. This dicrigm

in pharmacist supply might occur as a result of California's: presently

training the largest proportion of the clinically oriented Doctor

of Pharmacy students%

The major recommendations regarding pharmacy-education for conaidt ion

IN
by the Postsecondary Educati06commission are:

the development of experimental health manpower training and re-

training projects for extended role pharmacists and technicians in

a variety of community and educational settings,

b. \ongoing analyses of,the impact of increased prescription drug

. consumption as a result of National Health Insurance on pharmacy

'manpower needs and incorporation of these analyses into the design

for the experimental education projects in "a". and

c. no additional enrollments in the state'suppoxted UCSF programa until

definitive resultsar available from "s" and "b" above to develop-

definitive pharmaCy'ed ton prioritieslOr California.

4



TABLE 'VIM

U.S. SUPPLY 611 ACTIVE PHARMACISTS AND PHARMACIST/POPULATION RATIOS

Actual 9 0 Projected 1975-1990

. .

.

1970

number rate
,

1975

number
.

,

,

*
'1980

pumber, ,

*

rate

19.85'
*

number rate

1990

number

*

rate

Basic methodology)

Low a1ternative
2 ,

)

High a1ternative

3

129,300

'129,300

,

129,300'

63.4

63.4

63.4

,133,800

133,800

133,800

, .

'62";3

,,;,'

62,3

62.3

146,100.

,

145,600.

146'900

64.4

64.2

64.7

- 161,89

15817P0'

167,100',

6.6

b6.3

69.8

179,900.

171;800

194,200

71.8

68.5

,

77:5

4
0
0

*rate pe000,000 population; based on U.S. Census Report and P jections, resident population:

1970 - 203,805A60,'

1975 - 214,883000

1980 - 226,9347000

1985'- 239,329,000

1990 - 250,630,900

11
Three Methodologies' were used to account for the,impact of future funding on first year pharmacy

school enrollment: ,

1 - assumes a moderate inCiease in enrollment

2.- assumes a stable enrollment remaining at the 1974-75 level

3 - assumes a higher indfease, slightly more than' 21/2, times that of the basic.methodology

Notes: Figures include all active pharmacists in the 50 States, the 'District of ColuMbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin

Islands..

Projections include all, .pharmacists on 1/1/71 as the estimated number of graduates for the twenty-year

period minus the estimated number of pharmacists lost due to retirement sand death;

r.

Source: The, Supply 'of .Health Manpower, ,1970 Profiles and Projections to 1990.1 U.S. Department of HeOlth, Education and

Welfate, December 1974, cahpter 7.
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)a: SUPPLY TRENDS AND' PROJECTIONS
'

.
Licensure Data. In 1970, there were apgroximately129,300 pha Cists in

,

,-,

practiceAp die. United.Statea. Over the. pas4 forty years ,the number of active
... . 4. I ", A _

/pharmacists has increased by-about.4,000 or about 50%. kowever,theratio-Of
,

/ active pharmaciste to poOulation-decreased durinthis period from 68/100,000
. -

/ in 1930 to 62/100,000 in 1971. Currently, .it is estimated th4t there are

133,800 active pharmacists (or a ratio of about 62.3/100,000)
ti

in the country.

This,supply is projected to increase to 146,100 in 1980 (producing an estimated

ratio of between 64.2 and 64.7 per 100,000) and,179,900 in 1990 (produCing an

estimated ratio of between 68.5 and 77.5 per 100,000).(6) (Table VII-1)

In 1970 the pharmacist to population ratio in California was reported to

be'60.9 (as opposed to the nation4 average ratio of 61.0). California ranked

28th nationally in the'pharmacist to population ratio.
(17)

By January 1972, ,the National Association of Boards f Pharmacy /National

Center for Health Statistics reported the ratio to be 62.7 in California.' 15)

I wanreaipqiyAestimateil that the ratio has now increased to over 63.0.
(13)

C-'
/

4 9
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TABLE VII-2 -t

LICENSED PHARMACIS -g IN CALIFORNIA.BY COUNTY

TYPE t*HARMACIST

..,

1 Alameda -' ' .557

'2 'Alpine
3 ArdadOr , 9

4, Butte..-- f"' .7*

,5 Calpveras , 12

6 Colusa ,. 11.

contra -Costa 391
B Del Norte lif

9' El Dorado 35'

40 Fresno 285
11 Glenn 10,
/2 Humboldt' 54

13 ,Imperial 28
.14 Inyo 12
15' Kern 175
16 Kings 25
7 L4e 15
Le Lassen .., 9

19 ,Los Angeles: ,758
20 Madera.

,
27 ,

21 M'rin . 185 .

22 'Marlpos 2

.23 Mendoci cy '27
24' Merced ' 47,
25 ,godoc , 5'

-26 Mori() '.- 2

27 Monterey
.

120
28 Napa 51
29 Neveda 21
30 Orange 1;088

-Soutce: Board of Pharmacy. ,

2

33
34

35

36

37

38.
39

40-

'41

42
43

44

45
46

47

48

49

50

51

52
51
54

56
57

58
59

60

462'

0

Placer
Plumas

Riverside
Sacramento-
SanBenito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San.Franciaco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara.
Satita Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta

.

Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sondma
Stanislaus
Suttet
Tehaha
Trinity
Tulare.
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba
Out of State
Out' of Country

Prefix Count

12/30/75

52

la
245-
42'

*,.,12.

%. 278
' 681
°:613.)

255'
81
30
163
625
104
49

= 3

25.

62

159
141
25
10
5

112
17

205
45

19

1,836
54

13;751



zir (4)The Cali a Board of Pharmacy ,reported, oaf December 30,'1975: that,
. , .tt

, .

., .4there we 13,751 licfnega pharmacists in California,timhith 1,63buwere out
,

.11of state and 54 were out of *country (leaving .a total a 11,861). /A. study ofa ,
-California pharmacists in 1273 showed that approximately 87%. of the-license4

iTharmacista living oin the State were professionally active.- Therefore ,

,

A4e...
,i

cadestimatebthat preAntly there are about 10,320 activepharmacists In Cali-
. r/

Arnie.
.

The distribution of pharmacy licensees in Califorri a appears to. be'
a ,

reasonable, with only one rural 'county not'having at least on& resident phar-o.
J ,

maciat:Ss of 1975.(4) In 1973 there were 329 pharmacists in-adt16 practice

in,18 rural California Counties.t Unlike certain other health professidns, the

location of practice is apparently a function of consumer preference and demand '

(.

rather ethan 'provider convenience. =.--
(13)

..

Migration. A significant percentage of California's pharMaCists are
°1 ,.

.trained out of state. table VII-3 shows that in 1973 approximately-48Z of
,

. the active wharmacists iCalifornia completed their professional' ducatidn
4

(first pharmacy'degree) in out-of-state institutions.
.

TABLE VII-3
c .

. J

NUMBER OF ACTIVE RESIDENT PHARMACISTS

BY SCHOOL GRANTING FIRST DEGREE
s, ' ,

Pharmacy School Active, Resident"
Pharmacists

CALIFORNIA, 1973(12)

Percent

University of So. Calif.
University of Calif.-S.F.,
University of. the Pacific -

2343
2052
791

45.644

University of Arizona 416
Oregon State University 179
Idaho State Universiti
University of Utah

469
257 48.4

University,of Colorado 216'.
Other 3819
Not reported 681 ( 6.6
TOTAL 11363 1100.0
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TABLE VII14

DEGREIS CONFERRED IY CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF PHARMACY 1966-1975

WAND .PROJECTED FOR 1976 and 1917,

1,

(

`School!' '

,

1966' 1967 968,

,

1969 ,1970 '',1971 I: 1972

1

1973

.

1974

,t.

1975

4

, , / Protected
,.

Totals

1966-75
1976 197A7,

,
4 I

TLC . S.F.
.

\ 1
, .4 ,

Pharm,. D. ,80'L .62 79 71 81 86 83 78 . 84 788 " 93 97
M,S, .1 4 4 2 1 1 , 14 ( /
Fh,D; 10 ,9 6 6 5 6. 9 14 7 72
Total F 91 66 92 79 ' 88 92 89

,
87 99 91 874 ' 93 9

U, 0, P: , ,

.

B,S,

Pharm, D.,

11,S,

42

3
59

3
62

2

56

'',1

\ 78

22

MIM

71

30

--

60

36

...

127

,

91

--

62,

130

M.

45

152

M M

662

470

.1.

42

162

M.

na

na
M.

Ph,D, '-- -- -- -- ... ...,

Total 45 2 64 57 \ 100 101 96 218 1'2 197 1132 1205. na
,

1AS,C. ,

.

Pharm, D, 99 93 122 82 96 114 99 113 1310 121 1070 125 144
it,S. -- 2 -- -- 11 9 10 -- 11 , '43 12 11
Ph, D, 1- -- 1 -- 3 -- -- -- -- -- 44 4 2

,Tota1 99 93 125 82
,

99 125 108 , 123 131 132 1117 141 157

Totals 235 221 2,81 /18 287 318 293 428 422 420 343 439 ,
(

Comp4ed from data submittedIto the Calijornia Health Manpower :Study Office by the inckv,idual schools,`Spring '76,
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Enrollment Data. According to the.Amen.Association of Colleges
A .

.

of Phailcy, there are approXimately 12schools of pill-Macy in the continental

.United States- _These schools awarded 6.246 baccalaureate degrees inthe

'- 1974 -75 academic year.(an increase of 752 or 13.72 over'the 1973-74 tOtil) .

In'addlipton, 339 masters degrees CaOne-year increase of.'5.9%);and 189 Ph.D.
. ,

. . '.. ' .
''degrees (an increase of 4-degrees in one-year). were awarded in 1?74.7.75. A

... .

, .

. .
.

. .
.

.

.
.

.

/

total of 313 Doctor of. Pharmacy degrees were awarded nStionally. (an increase
.

%.

':-.

; ....

of 19 degrees from the. previons year),
(2)

,

The three California schools of pharmacy, the University of California

at San Francisco (UCH), the University of.tte Pacific (UOP)", and the Univer-

sity of Southern California (USC), produced a total of 417 pharmacy degrees

in 1974-75 (of which 38:were,graduate degrees to students previonsly.awarded

theetkaccalaureate in pharmacy degree). The 417 CalifOrnia degrees represent
17W-

5:8% of the total pharmacy degrees awarded in the U.S, in 1974-75. The

1 three CalifOrnia schools awarded only 47 baccalaureate degrees (less than

1% of the nAionS1 *total), 13 M.S. degrees (3.8% of 'the national total), and

. ;

7 Ph.D. degrees (3.7% of- -the national total). As in previous years the

three California schools awarded the vast majority of.the more clinically-

oriented Doctor of Pharmacy dlgrees

total)
2)

total of 311 or 99.3% of the national

As...noted in Table WI24,the figures received from the individaul California.
-

schools do not match exactly those of the National AssociLlion. However, the

percentages remain t

.0

e same except for the Doctor of Pharmacy degree, which -

shows a total 4f 35 degrees conferred. This is more than the total national

figure supplied by the National Association, but whichever figures are used,

the-California schooIS'still produce the largest percentage of Doctor of,
. .'

Pharmicy degrees.
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In 1969,770, 799 student were enrolled in2,the last threeyears of the

professional program in:California'S three achools of pAarmacy' By 1974-75,

that number had increased to,1,234, an increase4Of approximately 55%. (3)
(Table. .

Phatiacyt.deirees conferred oYei:asten'year period by UCSF, UOP, and. -

USC may be' seen in Table During this period of time the 'fiumber'of

awarded increased approximately 87.%, with the largest program expan--
. 9

sion taking place at the private ,UOP.. By the academiC year 1076-77t the. three'

schools should be graduating a combined total in excess of 450 pharmacy

degrees.

tt 1El...obvious from this table that UCSF and USC have traditionally

40"

emphasized the clinically oriented Doctor of Pharmaby program, an by 1970,

UOP follOwed a similar academic pattern. This is significant that California

produces nearly all of the pharmaCists who are best trained to work*As a

member of a clinical health team in a variety of health care'settinga. If

krin the near future, pharmacists are more widely utilized by,physicians, nurses,

tc..,,a goodly number of California's Doctor Of Pharmacy graduates may move.

to other areas of the country due to increased demand for their 'clinical ..,, -

expertise.
/

TABLE VII-5
f,

._,

ENROLLMENT AND GRADUATES OF THE.THREE CALIFORNIA PHARMACY SCHOOL$ .

AI

AAUP ENROLLMENT REPORTS, 1970; 75, & 77 t

Enrollment for
Last Three Year4
of Professional
Program

%,Increase

1970 1975 1977.

799 1234

+55%
, .

Giaduates

%,Increase

294
,

376
--...

.

+28%

.

452 -

+50% '

Source: American Association of Colleges' Of Pharmacy.
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SupTly. and In-migration ProjecEions. The methodology for projeetthg the

future suply of pharmacists in California is described in Appendix D, together

with a base case projection in which ollserved past patterns and trends are

assumed to,cnntinue into future years. In this projection methodology,

estimates are made of expected losses or attrition in the-existing (1975)

-

supply otopharmacists, as are expected gains or additions from new California

.graduates and new'in-mi*rationa. A summary of the base case projectio.#07n is

shown in Table

Table Base Case Projection of California Pharmacists (28)

1975 1980 1962/ 1990

Total Licensed 11,801 13,769 16;1,95 18,961

Total Active, -10,319 11,979 14,090 16,496

From 1975 Supply 8,926 7,757 6,641

Immrgration 1,197 3,926
S

New Graduates 1,856 3,834 5,929

harmacigts per 100,000 48 52 59 63"

a. Educational Output

In this bade case projection,it was Assumed' that the future rate of growth

in Califo:Yra pharmacy cation programs would be equal to,the rate of growth
4

for the, United States, as estimated in reference 27. The annual rate of growth

.18 as follows: .018 for 'the 1476-80 period, .015 for the 1981-85,period, and

.015 for the 986-90 period. AlthoUgtOlower than recent California experience,

,

averages about three'percent (compounded) for the 1971-75 period, these

rates of growth were chosen to provide a basis of Comparison with the. results

for the'United.States; as shown in Table VII -7 on the next page.

A
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Table VII-7 Comparison of UnitAd States and California Past and Base Case.
Pro ected FUture Su1 of Active Pharmacists 28

United States*
Active i)harmaaists

Bharmacisis pelt 100,000

California
Active, Pharmacists

Pharmacists per 100,000

1969 124,486 - 11,600* 59

1973 132,899 - 12,500* 60

2975 1'33,a00 62 10,300** 48

1980 146,100 64 12,000 52

1985 161,800 fi8 14,000 57

1990 179.,900 72 16,500 63

'* Source: DHEW, The Supply of health Manpower, December1974.
** California Board of Pharmacy

,These results indicate that the assumptions for the base case projection

described in Appendix D may not be fully compatible with the methadologyand

assumptions used in the national projections, as indicated by the,fact that

the rate of growth between 1976 and 1990 in the nuMber of active pharmacists

f

for California (4.0% per year) is -significantly greater than that .for the U.S...

as a whole (2.3). ,,The-gource of this difference is not entirely clear from
, . 4

tag.limited methodoIogical,informatiOn published inrefAence 27. However,

since the rate of growth in graduate output is identical for both the Cali-

/

fornia and U.S. projections, the saurce.ofhis difference,must lie in

either the age-spec ifi c rates of attrition used in the Californiamodel of

the migration rates assumed,

In addition, there is a major difference between the California and the
-

U.S. ratios of !pharmacists per 100;000, as shown in Table The source of
. .

,

this difference is the fact that the 1975 number Of 14censed pharmacists
Iv 4.

_...e.,
..,reiarte,by the'State Board of Pharmacy-is, for some reason, 18% leis than

J
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thatreport0 by the National Boards of Pharmacy in 1973.' Thus, the large

difference in the ptios is due -to a difference in data sources, and these.

differences 'should not be taken as an indication that California has a

significantly lower ratio than the national average.
.

The actual rates of growth in future educational output Of trained

;.

pharmacists id the state of California is,-ik fact, likely to deparr from
. ,

the national average and will be determined'in part by State POlicY. However,

.

as stated above, the methodology employed for projecting future supply can

be.used to examine the impacts of alternative assumptions. A complete de-..

ascription of the sensitivity analyses performed on the impacts of various'

assumptions is contained in Appendix D. A. summary of the results of the

Impacts of changes in educational output considered in this appendix.is .shOWn

in Table VII-8.
TABLE VII-8

. .

Ansitivity -of Future Pharmacists Stipply to Future California
Educational Output (28),

Change
in Growth

1985 .0

California
Active

PharMacista
Rate Graduates per 100,000 --- .

,Ak .Number Change. Number ,Change

Base. Case 483 . . 57

Alternative #1 +2.5% 622 +29% 59 +.035%

Alternative #2t +5.0% 790 - +64% 62 +.088%

Alternative #3 +10.0% . 1,259. +1.61% 67 S +.176%,

-
These results show, aa,would,be expected, that the ftiture California supply

_
.

of pharmacists is quite sensitive to the rate of growth in educational output.

Each percentage of increase in the growth 'rate rerative-to.the 'base case rate

produces about a 1.8% increase'in the number of pharmacists per 100,000,
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4411b,

Table VII -8 also illuarates the significant implications for educational

odtp t.requirements of changes in the-target ratio of pharmacists per /001000.

The 3.5X increase in the ratio implies almost a30% increase in the level of

graduate output. Thus, each percentage change 11% the.1985 ratio corresponds

to abbut an eight percent change ii output.

b. Migration

9

From past trends it was assumed in the base case projection that the

in-migration rate of pharmacists trained outside the State would be equal to

0.2% of the total number trained .in the United States each year and that the

retention rate ,for California graduates was 1.0. As with the assumption on

the rate of growth of graduate optput, the methodology can also be used to

examine. the. impacts of changes immigration patterns.
.

Consider,. first, the in-migration rate. 'Table VII-9,shows the impaci/rof

changes in the rate of inflow.
. TABLE VII-9

Sensitivity of Future California Pharmacist-Supply to Future
InMigration (28)

,

a

1985 Active
Pharmacists

Base Case

In-Migration per 100,000
,,

Rate Change Number
.0C

Change

.0020 57

Alterdative #1 ' .0018 (-)10% 56 (-)1.5%

Alternative #2 .0015 (-)25% 5.5 (-)4.0%

Alternative #3 .0010. (-)50% 52 (-)9.0;

These results indicate that future ,upplyilrelativelyinsensitive to changes

in the assumed rite of in-tigration. Each one'percent change in the in-.

'migration rate produces about .15% change in the pharmacist per 100,000
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popplation ratio. Thu a full 50% decrease in the in- migration

produces less than change'in the ratio of pharmacists per, 100,000.

Table VII -10 4j s the impact of changes in,the,retention rateof California

graduates on future upply. As can be seen frotiCrable VII-10, the pharmacists

per 100,000 ratio i Also somewhat insensitive to the assumed rate of re-

tention (or, conve sely, the rate of out-migration). Each 1% decrease in the

aLelention rate re lts in a .2% reduction in the 1985 pharmacist to population-

ratio.

'Sensi
Reten

'TABLE VII 210

v4ty of Futtire California Pharmacist Supply to the
on of California Graduates (28)

California '1985 Active
Graduate

. Pharmacists
Retention per 100,000

Rate Change ' Number Change

Base Case i 1.00 57

Alternat ve #1 ' .195 . (-) 5.0% 57 (-)0.0%

Alternative #2 - .90 (-)10.0% 56 (-)2.0%

I
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*TABLE VII-11

FIRSTNJEAR,(ENTERING CLASS) OF STUDENTS IN
' CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS OF PHARMACY 'BY SCHOOL AND LEGAL RESIDENCE

1975
.

School

g.c. system

California

%

Other States

%

Foreign

t %

Total,

%

UCSF - 107 98.2 1 <1.0 1' <1.0 , 109 100

Private__---

USC.
6 151 93.2 10 6.2

,
1 < 1.0 162 100

UOP 180 87.8 16 768 9 4.4 205 100

Total's - 438 92.0 27 5.7 11 2.3 476 100

Compiled from data sent to the California Health. Manpower Study Office by the
individual schools, Spring 1976.

6
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Educational Opportunity

As previously mentioned in this report there are three schools of

pharmacy in California, UCSF, USC, and UOP. The Office of Health Planning

at the University of California estimatedin 1960 that 75% of the California

residents enrolled as pharmacy students were in California schools. this,,

figure was reduced to 68.6%. by 1968. No more current Wnelyses of this nature

are available; however, California presently ranks 39t4 nationally in pharmacy

student/population ratios .(number of California students enrolled as pharmacy

students/California population).
(20)

The American Association of.Colleges of Pharmacy study of the geograph

idal distribUtion of undergraduate pharmacy students for the addemid year

1974-75 provides an interesting analysis of which'schools California's

pharmacy. students are enrolled in.. In 1974 -75, there were a total of 1,153

California resident students enrolled in UCSFi UOP, and usc. That figure

represented 94% of the total California students enrollfed in. pharmacy schools

in the country The other 6%-(278 California students), were enrolled in.
- '

pharmacy ad ols in other states.
(19)

Tumelty's analysis of the 1975-76 entering claE;Ses of the three

California schools of pharmacy showed that only 8% of the students are from

out of state or country (38 out of a total of 476). UCSF, has only,2 non-

California residents in its entering claim, while USC hasell and UOP 2$.(23).

(Table VII-11%

4



TABLE VII-12.

FIRST YEAR,(EN4RING. CLASS) OF STUDUTS IN
CALIFORNIA ,SCHOOLS OF PHARMACY BY SEX

AND ETHNIC ORIGIN,j975

School

.

Ethnic Origin
.

Total

.

Sex

Asian
American

,

. Black
.

Caucasian. Chicano Ottier* if W.

UCSF
. . ,

8 . 61 9 '- 109. 55 54
(

UOP' 49

)

'3' 123f7 9 21 205 141 -64

USC 26 9 91 9 ' 24 159 99 .60

_ .

Totals 105 20 , 275., 2T 46 473 4.295.. 178

...
..., .

*includes Native Americans.

. ,

Compiled from data submitted to the'California health Manpower
'the indiVidual schools, Spring 1976.

A

a
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With respect to minority representation, the 1975-76 entering classes

at California's three ochooli of pharmacy are 58,1% Caucasian, 22.2% Asian

American, 5.7% Chicano, 4.2% Black and 9.8% Other (including Native'Americans).

Based upon this one year analysis it would appear that by way of comparison

with the ethnic composition of the California population, theAsian Americans

are overrepresented and Blacks,, Caucasians, and Chicanos are underrepreSented. (23)

(see Table VII-12)

The table also shove 62,4% male and 37.,6% female pharmacy students in
. .

.
. , .

in the same entering Classee.oit the California pharmacy schools. ,

Nationally, in 1973-74, pharmacy graduates were 2.8% Asian4American,

2.7% Spanish Surnamed, and only 8 Native Americans. Nationally, the same

gradt-ing class ifas 272 female and 73% male.")

qr

L.
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,TABLE ,VII -13

NUMBER OF, ACTIVE RESIDENT PHARMACISTS BY RACIAL-ETHNIC BACKGROUND, AND SEX: CALIFORNIA, 1973

,e7

1
,

l. Racial-Ethnic Background
,

Tota1 Aile.; Female

Total . . . . . 4 o oo 11363 9944 1383

Sex

White 9318 I 8366 950

Black . . .. llllllll
. 1 1 211 161 50

V

Japanese/Chinese.
. . . . ... .. 1372 1079 ' 293

37 55,Gther Asian - 72

I

American Indian/Eskimo/Aleut,
15

Mexican American 135

Puetto Rican ,

II t , ,
,

0

7

Other Latin American 55

All other
, 70

Not reported 108 ,

'5 0

2

.121 14

3 4

39 . 16

'59'.

66 8

'Includes pharmacist's who did not report sex,

SourIce: Registered Pharmadsts in Californian 1973;'U.S. Department of Health, Education,and Welfare.



A 1973 study of active pharmacists in California reported approximately

88% male and 12% female pharmacists. The same study 'showed 82.0% Caucasian,

,11% Black; 12..7% Asian American, 1.7% Spanish Surnamed, and less, than 1%.

Other (including Native Americans).(12), (Tabte

Thus, eared though the percentage of minorities in the entering c'asses

is satisfactory, this ratio is not yet reflected by the active pharmactts

.1. in the State.

,

e
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Principal plage of

pharmacy practice ,

Total. . . . .

Comiunity pharmacist

independentJ

ity pharmacist

c gain

4

Oospitals and nursing

co , homes'

Manufacturing

Soyernment,

Ipaching, & other.

paroceutical 0

Capacities

Not reported

TABLE 11117,14

NUMBER OF ACTIVE RESIDENT PHARMACISTS BY PRINCIPAL PLACE

OF PRACTICE 'AND HOURS WORKED PER WEEK:

,CALIliORNIA, 1973.

Hours worked per eek

TOW,

Less

than 10 10-19', 20-29

, 11363 189 307 441

4634 117 185' 237

3121 31 56 93

:1279 26. 37 81

287 1 6 2

1016 ' 11 14 26

1026 3 9 2c

30-39 40-49 50-59 60-'69 70+

493 6006 1855 791 274

271 '1882 1121 556 211

, 116 2251 c415 104 32

69 909 110 30 13

3 158 80 30 2

26 742 115; 64 12

8 58 14 7

Includes those pharmacists who did not report hours wo ed per week.

Source: Registered Pharmacists in Ctliforniai 1973; U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welf4re,

5
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3. DEMAND AND PROJECTIONS

There is not much useful data available, regarding the deamnd for phar7

mack services. A 1973. study of California pharmacists showed that about 4.4%
4

of the personnel worked less than 20 ho-urs per week; however, about 252 worked

frot 50 to 69 hours,. per week. The average work week of pharmacistCwas 45.

hours. Therefore, overall, the productivity of'California's active pharmacists

apPears quite good (insofar as more thah,two-thirds of California's pharmacists'.

are functioning as community pharmacists, either as ihdependents or.as chain

store,employeeS).
(12)

(See'Table VII-14.) '

The California Employment Development Departmkt estimates that between

1975'and 1980 market demand and attrition (replacement) factors will account

folk 3,021 pharmhcistiosition opehings (an average 'of 604 per year).(9)0 (See

Appendix E, Page'E-1).

The UCSF School, of Pharmacy recently estitted the deficit in numbers

qf gtaduates whichwouldoccur nationally by 1985 if we established the goal'

of maintaining the present ratio of about 63pharmacists per 100,000 (a defi7

(20)
cit of 943 'graduates)... If we established a ratio goal of 88 pharmacists

per 100,000 for 1985, the graduate d would increase to 11,443.1

/t-dhOuld_be noted that anticipated changes inthe pharmacy delivery
.

system may alter the traditional ratio approach to assessing future pharmacy

manpower requirements. Hopefully more effective and economical systems of

drug delivery will be developed. 'Computer systems may sort, atom:and

retrieve information needed for dispensing, reordering, and-billinvthird7

party prescriptions. Pharmacidth may be assisted by technicians who can

perform a variety of routine-dispensing tasks. If pharmacists are to-be

significantly involved as a member of: the clinical hgalth team, different-
s

kinds and numbers of pharmacists May be _required.(13),
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TABLE VII-15

WIER OF ACTIVE RESIDENT PHARMACISTS BY HOURS WORKED PiR WEEK; SEX AND AGE:

CALIFORNIA, 1973 p

4 , 1

All Wes by age group Fades by age group

Hours active

worked per resident .

Lead 50

2 than 30- 49 and Total than 30
2

Less 50

-49 andweek pharmacistsl Total
30 ',over 10 over

Total, 11363 9944 1315, 5334 . 3181 :1383 375 743 250

Less than 10. . . i 189.: 134 6 i 12 116 55 1 36' 10

10 -19, 301

0 ,

20 -. 29 441 272 26 45 192 169 43 91 34

03
0 30 - 39. 493 371 49 95 224 122' 46 66 15

, e'

40 -.49 , 6006 , 539011' 962 3024 1358 .615 '225 301 84

1 50 59 - 1855 102 174 1176 440 52 , 13 31 8

./

60.- 69 791 770 42 549 -.ill 21 6' .11 . . 4

191 11 30 146 115 . 15 79 18

70- ever-- 274 263 14 171, 16 .11 2 4 5

Not reported 1007 751 31 232 ,45.2 221 24 , 124 72

_.

1 (i

1

Includes pharmacists who did not report year of birth.or sex.

2 Include Pharmaciste who did not report year' of` birth.

Soutce; LaciitEU,tLReisteredPharmtCalifornia1973; U4S. Department of Health, Education and Welfar



It should be noted that the average age of active pharmacists in

(12)
California is 41 years. Therefore, the rargest proportion of st pharm-r

acists will presumably continue to be prodUCtive for about 1

Impact of National Health Insurancei, It is lifficult to p t what.the

effect.Of various levels of National Health Insurance (NHI)might be upon the

( demand for pharmacist services nationally or in California. The cbange in

demand will be a function of the level of the drug deductible proviaion of

any NHI program and the changing system of health care delivery, and changing
.

Consumer attitudes which might occur as a result of NHI legialation incentives:

;

Most analyses of the impact of NHI suggest that the greatest increase in

demand well be upon ambulatory, primary care services. (16 &
Any expansion

of amhulatory services will undoubtedly. result in increased use of prescrip-

tion drugs, and the full impact of this will be primarily determineTbYA&

proportion ofthe ambulatitry service costs reimbursed under the NHIpro. ram.

,A 'review of the literature provided no' definitive information regarding the

specific impact of tikri upon pharmaceutical manpower needs.

4 In a study conducted for the U.S. Department of CommgcCe'in'1975,

attempt was made to es"ate the impact of NHI on, the pharMaotu4cal indua-

( 2 41, 7

try. : It was c ncluded that no definitiveestim4e or the.impact could

-13e made; however, the possible upper bo daries%-of increased drug consumption

could be somewhere in the neighborhood of 6% (Long-Ribicoff legislation), 17%

"(Comprehensive,Health Insurance Plan), or 26% (Health Security Bill)..
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TABLE

NUMBER. OF ACTIVE, RESIDENT PHARMACISTS BY SELECTED WORK ACTIVITY AND:

PERCENT OF TIME *VOTED TO SELECTED WORK ACTIVITY:

CALIFORNIA, l973
1.:

Selected work activity

All active

resident pharma-.

cists reporting

activity

Dispensing preicriptions 9659,

Sale & consultation of;tonpreicription drugs '. 8038

k

Consultation with patients on prescription' drugs 8613

Sale & consultation on other health related items
. 5122

Consult;tion

,L% Communicating
co ,

ra health

Manufacturing

Retailing

Teaching

, '

Risearch

Detailing

Administrative

Other ctivitiea

w/nurding homes or small hospitals

w/other health professionscn

related matters

or bulk compounding

1

nonbealth-related goods., 1 1 444

,,.1.44 . ....... . . , 1 1 1 1 .

in pharmaceuticals

drugs to health professionals. . .

4, 11

managerial

4
II 1. 444444 1

4

.

.

2300 .

7789

2725

3728

1765

.554

1280

5948

402.,

..*

,P

Percent of time devoted to selected work

activities"'

1-15 16-50 51-85 86-100

, 7 2384 1 4995 1523

65K. (14), 32 2

6902 1686 25 0

5001 114 4 3

'2044 232 21 3

6528 1147 99 15

2568 113 22 22

3411 301 15 1

1562 162 26 15

446 67 '15 , 24

1112 77 24 67

3660 1626,' 478 184

297 82 15 8

, Note: A pharmacist may report time spent in ,more than one work activity.

W Source: MiL______Lacit_____L_Re.istered.1alifornia:1973; U.S, Department of Health, E litttion and Welfare



4. TRENDS IN UTILIZATION PATTERNS

A 1973 study of active California Pharmacists showed. that about 75% were

funCtioning. in a community independent or chainpharmacy.setting. (12)
.The next

largest group, abOut 12%, were working, in a hospital or skilled nursing care.

'facility. Others were distributed in government,,teacht? industrial and

other facilities:. Eighty-five percent of the pharmaciits in the State reported

spending some time in the 44.1:Tensing of prescriptions. Of those, 67% reported

devoting more, than one-half of their time to diSpensing drugs. The next most

commonly reported activities were consultation t4ith patients on prescription

drugs,?3ale and consultation of nonprescription drugs, and communicating with

other health professionals regarding health related ;hatters. The profile of

H-= California pharmacists is quite similar to-that of,settings and activities

reported for pharmacists throughout the United StateS. (1 )
(Table VII -16)

In view Of the fact that pharmacists are spending such a large proportion

of their time dispensing,it raises the question whether or not adequately

trained paraprofessionals could not safely perform sorie of these functions

,under the direct supervision of,the pharmacist. Such an approach might free.

a portion of the pharmacist's time for functions that are more appropriate

for hiS level of'training (underutilizaiion

Several studies have suggested that a reduction in drug utilization and

'.relitideXpenditures can.be achieved by more intensilie'use of pharmacist mon-

. (7, 8, SI 12) i.itoring. : It is assumed that monitoring will increase quality1 ',.;,
of care byt the:identification of inappropriate concurrent prescribing and

t
.

avoidance of adVerse reactions. 'Recognition of the teed for more. careful,

pharmaceutical controls in institutional settings resulted in the federal

requirement for pharmacist consultants to review drug regimens of petients,in

skilled nursing and intermediate facilities (PL_ 92-603); Social Security
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Amendment Act of 1972). If this concept of pharmacist monitoring is extended

to other Medicare and Medicaid patients (e.g. for those in an acute care

hospital or receiving ambulatory servi) there would-be a quantum increase

in the need for pharmaceutical manpower. In the Group Health Cooperative of

Puget.SOund, pharmacists provide health education sessions for patients on

long term drug therapy regimens. such as are required for diabetes, hyperten-
-

sion and coronary disease. (3)
In another recent development, Blue Cross of

Central Ohio approved payment foi clinical pharmacists to conduct education

programs for hemophiliacs and patients involved in self-administration of

anti-cancer agents.
(10)

There is not yet apparent agreement among pharmacy educators as to tto

4
.precise definition and functions of a clinical pharmacist. On the one hand,

it:may include the individual community pharmacist who has expanded. his

,

practice to include development of'patient drug profiles.and consultation

with prescribing "physicians; at the other ehd of the cl al spectrum is

the hospital pharmacist Who participates in prescribing,AecisiOns, monitoring

patient response to drug therapy, development of institutional drug policies, ,

etc. It does tieemapparent that thec1inical pharmacy movement will continue

to profoundly affect pharmacy education and practice (3) A growing recognition

is the potential value.of having the pharmacist serve as a member of the print

ry care health, team, communicating and interacting with providers and

patients through a variety of preventive. and therapeutic media
.(21)'

T ere does sot,appear to beasignificant movement among pharmacy educa-

tors to addresa the issue of- training of pharmacy technicians.( 3). Apparently

this is a very controversial issue..among practicing pharmacists. As was the'

case with physician assistants and nurse practitioners, there_is fear of
ti -

encroachment by the paraprofessional into"theprofessional's sphere of



practice, problems related to inadequate supervision of such personnel, and
.

t
concern regarding, o will train,those personnel. At the present time various

kinds of pharbacy ides are being trained "in house" in hospitals, clinics,

etc.

There are two projects in California experimenting with the .training

Of pharmacists to adiiiiister medications in hospital settin s,
(11)

On

of the projects also trains pharmacy technicians for medication administration,

and they perform some functions involving some reallocation of pharmacists'

tasks. It would spear that more such experiments are needed to explore

the feasibility Of training, supervising, and utilizing parapharmacists

personnel.

Increased support, if not demand,. for pharmacy techniciansi undoubtedly

will occur at f113e health services are delivered institutionally'or in an

organized fashion e.g. prepaid group health plans).



6. CLINICAL TRAINING SITES

UCSF required inpatient and outpatient clerkships provide an opportunity

for students to observe how pharmacetitical services are rendered by the

clinical pharmacist in a variety of settings such as the University teaching/

hospital, outpakitnt clinics; extended care facilities and public health

programs in the community.

The University has identified the need for a profeSsional person who

is primarily concerned with and skilled in drug therapy. Their concept of
,

such a clinical pharmacist is one thoroughly versed in the basis science

core, but with a broad perspective on drug therapy so that he can adapt to
.

a wide variety of clinical settings, The emphasis is upos_training the

r
clinical pharmacist as amamber of a.ceam of other healthfoiractitioners.

AlF.A

Initial clinical training was established in the hospitaid clinics on

the UCSF campus. A clerkship is presently being establis at San Francisto4

General Hospital, and others have been established atay as San Diego

and Fresno.
(14) _

The USC'Schoolof Pharmacy has collabori ntralT.Region of

the Los Angeles County Department of Health St 41x4;SUtittlland Casa

Moravillg. Centers-in East Los Angeles to planfOrCompftheffiattimary care

to a predominantly Mexican-American population; 1:Tile:-00pCise 't6::provide 'an

opportunity for clinical pharmacy students to gai9.-1,extietiett41..1 iiilitegrating

pharmacy

pharmacy affiliations with Long Beach Memorial HospiCali,M4 ital.

(both in I.-Ong Beach), Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Midway HOSpita.)AbOthlin:Los

AngeleS), Verdugo 14118 Hospital (in Glendale), and-RAshoAWAM4o0OsPital

(in Glendale). .It has additional clinical iffiliation,001.tneVitaCa. Angeles

outpatient clinics, and psychiatric hospitals throughoUCt1;eStact.,:The'.

services into the primary health care tea0;y1ISCalso-hai

Ibe



USC School of Pharmacy's interest in expanded roles for thelgti7acist include

plans for their active partidipation in patient care in hospitals, skilled

nursing facilfties, and ambulatory care facilities. Clinical responsibilities

far the pharmacist will inc144e-such activities,a0 monitoring the patient

for adverse drug reactions rand potential drug interactions, mftintenance,bf

a patient drug profile, and tonsuiration with physicians, nurses, and other

personnel.
(23)

The U?)P School of Pharmacy haseaffiliations with the following hospltpla:

Dominican Santa Cruz; San Joaquin General and St. Yoseph' , Stockton; Letterman
. I

0 Army Medical Center, Presbyterian; and St. Joseph's, San Francisco;,Naval

Regional Medical Center and Veterans Administration Hospital, San Diego;

El Cajon Valley Hospital, El Cajpn; Tripler Army Medical Center, Honoldlul
A'

and Roseville Community Hospital intRoieville. These affiliations provide

the clinical training.for students the clinical pharmacy emphasis. Ther,e

s. also a,yehr OC4)harmacy interns ip for student" who have completed their

undergraduate,tcaini4which-is offered with the Veterans Administration

/(26) N. #

Hospital.

n addition,«Jall'

40 ,

are.required to staa

-.t4J

tadents (even those not2ii clinical pharmaCY)

ltp.#1.n a pharmacy internship. The. internship

involves cboperati".- receptor-pharmacist, the State Board of
...-,-,:i

Pharmacy iland theSchOol of 'Pharmacy. -.Preceptors are pharmadfats located,/

throughout the State who have agreed to meet the educational requirements for

this work/stVy period as established by the State Board and the School.

Students receive a salary which is commensurate with local practice in addi-

tion to a semester s, credit. (26)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
ie. Y1.

The.followlng recommendations'reetding pharamcy edndation are pre-

sented for consideration by the California Postsecondary Education Commission..

1. The State should encourage and provide financial incentives for

the development of experimental health manpower projects designed to
, .

°explore extended role pharmacy and most economical Use'of pharmacy manpower,

including pharmacy technicians. These projects should be developed in

accordance with the recommendationb of 'the Advisory Commission on Pharmacy

to the California State Assembly pursuant to.HR-21
(1)

and the Second

. AnnualOOPOrt to the Legislature on the California Experimental Health'

Manpower Pilot Project (AB1503). <11)

These experimental investigations should be conducted in a variety of .

settings, including community pharmacies, outpatient clinic centers,, mental

health facilities, acute care, intermediate and skilled nursing care

latilities. The mlst:appropriate, role needs to be-identified for the clinic,'

pharmacist with respect.tO'his potential function as a member of various

health teams, interacting with the patient (including education) sand other.

- 1
litzlth per:1°171. Consideration needs to be given to not\ only.the. needed

training.of new pharmacists but to retraini4 in accordance with. California's

new Mandatory Continuing Education Act for Pharmacists which requires the

completion of 30 hours of instruction biannually.
a

Studies relating to Sechnician training,should be directed toward,
,

,appropriate delegation of pharmacist tasks with'consideratton of the

following questions:

- What are the medical legal implications of such delegation?

- In what settings should these personnel be, utilized and with what

level of pharmaCist supervision? mm
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Who should'develop the training programs, accredit theM and
/-

.certify students?

- What additional quality cantrols shOuld be:bniltinto the phaOlitcy

delivery eyetem.which.utilizee these.techniciansl.

- What are the cost benef.ts (if any) to the phirmacy and overall

bealth.delivery'systems?

2. The State should monitor the pattern of establishment of residential

practice of Doctor of Pharmacy students who graduate from the three. California

schools during.the next several years. Should ,a significant proportion. of,

these etudents.establish their practice out of state then California pharmacy

school enrollments should be'inCreased accnrdingly.

3. The State should conduct ongoing analyses,of'the projected impact of

increased prescriptive drug consumption under NHI (6-26% increase) upon.

e

,pharmacy manpower needs.- These analyses should becoor4inated With the experi-

mental health manpower studies of extended role pharmacists and pharmacy tech7.

)
n inns. In this manner, California can rationally plan for future pharmacy

e'..
manpower needs with consideration of the most economical and qualitative

approach to the problem.

A. No additinnalknrollmentS are recommended -for,the state-supported UCSF

Program beyond those.Lready 'projected. UCSFintends'to increase the entering.,

profession41: class of 109 in 1975-76 to 120 in 1977 -78. The graduate enroll-
.

ment will increase gradually frdM 50 in 1973-74 to 65 by the endof the

decade.
(20)

This enrollment recommendation is predicated upon California's con-

tinuing to.maintain its favorable inmigration of pharmacists and retention

of our graduates froth UCH', U0' and US(C (particularly the DoCtorof Pharmacy

_students..See recommendation #3).. Should this pattern change significantly

ihe enrollments at UCSF should be increased proportionately.
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This recommendition is also bsted.on the favorable distribution of

pharmacists in California and the relatively young age of the praCtieing

professional.
mg

It is true that California awsxds only about.6% of the totalyhariacy

degrees in the continental United States,(2).even though the State encompasses

.10% of thecpuntry's population, Additionally, California ranks'39th with:

respect to pharmacy student /population ratio.(20) 'However, currently only,

.B0.8% of the pharmacy students nationally are entolled in schools in their

home state,'whereai California educates 94% of its students within.the
.

',State. The issue appears to be how the State can best utilize new resource's

which might be used for pharmacy education.

It appearsat the present time that the State could best utilize new

resources for pharmacy eduCation to support experimental training and re-

training projects for'pharmacigts and technicaini in rational preparation

;for changes in the delivery system which will parallel theinstitution of

NHI.

`.experimentation with thl delivery and educational systems..

California, with its"strong Doctor of Pharmacy programs and AB 1503'

bling statutes should most appropriately provide this ldidership in

4-
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OPTOMETRY

.1. INTRODUCtION AND. SUMMARY

California has two bf the twelye schools of optometry in the United States:'

'the Southern California College of Optometry (SCCO) and the. Uni4ersity of

California. School of Optometry, Berkeley (UCB). It la projected that by 1977,
,

989 optometrists per year will' be graduated, of which 'Will be product's

of the'two California Optometry institutions. There haa,been almost a 'pm

'Increase in optometry graduates in California in the last 10 yeare.

-California, has .a fairorable inmigration of optometrists, averaging dome-

where betweels1,15 and 22 per year Also the two schools of optometry in the

state take in about 14% of the entering students lin the country. UCB admits

predominantly California students whereas SCCO is expectedto gradually in-
s

crease the proportion of out -of -state students in the next several years:

'Historically, according to the hest information available; the graduates of

the California schools of optometry,tend to stay and practice in the State.

The favorable inmigration factor is somewhat offset by the large number of

optometrists who, because of their age, will be lost to thefprafession
4 '

during the next. 10 t 15 years.due,to attrition. In 1973 there were 645

active optometrists betlen the 'ages of 50 and 59, and 170 between the ages
,

e' (14)
of 60 and 69: - his groupidTraf optothetriste,in:the older age, bracketr ,

in California 'is quite similar 'to, the national pattern. (15)

.Projections for optometry manpowet needs are highly variable. In 1975

U63 and SCCO admitted a combined total of 160 students in optapetry.

Definitive estimates regarding the,impact-of a national tealth,inaurance pro-

, grairon optometry manpower` demands are not available, altheingh the California

experience with Medicaid maybe a.useful.indexfor this purpose.'

.Afillereare several majoi issues,whiCh relate to projecting future optothe-
.
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tric manpower needs and recommended enrollments fOr California. .These are

briefly outlined below:

a. Uncertainty regarding the. ideal optomettist/FOPulatilit ratio,

This uncertainty is compounded by the overlapping bf,services pto-
4

.
.

.

.t .

vided by ophthalmologists and optometrists. Apparently Opthalmologitts

provide come limited optometric services in California and:Califor-
,

nia enjoys s relatively high ophthalmologists per population ratio.

tstimatesOf the necessaWtatio fot optomettimt/population range
.

from 1/7,000 to 1/12,0f0..or-

There is inadequate information regarding the feasibility of

training lower level PersOnnel to assist the optometrist here-

by increase his patient capacity without' affecting the quality of

care. A national study of optometrists' attitudes tegarding uti-

rlization .of ancillary personnelproved to be very positive. (9)

"

A similar. study of California optometrists' attitu06 toPards the

.use of paraopiometifc technicians was also positive. Opigmetrists

wholtad'been in Oractiee:fof less than five years: rojected that

they could increase 'their practice capacity by about 30Xthrough

the utilization of trained technicians. (11)
..

Merritt-College in:0ak ]fnd<p
4
fers an accredited Optometric Assistant

Program, 3 semesters in length in-which students attend 2 evening

.classes a semester for 3,;semesters. Each year 12 to 14 students

graduate and 'they accordiug,to school sburces,have,all met withr.
excellent success as concerns. employment.

Elsewhere it-tthe country, there are 8 one-year prograMs.designed -
;Itt

to train paraoptOmetrip,personnel and approximately 17 vao-year

programs leading to an Associate degree.

P. i
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4 .
_

4It Amens reasona to easymeihat witirthe.use of more optometrists in
,..

i 0

i - prepad grow piactici vsettings or: goernmant-support0 10110!s, that. , mg

plOparlyfttained
,1

plFaeptometqc pkirtbllei could be
r
utilised effectively.

. -

_,. , , .
10 . . SP

.
and

0 .
41E,,

i; g
,..1' 4.w'0

C. Uncertainty regardincShe,Change in portion of out-of-state vs.
.

.

0- California student entrants at the sbco. (Caiiforniaas hSve dropped

from 75Z of the 1970 -71 Claes to only 23 of the 1975-76 class.) 'Fro-
1 0

4v
tr .

lecte4:ehrollment figures:fdi the i976"SCCO entering class show only

'10.to.20 California resideatudents .(1.ess than /21% of the 96-member

t

'

class). The remainder ofthe'training flots will be reserved for

-out-Of-state contract students, Several states (e.g. fdaho and N.

Dakota) require one year. of service within the home state for each
7!

year of the contract. Other states, such as Wyoming, allow the student

full freedom inAis selec,tibil of a resident practice site. (11)
Should

41-

the trend toward greater adlection'of. non-Californians at the.SpC0

'continue,,it may 'seriously effect the State's optoietric manpower
*,

situation. During a fifteen year period (1960-74), 79.42 of the'SCCO'
,

-graduates resided ih,Cililiflhia.(10)
,

.., ,

.. .

The major recommendations regarding optometry education in California are:

,.I
'a. bhe deveiopment of experimental training programs for'optometric

- , .-

teChniCians; '.
,.

4

or a tate conra
.

V. the pl.development of,contihgency anning'f Stct program
---, .

. 0

with itip SCCO or expansion of the UCB program;
' 0

.,.

' '.c. nOtAmmediCate.increasedinmenrollment at the state-supported'UCB pro-
1 l

*
gram unless andl*il natisnalhealth tnsurahce provisions for °I:4'o-

'; 9:::

Metric services are inititutd.



TABLE VIII-1'

U.S. SUPPLY OF ACTIVE OPTOMETRISTS AND OPTOMETRIST/POPULATION RATIOS

Actual 1970; Projected 19751990

1970

number rate*'

1975

number rate*

1980

number

.

rate*

196

number rate*

1990

number rate* .

Basic methodology)

2
Low alternative,

.,,3

High alternative

18,400

18,400

18,400

910

9.0

9.0

19,700

19,700

19,700

9.2

9.2

9.2

,

21,800

21,700

21,900

9.6

9.6

9.6

24,500

i

. 23,600

25,100

40.2

9.9

1015

.28,000
.

25,30

29,900.

11.2

10.1

11.9
)

*rate per 100,000 population; based on U.S. Census Report and Projections, resident population:
,

1970903,805,000

1975'414,883,000

1980-226,9341;000

1985-239,329,000

1990-250,630,000
0

Three methodologies were used to account for, the .impact of futurefunding on optometry school

first year enrollment:

1 = assumes a moderate increase in enrollment

2 - assUtes a stable enrollment remaining at the 1974-75 level

3 assumes a higher increase, slightly more than 11/4 times that of the basic methodology

Notes: Figures include all active optometrists in the 501tates and the District of ColuMbia.

Projections include all optometrists active 12/31/70 214 the estimated number of graduates for the twenty-year'

period minus the estimated number of optometrists lost due to,retirement and death.

's

Source: The Supply of Health Manpower, 1970 Profiles and Projections to 1990, U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare Decimber 1974, chapter 6,
. .
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2. SUPPLY TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

Licensure Data: It is estimated, that there are currently19,700 active

optometrists in the U.S., or a ratio of 9.2/100,000. 'Thl.s 'supply is projected

to increase to 21,800 in 1980 (ratio of 9.6/100,000) and 28,000 in 1990

(producing an estimated ratio pf between '10.1 and 11.9/100,000,.depending on

the enrollmentAncrease in optometry schools). (4)'
In -'1920 and 1960 the ,ratios

(10)
were 13.7 an4 1.0,optometrists per 100,000 in the Unites States. (See

STABLE VIII-1)

The professions tOmetrists generally agree that't'he optimum ratio

of optometrists to population is 1/7,000. The national average ratio is

1/11,000. The. U.S. 'DePartment of Health, Education and Welfare has esta-

blished a ratio of 1 optometrist per 15,000 population to provide minimum

optometric services. The estimation of California's ratio, in 1972was

approxiMately.1 optometrist per. 8,416 poplatinn: (See1TABLE

California ranks selrenth.highest nationally in the ratio of optometrists

to population.
(6)

TABLE VIII-2

Population Estimates for Selected States
Ratio of Population to Optometrists for 1972

State
Appulation/
erac. O.D. Rank

Arizona 14,301 36

California 8,416 7

Florida 13,645 35
Illinois .7,180 1

Maryland 20,485 49,,

Michigan 12,077 29
Montana 7,815 4

New Jersey ' 11,457 26
New York 11,351 .24
North. Carolina 16,345 43
Ohio 11,351 25
Oklahoma 10,751 21
SouthDakota 7,895 5

P4 Texas 15,227 ,.. 40
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TABLE VIII -3

LICENSED OFTOMETRISTS IN CALIFORNIA BY COUNTY

TYPE - OPTOMETRIST

1 ALAMEDA
2 ALPINE.'

3 AMADOR
4 BUTTE
.5 CALAVERAS
6. COLUSA
7 CONTRA COSTA

.8 DEL NORTE:
9 BL: DORADO.

10 FAESNO'
11 GLENN
12

13
14
"5
16
17
18
19

HUMBOLDT
IMPERIAL
INX0
KERN.

KINGS
LAKE
LASSEN
LOS ANGELES

20 MADERA
21 MARIN
22 MARIPOSA
23 MENDOCINO 9
24 (MERCED 8
25 MODOC
2,6. MONO

27 MONTEREY
28 NAPA
429 NEVADA
30 ORANGE

202

1

19

3

1

76

2

8

9,

.2:

0
'5

3r
38.

13 ,

- 3

3

I, 058

5

28

.4)

29

15

5
228

SIRCE: Board of Optometry.

12/30/75

31 PLACER.
32 PLUMAS
33 RIVERSIDE
34 SACRAMENTO
35 SAN BENITO
36 SAN BERNADINO

-37 SAN kIEGO
38 SAN FRANCISCO
39 SAN JOAQUIN
40 SAN LUIS OBISPO
41 SAN MATEO
42 SANTA BARBARA

SANTA CLARA
,!44SANTA CRUZ
'4S,*:SHASTA
46 ° SIERRA

'413-IALAgp
49 SONOMA'. T.
50 STANISLAUS
51 SUTTER'
52 TEHAMA
53 TRINITY
54 TULARE
55 TUOLUMNE
.56 VENTURA
57 YOLO
58 YUBA ,

59 OUT OF STATE
60, OUT OF COUNTRY

498

ti

13

1

56
90
3

87
213
143
51

19
58,

,. .35'

129
22
13

7

19
38
35
7

6

1

27

5

56

15

. 5

544
34

PREFIX COUNT 3,566

;1 7



An HEW survey of 1973 showed that there were 2,675 optoMerX*Ots

California, of which 882 were active. (14)

,Feportild 3,566 licensed Optometrists as of December 30,

The California :BOAVO!;0.011tOmety-

were out of state and 34 were out of country ( vAlg i,re0eitidWOH208$y..

(See TABLE VIII-3) If 88% of the licensees are active,'weanfesritatetbe

present California supply of oprometrists at 2.629.

that 1,058 of these total licensees are located in Los!An4eles:'00Un4y

whereas four counties in California have no. licensed 4,0iii4r1Sta-in:resi-

dence.1
(3)

Migration: California has experienced an inmigiation,of optometrists

over the years, averaging 15.6 per 'year sirfce.1955. This;inMigrstion by

optometrists has not kept pace, howeverwitthe.tOtal7060ulatiOnyinmigra-'

CIO)
tion during the. same period. (See TABLE The,,Csiirornia

PostSeconddrYEdugation' Commission :found that for*.phvee:year.period (1971

7-3) an average of 23 optometrists .per year from Other:SintesYestablished

(6),
practices in California.: id more .important telOOk.:itthe.:Migration

TABLE VIII -4

Ratio of.in6igfdtian of Optomet.ri t To
Net IniigratiOn'.of.PopUlatiOn 06;00:-

5 38
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YEAR OF
GRADUATION

,

1960

1961

1962

1963--

1964

1965

1966

1967

° 1968

TABLE VIII115

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY

MIGRATION FLOW OF OPTOMETRISTS
. 1960 - 1974 .

TOTAL
GRADUATIS

AT GRADUATION
CALIF./N014CALIF.

44 i7 7

39 34 7.

29 24. 7

.36

34

32

33

52

53

26 10

29 5

27 6

41 11
/
43

48
4

CURRENT LOCATION
CALIF.iNON-CALIF.-

36. 8

27 2

27 2

31 5

30 4

28 4

1969.. Program

1970 49

52

59

57

61

1630

4i.

39

41 .

38 -

47'

500

79.4%

34 c 15

13 38 14

-.18 45

19 43 14

14 48 13'.

130 505 125

20.6% 80.0% 20.0%

5cTRCHopping's Optometric Manpower Report,

500
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of optometrists who g

the Southern Califon

their graduates from

(See TABLE VIII-5)

ri/t/dUate from California schools. The registrai of

is College of Optometry reports that'about 80% of

the period 1960 through 1974 are located in Califernian)

The California Postsecondary Education Commission

recently report that about 80%,of the Universitp;of California.at Berkeley's

out-of-state students stay in California. (6)

Hoppineieports tbat:between 1970 g4;1975, 22 of the 254 ;optometry graduates
,

(10)of UCB (or ,8.7 %) were listed as having non-California residency.

TABLE VIII-6)

YEAR OF
GRADUATION

1970

19 71

19 72

1973

1975.

4

TOTAL

AVERAGE

va

TABLE

University of California, Berkeley
School ofpptometry

-N4:97.5

TOTAL°
GRADUATES

39

33

51

44

56

53

276

46

.*1972 - 1 Foreign Country

**1975 - 2.Foreign Countries

SOURCE: Hopping's Optometric Manpower Report.;

501
5 1

AT GRADUATION
CALIF./NON-CALIF,

34 5

30 3

45 6*

40' 4

55 1

50. .3;c*

254 22

.42.3 3'.67
11

.



School

ir
TABLE

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF OPTOMETRY

Annual Enrollment Report
Academic Year 1973-74%

Year of Graduation

.1.974 .

Univ. of Alab/a at, Birmingham 12

Univ. of California, Berkeley 56.

Univ. of Hquston . 60
.

Illinois 'College of Optometry '116,4

Indiana Univirsity 62

Massachusetts College of Optometry 74
,

. ..

State College of Optometry -SONY ' :0

-.:LOhiy State University

7
Pacific University 67

'Pennsylvania, College of Optometry 10

e .

Southern California College of
Optometry 61

.

'Southern College of,Optometry 131
-4

University, of Montreal'

University of Waterloo

TOTAL- 797

31

58

.
. '89

1975 1976 1977

25 25 24

-54 -53 58.

62 75 664.

.

105 ' 143 151

J 58 69 69

. 64 62' 82

18 23 24

51 53 57

71 :69 73

112 ft-151 141

58 70 91

134' 150 141
.,

813 - 'p943 989
...,

37 48

57 .. 54 60.

94 102 60

Total

86

221 .

263
,

516,-

282...,

65

210

280

513

;BO

. 568

,GEOGRAPHICAL ORIGINS AND YEAR OF GRADUATION

3542

116

229

345

3387

o

California 114 100 115 '107 436

ti,ic Manpower Report.
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Enrollment Data: There are currently 12 echools'or toIleges_ofoptametry

in the United States which are accredited by the Council on Optometric'

Education-one-in.Florida, one in Missouri, andone in Michigan are to
1.41,

tively scheduled to open before mid 1976. (1)
:A total of 813'optometrists

were graduated in 1975, of which 110 were graduated from the two .411fOrliiie%:

institutions., It is estimated that a total of 989 optometrists will De .

graduated nationally by the.year 1977,'of which 144 will be products of

(10)
California institutions. (Se TABLE VIII-7) ;The pattern of

optometric degrees conferrel over a ten yearperi0:6y UCB and the 'SCCO,

,
. .mayibe seen in TABLE ;Sall-8. .; Between 1966 and 1* there will be more

than a 100% increase in optcmitrist graduates in California.

-
TABLE' VIII-8

,

Degrees Congerred;By California Schools and Colleges:.
Of Optometry 1966-1975 and Projected for 1976 & 1977

projected
School 19. 19 19 19 19',; 19 19 19 I 19 19. 19 ).9

66 67 68 69* 70; oll.' n, 73 ,74 75. 76 77

UCB 26 29 . 43 1 39 33 48 44 57 52 54', 59

SCCO** 33 53 0 49 52 5,2 57 61 58 '63 85

.

TOTAL 59 81 9.6 / 1 88 85 107 101 118 ;110 117 144'

*Year of transition f-fom 3 to professidhal curriculum.

**Southern California College of Optometry'.- .

SOURCE: Compiled from data submitted 0e-the California Health Manpower
Study Office by Individual. Optometry Schools, Fall 1P75 and
Spring'1976, and material compiled by R. Hopping of the S.C.C.ON.,
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ProieeteftupOly and In- Migration of Optometrists

A detailed description of .the methodology` for. the future supply

of optometrists inCalifornia is described in'Appendix-E, together with abase

dase,prodeCtion in which observed past patterns and trends are assumed to con-

:g intb. future years. . In this projection methodology, estimates are ,mlide

of expected losses or a
ttrition in the existing (1975) supply of optometrists

aa'are expected gains or additions from new California graduates and new in-

migrations. :A summary of the base case projeCtion is shown in TABLE

TABLE VIII-9 .:-Bgse Case. Projection of California Optometrists(20)

1975 1980 . 1985.- 1990

Total Licensed 2,988 '3,257 3,741. 4,193'.

Total Active 2,639 2.,, 91

6
3,353 3,778

From 1975 Supply 2280 1,988 11584

In-Migration 187 408. A 663

New,Graduates 449 956 1,530

Optometrists per 100,000 12 12 13 '14

a. Educational .Output

In this base case projection, it was assumed that:the future rate of

growth in California optoMetry education programs would be equal to the rate

of gro4th for the United States, as estimated'in reference 19. The annual

rate of growth is as follows: .0262 for the 1976-80.period, .0340 ..fCr the

1981 -85 period,:and .0340 .for the 1986790'pericd. These rates of growth

were chosen toprovide a basis of comparison With the results for the United-

Statesi,as shown in TABLE VIII-10;

d ,504
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TABLE VI/I-10. 'CpMparison bt, United Statea'and-California Past and Base Case.
PrOeCted FuEuke Supply. of Active Optometrists(29)

.

,

.United.Statee w California

,Active
Optometrists

r.
OptOmtriats
per 100,000 .

Attii.ve

5400tometrieta
Optometrists
per 100,000

1965. 16;100 9 2,100 13

'1970. 18;46-, 9 ,2,300 , 12

945 19,700 .2,600 12

1980 21,800%, ,960 12

-1985 :24,500: 10 L400 13

1990 28,000 14

* SOur4t 'DHEW;The Supply-Of.Health DeceM14f 104,
.14 ,,

r .

The eoresults showthatthe basic methodology and base case projectionV , . , .

described in APPendix E are conS;atent:With the methodology and assumptions

used in the natiOnal,projection.- TherptendAp the number of optometrists in

California per 100,000T:mat:Ohes that. PrOlected:fOr the U.S. very closely.

.44

.The actual fates of growth in future- educational outfit of trained optome-

trists in the state of California is, in lactv likely to depart frOM'the

national ivvage and will be °determined by_staie policy. However,-as

stated above, the methodology employe4for projedFing:futute supply can be
, - '

used to examine the impacts of alternative assumptions A complete descrip-

W.
tlon Of,-the sensitivity analyses performed, on the impact of variodt assump-

Lions is contained in Appendix D. A summary Of:the resurts of the impacts, of
.10

changes in educational output consideied'in this Appendix is !shown in TABLE VIII-11-

ti

These results show, as would be .expected, that thefutUre Caiiifornia
0

supply-Of optometrists is;quiteSensiaVe. to thetateof gi'owth.ln educational-
.,

output. Each percentage of increase. in the growth rate relativetd ttie:base-
.,,

4.

case rate prOducetabout'a 2.5'percent increase in the number of optometrists.,

544
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per 100,900.

TOLE VIII -11. Sensitivityof Future Optometrists Supply to Future
Californialdpcational Output (20)

4

Change
in'Growth
. Rate

1985-- -------
California
Graduates

Number Change

OPtctmetrists.:'
per":100,00b

Number . Change.

Base- Case 144 13
.

AltarnatiVe 1 +2.$% 184 +28%. 14 843X

Alternative'2- +5.0% 235
e

+OVA
. *

14 e ;4-16.7%
- 6

Alternative 3 +10.0% 381 +165 %. 15 402k. 07S'

Table.VIII-11 also illustrates the significant implications'for eduiational

output' requirements of changesA.n the target ratio of optometrists per 00,000.

The 5.0% increase
r

graduate, output.

in the'ratio implieEralmost a 65% increase in the level of

Thus, each percent4ge change in the 1985 ratio corresponds

toabout 9% change in Output.

b. Migration

Vrom Past: trends it was assumed in 'the base case' projection that the"

inmigration rate of optometrists trained outside the

to 5A6% of the total number trained 1n the

state would be/equal

United' States eschyear and that

the retention rate for Californiagraduates was .818. 'As with the assumption

on dieAr'ateof growth of graduate outpUt, the methodology camiralso-beused
_.

4. exact he the impacts.of.changeS'irimigration patterns.

;1

.''Consider,' first, the in-migration rate.

IjofchangOs in the rateiof-inflou(.':

to,

Table VItr1 shows the impact-

. .

,These.results.indicate that future supply is retfffively inaensitve

.

;changes in the-asaumed rate.of ix- migration forthe'rang" considered.
. o

to

7

0 1:
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c

:ABLE VIII-12. Sensitivity of Future California Oppmetiise Supply to Future (20)

1985. Active
.1,

,

f,'

*:
Optometrists

In-Migration ;1 per 1100,000 t

.

Base Case

Rate .-,, Change Number : Change

..,--.
'11'

Alternative 1 .0455 (-)1o% 13 0.0%

Alternative 2 .0375 (-) 25% 13;1 ..0.0%

Alternative 3 .0253 (-)e% '12 8.2%,

*v.
Table VIII -13 shoWs the impact of-changes in t)e retention rate of California

graduates on future supply. As can be seen from TableVIII-n-thelgptometrists
. ,

per 100,000 ratio is also insensitive to the assumed rate of retention (or,
4

-convegely, the rate ofout-migration) for the range of changes considkred.

TABLE VIII -13, Sensitivity of Future California Optometrisi Supply to the.
Retention 401 California Graduates' (20)

California
Graduates

Retention

1985 Active
Optometrists
per 100,000

Rate Change Number Change

'Base Case 8/8 13 *

°
-

Alternative 1 .777 (-) 5.0%
, 13 0.0%

Alternative 2 .736 ,(7)10.0% 13
AP,

r,
0

0.

4..

N.
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-'TABLE

FIRST'YEARENTERING CLAW OF STODENIO INWALIFORNIA'SCHOOLS OF OPTOMETRY
BY'SCrOL AND LEGAL RE§IDNOCE PRIUR TO ADMIS$IONt 1975

It
4t.

q r" 7
o

-,- 0 4-,
.4Schools

Um.C:' System

if California
S.

U C.E. 85109 (55)4,

'Private

4

College 4,
Optometry

Grand Total

4 -

o Percent of Stir

4
. ,

Other U.S. Statidb Foreign total

so

48.1 (77) :00.0 (80) .10

99.9 (64)
*

o

r

1.0 (1) 99.9 (96)

1.9 (3) 100.0 (160)
0

4) )

4 ,",- ,. , ..

SOURCE: J1..C.Data from Office of the Special AgZivianatio the Pregident--
Health,,A0ai.rs 0
S:.C.C.0 Data tromitte Office ce'the PresidentPSoutCrn Califopia
College,of'Optotetry "-, Ale 4.

.
A

,..i q 1
TOME VIII-15 ,:&

ii:4 * ' Rog
`'FIRST YEAR (ENTERING CLASS) OF STUDENTS IN CAL SCHOOLS'OF OPTOMETRY

BY SCHOOL, SEX,'..AWTNIC GR0 OP--1975 .! NN 0%
''.

. il*
4

4.,.
-.

School
ASian
American

901
Ethnic Origit Sex .

o

427
Cauca-

, 4
Black" siant: Chicano

U.C.B. 13

S.C.C.O. 10

Total ' 23{

1

2

Other M4*, F

46

82 96 -87 9

128 160 137 23

SOURCE: Compiled at the Health Manpower Study Office from information s.ubmiAed
by the individual schools, Fall 1975 and Spring 1976.
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Educational Opportunities
e ' .

. ?:.
-.}

The two'schools of optoMeiry in California take its about 14% of the

entering students VIroughout'the country each year. Tumelty's(17)(18):.

li

e.,
f:?: ,.

O.
analysis of eduCational opportunities in optometi-y4shows'that.or the

criterion year (1975) only 9 of the 64 entering.UCB students were from
s.° *

ether tIltates and foreign countries. At the SC?6, California residents pre-

'sently occupy only about 22% of the first year slots. .:(See Table

''The proportion,of pon-Califounia students at SCCO will undoubtedly increase

in the futoura as tlit institution increases its contractual obligation to

train students from other states. The California Optometric Association

estimated in the '1973 -74 academic year that 67 Californians welft enrolle'd.

,in out of state Optometry schools.
,(13)

In the 1972-73 academic year 79e

t

of the openings in the two California Schools of Optometry werefilled by

Califorpit residents. ,
(5)

.,!;. ... , 1p, ;
e. .

;" .0
At the state-supported 'UM School of'Opt,oMetrythe

.. as
, . ,

was overrepresented with Orientals.= errepresented for Blacks, .A ...
...4 -.. ,

1f:
r .Mexican-AMericans-'" and Cauca4riores.

I

.In respe t to representation it should
,

'

t.

1975 entering class,

. sa

alsobe.,noted,ttat there are oply,-1.4fema
' A 2 .

freshmen clatisr at. UCB and, 9'at SCCO. ( table

students in the 1975 eitertd.



.111031,E VIII-16

NUMBER OF OPTOMETRISTS,: BY ACTIVITY STATUS AND' AGE:

Ie o

Activity All

.Status 1Ag es

Total 2623

ACTIVE 2312

Workirig 30 or more

hours 1887

4

Wgking less than

30 hours 425

INACTIVE 302

Retired 129

Unemployed 28

Recent graduate S

'Other unemployed 20

All other inactive b45

Not reported 9.

CALIFORNIA, 1973

Age in Year's

t

, Under 30-

'30 39

,287 468.

40- 50-

49 59

706 714

60- 10 and

.69 ,. over.

227 127f aall

273 452 635' 645 170 68
o

AI J
238 389 528 521 115 34

g 35

14

0"

9 2

63 107 118 55 34

14 69 78 55 58

1 6 22 40 52

8 c; 4 4 1

8 0 0 0 0 0

1. 2 8 4 4

4

5' 1 55 ' 52 11 5

0 2 2. 1 1 2 1

1

Includes those optomctristis who did not report of birth.

2Graduate
of optometry school within 'past 12 months

SOUR4:, flopping's Optiometric Manpower Report.
Pig



Age in Years

All Ages
1

Under 30

30-39

40-49

50 -59

6041

70 and over

Not reported

5

TABLE VIII-17

NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF

ACTIVE OPTTETRI,STS BY AGE & SEX:

California, 1973 *

1/4

1

Includes \three optometrists who did not report sex.
\ 6

°

Number of Active Optometriits Percent Distribution

dmemmmoormomm.wmmom ===== mom

both

Sexes Male Female

Both

Sexes Male Female

2312 2244 65 100.0 100.0 100.0 ,

a

273 263 10 11.8 11.7 15;4
,

1

452 445 7 19.6 ,19.8' 10.8

634 619 15 27.5 27.6 231.1

645 628 . 17 27.9 28.0 26.2

170) 160 , 10 7.4 7.1 15.4 a,

68 67 1 2,9 3.0 1,5

67 ' `62 , 5 2:9 2.8 7.7

*U.S.

4

Dept, of Health, Education Welfare POlic, Health SerVice, 'Licensed. Optometrists of California,

P, 6, June, 194,

SOURCg: Hopping's .Optometric Marine; Report,

5 .



3.. DEMAND AND PROJECTIONS.

There are not much data available regarding the -demand for optametrist's

Services. In 1913 a study:of California optometrists;shoWed'that 69 Pro-

fesSionals betWeen. the.. ages and 49:were inactive, and:425 were working
. .

less. than 30- hOura; per week. .(See::Tahle VIII-1,6), In a 1968 study

Of';.Ca4foVil1a aP001iietManyreispOnelents 'indicated an interest in the

.useep 00°PotatriC in creape th'eit atient care capacity. (13).

,
Accurate' estimates of °future optc4etriC:maripawer needs are alaa'4Iiffi-

,

cult. to The California EtftplOyment bePartmnt e St imate e4hat

between .197.5 :and .1980, market demand and attrition (re acement) factors
. ,

..,

will 183

....

..v . It" ,,..,
,, -

will' accottnt for- optometrist p ,iti.5r openings Vait, average of 566 peropenings
.; (8)

year) ..., . tSeta Appendix r.,.b 71) - ;f tile somewhat controversial

"ideal" .ratia: Of, 1,1.7..,000 utilizIL there,, would' have been -a deficit of
-;.275 optometristif4 Un-Cafboraa :in, 19 734 -.?Obviously ava.vtable financing

' . .`r ,

for vision cake 047changiggipatterns of person 1 -utilization wilV

effecat the .real need:for fu Urel,optbietri"-c manpoiger.,:'
. ,

Hopping has estilated.that tItB Ei141:4C4) would :haVe to adMit . a pg'.."3c.--,

R., ,1
.IS 8 {combined totals) ,first, year .otudeirtie.;ach year til 1990',in order

5,
to maintain the present optometrist, t".0 population; ra ios. The two schoOlq

. ,

Collectively 'enrolled 160.1irst year s'tUdents7i414ing the current sear.
7 ,one accepts the, goal' 9f eventually 'acckitlinglan'iidlal ratio of 1/7,000,

. .

'",.;A:

in dalifornia, the two schools -iipuld ba*e 'to admiten average of 204

-1`1Q1'entering:Students each year tbrough 1890 .fit
' A . "



A factor which will impact upon California and the nation's supply

of optometrists is the large proportion Of older professionals. 65.7%.

of the active optometrists are over forty years of age and 38.2% are

over fifty years of.age.
(14)

(See TABLE VIII-17)

Impact of National Health ?assurance:. Estimatesof the optometrist to

-population ratios whichyOtild-be required. for a national health-fhsurance
a.

'''program. vary significantly'. Hopping,suggestsa range from 1/4,000't0

1/7,840. To achieve such r tioa-would require a total nationwida,anpply

of approximately 33,105 to- ,436.Optonietrists by 1980.(1° In England

and Wales where a national health plan exists, the ratio of optometrists

to pbpulation was reported as 1/10,05 .

(6)
, The introduction. of Medicaid

in California resulted in &Out a 10% increase in utilization:of optometric

services, and this Tay be used for future purposes,as a general guideline:(P)

4
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4. TRENDS IN UTILIZATION PATTERNS

An analysis of the primary Specialty practice of California optometriSt6

.

was conducted in 1973; (this report is summarized in R. Hopping's report

:to the,Californil Postsecondary Education Commission in Table 21), (14)
The

vast majority listed their primary Spedialty as contadt,lenses, vision-

training or occupational vision. As the deMand NF optometric service

'increases it is anticipated that the trend toward greater specialization

will 'increase.

A national study in.1973 of 18,141 practicing optometrisis-repOrted

that 70% (12,703) were specialists. The remaining 30% were either in

general practice or did not Specify a practice area. The younger.practi-

tioners were more likely to be involved in specialty practice (e.g. 82% of

I
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5. CLINICAL, TRAINING SITES

SCCO curifently has talor clinical training.facilities n'Los Angeles,

Baldwin Park, Riverside and'FullertOn%. Additional clinical affiliatiOns

are planned to be located in Long Beach, Los Angeles and Picollivera.
.

4

Screening.
4
pr rams are provided to over 45 schools in Los Angeles, Orange''

and Riverside C unties.. .One clinical outreach program (Baldwin Park

Health Satellite) is fUnded by HEW and serOes the San Gabriel Valley Region,

ewhich.has a substantial Meiican-American population.

-11011 has three clinical outreach One is located in Daly.

..City where a .prepaid health clinic functicifts with four interns three

afternooda per week. Another is located in the Veterans Administration'

Hospital where 3 or 4 students spend a quarter with near blind patfents

under the supervision of a jointlyappoinied.faculty member. The third pro-.

gram is, affiliated with the Lions Club Blind Centel! in Oakland who contracted

with UCB to provide rehabilitation services for the near blind faculty and

four students are regularly involved in this op metric rehabilitation

Program. UCB is also investigating the development of a downtown San -

Francisco-center and a Veterans Administration'residency program.

0
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(15)the 30-39 year age group) than the.olderpractitioners.o These findings

suggest thattbe optometry curricula and clinical training is .becoming.
,

.

more specipized and that future. graduates may continue to seek opecialized.

fivmodes of practice.. Such. a trend.may lend ftselU to optometry.gr up settings
.141k

which-may or may-not be part of a prepaid health program.

.The

ring two studies on-the subject (1968 and 1173).,.The Report of the Project
. A,

Team for the. Restudy of Certification of Optometric Specialties in 1973 -

trend toward optometric apecialiiation resulted in the AOA conduct,

recommended the"-development of specialty ideritifIcation and certification
A

,mechanisms, but to be, conducted in such a;Mauneras not to restrict the

ss, - ' (12)scope of the general practice` -of optometry. There is presently only-

,
linfited .information regarding the potential valu'e

.

of training auxiliary

-personnel to petform-Some of the routine'resi)onsitlilities of the optome-

trists.(2)
F

a

0
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:6. .RECOMAENDATIONS'
c.

.: . I)

Tie,, olldwing7recoMmendatio#4,--regarding optometry education,are pry-
. ,, , ;

. . .

sented for coOlderation by the California-4stsecondary Education Commigaion.
4%- ., -.. - ,_ i

,., 1. The State should encourage the development of experimental training

.programe to test the feasibility of utilizing optometric teluoicians in a

variety of health care settings. Such studies should be Aientdd.to task

analysis, provider acceptance, consumer ,Pcceptance, cost effidency and

effeet upon the quality of vision cafe services-. These programs may be
,

.

appropriately initiated under the auspices of the expefimental health man-.

power training froVisions of AB 1503.

2. The State should monitor the impact oithe.*end on the part

of the SCCO to enroll out7of-state students upon the CaIlforfiia optometric

manpower situation. Annual analyses,ahoUld be made of the change any)

in the proportion of SCCO graduates who establish their optometric practice.

outside' of California.' If this factor significantly affects the optometrist

license supply in California over a period of.2-3 then the state should

consider thiektAblishmenS)of a contract program with the SCCO,

3. bigtive recommendation to-the establishment of a contract
-. 1,;. _.

. _ .

.

,program weli4coyl#2 recoMmendation), is expansion of the UCB program to
.,.: !.....

.

.' e- P,;.

make-Up the difference in the-declining enrollment of California students

___

at SCOO; Suchan expansion should include clintcal outseach programs'to the
.

,
,

northerny southern portions' Uthe State. TheState-should conduct 4
, ,

qc

coat effective co4arisOn.bf a contract prOgtam with SCCO versus a program

expansion at UCB.
,I, r. *, f. 1

4-tio additional enrollments are recommended fot the UCB program beyond

those °already projected; UCB and SCCO)pnrolTed 64 end 96 first year students.,

respectively in the current ,year (a total of 16).
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.11 ,
C

,pjection4tHat California schools wili'have to''admit-.a 6Mbined total of
. .. 'ifFii...'.,

approicimate1058.seudents per year in Order to maintain. the present

optometrist/popLation ratio. The' State is currently meetinethat objective.

This recommendatiokis predkcated ,upon the $,tate's monitoring of the

change in the mix of California to dut-of state students at the,SCCO and
o

g
the subsequent impadt upon lidensure-patterns < recommendation #2). It should

. .
.

. ,

also be.,nOted..(that the enrollment recommendation is based, upon `the lack'

....'

of sufficiently compelling rationale to increase thratio of Optotetriats'._,

j .

. .

to population in California which is presently),48,416,(the eeventhi.

_highest rank in the country.) HEW identified the minimum ratio as-'

11.15,000 and England-Wales with a national health service has a ratio

1/10,057. Given the latter figure,, the A0Arecommended ideal of 1/7,000

seems to be somewhat liberal. Furthermore, after intensive st44.0he

4,? -ratlo issue, the State Council of. Higher-Education of Virginias t *4 at

tie conclusion,thaEa ratio of 1)14,-600 was sufficient' to meei::Silefr-etate

.(16)
neeild6. Kaiser Permanente of Los Angeles maintains a ratio of 1/18,756;

'A,comparative study of six large prepaid group health plans shoi.led a range
1

of,1/112,0,00 tc) J/18,800 in the optometry/patient ratio.
(15)

4 It ,.Must be remembered that theslee-for-service pattern-Of optometric
. .

tare ia °6-*self-restriaing system of demand. With a more accessible4, IV .

system'of-care,, , such as may be provide, d,under national health insurance
... .

..i',.., *.. '.

the'dediand Itor services pay increase in quantum fashion-. Or stated fn

.#ndtkt ray', the present demand f r.optpMetric services may bear little
',.

4,1' '.-: .t,. . - ' . ,

elationship6%kp the need for servites; an issue ;Mich was not within the,,

Rurvie.;'Of this anal,ysis.'
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. . .

The state ahould On an Interim basis, be'prepared'to support #1.1.
. r

addttionaienrollqielat of about 10%' for Optometry education,An the event

of Oisedge of national health insurance legislation which includes ap.

optometry aeiViceti proVision. Thisf-iaCommendation based. upon the-effect

of:MediCaid upon the deMand'for,optometiC services. The l0Z'enroYxmefit

figure should only be-used:as-an academic` planning guideline' 44-4 buld be

r
revised in relation withtfie:specific prpvisions of: any ndtionaihealth

:

Insurancelegslation bf;mOredefin,iti'Ve analyses

manpower requirements.
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IX,' HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION THE NEXT. DECADE

1. INTRODUCTION

Health is a fundamental expeCtation for all Amerl it may be

defined in many ways.: We consider health for Californians as an optimum

state of personal well-be' n44404lich provides aroopportunity to ,enjoy

;-.
,

physical and emotional a. eps without anxiety or discomfort..

Ethnic, geographic, finkndial and societal factors have, in the

past, combined to impede or ben pteverit an individual from adlieving..

physical and mental health. Achievement of.an optimum Stae'of/well-.

being for all individuals in our society :is an extremely complex;

costly and comprehensive. undertaking in which. the health professions'

(education and service) can only .play .a contributing, .albeit imiportant;.

r,

The. preceding reports have addressed the itsueS.of manpower'
1

.

supply and demand in California:and the ways-in whichsocietal forces.

part.

can affect them: 'The impact of:Natlelnal Health Insurance apd mai-

practice problems, the rational training and distribution of specialists;

I
'stability of migration patt of all.health'profesbnals the

.suitability ofsidleyel heal ractitioners, the existing and needed

mix' of health'education.oppo ities in California, the new or changed

roles of the various health professionals including dentistry, medicine,

nursing, Totometry and pharmacy' all will help determine how health

P wi6, .1" ,-
sciences education can d snould4facilitate, lead,or.respond to

v, A ;

needed changes in the heilth5care 'VStem.

G 2



2. BACKGROUND

Two themes. run throughout thiS pal4r, and the analyses and recom-

mendations should be viewed in relation to them.

First, we must recognize that issues of Sanitation,-imMunizafiOn,
.

t-,! 0

nutrittion emergency care and basic life support-requirementshavin

pervasive4-dedreasing sickness and suffering. The primary thrdSt.-of

the health industry (including the education and compensation of
.

.

physicians) has been to the treatment of sickness: RelatiVely.

,.
little concern (excluding dentistry) has,beengivA to wpllness.

those areas where the health professions can and should play a; pole, 010.

that role should be strengthened.

Second, the ac leration of change in all segffients ti our 40cietp,

o $ 3 A.

and especially in .health care, require us°to anand maintenance Of 0 7.
, 4

4 ..profeasional competence via ivarious aspects.of continuing educatoon,
p . *

while insuring skills. of the prac itioner to mItintain a positive
" A. 2. '0 .

relatiOhship,with all people h althy or nonhealthy. In addition,
,.-

sharing of increasingly complex tasks and te4Ihno/Ogy.inl.theoprovision

'
of care must be ikluded.in the education of providers of that care.

-11/41

3. CHANGES. IN HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION.

The existing health professions schools have served society well.

The general quality of practitioner and care are high in this country.

Howevet,,no Country or institution has yet successfully achieved edu-

cation in a curriculumWhere.competency and performance are the measures

6
.for.progress.through the educational system and where meaningful hori-

zontal and upward mobility are allowed and facilitated. ,

The quality and orientation of education necessary for the. graduates
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and for the public are outlined in the following paragraphs. Needs of

health care delivery amenable to educational change are considered first;

thenmore direct changes in the educational profess that'will support

the' health care needs are discussed. Since the major health need of

the present and near future seems to be for primary care, the discussion

4;:i

will focus on the basic 'processes for educating primary care prOviplers.

It must be emphasized that this country's success-in secondary:' and

tertiary (specialty)-care has been magnificent. We must. n

pinnacle while shoring theb e of our capacity.

A, Health Care Delivery and 'system Needs

Maintenance of Excellent Seconda and Tertia Care

durrent health professions traininkA,particularly in medicine

provides.excelleilt secondary and-tertiary care providers.

changes that evolve should not dilute' the quality of training"that.'Is'

currently provided. kthough the quantity.of specialfsts.trained
4';

given field may heed torchange, as disdussed prOlOus reports, the.,
, ;

.

'base of scientific and technical knowledge must be 's tie' ied and ..,
r .

taught appropriately, <1,

.0E-4
"I

.591.cImproved Attitude Toward Pt' Care Grad es. lftf,ei

experiencing a recent change in-att4tud T 'd the :value 'and desirabil-

igp;.P:

ity of careers in ,primary care delivery. thepas both curriculum X

orientation and faculty role models have Moot been aevoted,to

care. Moreover, the finanCial rewards and status of stcondary an

tertiarycare providers have been highlighted and emphasized.

delivery system must change to .make primary care a more deSirable field

111P.,

"A}fdi the practitioner by providing improved working conditions ,nd

professiOna support. Major studies to explOre important factors

"
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4

regarding Career choice and professional satisfaction with primary care

are currently being carried out (Gough, 1975; Plovnick, 1975; Robert
A

Wood Johnor(FoUndation, 1974, 1975).

Maximizin; Recognition and Involvement of All Providers The".
, .

ability torecognil,se,andinvolve al; providers to utmost capacity is
,

,,..requiredby.the,hpalth lelivery system so that human dignity may be , !

9.
maintained while'frivrdti and oVertrainingisdeCreased. Too often

a healthiprofessiopal is:',1I.during training to expect to perform

A.

certain taskscor accept,responsibilities, that are later denied to him
.

. . .

sin the,realworld of pracpice. We ca an4,mustminiinizethe disparity
2 t e

.....:, between edudation.a.214'Practi4;whileJMPtying the:Clualiti...ofHeduCation.

n every discipline. This can be done by creating curricula that are
, .

_empirically dottprm4led from the health Care Problems that.piressionals

, , . = .

) face ind the 'taisissthey Perform. The closer the rricular content

matches prac ttie more realistic will be the education. 11,
,

Human Patient Care. The public is suffering from the increasedc'

,

fragmentation ,specialization of 'our health care system. Health

, .. . professional curri laare primarily disease-oriented. T1 interpermal 41).

..,
lor,' 4

needs andPsychologicaTqmPwat th"at.siCkness creates receive less. .

, 10

emphaSis. A-paiient must feel that his_primary problems are heard and
.

e ,are being addressed by the.hOlth care provider and system. The'emo- .

:,

*tional impact of disease on il*tient's life, his feeling of well-being.,

.

and his pbilityto be happy and productive - whether the medical problem
. ...

-iiis minor or major axe Pervasive. Failure/of the health professional .

,, . ,

4.

e-tO deal.adequatyy'Withthis aspectof health is a major source of
2.. .-

h ., -
public dissatisfaction with the health care system. Re-emphasizing the

4 .l
.

humanistic aspects of patient care, using admirable practitioners as
..

.

.

.

I
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.;

'*ole,modele_and diploring Pafie,5004;' Eder- and prowpr/provider

relationships durilig,thet:Pe4d4Of pAfessional training - all" will

help to deal with this .prbb:Zpor.(Jaspit,31975).
r Interweaving these

concern into the curri.:';34 Ets4theitial).rectly relate to patient problems-,
. , .

thaft as a separate; 4$04aline or "course" unto itself, will help
,trainvrofeiorials tcv* t in effectively to 'care of patient

Enhipiced-.$39ijinni' 1.ion-Stif Is. Most 7health care is delivered.

by more thiln one soniiri Ivy:given setting,. be it by a private
7 \t iY

WaC t Onei 44nd ; 1.11. off', assistant or a Atiltiprofessiorial group.'

In
r; ,

.
t' As.

sw,ha,settit*, arising 'each other's roles and skills and how to
, .

. effectively Afth -eaCti other, and learning to help solve the

.n3811.ent's prOlems 0Ordinated fashion are necessary tasks in the,
deYel0P1111 camOdte*O. The kilp required for effective communica-.

tipp4 bohk*,t11,q0Laia ies as well aswith patients, can be taught and

ed.')..Recent deltelbPmen in the behavioral scignces have made- it

feasiblei.to teaChtUse sk' ls explicitly, provide adequate,opportuni-
;2 ,i4; --. .

cies 141Practice ,and fe ack (e.g. ; using videotape) , -and monitor and

-eiraluate.th*.r.a0hieVenient (H011ister § Edgerton, .1974; Werner &

Schnaeidei-, 1'974).
I 4 ,

rovicl Prevention 'via Patient and Health Education. If the
poputlat,ion can be motivated to inaintain its health and, hence pr nt

1

,tipotential disease, substantial financial' impact on' our society is pos-
,, , g .

,&°
.sibIe (Stamler, 1973; White; 1975) -a . Health educatio d patient educa-

.

, ., tion along with new Ways' of helping to,, motivate people and,Icliange

behavior are most relevant for health professions 4educatidn (Pomerleati,

Bass & Crown, 1974)'. ,4l 'heal h professioniels should be explicitly

taught methods fdr effective h lth and patient education, including
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ways to help a patient change longstanding habits and life styles

(La Don, Sherwoodandlughes, 1975). Education of patients is a c

need if we are truly to change6the negative health habits of a larilo

proportion of our population.- It will be necessary to deVelop an

attitudinal shift and bOaviorai change in a large' percentage of the

population. Onlyby this can we.i help individuals change their life

style's, should they desire to'impleqpnt strategies to avoid or mini-
, ..

mize the large number of revehtable chronic diseases (e.g:,,emphyseMa,

hypertension, obesity).

Mbreover, our train ng institutions must come be 'value such

activities more than_ they currently'do,.and emphasize them in;more appro-

priate balance to the emphasis on the diagnosis And treatment of disease.
.

,

Although patient education has' conventionally fallen more frequently to
. .

,A
Middle-level practitioners, nurses, and-office assistant's; it Maybe

that the future -include a role reversal; with physicians and denkistS.

utilizing their sleal and knowledge to motivate and change patient

behavior and the middle-lev61 practitioners performing:more of.the

routine functions inyolyed in the diagnosis and treatment of diseased):

.:64Ability of Practitioner to be Current in, .his field.. HeaWth care*
.

knowledge is expanding at'phenomenal rates. -Once a pradtitoDer is

tklitensed and certified, his accountability to4his"Profession and 'the
i .

publi can diminish. Demands for recertification and-relicensUre are

, ,.

*realistic, desirable and achievable (in every profesSion inclUding medicine;

0 ,.

.--4.. law,,teaching, dentistry, nursing, Phapnacy, etc..). Two separate emphases
,

4
7.11, are necessary: (1) tochange the biesic educational system provide

'the student with skills and' motivation to be a Hf4ong learner; and

to develop zbore'realistic and fruitful MethodSTif improving the
.
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knoWledge of those practitioners now trained.,
0

Care must be taken so that a witch hunt is, avoided and realistic

demands aTOiliiced. Again, congruence is required between what a Person

does and the areas which he is expected to know and ,in which he must

demonstrate competence. Improving methods of assessment, using, for
,s\

example, simulation, chart audit, anti patient reports can help to

enhance this congruence (Hatless, et al, 1975).

Changein:Rewatds. At the moment, our hg4ith care system is

structured to reinforce and pay for the treatment of sickness rather

.,than the maintenance of heilth or the prevention of disease. The com-

modity of exchange is illness,*not wellness. Until there develops a

premium for having well patients, there will be little change'toward

this orientation (either for physicians who are paid mainly for treating

sickness medically or'surgically or for hospitals which require certain

minimum occupancy rates to survive). Mbreover, third-party payers need

to create incentives and provide insurance benefits that will reinfotce

prevention and early diagnosis, not simply fewer days in the hospital

while care is provided. Furthermore,, the educational system needs to

change in order to teach practitioners howto change behavior. New

knowledge and skills are being refd in .the technology of behaviof

change, and these must be taught, instituted and rewarded by the eduea-

tional system. Major preventable problems are caused by poor habits

and style of life (e.g.,.obesity, alcoholism, cardiovascular disease

and respiratory disease). Changes in a person'sliabits and life style

,require major efforts ih motivation, hopefully by modifying the-indi-.

vidual's and/or the health care system's reward system.
(

Re-entry and,Recycling of Professionals. Its likely that as-our
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health care system changes;;so- will the skills needed by our health

professionals, many of `whom will have been, in temporary retirement or

lk

will ha outdatedoutdated talents. There is a need for these professionals to

be ret ed in the same ?PT in a somewhat different occupation. It may

even be cost effective, for example, to "recycle" general surgeons to

deliver primary medical care. Furthermore, should our society evolve

toa four-day work week with increased leisure time, there is a new

potential, for an individual to have a second career. This provides new

opportunities for personal growth and developthent.

Little is known about the specific needs and techni3bes for retrain-

ing previously-trained health OfeSsdOnalS: There will need tolbe.

dollar.? to support these students an basic research carried'out 4 Order

to develophe most appropriate'educaLonal.program..

Common to all of these needs are the special characteristics-of he
t

.

mature adult leaffier, particularly the well-educated health.professional.

The kinds of education 'that will be effective will be those that are h

sensitive-to his individual needs and motivation and offered in a manner

that can aecommodate a workingTrofessional.

Data Collection and Dissemination System. An adequate data base does

ndt'exist fof sharing /111formati:Onon the amount or typt,of professionals

presently performing in the health cap delivery sYstem, their, tasks,

their goals, and their capabilities. Without this-information, it will

be *Possible to consider howvanjr'and wtiattype,of health professionals
.

Willmeed to be trained and kipported in the future:- Similarly, it will

be .*Possiblekjudge.which type of health prOfesSional and Which pro-

gralfis within -t se types are to receive the highest priority at any

particular .time. Based ,partly on techniques now available, and, further,.'
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on techniques that must be developed, a data coilIction and dissemination

system must evolve.

A majot problem exists until roles and responsibilities are clarified.

We cannot reach clarity of the number and type of health professionals

need*.d'until we clarify what role and major area,of responsibility each

health professional needs

ing physichl examinations

physicians' 'assistants.,

. For example, a lafge variety of basic,screen-
'

can be carried by nurse,practitioners or

Anothet large role in patient education could

be carried out by professionals other than phySitians. Dentists could

assume a la4er responSibitity for such areas as nutrition and diet. Only

'by working inter-professionally can we hope to clarify the fOundancy and

overlap in ed cation that presently occurs. Such tedundancy and lack of

clarity both increase'costs and time and develop a high level of frustra7
4

.

,tion in the graduates who often'ate not allowed, by law or by custom, to

do certain activities for which they have been trained.

It is very difficult to jud#.ihe'actuai range of performance of

any type of health practitioner, such as nurse, nurse practitioner, or

primary cate,physician (family .practice -, general internal. medicine,,
. . 4

.

.

OB -GYN, etc). .Farticularly-those health' professions that classiCally

have been considered to be "sUpportive'existwith amarkea,internal

variation in competence and:responsibility. There does not exist a clear

specification of numbers and types of students in the various junior

college syStemsihe state colleges and, universities? theOniversity of

,California system, and private stho Without a suffictiently sophisti-

gated and nearly mandatory data'sy em that-dan be developed and

implemented in the near fUture, we will continue not to hale adequate

information for planning of niimbets. and types 'of health profeSsionals.

4'
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ghere must be established, at thestate /evil, a health professions

education registry that ipciludes i te number and,type of active health.'
-

professionals in'training (including both the numbers of students iza,

training and physicians available), and an approximation at the number

of positions'availablein the field. It may be necessary for this
I t ^

registry system to include a description of the tasks.that the health'

Ilrofiesgionals.can and should perform in order to provide health care at

the most reasonable cost.

B. Educational Needs

There is a variety of educational options that can improve the

efficiency and effectiveness of health, professions education and,,

ultimately, the quality of careAlivered to the public:

Individualized Pacii01. People leaut at different rates. Whams is'

i
too, slow for one may be too fast 'for another. 'What is most important,

hhwever; is that the student" learns What'is necessary to become a cm,
. .. .. :

petent healtle.proOssional. By designing educational programs to account
1
Afor individual rates of learning, health professions eduOation can be

A 4 .:

available toa broader range ofstUdents igho will graduate baying achieved

a. higher leveZ of'competence. Thus,i)othTsi and fa4 learners can

progress at their optimum rates, allachieva the required.leVel of

competence in the amount of timi neededqBi' k, Optiinum,,learniRg.
.

4' _

can occur: the slow learner,can take, the time he needs-td achieve the

acceptable. level Dfiiistery;the4fast:learnerystmotivation need not
e ,

,

, 1 . ,

F' suffer from boredom 404 frustratiori. Such self=pacing can increase andA
q

broaden the opportunities.for-beCOM* '4'successful health professional;
f

,,,
-,. particularly by.yroveding a slower 1parner with the time hes.needs to

:achieve competence.



Modular Organization. Organizing a curriculum around modules that
,

. e
cover afcertain small relatively well focused content area (rather than

,)

around:the larger unit of courses) will allow much greater curricular

flexibility (King et al, 1972; Allen, Hodgson Martin, 1973).;. Aside

from making it easier for the student to'prpcaed at his ownpace;- he may

bd able to' take certai.modulesin a sequence that makes the most sense

to.himat a time when it is'most appropriate for him. FUrthermore4 new

Curricular eleMe.nts can be added. or deleted idth-relt;.ve ease. A
.

modulir curriculum elso makes.it'tasier fora student to test.out,of-,

those areas, in which he has already achieved competence, either by prior-
1

. experience or twining in another environment;

Such modules can also be used forcontinuing education purposes,

particularly in areas such as rural regions of the state where other

. sources are not as readily available.' Modules can also provide' a,focus

'around which more than one .professional can gather, to learn in a coopera-

tive and even interprofessional fashion.- The easy altailability of:20°n-

tinuing education activitie.(e.g. , through modules) may increase

motivation to begin practice in underserved areas or to re zri in
P
such

areas.

YbdOes are,npt necessarily self-instructignal. A module'can

bine a.variety of educational methods and adtivitiesincl g,,for

i=
example; bn67to-one interaction with a teacher/advisor., 1:141. arexperi-

° Ny ence,4raCtice feedback; evaluation, '
or-group sessiohs,d 7as appropriatqc,

',. . .. i . g;...

to the learning objectives.
.--- ..

.
.

.

One way to,develop moddleS could be based around the health care

- 0 .'Problems t and,hat profeSsionalt face and the tasks that they perform to help
(

-460

P ° .
resolve these problemsBoth can be empirically determined. FOr.example;

0 /
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data on the problems. tttat-affeCt a person's health 'and for which that
.

,

person visit4 a health°Ca4, provider are beginning to become available
J

(e:g. 'National Center for Health Statistics, 1974) ." These problems can .

form the basic organizational structure .for a curriculum independent ofe ,
.16

the kind of health professional being trained (University of 'the.
1

N
t. tit. ,

'.y., '',..,

Pacific ;1 1975).. . The diffdrential diagnOtes, of 'these problems, . the range)
,

Of organic arld..functional disorders they imply; and, in addition, the
. .-:e ,

c
.

moreless frequent ,but more 'critical -emergency prOblems that threaten .life
.0

Blast also -1104tevered by the' stUdent, The. level. ana%scope Of responsibility.

.
. .

for -each problem*necessarily varies with ,the,category Of profesional

9

r

' being A rained : y

In. idditiopi to data .on problems , 'data regarding the funptions or
-

tasks that he4th.professionals perform in identifying and...managing health
r

,c-are prbblems, can be utilileds.in the,.'ilevelOpMent''of..a performance baSed
fa- .

A
mod1114r. CUTXICIlip For example, a 1)061 of tasks that cOver, a 'range of

primary care functions for a numbyttof,ealth professionals .bias been
4 ,

ident Vied (Ain s soci4tion

1974; University%of the Pacific,. 1

cal Clinics, -1973; Gilpatrick,,

e tasks can 6e. dtirectly

. relatO. to the heal* care problenis viaspecific Modules ;and Ean, form, .

-
the for evaluating competence and determining adcountabilitY'.

.

It should further 'be emphasized that. such curricular content heed
. ,

not, be .static; but, rather, can be. fegurarly revised on 'the, basis of

irically:deternined ShiftS in _health care needs. New', problems or

tasks could be added, legs relevant ones deleted witfi-mlnimal expenditure.
r.

'of resources tempor41;f.or' emotional as compared to a

;: traditionally: organized. CUrr'iCuium..
. . . 4

ti

v..

.PecognitiOn of Prior rience.'... Many potential health "professions
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students have had considerable incperiencetin the'delivery.of health care.

-Medical corpsMen, asliStants in private medical and dental offices, and

other similar individuals have learned a great deal about health care

with relat&e/y little accredited training. In addition, there are

other health professionals, already trained, who can build upon their

existing skills to bec9me proficient in a wider range of activities

(e.g., registered-nurses whOt ode nurse practitioners).' At present,

prior relevant experience is ustillyacknowledged by recognizing formal

,credit '"is in articular content area. Increasingly: students are

beini-permittedto'takea ',challenge" exam, which tests knowledge in a

given area that if passed, will exempt them from additional course .

requirements in that area. MOst of these challenge, exams are written

and ,test only cognitive knowledge. It is crucial, that new challenge exams
10

.be devised that test actual relevant clinical performance in simulated

or real settings (Musser, 1973; Grobman, La Duca & Madigan, 1974; Regenti

External.Degree Programs, 1975).

By recogniling prior experience'afid proficiency) student learning

can become more efficient (since students.donot have to repeat areas
,

they have alre &dy mastered) and institutional cost-saving can result.

0Modularized curricula can facili . Furthermore, some students

can complete their prescribed t fining in a shorter period of time and

make their contributions to the lic's health care,gean earlier date.

Integrating Continuing_Educa ion into the Entire Educational Process.

At present, continuing education may or may not be directly related to

an individual practitioner's pa ent care needs. Developing curricula

organized around patient problems and the professional tasks needed tb

deal th-them will allow undergraduate content areAZIo be direct1V2t.
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relae0c4 to continuingeducalion areas of need. . 4
Ibis provides 4.direct applicatitrn of undergraduate curricula to

continuing educationedUcatianind could Provitib, a new source .of materials 'which,
.

, - ,\ '
,

44
as,discussed earlier; may provide continuing education'support in under-

. .

served areas.
Nv--

Furtherpore, if skills in becoming a' lifelong learner are taught

/and practided while the student is an undergraduate, they are more likely

to be practiced and maintained after.graduation. Such skills include

the identification -of educational' needs, determinatiOn of appropriate

/earning activities to meet the need, and'assessment of one's own fuccess

In achieving it. At present, most components of our educational system

neither reinforce nor motivate the student tip Lvelop these lifelong
.

rearnikskills and attitudes. By developing.curricula that allow the

student to seek out his own learning, rathef than receive it more'-

passively, such attitudes and skills can beachiev

Greater Quality Control/ At present,. quality control within the

health.professions educational institutions is variable. 'The evaluation

that is.usually done emphasizes recall of factual knowl

it does the performance of clinically relevant tasks.

curriculum around what it is that the practitioner muses ALL 'and becable

to do in order to take care of patie (rather than 'around subject

mare than

designing the

matter areas'that develop as bodies of ,nowledge valuable for their otwn

sake rather than for their application to patient.care),and by design-

ing evaluation instruments based on patient care needs, the quality of

graduates-in terms of their ability to perform their relevant health

. care functions can be better monitored-and assessed.
1.

Improving Evaluation Methodology. y applying many of the newer
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'evaluation methoctOlogi , the important, but less easily assessed,
J. .;

characteilketicis 'health piGfessional can be measured (Barra, 1973).

Patient simulp using trained actors is one method that can beused

to assess
r
interpeisonal skills, as well as. history- taking and physical

0 .

I s
1

ekaMination/ iskill.s2 SiMulation using models or other'devices is another
:/.

N'
'way that i.variety of motor behaviors and recognition skills can be more

reliably. sessed, particularly in the areas of physical examination.

.1.
Computer a.td itten shillatiens'can se used to assess probfem-soiving

ul..._..3:

skills. St t-pefformance in almost area can be directly recorded

on videotapdan 'd later analyzedjor purposes.of both eva uation as well

as 'feedback for improvgd learning, Peer and self-evalua

additional sources of data that can p

of an individual's competence. It is

will becomeincreasingly important

ce and enrich th

likes that peer%an&te

ion are two

description

-evatUation,

it'es

4-

as each healthprofessional

Maintain his.CoMpetence and cdemonstrate accountability. Peer and self-

evaluation can be taught and practiced explicitly while the health'

, r ,

professions student is' still in training.

Educators are becoming more and more capabl d-of specifying in
. .

measurable terms the requisite performance fo each professionA to Ile
- 1

trained. 144,t of these competencies relate to irect patient care,

clinicaljUdgments or other decisions,dexamination or treatment'skills,

. 4.
record-keeping or -management skills, and exercise of responsibility.

At any given stage-in a student's education-it becomes possible.to-
't.

specify his level of competence in objective, performance-oriented terms

If it were desiied that a'student ad
.

tsee below), it would be possibleTto

- gap t;ei4 eon his Cuvr
In

t and his desired
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T. . 1

the appropriate learning-activities necessary to bridge that g
,

imilarly, both student and society woqld know exactly what are, e skills
4

and level of pePforgwpce of an indivd mil certi44e4
,

to be ,a g

, .

professional. L

( '7`
9:':1-

HOrizontal and Vertical Mobility. By granting credit for prior
. -o 4 p

experience. according to performance (rather thah by credit units) using

improved methods of evaluation, and by deloping curricula that are
I

:,

lk. organiTin modular fashion, it is possible to enhance the opportunities
:`

tor,horizontal and vertical mobility. If a student needs to take only-.
--) .

1

those modules foit.whiCh he has not yet achieved competence, the efficiency
4, .

0. rn aof his leaing experiences, when movingv avertically to higher level -'16 .,
..,

. /

'thin hi's profession or horizontally to a different but related profes-

sio will be increased. Stru,turing the Modules into.hierarchical'
\

s te0s and identifying overlapping areas of curriculum:content in
,

- . .

related pr9fessionS will also enhance mobility,

In addition to grting Credit directly for certain demonstrated/

perfo ce, it should be possible, as an interim measure, to devise a
.. .

method,for translating performance into some sort of relatively standardized
. .

credit unit. For example, by assigning degree of difficulty (e..g., as in

diving competition) and perhaps by estimating relative amount of needed

S t cOntent, a standardized -system can be devel d that would achieve

xible system for granting credit. Changes in some of the current

siegal'licensure requirements (Such as requiring a fixed riumbpr of hodrs'

An'a particujlar Ceurse) may be necessary.

Coiminicating and Working4wIth/Other Health Professionals. The care

`:of patients involves the coordinatdd efforts of a variety of different
\s.

_categories of health professional. Further each health professional is

)
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now performing new dr diffevent.tasks. Boundaries between professions

are becoming-hazy. It.is essential for the fUture,of.the health care
4 .

system that one category of.health professional be able to work'

cooperativebs.and effectively with those.in other c'tegorie. sk334s,7

9ommunicating, defining roles, assuminresponsibility and planning work
ap.

assignments wile contriAte grflitly to a more efficient and effective

health care. system (Kindig., 1975); Instructional materials for health

professionals that address these skills are being developed and refined

(;Rubtnp Plovnick & Fry, 1.V5).

The team 126 t in health care education and

attractive, but as yet elUsive, goal.' Efforts Rust be made to explore

team building to determine whether improved ciLity and efficiency with

le6Sened cost to the consumer may be obtained. By designing learning

experiences around real health care situations in which multiple

professionals must work and interact, the team concept can be made

)realistic.
t

f

. 4 . RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE o
,

V >
To impleqp7 the proposed ideas,several substantive educatio al

.

thanes will be needed. These changes are based in the educatio
. ' li 1 - ''

system and, therefore, by necessity will involve state funding of
,

tion. That these changes will hi'lie political implications,,bcith

Ui
(

the ed ational s)4tem itself and Within the greater political structu1re

of theistate, is obvious. Before these:thanges are attqmpted, pilot

experimental prdjecis should be Ittitlated,brorder to develop and. test

the/mechanisms, materials, ind:ideAs.;fig ested'....
, . -, --

l
.It shbuld .dg be emphasi

iknifican4
portionportion the ills
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asc ibed to'health.caie and health professioTT education (e.g:, high .cost,

too much sPeCializition, not enough personalized care) 6re generic

societal problems and, thus, will not be alleviated by attention to

health Care alone.

To make many of the recommendations feasible as well as to enhance

mobility throughout the state', a majority of schools eventually must,

adopt (a) a mddulai curriculum with thd content and features described,

.

as well as (b) the ei:raluat; n procedures necessary to implement it (or
.. 70., . .

1 ..-

at least develop a me hanism to relate modules to courses),. This is

r redlq a student is to be ab/e to move horizontally Or upward in :
....

, -::

Ae health professions. At p;eSent, whateveT mobility exists is r

i
I w
Aimplemented through_the usual credit -hour system and occasionally.through,

.
.,

more in procedures. However, it is well-known -
, -

.,
.

thattOo frequently there is little relationship between the number of .

credit -flours a' student may have acquired and competence in a.pven

.

.40h. Reid ihg the credit-hour system with a,system based on comietence

.
.

/
i dealing with specific patient problemS or on skill in performing

e 4Io tr

pr6feSsiond1 task ;4411 go a long ay toward making this mobility more
t , .

realistic. Thrther re, such 'a s stem can demonstrate a direct relation-
)

ship between4he teaching provided ad the learning that has occurred.

4
Thus, it will be pgssible to document explicitly the kind of:competence

' 1 ,

-1 . t

that public'tt6nies will achieve and to make clearer decisions about

allocation, of resources.

I .

Thedevtiopinent'of a, professiOnally accepted, igh quality.anL'

effective'mbdular curriculumwill,be time-consuming and costly. If

/-

there 'is a substantial Commitment made on a public policy level.(stich
. .

as was made federakly for early childhood education and reading
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instruction) and ladequatl funds allocated, such changes can be accomplished.

However, substantial public policy Commitment in itself is riot sufficient,

as may unfortunately be illustrated-13Y the two federal programs just

mentioned: the highway of educational innovation is littered with'tWo kinds

of wrecks or failures: 6nderfunding a project designed fortk solution

to a difficult problem, expecting too mtichin too little time; or'

overfunding a project, heavy with administrative expenses and bureau-
, if

cratic mechanisms, without Toper local commitment and regional

coordination.

If a coMmitment to allocate fun for Sudh.a project is contemplated,

doundwork for its acceptance at all'l eels of.health professions

education is required. Vested igterests will need to be rearranged and

-resistance can be expected. Individuals willing to implement such-a

" prograM Must clearly understand the goals and methOds needed and be

committed to their implementation.

Realistically, the first step should Joe,to implement an experimpn

pilot program throughout the state that would develop the basic materials'

(
and_procedure' necessary without disrupting the existing system. Then,

students could 'be admitted to the pilot programs, with careful analysis

of student,achievement and pro ram success. Should problems deVelop,

'Students could be incorporated into the existing heath professions programs

in tie state.

The initial support of pilot experimental programs is essential

so that the entire system is not jeopardized-by grbss or unproven

changes.

Components needed for such large scale change are many. Specifically:

The health care,and educational reward systems must be modified.

,541 580



Time si3ent,in.developilig instruction and teaching students must be appro.-

priately recompensed. Mbreover, monetary and status reward systems for

developing improved methods for health maintenance rather than sickness

treatment must be developed and institutionalized.

B. Interpersonal skills must be emphasized in health professions

schbols. More attention must be devoted to'tfleir teaching and more

attention must be devoted toward selecting students who-already have

. achieved significant competence. 'in this area.

C, Increased effort and energy toward individualizing education

and evaluation must be made. 'While this will. undoubtedly be more costly

than our group based methods in the short run, it will enhance armor

tunities for more individukls, Further, it should develop a much higher

level ofprofessional.competence that will ultimately improve the health

Of the citizensof the state and result id cost savings thereby.

4

D. More flexibilitrin accepting priot competence must, be developed,

Idling performance based methods of assigning credit. Such petformance

based assessment methodS.can have a direct impact on the licensure and

certification process by providing evaluation procedures that will more

directlk measure competence to practice than the more abstract; knowledge--
.

-
bas ed paperland-pencil examinations. As thes$e proEedures are developed '

'in the basic educational programs,; they will affect recertification and

relicensure procedures asyell.

-
These recommendations cannot be implemented tanorrow.' But some

are already being experimented with in a variety of schools and locations

throughout the country. If ,there is Commitment from our politidians,
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desire from our inforMed,citizeris/consumers, and understanding from

our educators, the next five-ten years can bring substantial change #i

thedirectrbm of these recommendations.

4p.

p
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PIED PORNIA SIGN, AGES 60 PIED FORNIA U.S.. EIGN
.0000.0 .NM.

SISKIYOU 34 29

SOLARO ., 196 141

SONOMA 457 393.
STAN13LAU5 330 310

SUTTER , , SO 46

TINAMA 23 21'

TRINITY : 4.r

13 : 21. 1 14 10

88 32_1, 75 382......

144 34 218, 128

125 49 _._. 166 .118. ....

17 10 11 15

13 3
.

5 8

S 2: 1 2.

18 1

116___ 27
249' ,16,
169 23'...__

27 4',
t13

4.

TULARE' 1. 234 ._224 109 45_____96 _,J15...____ 113 __2?
TUOLOME 37 29 , 20 12 11 20 8 1

VENTURA 665 .:.607!_190 __73 _L.332_ 112 371' 64

POLO, , 287 '271 . a 14- 186 60 173 38

TUBA 54, SO 21 5 32 8 40 2

I , 4
.4.

TOTAL . , bi' 46010. 42.4; 14819 5754 21805 12030 25762 4660

1 t-

. ._ _ . ._ _
5 , 5 4

15 14_ 12_.... 4....
.. 64 59 55 22

20 18 17 9____ .._ _
4 4 4 1

2 2 2 1

' 4. 3 3 1

14 ,14 12 _1_6
8 8 ' 8 3

58 ___52' 47 12

16 12 8 ,3

4 4 4 ,.

3558 3236 2948 1121

3 2'

2 10

21 39

8 12

3

2

3 1

,' 8 _........

2 5 1

23' 29 6

yr 8

-1` 3

1009 2138 4C1
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-
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NUN861 OF "INACTIVE' NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS IN CALIFTRNiA.

..-.

4 ,
'

1

EV/ .COUNTY AND IWIPECIAL'O AS OF DEigMBER 1975.
. , ,

.,

1 t

44,

.-\\ I ?
CALA.: ' CONTRA DEL-. EL

.
. .. HUM...

. SPECIALTY co TOTAL.ALAMEIA ALPINE AMADOR ' EUT1 1 VERAS COLU$A COSTA NORTE DORADO FRESNO GLENN IOLDT,"
el. ......e...064.4OOOOOOOO .6 OO14 OOO a a gm a ma OOOOO r..V

k , .
malmommo O OOO ... 1,4 is OOO oom404 4* SI

AEROSPACE MEDICINE AM 34 ' ' 1

'ALLERGY . . 1 A 18.. f

ANSSTMESIOLOGY . ' AN, 93 5

3RINCHO-fSDPOKILOGY 1E

TA401040SVULAP DISEASES 'CO 43

'1/0141pLIGY D , 43 , 4

DIAEETES , . ' D14 3

IMERUNCY mFNCIN! .FM 7. ' 1

INX'ChINOLOGY \ F41 . 1 I

FAMILY PRACTICE 1 \F.0 11 1

GASTRDENTErtr0411 / GE 18 ,,' 1 4

,GENERAL PRAcTIC!/ GP 725 48

G'N OREVENTeE MEDICINE GPM IS' , I"'

GERIATRICS 1.i. GER 9
1

2

WINiCOLOP. " GYN 8 I

MF0ATMA6Y HEM 4 . 1

HyPNTAIS
C

HYP
1

INFECTIOUS DISEASES 0 1

INTERNAL MEDICINE , IM 218 V
ORY,GILOGY LAR

t!om. MFOICIN!
' LM 2

WR6ASTIC DISEASES NO 1

2
NEPHROLCGY NO 1

Ne lr1LOGY N 21 '

NEUROLCGY-CHILD, CH4 I

Nrticv)PATHCLOGY NA 2

NUCLEAR MEDICINE NM 5

NUTPITI14 NTR

DiSTETRICS '085 1

05ETFTRICS + GYNECOLOGY 004 128

,CCCURA'IONAL MEDICINE OM 69

CPHTOALMOLOGY ' OPH 109

(mug / OT

OTOONNOLA
I

RYNGOLOGY OTO 83

PATHOLOGY PTH , 43

PATHOLOGY- CLINICAL ! CLP 4

PATHOLOGY- FORENSIC FOP 7

PEDIATRICS PD 146 6

'PEDIATRICS-ALLERGY PDA 2

PEILATRics-emoLoov PDC 1

pRAP4ACOLOGY-CLINICAL PA 1

of

PHYSICAL MED A MA; PM 14

OSYCHIATR P.. 187 10

P5YCHIATRY ILO CHP 6 1

1)YCHO 44,LLYst )1 PYA' 7, 1

PSYCHO oraelc IDI 1R! PYM I 3

PUELIC ALTH: RH ' 91 5

Outra Wrols/tsfs PUD S0 . 1

RAD 0' 64 4
I 1.

k

9

590

1

4,

5 14

.11
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NUNIER,OFINACTI9E MOW, RAL PmrstetANsIN CALIFORNIA

zap teCOUNTY.AN3117 5PECI TY AS OF :LICENSER 1971

1112cuert

,

CALA.. CONTRA OM-, EL- .1 " NUM -

CO TOYA1. ALAMEDA ALPINE ANA6011 IlUtT VERAS COLUSA COSTA NORTE OORADO FRESNO 'GLENN 501.157.

,osemsomposoromeembe sm. OOOOOOO OOO ea

' RA010L0001AGNISTIC " OR (26

,:''RAD-161.0GYOPEOATRIC , PDC

RAD1CLOGYOH2 APEUT1C TO:, 14 fif

WUNAT1LOGY
'' RH4 . ( 2 q .

1 1
1

...ARINOLOGY RH1
, 1

141. SURGERY.5211,41NAL ABS 6

.8000440010YASPLAR CAA, 1

'51.10511,COLON 4,4CUL CR31 19 1

511,29,Y,GEN51,A1?-74 0 1821 : .6

uNt24Y,H440
.)ms

SURG2RY,H240 NECK 'HVS

ORG/tRY.NEURILOGICAL , NS ID

suiceRvommormik ORS , Is 4

SURGERY$PEDIATRU . PDS 1 1
.

SURGIOYIP 0141C PS 11

URGFAYIT CRACK, , TS 6

Doi.,

,

SURCFRY,T AU4AT1C. IRS 3'

SIAGP,RY;l1 OGICAL 'Ul 40 4

OTHER SP! tAITY OS . 160' 34:

OTHER AINSPECIFIED ' US' 80 2

t.
3555 ' 189 22

ea..

1

7

,

21

2

101

dt

'1

1

6'

2

1

8,

41
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,NOgetR AeTIVE,NON6MEDERAL PHYSICIANS 114'CALIFORNIA %

2 Is
L .

BY OUNTY'AND BY SPECIALTY. AS OF DECEMBER 1975

r

4
P

iim, I 6S. MARL- 'MEND°-

'SPECIALTY CD TOTAL, PERIAL !NYC KEAN KINGS LAKE LASSEN ANGELES MADERA MARIN POSA CINO MERGED

/

** Oft ** .40 wee ** mo wrwawa. 0* * *****, w e*441ftw

k

,AEROSPACE MEDICINE, AM 34'

ALLOW, ,, A 207
,AposTmeSIOUGY AN, 1914

GROMCNO-ESOPHAGOLOGY 52

CAPOIDYSCULAR DIMS!, 791

DERMATOLOGY D 708

MANTES ,D1A 18'

,EMERGENCY MEDIOINE Om 347

eNoccol4oLloy END 120

FAmItv RPACTICE FP 1170

GASTROENTEROLOGY GE. 242 6

GENERAL PRACTICE GP 5580

GEM PnEvENTlyE MEDICINE GPM 103

GERIAMCS GER 54

GYNECOLOGY GYN . 119

HEmATCLOGY
, mF1?, 137

HYWITS
! NYP 4

INFECTIOUS DIVASES , ID 69

INTERNAL AEDICINE IM 5889

LARYNG0c00Y LAR A I

LEGAL MEDICINE
, IN 12

NFoRLASTIC DISEASES ND , 101

rePHROLOGY, , NEP 116

NFT,CLD4Y., . N 491

. vuROLNY-CHILD CHN 25

NFOORATHCLOGY 0NA 3

NUCLEAR MEDICINE NM. 101

NuTRITION 4 NIP 8

49STETPICT 08S 9

DASTETRICS GYNECOLOGY on, 2425 6 28

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE OM' 259 1

DPH ?1362 2 1 17

69 20

53 3

.1;

o047HALliot.oly .

OTOLOGY or p
remthictplyNooLoo7 070. 619

PATHOLOGY PTH 1191

PATHOLOGY-CLINICAL CO 57

PATHOLOGY-FORENSIC FOR 29

PEDIATRICS PD 2065 4

PEDIATRICS - ALLERGY PDA 58

PEDIATRICS-CARDIOLOGY PDC 71

PHARNACOLOGY0CLINICAL PA 31

PHYSICAL MED REHAB PM '165

PSYCHIATRY' P 3262'

PSYCHIATRY-CHILD CHP 381

PSYCHOANALYSIS PYA 103

PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE PYN 11

PUBLIC HEALTH , 'PH 369-

.Pui404011, DISEASES JUE) 225

RADIOLOGY R 1386

591

6

12.

.

17 , 21

2

2 16

4 184 3

,

1

I,3',

53

675

I I

41 1 3

1 338 1 9

57 10 1 1

6

06 2 27

52 ' 2

I 319, E T 6

90

,.

2 I

11 10 1938 20 60 13 ;

32' 3

23 , 1

55 2

56

26

2324. 105 1 '10

4

42, 2

50 1

174 10

10 1

3

36 3

3

4 )

924 I 35 5

425 1 2

469 23' 2

6

239 10 2

434 18 5

18 2

14 1

995 57

25 1

,32
.8 y3

68 1

I 1086 2 89 10

1 146 16

61

108 11

118 . 2

516 24a

t

25

.5

I I

-.2

2
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NUOSIR 1:41 ACjift,NONOIDEAAL PHOACTIAS IN CALIFORNIA

Jet_
BY COUNTY A* BY SPECIALTY AS ur neElleem 1975

It

).. c

im.
LOS . MARI MEN00-

,

.

'SPECIALTY 0, CD TOTAL PERIAL 1 INTO KERN' KINGS, LAKE LASSEN ANGELES MADERA MARIN POSA CINO MERCED
.10111.111110.00 .1woo ow OOOOOOOOO ow ow wm ft Owwoowtt Omosiorw 060m00 0 ,.....

1
RiOIOLOPODIANOSTI;

, OR ' 1 _.

34 1 b.3 155
BADIDLOGYIPEDIATRIC' POR , 13

d 9

RAOIOLOGY,THERAPEUYIC TR 183 .2 . 69

ONMATOLOGY
. IOW,: '73 36

RmINOLCGy RSI
, 2

SURGERY,A8DOmINAL ABit. 72

7SuRGERT.CARDIOvASCULAM COS 110

SUPGERT,COUON + RECTAL CRS 93
...

suRG91,GENERAL GS 2941 ;5 41

SURGERY0A40 . ms 39

:SOURT,HEAD + NECK iNS 8

SURGERIOEUROLOGICAL ,
MS'. 398 4

SURGERTORTHOPEDIC ORS . 1661. 10

sumaRvPEDIA'YRIC PDS , 2S

SuavirtoLISPtc \ PS . 356 4

SURGERT,THORACIC'' TS 242 3

smoyouumATIC IRS

SU4GERTOICLOGICAL U

010E410E04LT* OS

OTHER UNSPECIFIED , US.

I

12'

793 3

#

571 .1 1

1143 1 1

42452 . 59 26

9

1

10

595

.

°

4 1

, I 1

46 18 19

2
,

, 32

40

9
1054!

13

4

1549:

9

127,

102

7

298

209

407

15432

.1

15

1

be,

Mwwww0 ...0.0
1

N
3

1

1

1

'35 1 11 - 7

.,-4 . I

32 1 4

9

3

10

12 1

I. .6 2 2

32 715 11 ,92
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NUMBER OP INACTIVE NON-PIDINAL PNYSICIANS IN CALIFORNIA

AY COUNTY AND BY SPECIALTY AS 011 OREM 1975
,

SAN

NON-. RIVER- SACRA. SAN 6ERNAR-

i;itIALTV CO TOTAL MODDC , MONO TEREy NAPA NEVADA ORANGE PLACER PLUMAS SIDE MENTO BENITO DINO
gmommeammospoweslowoodowposa. aaaa OO OO NM OOOOOO 0..0...

'Ample! MEDICINE AM 34

ALLe4Y 'A' 16

.ANESTHESIOLOGY AN 93

siteNcmo-EsoemAGoLoGY
. BE

CA;otOvAScuLAR DISEASES co 43

0!mmAyoLoGy 0 0 43

OIAAM.s DIA ' 3

EMERGENCY MEDICINE j EM 7

ENDOCRINOLOGY ENO 7

RACY PFACTIC! FP 17

UsTocENTE90Locy Gr. 18

GENTRAPRACTICE' GP .725

GEN PREVENTIVEAEDICINE GPM 19.

..GERIATFICs \L./ 7v GER 9

GYNECOLOGY GYN 18

OTOLOGY
. HFM 4

MyOmmis HYP 1

INET1US 0ISEI1ES ID 1

INITINiL MEDICINE ' 14 1 218

LACYNGOLOGY , LAP.

LEGAL qDICINE LM 2

',,NE1PLASTIC DISEASES. c' ND 1

NE:MorlOGY NEP 1

'NEUROLOGY N 21

, 10006-NILO CHN 1

,N. 41PATHOLOGY r NA, 2

NUCLEAR 0 DICINE NM 5

NUTRITI

oesm It$ DOS. 1

05ST ICS,. GYNECOLOGY DIG 126

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE CM 69

DPNYmiLmbLOGY OPH 109

OTOLOGY OT

070R4INOLARYNGOLOGY 070 ' 83

. PATHOLOGY 13Tr4 43

PATMCLOGY-CLINICAL CLP'

pemoOGNTRENOC F0P 1.

PEDIATPICS pp,.
,

PEDIATRICS - ALLERGY'. PDA . 2

PEOIATRICS-CAROIOLOGY, PDC '

PHARMACOLOGY- CLINICAL PA 1:

PHYSICAL MED REHAB Pm ^ 14

psytHIATcY P 187'

PSOCHIATRY-CHILD , ' CHP 6

PSYCHOANALYSIS PYA 7

PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE PYM 3.

PUBLIC HEALTH PH 91

PULMONARY' DISEASES' Pu0 50

NADIOLOGY 64

5 8

t , 2

1 .2 13

4.

2

1

56

3

5 .20' 3

1

2

2

4

4

7,

8'

. 1 . .:12'

12 A
3

4

4

1

I)

3

2

2

29 15 20

14

4

1

4

3 ,

3.

A

2

3.

2

3

2

3

2

4

11

3

3

2

1'
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NUNIIR OP ACM, NONPIOIRAL PHYSICIANS IN CALIFORNIA

OY COUw7 AND 17 SPECIALTY Ai OF DICINDER 1975

SAN

MO*, '. SACRA. SAN. 8iONAR

SPOCIALp CO TOTAL MODOC ' MONO IflifY NAPA NEVADA' ORANGE. PLACER AURAS HOE MENTO BONITO DINO

000 410.0.. Mr. emmegs. 01.0

EADIOLDOMIA6NOSTIC DO 554 5 3'

OADIOLOGYON'ElAilIC 004 13

OADIOLDOWHIRAPEUTIC .711 I63

ONIUNPOLDOY' , ONU' 73

RMINOLOOY RM1 . 2

IUR61IY,A100MINAL ASS 71

SUO4ININCAOMOVAICULAR cos 110

SIONEMCOLON RECTAL COS 93

SUROPAYMNIRAL 2941

SORGERYINAND 53 39

SURNRYIINEAD NECK NN! 8

SURCERYINEURIXDOICAL NS' 396

sumiY,oesopeote ORS' 1661

SURGERYIP614TRIC 103 21

SUOGEPYIPL AST IC'' . PS 356

MOM. ?WRAC IC TS 242

SURVOY I TO ALMA T IC 711. 12

SURGERYDUROLOGICAL U 793

OTHER SPECIALTY OS , 571

OTHER UNSPECIFIED US 1143

1

1

32 16

5

1r

.5

3

1

3

42452. 3 3 366 144

tfteme ilm4 domi

36 1

1

4

4

o
10

3

1

ryes
16,

11

15

3

3

4 7 1 1 1
f'

9 1 1 3:

2 2 . 3

205 6 1 46 96 99

I 1 3

1

27 2 6 15 9

11? 6 35 19 46

2' 1 1
1

27 7 14 5'

1? 1 4, 12 11

2 1

2 5? 1 17 25 24

1 28 2 6 13 .13

1 44 ' 3 , 1 39 61

41 27864 126 11 670 1379 1262 I

CO,
4

630 60



NURSER OF INACTIVE NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS 1N CALIFORNIA

_. I °

BY COUNTY AND BY SPECIALTY Al OF membto 1975

4
IP

STANIr TUO-

SPECIALTY. CD TOTAL SONOMA SLAUS 'SUTTER TEMAMA:TRINITY 'TULARE LUmNE VENTURA VOLO YUBA

4. *A. 44e0eleafeelommeftmayou 0000 wee ewe 00000 4 swesompo'reeemme

AEROSPACE MEDICINE

ALLERGY

ANESTHESIOLOGY

impooseloomAGOLOGY4

CAPOIIViSCULAR DISEASES

DERMATOLOGY.

DIABETES

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

ENDocRIN0LoGY

'OILY PRACTICE '

GASTROENTEROLOGY

UN!mAL. PPACTIC!

4EN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

IM

A

i AN

BE

CD

D

DIA

Di

!ND

PP

G!

GP

34

93

43

43

3

7

7

17

15

72S .

GPM 15

GER 9

GYN 16

41EA1 I

1

:ID '1

LAP

LM

ND " I

NEP 1.

N 21

CNN 1

NA 2

NM 5

NTR

DIS

09G 120

OM 69

OPH 119

Or t

MIMICS
GYNECOLOGY .

MEMATOLOGY

HYPNOSIS HYP,

INPECTIOUS,DISiASES

INTERNAL M!OTCIN!

044GOLOGY

um MIMI!
NEOPLAITIC DISEASES

NEWOLOGY
'NEURILCGY

NkUR1LCpY-0111.0

NEWRATMOLOGY

,:NuCLEIR MEDICINE

(OBSTETRICS

, ,

OBSTETRICS .

OBSTETRICS'* GYNECOLOGY

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

.0PmI'mALYOLOGY

ctotncr

070RmI4OLARYNGOLOGY

PATmOLOSY-CLINICAL

,OATMOLOGY-PORENSIC

PEDIATRICS

inotATRICS-ALLERGY

PEDIATRICS-CARDIDLOGY

. 1000446.06-CLINICAL

ONYSiCAL MED REHAS

PSYCHIATRY

. 'myrNIATov.cwiLo
Psics'opovsts

IVIATIC MEDICINE

et 1.14 ,

ASOSE$

1

1

'17 5

1

3

11

Tm 43 1

CLP , 4.

FOP 7

Pb 146 2

PDA 2

Po! 1,.

1

PM 14

P

CHP
p

PYA 17

POI 3

PM 91

P 64

I is

0

3 9 .6

1 , 1

2

, 2



NiMilibi INACTIVE NON' 10ERAL MYSICIANI"INCALIPORNIA

,,

.BY COUNTY AND BY SPECIALTY AS OF DECEMBER t915

... r...!........-......

STANte TUD.

PIC IVY ' . CO TOTAL ' IONOBA 'SLAVS SVTTiN , TIMM. TRINITY . "itMARU-.4.4MINIVENTIAR

,,44..........4....oefe.....mmirb, isi. ........ meoewm .1.,....... .0.0...... mememes .......

isotoLOstomicocs* OR C is .1

Amoymototoott ,. PON

RADIOLO4WHEMAPEUTIC : TA

otrimettoocy RHU

PHIHOLOIV . RO 1
i

-/.

jUlelYIABOONINAL ASS 8

SVIGERY,CARDIOVASCULAR CDS . - I'

;SUROERYICOLON CRECUL CRS' -14

10410Y4ENERAL 0S , 112 4 2

SURGERYINAND 148 *

SUIPINY,HEAD . NECK HNS

8UORKVOEUROLDSICAL NS. 10

IURGERisORTHOPEDIC. ORS ,
73

$0141.0EDIATRIC 008 ! i

IIMOCOY,PLASTIC PS 11_

SURPERY,THORACIC TS. 6

SURGERYlfRAUMATIC TR5 3'

:SURGEMYIUROLOGICAL U. :jtjl

OTHER SPECIALTY OS lio II

OTHER UNSPECIFIED US 80 2

P 1 '111 ..

.11

( 15

VD1.0 VOA

3556 . 64 . to, ,4 '2' C 14 ,' 8 ' 58 16

6

J'

.. I..... . . .

abs ass ,..

MOO
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NUMBER OF ACTIVE NONE0ERAL PHYSICIANS IN CALIFORNIA

SY COUNTY AND SY SPECIALTY AS OF DECENSER 1975 r

,
SAN, AAN

SAN FRAN- 'SAN- LUIS. SAN 'SANT'A 1SANTA SANTA SIS-
,

SPECIALTY co TOTAL D1E00 CISCO JOAQUIN, OBISPO NATEO BARBARA CLARA ' CRUZ SHASTA SIERRA KIYOU MAN°
00000000000045.00000004.00 0%0

f

00

AEROSPACE/MEDICINE AN `'34 2 1 4 1 3

ALLERGY ,1, A 207 27 22 3 6 5 21

ANESTNESIOLOP AN 1914 154 '. 139 . 15 5 46 30 143

BRONCHI-E5OpmA6OLOGY 5! . .

I

CAROMASCULA9 DISEASES CD

tiF0ATOLO0t 0

791

708

68 ',

53

%69.

1( 64

'6

6

4 21

3 35

: 1

9

52

59

DIABETES ,,:' 01A 18 1 1 4

EmEPP.NCY MEDICINE EM ,.1A7 22 17 2 1 11 '5 . 18,

ENDOCRINOLOGY ENO 120 10 . 1 1 , 4

FAMILY PRACTICE. pp

GASTROENTEROLOGY GE

1110
1

242

74 ,

28 ,

121

r46

16

3.4 ,

4
11 t 17

14

,6
6

45

15

GENERAL PRACTICE
, GP 6580 416 199 17 40 83 . 85 217

GEN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE GPM 103 6 9 1 /2 .'2 5

MIMICS GER .54 4 1 2.
v

1 3 1

GYN!COLOIY . GYM
.

119
,

3 .0 5 1 6 ' 7

mImATCLOCY HEM 137 21' 13' 2 13

HYPNOSIS
' , .

1

"P* ,4 I

INP!crrout DISEASES 'ID 69 e 3 . 1 .10

INTEPN4L MEDICINE IN 5A59 365 767 ,36 23 185 67 391

LAPINGOLOGY LAR 1

LEGAL PEDICINE LA 12 1 . j 1

NE0PL/STIC DISEASES NO 101 9 5 1 3 9 ,

NEDNPOLOGy 'NEP 116 ' 7 13
,

9

'NEUROLOGY , N 691 49 65 1 1 12 6 41

NEuPOLIGY11.HILD' CNN 25 3 1 2 . I 3

,NEuRODATIAOGY 'NA 3 ,

NuCLEAA'NEDICINE . NM. 101 5 i0 1:
,5

NUTRITION NTR .8 .1

OISTE,910 08S 9 1 1

05STEIRICS,,, GYNECOLO0Y Mg 2425 178 158 29 10 57 23 174

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE CM ' 259

''.

7 -, 25 1 6 2 17

OPHTHALMOLOGY. . DPH 1362 98 141 13 / , 42 24' , 80

.OTOLOGY OT al' 2 1

OTO9HIHOLARyN0OLOGY ',070 689 55 55 5 5 22 42.

PATHOLOGY pTH 1191 106 112 11 4 , 24. /04 90'i

PATKILOGY=CLINICAL CtP
)

PATHOLOGY'-FORENnt , FOP

57

29

6

1

4

, t

. 2

1

5,

2

CEDIAT9ics PD 2665 Ill ' 214 15 86 22 20k'

.PEDIATRIC54LLERGY PDA 58 5 4 5

PEIIATRICSrtAR0101.061 PDC 71 5 10. e

PHOMACCLOGY-CLINICAL PA 31 10 9

PHYSICAL MED . PE4A5 PM , 1659 8 12 1 3 4 15

PSYCHIATRY P 3262 ` 229 395 39 21 116 35 258

PSYCHIATRY -CHILD CHP 181 29 S2.. I' 17 ' 4 " 20

PSYCHOANALYSIS
, pIA 103 7 11 4 3

PSYCHOSONCIC MEDICINE PYM II 1 .3 1

PUBLIC HFALTH PH , 369 15 28 3 1 13 10 14

PULMONARY DISEASES 'PUD 285 37 .33 3 . 3 2 14

6ADIOLO ii. R '1386 113, 77 13 ' S 32 21 85

U,.'.t

2 2

II '12

,2

If;

. 13 6 7

5

'2

2

2

I , 2

53 32 1 12 36

2.0e

, 21 10

2

8 10

2

10.

5 ,42 3

6 8 5

t 2

'17

2 1 _

, 13

2

14

/1

3

6,Y/



NUMBER OF ACT191 NOMMOIMALPHYSIOANS IN CNIFOOMIA ,

, 0

.BY COUNTY AND. BY SPECIALTY AS OF DECEMBER 19 75 ,.

*

SAN SANo

SAN FRANs LUIS SAN SANTA SANTA SANTA

SPECIALTY CO TOTAL. DIEGO CISCOJOAOUIN osisPo" MATEO BARBARA CLARA CRUZ SHASTA SIERRA KIM SOLANO
wows** ** ;14 sem . Pforwrooreasaorerealemiammo, semi asuman "um

RADIOLOGYOtAONOSTIC DR $34 31 78 1 2 21 9 43

OADIOLODYIPEDIAT*IC 110111 13 2 I
2

,RADIOLDOYITNERAPEUTIC . 74 183 6 22,, 1 1 6 2 II . 1 1

(
RHEUMATOLOGY RHU' 73 6 , 4 1 '11 1

9N1NOLOGY RH1 2

SUPOIRYIABDONINAL ' ABS
, 71 5 1 1

SURCERY,CARD1OVASCULAR CDS 110 15i 8 i'

1URGIRYICOLONI. RECTAL CRS, 93 6 10

3UOGERYIGENERAL 1 GS 1941 119. 499 30

SUROPIY,HAND ,1 NS 39 5 4

SURO21AYIHE4 NECK HNS 8 2 1

SUR04/INEUPOLOGICAL NS 398 2? . 36 : 3 4 16 4 26 2 2

, SUPOIRYORTHOPFDIC ORS 1661, 112 140 15 T, 44 23 99 10 6

SUPG!RYIPEDIATRIC
.

PDS 25 3 1 4
. 1

SURGERY.PLASTIC' 1 PS , ' 356 20 27 3 2 10 5 34 2 . '2 .'

SURCIRYJNOIACIC
1

TS 242 1S. 11 4 3 14 I ril

SURGERY,TRAUMATIC TRS 12 1 1

SUROERYIUROLOGICAL U ' 793 62, 50 9 3 20 13 41, 4 . 4

OTHER' SPECIALTY OS 571 Si 68 ' 2 1 10 9 46 3 2
, e

DTI UNSPECIFIED 'US 1143 67 180 14 ',2' . 13 28. 67 4 1

, .

2 4

3 '2 16

1 4 4 , 1 1

17 73 , 31 163 ( 16 7

4

f.

0

4E152 3077 3743 408

.st

190 1108 554 ",2715 233 138

r.

4/15.0

2

14

6

29 181

.6 03. (19'
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ACCREDITED SCHOOL. LIST

re-Service Programs in Professional Nursing

Baccalaureate Degree
. C

1. Azusa Pacific College 14. San Diego State University
2. Biola College 15. San ;Francisco State University
3: California State Co iege--Bakersfield 1160San Jose State University

.
'4. California State University--Chieo 17."' Univ. of California--L.A
5. California State University--Fre-ano 18. Univ. of California--S.F.
6. California State University--Haywar 19. Univ. of SZn Francisco
7. California State University--Long Beach *20. Univ. of San Diego
8. California State UniVerpity--L.A., *21. Holy Names College
9. California State University--$acramento *22. Sonoma State College

10: Humboldt State University *23, San Bernadino College
11. Loma Linda University *24. Fullerton College'
12. Mount St. Mary's College
13. Point. Loma College

Diploma Ilegr+,

1. 'California Hospital, School of Nurding
2. Kaiser Foundation School .of Nuriing ,

3. ..Los Angeles. County.Medical Center, School of Nursing
'4. St.:Luke's Hospital, School of.Nursing'
5. Saguel:Merritt Hospital, School of Nursing

\ Associate Degree
N

1. American River College 16. Cuesta College
2,' Antelope Valley C011ege 17.. Cypress College
3. Bakersfield College 18. De Ania College
4. Cabrillo College 19.. East Los Angeles College
5.' Cerritos,,Coliege 20. El Camino College
6. Chabot College 21. Evergreen Valley College-
7: Chaffey College 22. Fresno City College
8. City College of San Francisco 23. Golden West College
9. College of the Desert 24. Grossmont College
10. College of Marin 25. Hartnell College
11. College of the Redwoods 26. Iiperial Valley College
12. College of SanMateo 27. Loma Linda University
13. College of the Sequias 28, Long Beach City College
14. Compton College 29. Los Angeles City College
15. Contra Costa College 30. Los Angeles Harbor College

*.
These programs reqUire that entering students already possess a R.N. degree.



Associate pagree-7(cOntinWO),

3i. Los Angela.. Pierce Colleges
32. Lop Angelee Southwest Coll..
33. Los Angels: Trade-Technical Colleget
34. Los4ngeles Valley College

'35. ribs Nedonos College' "
36. NOrritt College
37. %Amato Junior College
38. NouP.t-St Mary's College.

NbuntSan Antonio Collate
40. Napa College
'41. 0hlone College
42. Pacific Union College
43. Palomar College
44. Pasadena City College

,

45. Rio,Hondo College
46. Riverside City Cogs.; --4%4,fc
47: Sacramento City College
48. Saddleback College

.

49. Sme-BernardinO Valley College .

50. San Diego City College
51. San Joaquin, Delta College
52. Santa Ana Colleges
53. Santa Barbara, City; College
54: Santa Monical 64)lege-
55. Santa Rosa Juniot; College
56. Shasta College
57. Solano Community College
58. Southwestern College
59. Venturi College
60. Victor' Valley College

.

Graduate Programs

Masters4Degree

1. California State Univ.--Long Beach
2. California State Uniy:--Los Angeles
3. 'California State Univ.--Sacrkmento
4. California Stine Univ.-Fresno
5. Celifornia State Univ.--Chico

Doctoral Degree

.1. University of California--S.F.

6. San. Jose Skate University:
7. University of Caliiornia-.-L.A.
8. University of California-TS.F..
9.. Loma Linda University,

SOURCE: BOard of Registered NurelAg, Americ.an Nutuee Association.

41,



CALIFORNIA ACCREDITED, VOCATIONAL NURSING PROGRAMS, NUMBER OF GRADUATBS, 1975

incock College, Santa Maria

Vocational School, Los Angeles

ield College, WakersfLeld

School of Nursing Arts,lanra Monica

r.College District,Durham

for Health Studies, San Francisco

ma Inititute of Technology, Pacoima

1 College,'Norwilk

College, Alta Loma

:ollege, Azusa .,

of Allied Health Careers, Los Angeles

of Calif. Medical, Affiliates, San Francsico 46

of the Canyons, Valencia

of the Desert, Palm Desert

of the Marin,'Kentfield

of the Redwoods, Eureka

'of San Mateo, San Mateo

of the Siskiyous, Weed

College, Compton

:ollege, San Luis Obispo

College, Cypress

College, Cupertino

r Skill. Center, Oakland

Angeles College, Los-Angeles-

:a Vocational. School, San Lorenzo

lo College, Torranct

:iiy College, Fresno,,

Community Education Center, SariFrancisoo, 35

College, Gilroy

College, Gle4dale

It School District, LaMesa

Jest College, Huntington Beach

College, Salinai

Adult School, Hayward

?9undation Hospital, Fontana

23

165

33

59

24

10

46

24

44

7

16

21,

13

27

33

14

25

12

50

16

41

20

38

`37

39

1

43

77

67

1

50

13

Laney College, Oakland 39

La Sierra Academy, Riverside 11.

Letterman General Hospital, SF 25

Livermore Valley Adult School, Livermore 13

Loma Linda University Hospital, Loma

Linda .21

Long Beach City,College, Long Beach -' '56

Los Angeles City Adult School, LA

Los Angeles City Adult School MoTA,1A , 76

LalAngeles County-USC Medical Center, LA,38

'Loa Angeles Harbor College, Wilmington 39

'Los AngelesTride-Technical C011ege, LA 65-

Los Angeles Valley dollege, Van Nuys -29'-
.

Los Midanos College, Pittsburg - ;:,36
Merced College, Merced 9 ",21

Mere Costa College, Oceanside 22

Modesto Junior College'Modesto. 73

Mt. SanAntonioCollege, 'Walnut 51

Napa College, Napa 25

Neumiller Hospital School of Vocational .

Nursing, San Quentin 4

Pasadena City College, Pasadena 'C 40

Pittsburg Adults Ed. Vocational Nursing

Program, Pit

Porterville College, Porterville

Rancho Arroyo School, Sacramento

Rio Hondo Junior College, Whittier

20

20

16 . ?

'58

Rincon Inter-Comm. School of Vocational

Nursing,..,Frontera 13

Riverside College, Riverside 29

}San Bernardino Valley College, San

Bernardino.

Diego City College, San Diego

San Diego Mesa College, San Diego

Board of,Vocational Nurse and Psychiatric Technician Examiners.

85

49

615



.

,.1975.PIOGRAMS--LVW.GRADUATRS (continued)

San Francisco Skill; Center ;' San Francisco
San Joaquin Delta College, Stockton :

Santa Ana Collekei.Santa Ana . ' '

Santa Barbara City College, Sitta:Barbara
Santa Monica City College,Santa Monica
Sierra College, Rocklin
Silai B. Heyssaray Hospital, Fort prd
Silai.V: ley Adult School, Simi

19
7
65
25
20

',26

17
41
11Ulan° iy College, Suisun

Southwaster&College 36

Ukiah Adult School, Ukiah 25

United Health darters Institute; SanBernardino 12

Valley College of.MAdical.Dental Asiistants,..
Nortollywood- 44.

Ventura Cdllege, Ventura 27

.
Vocational Nursing School of California, LA 214

. Welt Valley College, Saratogd 56.

Yuba College, Marysville .. 47

YWCA Job Cof
0

ps; LA 23

TOTAL , 3,064

816



NURSING, DEGREES CONFERRED (BACHELOR'S AND MASTER'S) BY THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES

1972-1975

Year M-F 14 CHI ,DR FRE FUL HAY HUM LB LA NOk PON SAC S B SD 5F SJ SLO SON STA TOTAL ,

71772:, M '3 6 1 1 7

58 .89 13, 60 132

72-73 4 14 1 1 2 :6

BLS. F 66 115 .19 '20 "72." 140

71-74, M, 3 13 5 0 1' 23

F 59 86 92 .50 22 71 210

74775 M .4 '4. 12 0 '3, 2, 13 °:

F 34 88 116 ,87 36 81.165

Total 100 312 162 4 290 696

NISI

71-72

12 -13

13 -74

,

74 75

Total

1 .4 2 5

48 101 79.92

1 3 4 6

46 81 53. 113

4 3 ,,1 8

72 76. ":55 122

4 6 4 9

55 78 76 105

231. 352.214 460

0

1

1

4

'3

.13

5

( 0

24

41

rft

.F 3 7 39 .

M 0 3
1.

8 154 45
.

M , 2 2 1 ,

4 12 28

19 60 139 f

30

672

42

725

1 11

30 945

3 64

53 974

93 , 3523

2 5

12 50

0 1

9 58

Q 4

12 , 80

0 5

15 59

50 ' 268

Source: Division of Institutional Research, Office of the antellor, the California State University and Colleges;
t.

re

Los!Angeles, California,
4

Key: BAK - Bakersfield FUL - Fullerton L A - Los Angeles SAC - Sicramento 'S J - San Jose

CHI - Chico HAY. -'Hayward NOR - Northridge . S B - San Bernir SLO - California

.0 H - Dominguez Bills HUM -. Humboldt Pqm 1. California Polytechnic
. dino' . Poly, Univ.,

FRE , Fresno L B. - Long Beach University, Pomona S D - San Ditgo. San ,Luis Obisbo

. . , Iv- San Fran- 50N - Sonoma

4

617. ,
.,r .

... , isco , STA - Stanislau

618
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NURSING DECREES CONFERRED

university of California, 19.65 -66 through 1973-74

1965-66

Los Angeles

Masters

91

San Francisco

Masters Doctorates

48. --

Doctorates

1966-67 46 102 M

1967-68 34 -- 111

1968-69 '29 137 1

1969-70 67 '127'.

1970-71 61 J.49

1971-72. 62, _- 137 5

197243 76 159

1973-74 :98 116 4
-e

SOURCE: Officem of the Deans of the Schools of Nuriing.

*Drop from previous year is due-to an administrative decision to change tte degree

akiare date.



AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1974 DENTAL GRADUATES IN CALIFORNIA

Ct.

22
25

26
. 27
28
29'

30
31

32

33

34

35

36
37

38

39
40
41

43
44
45

-'*NR

e TOTAL

Numbeesoi Graduates

,17

4

31
120 .

166

71* 73

44
22
-18

19
13
11
9

2

3

SOURCE: American Dental Association

C-1



1975 ACTIVE DENTISTS IN CALIFORNIA BY STATE OF GRADUATION

Number of Dentists,State of. Graduation

Alabama
California
Colorado
District of. Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana 0

Iowa
Kentucky

'Louisiana
Massachusetts
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota-
Missouri
Nebraska
-North Carolina
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania

'44uth Carolina

-4essee

Jiash

IMO

12.

9,495
25

2A7
I
39

1,127
.10$

173
,*-61

31.

106
105

246
278
621
363
5
43

274.

378
366
403

3

132
,

30
118 .

258

Total 15,146

Foreign 212

TOTAL

SOURCE: American Dental Association

C-2



le
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1975 ACTIVE DENTISTS IN CALIFORNIA

Age Inmber of Dentis/ts

24

25
. 26

'.27

28

29
30

31
32
33

-44

37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44.

45
46
47
48
49
59

S

?o Number of Dentists..........

20 51 336
139 52 339
286 53 357

' 332 54 329
435 55'. 279 *
442 56 248
424 57' 211
471 58 223
503 , 59 195
365 60 . 167
396 61 162'

337 62 146
362 63 123
372

. 64 131

10

y16 .

\
65
66

129
118'

339 N:_.,. 67 135
381 68 ,,139
371 69. -. 132
358 70 ,141

344 71 '143
*272 72 127
243 73 , 132
264 74 121
300 75 108
264 Over 75 870
.300 NR* 574

Total 1535&'-'1:-/

bk.

C-3
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, .

'1975
1

ACTIVE DENTISTS IN CALIFORNIA BY YEAR AND BY SCHOOL. OF GRADUATION
'"'''-f'.--','E----------------r------------r----.r.-----

1,1
.Tsar of

University Of.
...) .4 University of State: Other

Grs4vation U.C.L.A. V.C.--SS. .So. Calif.. 'Loma Linda the lacifiC Total U.S. Foreign Total

1975

0111

1973

1972

1971

1970

.1969

1968

1967

91 70

78 59

15' 53

73; 59

15' ,61

61 60.

21 '; 60

,20 61

59'

101
1 95,

411101 , 36

99 H38

91 24 .

:95
1

,33..

97 .43

69 40 ,

92 31

75' , .( 39,
1966, a § 81 23

.1965
, ' 64 3' 82 '26,

1964
: 64,, .85 '' "32

.1963 18.
. 87 .12

1962 97 84 36",

1961, 106'
\ 91 '32,

1960, 111, 81 28'
1959 ' 104 92 27

.1958 97 88' 30.

1957 96 90 24
1956

83' 92 .

1955
91' I 96

,

1954 100 89

1953 97 88
1

1952' 92 72 ,

1951's
'86: 92

,1950
77 82

1949 34 18
1948

38 1 .39

1947 90 73

.1946 68 58

1945 93 89

1944 99 75

1943 79 117

1,942", ,51 )1
1941 ' '41 48

85 'c, 442 156

137 '. 411 " 157

.76, '' 314 118

' 74 ,... ,, 327, 134

, 67. 331' 176'

49 310 197.

51 261 .204

53 257 181.

.47 ., 220 19,

34
. 198 183

54 , 226 193

.46 ': 227,
,

208

41 228 180

217 204:

229 '158

222 150,

, 223 149

215 158

210 131

175 168

' 187 141

189 135

185 .104

164 99

178 98

159 16

102 52

78 90

133' , 106

126 .92.

182 101

pi .,87

196, 79

6 :56

89 ,36

598

1 569

- 459

2 463

511

3 510

8 473

12 452

1 427

13 ;, : 394

10 429

10 445

8 416

12 433

7 394

6 378.

3 .375

11 384

9 350

, 4' 347

2-330
12

, 136

8 97
8 211

6 282

4 239 r

'6 160'

7 ) ..115

2 :,,241_

2 . 2

If 3 164''1

A 278

1 140

1 '' 126,,

1940 Yr. 40 '.

94 48 ,4- 142
pre-1940

1,035 170 1;906 846 i ,13 2,765'
Total

.

494
'...1.---
3 710

-.1.--
3 806 669 816 9,495 5,651 . 212. 15,358

nfo.: American Dental i:esociotion, Chicago, `Illinois, December 1975,
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APPENDIX D

Methodology and Base Case. for Physician Supply
PrOjections-and Migration Analysis.

Basic Projection Methodology
e

In this appendix:the approach used. for projecting the umber-of active

physicians in California consists of two steps.. In the first step, the

total future number of physicians is estimated. In the second, the propor-'.

tion.of these physiCians actively employed is. carctilated. The methodology

used for accomplishi the first step involves three. tasks. First, losses.

in the current.supply Qf physicians due to attrition from death are calcu-

lated. Second, net additions to the.supply from the expected flow ofin-

migrating physicians trained outside the state are estimated. Third, net -

additions to this supply from the expected flow'of new graduates from

California medical schOols are projected. In estimating additions to `the

supply, a distinctiot'is made between residents and interns and other

'physicians.. A further distinction is made between physicians trained in the

state and physicians trained outside the stateLe., those who are graduates

of U.S. medical schools and those who attended foreign medical schools:

Using' this. methodology to project the future number ofphysicians

implies a. model reflecting fundathental age-related' changes.in the carper

patterns of physicians.P This model can be expressed symbolically as:,

TMDet) = ETMD(i,t) (A.-1),

AMD(l) = EA0A(i,t)+RI(i,t)`
i

(D -2)

TMD(i,t) = OA(i,t) +RI(i,t) (D -3)

A0A(i,t) (D2:1)

0A(1,t). OAC(i,t)+OAU(i,t)+OAF(i,t) (D-S)

RI(i,t) =.140ti,t)+RIU(iit)+RIF(i,t) (D-6)

OAC(i,t) T OAC(11,t-1) ,(1-d(i-1))tNOAC(i-1,t-l) 4P-7)

OAU(i,t) = OAU(i-1,t-l)(1-d(i-1),)+NOAU(i-1,t-l) .(D-8)

OAF(i,t) = OAF(i-1,t71)(1-d(i1))+NOAF(i-1,t-l) (D -9)

RIC(i,t) =



.lau(i,t) = RIU(i71,t-1)(1-d(i-1))+NRIU(i-1,t=1)

Au(i,t) = RDF(i- ,i1)1(1.!d(1,1))+NRIP(i-1,t-1)

lo
NoAc(i-14t-1). = CC0(m)B(i-m)GC(t-m-1).

e 1 1
NOAU(i laid (M) 8 (i-N) Glqt-n1=1)

NOAFp7.1,t-1)-, = FONOAU(i-1,t71)

10

.

(D-10)'.

(D-11)

(D-12)

(D-14)

(D-15)

(D.16)

(D -17)

(D-18)

NRIC(i-1,t-1) = CCR(m)B(i-m)GC(t-m-1)'

11
NRIi(i.4,t71) = E CUR(m)B(i-m)GU(t-m-/)

.

NRIF(i- l,t -l) = FR.NRIU(i -1,t -1)

THD(t) = the number of physicians licensed and living in California in
time period t.

.

AMD(t) the'number of active licensed phyticians

.P(Alki)

t)

0A(i,t)

in time'period t.

the conditional probability that
given that he or she is licensed
'i years old (Table D-9).

living in California

a physician will be active,
and. Yivino in the state and

, I

= the number oephysiciihs of age i licensed and living in
California in tithe period t (Table D-3).

= the number of active. other physicians (nonresident and non-
intern) 'of agei licensed and fixing ins California in time
period .

the number of other (nonresident and nonintern),Oysicians
of age i licensed ind living in California in time period
(Table D-3). -

.

the number of residents and nterns of age i living and
licensed in, California in time period t-iTableLD-3)..

the, number ofsother (nonresidt and nonintern) physitians
of age i who graduated from Californiah medical schools and ate
licensed and living in California in time periodt.

RI(i,t) =

OAC(i,t) =

OAU(1,t) = the number. of other (noniesi
of age i who graduated fro
licensed and living in Cal

OAP (i,t); 4...the number Of other (non

ent and nonintern) physicians
U.S. medical schools and are
fornia in time period t.

esident and nonintern) physicians
of age i who graduated from foreigemedical schools and are
Jicensedand:living% in California in time period t.

. ;



- ,

OAC(2...:1,t-1) the numbbr of other (nonresident and hoe-intern) physicians
of age (i-1) whO graduated from California medical schools,
who-are.licensed. and living in California in time period
(t-1), and who were also practicing in California in time`
period (t-1).

4141(i-1,t-1 )'.= number-of other (nonresident and non=intern) physicians of
age (i,o who graduated from U.S. medical schools, who are
licensed and living in California .in time period '(t-1),
and who were also practicing. in California in time period
(t-1)..'

OAF(i-1,t-1) 0 number of other (nonresident and non-intern) phySicians of
age (i-1) who graduated from foreign medical schools, who
are licensed and living 'in California in time period (t-1,
andwho werdPalso practicing inCalifornia in time period
(t-,1).

NOAC(i-1,t-1).= numb r of other (nonresident and non-intern) physicians of,
. age i- l)'who graduated from California medical schools'and,

who irst took up practice in California in tits period

o
(t-1).

NOAU(i-1,t-1 ) = number of other (nonresident and non-intern) physiCians of
age (i-1) whO graduated from U.S. medical, schools.and whO
first took up practice in-California in,time period (t-1)..

NOAF(i-1,t-1) = number of other-(nonresident and non-intern) physicians'of
age (i-1) who graduated from.foreign medical schools and who
first took -up practice in California in time period (t-1) .

RIC(i,t) = the number of .resident and intern physicians of agei who
graduated from California medical schools and who are li-
censed and living in-California in time period t.

RIU(i, .= the number of resident and intern physicians of age who
,-gradikated from.U.S. medical schools, and mho are licensed

and:living'in California in .time -period t.

RIF(i, ) = the' number of resident and intern physicians. of age iwho
- graduated fraNreign-medical.schools and who :.are licensed. ,

and living in California in timel)eriod t.
k

= the numberW resident and' intern physicians of age (i-1)
who graduated from California medical schools, who are
licensed and living ii:,California:in time period (i-1),and
whO were also practicing in California in time period
(t-1). -

the number of resident and.ittern phySicians of age (i-1)
who graduated from U.S. medical schools, who are licensed
and liVing in California intime-period (t-1), and who were
elso practicing in California in time period (t,1).

1

u.
D-1
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.

KIF(1-1,t-1)-,-tbS number of resident and intern physicians of age (i-1)
who graduated from foreign medical schools; who arcs li-
censed and living in California in time period It-1), and

. who were also practicing in California in time period (t-1).

NRIC(1.1,4-1) = the number-of resident and-intern physicians of age (i-1)
/ who graduated from California medical schools aid who first

.. *.
. ' ,took up practice in California in time period (t-1)..

NRIU(i-1 t ) m the nuOnbor of resident and intern physicians of age (i-1)
Who graduated fm-U.S. medical schools and who first took
up practice in Calrornia in time period (t-1).

NR1F(i- t-1) = the-nUmber of retidge and intern physicfans of age (i-1)
who graduated frin foreign medidaischools and who first
took. up practice.* California in-time period (t-t).

/ CCO(m) = the fraction of graduates of California medical schools
who take up other (nonresident an non-intern) riractice in
:California-m.years after graduation (Table D-5).

CUO(m) = the fraction of graduates of U.S. medical schools Wh ake
up practice in' California In years after graduation (Table D-4)

CCR(m) se'the fraction of graduates of California medical schools who/

/t
'take up practice in California as or interns m

/
' ,.. years after, graduation (Table D-$):. 1

/
CUR(m) the fraction.of graduates of U.S. )medical schools who take

. .

-up practice an California as residents and Pilterns,m years
after graduationlTable D-4).

.

FO = a factor exprestinuthe.number df foreignimedical school
graduates who take up practice in California as other-(non-

H.resident and non-intern) physicians for the4irstlime in
time period (t-,1) as a fraction of U.S. graduates who take
up such practice in California for the first time in time

?' period (t-l) 4

. -
.

_ :,,

.

.
.

,

FR = a factor expressing thenumber offoreign.medicaltschool
,

graduates whO take up practice in California as resident
and intern physitiantor the first time in time period .-

(t-1)at a fraction.dU.S. graduates who take up such
practice in-California Xer the first time ii( time. period

4' ,

BC2-m) =,the fraction of eaOgriduating cjass that is i years old.
: lit years after, graduation. r .-

, 4.

GC(t-m-1) = the numbetof California medical school graduates rn year '
(tm-11 (Table D-8).-: '..- a

-GU(t-m-4 = the nunpet of U.S. medical school graduates in year (t-m-1).,, 4

a 4 the nuMberof years since graduation "(Table D-6).

4.

e
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a the ''prebapiti,ty of Meath fofit physicians of age (i-1) in a
.0 given time period.

hI.1 ,

The Estilloted Existing ,Surly O

The curxeni supply of ljnited phyiciang in the state of California is
a ,.

.composed
/
pf residents and.interns and those'who are in practice outside of

o .

'such grams. Since there are possible plpfessional settings, all
- . .

physicians not enrolled in .residency or internship programs are referred to
,

'lin this repot is other physicians..- Eich.of these,two groups are comprised

of physicians trained in California those trained in the United States but
:

outside California, and thole trained outside the United States, commonly
. 0

refeired to as foreign medical graduates (FMGs). The cross-tabulation Of.-.
the estimated number of 1975 California physicians by each of these cater

v.

gories is shown'in Table D-1.

TAble 0-1. CrOss-jabulation.of Estimated.1975 California Physician Supply*

:fatal

Licensed'

Residents
.and Interns

Other ktive
Physicians

California graduates 13,147 2,050 10,104

. .

.Dther.U.S. 'graduates 27,967 41141 21,691

Foreign medical: graduates 5,050 637 4,018

Total 6410 6,829, 35,8.16

*December 1975 .

The data in Table D-1 weve derived from the California state board'of
4.

licensing and theAmerican Medical' Assdciation (AMA) master computer tapes
4 1

f physiCians, with the total number, of physicians being .taken from the

boa figures and the distritvibn by age ,and category being ,taken from.

the AMA tapes. of December 1975thestate ij,cenSing board reports 46,163

total licensed physician/. INTERPLAN estimates that all of these were

nonNfederar physicians, ;ndi that , 64 6 were. active '41°n-federal . ' This coin-
'!"

cides very well with t4AMA tape estimate of 42,45.2" active nos=federal
w.

physrbiansin California at year end 1975.



The .figures in Table D-1'show-that over 70 percent of the 1975.California

physician suppl$ received their degrees outside either the state or the nation.

Further, residents and interns comprise almost 15 percent of the total. These

percentages are summarized in Table D-2. A

Table 0-2. Percentage.Disiribution of Estimated 1975 California Physician
Supply

'

`Total
Residents:

And Interns
Other

Physicians

California graduates 4 28.5 4.4 24.1

Other. U.S. graduates 60.6 . 9.0 51.6

Foreign medical graduates 10.9 1.4 9.5

100.0 14.8 85.2

Using the methodology 4escribed in this appendix, the age distribution

of the current physician supply is another aspect of the composition of, the

existing.physician inventory that is.important for projecting supply. Thepe

age distributions are summarized in Table D-3, together with the survival

' 'probability for each age group (see equations D-7 to D-11 and the accompanying

definitions). The age distribution of residents'and interns was estimated

itom the age. istrIbution of medical school graduates (see Table D-7) by -

assuming that, on
s
the average, kgraduate was two years older when he was

a resident. The, age distribution of the other physician's was then calculated

by subtracting the number of residents and interns in each age group froM the

total number of physicians in /hat same ,age group.

45gration kates..

. .

414

The, migration rates arc that proportion of othgr U.S. graduates enter-
.

'. ''
'ing the state and'that of California graduates leaving the state. In estiMhting,

these mikratiop rates, it is assumed that they'are a function of the number of ..

years since graduation% In ..the years immediately following graduation, 'new

D-6
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TOble D-3. Estimated Age Distribution of 1975 Supply oeLicensed Physicians.
and Probability of Surviving

Age

Total

TMD(i,t)
Number %

Residents
and Interns

RI(i,t)
Number %

Other
Physicians
0A(1,t)

Number %

'Probability
of Surviving

(1-d(0)

Under' 25 92 .2 61 .9 39 .1 '.9980

25 tci29
ft

5,170 .11.2 4,849 71.2 315 .8 .9982

30 to 34 ,6,233 .13.5 1,393 20.4 4,839 12.3. .9981

35 to 39 5,817 12.6 21 4.7 5,468 13.9 '' .9976

40 to 44 6,093 13.2 109 1.6 '6,018 15.3 .9959

45 to 49 .5,632 12.2 48 .7 5,586 14.2 .9933'

50 to 54 6',048 ,11,.1 27 .4 6,058 15.4 .9891

55 to 59 4,293 '9.3 14 .2 4,248 10.8 .9825

60 to 64 3,232 7.0 7 .1 3,226 8.2 .9733

65 to 69 1,985 4.3 .

0 0 1,966 5.0 .9602

70+ 1.570 3.4 0 0 1,573 4.0 .9184

Total 46,165 100% 6,829 100% 39,336 100%
.

C

graduates complete internships and residencies and eventually settle in a

relativelyfermanent location to continue their practice. The observed

patterns for California phYsicians, as described below, indicate Vet.

California medi 1 school graduates Who remlin in the state for their in-
,

ternship and re idency,tend to locate in the stateo-permanentlx

f;

In-Migrati - United States Graduates

California ha relatively high dependence on physicians trained out-

side the state, as illustrated in Table D-2. Figure D-1 shows the pattern

''of in-migration for residents and interns as well as other physicians as a

function of years sine graduation. These data show a smooth progression of

D-7
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/Joss M. Graduates of Calinia Midical Schools Practicing in Californja
as a Proration of, Total" Graduates

,

at

Total Licensed.

4

Other Licensed

Residents & Interns

7 8 9' 10 11 12 13 14 .15

rs Since Graduation



increase in the proportion of U.S. graduates taking up practice as "other

physicians", starting at 0.6 percent one year aftr graduation and leveling

off at 8.8 percent ten years later.

In contrast,, the proportion who come to California as residents and

interns start at 6.7 percent after the first year and decrease to aboutO.S.

percent ten years later. The.net resultis- a fairly smooth progression of

the proportion of total non-California,- United States medical school graduates

in-migrating to California; starting at 7.3 percent one year after graduation

and gding'to 9.2 percepen.yeats later.

From the trendisticiyiwi:04iu0)=1\-tbe fration of graduates of

schools who take up kicticein Cal,j'icii4a.m.;.years after graduation, either
-as residents or interns (CUR(M1).41r09pier.'physicians (CUD(m)) can be cal-

culated. These factors, mhich:are401Wiecitlations. D-17 and D-14'for the

base case projection of future physician Stipplyare,'shown in Table D-4.

Table,D-4. Fraction of U.S. Graduates Taking up Practice in California m
Years After Graduation Base Case*

Years Since
Graduation

Residents and
Interns

Other
Physiciaiis

1 +.0667 -+.0061

2 -.0076 +.0113

3 -.0098 +.0021

4 -.0135. +.0115
.

5 -.0035 +.0102

6 % -.0068: +.0133

7 -.0082 +.0121

8 -.0045 +.0001

9 -.0052 +.0063

10 -.0021 +:0005

11 -.0009 +.0146

*Source: AMA Master Physician Tapes.

D- 9
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The observed pattern of out - migration for the. Cali

mirrors that pattern seen for the.in-migration ofthaAlitaduatii§. The

propqrtion.of California medical school graduatei who, perfOrM4hOir'resi-
_ .

dencies and internships in the state starts at abOtA34itentone year

after graduation, gradually decteasing over.the,fOlOwl:ng:teh,yetirs tvabout

foUr percent. The proportion who. take up practite;Wthe''State'as other

physicians start at about 13.percent.one yearaftirgrad4,and increases

to 66 percent ten years later.: The total propOttiOn:Whostayin the state

after the completion of residencies and intetnihipsaboitt.:70 percent..;

and, conversely, about 30 percept of CaliforniapediCalSchool graduates

migrate out of the state. These patterns are shown in figure D-2.

Using the migration trend,Attirns,for California me lcal schoograd-,

uates shown in 'Figure D-2, the fractibn of graduate§ of'California Schbols

who take up practice^ in'CalifOrniaein,rears afteig;aditation;. either as
.

residents or interns (CCR(mW itior as othet physAns,(CCO(MJ), can be

factors,-whICh are in iequationS'A=.13 and' D-16, are shown

in-Table D-5.

P'

Projecting In-Migrafibn of U.S. Gra.duates--Aase-6k

Future in-migration bf,now.Caiifornia, U.SYgraduates,can be projectgd

by using the migration. rates and the'estieitertofl.number of U.S. graduates

between 1976 ,and 1900 Table D-6). The,estiMated age distribution of
2

t ,

these physicians migrating to the.stat048,0nthe age distribution of

medical school graduates (Table .45., as- shown D-14 and D-17,.

Projecting In- Migration :of Foreign MediCal.Graduates--Base Case

In 1975, foreign medical gradizates(pMGs) in the state equalled 30.9

percent of the number of U.S. tr4ned phYsicians who in-migrated to the state.

For the base case, it is assumed.that the future trend of FMSg in California

will be the same as that for the:nation as .,a iolei as estimated in rehrence

4. . a
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Pigmre Del. Graduates of United States, Non-Californ a Medical Schools

Practicing in California as a Proportion f Total Graduates

Total licensed

Other LicenSed

4

Years Since $1raduation
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Table 0-5. Fraction of California Graduates Taking lip Practice.in
' Ctliforni.a m Years After GraduationBase Case*

Years Since Residents and Other
Graduation_ Interns Physicians

1 ,+.527 +.126

2 -.023

3 -.048

4 -.168

5 -.101

6 -.019

7 r -,078

8 -.026

9

10 / +.422

+.035

+.010

+400

+.028

+.010
+.061

+.021

+.082

+.183

AQ-

Table. D- Estimated U.S .Graduates*

Year

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981,

1982

1983

'* 1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990,

Number

12,680

13,123

13,760

113044

14,130.

14;319\

14,509

14,703

14,899

15,098

15,299

15,503

15,710

)5,920

*Source: Reference 4.

D-12
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Table D-7. Age Distribution of Medfcal School' Graduates,

*Source: AMA Physician Tapes.

O

In reference 4, it is estimated that betwien 1976 and 1990, FMGs as a

proportion,of total MDtin the nation wi11 increase by 30 percent, gbing

from 30.9'in 197S to 40.3 in 1990. Thus; the proportion of FMGs as a

fraction of total U.S. graduate 'physicians in the state is estimated to

increase at an anhual*rate.of growth-of .020 percent, compounded.
a

California. Graduates

o

%

estimate the number of California graduates between1976 and 1990

is assumed that the rate of growth,in'the number of. these graduates it

the same as that for the nation as a whole, as estimated in reference 4:

The-annual rate of growth, E(t), for each'five year period calculated, from

the data in Table. D-6 is as follows: 1976-80 =.024, 1981-85 = .0133, and

1980-90 = .0133. Table. D-8 shows the estimated number di California gradu-

ates for the base,case, usingthese assumed rates of growth according to

equation D-19.

GC(t) GC(t-1) F(t)

D-13
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Tabel California Graduatps, Base Ciie
Projectionr-1976 to 1900

. Year Graduates

1976 -788

1977 807

1978 826

1979. .846

1980 866

1981 877

1082 889

1983 901

912

)985 925

1986'' 937

.1987 949

1988 962

1989 975

1990 988

Base Chia Projection of Active Physicians

The total nuMber of physicians licensed and living in California, in

futuZe years can be estimated by-using.the existing supply as a point of de-

parture, applying attrition rates and estimating additions from California

graduates, U.S. graduates and FMGs. The final step in projecting the number
who will be active is to apply thejorobability that a physician of age i will
also be active. The value for this conditional probability, P(AIR,i),

estimated from reference 16, are shown in Table D-g.

11,14 c'z39
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Hialge 0-9. CoOlitional0 PrObability That a Licensed California
Physitian in Age Groin) i is,Active

Under.25,

25 to: 29

30 t(04'

35 to

40to..44.

45 to'49.-1

56W54
55 to 59:

60 to 64.:

65 to69,

70 to 74

P(AIRri)

1.0.

.996

.975

.994

.992

.989

.969

.923-

...838
..

.

.607

I

The zesultant estimated number a ? .' active physicians in California in

1975, 1980, 1985 and 1990 is shown in Table, -10. This table also shows

the breakdown of these estimates according to California, U.S., and foreign

medical graduates and according to status as residents and-interns;or other

physicians. These estimates of, the future number ofactive physicians in

California are analyzed and evaluated in the section- on physitians in the

body of this report.
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le D.10.
,11 , J

tedIotil L censed.aad Active Ph siciadi in C fords.

1975
0

.. ,1980 '1985 1090
\ fluter' 1 . Nueber, % , Number, ': limber %

....

Total Licenpecilliysiciani , 46,165. 54,132 4,47,
1, .:74.;172 4 4.,

Active Phyiidians,

California Graduates

Residents and Interns
,

pther Physiciani

4

42,646,' 100,0 50,502 ' 100.0'' 591356 100,0' ,68,691

12,154
, 14,319 16,770 ;19,342

2;054; 28.5 2;509'; '20 2,832 28.3 3,129
.,,

10,1041 ti 44,810 , ; 13,948 16;213

U.S. Graduates, 25,834 60.6

Residents and Interns 4,141

Other Physicians r 21,693

Poreigniedical Ghduatef 4,655 10.9

_

Residents and IntOrns 637

., i,,

Other Physicians 4,018

Total Residents and Interns 6,829

total Active Other.Physiciang 35,816

oral& Population

(thousands)'

,

10.0

o

28.1,

I
1

30,588 i6014...35,890 eb!5 '41,372 . 60.2

5,252 5,950 k ',;5 .161499

25,336 29,940 34 873

.,,

5,562 11.1 '6,683 11.2 1;976 11.7

818
.,

944 1,054

4,744 5,7394 6,922
,

8,581' 9,727 10,682

41,921 49,628 :58,009

21,266 22,659' 24;363 10,26,018

kali* Physiciancper 100,000 201'4, . 222; *243 263
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'APPENDIX i .

Sensitivity Analysis.of FOture',CallifOillia Physician limply
.4

In this appendix results of the sensitivitPanalyses''on the key para- )

meters of the physician supplyimodel are reported and compared to the base

case projection described in Appendix D. In this, ensitivity analysis,

changes in the values-of the in-migration factor, H, the retention proba-

bility of California graduates, P(RIG), 4nd thevirowth*rato Yor Califon! is

graduates, F, were considered. A summary of the values considered and the

impacts on the physician to population ratio are shown in Table I-1. op

Figures 1-2 to 1-9 contain the computer print-outs for each of the cases

identified in the sumary table. A

t.

64 2
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Table I-1.i Physician Sensitivity Analysis Summary

*

t

In-Migrationss

..Parveter

i
California Graduate

Retentionp

f

%California Graduates

Growth Rates '
Percentage.

of Charlie

1985

Nsicians

i, per

z 100,000

'Percentage

of Chaim

.

' Value

Percentage

if Chaniv

Perontage

Value' of CON

FK Values ,

l'75.8d 1981.85 185.90

'Base Case'', ;927 , !I -0- ' '.201', Is'. -0- :'',0240 .0q3, ,N33 -0- .' 243, -0-

10- iration Sensiti it

iase 1 .083. -0%, .701 0, 4J- : :0240 $ .0133: 1.0133 ' 238 + -2 t

,

.

010' s, -25% 0-ir' .0240 .013 .0133 4- ' -5't

3 046 -50% .701' '..s0- .0240 .0133 .0133 217 -f2t

'California Graduate

,

Retention Sensitivity '.
i .

..0 . , . ..

Case 4 .666s, m -5 % .034, .0 3 ' .0133 t

l')
2!,12 -,5t

5 .091 .631 -10i; .021tkii .01.33 1 -0- 241 ,1.0133.

0' , At '
4 ', I a

California 1 aduat r6wth Sensitivity'
...

i4'.4 i'

Case6 '1.0927 -0- .701 10 4 40, 1 '.0136 , i .0136'; + 2.5% '246 +14

.0927 * .701 -0- .4, 0 5 ,0140'', .0140 + 5.0% , 248 412 t

.0927 Ait .701 '70- 11 4) 60, .0146. ,0146. ,+10,0% ., 255' ' +5 t

P'

6q 9

;

C.*

NI ip4,. l

4

aj 641'
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GROW IH FACTOR=1.000

ESTIMATE° TOTAL

TOTAL
ACTIVE

F+ I
'CA

CALIF. PCP:
MO S/100.000

VARIAT.

L IC-. &

1975

46165,,
42646
6029_

IN p( RIG i= f.ob VARIAT.

ACTIVE PHYSICIANS IAF CALIFORNIA
'1980 . 1985

. ... .

54076
_

63043
49,1394 58062

8446 9504

IN MIGRAT.=0.93

1990

72548
66648
10383 .._ _. _

4 56 2 6 6
( 26098

. 255

35816
21206

-201
- - ----:- ---

41447 48557 .

22659 24363
220 238____ _ . ... _

PHYS ICIANS- BY ORIGIN
CALIF. 13147 15511 18212 21042

.U.S. 27967 32627_ 37793 43192
FOREIGN 5050 5937 7037 8313,

,R ES IDENT S C INTERNS bY ORIGIN
R+ I 6829. 13446 904 10383

C 2050 _2509 2832 3129
U 4141 5137 5759 6244
F 637 800 , 912 1009
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1977
$ 1978

1979
1980

a 1981
1982
1983
1984
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1987
1988
1989
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,Figure "1 -2. In-titgration Sensitivity Case 1
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Figure 1-3. In-Migration Sens,itivity - Case 2
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Figure I-6. California Graduate Retention Sensitivity - Case 5
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Figure 1-7: California Growth Senitivity -Case 6
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Figure 1-8. California Graduate Growth Sensitivity - Cause 7
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, *
APPENDIX D.

Methadiplogy-and Base Case. for Registered Nurse Supply
Projections and Migration Analytft

Basic Projection Methodology

In this appendix the approach used for proyecting the number of active

registered nurses in California consists of two steps. In the fiist step,

the total future number of licensed.RNs is estimated, and, in the second,

the proportion of these licensed nurses'Activelyemployed in nursing is cal-
.

culated: The methodology used for accomplishing the first step involves

three tasks. First, losses in ,the current supply Of litensed RNs due to

'attrition from death-and nonrenewal,of licenses are calculated. Second,

additions to: the supply, from the expected flow .of in-Migrating RNs trained

outside the state are estimated. Third, additions tothis supply from the

expected flow of new graduates from iCalifpriia schools-are projected. Using'

this methodology to prOject the future number of licensed RNs implies a

model reflecting furiaamental age-related changes in the career patterns of

RNs. This model can be expressed symbolidal/y.as.

RN(t) = ERN(i,t)

ARCtt,`;; 'T.Rigi,t)P(AIR;i),, and

RN +M

R(11,:rti>*:i(f4,t-1)(1-d(iA1))(1-a(i-1.))

m(i,t) .161.13(t-1)PU(i.:1),M(i-1,t21)(1-:d(i-1))(1-a(i-I))

G(i,t) = GC(t-1)Pc(i-1)+G(i-1)(1-d(i-1))(1-a(i -1))-

with

HAPCU(i-1)(1-d(i.-1 V))(1-a(i-1,

Pc(i 1) = 0(RJG)APCC(i-1)(1-d(i-1))(17a(i:1))

where: '

RN(t),= the number of RNs licensed and living in California
;it

't

period t.

(t) a the number of actively employed RNs in California in time,
period t.

(A-1)

(A-2)

(A-3)

(A-4)

(A- 5)

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

in time

*Revtied Februlary 1976.

K-1



= the number of RNsJof age i licensed and-livI ng in California in
time' period t stemming solely from the'stock of Rtls"of year 1975.

P(AIR,i) the conditional probabilitythat an. RN will be aetiye, given
that sh*-lor hel is licensed and living in the state and i years-

.
old (see Table'A-12).

R(i-1,
I : , ' ,,'-

e= the number of RNs. of ag (i-1) Licensed and living in California:-
in time period (t-I)..

.

G(i-1,ti).= thenUMber of graduates _from California :schoolS of. age (i: ) in
time period (t -1) .

M(1-1,t 4t= the number of RNs graduated from schools in other-states_of Age
(i'l),mOving to, ;licensed, and living. in CaliforniaintiMe
period (t-1) .

P
22

P(111. q.= t}te conditional probability thategiStration will `occur in
California,, iiVen that the. student.hAs graduateefroM,a Cafiforni.A
school (see pg. A4.8).

d(i- =''the probability of death for RNS of age (i-1) in a giventime
Period (see Table A-1).

= thprobability that an RN of age (i-1) will drOp
license in a' given time period (see Table AL,1). 411-

H = in-migration rate expressed as a proportion of no,
..uates (see pg. A-6).

GUS = estimatedp.S. graduates (see Table A-7).

-.11 GC.=estimated7California,grad1itet (see Table A-1G).
, .

a

APCU =-eStimatedage diStribution'Of U(S. graduates who,in-migrate
! , Californit(see.Table A-8).

APCC.=.istimated age distribution of-new graduates 'of RN training
. .

.
prograts in California (see Table A-5).4 -

to

Attritiom-lactors.
4, W

,
44, tTable'

.
A-/ summarizes data'on the total .current supply of RNs licenSed

. ..

Andliiilng iicCalifornia,:,the. age distributionof.theSe RNs,-the'attrition

ftetilTs.for each age groin), ImALthe-nUmber of those RNsSestitated'as sur-
:,

vivin aro Tetaining their. iitensesin 1980, 1985, and 1990. The fiist

ition faCfotheprobabiiity Of-survivai.:isbaSed'on death rates f

w ite feMales. These female. death rates should provdde sufficient accuracy
v.

sinceationaljy, over 98 percent of all registered nurses are female.

ii
6.

A
4'0

e

g

A.

3



Table A-1. Current Supply of California -RNi Attrition .Factors., and Projection
aftertAttrition

1975;

Age, R.( i

Probability
of

Surviving:

(1-d(i))"

. Under 25.

25 to 34

.35 44.

45 to 54.

55 to. ¢4

654..

Total,

36,153

32,681.

33,093*

22,795

10 436

137,31E_,

:.994
;9991

:9981. ,

..9953

. 9898

.8656 .,

Probability
of

Retaining
License

(1-a(i)

i.000

.99Q

.983

4:1 00
. .

1..000

0

Surviying and
Ret4ining- Licenses

1980 1990

=

19; 727f.-

31,229 30,387, 164816'

'31,903 29,375. 28,004

27,005. 31,487 30,326"

143 486: 16,250 19.788

4 123,350 110,41. 94,9r4

7 6

Age: diistribution- e%timated froirt.eference 2, pp: 23, 24.

** As of September, 9, 1975; sources California Board of Nurse EdUcation and
Nurse Registration:

. -

+
Death:rates are those, for white females taken froln-referente 3, pp. 1'6-17.

Estimated from rpferenCes 1 and 2.
*

National data from references 1, 2, 4; and 5, provided ere basis .fOr.cal-,

:culating.the second attrition factor, the probability of retaining a,,license.

Starting with the total number of RNs in.1-966, as shotinin idference 1,

vivil iktesWere,agplied/and a new tots and ege distribut ion Edr1972'were

()Sing data from reference 4 on new graduates ip the period from

lei and a new graduate'age distribution, estimated as.the age diS-'

estimate

1967 to°

trituion of newly licensed RNs in California (see Table A-2),' the number. of

new gilduate's for the period'br age distribution for mew greduates-who*

o
viVed in'1972 were estimated and added to' the estimated' number of 1966 RNs

who, survived 'in that Slime year).-,

5; 4;

a

6 55: .



'

Table A . Estimated Age Distribution of New Graduates of RN Training Programs
,

in the- United States r

kk? i=eference '5.

f.*
The sum of 1966 RNs and 1967-72 new graduates estiMated as surviving in

1972, divided by the abtual number, as published in reference 2, provides a

measure kor the iate-of RNs by age grouPlawh:Oopped their lidenseein the

tide interval used. Table A-3 contains this rate (see column 6), before being

annualized, together with datlOon RNs and new graduates used in the calcula-
.

I tions.

el.
INR)

TatltA-3. Total.U..S. RNs New Gradiates;: and Probabilities of Retaining
Licenses, ,

,

,

Age .

(1) '\

Total
RNs

1966*

(2)

Number
Surviving

1972'

.(3)

Surviving
L. New

,Gr.aduates

1967-72
c.

(4)

-c.

(2M3)
,

-

.

(5)

.:.-

RNs
1972**

(6).

(4)+(5)
.

(t-a(i))16

Under; i5,

25 to'34 ,

. 35 to.44
.,.,

45 to 54

A 55 to 64'

65+

74,987

244,615:

W,733'

165,125

108,072'

37,832

1
-'

201;700

222,295

200,176

"1 8,164 T/2,624
. 69,882

73;214'

123.,59

48,484

16,,381

4

1.' "-

. 7.1,21 4,
325),59

i 27b,779

.218,557

140,838

69.,882

7:,214

.07,207

244,30,3

222,94

T41,561

58,303

- 1.900

.944

.902

1.030

1.000.

.834

At , Totals . .
,

850,365 832,17 264,412 ,),ORE9 '1;047',556

E The sum-of inactike and employed RNs. in reference

*It'''. Thtiffsdp Of..inactive and employed RNs iri referencq .2.

q56



.7,0 Migration Rate,

The base period used for estimating the migration rate of RNs trained

outside the state of.Cilifornia,O.s 1967 to 1973. /Theapproach.starei with

'tbe4tofia riumbeeba RNs in the state in 1967.. 'Survival rates-were then
applied and a new total and age d,stribution for-1973 were estimated:.

Next, the number of new California school graduates in the base period sur-eft**

m,ytving frl 1973'1;4s timated.r Ak
liP

. .

New graduate 'date usedin calculating the. number of new California

"Itetroia-graduateS for itgbalSe period years are contained in Table i\-4. The

age distribution of these new 'graduates was estimated to be the same as the,
*."

age distrivutaon of newly licensed RNs An-California who were licensed by

examination (see table A-5).
so4r-.

Table A -4. California RegtSt&ed Nursing Educational Programs and Graduates
, , . _

_ Total

Programs Graduates

--
BA

Programs,Graduate

.

. Al

Programs Graduates

Diploma

Programs Graduates
194 82 4 ,523 18.- 1,253 £8 2,886; 6 384

73 78 3,939 17 1,018 55 2,552 6 \ 369
72 .79° . 3,895. 16 1,015 53 2,386 10 491
71'''' "83 3,302 ,16 914 57 1,896 10 ,e 492
70 NA 3,071 NA 791 r . NA 1,775 NA 505
69 68 2,626 15 643 38 4,395 15 588
68 '67 2,318 16 583 35 1,179 16, 556
67 65 2,103 15 594' 32 *950 18 559
66. 69, ,1,938 16 473 35, 864 -18_ , 598
65 65 Pag,814 15 401- 432 834 ' 18 579

, 64, 66 1,579 16 340 '30_, , 647' 20., 592

NA'hot available.
Source: State of California

Table A-5. -Estimated Age Di
in ,Californ

Board of Nursing, Education

steibution of New Giaduates
4

and'Registration.

of RN Training' Programs



Applying the survival rates and calculat g a new 'total and, age dis-

tribution for all new graduates betweed 196 add 1973,provided an estimate of

those new graduates in the base period who survived in 1973. These surviving

new graduateswtre then added, by age'group, toy the surviving RNs of 1967.

.Finally,.the probabilities of retaining licenses shown in Table A' -1 were

applied to deriye an estimate of.1967 RNs and new graduates both surviving

and-retaining their licenses.4v073. The difference between this estimate
,..1-..and the actual number of *RN*.ip$1 73; as shownin reference 2, serves'as a r.,

,3,--

measure of the in-migiationii4RN trained in schools outside-the state.

From these results (see T. a A-6), it is estimated that 12,267 RNs

in-migrated to California.during the siX-.yeaf period from 1967 o 1973.u. DuAng

t is same period, there were an estimated 264,412 new gradu.ates!rin the-natioh.

( ee reference 4).. Thus the in-migration rate, 'expressed as a proportion of

new graduates, is .046.*,

Table A-6. Total California RNs,,NeW Graduates,, and Migration .

Age'
.,

(1)

Total.
RNs

1967t

(2)

Number
Surviving

1973

(3)

Surviving
New

Graduate
1968-73

.. (4)

Surviving
(2) + (3)

,

4---(5) .

Aurviving
and ,

Retainipg
Licenses
197 3

(6)

Actual
.

1973

(7)

Total
In-

Migrations
(6)-(5)

..,

Under 25

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65+

. 5,188

26,36

28,061\

16,412

6,036

-

15,661

26,839

25,920

20,078

-14;151

.

8;622

4.,14::.

3.,245 .

.1,

, 5

1

- -
:.: 8,622 .

'19,817

30,084,

27,037 .

20,253 .

14,153

8,622

18,707

27,136

27,848b

20;253

11,804

J

.

,. ...

,t Totals 305,887, 102,651 17,315 119,966 114,370 126,637 12,267 .-,

tTotal front the Board of NurSing Education and Nurse Registration, and age
distribution from reference 2.

* It may haye.been preftrable'to eipress the in-migration rate as.a propor-
tion of total RN in the reatiik. Wwever,jet was necessary to use new
graduates as a ba e for the piojecttOns because data on the estimated total
RNs"for the 1975- .ed were not available."

Jv

1
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A

Projecting Migration--Base Care

Using the migration rate and the.'estimated total U.S. graduatekbe-

tween 1976 and 1990 (see Table A-7), fueure/In-migration to the stag tan

be projected. The age distribution of in-migrating RNs was estimaeldPeo
j

be the same as the age distribution of newly licensed RNs in Califoi4i0 who

were licensed by endorsement,(see Table A-8).

TableA-7. Estimated U.S..Graduates

Year Number

1976 70,077
1977 70,671
1978 P 71,293.
1979 71,909,,
1980 i72,510-

1981 73,b6
1982 7t,745P
0983 74,3754
1984 75,060
1985 75,404

1986 7y20
1987 "75,517-
1988 75;415
i989 75,312 6

1990 75,209.,
Q

Sourde: reference 4 .

Estimated Age Distribution of
RNs 4igrating.to Califonia

Table A-8.

it

Age Propoion

Under 25 .342

a 25 to 34 .437
1

35 to 44 :134

45 to 54: .065

55 to 64 , .022

Source: reference 5.

K -7

.4"

a

-:;,;.



Table A-9 shows the estimated total number of RNs migrAting to Cali-
.

fornia, who.will both survive and retain licenses in
using the methodOlogy described in this appendix.

A

`fable A-9:

1980, 1985, and 1990,,.

Estimated RNs Migrating-to'California between 1976
and 199UNsi.pg Base Case Migration Rate

. Age 1980' ',:. 1985 .

Under 25 2,236 2,329

25 to 34 8,015 '14,956

V35 to 44 3,4 9 '8,939

_45 to 54 f,32 ,- 3,164,

55. to 64 511,. .. 1,393

65+ . 49 ! 2 08

Totals. 15,546.

California G'raduates'-

it
be

The

the
and

30,9E
a

45,796

1990

2,365

17,526

16,267

6,287

2,730

621

(

To estimate the n er of California. graduates betwee.fy 1976 and :.1§ ,-.,,

is assumed that the to of growth in the number of,'.0±/iese graduate;'
the same as that "for the nation as a-whole, as estifated In reverenc.$;4:
annual rate of growth, F (t) for each five year peildock calculated. from
data in Table A-7 is as follows: 1976-80 = .)086-,
1986:90 = ,40014. Table A-1134 shows the estimates'

graduates by year, )using these assumed rates of growtk,Zedor
A-9. :'/4..1Fil..-i';',,

= .007V f.
lifornta:

to. ectpation

GC (t) = GC(t-1)4 (t) (A4 .9`)

. , e A , i ..The conditional probability tha a Cali rnia graduat.e will, bekome li-,
tensed in California was calculated from data.in. references '5 aiiP. noThe

.

total number of graduates in 6alifornia in 1974
while the total number who obtained ,licenes :1;;,

was 4,523 (reference 6).,.
taking' tql. examinatfon was

40.70 .(reference. 51. The ratio of these numbers is taken' as a meaSUre.of the
conditional probabilitylri.e., P(411G) = 4,470/4,523 = .988. 4t.

4t

1

K -8
4

40.



.:Table-All0.;:taliforniagraduates,

'...Batetase PhOeCtiOni,-1976,to1090.,
.Estimated
California

01
ear-
... 0,...

G,rduates:

,. 1075": ,. 4',980
4 : 1976; :.!. ,502t.-

:',...1-077'sie 5.0667 r,
,. i9,78:1-. -5008;

1979-7''.
,

; ;6;:151:'
1980 '7

,i

.4 '''.5'il0:::
ks 4ii. . . , .

Sit t .. 5;26...
198Z. : 'V' $,,:27V.

N. 1981: 0- 501,5'
-. t1944 .5.355:,,,'

3,985, - ..:36.:'
r, :,....;,

7 >, :1§4. .,

'. 1987* , ,.4§88.
,T -.1s80!!'..

,1990-,

calcul,

who Will obtain°

ditional probabili

'488'

.5;372

'5.356

theliumber of California gtadtiates 'in the-period 19 -90

oases and both survive and retain licenses, the con-

'turvival rates, and the rates for the probability*

ofritaining a licens W'ereapplied to the estimated number gegraduites.-

`xtThe age distributiOn'of aefgiaduates used-in these calculationi is shot,

in Tablelk-S. table A-11 contains the estimated number of new Californip *

gradoetos who will be RNs in 1980, 198S, and 1990, using, the methodology ip
desCribed in this appendix.

r

Active Registened Nurses

z The ,final, step ill projecting the number of active RNs in -the state4is

'241

-

ply the conditional probability that a RN
, .

d
the total number registered nurses ip each age group

0!

./. ,

tkis conditional bbability, P(AIR,i), calculated froth

. proportion of activp RNs is each age group, are shown in Table A-12.
6 . .

will be active to

The,values for

the actual 1972

/.
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111144 IA

.Table A-11,
Iin:c1,1991

00der,. 25

Pe-W California Grackfatei between 1976tai
1985 1990-
5,208 5,264

25'0 34

35, tck 44

\45

5t, to 6 ,...4r195

a

26,836.

11,140

4,100

1,036

'' 32,267,2:

'22,845''...

8,176

2,567,
4 . 4 20 . 263

41

_,

"rotfi,lso, 4.326 48,340 -, 71,382
n.

Tabl
A ' tense

:

iConditional,ProbAbility that a Li-
lfWhia RN in A e Grow i is Active

P(AIR,i)

Unda125 .903

Z5.49/ 34 .731

35' lo 44 .660 *

to 54 .704

55 . to 64 .653

) 65+ .370

A11 A9e'S::: .669

'SQurce:. reference 2.

oT4Presjtant estimated number of active RN§ in California in 1975,

80, 1985 and 1990 is shown in Table A-13. This table' also contains the

47

total nuAbet of RNs who are licensed and living in the state in those years

an the number,and percentage of RNs. wholare 'surviving. 1975 RNs, who will be0.a 0

'

emigrating to California betWeeh 1976oand 1990,,or whp_w441 be graduating
.

ftom California nurse training programs between 1976'and 199Q. The bottom

" line of the table lists the number ok active RNs per 100,000.persons. The

estimates of the futue num ofactive,RNs in California are analyzed and
. evaluated in the section on 'repi tered nurses in th/ body ofthis report.section

o.



APPENDIX b

Sensitivity Analysis,of Future Califqrnia.Registered Nurse Supp:,110

In this appendix results of the sensitivity analyses on the key pare'

meters of the RN supply, model are reported and compared to the base case'

projection described'in Appendix A. In this sensitivity analysis, changes in

the values pf the in-migration factor, H, the retention probability of

Californid graduates, P(RIG), and ,4r grofth rate for California graduates,

F, were considered.. A s ary of.the values considered and the impacts on

the RN to population ra io areshown in Table F-1. Fig4res F-2 to F-8 con-

tain the computer print outs, for each of the Cases identified in the .summary

table.

*Jo

?.2

I

4

t

663-I- _



Table F-1. Registered Nurse Sensitivity Analysis Summary

In-Migration

Parameter- ,

..

California Graduate

.., Retention

. .

California Graduate,

Growth Rates , t '4
Percentage

Of change

T'.

...

,1985 .

, RNs Per

100,000

. 521

Perce

of Ch
H Value-

Percentage

of Change

-0-

PfRIG)

Value
o

, .988

Percentage

-

of:Change

Fit), Values

1975-80

.0086

1980-85 ',

.0077

1985- 0

-.0014 .

:ase .046

;ration Sensitivity:

1 .042' -10% .988 -0- .0086 .0077 -.0014 -0- 513 -1.

2 .035 . -25% .988 -0- .0086 .0077 -.0014 -0- 499 -4.

3 .023 -50% , .988 -0- .0086" .0077 -.0014 -0- 476 -8.

)rnia Graduate Retention Sensitivtt

4 .046 -0- .950 '''.- 4% .0086 .0077 -.0014 -0- 516 -1.

5 .046 -0- :900 -10% .0086 :0077 -.0014 -0- n 508 ...2.

)rnia Graduate Growth Sensitivi
/

6 .046 -0- .9881 -0- .0088 .0079 NA . , +2.5% 540 +3:

7 .046 -0- .988 -0-. .009,0 .0081 NA +5.0% 561 , +7.

not applicable because of negative value for base case.,

14,
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or

APPENDIX D' ,; . .
,Methodology and Bas -Case for Dentist Supply

ProJeetionsa Migi':a.pOn- Analysis . ..--

./ iv' t
4

Projection Methodology
lv- A

In this appendix `tfie approach, used, tor 'Projecting the number of
total active dentists in. Californi,a. consists cetwo steps'. In:the* first

t
4 kstep., the total &tint number -of denti s is es In the second,

the. proportion of those dentists active' ed is calculated. The
pt. f

methodology used for accoSplishing the -first tep involves three t'a'sks..
Fiist, losses in the current suppl of dentists due to attrition from
:death acre calculated. Second, ditions to:the suppay from the ex-
'pected :'low of ifitt graduates froM Galifovnia dental' schools a're'projectet:

. .
Third, net additions to this sypply from jike expectedr dentists trained ,outside*the...ti aKeestimattai. In

i 1to the suuly, a distinction i41; ade`between d ptists

flow of in- migrating
estimating :additisms
trained, in the state

and dentists trained ootsidei t e 1/44.1.te--iqbe'.; hose who are graduates of : .

. AI .S.. ALS. dental, ols and those who attended for dental 'schools-.-
&v

. .

Using this methodology to project the future number .
.

iiplies a model reglecting furidameiitalage-relatedliChap
f dentists

s- 1.17 the career
..

. .

,problems of deneists. This"model can be expreiscrit Symboficakly. as:
It

4 ' . . '

# T D (t) "2, . EtDp(i,t) .-, (E-l).i..'.
TAIY(t) --(E=2)i 1.

TDD(i,t). = TUC (i,t44-TDU(1,tyl-TDF (i,t)
. . 1.

.

fTDU(41,t) = TDU(i-1,t-1)(l-01.-1))+DU(i?1,t-1)

TDF-(i,t)' = TDF(i-I,t-1)(17d(i-1))+bF(i-1,t-l)
A.1 0 '

DC -I, tzl;) ECC(m)APCC(i-m)Cft-m-1). m1

;

,1-.



)

ihd" number. of dent

timiqdriott t:
!.

,f. t

.

TAD(t) = the'nuintiei of activerenlisti living in. California in time
period

licensed. and living in California in

ARM,. the conditional probatity that
. full time,, 'given. that . or she

Californda aryl i years old (Tabl

TDD(i,t.) = the number of dentists of age i
California in time period t.

TDC(i,t) ='the number of dentists of'age
dental, schools (and liconsqd
time 'period t 1 '

TDU(i;t) 7 the -nuMber of dentist of agei,
schools and .are licensed and' liv

period t.

1.--
. )

a dentist will4p,..activp , a
is licensed and 711.1rg in A
e 0) . . ,

. .. ..'-er-
. ,

licensed arid. living.in

mac,
:who graduated fromCalifornia
and living 'in Califbrnia in

;.

.who graduated froni U:S. dental
ing in California n time

el

.

.TDF(i,t) = the number. of dentists *of age i, whb igradffated from. foreign ..
dental schools, who are jicensed and California ir,1

tame
,

. :peod t. . . *

TDC(i-1,

. .

.
.

.
, .

t-l) 7 the number' of dentists of age.,(irl) who graduated from
y

California dental schools,Nwho were l' ensed and living
California in t.irit periof-l), a who were:glso pratticirlg

. irr California in' time period (t -l).,

in

-14,k
)

dentq Abhooli, who were l'
time eriod (t -l), and who''
iii tint, period (t.7l)./

TDF(i-71,t1.) d* the number of dentists:of:age 0.-4,whotgtaduated from lbteign
dental- school4Ii.rho were licensed and liui.ntin California in
time period' (t-1) and Wo .Were-algo practicing in California.'
iir1*me period. (t-1) .

r . 44

of ..age (i-1) who: graduated. frobl. California

first tocK up- Practieein: Cal ifornia .

r.

aduated_front
censed 'and. living in Calif is in
ere also .practicing in Cali is '

. -;

.= the numbet of lentists
:d sthoors and. who

in t me period, (t1).

4

.
.

. .

1

(4,
7.,

, q
1 I . I .

VeV* ;4:46''
.C..444
a...*4-..

L -2



V.
*. N..

.

I. 1
uti-l.,thly E. 'th.t. nUmber of dertt is .of7agc i-lf 'who tfaduaked frorhtUeS.

. _

''' .'dettiaP,-sthools- It V4.10 fit4t ct ok up 'practice in' Cali'fornia
an-,:tiine---rperfod,*(t=i).: . ... .

--:- :
. .

. DF(i-1,t-1) --7 :the. =Obi of 'dentists of age ti-1-).viho."'gradilaied from
for6igh. 'Cliental school's -and whO4,- first; too,k0"up practice' in'

%.._ California .in -time peripd Ge-14:.. .... . -'''-'.4,-.', .... . ,

a.

*.,.. .FR = a facierNexpressing. the umberef al'school
. -

. , -4111hidu tes who takes up ractice in California for th.eLf-i)rit -
time in titne pei-io t-1) as `aira-Cticin'of U.S. gradvates
Who take up such practice in!California. for the first time

.!-

t
*in time period (t-1) .

...
/ .

CC(m.),= the fraction of .graduates of Caligrriiedentai schet;ls who
take Up practice in_,California_s years after graduation
cfable E-41. 7 ;

e , . .

CU (ml = the fraction of graduates ?f U.S.. dental schooltc%ii take um \̀
practice in California m years/after graduatiOn (able E-.3)'..

. .
APCC(i-m) -= the fraction of each graduating class of Californih dental i :.

schools that is -i-years d m years after graduation
(Table E -6).: At

.....----.. "C \...

1 i ..
a '

.-

APCU(im)-= the fraction of. each.g aduating plass of U.S. dental *hools
.. that isl,i yeari cild m years after graduatioh\ (Table E-6) :

,GC(cm-r) .=- the number of California dental school graduatesin year'... .

tL,... 'lb' Et-m-1) (Tabie,t-.7) ...- ., . - if
.

.. GU(t-m.-1) = \the number of (U.S. denta splkOl .graduates in year (t-m-1) '
- (Table E.-5). ,j . , .

.:-. . ..
.

.. , ..
m = the ilumbtT of years since -gra uatian ('tables 5-.3, and E-4)..

---'-----:--i-------.-------d---:-=- -'-------7---17-4, '- -1.--i , ',, ii \....iA ' . : ..
d(i-1) = the probity of otath for dentists of age (i.21) in a

given,time teriod.' .

1 1 e
;The Estimated ExistingiSupOly, 1

r. . A ,
.Theftcurrent supply of licensed dentists VI.California' is coinprised

. .those traineCtin the st te, those trainkd .in the United Statts
1

but outsid. --I
OfiCalifo'rnia, aria those .6aned iri'forei. countries. The distribution o

. .

dentists by location of ethication is. Awl in Table E-Y. .../1
c

,-
fetittes-

L -3 f

.

t

..

r675-,1

-
.
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Table E-1. Dittribution
. §-

.

ofZLicensedVDent by Locatidh.of Education

11?-

\ .
.

Percentage_Number 1

43,979 61.8._ - - '
Californikgradqa es

`Other. U.S. graduates

Fore gn 9raduates .

x
3

.'.:14.343,

r00

-

.'

36..8

4........-1.4',;.

TO al
:.14,5

1.00.0

5,

Jae

lata in Ta le l,,were derived from th(California state board of Nt.
lic ng and thy. American Deptil Asso,ciafion (ADA) master comr.rifer. tapeg.

k

ntistsith the total number of deniSts being taken from the board
. figures theidis.tribu'tcon by age and eategory,131ing taken from the 4DA

tapes. .
?No

.fhe age` distribution of this supply of licensed dentists, which is
-1 ..nece to implement 'llesprOjection methodo4ogy described in this -appendix,

is summari ed in Table E-2, ?Tether' witleshe pribability of surviving for
.10 - .

\ .
tach age grou. (see equations E-,:i 'to E-6 and the- aeillp ng definitions)..... .6.

ration Ra es

:( . ;The m

the) at
gradu.

sumed

t-tiqn rates are. that proportion
-migrate to the siate(anekhat

.

tes who u :Migrate, Iri eAilidting these Migration 'rates-, it is

graduates trained outside
--c 1oportion of California

,hat thy re a "function of. the years tincet graduatiori. In the. N-
It* - , ----A H--:years immediately folrowiiig graduation, new -giddicates complete specialty

. -
.traipi g apdteventually settle in a

,./
,time heir practice*. The obsery
des cribet below, indicate- that the

,

rela vely permanent rocatibn to cors
erns. for California dentists, as, ;

majoHtyof California graduses who
.practice in the .state begin practice here immediately after 'graduation:'
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Table E -2. A eDistributiom of 1975 u.a1 and Prob.abilit of SurVivin

Under 25.

25 to 29

30 to 4

35 to 39

40 ti) 44'

45 to 49

.50- to '54

-55-to 59

\.:1` 60to 64

65 to 69

70.1-

Total.

-Probabilit:y.
-Licensed . of .
.aentistt Ti . t Surviving

.Number (1 -d(i))
It

2,088

l 1,653

1,69Z

3,346

. 1,552

968

;(

4.8.

12.5.12 .

.1A.4

11:4
.

411:9980

.983:

.9982

.9974

, 9959

.9932

664

,1,411

14'4522.

10.7

4.5

4:34:.

100.0

.9825

ti .87334

.9602'4.4

*if 49184.

.

atidiv oft U,S. G aduates', -
, . * .

M. S1 ghtly over -One third of 4197California dentists were .trained outside

the state (see :Tab E:-l) . Figure E-.1_shows the pattern of .3.n-migration as a . -.

,

.:function, of years .s'incgraduatio.n-is it 'was- 'derived from. the ADA computer..

.,

ti.pes: icctOrding:tO tikrilata .pn these tipes,:.absiut three percent in- te,

within the first two years after gradUation, -and. this proportion graduallypercent . . .increases'to almost s.ix percent over the .en ding ittk years . However;_
.,

, -
. , ._ - . . . -., t -.

INTERPLAN- estimates shoW tilt these pattern would result in toad rapid a
.

groWth Of
,

in-migrants which would be: inconsistent with the national growth.
.

.

Consequently, ,JNTE,RPLAN adjusted these values to 67 percent of their original.it

'value, which appears to yiel.d4a, verY,444stia pattern for the base case
.. .

-. .

prrejedtion.*
, 0,

- ., I

11 -

. .Is

II

.



Graduates of United States,

Practicin4 in California as

Non-California Dental. Schools

a Proportion of Total Graduates

.09

8

4%07

.06,

.4

'1

4

ft .

4,95.

..04

.0

.02

a

J

3 I

:

I

I ,

4 r

4 (.

or ,00.0
, *

.

.2 .3 4 .5 , 6 9

.

a,

'.

Years,Since Graduation.
. .

r
1'3

a

4
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4
From smodihed cUrveifit to "the data n Figure E-1, the fraction of.

dental graduates of,U.S.- schools who to up pTactice in California m, years .
!I*. _ _

. after :graduation (CU (m)') tin be calculated. ThaWfaotird, which- are.
- .-

used in equation E-70t educed to 67 percent for tht base case projection,

are shott in Table E-3
*

.....

)
..,

'

Out-Migr ation California Graduates
*

.1t10104'
I The.obser pattern of out- : ation of California graduates at. given

4
by the A61 computer tapes .staits; at bout 5 percent one ;eat after gradu-..

I ,ation
. ft . r

. hri.
tion and gradually decreases Wabont 15.peArcent. Thus, . 46inia retains

about 85 percent. of its dental graduates. Figure E-2 shows t 's trend.

This pattern has alio been adjusted to' 67percent of- the. oriiiii671
,

values<
_ .,. .

ratetaken from- the' ADA; computer tapes. Thus; the_adjusted retention ate is
t... .

Only 58- percent.' From the smootiled curves fit to the data iri Figure E-2,

1

the fraction ofilwaduates who take up paciice .in California3m years after

graduation CCC(m)) can be qalcufated. 'he age distribdtion of these

Aentiss migrating ,out of '06 state is based on the age distribution of

dekal school graduates (AFCC, Table E-6). These 'factors., which arefUsed

in equation E-8 reduced to 67 percent-for tire base case prOjection, are

.

.1 shown in Table E-14s
..

,

77 . .. \ Jr
I..

.

-. Projecting In-.Tgration_of U,SAvaduates--Base Case ...
. .

,,
I

Using the adjListed migration. xtes and estimated total number of :
.

______17.5gra4uates:-_betweeh__19.76 and 199Q jsed_Table_E,5) Ifilture_in-migzation _..,. __.______.1_.__:..

Of non-Cilifoynia, I.LiS." graduates can be projected. The age distribution i...

,

of .thesis' -dentists migrating ..6 tile state is bald ...on the age dfstribution°
. . I

,_

of dental scliocrl. graduates-'-(APCU, Table 'E-6) as shown in Table E-3.

. ii .
. . .

. . . 4
Projecting-In-Migrativf Foreign .Graduates Base ease..

ac
.0,.

i,
In 1975, foreign graduates eqUalled 3.75 percent of.non-CalifOrnia,

1

U.S,f ined '.dentist. the Alicage projection,,:it 'isilbssumed that
. .

th4 proportion Will\ remain cans nt between 1970 and 1990.
,

fir N
; ..

,
L-7

79
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. Table E-3. Frac'tionVf U.S. -Graduates Taking up Practiceih-CtifOrnia

r

;
m Years After Graduation--,Base Case -

16.eecsN4ince

Graduation.

1

45.

6-

9

.10

.feaotion of
-Graduates

+ .0348
O

-
.

. 0069

+0128

+.0059

Y..`,"
.-1-,,Og14

+.06i4

+.00T4

+.0014
.

+...0014 O

Source: ADA. Master Dentists Tapes

'

.",

.

L78

66.0 !it



Figure £, -2 GiadUates of California Dental Schools PractiPing in Cali fOrnaII ,

F ai a Prpporttbd of Total Graduates

ri
1

_ .1-,-,41-..:-...-r........-,#,...1-1.-1.s,--7,,
,.3

12 14.* '',
- ., .,

If 1

1,4

Years since Gta uatiod

681 4

4
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44

Table E-4. Fraction of CaliforniaskGraduateslaking up Practice in
Calitornia in Years After GraduattonBase Case

P

Source. ADA., Mistei. Dentists Tapes ..

-

S

3

a M.



1976

1977 ' 5,140

1978 5,210

1979 5,290

1980 5,370

/981 5,440
4

1982 5,440

198 5,440

198 5,440

.5,440

5,440

5,440

5,440

5,440

5;440,

,Table E 6. Age Distribution of Dental'
School Graduates

r

. Age - Percent.

tinder. 25

25 to 2,9,

30 .to. 34

X35 39

40 to 44
41

to 49'

50. to 54

554

Total '160.0..

3.7

76.3

14.6'

3.2

:

.3

0.0

0.0.

k

/



California Graduapes

. To estimatthe number of California.graduatesbetWeen 1976,and 1990,ir
it is assumed-that the rate of growth iwthe nUm* of tfiesegraduates.is

.

thepame as that for the nation asa whol6. as estimattd.in reference 4.
-

This annual rate, of growth; F(t), for each five. year'period calculated from

the-data in Table ;* is as follows: -1976-80 -=',.014, 1981-85 = .000,. and

1986-90 = .000. Table E-7 shows.the estimated Amber ofCalifOrnia graduates

for the base case, using the assumed rates of growthaccording to'equation .

E-10:

GC(t).-- Gq(t-1) .F(t).-

table E-7. 'California Graduates Base Case Vrojection-7
1976 to 1990

-Year .

it6
1977

1978

-

1980

1981 .

1982

1983'

1984

1985

.1986

.1987

1988

198w
199Q

Jr

Gritcluafes

477

483

489

495

4501
.11t

508

508

508

508

508 .

.

L-12'

\
. ...

''. )i:.

508

508

508

.'508

508

1

.,

4



ay.I
ease Case Projection of'Activi4entiSis .

f ' -*

The totalnumber licensed dentists in California can be estimated
, . .

by using the existingsupplyls"a pointa-departure,-applying the.'

attiitioir rates and 'estimating-the additions 6om.CalifOrnia, U.S., and

foreign gfiduates. The final' step ks Wimatingthi number who wiJJ. be

app
\._ .

. ,

Aktive by lying Ihe probability that a lentist 'of age i wilLals
,, .

be

active. The values for this conditional probability,P(AIR,i
, timated

.

..:

by INTERPLAN, are showri in Table E-8.

t
2 '

Table E-8:01Conditional Probability that a Licensed
California Dentist in Age Gv up Lis Active

- : . 74,113

.

The resultant estimated number of active dentiits in 1975, 1980,

t.

1 1985 and 1990 is shown.in Table E-9. This table alsoshows the breakdown

.rof.these estimates according; to California 4J.S., and foreign graduates.,

These estimates Uates.othe -future number _of fictive dentists in ,California are.14.-.k

analyzed and evaluated in the section.dmdentisti in the boay of this
.,port,. !

oY5
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, .

Bas Case EstimatediTotal Licensed and

a'.,

(

I

4

N

a '

f

4

.
I

, lg& ;1980 "' 198!

Number 3 Number . % Ntimber... Number ) % ;11

Total Licensed Dentitts' . '.14;522 . 19,067o. / .21°1324.

-, .

12,529 ,.:160.(L. 1-4;43. ,100.0 lt6,451 100,0 18,398 lti0.0

7,747 61.8 '8,852 61.3 9,992 60.7 11,0745 60.2

. 4 . ;

4J10 36.8 5,379" 17 3 6, 125 37,8 7,055 3 8 . 3 , I ,

Total ACtive Dentists.

California graduates'
0.

00er. US. :graduates

Foreign grakiates.

itornia Popula
. ,

(thousands) .0 21,20"

172 1.4 201 1,4 233, .5 r 264,41 145

Active Dentists

100,09

I.

2.659 24,363.- 26498,

7 {

4

1

/1.

,

r.

p

s

1'

p

k
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J APPENDIX

ity Analysis of Futu`re California Dentis,t Supply
' ,ASIS

a0Denthex results of. the
#

s sitivityanaUses on the 'key para7.

a.

.4.
..e. t

.elleA meters of the Waist tupply,m are reported aiielEaPared,t6the base
* Al,

\, ease projectiOn described inAppendix El In this lensitivity analyse,. i

S

_

..chango__Ill theyaluec-4i the in- migration the retentiOcirbba- ti

-4.$11 biliti of dalifornia griduates; P(RiG),'-and'the.growth rate for California '.

lracivateT, F,.were considers IA sUmmary'zf the values.codsidpredand the
'

iNaais 411 the dentistprp ulation'ratio are shown.ln Table J-1. Figures

,..,) J-2'to J- 9 'contain tilt computer print -outs for e ch'of the cases'iddntgied%
: 4/

"roe

-s

4

I

to
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5 .

1
i e

1

r ,
,

.-

as*

fable 111; De'ntirs Se it vit'Ana is S ma'ryf,;

a

.

.'

\,,' In- Migration 's\ . P. ,meter

.

cAlaifornia..Praluate
1

Retention'

\ Califor a Graduates- ,

Gr.° h Rates

,,

t
,

4 '...
percentage

of.Chtte

1985

Dentists'

, per

100 0,

i

ofoille

1

:', ..

.1
Ocentiee

I,

,..D- (11

,,'

Value,

41, Percentage.

of Change ..

. .

VIlue

'rel,rcentigef

of ChanIV

,',, t) ,Values .

1975-80, 1980-85, 11985-90

. mi

ase'Case. 4594 . 1 21;854 . . .0 0

I

.000 . 67,,

InAilg_ritio Sensitivity -,"..
. , ., )

Case .0V5 -10%I.

_.

.854

I'
k, 10

.

.000 '.00

,
, ,

, \ -1.5

..0446 -2 %*' .854 . 1 0 ;000 '._;00

1 I-0 165 . \-3.1..

.0201 -500
1

,854. , ' .0 40 0 ;000 . , 3 a

44 .. ., ,,.

California Gradate fiettntion SensifiVity
.

I

, .. .

-4,1 '
,Case 4 , .0594 ' 411

\
-
.,

51

r .

.0140 . .000 .(i00 =0- . 7

,
0.0 0\.

5 0i94 .769 .` -11% , 0140 '' '.000 , '.000, -1.5 ,
,

1 ' 1

California Gilduate Growth.Sensiii'.

ease 6 . N.0594 -0- .854 0 10144 .000 '.000 + 2.5%. 68 1

0594 -0-1 , . , ,0147 .100 .000 + 5.0% . ,. ,

.;10594 : - .854

1,

-D-

,

A.15
,

,

4',.dOui,
/".
,r+10'.0i . 73' ., !

Via

4

I

I

I .1
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APPENDIX D

Meihodology and- ease Case for PharMacist Supply
Projections and Migration Analysis

4 .

,
. .

,BasiC Projection Methodology .

In thigtAppendix the approach used for projecting the number of active'
. . ,.. . , .

. f

licensed:pharmacists in Califdrniaconsists of two ste0s. In the kilt
Mr

i
. step, the total future number-of licensed.pharmicists-iSestimated, and,

. .

.
. in the secdnd,-the,prO5Ortion'oftheselicenSediiharmicists acti ply' employed

..-et .: 1

in. iShiTmaCy is.calculated: The methodoadgy,used for aac mplishi the first

stq.involves three tasks. Fivst;JoSS s'in.ithe current supply
.

of licensed'
. ,

.. _. ..,000.
.

pharmacists dueto attrition from dea and nonrenewal of licenses are cal-
''

culated- .Setond, additions to the supply, from'' the expected'ffow.,ofin:
- .., . 4

migrating pharmacists trained outside the state are estimated! Third,
-

additions to thissupply from the expected flow of new graduates from

California schools are projeced. Using this methodology for projecting

future liceared pharmacists Onodel reflecting fundamental age-
.

related changes in thelbarier,patterns of pharmacists. This-model 3c be

expressed symbolically as:
.

. = EPH(i,t)'
i

with

t

APH(t) =
i

.

PH(i,t) = P(,t)+M(i,t)+G(i,t)

P(1-1,t-1)(1-d(i-0)(1-afk-ljt

M(1,t) =GUS(t-1)PU(1-1)41(0,t-1)(17d(i-1))(1-a(i-1)

G(i,t) = GC(t.71)pC(i-1)+GO-1,i-1).(1-d(i-1)) (1-afi-0.

1

PU(i-1) =

PC(1-1),-=-,P(RIG)APCC(1.-1)(1-d(1-1)] (1-a(1-1))

where .

M-1

698

(C-1):.

(C-2)

, 1C-4)

(P-5).

(C-6)

. .

(C-7)



:

L., . ,
. . :..

A,

"PH(t) _. the number of pharmaoists licensed ana,4iving in California in-1. .

time period't. .-.. :
.

.A0k(t) = the number-of actively employedphlrmacis an Callifornian
- r.. time; period', .t. :

_ . - .

P(i,t)...!'the number. of pharmacists of.age,1 licensed and living i '-

.CalifrniainNtimeperiodt stemming'solely from the stock.
-of pharmacisps of year 1975.

V

. 1

P(AIR.0.

P(i-1471):=

..

the'conditinal probability that a phdimacist will be active,
given that he (or she)'is licensed and living in the state and
i years old,(see ',4.e C-10), ,',' .

.
1

. ..

the number of,pharma sts of.age li-l licensed and liiring in
California iR time*p-iod (t-1) . I.

G(i-1,t-1)-.= 'the number of graduates from California schools of age (i-1)
in time period (t1).

..

M(i-litt-1) ='the number 'of pharmacist graftated from vhools in-other 40
.

states of,!ige (i-r) mow. to, licensed, and living. in"
Califorriia in.time period t-1) .

-.P(R(G) = the canditional prObability.that idgistration will occur in
w. .. California, given:that the student has graduated from a

.California school (see pg: C-8). ,
.

. . ,

.-k d(i -1)"= the probability of death for pharmacists of age (i-1). in a
iVen-time-pefillid-(tie-ribli-C=r1.- . *-

.

, . 4 s
'a(i-1) = the probability that a.pharmacist of age (i.71) will:drop- his

or her license in a given time pericid (see Table C-1).. -
A

, ,

., ,H = in-migration tate exp.esse as a proportion of new U.S. grad -.
uates (see,pg. C-7). . .

.

:
.

-

'GUS = estimated U.S. gradudiesP(sde Table'c-6).'

.GC = estimated California. graduates (see Table C-8).
.

.APCU = estimated-age distribution of.U.S. graduates who in-migrate to
-., 4

California' (see Table C-2). '

.. r er.

APCC- 32' estimated age distiibutionof new graduates ofpharmacist
training programs.in California. (see Table C-2):

at S

, Table C-1 summarizes data on the total. current, supply of pharmacist's

'licensed and living'in California., the age distribution of these pharmacists,

the attrition factors for each age grqup, and the.number of those pharmacists
V-estimated as surviving and retaining their licenses, in 1980, 1985,.and 1990:

.

(

10 9 9 .

M-2 \ .



4.

The fix* attrition fadtor,the probability 'of stuivival, bard on death
.'rates for males. a

1\a5

a

Table C-1. Current Supply- of California Pharma
- f ProjeCtion after Attrition

.lits-Attrition factors, .an

t.-

-Age

Under 30

'30 to 39
40 to 49,
50 a 59.k
6.9 to* 64

65+

Total

1975
.P(i,t)*

. Probabi 1 ity
of

Surviving
(1 -d(Mf

N'obabil ty.
Of
in Practice','
(211i(iDtt

.1) ha rmaci sts Surviving
and Remaining
in 'Practice

1.980 1985- 1990

=4,

-4'.

3,795

2,277

.2,313

20,289

807

L380

7.9982

.9978'

.9945

:9858

.973g

.9515

."

1.00
1..000

1.000

.995

.933

.959

,

1,414 -
3)4.74k .-3,719

.(2,243h 2,194
4

12;132 .2,059%

-;995 { 942 {

t382.,
3,358)
1,996

896 .

:11,861** 10,258 *8,914 7,632

*. Age distributionilestimated from 'reference. 15. .8

** As of 11/4/75; source: California Department of Consumer Affairs.
Reference..3, pp.. 14-15.

, Estimated from rifhrences 4 15.

. Natio al datit from references 14,d 15 provided thetbasis for caleu-..
. .

lating the -second'attpition factor, the frObabilitytaining a license.
Starting with t he total number .of pharinacists in 1969, as shown in reierence.

'1
. ..

14, suxiival rates, were applied, and a new totaland.age *distribution for ---'
c

4973 were estimated. tiling data on new graduates in(theperiod from 1969 to
1972 from reference .4 . d g new graduate age diStribution, as shown .in.

Table C-2, the numbs 0 new graduates for the period by age grottp.was".
. -

calCu4atea. After ap an the. survival rates, a new total and age .distri-:
button for.new graduates reanriving in 1973 wew .estimated andadded to the,,
estimatedlnianber of 1969.phariacists surviving in, that same year.

of - ;;

;Table C-2. Estimatdd Age. Distribution of'.
New Graduates of PharmaCy
Training. Programs ,

I

age Proportion
Under 30 .904

SO to 39 .080 -

40. to 49 .016

Source: INTERPLAN estimate fronrdent-fiSt. and
physician data.

2
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sr.

a., ,
. (.r. '-;

Vt .
. tif' .0:

to fThe spii of. 'the 1969-73'new gradtiati and the 1969 pharmacists estin ted
as surviving in 1973, divided by the actual number of 197.3 iiharmacis s (as.
'published in reference 15) ; provides arieasure, for the rate of- pha. .

fists
.. ,

,I) age group who dropped thier licenses in .the timeinterval used. bIe* C-3
contains this rate (see column 6),,before Nein 'annuitliiell,.togeter w

data on pharmaciSts dn'd new graduates used l.in tliecalc.uiations. ..' . .

. ..
Table 673. Total Mumber of. U.S. Pharmacists, New Graduates,and Probabilities

of 'Remaining Aettye

Total
: Age "1969*.

Under 30 ' 23,319

30 to .39 . 29,949-

40 to 49 .25059

50 to 59, 23,013 -

'60to 64-1`-; 896
65*

Tdtal 124,40:-

'.(2)

.Surviving.";.

Number. NeW
SUrviving Griduites (2)+(8)

1.973

13;891 .ii3;109 .27,000,,

27,059 : 5,035 -. .32,094.

473 : 27,287

44 34045

. 15498:

.13 16

18,61' .137

(i) (5) . C6) :

23,001

0
1.3,1.63 .

' 119,026'

Total
Pharmacists..

.1973**

27,004

28,473

22;553

.

(5)+(4)
(1-a(i))4

1.000 7

1.000

.979'

11, 434
%--

7 .7,57

.11 141

7 132;899 .965
.

Reference 14.,

** ReferAnce4.15.

_1112Mtgrationillate

The base period used for estimating the migration

trained outside 'the state of California is 1969 to 1973. The approach starts.
':with the total number of pharmacists in the state in1

1969. Survival rates

I

lb

rate of pharitacists

r

Next, the number'of California school graduates in the base period surviving.
in 1973 was estimated.

''
New graduate d4ta .used incalculating the number of new California school

4

-
M - 4



,

'tfgimgtAlg fff the:baie.period.,Yearp ail'escontained'inIple C -4. The age, .

4441f4WOR Qr theseliew graduates was estimated to be,thf Rme Is 'the,age

gittT4tm410t 4f pharmacy graduate. (see Table 2) * ' . . :

r46i
4

Table C-4. California PharmacistGraduatis

.Yeat. '; t Graduates
.

3975 416.
1974., 423
;1973 436
1972 307
971 301.

1970 302
1969 35 711*

/ 1968 264
196T 253

c-.

'10kiffe; 'Letters from each of the schools-Of pharmacy in
7 the state. - , . .. :\ 4

4 n..- ..
II* 'lumber n be overstaiedlibOause.thi tAals incilde
1011 B.A. and. advanced 'degrees, awl:pharmacists who re--
OlVtboth dei.ees in, the period covered-are counted t

.....

APP1344 ,survival' rates d calculating a new total: and age

..battgli f gll new, graduates "twacil .1969. and. 19'72'prOvided an estimate of -

thggg new pg4uaies in)the;bapeperiodwhoPurvived(in 1973. liese''.suiviving

lit gilsgetps were then:added, age. group, 'to the surviving pharmacists of
*

19 9, fiwika the probabilities of retaining liCenses show.in Table Z.71 '
4 ., , *qt. Asf). deriye an estimate .of 19,69.110hartnatiits and:neN4 graduates who

nth gufyilegd.and retained their liCen*es in 1973. The difference.between

77--,04stitip4te gnd the actual number pf pharmacists .in 1973, as shown in

ifpfgfitEct 15, serires as a measure of thegin-migrAting pharmacists trained

in §0,301§ guiiide the state.
ft-

it is estimated that 1,038 pharma-?tem I"el,v results (see Table C-5)
r 1 '' . 4.

fists ip=p4pfgted to California during
1 , -

1@?4, filf gn average of 260 per year.

vt

7

ihe foUr-year period from 1969 to

During this same pericid, there were.

M 7
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Pt.

'rot

\
Table 'C-5. Total Numberif Ca ifornia Pharmacists, Neil. Gractiatefi ',and m.iiratiOn

(21:

I
Total Kugler

Pharmacists Surviving

1969* . 1973

Under 30 7 3,000 11 .1.787

30 to ,39

1
: 2,300 , 21558

40 to,. 49 ,1 ..2,450 .0 204.9

50 o 59 ,400

.60 to 64 .932' 10.409

.

558

Total 11,640 .11 21.3

(3).

urviving

!, New

Graduates Surviving At ve

1969 72 (2)+0) 11.17.3".

Surviving

a

. .

889 2,276 .41`p' t2,676
', "3.5.

. 224 2 ;782

30 , 2;379.. 2;379

2 2,321 2,272

. 1 ',409 1,069

791 669.

1,145 12,358 11 ,447

Total

Actual in-kigrattonS

1973 (6)-(61

' 4
' / 8

4

`a 12,485

64

1,038

Jac=as...4.1,0.* R e nee_
. . I , 1

I 1

4

0' Reference 15,

,

k
.1

r

r.

0'

4
41'

I

C



A fastated :130,100 active pharmacists in ihe nation4eaCh year ,(see"
"4--1

I

:.referenc 4).. Thus, the in- migration as .a.fproportion .Okaew:graduates

7.:

.PrVecting. MigrationBase Case

Using the migration rate and theestimateil 'total number of U.S. -gri4

uates -between 1976'and 1994 (see Table *C-6)1 future in-migration to the state
.

can( be'projecte4 The age disibUtion of in-migrating pharmacists' was
.

A
. . i

', estimated to be the same as the age distributiop of pharmacy, graduates (see
.. I

Table C-2). .

.

0
. t

ActiveTabliC-6. 'Estimated Number-of Active United States Pharmacists
e

Year
. .

.19?5

1976
1977
1978
'199.
1980

1981'
1982
1983

1984.'
1985

01- -1..1986
1987
1988
1989

.1990
.

. .

Number f

133,80d
134260 .

138,720
141,1ab .

143,640

I.

. w .

'146,100..
149,240' -4,..Nsi..- .

. 1S2,380
155,520 . 1

158,660
'161,800

165;420
169,040

14 172,660 r

179,900

Source: Estimated from reference 4, p. 101..

-

Table C77 shows the'edtimated total' nuibei(gf pharmacists migrating to

calitornia, who wit both survive and retain their licenses in 19 0, 1985,

, and 1990t ding,the mettIOCIology.described in this appendix. I.

r

r
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.

TabTi.C-7; ESti1/4ma.teci Numger. of Phil.rma. Migrating to California
1,a. Between 1976 and 1990 .USing.Base Case Ptigration Rate

Under

30 to 59,
40 .to 49

.50 to 59
io.,t064

'65+.0

1

I=

)

1;376

1980. : .1185 1999

959 . 1,064
539 ,, 1,754 2,7014 41-

;47 42 ::z) .681,
18 . 84

amp

2;873. 4,313'

'California Grad ates'

. estimate he n'Omb r of California graduates .between 1976 and 1990,
it is assumed that .the rate :of ,groWthsn the number of .these.gradipates will

.be the same a..47she,rate of:groWth fo the. nation, as estimated in reference
4. The annualariteof.irowth, '(t),:for each five year period calculated
frail the:date in TalVeC-6 is as follOWi: 1916-80 = .018; 1911-85 On..

,, and 19116-90 ..015. .Table C -8 sh6wi the eStimated'number_of__California_gaa.,__1
uatei byyear, uSiffig theser_assumed ratesqf growth according.to equation C-9.

GC(t)s GC(t-1)f(t) ..(C -9)
4* . .

lased on a-conversaiioin withwthe staff of the State:Board of Pharmacy,
is assumed thati for the
Ciiilifornia graduate will
P(RIG) = .1..

base case projection, the probability that,s.
become licensed in California is 'ones 4.

1b calculate.thenumber of California graduates! iri--the. period' from
1976 to 199b Who will 'obtain licenses and both survive and retain licenies;
the -Conditional probability, 'tht rates, and.-the 'rites for the prOba-:

41", . I

sites. The age distribution of the leaduates used in these 'calculations is
shown in _Table C-2: .Table C-9 contains the estimated mmther -of new California

bf

Irichiates.who will be parms*ists. -in Caliagernia in 1980, -1985, and 1990, using
the methodology' describid n this' appendix.-

tt-:8 s'



'

CaliforniaPharmacy draduates, Base _Case Pro-
jection-1976 to 1990

me. .

V

Year.

1975

,1976

1977
1978)
1979
1980,

le81

1982
1983.

P 1984..
1985

Estimated
Number of
California
Graduates'

416.

423
410
437
444
451

4g7
463 .

469-
A76
483'

1986 &
v_-

490
.1987 -4r 497
19i38 ,

,

*.-

504*......

1989 -511
1990 518

Table C -9. Estimated Number of California Graduates he-.
tweeh 1976 Ond 1990BaseCase

._

ficge,:--, 1980 ''/1985 i 1990,
*Under 30 1,247 1,454 1.,'665 .

30 to .39 836 2,701 4,098.

40 to44 k p -. c219 1,049 '

..

50 to 59 . 6. 28 -I 98
%,),

-. 60 to 64 - . - 5
,

65+

- Totals 4, , .

64
.7

.,

7 0 ,
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.

Active, Pharmacists

.

7 .

The final'step in projecting thenumber of active pharmacists in the t ,e ;
..

stateis to apply the conditionalirlability that a licensed pharmacisl will
o, be active to the total number of Licensed pharmacis s in eadvage group. The.

Airs for
,

this conditional probability,*P(A(R,i), c lcullited ftom.the actual .-

l97 roportion of.aCtive iharMacistsin each age gr up., are shovin in Table,.

C- eie-values we e%obtained'from reference l
-. . ,

.

-

i
Table C-10. ConOttonal Probability that atticeniedw.

1

i
. .. California,Pha?macist in, Age Gr9up is

.
'.

ActiVe
.

Age-__. P(AIR,i)

Under 30 ;..87

30 to 39 .87/'

40 to 49 , .87

50'to 59' .87

60 to 64 .87

.87

.

Ar

The resultante,timated nipber of 'active pharmacists in California. in-
1975-, 19801-4985, dad 1990 is shown in Tale c-11. This table also contains-

Nb total.n ... Of pharmacists who are licensed and living in the state in
. .those years an e number and percentage of-pha cists who'are surviving

11.
1975 pharmacists., wha will be migrating' to Calif nia-betWieen.1976 arfsk 1990,

or who will he:gradUating from California pharm cast programs between 1976

and .1990. ",The bottom line of the tablelists the number/of active'pharma-
c

cists per 100,000 persons. The estimates'of,the future number of active pbarma -

cist's in California are analyzed and'evaldated in the seOtion on pilarmacists_in
)

the body of this report.

c.
* Data on activity, status.by age group, was not Avail4ble in the preAration
ofithis report. Applying the same value to everyage group is equivalent to

using a single value for all pharmacists.
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41

1 I

'°4

I, Table Cell, Base.Ca4 Estimated Total Number. of 'Licensed andlctive Phafliadsti ift,California in 1975, 19804,

0 4 19851 Ind 1990 / ,

" l' 1975 1980 1985 1990

lumber: I :Number. % ' Number Number.

Total flu r, of 'Licensed .

11,861 13,769 . . 11,195 , 18,961

Active 'Pharmacists

Surviving andlicensed

1075 Pharmatists

.Nigratirig Pharmacists,:

1976-1990, ,

4

I.

California Graduates

1976-1990 ,

California Population

(thOusalids)*

I

Active Pharmatths per

.:louipoo
,17

ry,

10,119 11,979 100,0 144,090 100,0 16,496 100,0

8..926 74,5 7,757. 641'.10,3

:1,197 1E0 2,4991 17.7 3,926 23:8

1,856 15.5i 3,834 27,2 5,929 3,9

.(,.,

21,206 22,659

4

f
8 . N.,

.14

4. 52

'

24,363 26;098

63

Source reference

710



: APPENDIX D.

Sensitiviti Analysii of Future California Pharmacist. Supply

'

jn this appendix results of-the sensitivity ysesen the key pare-

'meters of 'the Pharmacis supplyeeta e reported.,and compared to the base'

arse ptejeciion describe in ApiendiX4C. thit sensitivity analysis,

chapgess'n..the values of .the inzmigriitionfactor,'H, the retention proba

bilit(of g;adUates,:0(R14), and the.grolth rate for California
,4"

gr a dua te g; F, were considered: . A. summary: f.the yalues.considered and the
..

impacts on- the Pharmacist:to population.rat are shown- in-Table:H- .

- Figures H-2 tofi contain he computer prini-outs for each of the
. .

.\

. .ideritified,in the Summary table.7'.
#. -

. l. .. ;;.: .

NW.

`.

a

J



'Table H1; Pharmacis.t Sensitivity Analysis Summar

#

/

In.Migration..

Pa

I

Pieter '

I

talifornia,Glduite

',Retentiol'

Cal

.

forniaGraduates

Growth Rate'

.

,

Pe ceritage

of Chan'e

.1985

Pharmacists

per

100 000 4

Percentages

of Chan'.ilalue

Percentage

ofthanie

t'(111

Value,

irercentage

of Clianie

F..t), Values

)9q0 .1980-8 198540

Base Case 0 N .4'." i.1.0, 4' .018 015' ,01,5

i
.0 51 0

..,

,

1011 ration .,t.i...4±11....LL.,....L........___,,._.
Case 1' , .Q018 13 110 ' 0 .018 '.0151, .015 ti -0'. 56 -1018

Z
\

, .0015 'a. 1.0 , 0 '1.08' , .015 : .015 -0- SB ', -.035

3, .0010 53 1,I) : .. .018 .015.'' .015 , 0 ! 52 .. 1.088

I
1

California Graduate Retention Sensitiii . , .

I

., .

c'ist, 4 .0010 , .95 ,018 ;015 '-,015.1 . . 57 '0,10

P:. \ .5 004 : -.90,,, , 104t, )., ;018 1 .015 O. 56 -.018

talifoni a Graduate' Grtwth,Sensitivity

Case 6'0, .00N . .0. 1.0 , 4 014 .0154 ..0154 '+ 2.5t

1

5 +.035

7 CION' .0. '1 ,0' .0190, , .0158 - .01'58 .1 + 510 '62 ±,088

, .0t0 1.,10 .0198' .01 '1'40165 +,10,0t ''';61 +.1116

4,
d.

ti
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ESTIMATED TOTAL ' LICENSED AND ACTIVE. PHARMACISTS IN CALIFORNIA

; .1975

TO AL I. IC: PHARMACkSTS.. , . 1184
it T fiiIiiiATI4Tcl II "--7-7-------ilif9

PHARMAC I STS' FROM 197:5 STOCK , 0
MIGRATING PHARMACISTS ..' 0
aci'F. GRADUATES .1976-1990, 0'

t At IF. 'POW... I THI/UAltS) 21206.,

A j_..1-AkM, PER 100.000. -4- 48

.

1990. 1980 1985

1301 1590d! 18510
- .2 1159 ., 1736754o-5i 16103

8925 ' 4C
. 1078 . 224( - 3333

1856 ''-7-7703834 . 5944.
2269 . :24363 . 16C98

52 : 1.56' ) '61.

***************i*#*****Z#***.,;

. CAL I FON\ I A. GRADUATES

YEAR -Gf(ACUAT ES .

.11

1975 416

423

430

437

41

1976

1977

1978:

em. a.

I

1979 ' 444
ry . 451

.1981. 457'
1982 . 46'3

*

a Ammo == rad.

1r L183 7 .469
1984 1176

L I' 1985 483.
' ---21- 1986 490

1987 - 497
1988 504
1989 11

1990 518

..

ure ?R In- Migration Sensitivity p ese 1

St

4. 0

41

44

.
Army..
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, .

ESTIMATED :TOTAL. LI CEtilgD AND ACTIVE 'PHAKKACISTS IN CAL I FO NIA

L I I.ARMACISTS

L975 1.980 198.5,
_ .

4

11861 13425
TOE,.PIARMACI ST.% . 10319
PHAR MII S TS FROM 1975 STOCK 0

*._.MIGRATING PHARMACISTS 0

CALIF.. GRADUATES 1976-1990' 0

PCPUL. (THOUSANDS) 21206. t'."4.

ACTIVE PER 100.000 48

11679

.8925
898

\ 185o

'724 5
\ 51

1990

1547'7 17833

134.65. 15515
7755 664C

1874 s.2944

1834 5929
I-24363 26CSO

. _ 5S,

************4!**************e**

CALI- FCRN GRADUATES

YEAR

1915
1.976

1977.

GOCUATES

L.I.P.
)

416
423'

430

437 ,

444
X51,

.

1978
1979

1980
.1981

1982
1983

1984

4.

. 463

469

476

48'3

'1090

497
504

511

.518,

1985
LS86

1987
19d8

1989 :

1990

r

=1.11
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r

Pf

ESTI MATED TOTAL. LICENSED SANG ACTIVE PHARMACISTS IN. cAL I FURNIA

-
..., ......, .

.

. .

1975 . ; 1980 , 9.85. . 1990.1

0 ... ... .

1 .e. k .
.

'TOTAL:11C. PI4RMACIiTS \-.-1) ft .11861 . a. ,-11080 ,1,4759 16705.

ACTIVE PI.ARWtACISTS , , . ----.;031I i .11580 12840
, 14133

PHARMACISTS FRUti 1975 .STOCK .''. 0 8925 . 7755 6640

MIGRA7 I

CAL IF: .GRADUA TES ..1976-1990. .0 18'56 132.8194. ... I9c5,98'...

.A . PHARMAC rST 5 . .0
.

598 '19b3

AL IF.. PCPUL. I. THOUSAND'S/. .. ' ... 21206 22659 , .24363

CTIVE PI.A.RM. PER .100.11Q0 . '. ' 48' 1 50 t .52 .-55:
. . , ...... .

, . .. .i

.. .. , :. .

************6*#************** . , . ..'...).:.

I.

.

/ I

1

CALIFORNIA GR ACU ATS
.

' YEAR GRACUAT ES ._..................

a
1975
1976 ,

1977
1978
1979

, , 1980
1981
1982

, 476

945 3

0136".' 74190 )

'1.1.987et

416
423

___>;. 430 . .,

.. . 437 s .

. i, u .

. ' 444°.t.._............_

11=

451

457.
463
469 4.

. '

,1.11,
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TOTAL- LAC., PHARMACI S

ACTIVE PI-ARMAC TS 'f
PHARMAC I tTS F ROM 1975 STOCK

:MIGRATING PHARMACISTS

CALIF:. GRADUATES 1;97619967.
PCPUL; ( THOUSANDS)

E ti Rh1 R 10.0420_

.FSTIATED TOTAL LICENSED AND ACTIVE PHARMACISTS IN. CAI CFORNI A
- . ,

.

14135 1990

1.

. .

4

10

(

Figure

f4.C975 1980

I 11861 'IS
1.031.9 11

8925

,

15975 18620
13898 ,----1623p
7755

'66411
01197 24 39216

1761 643
21206 22659 2963

48 5? '571
, , ---

*

1 *
CAL I:FCRN IA CRAW ATE&

. ,

YEAR GRA CUAT,
a

.

1975
1976

1977

1978
1.97.9

1980,
1981

1.982

'1983

1984
1985.

1986.
1987

1988'
1989.,
1990.

0 .

4:16

423

434

.437'
,444.

451

, /157

1463

*469

476

'485
490

497

504
511

518
,

t

California Graduate Retention Sensitivity - Case "4

1

563
26C9



*
f STIMATED tO

a1:IC. ,FwARMAC I STS.

KTIVt-PHIRMACISIS
PHARMACUT FROM 1975 STOCK

:M IGR AT I NG ; PHARMACItT S

CALIF.7145NA TES' 197bw1(990

:ApF. POPUL ITHOU4NOS)
CtIVE PFARM. PER 10 000

1#0.

41)-*1,

s d... ( 'M yawn I Ir 1. .
1 ''''...r

AL lic.ENSE0 AND ACTIVE PHARMAC TS IN C-AL LFORNIA'
. ..............

. 1975 . ,. 1980 .,#1035; 100

11861.: ; 13556 15755 ' . 182801
7031911g-1175+377---"--137,06--"--159037

1 0 89,25

-0 :11'97r
21206. ..., 2265'

MM.

1 ********Issrsts41414************

.CAO-FORNIA GRADUATES

YE

-1975#

1978-

GRADUATES

416

423

437
444

---;-4-77.. 451 '-
457
40

.-1978
1.979

1980.
"1

4)

f

^ wow.

' Fig'ureI

1981 0

19d2
198i ,...

/

194 r 476

19d5 . . q83 ' ,--.1.986-7i----490 ---"-------
1981 - 497

1988 504
1989

.
, 511 .

1990 518.

7755.

2499

,3-451

24343

o

664C

3926
5336-

26C58
60

' .

3

_

Califotni Graduate Retention SensitiOty -Case

0

A_
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ESTIMATED TOTAL UCENSEU AND ACTIVE" OHARMA ISTS IN CALIFORNIA
...

.., .
!_ .....,....!....,.... .. .:.c. ...,..

.

ir ---7-7.71'9.7.-,------...:191.30 11854 1990'

IOTALLiC041 MACISTS
. 0 /, 11861 13882 . ': '16758: . 2039i

..................., ,.....,

OCTIVE:Pl..AtkMACI TS , , --IOU.% .12078 .1458o 17145

PHARP4ISTS.F1g- 1975 ST' \ '0 fi '.8925,'
4,

. 7.75V 604C
.

.MICOATING PHe ACISTS ., " 0
, ............. ..

.M7 ......___. 2499 3926
.' CALrf*GIRA0uATE$ 1976-1990,: 1. 0 , 1955. ' .. 4324. 1171
CALIF.: OCP,OL:. (TpCSANDS) . : a1206 . (1: 22659 , .24363. ..

. .
26098

ACTIVE PHARg. PEk'100.000
: 43 4'. : 53 , -9 `-"" .' 67..._

,. :. . .

.

,.
.

CALIFCRNIA ,GRADUATES4

YEAR.' . GRACuATES.

110.1.1

1975 416
4

1976 I * 434,

i 1977 452 .

1978 -
471.'.

1919. 491,

1980 --ntr='512 .4
1961 . .532ir

1

. 1982 ..: .. 553

..1983 575

198'4 1598

98.5 622

1986 641

1987' : '673

19881 .700
1989. .-728

1996.' :.757

_444'1" 7-

.11

r 11,41

4. .

61.11111

..

. .

..Figure H-7. California Graduate Growth Sensitivity Case 6
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tSTI.MA Tit) TOTAL LICENSE/9 AM) ACTIVE PKARIAAC ISIS IN .CALIFORNIA

1980

TOTAL, LTC. PHARMACISTS'

ACTIVE PKARMACI STS

PHARMAC ft*TS ,.FRUM105' STOCK

MIGRATR9, PHARMACISTS' .

CALIF. .GRADUA TES 197tr19901
CALIF. PCPUL. I THOUSANDS )

ACJIVEPKRM. PER 100:000 ."

11,

J.
.Yalallap ..- .111. 0.. 1Ok'

11.......1.10011. al.

1975

10319'

0

a
21206

4,4.

. .

13998,
121438

892 5

1197 '.t.,
4Q55

22.659

53

*******44***************Sit****

4

1985 1990

17.84 2213i
1e5123 19255

5

. 4459 A3.926
4868 ; 8684

.24363. 26C9.8

.6t 73

CAL'I f:ORA tf GRADUATES

YEAR GRACUATES

. .

=1=Maam.m.MON.Ip -^.. .
....... or. .

lot ,

1.11 gar, .1

4975. 416
1976 444 ,

1977 4., , 474
1978 506
1979 540 ,

1980 577
1981 b14
1982 .v. 654
1983

1984

190:
1986.

98flt
1988

1989 10-T6'

1990 ,1082
111 1.1.

4-4697 .. II
.

=am awe .=a4. amma0 ......

742
1 .

,
, ,

X790'. ritl......!
eld.

-896 ., I .
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,
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1 : '*. A.,' 1 (R t,.
''ESTIMATED TOTAL LICENSturANVACTIVE PHA NACISTS IN C14:11FJRNIA

.

( .
k.

.

9'15. 1980 -0' '1985' '....., 1417
al a , a...a...a.. .. ----..-.J.... ' .... i-.

TOTAL LIC. PNARMACItc3S ; 11861
ACTIVE Pi-ARMACISJS - ----: 11319'.

PHARFACISTS.FROM 1975 STOCK .

. .0

MIGRATING PHARMACISTS . 0

' CALIF: GRADUATES 1.976-1990.,. '0

CALIF.. PEPUL. (THOUSANDS') 21206

.._ACTIVE PfARM. PER 100.000 .43
*:.

.,

18925
12390r----16465

27071
23552

6925 7755 0.' , 6,64C

119i 2499 392,6

2275 . 62C9 1.2985

22659 .24363 26058
54 67 90

***!*******14*****************

CALIFORNIA GRADUATES4
t

YEAR. GRA.CUATES

1915

1976,

71

141.8

1979
11°

! 0

416

465 -.

.520
582

651. v.
.1980: , 3,28 .

.. :;#'

1981 ." , 812 ,

19112 . 906
.

1983, 1011'
.

, 1934 41128

.
. 1985

$ 1259-tr
.0,.:4 '0 1986 1405

. ,
I.

198,7 1568
*:

1988. 1750'

1989 ,, 1953

1990 _

.

2180 1 .

111

4..
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'Figure- H-9. Califonnia. Graduate Growth SerititiiefitY ttse
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Methodology and Base Case for Optometrist Supply
Prbjections and MigrafiOn Analysis

Basic Projection Methodology
VIP

In this appendix ethe",approachused for prOjecting the number-of'ac ive
licensed optometrists in California consists of two steps. In the fir t
step, the total future rtumber of licensed, optometrists; is eitimatedn
the second, the. proportion of these licensed,' optometrists actively employed
in optometry ..is calculated. The mettiodOlOgy used for accompl).sliing the
first step invia,es three tasks. First, 'losses in the currvt- supply
liCensed optometriIts due .to aftibition from death and nonreites41 of ;licenses

.
are calculated: Second, : addttions to the supply from the expected flow of-

,in-thigrating optometrists trained outside the state are estimated.- third,,
additions to this supply from the expected floW Eof new graduates .from

dtalifornia school' areprojected. 'Using' this methodology to project. the .

future number of licensed Optometrists 'implies a model reflecting funda-
mental-age-related changes .in the career patterns of,.optometrists .4 This
model' can be expressed symbolically as:*t

`OP(t) t)

ACP (t). = EGP.(i,:t) P (A I R; i) (8-2)

OP(i,t)..=.0.(1,t) 4- i4(i;t). + G(i,t)
. (B -3).

n0(it)--.2: 6(i-1,t=1)(1-11(i-1))(1-a(i-1.)),- (B-4)

(8-4)M(i,t) GUSSt-1)Pd(i-1)+MTi4,t-1)(1-d(i-1))(1-a(i,l))
. f

,

G t) GCet-1)FCti-li+G(i,l,t-1)(174,i71).)'(1-a(i-1))' ,41B-6).
. With

H!APCU(i-1) (1.74(i- )10(1;;it (1-1))

: ^ - 'PCti -1) on- f,(14G)APCC( (i- 1) ) (1-a (i-11))

.722

. .



where:
I"

OP(t) a the number of- optometrit licensed and living iri California in
tinik pe Id t. : -. .

.

AOP (t) the numb- Of activerjrTemp optometrists.
40. time period. t

PllfR, i)

0(i-1,f-1)
;

H

:t in California .1 .

!
the number of of age i,:licensed and living in
California intime period t (stemming solely frOni the stock of
eptomeirisis of yeara11975.- .

.

= the conditionarfrobability 'that an optometrist will be active,
.given that4he (or she). is licensed and 'living in the state and i

/years old (see Table }34).
.

t hi 'number of optometrists. of -age .(i-I)- licensed
.
an living . 'in.

r

= the, number of graduates froin California ..Schools.of 'age (i-1) .in;
California in time period .(t-1).

timli period_(t't14. ' :

40:
.

. .= 'the number lir oPtemetri . graduatedraduated from schOols in other states ..
ofage (i.I.J.L.nlovingitob_licensed,..,_anti-liv.ing-in_.:California--ini----- .;time period (t-1).

P the conditional p
.California, gi)ien t
-school (see Table B-

%.

bability that.-figistration will occur in
the student has graduated from a California

the probability' of death -for' optometrists of age (i-1) in' a given
time ,period (see Table B-1).

= the probability "that aeoptonietrisr of age (i-1) will drop his,
or her license in a given time period -(see Table B-1).

P in-migration, rate iexpressed as a-ipibrortion of new'LS: grad.-
uates (See pg. B-3). .

S = estimated number of U.$., graduates less base. case California
graduates (see Table B-6)

iGC-= estimated number of California zraduatv (c TAhl B-6
APCU - estimated age distribution of U.S. graduates, who in-Ilig23#e to

California (see Table B-7). . ...,
. .

. ,
. .,APCC ==estimated age distribution of new graduates of ,optometrist ,train-.

ing programs 'in California (see Table B-7)..
it ';,'.1

.1 '
1 . 1

Attrition Factors-

Table B-1 summarizes. data on. the total current supply: of optoMetrists
.

.licensed andmiliving . in . California, the age'distribUtionof,these.optometrist,s-,

It.
r e

72.8
't



-4, ...
. #

i .iP
, .., i. . 4 ,,, , 414*J ..

the, alfr -ion fidtor, the prpbability -01 suriaiii,--ii' based on <lead! rates, ot 41
,.

.... . t-
for- ma s. Ail analysis. ofsdataofrom Oeferencet 784)through 1 17 Indicate fhat 4,

It .t.
gr.

few, if any surviving .aptoleetrisp droppeOnheir licensekrThus, for the .
P:

. .

4basp, case analysis,; he vmlhesiof the second attrition factor im Table B-1 V -
. , - .. .4 ,

are all set equal- to one. -
. .

4 4: .-I

d
..41.

.6 0

0.. 0

TabJe B-1; Current poly of CaIlfornia'Optometrists,.AtiritiOniFactors,
- ,,and.ProjectionAfter Attrition w_.

Age

der'

0 to '39

50 to 59

60 to 6:%.

70+

Proidbilly

SUrviving
40P(i.r *

:19711

304
496,

766

'240 ..

135.

.9982
a;

4;.

.9978

.9945 r

.9858 4°

.9667

.9428

Total 2,988**

Probability
Optometrrsts

Retaining Surviving, and

License Retaining Lftenses
(1...30).tt

) 11 80---.1985 TW-0-

rm. 114
*

1.00 43 ..299 ,till

-1.00 606 '478 .419-

1.00 -.714- 679. 549

1.00 .. 442 -609 -567,

1.00 17. 451
Z,592 2,314 1,887

f' Age(diitribution estimated from i4eferice 8, p.r8.

-'*As of December 1975; Source; California Department of .Consumer Affair's
, .

,and reference 15. .
.1-.4.

t ' .,'

Death rates are those fbr males takg0 from reference 3,'PlY. 879.
. 1-t'

tag
,

N.
Estimated frofireferehces 8, 9, 10, :and 1j.

,
.

7tvii
. 4

The Mgratiori Rate

'

,. 1!

A study of. CatifornyCoptometric
that bcween 195.5 wid 1969 an average

,

California *ach year. The, estimated number of
school graduatts per. year over this period As

:irate of Optometrisq trained outSille the state

.
manpower in 1969. trefgrence'13).: found'

.. r 44r '-

of 15.6 optometrists in-migrated te''
non-Cal i fOrnia. optometry

308 y. Thus,' the 'iTi-:nwigratiOn

to California, expressed :as
a Toportion ofop`tometrists graduated outside the state, is (l.S.t6/304)= , 0506.

to
:2 .41! 6t )*t.

i-3
72.4. .,



The AtetentiOn Rate

?

..

In reference 13 it was found. 'the state of residence at the time Of

graduatiOn latgely determined the subsequent. state OepraCtice; Of the 630-

->r--.. graduates of the Southern College of Optometry between 1960 and 1974, 130 4

-.were non- California, at iraduation, while 12S 'were currently fesi-

dents of theleate. , f
' .._.

-e,. V ..
%

. 'Bated on .thestfindings, the probability that a California graduate
..

will praCtice in the ,state of California is eqUal.tolhe'prohability that .

the graduate is aresident of California. Using data 'from the\1970 to ).974
. f%i-

P eriod ,I.thel probabilitY of retention, P(Rroj, -equali ..818. The data for this

estimaie'are shown in Table The number of graduates' by year are. .showli in
%e. Table B-3. is. ,

ok Table B-2. Proportion of California Restdents_Groduated ftom_Califohia ----
. Schools of Optgmetry: 1970 to 1974. 4i:

Sohodl

Skuthenc*California
College of Optometry

University of
Cal i fornta?at Berkel eY

.

1970-74 Total

Numb& of California
Graduates . Residents

Source: reference A, pp.1l 44, 461.

9/Table a-34, Gradtaies of California Schocrls of botemetry.

P(RiG)

:0,

Southern California

Year
College of
Ootomeqy

1970 491

1971
.

52

1972 59 .

1973 57

1974 61

1975 58

University
of. California
at Berkeley

.39

. -33

5.1

56

Total

88

85

110

161

117

111 -**

Source: reference 13.

s

N-4

."
.*4:4 ,

*

4

T\
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, .

Projecting California" GraduatesBase ,Case .

3 .

To estimate the number of California graduates'between 1976 and 1990;

'it is(assOMea that th:rate.of.giowth in the'numi,er of these graduates will

bp.the same as the rate'of-growth for the nation, as estimated in.referelce

4 (see Table 8-6). #The annual rate of growth, F(t), for each fiVe-year J.
period calculated from the dati in !Table B-6 is as follows: 1976-80 =

.0262, 1981-85 ,!!! .0340, and 198690 = .0340. Table B-4 'shows the estimated

Aulmber of California graduates by-year, Using these assumed rates. of growth

4cCording td,equation 8 -9:

.=13C(t) = 6C(t-1) rf(t)
.

- 41: (B-9).

Table.B-4. California Graduates; Base ,
COe Projection-1975 to 199

l

Year
. California.

Graduates
,

1..

1975 111: .

1976 .113

:.1977

1978. 118.

1979 . 121
1980 '124.

1981 128
:1982 132

,:.1983 . 136

1984
1985

140

144
1.

1986 -48
1987 153
1988- 158 .

.1989. 163

1990 .168
/.

o,

0

To-calculate the numbei. of California graduates in the period from 1976

to 1990 who will obtain licenses and both survive and retain licenses, the

retention prObability P(RIG), ttlesurvival rates (1-d(i)), acid the rates for

the probability of retaining a license (1-a(i)) wete, applied to the estimated'

N-5



number pf graduate.' The age distribution of the:graduatekused in.these

',caAculations is shown, Table 13-7.' Table B-S contains the estimated number
( ,
'of new. CaaiXornta graduates.wRo will be optometrists in 1980,198S, and 1990,

using thmethodology described in this appendix. -

Table. B-45. Estimated Number of New California Gradu-
ates Between' 1976 and 1990 Base. Case

.Au . 1980 198§ 1990'
Under 30. 269. .-341; ; 394'

30 to 39 - 183, '603 957

404o 4 `.16 49 234

50 to t9 6 .22

_469,\_._:_9.9.9_.m_t_1,-608 _

Projecting Migration--Base Case

Using the migration rate'and the estimueditotal number of U.S. gradu-
,

, ates outsyeCalifornia between 1976 and.1990 (see Table13-6), future in-

migration ,o the siattiOcan beiprojected. The age distribution of in-migrating

optometrists was estimated tof'be the same as the age distribution' of optometry
*-

graduates (see Table -7).

-

Table B-6. Projected Number of"Graduates of OptometrySctOols

Year

1976
1977
1978
1979

'1980

1981'
1982
1983
1984
1985

986
87'

1988
-1989 .

1990
4

`Total U.S.
Graduate§

California
Graduates

Non- California
graduates

891. 113 . 778
904 115 - . 789

-924 118 ,806
956 ' '121 835
988' 124 864

1,022 128 894
132 925_1,057

1,093. 1`3§, .957 114

1,130 144 990
1,168 144 1,024

1,2'08 148 1,060
1,249 153 1,096
1,292 158 1,134'
1,336 163 1,173
1,381 168 1,213

Source: reference 4 and Table B-3.
.

N-6 727



Table B-7. Estimated Age Distribution
of Optometry tiraduates

Age PropRrtiorr

Under :30 * ,.9\04-

.080,;

.016

:30 to 39

. --40 to 49
, .

Source: estimated by INTERPLAN from
dentist and physician detas.,..,

Table B -8 hows the e stimated tataltmber of opto*trists migra#ng.
1

to California 'who will both survive and re ain the lidenses in apaa

198, and 1990, .using the methodology described in.iite'appendix. ,4g
.

Table -8. Estimated Optometrists Migrating to %:;',.,1", :1,

Ca_lifornia_Bebieen197.6Land_192,a- r.-
Using.Base. Case Migration Rate- . .";

1980 14985 1990

Under 30 ,120 ,147 179

30,..to 39 76 259 419

40 to 49 20 .110 98

50 to 59, -

60 to 69 .f.,

o

To 196. = 426 696'

Active Optometrists .

1!

'

. et

Oa.

The final step in projecting the number 6rialVe-optometristsdn the

state ;is to apply, the conditional probability that a licensed optometrist,

will be activethe,total number of licensed-Optometrists in each, age :

group! The values for.ihis conditiOnal probability, P(AIR,i), calculated

from the actual 1973 proportion-Of active optometrists in each age group,

are shown in Table 13'

ta

728



Table B -9. tond tional Probability that i Licensed
tali rnia Optometrist in Age Group ipa is Ac lye . . 1

Under 3o. .951 .\

30 to.39"' ,966-

40 to 49 '.899'

50 to 59.' .821

60 to 69 ' .749'

70+. .535.
,

Source: reference 8, p. 8.

The re sultant -estimated number of,..ackVe optometrists %n California in
er

.1975, 19811., 1985 and-1990' is shown in 'Table .B -10. This table also cOntf-ins
wing

e

. "7"-

-4

years, and the number and Rercpntage of active optometrists:Who arel,survieng
- -

1975 optometriits, o will be migrating to Californi,:e'lletween 1976.and'1990,.
- . - , .,, t

or who *11 be grActuatirig from Californtw-pptometry :ttaining pr6grvainst.betweeil . r,
1976 and 1990. Th",eibotom linp bf-.:Ofe It e lists the number' of fctiVe ..**...,-,;:..

optometrists per 100,000 perfals. The estimates of the future:,riyMber.of
active optometrists in California are analyized and eve tr the. section
on optometrists in the body of this report.

N-8
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1

t : 112

;
Table 8.10, Base itase Estimated Total of Licensee and Active Optometrists in California ':i'n' 1975,19801 19851.

and 190, ..

.0

4
. .

V.

0. ,

r ' t

.1

Total'Licensed

Optometrqts'

.,

Active Optometrists
.. ,,

Surviving and Lfcented

f.. 19/i5. OptcOetrists .

. ,

Migrtinql)ptometrists

Cal. rnik.Iiraduates

1. ;.1990 i

., ;14,.!,!. ..\
1a141fao$4,,Pop4lition---,

'' thbiiik*..,o,
#::.:.........;.:,.

.44 OIA S4 per

0040,0.,,,7..., ' 1.
e ,.. : ot.

H':1 1.'1

71
1 .01 .41

11$88

639'

"

.31257. 131741

2;916 100,0 3',35 100.0'
.,,,,, .

/ ..

2',28(' 76';3 1,988 56.,7 1,584. .35.1

187, 74. ,:.,...,..,408,:. . 13,0' 663 18.3 '.
, .0.,..,/,... -.,. ,,,,t

"it,',:1 ':',.,;i:,,l',,, v. .

) '4490 163' ,..95,6 : 30.3 1,5.30 42;3.

el)e '

.114c93

3,778 100,0'

21 206: 2'2,6'59 24,363 26,098

1

7, .1

730

1.

13 14

yy
i.

4
61

.
.

4.

40MIY14=6111111611.1MEME.4.711pa1M.
I I el

731
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APPENDIX .0

S neOtivity Atalysis of Future Callfornia Optdinetrist SuPV1Y

V

.

In:thisTlpp'endix results of.the sensitivity analytes,on the key pais-

meters of.the4optometristsupply model int reported- and compared to the base
.

case projection:described in Appendix B. In thissensitiviti'analysi.b
,

.

changes.in the values ofthe in-migration factor, H, the retention proba-

biliti Of.CsWornia.gritdukteg, P(RIG), and - the growiii rate for Nifornia
...-.

Attes, F, wereicon'sidered. A summary. of the values consideredind - the

_acts on the optometrist'to population ratio are shown in Tatit G-i.
.

t
j,c,Fitrei G-Vtd. G-9. dOitaiil\the computer print-ouiiJor-each of the castes..,. .

'identified in'the.summary tabli. ,
1 .,,--

r

L.

G-1

1
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1,

r

able G41, tometrist nsitivi AnaljsIslumma

9 I

,

In-Iliation
Parameter:

. .

''Cal ifornia. Graduate

Retention

rtfia Graduates'

GrowthRates .

Percintage

I.,.

,.1985 i't
uptome,tristii$,

,per' 11

100 000

p ,

:

Percenta0

'Of 'Chaim..
il Value

iercentage

kortlian'te

' iercentage

of Clam ,

t a ues'

Value 1975.80 980-6. 1985-90VChanie

,Base Case .0506 -0- 8

,i -0- .1126Z 0340 '''' 0 A. .. 13

., % ,

In-Miliation 8eiistt4it'
.

..;.

%! .,!, ! ,

,Cate 'K.

.

,.:10%

,i1

8;113 ..0262k

1 '

.0340'

j'
, ti340.,,

' 1 i

,.,',..'40- 3 .

I.

0 ,0%,

2'

,, ,, 0.

.,'.;079. .,

,

., :.,,,-25% ' . .0262 , '10341). '' 0340 4 13 ..0'..0%

:3

I , e

0253

,. , ,.. 0. ,

i;!...0,50%' :: '.1318'

/

;0'62. .034 ,0340? -Or 12 .8 i%
.

' !. ,
, I .

'.-.Cal4fornia4riduat-Refiention-SeniitiVit ----------"--1-------r" ---t--4-- ';i's---"'''"''''-' --"---:`-'- i---
-

.,, . 11 4 - t,

Case 4 056 - 7 - 51, . 0262 : .0340 ,.0340 13 0.O

5 .056 .

. ,

" .736 -13 ;

1

r0a6 t .0340 .0140' 13 0.3t...,
, ..

ClifOrnieGraduate Growth Sensitivi:

, .
, . '', .

base 6 ..

,

056 :''r'

'El

-0- .818 - . , 0269 ,d49 '. ,-; 034.9. + 2;5%

.

0,
14. ..

.

8.,3%

7 L\056 .818

.

...;0275
. 1

.035'7 ;0357 + 5.0. :14 : 16,7%

056 84 - .0288

.,,
,.).0374 . .0374 +10.0%' 16.

,

25;0%



ESTIMATED TOTAL :LICENSED .:.AND: 4'0'0E. GPI... EifilST,S°.IN CA:Li FORNIA..,
,

":
I

I
1 6 : .%

.: i..

1' '44 76: 1980 ..." 198.5. 19490.., .
', . :-

3238
11 .

Ail
..! °

29187.,

.. 3312. ii.31r1
:1698,

2039 ,

.

2897.
1.584' 0 220c 1988 -i.

1.'0.
46 4167 .' ......_ 596

0!, '448 ' 96: : '15,30
'2I06'. : .22.659 ;... . 241.63 .'..i;:,:'' 2098.

, ... 12., ',-; :42.: '.!'
.1.3. i 111.1'14

4

"TOTAL LAC. OPTOMETRISTS

AcTiVE OPTCMETRISTS 1.

OPTOMETRIST'S PROM, 105. STOCK
MIGRATOD ..OPTNETRIVS
al I F GMBLIA.TES 1976-1990

CALIF... PUPIL. ('THOUSANDS)
ACTIVE OFTCM. PER 1000,90

r

r
Pt

*N.M.'

.

'a 4

.11r,

1.
. .111101,.. .

1

4

.11

....."

. '
. .

0s.

I 1)

* * **IP** ***401 * * 10* /14111 1/110.i01,*

CALI FORNI GR ADUAT:E;
.

YEAR
,

GFADUAT4S

111

15

ir

. * ,

I
1, .

-1/L.11114.-9491=1...9- --E1--4t,

12.1_ 6
c'

1 k
1

.1979 . .,

. 1980
1981 .1.1 1.

. '1 2 8 Y.

1982 . . 132
1,983

1984

1985

198'6

1987 :.
1988,

1989

1.9%/4

,
124,

.

136

r

11.0 1110 6, ...

A

.T.1 N.

.

144 ,,
148 .

153 7

,

gni.. ,. 1

58 W 4:

163 ,

-168

. Figure G-2.. I8- Migration. Sensitivity Case

.:... a ---
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E .T.IiATED.T0TAl. LICENS.E.O. AND ACT IVE OPTOMETRISTS IN CALlFGORNI- ".

i"1 9 i5
..

TOTAL °L1C.. OPTOM.ETRIST.S .., 2.981.
ACTIVE .OPTCMETRISTS 2639.

OP f ()MEP isr FROM 1915 STOCK. 0
, MIGRATLN'G 1:3PTCMETRISYS

: CALIF..- GP ADUA.TES'1976-1990 .0.

CALO . PCP Ul. . &T HOUSANDS 1 . 21206
ACTIVE' C)k.CM 4. RER 10.0..0'00. 12i

- -". - .L.--. 7111e.r. -

1

...

.(14
lo

Jo. . -. t -

1980 , 1985. 1990 i

3.4208A a 3633 ,4401.8,,
-4P ,

,, 3251 ' 3612
.

2280
2869

`'''' 14 .198p -1584
. 140 306 _ _ . 496

44:8 956 1530
, 2265,2 24363 : 26098

, 12 . 13. ' r3

***************************3kW*

CAL I FORM IA ouATE:s
YEAR.

1975,
1976
1917
1978
1979
19.8.0

'1961
1982
1983
1964
1965
1984.
1987
1988
1989
1990

GRAtURTES

JO_
115
k18.
121
1214_
126
112
136
-140

.4144
14E1

153
158

- ' 163
168:

.

. '

. - ..
.

In Migration Sensi tivity :Can



.

ESTIMATE() TOTAL. L ICENSED ANU ACTIVE OPTO.METR ISIS.' IN
-

19_71-. 1 98C

TOTAL L. IC. OPTOMETRISTS 2987' 315.9
ACT 10 OFTCMETR 1 STS 2.639. 28221

0 2280OPTCMET EST& FROM, 1975 STOCK
.M1GRAT ItV00:0METR IS S 0 93
CAL.I F G ADVA.TES /976-199°0 0 44.8

'CALIF.,. JPCPL4L . H SANDS) '21206 27659
.ACT IVE:OPTCPt. PER -1 ..060 12 .12.,

.

AL I FCRINI
.4f

k 4-
1985

3 527.
3149
1988
204
956 ".

24363
°12. .

17).

*A
!WI

:
1990

43fit 4
3447
15a4
331

1530
.26098

143

s.

***to*************************

.

err

Figure:G-4. -In-Migration -Sensitivity - 'Case 3

CAL I FORM I A GRADUATES.

YEAR GRADUATES..

1975
19T6

.

`113
111

11

1977 115
1.978 118
1979 121'
1080 124
1981 128
1981 132
11.983 136
1984
198.5 -144 ._
1986 148
1987 . 153
19a8
1989 163.
1990 160

737'

'
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ESTIMAJED Td AL. LICENSED AND ACTIVE CrOMETRISTS, IN CALIFCRNIk'ik..
, 4 ,., . a .4.'

. . ,

DOTAL OPPETRISTS ,

ACtIVE CFTOIETRiSTS :

OPflMEVISTS., FROM i4.75.STOCK.
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BALI F. GRADUATES 1976-1'994T 0

CALIF. VOUL. I TFANSANDS
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t
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1980 1985
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21'206 . 22659,
12. 12
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1977

1978

1979
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1982
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ESTIMATED TOTAL, LICENSE

,
41 Is

\
ACTIVE OPTOMETRISTSIN CALIFORNIA

.

1915 1980 , 1985 1990

.
I.

3867

3474
1988

408

1077
63.,

'

_'.

!

i\

.4536
4106
1584

663
'1857
26098

TOTAL ,LIC. OPTOMETRISTS- . 2981 i284
AC,IVE CFTCMETRISTS, , 2639 e 2942,

0I1T,OMETRIITS FROM 1975 STOCK'. 0 2260
,

.mI,GRATING GPTOMET.R.ISTS 0 1b7 ...
CALIF. GRADUATES '1976-1990 0 473

CA PCPOL 1TtiOUSANDS1 21206 . 22659
ci.TIVE CFTCm. PLR 100.000 '12 12 4.1
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ESTIMATED TOTAL LICENSED AND ACTIVE OPTOMETRISTS IN CALIFORNIA.

4 ' V

TOTAL LIC. OPTOKTRIST6 .'2987
2639ACTIVE OFTCMETRISTS
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.

:'OPIONETRISTS FROM 1975 STUCK l' 0

MIGRATING .OPTNETRISTS. 0
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JOB 'OPPORTUNITIES FROM ODUSTRiALCHANGE'AND REPLACEMENT
NEEDS. Californii 1975.1980

Occupational

Category

4

Net Demand From Replacemeit Needs *Total Job" Avg nnuaf Job''

Industry.Change Dueto.Labor Force Opport4nities. Job.' Oppertuhity.
-Separsiions, From These Sources Opportunities Ratio

Dentists 2611 2560

p.

Optometrists(
, 1207

Pharmacists 1b67,

:Physicians and
, 6711

Osteopaths ,
10

625

1954

7292

Registered Nurses 4770 913034

it.. I

r

1832

3021

5171

b

.

14063 2801

-46073

SOURCE: Employment Development Department, ,Saciamento, December,1975.
. .

366.
-

9.17

.604 5.44

5.85

9215



JOB OPPO S FROM INDUSTRIAL CHANGE & TUIPLACEME4T NEEDS FOR SELECTED
HEALTH SSIONALS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA S.M.S.A.I.'S*. 19 75-80

'
'OA

- hti !.

r .

S M.S.A.:

'...tiet Demand
. . . . 'from

Occupation-'r-r Indusitry

Replacement
_Needs Due to
Labor Force
Separations

Total .

Job
Opportun-r-
- ities

Average
Annual Job
Opportup-:

ities .:

Job.
JOpportun-

itiei1
Ratio

FrSresno:
,

'Physicians.,.
Nurses
Dentists
Optpmetriatit
Phariacists"

Montertyv Ph/sicfans
". Nurses
.Dentists .Optometrists

247.
464
88

124'
14

82
221

.

15
13

'134
644

44
34

- 330 `

'70.:
32i.
36

7
16'

381'
1079

132
1.58

47
ig

152
542. -,

'22.'
'29.

76
216

9

30
108 :-

16
'4
6-

.9.28
10.61
10.12
.16.72

4.95

6.71
.1k 10.11

7.32 a'
10.35,
6.36

Sacrs- Physicians
mento: Nurses

Dentists
Optometrists
Pharmacists

308
874
191

87
41

, 263
1099

99 s:.,
37
77

571
-:1673,

290
124 ,.

1-18

114.
335

58
25e
24,

8488
9.84 1

.10.82 \)
5.38

"
''San.Fran- -PhYsicians
cisco/ Nurses
Oakland: Dentists'

I 7

890'
1484

740
Opt9mptrists;- 274

' Phirm4cists': .144 -.-

. .' ,

-1454.. 344 ''' 469 4.80
'5056- , 6540 ' 1308 :7.-31 .

597' . 1337 267 7:10
loe .382 76 1#11:64
359. '503 101 4 14 IPO

San
Joaquin:

Physiciins
Nurses
De#tIsts.
4/tometrista.
Vharmicists

41

81
217
'16
21
67

1.1.: ..
,,...N.:,91 .172. -, 34

. ._
493 . 710 142
.35 :. :51 -10
.12 53 ._ _ 7
70 . 145 :

-. - .
2 '6.73,,

"5:73
.

4.31
8.87.

r
An Jose:

.

Physiqans .421, 40. ':871
Nurses 1308'. .. .989 3297
Dentists' 322 185 : .." 507

-. OptOmittrie'ln .103 0. 47 .- .150.
-.Pharmacists, ,21 . 4. . 96.4 D "..,' 117 .,

,

i/fStarglard Metropolitan Statistical Area-:
**One :hundred times the ratio of the 'average-10j) opp8rturatieS en 197

174
.. 659

101
30.
23

5.89
9.87 , -

,9.07
10.12

4.19
4

.1

employMent level.
"; . *

*'*:sourcs:' Advance Report on Manpower. Employment: lapuientDep4rtment, Nor
- California Employment Data & Research.erffice, San Frandi.sco, Dec. 1

.
(.

'
.. .

. .

41.
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B. OPPORTUNITIES .FROM INDUSTRIAL CHANGE .& REPLACEMENT NEEDS POR,. SELECTED
REALM PROFESSIONALS-IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA S.M.S.A..'S*, -1975-80 $

1 . . .

. N

-S . M. 3 . A.. .Occupation

Net Demand
from

-Industry.
Change

Replacement. Total.-
Needs Due to .Job

'tabor Force Opportun-
`Sepa tionsT.11 ities

Average .. Job.
"'innual Job iopporttin=
''Opportun- ities10

ities « Ratio**

Los
_Angeles:

Physicians
Nurses

.Dentists
,Qptometrista

Pharmacist;
no t aVai .able

t.

1

Kern:
. .

Physicians
Nurses
Dentists
Optometrists
Phardacists

,n o a 1 a b.le
P 1

t

\

Orange: Phypicfans.
Nurses:

. Dentists
0p.tometriste.

-Pharmacists.

438:
1606

- 293
133
132/

526
2170.
1.97..

. 79 '.
121

.964°'
3776.-
490
212

.. 253. "
0,

19.3
75*
98'-
42'
51

'' 5.54
. 8.06 ,

18:24
. , 7.71

San Ber-
nardino:

-11.

Nurses'

Dentists
Optometrists
Pharrnaciata

223
617

.133
77
47

297
1645
113:

48.
; .76

520
2262

246
125
123

104 5..26
452. .7,86 \\

490,, 6.89
25 7.96

'25 5.69. .
Sadqiego:'Physi913.ana

..1 Nurses
Der tints

.';:. Optometrists
PharmaCists.

506 .

1723..
164

70
92

478

.30""-;406

984:
3903
337

7.06- .

197 6.3P.
781 ip.ea
67, 6.456 y.
21 .9-27*
41 6.53

4nta
Barbarii:,

ft

.Physicians
Nurses

" Dentists
40Ptometriets

PhEirmaeitits

82
508

61
19

37,

20

*79

30

39

36 .5.58

2
12.33N

.96
1.4 45627709

8
1

.Ventura:.. ,, Physicians

Daptists,
Optometrist's
Pharmacists

28 )04
.272 553

, 53
4.

c 41.7- 47'

132
;- 825

44
16

,119.

26.7'
165,

9!:

24

41111.

8.66. Arr

3.61
9.76 /

r.*Standard Metropolitan Statoistfcal Areai;: N

.**One hundred times the ratio of:the average job opportunihes)tto 1975. eiployment,levei;
.

. , .. - . .

Source: Etploymente.Deivelopm#nt Dejiattment, Southern California Employment Data &
ResearchOffice Lob Angeles, Decembek -19.75.* 9.

;171.:
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41: ,

Occupational,. Total, All Industiies Agriculture. It_ Construction

CategorY Forestry ,
. s ''Fieheries

o ,

DETAILED OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT, CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED BY MAJOR .MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

' FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA;' 1975498Q

t.. , , ,
, k

1984i .1915 1980 1975 , 19.7 1980' , 4975 1980 / 1975 1980
. ,

, 7
1 . l

I . .

bentliti

I '1.
r r

'I

16413 :'19024
r
J (

I

I

11179

'Optametrists 3597

Pharmacists 11111

Ph'ysidiass and

Osteopaths.

47905 54616

RegistereOurses , i08019 122789

4

4

Transportation

Communicatibn Utilities,
.

p °

D,Intista . 0
. a

' 4 4

Optometrists 0

. 4 4

Pharmacists

t

.
1

Phyeiciant tiopathe ,6. 0

ri 44,

0

16 0

34

Trade

,

,

13 14. . , 16 18 1111 '1171

Finance Services Public

Insurance IS' Real Late Administration

16213 '',k' .'RHO v;: 0
V! S

r,

3835

147 1535

r

. ...1

Ih

0

a0I'.

0

.

.Registered Nurses 245

SOURCE:
1,

.162 208 0

9492 10463 0.

81'

274 161
o.

. .

.

Devee nt. Department Sacremenio, December 1975,

189

'43

159 192

,

47223 .538719 445. 490

,

1'05189 119650 '1091 1255
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,,
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75 '

-.,

m
.

.

.

,

75
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.p. 1

44,'

,
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,
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'
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.4
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75.
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..,..Orange,: Physicians

:,, ''.80

.
Nurses,
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. s
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''':'

75 .:448,0

3918.

' 0 '
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0"!

0'; 4,F, .

0

0

. 6

6
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8

3429

3857.

..
29

.,.

*40
n

...`80
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8805

5
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. 0

(1
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,
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0

.0

0
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0

% 0 lc
0 41,0

vi 0

7013
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" 36'

1 '47 ,

1 ,

. .14 :

15
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. 1219

'1512.,...
V-'' '514

647

... 0:'
*. g 01 1..

0

0 ;

0

0

:
0

,

40::,,,
,

56A.:.''
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75
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DETAILED OCCUPATIONAL 101011ENT, CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED FOR SELECTED HEALTH PROFESSfONALS

. IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA S.M,S,A. '0, 1975 AND 1980 s'

, !
S,M,,s,A, 'Occupation 11

Yriene "byelaw 75

80

Iturses 75

0

De ;tists

8(),

iOptdbetrists 75

480

thahaacists . 75
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I

-

Monterey;
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rid. 75

,8705

80

80

Optbmetrists 75

.

Pharmacists 75

' 80

!idiots

Sacra- Physicians 75

unto:

M0-

821

t10

,x,2'34
r.

2498

".'261

349

313

190

.204

0

0.

5

4

0

0

. 453 , 0

535 '10

1072-J 0'

1294 0

224

'270

.4

5

ig
rNurses 75

'. 80

Dentiets. 75,

80,
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aff
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1:DEV.11,.ED OCCUPATIONAL. EIRLOYMEN'i, CURRENT AND' ANTICIIATED FOR .SELECTED
HEALTH PROtESS/ONALS

.
IN. S.M. :A.1 8 , '197-5,& 1980,''';.4 CALIFORNIA

.

. . .I ' . -,il'It*.ii,'.:
P..1'13.-c.oirti.

.. " Physicians Registered
. Nurses

Dentists:. Optometrists

-

Phan/4044r
.

S
. .S, A.
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